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Preface

The passage of the Employment Act of 1946 marked this nation’s formal

concern for attaining the goal of full employment, an attempt furthered in

the decade of the 1960s by the emergence of still another concern: human
resource quality. The formation of human capital and strategies for man-
power development have increasingly captured the attention of public

policymakers, the business community, and scholars in once-distinct

disciplines such as education and economics.

Several recent events here and in other nations help to explain the new
emphasis. Private affluence and a rising concern for social goods such as

education and health; concern for urban strife, riots, and rural blight; and
the meager subsistence of poor and otherwise disadvantaged persons all are

a part of the manpower problem in developed nations. Strategies for

economic development invariably emphasize human resource development

through investment in health, education, mobility, and the alteration of

social customs in lesser developed countries. Student unrest and riots

throughout the world reflect increasing concerns for the quality of life and

human resource development. The absolute magnitude of problems such

as these is only intensified by relative comparisons. Educational expendi-

tures in the United States, for example, increased from S9 billion to approxi-

mately S70 billion between 1940 and 1970. Social tension and needs in

areas such as remedial education, crime prevention, and public health are

similarly growing in relative importance. Solutions to these problems

demand, in part, that greater attention be devoted to the economics of

human resources. Although it is impossible to treat fully the many dimensions

to human resources, economic analysis of manpower and human capital

formation can add much to our understanding of the role of human re-

sources in contemporary society.

The purpose of this collection of essays is to describe the study of human
resources from the perspective of economic analysis. That all of the selections

are of post-1960 vintage suggests that economists’ attention to this subject

matter has a comparatively recent history; yet, there is much in the literature

of the past that identifies manpower problems still with us. Research in

human capital economics continues to multiply prodigiously—a fact clearly

revealed by the excellent bibliographies furnished by several contributors to

this volume.

XI



The selections are arranged m six parts Parts I and II introduce the

subject and relate human capital to the economic growth process Part III

presents several outstanding articles on economic efficiency in allocating

human capital investments Parts IV and V concentrate on empirical

studies of investment returns m areas such as education, health, and

mobility, and they also consider the economics of poverty, discrimination,

and manpovv'er retraining Some economic development and manpower
planning aspects of human capital are then discussed m Part VI

I am indebted to numerous persons, including E K Smith, R G ^VaIsh,

and R D Peterson, colleagues ofmine at Colorado State University T W
Schultz, professor of economics at the University of Chicago, and C R
McConnell, professor of econonucs at the University ofNebraska also were

kind enough to offer numerous suggestions Miss Kay Kilburn patiently

assisted m the many details such a volume requires Finally, editor and

reader alike are indebted to the authors of these articles for the contributions

they have made to the subject of this volume
RAW



Introduction

The last four decades have witnessed remarkable changes in the social and

economic life ofmankind—changes which must be reflected in contemporary

subjects taught in universities if current economic problems and policies are

to be relevant to students in the 1970s. This volume examines one of the

many new subjects we face in contemporary times : the economics of human
resources.

The Changing Scope of Human Resource Economics

During the 1930s and 1940s economists’ interest in human factors of

production was rekindled in part because of socioeconomic problems and

policies associated with the depression and war experienced in that era.

Moreover, this was a period in the history of economic ideas when it was

fashionable to study market imperfections—particularly trade unionism

—

and forcefully question the neoclassical view of economic theory, including

the dominance of the marginal productivity doctrine concerning factor

market pricing and resource allocation.

The general outcome of these changes was the emergence of a new
emphasis on labor policy, sometimes loosely termed “labor economics.”

Speaking in very general terms, three identifiable areas of emphasis

emerged:^

1. The role of institutions and laws associated with collective bargaining by workers.

2. Amelioration of socially undesirable working conditions leading to certain kinds

of economic insecurity and deprivation.

3. Study of the causes of unemployment and early formulation of policies, most of

which remained in the world of theory rather than reality until the 1960s.

During the 1930s collective bargaining emerged as a socially and legally

sanctioned process usually denied workingmen’s associations during the

prior two centuries. Hazardous working conditions, excessive hours, low

wages, child labor, and economic insecurity due to age and unemployment

bent to the new will of a concerned society. Economic thought on the

subject of unemployment and economic instability were so forcefully

Notes to this Introduction are on pages xxiv-xxvi.
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shaken by the Keynesian revolution that the new and perhaps dominant
dimension of macroeconomics was added to the subject matter For the

most part, however, the attention of labor economists was narrowly re-

stricted to labor unions, collective bargaining, and social welfare issues

such as unemployment compensation and economic security for the aged
These interests became imbedded in public policy and academia along
with a newfound fascination with macroeconomic problems The Employ
ment Act of 1946 declared the policy of this nation to be promotion of

“maximum employment, production, and purchasing power”—thus paving
the way for the manpower and human capital emphasis with us today

Revolutions of all types tend to mature, this is the predicament of the

subject matter of labor economics today Only a small proportion of the

contemporary American labor force are labor union members m the

conventional view * Furthermore, the human resource problems of what
promises to be some 100 million workers and 230 million persons m the

American economy at the close of the decade of the 1 970s extend far beyond

the once dominant concerns of labor economists weaned in the tradition of

umonism

^Vhat is the new emphasis’ Unfortunately, the question is easier to

answer by simply saying what it is not—a common dilemma in newly

emerged areas of inquiry The new order is not confined solely, as we have

said, to the insticucion of unions, collective bargaining, and government

programs some three decades old, such as unemployment compensauon or

child labor legislauon Horizons have broadened beyond these matters

which nevertheless remain a part of human resource and manpower

economics today Valuable though history may be, concern for the more

encompassing manpower problems must transcend conientional thinking

and relate to human resource issues of the 1970s and beyond

Since the mid-1950s economists, sociologists, educators, and psychologists

increasingly have devoted attention to a broad range of human resource

problems The new order is, then, very much interdisciplinary Further-

more, it is problem policy onented and as such, the tool kit of economics

can be utilized and adopted to the analysts of human resources The new

order embodies so many economic interests that it is neither possible nor

wise (o pretend to cover the subject Acre—a tasA that /f xMitr fO' aeaxn

plish in any event Review of the Alanpower Report of the President or the

Economic Report of the President (both of which arc post WWII creations)

gives some perspective to the suligect of human resources and manpower

Some of the problem areas revealed are persistent unemployment, sub-

employment, future job opportunities, productivity and economic growth,

the incidence of poverty, disadvantaged workers, the quality of work, job

displacement, discrimination, and manpower planmng and forecasting

This new recognition of age old problems demands a new perspective and
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contemporary policies. Thus, manpower retraining, education and health

investments, income maintenance, urban renewal, work incentives, on-the-

job training, and a host of other programs and policies characterize the

contemporary scene.

IVHr HUMAN CAPITAL?

Even so meager a description as provided above correctly suggests that

it is impossible to characterizefully all facets of the new order. Nevertheless,

it is possible to narrow our search down to that which has attracted the

predominant attention of economists. In doing this we find that one of the

major areas of economic inquiry concerning manpower economics is the

formation of human “capital”—a process of further developing the produc-

tive capacity of human resources through investment. We do not delude

ourselves by assuming that human capital economics constitutes the subject

matter of manpower economics in its entirety, a myth quickly dispelled

once one recognizes the interdisciplinary character of the topic. There are

three general reasons for the proposed orientation, however.

First, it is quite apparent that the formation ofhuman capital is important

to several traditional concerns ofeconomists such as the efficiency ofresource

allocation, economic growth and stability, and distributional equity of

factor income.® The development of manpower through investment in

human capital certainly relates to economic efficiency as the time-enhanced

organizational skills of management and labor suggest. Many factors

contribute to economic growth in a quantitative and qualitative sense—and

it is the latter which may be influenced most directly by human capital

formation. Moreover, the distribution of income is connected in an obvious

way to the value of human factors of production and thus connected to the

quality as well as the quantity of resources supplied in a market economy.

A second explanation for the human capital orientation toward man-

power economics is that most of the western world has viewed much of the

formation of human capital as being the proper province of the public

sector. Education, health, and welfare have been generally regarded as

social goods properly supplied by the public instead of the private sector.

Little is known about the efficient allocation of resources to these areas,

because much of contemporary human capital formation occurs outside

the market economy. The analytical tools of economics have required some

adaptation to the extra-market environment. Although much remains to be

done in this regard, progress has been made in economic studies of allocative

efficiency in the extra-market environment for public goods such as educa-

tion and health. The education and health industries alone represent

direct expenditure areas which now absorb more than $100 billion annually,

most of which represents public sector outlays. Unless rising affluence and
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consumption desires are blunted by military holocaust, these industries

promise to be of increasing relative importance in decades to come
Finally, the human capital orientation toward more encompassing man*

power problems is partially explained by the goodness or poorness of fit

(depending upon one’s view ofprogress to date) between the tools ofeconomic
analysis and the character of the problems posed and the policies proposed
If the multibillion dollar education industry functions outside of the price-

directed marltet system, imperfect though the latter may be, what can be
said about the efficiency of resource allocation in education^ How does one
evaluate the worth of such expenditures’ To whom is such a “good” distri-

buted and upon what terms of financial sacrifice’ How does education

relate to future economic growth’ These questions, as we said before, have

not been asked forcefully enough by economists primarily interested in the

market economy where the private sector reigns supreme Economists may
well be able to contribute to solving the manpower questions of the 1970s

by adopting a human capital formation perspective Even though this

vantage point does not represent the complete manpower scope, it certainly

represents one important dimension Les charitable views also prevail,

suggesting that the human capital emphasis is at best an untested allegation

and at worst blatant error In view of progress to date, this is an issue

which can best be judged by reading the original articles presented m the

selections that follow

DEVELOPMEjrr Of THE HUMAJ/ CAPITAL CO^r:EPT

The word eaptial generally refers to the reproductive power of natural

and manmade producer goods Typically, capital resources are factors of

production which must themselves be produced at some cost and are

subject to changing value with use or disuse The treatment of human

beings as a capital component that is an integral input in the economic

development process is by no means a novel idea, as is demonstrated in the

literature of the early classical economists * Nevertheless, the disciphne of

economics failed to incorporate fully the human capital component into

the stream of economic thought This has been rectified in recent years as

economists have reappraised three divcRC but related economic problems

the causes of economic growth, economic efficiency for public sector

expenditures not regimented by the conventional price mechanism, and the

nature of economic development and manpower planning

Early interest in the human capital concept was motivated by a desire

to draw public attention to the value of conservation of life and the need

to develop systems of compensation for injury or death The development

of more equitable tax systems, the effects of education on the distribution of

earnings, and attempts to delineate the costs of war also motivated classical

economists Finally, interest in human capital was sparked by its implica-
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tions for understanding the sources of tvealth and the power of nations, the

role of government, socioeconomic control, and class stratification.® Those
few classical economists who argued that hiunan beings should be viewed

in a capital context defended the proposition by noting that (a) there were
costs associated with the development and formation of human resources

(largely education), (b) the output of skilled hmnan resources added
incrementally to the national product, and (c) expenditures on human
resources which increased national product also increased national wealth.

Human capital formation is affected by investment in formal education,

improved health, on-the-job training, manpower rehabilitation, and im-

proved mobility. Factors unrelated to investment expenditures {e.g., labor

force participation or age-sex changes in manpower supply) also affect the

formation of human capital. In this sense human capital may represent

a most significant explanation of our inability to identify the sources of

economic growth and development. Human capital formation is also

important because of the magnitude of expenditures on formal education

and health as we noted earlier. In slightly more than a decade, for example,

direct expenditmes on formal education in the United States nearly tripled.®

The educational system is a sizable industry by most standards. Conse-

quently, investment in formal education constitutes one focal point in the

study of economic development and the formation of human capital.^

Formal education, however, is not the only concern of human capital

economics. Manpower mobility, the economics of poverty, investments in

health and manpower retraining, the “costs” of discrimination, and plan-

ning for future manpower and educational needs also concern the contri-

butors to this volume. An array of topics such as these necessarily involves

a variety of approaches deserving of brief introduction.

Alternative Approaches to Human Capital Analysis

The approaches used in analyzing human capital formation vary,

depending on whether one’s interests are more directly related to problems

associated with economic growth and development, allocative efiiciency of

investment in human capital, or manpower and educational planning.®

HUMAN CAPITAL STOCKS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Estimates of the value of the stock of human capital at different points

in time constitute one approach to manpower and economic growth analysis.

The major methodological contribution in the area of estimating the

educational stock of human capital remains that of Theodore W. Schultz

who has developed such data for the United States.® Mushkin and Weisbrod

have developed cost-based estimates for health and welfare expenditures
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for the United States, and development economists are applying similar
techniques to studies of Jess developed nations

Other authors obtain the present value of future earnings to estimate
human capital stocks Derivation ofthe present value {Bv) ofa human capital

asset is a funcuon of the summed incremental lifetime earnings and other
benefits (B) associated with different levels of human capital formation
(eg, education), discounted by some interest rate (r) applied to the pro-
ductive life (t) of the asset as fcJlows

The production cost approach presents difficulties that require careful

consideration, including the extent to which the costs of education constitute

investment in contrast to consumption expenditures, and the appropriate

ness of including foregone earnings as a cost component The discounted

earnings approach raises numerous unresolved problems, including changes

m future mortality, the validity of earnings and other readily measured

economic variables as a surrogate for benefits, the implied assumption that

earnmgs reflect marginal productmiy, the proper rate of discount, and the

treatment of human capital appreciation or depreciation—to name but a

few Although both human capital stock approaches are subject to quahfi

cation, identification of the relative importance of human capital represents

a long needed addition to the conventional view of capital output relation

ships m the theory of economic growth and development At the same time,

numerous noneconomic and quahiauve variables are not easily incorporated,

and inferences drawn from such analyses must remain cognizant of the

inherent limitations of the methodology

Knowing something about human capital stocks allows one to delineate

the form and magnitude of quantitative relationships between inputs (labor

and capital), outputs (national income), and whatever unexplained growth

in output might remain This unexplained difference, or residual, is typically

labeled productivity or technological change In some instances the character

of the production function has been postulated,'* whereas in other studies

the growth rates of inputs and outputs arc measured and compared to

estimate the residuaf

Estimation of a growth residual or specification ofalternative production

functions is a useful but frustrating exercise Factor substitution as well as

the complementary interplay of technology and physical factors of produc-

tion remain difficult to identify or are assumed away in many studies The

residual nature of the unexplained growth component is challenging because

of Its relative size, and it also is mysterious because of the heterogeneity of

the unspecified growth components it masks More than one half of the 2 9

per cent growth rate of the American economy from 1909 to 1957 is unex
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plained after accounting for the observed growth in physical capital stocks

and the quantity of labor inputs. The omnipresent existence of so large a
growth residual has forcefully reminded all concerned that economic
growth entails much more than the accumulation of saving, investment in

physical capital, or even the formation of human capital, for that matter.^®

In recognition of situations similar to this in a variety of countries at various

stages of development, students of development economics have been forced

to extend their research inquiry considerably. The subject matter of human
capital represents one of the time-worn assumptions or “givens” that simply

had to be released if we were ever to begin to fully understand economic
growth and development.

INVESTMENT RETURNS

Analysis of costs, benefits, or returns to investment in human capital is

a widely used method of studying human capital formation.^* The central

purpose of benefit-cost analysis is to determine the relative efficiency of

alternative expenditure programs. Interest in this approach is, in part, a

product of the muted role played by the price system in the allocation of

resources in the public sector, including expenditures on education as well

as other forms ofhuman capital investment. The discounted ratio of benefits

to costs over the lifetime of the asset is one way of reflecting the extent to

which investment alternatives are preferable. Rate-of-return studies are

similar to benefit-cost analysis in that the present value of lifetime returns

is equated to cost outlays to derive a percentage return on investment. The
internal rate of return is that rate of discount which just equates the present

value of prospective returns and costs. Although the analytical difficulties

posed by this approach are extensively discussed by the articles presented

in Part Three, it can be noted here that the need to measure social benefits

and costs, as distinct from those which are private, constitutes a serious

analytical bottleneck. This raises a host of issues such as (a) the extent to

which earnings reflect marginal productivity in contrast to market imper-

fections, (b) nonmonetary returns, including consumption retmns, (c)

benefits that possess external or spillover qualities, and (d) the selection of

an appropriate discount rate (in benefit-cost analysis) or comparative rates

of return (if internal rates of return are derived). These difficulties suggest

that interpretive care is required, even though this approach generates

valuable empirical information. If nothing else, investment return analysis

has made a major contribution by redirecting the attention of economists

to long unresolved issues in the fields of manpower and economic develop-

ment {e.g., externalities or multiple public policy objective functions). In

addition, this approach may help planning efforts focus more sharply on

rationalizing alternative patterns of resource allocation within the public

sector.
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EDUCATION AND MANPOWER PLANS

Correlation techniques may be used m an attempt to identify the rcla-

tionship between health or cducauonal expenditures and a nation’s output,
or growth m the stock of human capital and technological change Inter-

temporal correlation may be used m an attempt to relate growth m human
capital or educational expenditures to stages of economic development
Although analyses of these types can be useful, data availability and com-
parability often plague such efforu Unknown causation between output
and expenditure levels and problems ofmulticollinearity are the two more
frequent limitations to this approach This approach sharply identifies the

problem of association among independent variables such as ability and
education Positive correlation between eoinomic growth m income and
educational expenditures, for example, supports two alternative hypotheses

(a) education promotes economic development and growth in income, or

(b) additional educational expenditures are a consequence of rising levels

of income and a more advanced state of development Multicollineanty

between health and wealth, or ability and education, produces a bias of an

uncertain magnitude, making u diiBcuU to attribute all or a portion of

improved rates of development to increased education alone Although

these relationships cannot be easily disentangled using existing information

and techniques, the correlation approach reveals useful information about

economic development and human capital formation relations “ Regional,

international, and development economists utilize spatial correlation

techniques when the rather difficult topics of manpower planning and

development of education systems arise ” Less developed nations, for

example, may be able to approximate educational levels required at given

stages of development and levels of output through comparative studies

Spatial comparisons may also be useful in understanding labor mobility,

the approximate relationship between stages of manpower and economic

development, and future development needs and prospects Understanding

future development needs and prospects is all the more acute because of

the lengthy lead time period required m the production of a unit of human

capital The greatest obstacle to this approach, particularly at the inter-

national level, IS incomparabihty of data Much care is also required m
such comparisons because “other things” are seldom, if ever, equal

Analysis of manpower demand charactcnslics and the supply of trained

manpower as an output of the education industry constitutes a comple-

mentary manpower planning approach Many authorities have argued for

better analyses of manpower requirements on the basis of skill level charac-

teristics and have placed less emphasis on rate of return studies and man-

power planning by aggregative occupation profiles Studies of the United

States, Great Britain, UNESCO, and the OECD are numerous, but never-

theless limited because they tend to emphasize demand and supply conditions
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for particular skill levels of manpower, especially teachers, engineers, and
high-level manpower. Translation of human capital requirements into

educational planning and manpower development is a vital but difficult

link in economic development.^^ Among the obvious problems are: (a) the

uncertain extent of human capital substitution, (b) the skill-level impact

of a changing technology, (c) the specificity or generality of training re-

quired, (d) difficulties associated with the accuracy of long-run projections

of manpower supply, (e) the production lag in human capital formation,

and (f) issues related to educational goals, means, and structure. The
planning need is particularly acute in less developed countries because

development policy cannot avoid economic planning and the creation of

an education industry. Furthermore, the limited resources constraining the

developing world make it all the more imperative that development policy

avoid cliche and standards of an old world which may or may not apply

to hmnan capital requirements in the future.

Plan of the Book*

This, then, is a broad overview of the dimensions to our topic. A more

definitive description of the economics of human capital formation and

manpower development is furnished by the contributors whose articles on

the subject are arranged as follows.

Part One The initial selections in this section establish the framework

for human capital formation from the viewpoint of economic history,

problems, theory, and policy. Human capital, as a concept, is not without

its own history. B. F. Kiker, the author of the first selection, anchors this

idea firmly by resurrecting views expressed by economists of the past,

noting their failures as well as accomplishments. But what is the contem-

porary nature of building a strong human resource base? The Council of

Economic Advisers 2 sketches several dimensions of this problem, emphasiz-

ing education, manpower policy, health, and equal opportunity. Finally,

Ingvar Svennilson 3 introduces some of the ignored or unidentified factors

in the growth of contemporary economies, many of which relate to human
capital formation.

Part Two The notion that there are interdependencies between the

economic growth of a society and its stock of human capital, suggested in

Part One by Svennilson 3, is more firmly established by the five articles in

this section, even though the exact nature of these interdependencies

* Most of the readings introduced in preliminary sections of this kind will be identified

only by the name(s) of the author(s), and the essay number assigned in this book. The
reader should take note of the styles of abbreviation: See, for instance, “Ingvar Svennilson

3” and “Svennilson 3.”
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narrowed econometric search for determinate solutions may distort the

subject altogether.

Part Four The first four selections in Part Four describe some of the

relationships between investment in education and returns from these

investments. Herman P. Miller 17 analyzes income by education level

over time using 1950 and 1960 census data. The internal rate of return on
investments in schooling is estimated by Giora Hanoch 18 who also ex-

plains several analytical problems encountered in empirical studies. Orley
Ashenfelter and Joseph D. Mooney 19 concentrate upon returns to

graduate training. A variety of less easily dealt with benefits from invest-

ments in education are explained by Burton A. Weisbrod 20 in an article

’•epresentative of a positive attempt to deal with some of the criticisms

presented earlier. Human capital formation is not an exclusive function of

-investments in education as the last three selections of Part Four on health

and mobility suggest. Herbert E. Klarman’s 21 general review of benefit-

cost analysis in health economics suggests that health is an important

dimension to manpower development. Selma J. Mushkin and Burton A.

Weisbrod 22 examine the formation of human capital through investments

in health using techniques similar to those described earlier by Schultz.

Mobility or the transfer of human capital represents still another dimension

of human capital, the topic of Mary Jean Bowman and Robert G. Myers 23 .

Part Five Poverty, discrimination, and manpower retraining represent

environmental manpower issues encompassing the disadvantaged. Poverty

and the economics of discrimination are treated in the first three selections

of Part Five. The President’s Council of Economic Advisers 24 discusses

the magnitude and policy implications of poverty in America. John P.

Formby 25 appraises the extent of discrimination against nonwhites,

holding the quantity of educational capital constant; and Walter Fogel 26

discusses the effect of low educational attainment on incomes for ethnic

minority groups. Benefit-cost studies of programs to retrain disadvantaged

workers are presented in the last three selections of Part Five. Gerald G.

Somers and Ernst W. Stromsdorfer 27 evaluate the economics of retraining

under certain manpower programs once in progress, and Worth Bateman

28 reports on a similar study applied to rehabilitation of public assistance

recipients. The sequel to these studies is summarized by David O. Sewell’s

29 evaluation of benefit-cost techniques applied 'to training the

disadvantaged.

Part Six As is true of previous topics covered in this volume, a vast

quantity of literature exists on the subject of manpower planning, human
capital and economic development, and educational planning. Much of the

progress in planning has emerged out of the long-standing international

concerns in this area and past efforts of agencies such as the Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the United
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Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
Although we can only touch upon the subject here, Mary Jean Bowman
30 sets a delicate balance between relevant planning for economic develop-
ment and liturgical approaches to planning, thereby identifying some of
the pitfalls that can emerge m this area Gottfried Bombach 31 discusses

manpower forecasting in developed nations, and Anthony Bottomley 32
examines manpoiver planning and optimal educational investment condi-
tions for developing nations The final selection by Mark Blaug 33 is con-
cerned with educational planning in relationship to manpoiver needs a
subject worthy ofa \oIume in its own tight •*

Conclusion

Human capital formation is the centra) theme of the selections descnbed
above It turns out, however, that our inquiry touches many related prob-

lems in the area of human resource economics mcludmg economic growth

and development, the efficiency of public sector imestmcnts, educational

formation of human capital, manpower development through investments

in health, mobility, and manpower training, the manpower problems of

poverty, discrimination, and retraimng, and the development of man-
power and educational policies

Notes

1 Thu should not be interpreted as

meaning these directions were unrecognaed

previously Nothing could be further from

the truth as u witnessed by the array of

economic literature on these subjects extend

ing back several decades

2 Membership m Amcncan labor
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for the last fifteen years at 18 million (or

fewer) workers and has dccluied in rclaOre

terms to approximately one-fifth of the

American work force today

3 I am indebted to Burton A ^^ftsbrod

for making available to me Benefits of

Manpower Programs Theoretical and
Methodological Issues,” an unpublished

paper presented at the North Amentan
Ojnference on Cost Benefit Analysis of

Manpower Policies presented at Madison,

^Vlsconsm, May 1969 (to be published in a

Conference volume)
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significance of human capital to economic

development is M J Bowman, M
Oebeauiau V Komarov, and J Vaizey,

eds , Rfodingf in the Economtes of Education

(Pans United Nauons Educational

Saentific and Cultural OrgamzaUon 1968)

For addiuonal informauon on the concept

of human capital see M Debeauvais, “The
Concept of Human Capital,’ International

Soetal Srtenee Journal 14 (1962) 660-76,

W J MUIer, “The Economics of Education

in English Classical Economics,” Southern

Ectntomu Journal 32 (1966) 294-309, John

Vaizey, The Economut ofB^ucatim (London

Faber & Faber, 1962) chapter 2, E A J
Johnson, “The Place of Learning Science,

Vocational Training and ‘Art’ in Pre-

Snuthian Economic Thought, ’ Journal of

Eemorrae History 24 (1964) 129-44

5

B F Kiker, “The Histoncal Roots

of the Concept of Human Capital ‘Journal

of P^rtical Etonorry 74 (1966) 481, and
Miller, * Economics of Educauon,” p 308
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Also see J. S. Nicholson, “The Living

Capital of the United Kingdom,” Economic
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“The Economic Significance of National

Education,” Planovoe Khoziaistvo 9-10 (1924);

and J. R. Walsh, “Capital Concept Applied

to Man,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 49

(1935): 255-85.

6 Richard F. Young, “Educational

Expenditures in the United States,” Monthly

Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas
City (September-October 1967); 5.

7 See T. W. Schultz, “Capital Forma-
tion by Education,” Journal of Political
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comments on measurement of human
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8 Methodological alternatives are also

discussed in W. G. Bowen, “Assessing the

Economic Contributions of Education; An
Appraisal of Alternative Approaches,”

Economic Aspects of Higher Education (Paris;

Organisation for Economic Co-Operation

and Development, 1964), pp. 177-201; and
Debeauvais, “Concept of Human Capital,”

pp. 660-76.

9 T. W. Schultz, The Economic Value of
Education (New York; Columbia University
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“Human Capital ; Concepts and Measures,”
Economics of Higher Education, United States

Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (Washington, D.C.; U.S. Govern-
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of Human Capital,” Journal of Political

Economy 77 (1969); 425-36.
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volume.
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13 See John Kendrick, Productivity

Trends in the United Slates (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1961), Appendix
A; E. F. Denison, The Sources of Economic

Growth in the United States and Alternatives

Before Us (New York: Committee for

Economic Development, 1962), p. 30; R. M.
Solow, “Techm'cal Progress, Capital Forma-

tion, and Economic Growth,” American

Economic Review 52 (1962); 76-86; and

Kenneth J. Arrow, “The Economic Im-

portance of Learning by Doing,” Review of

Economic Studies 29 (1962): 155-74.

14 Gary S. Becker, “Investment in

Human Capital: A Theoretical Analysis,”

Journal of Political Economy, Supplement, 70

(1962): 9-50. Selected empirical studies

include W. L. Hansen, “Total and Private

Rates ofReturn to Investment in Schooling,”

Journal of Political Economy 71 (1963);

128-40; H. S. Houthakker, “Education and

Income,” Review ofEconomics and Statistics 41

(1969): 24-28; G. S. Becker, “Underinvest-

ment in College Education?” American

Economic Review 50 (1960): 346-54; B. A.

Weisbrod, “Education and Investment in
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Supplement, 70 (1962); 106-23; and L. F.
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McClelland, “Does Education Accelerate

Economic Growth?” Economic Development
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Weisbrod, External Benefits of Public Educa-
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twn, Induslrtal Relations Section (Pnnceton
Princeton University Press, 1964) , R Fein,

“Education Patterns in Southern Migra-
tion,” Southern Economic Journal 32 (1965)
106--28, and Harbison and Myers Edueatvat,

Manpower and Economic Growth The latter u
a classical study at the international level

On manpower forecasting see H S Fames,
ed , Planning Education for Economic and Social

Development (Pans Organisation for Eco
nomic Co Operation and Development,

1964), and R S Eckaus, 'Economic
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tions ID those areas of bu chosen interests



Part

One

The Nature of

Human Resource

Economics

TIic aulliors of the selections reprinted in Part One review tlic tnctliodo-

logical character and importance of human capital formation, thus laying

a foundation for the human resource and economic growth, eflicicncy, and

equity issues which characterize this volume. P. F. Kiker’s historical

summary 1 of the human capital concept introduces the reader to the

actuarial principles used in benefit-cost analysis of human resources and

reviews the historical treatment of this subject as well. The Council of

Economic Advisers 2 generally reveals in tlie 1966 report to the president

the ways that human resources can be strengthened through public jDolicy.

Ingvar Svcnnilson 3 explains that what economists do not know about

economic growth may \vcll be a greater quantum than the known.
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The Historical Roots

of the Concept of Human Capital

The surge of interest in human
capital since the niid-1950s could

lead to the erroneous conclusion that

the subject is new in economics

Professor B F Kiker of the Uni-

versity of South Carolina dispels

this myth by carefully reviewing the

concept and role of human capital

formation m the history of economic

B F KIKER

thought Like their predecessors,

contemporary economists concen-

trate on a vancty of forms of invest-

ment m human resources leading to

a recognizable concept of the capital

value of man as a productive agent

In recent years, economists have devoted a great deal of effort to developing

and quantifying the concept of“human capital” and to applying it, through

the concept ofinvestment in the formation ofhuman capital, to such activities

as education, whether academic study or on the job training, migration,

and medical care ’ The concept ofhuman capital, however, is by no means

new The object of this paper is to review some of the past literature, m
order pnmanly to determine which authors treated human beings as

capital, tbeir motives for doing so, and their proceduTes for valuing tnan

as capital Although this essay is not exhausuve, it will be shown, m essence,

that the concept of human capital was somewhat prominent in economic

thinking until Marshall discarded the notion as “unrealistic
”

Reprinted from B F Kiker, ‘ The Birtorrcal Roots of the Concept of Human Capital,"

Journal of Political Economy 74 (October 1966), pp 481-99, with the permission of the

author and publisher Copyright 1966 by The University of Chicago

'See for example Schultz (1959, 1961«, t961(, 1962), Weisb od (1961), Machlup

(1962), Mushkm (1962), Becker (1964)
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Economists who considered human beings or their skills as capital

include such well-known names in the history of economic thought as

Petty, Smith, Say, Senior, List, von Thunen, Roscher, Bagehot, Ernst

Engel, Sidgwick, Walras, and Fisher. Basically, two methods have been
used to estimate the value of human beings : the cost-of-production and the

capitalized-earnings procedures. The former procedure consists of estimating

the real costs (usually net ofmaintenance) incurred in “producing” a human
being; the latter consists of estimating the present value of an individual’s

future income stream (either net or gross of maintenance). Several motives

for treating human beings as capital and valuing them in money terms have

been found: (1) to demonstrate the power of a nation; (2) to determine the

economic effects of education, health investment, and migration; (3) to

propose tax schemes believed to be more equitable than existing ones; (4) to

determine the total cost of war; (5) to awaken the public to the need for

life and health conservation and the significance of the economic life of an

individual to his family and country; and (6) to aid courts and compensation

boards in making fair decisions in cases dealing with compensation for

personal injury and death.

I

Statisticians and acjtuaries have developed relatively scientific procedures

for estimating the money (or capital) values of either a human being as

such or the population of a nation. Their methods, which are essentially a

cost-of-production approach or some form of a capitalized-earnings ap-

proach, are examined in this section, as are variations in the approaches.

One of the first attempts to estimate the money value of a human being

was made around 1691 by Sir William Petty. Labor to him was the “father

ofwealth.” It must therefore be included in any estimate of national wealth.

This led Petty to place a money value on laborers. Petty’s interest in the

monetary evaluation of human beings developed out of his interest in

public finance (Hull, 1899, I, 589-95). Soon, however, he used the notion

of human capital in attempts to demonstrate the power of England (Hull,

1899, I, 505-13; II, 192), the economic effects of migration (Hull, 1899, I,

192), the money value of human life destroyed in war (Hull, 1899, I, 152),

and the monetary loss to a nation resulting from deaths (Hull, 1899, I,

108-10) . Petty estimated the value of the stock ofhuman capital by capitaliz-

ing the wage bill to perpetuity, at the market interest rate; the wage bill he

determined by deducting property income from national income (Hull,

1899, I, 108).2

Petty’s evaluation ofhuman beings in money terms was bitterly satirized by Dean Swift

in his “A Modest Proposal for Preventing the Children of Poor People from Being a Burden

to Their Parents or the Country.”
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Petty’s method makes no allowance for the cost of maintenance of
workers before capitalization * In spite of this limitation, his procedure
gives a close approximation for determining the capital value of a nation

It IS wholly inadequate, however, when used for purposes where human-
capital values by age, sex, and economic status are needed, as in several of
the cases mentioned above

The first truly scientific procedure and the one followed today by many
economists and others for finding the capital or money value of a human
being was devised in 1853 by William Farr Like Petty’s, Farr’s interest in

the evaluation of human capital developed out of his interest in public

finance He advocated the substitution for the existing English income tax

system of a property tax that would include property consisting of the

capitalized value of earning capacity His procedure for estimating the latter

was to calculate the present value of an individual’s net future earnings

(future earnings minus persona! living expenses), allowance being made for

deaths in accordance with a life table (Farr, 1853) Farr’s work suggests a

way in which “human capital” can be a misleading analogy He suggested

that since human beings are productive they should be regarded and taxed

as capital Since this would oblige people to pay tax on wealth that they do

not have in hand, it could lead to absurd results * Farr’s method was almost

identical with the method utilized some eighty years later by Louis Dublin

and Alfred Lotka (1930) Their procedure is discussed below

Ernst Engel, writing around 1883, preferred a cost of production pro-

cedure for estimating the monetary value of human beings Although he

discussed Petty’s approach and modified it somewhat to allow for the

limited number of years a man is employed, he felt that the yield value of

certain human beings (for example, a Goethe, Newton or Benjamin

Franklin) could not be determined Since, however, their rearing was a cost

to their parents, it might be estimated and taken as a measure of their

monetary value to society This monetary value at age * may be determined

from a formula

C,=Co{* +*+*[*{*+ 1)/2]}

where is the total cost of producing a human being (neglecting interest,

* Perhaps, however, no great error is coirmutted if maintenance costs are not considered

when this approach is taken Almost three hundred years later hfushkin and Weisbrod

(1963 p 595) assert Maintenance of physical capital prolongs its life and thereby reduces

annual depreciation The result u that the reported stock of physical capital net of deprecia

tion IS larger than it isould be if maintenance expenditures were lower If depreciaUon were

reduced by the exact amount of niainlciian« expenditures this would be equivalent to

counting the maintenance as investment Thus the treatmenl of maintenance of human and

non human capital may be reasonably consistent after all

* Imagine a tax structure in which Elizabeth Taylor s lax bill at age sixteen u the »me
funcuon of her capitalized expected earnings as a landlord s lax bill u of hia capitahzed

expected earnings
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depreciation, and maintenance) through age x, Cq denotes costs incurred up
to the point of birth, and k is the annual percentage increase in cost. The
constant, Cq, was empirically found by Engel to be 100, 200, and 300 marks

for the lower, middle, and upper German social classes, respectively. He
observed A: to be 0.1. This formula applies, however, only when a;^26. After

age twenty-six the individual was assumed by Engel to be “fully produced”

(Engel, 1883, pp. 15-20, 58-78; Sencini, 1908, pp. 481-86).®

There is, however, no simple and necessary relationship between the

cost of producing an item and its economic value. This is especially true for

human beings, whose cost of production is not undertaken primarily with

a view to economic gain. Although I see very httle use for the cost-of-

production procedure in evaluating human beings as such, a modification

of Engel’s approach is useful in determining the components, such as

education and health-service capital, of a human-capital value. This is so,

simply because it is less difficult to estimate the direct (and opportunity, if

appropriate) cost incurred in forming a particular component of human-
capital value than to attribute future earning differentials to specific items

such as education and health services.

Theodor Wittstein in 1867 defined human beings as capital goods and

employed a variation of both Farr’s capitalized-eamings and Engel’s cost-

of-production approaches to value human capital. Wittstein’s interest in

the concept of human capital arose from a desire to determine a guide to

be used as a basis for claims for compensation from loss of life. Since he

assumed that an individual’s lifetime earnings are equal to his lifetime

maintenance cost plus education, the approaches yield the same estimates

—which inevitably come out to be zero at birth. His procedure may be

sxunmarized in the following formulas:

p^-”-aR^„y

where a is annual consiunption expenditures including education for an

average German male in a particular occupation, r=(l +z), where i is the

market interest rate; p=llr; L^„y is the munber of men living at age n in a

fife table; i?(„) is the value at age « of a 1-thaler annuity (for a given r and

' A French economist of the early eighteenth century, Richard Cantillon, discussed the

cost of rearing a child (both free and slave) to working age. He estimated this cost to be

equal to Uvice the value of the land needed to sustain an adult male. This formula applied

to both slaves and freemen, since “free peasants . . . will probably maintain them[selves]

upon a better foot than slaves according to the custom of the place he lives in” and will

require, therefore, more land (Cantillon, 1959, p. 35).
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purchased at birth)
, X is the value of the future output of an average man

in a particular occupation
, J\r is the age at which this man enters the labor

force (Wittstein, 1867)

Wittstein (1867, p 50) assumed for simplicity that a and X are constant

over the life of an individual He asserted, moreover, that the former
equation (which is based on past values) for valuing a human being m
money terms should be used when JV>b but that when X<n the latter

equation (which is based upon expected values) could be utilized more
easily (Wittstein, 1867, p 53) Although Wittstcm’s analysis is interesting,

his basic postulate that lifetime earnings and lifetime maintenance cost are

equal is unjustified Moreover, any combination of the capitalized earnings

and cost-of production methods is dangerous, owing to the possibility of

duplication of values

Dublin and Lotfca were in the life insurance business They considered

that calculations ofhuman values could be useful in ascertaining how much
life insurance a man should carry Such calculations might also be useful m
estimating the economic costs of preventable disease and premature death

(Dublin and Lotka, 1930, Preface) The result of their c^culatjons was a

ibrtnula

where V0 « the value of the individual at birth, ti*=(l +i)“* is the present

value of SI 00 due * years later, P, is the probability at birth ofan individual

living to age x, yx ‘S yearly earnings per individual from age * to *+ 1

,

IS the proportion of individuals employed from age x to x+l (Farr had

assumed full employment) , f, is the cost of living for an individual from

age X to x+ 1 To find the money value ofan individual at a particular age,

a, the formula may be modified (Dublin and Lotka, 1930, p 167) to

This method of capitalizing an individual’s earnings, minus his con-

sumption or maintenance, gives a useful estimate for some purposes It

estimates, for example, the economic value of the man to his family—which

was Dublin and Lotka’s purpose If the wage earner is killed, his family is

impoverished by the amount of his contribution to them—^which, pre-

sumably, IS his income less his maintenance There is considerable question,

however, as to the validity of such an approach when the value of a human

being to himselfor in society is sought To make estimates for these purposes,

the capitalized gross earnings procedure (including living expenses) should

be used
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The cost of producing (rearing) an individual, C, up to age a, according
to Dublin and Lotka, is

-a— 1 —

—>r=0 _

which may be simplified to

Ca

Hence, the cost of producing an individual up to age a is equal to the

difference between his value at age a and his value at birth, multiplied by

(1 +i)‘‘lPg (Dublin and Lotka, 1930, p. 168). This is, of course, a sophisticated

version of Engel’s approach.

Dublin, somewhat earlier, had estimated the capital value of the popu-

lation of the United States in 1922 to be Jive times the stock of material

wealth. The basis of this estimate is unknown and the estimate itself not

entirely plausible, though it has been often quoted. His estimate of the size

of this stock led him to advocate a more liberal expenditure policy for

maintaining it (Dublin, 1928).

The works of Farr and Dublin and Lotka should be starting points for

anyone interested in estimating either human-capital values or their com-

ponents. Dublin and Lotka’s discussion of the capitalized-earnings ap-

proach (either net or gross of living expenses) is clear, concise, and one of

the best expositions available. Although there are obvious conceptual

difficulties associated with this approach, it gives the most accurate results

if the data necessary for measurement are available.

Allowances for depreciation are not taken into account when the cost-of-

production approach to determine human-capital value is utilized. The

capitalized-earnings approach, however, implicitly includes depreciation.

Since a young man, ceteris paribus, is expected to be productive over a

longer period than an older cohort, his capital value would be greater.

Maintenance costs were neglected by Petty and Engel. They were,

however, considered to be equal to personal living expenses by Farr, Witt-

stein, and Dublin and Lotka. This was a dubious procedure then, particu-

larly at the date Dublin and Lotka published, and would be wrong in

developed countries today. Maintenance costs have been neglected by

present-day economists who have advocated the human-capital concept.

Some of these costs, however, are incurred during the investment period;

a portion of them are continuous throughout the life of the human
capital.®

“For other work similar to that discussed in this section see: Liidtge (1873a, 18736),

Lindheim (1909), and Meyer (1930-32).
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II

From time to time throughout the history of economic thought, econo
mists have included human beings, or their acquired abilities and skills, as

a component of capital Although some of them attempted to esUraatc the

value of this capital—on both the microeconomic and the macroeconomic
levels—and to employ these estimates for a specific purpose (for example,

to estimate the total economic losses resulting from war), others have
merely included human beings, or their acquired abilities and skills, m
their definition of capital and recognized the importance of investment m
human beings as a means of increasing their productivity The latter group,

generally, neither attempted an evaluation ofhuman capital nor employed
the concept for any specific purpose ’ Most of these economists held that

human beings should be included in the concept of capital for three reasons

(1) the cost of rearing and educating human beings is a real cost, (2) the

product of their labor adds Co the national wealth, (3) an expenditure on a

human being that increases this product will, cetens panbus, increase national

wealth

Although he did not specifically define the term “capital,” Adam Smith

included in his eatery of fixed capital the skids and useful abilities of

human beings The skill of a man, he said, may be regarded as a machine

that has a genuine cost and returns a profit (Smith, 1937, pp 101, 259-66)

Jean BapUste Say (1821, pp 92-94) asserted likewise that since skills and

abilities are acquired at a cost and tend to snertase worker productivity

they should be regarded as capital This was also the contention ofJohn

Stuart Mill (1909, p 47), William Roscher (1878, p 151), Walter Bagehot

(1953, pp 55-56), and, at the microeconomic level, Henry Sidgwick (1901,

pp 132-34) According to W Stark, Jeremy Bentham’s most interesung

passage, from the point of view of economic theory, was one in which he

stated that “labour is distinguished into mere physical exertion and the

skill or mental power displayed m the exercise of the bodily act” (Stark,

1952, p 53)

To Friedrich List, skills and acquired abilities of human beings, which

are largely an inheritance from the past and the result of past labor and self-

restraint, were the most important components ofa nation’s stock of capital

He asserted that, in both production and distribution, the contribution of

this human capital to output must be considered (List, 1928, pp 108-18)

These economists, who basically define capital as “produced means of

production,” do not explicitly include the human beings as capital J S

Mill (1909, p 47) asserted “The human being himself I do not class as

’There are, however, a few exceptions List used the notion in demonstrating the

importance of protectionism, and von Tbunen advocated utilizing the notion as an aid in

dealing out socialjustice Marshall, moreover.oficredsomeestimatesofhumaa capital values
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wealth. He is the purpose for which wealth exists. But his acquired capacities,

which exist only as a means, and have been called into existence by labor,

fall rightly, as it seems to me, within that designation.” Their reason for not

explicitly including the man himself may be found in their interest in

distribution and production. Sidgwick (1901, p. 134) pointed out: “We
have to consider it [conventional capital] as a joint factor with labour in

production, by the aid of which the labourers . . . are enabled to produce

more than they would otherwise do; and in order to keep this view of it

clear, we have to maintain the distinction between capital and labourers.”

In contrast, J. R. McCulloch clearly defined the human being as such

as capital: “Instead of understanding by capital all that portion of the

produce of industry extrinsic to man, which may be made applicable to

his support, and to the facilitating of production, there does not seem to be

any good reason why man himself should not, and very many why he

should be considered as forming a part of the national capital” (McCulloch,

1870, p. 66; see pp. 57, 67). He said, moreover, that there is a close analogy

between conventional and human capital. An investment in a human being

should yield a rate of return consistent with other investments, plus a normal

rate of return determined by the market interest rate, during the probable

lifetime of the individual (McCulloch, 1870, p. 66).

Nassau Senior suggested that human beings can usefully be treated as

capital. In most of his discussion of the topic he referred to skills and

acquired abilities and not to man himself (Senior, 1939, pp. 68-69, 204-6).

On occasion, however, he treated the human being himself as capital with

a maintenance cost—incurred with the expectation of obtaining a future

yield (Senior, 1939, pp. 68-69). He asserted that there is little difference

between talking about the value of a slave and about the value of a free

man. The principal difference is that the free man sells himself for a certain

period of time and only to a certain extent, whereas the slave is sold for

his lifetime (Senior, 1939, p. 10).

Several current writers, dealing with investment in education, maintain

that this investment is undertaken primarily for future return. It is interesting

to compare this view to that of Senior (1939, pp. 205-6), who considered

the higher education of a gentleman’s son: “Neither rhe labour which the

boy undergoes, nor the expense borne by his father, is incurred principally

in order to obtain future profit. The boy works under the stimulus of

immediate punishment. It never occurs to the father that ... he is engaging

in a speculation which is likely to be unprofitable. To witness a son’s daily

improvement is, with all well-disposed men . . . one of the sources of im-

mediate gratification. The expense incurred for that purpose is as much

repaid by immediate enjoyment as that which is incurred to obtain the

most transitory pleasures. It is true that a further object may also be ob-

tained but the immediate motive is ample.”
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Hence, not all education is undertaken with a view to future yields It

IS, however, capital, and it is the “quantity and diffusion of this capital”
that determine the wealth of a nation Senior {1939, pp 134-35) asserted,

moreover, that the value of the stock of England’s human capital exceeded
the value of the stock of all Great Britain’s “material capital

”

Henry D Macleod considered productive human beings as fixed capital

In his view, however, if they are not productive they do not enter economic
analysis (Macleod, 1881, pp 134,205-6,213) This view contrasted sharply

with that of L^on Walras, who included all human beings in the concept of
capital And the value, or price, of these human beings, Walras (1954,

pp 40, 214-16, 271) said, is determined like that of any other capital

good He, moreover, was aware of the inner reluctance of economists to

treat human beings as capital He argued, however, that in pure theory “it

IS proper to abstract completely from considerations ofjustice and practical

expediency” and to regard human beings “exclusively from the point of

view of value in exchange” (Walras, 1954, p 216)

Johann H von ThUnen also recognized this reluctance to evaluate

human beings But from this reluctance, he said, “stems lack of clarity and

confusion of concepts on one of the most important points of political

economy” (von Thunen, 1875, p 5) “Moreover, it may be proved that

freedom and dignity of man may be successfully preserved, even if he is

subject to the laws of capital” (von ThQncn, 1875, p 5) Von Thunen

asserted that many social injustices might be eliminated if expenditures that

increase labor productivity were treated within the human capita! analytical

framework The capital value of these expenditures, moreover, should be

included as a component of the aggregate capital stock (von Thlmen, 1875,

pp 1-10) While many present day wnlcis attribute the absence of the

notion of human capital from the mainstream of economic thought to

sentimentalism (Schultz, 1959, p 110), it is interesting to note that here

(and in a number of other cases in the past) the presence of the idea was

due to sentimentalism

Although Alfred Manhall admitted that an estimate of the capita!

value of a man might be useful and discussed clearly the capitalized net-

e.asw.wgi. t/a humao. capital evaluation (consumption being

deducted from earnings before capitalizing), he disregarded the notion as

“unrealistic,” since human beings are not marketable (Marshall, 1939,

pp 469-70, 705-6)

Human beings arc included in Irving Fisher’s definition of capital

Capital, he asserted, is a “useful appropriated material object,” and since

human beings have these characteristics, consistency required that they be

included in the concept of capital (Fisher, 1897, pp 201-2, 1927, pp 5,

51-52, 68, 1965, pp 12-13) Moreover, the sbll of an individual is not

capital in addition to the individual himself It is, Fisher (1927, p 9) said.
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the skilled individual who should be placed in the category of capital.

This brings up the interesting question: Are the value of skills and useful

abilities and the value of an individual possessing them the same ? Edward
Denison (1964, p. 91) suggests that to speak of technological progress

embodied in physical capital is simply to refer to changes in the quality of

capital goods. An analogy may be made regarding human beings. Skills and
acquired abilities are embodied in the human being and presumably

increase his quality as a producing unit. Since these skills and abilities

acquired by an individual are inalienable, it is questionable whether one
should speak of them alone as capital

;
it is, if this view is taken, the skilled

individual who is the capital. It has been suggested, however, that the

answer to the question posed above depends upon the definition of value.

If value is defined as “net benefit” to society where the excess of total output

over total consumption determines net benefit, the addition of a skill or

useful ability would increase output, whereas the addition of an individual

increases not only output but also consumption. The value of a skill and a

useful ability and the value of an individual, both measured by the amount

of net benefit added, in this case might certainly be different (Dublin and

Lotka, 1930, p. 4). Whether we call skills and acquired abilities only, or the

acquirer of them, capital is relatively unimportant. The distinction, how-

ever, between skills and acquired abilities and the person is in any event

important, for example, for purposes of taxation.

T. W. Schultz (19616, p. 3) has pointed out that, “among the few

[economists] who have looked upon human beings as capital, there are

three distinguished names . . . Adam Smith . . . von Thiinen . . . and

Irving Fisher.” Schultz (1959, p. 1 10) has asserted also that “the mainstream

of modern economics has bypassed undertaking any systematic analysis of

human wealth.” It would be interesting to know the time period denoted

by Schultz’s use of the word “modern.” Presumably, he means “current.”

If, however, another definition of “modern” were adopted (it has been

said that modern economics began with Sir William Petty), his comment

would be questionable.

Ill

As suggested above, the concept of human capital has been used to

demonstrate the magnitude and economic importance of the stock of

human resources. Estimates of the value of a nation’s human wealth were

thought to give some insight into the economic power of a nation.

While attempting to estimate the stock of human, or “living,” capital in

the United Kingdom in 1891, J. Shield Nicholson (1891) capitalized the

portion of national income that he assumed to be derived from “living”
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capital * To do so he attempted to find the capital value of such things as
the wage bill, the earnings of management, the earnings of capitalists, the
earnings of salaried government officials, and “domesticated humanity”
(that IS, the people of a nation “as 'things in themselves,’ or rather superior

domestic animals reared for their affectionate disposition and intellectual

and moral activities”) (Nicholson, 1896, pp 112-14) He, unfortunately,

included the latter category because it has a cost of maintenance, and he
estimated its value by assuming that, since people spend 10 per cent of
their income on their own maintenance and 10 per cent on rent, it is proper
to value an individual as “a thing in itseir’ as equal in value to the house
he occupies (Nicholson, 1896,p 109} There is, of course, no simple relation-

ship between the cost of production (or maintenance) of a good and its

monetary value Any attempt, moreover, to estimate in money terms the

sentimental value of a human being “appean to be trifling with a serious

subject ”•

Nicholson capitalized the wage bill to determine the capital value of the

“wage earner,” and he added this to the other values he estimated, including

the value of “domesticated humanity ” Since the cost of production of wage
earners appears in the estimate of the value of “domesticated humanity”

and also in the estimate of the capitalized value of their earnings, there is a

duplication of values, which seems to be historically characteristic of com-

binations of the cost of production and capitalized earnings approaches

He concluded by asserting that the value of the slock of ‘ living” capital of

the United Kingdom was about Jiiv times the value of the stock of con-

ventional capital (Nicholson, 1896, p 114)

In his attempt to estimate the value of the stock of capital m France

around 1900, Alfred de Foville asserted that any procedure for estimating

the value of the stock of human capital by capitalizing the earnings before

deducting consumption expenditures is incorrect It is the error in this

procedure, he averred, that has led writers to assert that the value of the

stock ofhuman capital is greater than the value of the stock ofconventional

capital By deducting consumption expenditures (maintenance) from

earnings and then applying Petty’s method, he estimated the value of the

stock of human capital m France For some purposes, this approach is an

improvement over Petty’s, and it improves the analogy between the valua

tions of the aggregate stocks of human and conventional capital He

cautioned, however, that the whole notion of human capital is dubious

• This article appears as chapter v in Nidirfscm ( lt®6) The central idea of these works

(that IS recognizing human beings as capital and estimating their money value) is found

also m Nicholson (1892)
' This phrase was borrowed from Longfidd (1931 pp 201-2) He, however, was referring

to estimating (he cost ofproducing eoimnon laboren
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How can the capital value of a Goethe, a Newton, or a Jeanne d’Arc be
determined? he asked (De Foville, 1905).^°

A French actuary, A. Barriol, in 1908 utilized Farr’s capitalized-earnings

procedure, although he did not deduct maintenance from earnings, to

determine the “social value” of a man in France. He defined “social value”

as the amount of his earnings that an individual restores to society. Since

he implicitly assumed that lifetime consumption equals lifetime earnings,

the “social value” of an individual depends upon his total earnings. He
attempted to estimate this value by age groups by assuming certain earnings

scales and capitalizing them, allowance being made for deaths in accordance

with a mortality table (Barriol, 1910).

He used these values to attempt to estimate the total and per capita

value of the stock of human capital in several countries. The French values

were multiplied by the population in the various age groups of the particular

country. These values were then summed and divided by the total popula-

tion figure to obtain a weighted per capita average value of a citizen of the

country in question. Since the countries he considered had different levels

of economic development and therefore different levels of wages, he applied

a coefficient of increase or reduction to his estimates to compensate for the

difference. He recognized, moreover, that the values obtained were too

high, since he had assumed the female to earn as much as the male. He
adjusted for this by multiplying his estimates by a “reduction coefficient.”

Although his estimates of the capital (or social) value ofa human being were

not definitive, he concluded that they might offer some insight into the

economic power of nations (Barriol, 1911).

Barriol’s procedure for adjusting his figures is interesting but the results

obviously dubious. His adjusted estimates, as will be pointed out subse-

quently, were used as a basis for computation by other writers.

Human capital, according to S. S. Huebner (1914), should receive the

same scientific treatment that is given to conventional capital. This can be

done, he said, by “capitalizing human life values with bonds to give them

perpetuity as a working force and fluidity as a source of credit, of subjecting

them to the principles of depreciation, and of using the sinking-fund method

to assure realization of the contemplated object whenever man has a future

business or family obligation to fulfill that involves the hazard of uncertainty

of the duration of the working life” (Huebner, 1914, pp. 18-19). This scienti-

fic treatment ofhuman values is justified, he said, because of their importance

in economic affairs.

In general equilibrium theory, with short-term contracts postulated.

This, of course, is the same question asked by Engel. Engel’s answer was that, although

their cost of production could be estimated, it was impossible to determine their capitalized

yield to society.
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entreprcncun have little incentive to invest in the work force Today,
however, with long run growth widely recognized as a dominant factor m
business planning, Huebner’s comment is particularly relevant Entre
prencurs are becoming increasingly cognizant of the importance of invest

ments that become an integral part of man, and such awareness is leading
to deliberate investment in human beings (see Becker, 1962) Hence, a
symmetrical treatment of the work force and conventional capital may be
necessary

Huebner (1914, pp 18-19) estimated the value of the stock of human
capital m the United Slates around 1914—capitalized at the market interest

rate and allowing for deaths in accordance with a mortality table—to be
SIX to eight times the value of the stock of the nation’s conventional capital

Edward A Woods and Clarence B Metzger employed five procedures

to obtain five different esiimata of the stock of human capital in the United

States in 1920 They did this to show the very large monetary value and
importance of the nation’s population and “to awaken a sluggish public

by appealing to its material interest” to the needs of conserving human life

(Woods and Metzger, 1927, p 32)

Woods and Metzger's (1927, p lOI) first estimate of the value of the

1920 stock of human capital was based upon governmental suggestions of

life insurance for worken Their second method of valuing the stock of

human capital was to base its value upon the value of property, that is to

approximate the former by applying a multiplier to the latter (Woods and

Metzger, 1927, pp 104-5) They applied several multipliers but concluded

that “the multiple fee seems to be the most accurate one to express life

values to the national wealth" (Woods and Metzger, 1927, p 106) Neither

of these procedures, however, is scientifically valid

Their third estimate employed the capitalized national income and the

capitalized wage bill approaches In the former case they capitalized the

1920 national income (Woods and Metzger, 1927, p 108) This estimate

made the unrealistic assumption that all national income is the product of

labor In the latter case, following Petty, they capitalized the wage bill to

obtain an estimate of the value of the human capital stock (Woods and

Metzger, 1927, pp 110-11) The difficulty here is the separation of returns

to conventional capital from those to labor Moreover, they assumed that

labor earnings were constant through time Neither approach considers

depreciation or maintenance Both procedures imply that the "value of

American society” goes on indefirately (Woods and Metzger, 1927, p 111)

The fourth estimate employed the familiar Farr type capitalized

earnings approach They estimated both gross and net values for the value

of the 1920 stock of human capital Unlike Farr, however, they assumed

constant earnings and consumption expenditures m all age groups (Woods

and Metzger, 1927, pp 114-39)
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Woods and Metzger realized that symmetry of treatment as between
human and conventional capital is achieved only if depreciation, main-
tenance, and obsolescence are considered. Maintenance is accounted for

when consumption expenditures are deducted from earnings and deprecia-

tion and obsolescence are allowed for by the manner in which average

earnings are estimated: “This factor [depreciation and obsolescence] is

taken into consideration in the make-up of the ‘average yearly wage’ for

workers, which included the lower wages of old workers along with the

higher ones of the more efficient producers. The former naturally receive

less salary and wages than workers in the prime of life, health, and efficiency

but the wages of the latter are diluted in the ‘average’ by the lower wages

of the former group plus those of the very young, untrained workers” (Woods
and Metzger, 1927, p. 122).

To make their fifth estimate of the value of the stock of human capital.

Woods and Metzger (1927, p. 142) applied the per capita human-capital

estimates of some Americans who had previously valued human beings to

the 1920 population data. Several of these estimates, however, were limited

to adult male values at specific ages for workers or were otherwise limited

in scope.

They concluded that the monetary value of the population is a country’s

greatest asset, and that it is “important that public-spirited citizens and

students of social welfare strongly support those movements conducive to

the conservation of human life and the enjoyment of as perfect health as

possible, so that the lives of productive individuals might be further

lengthened and thereby add to the wealth of society” (Woods and Metzger,

1927, p. 162). This conclusion contrasts sharply with that of one present-day

economist, who argues that the point has now been reached in developed

countries where further increases in health expenditures will be “health-

producing but not wealth-producing” and therefore, in an economic sense,

unproductive (Lees, 1962). Although I view the latter argument as doubtful,

definitive judgment cannot be reached until the quality of our information

on this subject has improved. As will be pointed out below, many writers of

the early twentieth century held Wood and Metzger’s view.

IV

Economists and statisticians have utilized the human-capital concept to

estimate the total economic losses to combatants resulting from war. The

presumption is that a man’s capitalized-earnings stream is capital and that

his death or disability reduces the stock of wealth.

In attempting to estimate the total cost to the combatants of the Franco-

German War, Sir Robert Giffen used what was essentially Petty’s method
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of valuing m money terms the lives destroyed in the war He emphasized,
however, that his estimates were crude and imperfect and that the loss of
human life was not amenable to monetary evaluation Hence, he omitted
It from his estimate of the total cost of the war (Giffen, 1880, pp 29-31

76)

Several writers utilized Bamol’s estimates of the capital value of a man
in an attempt to estimate the money value of human life destroyed as the

result of World War I (Guyot, 1914, Crammond, 1915, Bogart, 1919, pp
274-77} Man IS capital, Yves Guyot (1914, pp I193-98)said and society

should be interested m loss of life not only for humanitarian but also for

economic reasons Although Ernest Bogart (1919, p 274) asserted that an
estimate of the monetary value ofhuman lives destroyed in war is “a proce-

dure of doubtful statistical propriety,” he felt that only a monetary value

could convey to the mind the enormous ccononuc importance of these

human lives destroyed

These writers erred, however, in taking Barnol’s adjusted estimates of

the capital value of an average individual in the population to apply to the

casualties of male combatants mainly of military age, particularly when the

original unadjusted values were available Bogart recognized the error He
said, however, that "it is evident from the fact that the estimates are low

that the figures err on the side of underestimation rather than exaggeration,

and that no grave error will be committed m using them” (Bogart, 1919,

P 275)

William S Rossiter questioned the sigmficance of including the capital

value of life destroyed in estimates of the economic costs of war The only

case in which an estimate of human capital destroyed by war would have

any sigmficance, he said, would be that in which the value of the total

stock of a nation’s human capital had been computed and included m
national %vealth estimates Then the loss resulting from war might be

meaningfully compared with this estimate With this in mind, he used

Barnol’s estimates to estimate the value of human life within the active

male age group in the population of the nations at war in World War I

(Rossiter, 1919)

Harold Boag (1916, p 7) m 1916 considered the question of whether it

IS
‘
correct to include in any estimates of the cost of war the diminution of

capital due to loss ofhuman life ” He concluded that it is correct since there

IS a close analogy between "matenal and personal” capital (Boag, 1916,

p 9) Boag, moreover, enunciated several important points pertinent to

human capital evaluation the method of evaluaUotv should depend upon

the purpose for which the estimates are to be used, care should be taken to

avoid counting an item as both human and conventional capital, and the

interdependence of the values ofconventional and human capital should be

kept m mind (Boag, 1916, p 10)
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Boag (1916, pp. 16-17) pointed out that the capitalized-earnings ap-

proach to human-capital evaluation is preferable since it attempts to value

material things, while the cost-of-production approach may include ex-

penditures on the individual apart from those that increase his earning

power. And the “gross” concept is preferred when valuing monetary losses

resulting from war: “In calculations of material loss, the loss of income is

usually compared with the total national income and not with the national

savings and, therefore, it is often better to arrive at a capitalized value of the

diminution of gross income instead of the surplus income” (Boag, 1916,

p. 14). Although Senior had previously suggested it, Boag was the first to

point out explicitly one of the difficulties associated with the cost-of-produc-

tion approach to human-capital evaluation: “It is impossible to determine

how much of the cost of education, maintenance, etc., is strictly necessary

to produce an income-earner, as distinct from those capacities for ‘love, joy

and admiration,’ which may not be incidental to the production of material

wealth” (Boag, 1916, p. 17). It has been suggested recently that the in-

separability of consumption and investment makes the entire analysis of

hiiman (education) capital dubious (Shaffer, 1961, p. 1027). T. W. Schultz

(1961c, p. 1035) correctly points out, however, that, although a wholly

satisfactory empirical method for dealing with the consumption-investment

dichotomy has not been found, the economic logic for allocating (education)

expenditures between consumption and investment is clear.

J. M. Clark, in a discussion of the costs of World War I to the American

people, included the monetary value ofhuman life destroyed in the war and

set forth a modified Farr-type capitalized-net-earnings procedure for com-

puting the capital values. In order to determine the loss in human capital to

dependents resulting from the war, Clark constructed an “imaginary army”

which represented the characteristics (age and number of dependents) of

the actual losses. He then multiplied human-capital values by age by the

estimated corresponding numbers of losses so as to obtain the total value of

human capital destroyed in the war (Clark, 1931).

V

The human-capital analytical framework has been employed in the past

for some of the same purposes for which it is currently being used, namely,

to demonstrate the economic profitability of human migration, health

investment, premature-death prevention, and education.

An interesting discussion occurred around the end of the nineteenth

century regarding the monetary value of immigration to the United States.

There was general agreement that immigration was economically profitable

to the United States and that the subject fitted properly within the human-
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capital analytical framework There was, however, some question as to the
degree of prohtability and the procedure for calculating an immigrant’s
monetary value

Friedrich Kapp utilized Engel’s cost*of production procedure which, it

will be recalled, neglects depreciation and maintenance, to estimate the

capital value of an immigrant arriving in the United States He concluded
that if the immigration trend continued the country would gain almost a
million dollars a day in the value of its human capital (Kapp, 1870)

Charles L Brace criticized both Kapp’s procedure for \alumg immigrants
and his estimates of their value He argued correctly that the capital value

ofan object is not determined solely by its c<»t of production but also by the

demand for it Hence, he said, each immigrant is worth to the country the

capitalized difference between his contribution to output and his mam
tenance “Each laborer’s average cost to his employer is, say S20 per

month and 'keep,* or about $*100 per annum It is believed that an ordinary

profit on common labor upon a farm is from 15 lo 18J per cent This would

leave the gam to the country from $60 to $73 annually This, at seven per

cent interest, would represent the capital value about $1,000 or $1,100

for an average male laborer’’ (Kapp, 1870, p H9)
Richard Ma>o*Sm(th, in 1893, follosvcd Brace in criticizing Kapp’s

procedure for the monetary evaluation of immigrants An immigrant who
has ability and finds an opportunity to use it, Mayo Smith said, has a

monetary value to the country which he enters whatever the cost of his

production He furthermore considered the cost of rearing a child as a

consumption expenditure Although Mayo*Smiih explicitly excluded

human beings from the concept of capital—on the basis of the ownership

entenon for defining capital—he clearly enunciated Farr’s capitalized net

earnings approach as the means for estimating their “economic” value

There is, however, a fallacy in this procedure, Mayo-Smith asserted, because

the capitalized value of an immigrant’s future earnings depends on his

having an opportunity to earn them Hence, he must secure employment

upon his arrival He must, moreover, secure it without displacing another

worker Otherwise, the stock ofhuman wealth in the receiving country will

not have increased (Mayo Smith, 1901) **

In an article svntten in 1904, Miles M Dawson proposed the use of

actuarial principles for human capital evaluation He asserted correctly that

the methods used by courts for determining compensation to others for the

pecuniary injuries resulting from a death where another party is liable are

unscientific Actuarial science, uiilizingthecapitalized net earnings approach

The relevant part of Brace s criticum which appeared in an arucle in the New York

Tribune is quoted by Kapp (1870, pp 147-49)

*• Similar discussions regarding the monetary, or capital value of immigrants to other

countnes are now taking place See, for example, Abraham Frois (1964)
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to human-capital evaluation, he said, furnishes the means of computing the

monetary value of life destroyed—given the age, net earnings, and general

health of the decedent (Dawson, 1904). Although the human-capital

concept is now being used on a small scale for such purposes, the concept

should be exceedingly useful and likely to be more widely utilized.

Several works appeared in the first quarter of the twentieth century in

which the authors utilized the human-capital analytical framework to

attempt to ascertain monetary losses resulting from preventable illness and
death (Fisher, 1908; Forsyth, 1914-15; Crum, 1919; Fisk, 1921). Their

hypothesis was that illness and death involved a loss in human wealth and
that a saving could be effected by preventing or postponing some of the

preventable illnesses and deaths that occurred. To determine this saving,

Irving Fisher suggested that Farr’s capitalized-net-earnings approach be

used to estimate the value of human beings. He estimated the money value

of an average American by adjusting Farr’s estimates to correct for the

higher average earnings in the United States. He then used the age distri-

bution of deaths and the “percentages of preventability” to estimate the

average capital value of lives sacrificed by preventable deaths in 1907. The
value of an average American multiplied by the 1907 U.S. population,

Fisher said, gives a minimum estimate of the value of the stock of human
capital existing in that year. This value, he asserted, greatly exceeded all

other wealth (Fisher, 1908, pp. 739-41). There is, however, a serious error

in Fisher’s analysis. By substituting only average earnings of an American

for average earnings of an Englishman in Farr’s computations, Fisher

implicitly assumed that maintenance costs were constant over time and

equal in the two countries.^®

Theoretically, since investments in health services increase the labor

supply by reducing mortality, disability, and debility, it is necessary to

assume that the existing population is below the optimum size (defined by

a zero rate of return on the existing stock of conventional capital). Neither

this assumption nor the assumption of full employment (when unaccounted

for in the statistical procedure) was explicitly made by most past writers.

General acceptance of the stationary-state notion and Say’s Law accounts

for this.

Turning now to education, J. R. Walsh (1935, p. 255) in 1935 pointed

out: “Since the days of Sir William Petty, many economists have included

man in the category of fixed capital, because like capital man costs an

expense and serves to repay that expense with a profit. Their conclusions,

however, have been carried on chiefly in general terms, reference being

made to all men as capital, and to all kinds of expenses in rearing and

training as their cost.” Walsh then took up the subject now being treated

For a historical discussion of the relationship between public health and the economic

value of a man, see Sand (1952, esp. pp. 583-87).
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by T ^V Schultz, Gary Becker, and others, of the economic importance of
higher education Walsh was particularly interested in whether expenditures
incurred by persons for professional careers were a capital investment made
in a profit-seeking, equalizing market, and in response to the same motives
that lead to investments in conventional capital He asserted that they
were To test his hypothesis he examined the earnings of men at various

levels ofeducation Their present value svas estimated, using the capitalized-

gross-carnings approach, at the average age at which their education ended
Tlie costs of the various levels of education were then estimated, and a
companson was made of these cosu and capital values to determine if they

were equal (WaUh, 1935, pp 255-69)

^Valsh found that the value of a general college education exceeded the

cost of Its acquisition Hence, his hypothesis of a competitive equalizing

market in education was rejected When he calculated the capital values

and costs of professional training, however, he found that cost exceeded

value in the cases of Af A , Ph D , and Af D degree holders The reason lor

this, Walsh said, was that only monetary returns were considered and
individuals with these degrees receive special satisfactions and advantages

such as travel, vacations, and service to man A consideration of these

factors should equate the value estimate to its cost Value exceeded cost in

the cases of engineers, DBA degree holden, and lawyers The reason for

this, ^Valsh said, was because ofa short-run excess demand for their services

More people would be trained m the occupations over time, and value would

become equated to cost Hence, he said, there is no evidence that the

ordinary adjustment which is cfaaractcnsUc of a competitive market is

prevented from taking place (Walsh, 1935, pp 2$9-84)

Walsh’s optimistic conclusion about the competitiveness of the market

for education was, however, arrived at by questionable ad hoc arguments

In actual fact, he found that value ofeducation differed from cost of traimng

in every professional training case he studied When training costs exceeded

the increment to capital value resulting from the training, he assumed a

long run market cquilibnum and explained the disparity by bnnging in

additional value attnbutable to nonmonetary remuneration, but when

value exceeded cost he abandoned the assumption of long run market

equilibrium, and he explained the disparity by a short run disequilibrium

which he arbitrarily assumed would be eliminated by a long run adjustment

Walsh’s work is open to two other criticisms First, his inclusion of all

the costs of room, board, and personal expenses in his estimates of the

average cost of various levels of education (Walsh, 1935, pp 267-69) is

clearly wrong, because an individual would have to incur these costs whether

he attended college or not Second, he overlooked the possibility that

earnings differentials may result from factors other than the level ofeducation

It should be pointed out that Walsh’s work is quite similar to that
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currently being done on the economics of education. He applied the human-
capital analytical framework to the topic and asked many of the questions

being posed today.

VI

In siunmary, treating human beings within the capital analytical frame-

work is by no means new. Many past economists, and non-economists, have

considered human beings or their skills as capital. Although several motives

for treating human beings as capital and valuing them in money terms are

to be found in this literature, most of the well-known names in the history of

economic thought neither attempted an evaluation of human capital nor

employed the concept for any specific purpose. They did, however, include

humans or their skills in their definition of capital and recognized the

importance of investment in human beings as a factor increasing their

productivity. Although some economists included man himself as capital,

most of them included only human skill. The former view was taken by

economists such as Walras and Fisher, whose theoretical approach did not

necessitate their classifying the factors of production into the traditional trio

of land, labor, and capital. The latter view, held particularly by the English

Classical school, was adopted by economists interested in the distribution of

income and the theory of production. Whether or not we define skills and/or

the acquirer of them as capital is relatively unimportant. The distinction

between skills and the person is important however. Economists, legislators,

and private institutions when faced with concrete policy questions have

fairly consistently recognized both that skills require prior effort and con-

tinuous maintenance and that to deny this analogy between humans and

conventional capital in practice (for example, in tax laws and philanthropy)

means a misuse of resources.

Since the human-capital concept was not fully explored by these econo-

mists, they did not calculate rates ofreturn on investments in human beings.

Recognition of the difficulty of resolving the investment-consumption

dichotomy may have accounted for this failure.

Basically, two methods were used to estimate the value of human beings:

the cost-of-production and the capitalized-earnings procedures. The former

method is the less useful, since there is no simple and necessary relationship

between the cost of producing an item and its economic value. The in-

separability of consumption and investment and the difficulty of treating

depreciation and maintenance make any cost-of-production value dubious.

Economists engaged in research in this area will find little of value in past

works in which this approach was adopted.

Farr’s capitalized-earnings approach was the first truly scientific procedure
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and IS the one followed today by the majonty of economists for evaluat-

ing human beings His work, and that of Dublin and Lotka, should be
starting points for anyone interested in determining either human-capital
values or their components Use of this approach avoids the depreciation

difficulty Since a young man, cetms panbus, is expected to be productive

over a longer period than an older one, his capital value would be greater

Although maintenance costs were neglected by those who used the cost-of-

production approach, they were considered by Farr and Dublin and Lotka
to be equal to personal living expenses

Current writers are employing the human capital concept for many of

the same purposes for which it was used m the past, namely, to demonstrate

the economic profitability of human migration, health investment, prema-
ture-death prevention, and education Since many of them fail to cite pre-

decessors, It IS hoped that this essay will be helpful as a reference source

The human capital concept was also used by past writers to demonstrate the

power of a nation, propose new tax schemes, determine the total cost of

war, emphasize the economic significance of human life, and aid courts in

making decisions in cases dealing with compensation for penonal injury

and death These uses may suggest interesting additional problems to

contemporary economists
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Strengthening Human Resources

In its report to the president, the

Council of Economic Advisers tenta-

tively reviews the state of the

economy and contemporary prob-

lems and policies. “Strengthening

Human Resources” covers a wide

array of human resource problems

and establishes a rationale for many
official programs with us today in

the areas of education, health.

COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC ADVISERS

poverty, manpower training, and

equal opportunity. This excerpt was

written at a time during which

Gardner Ackley was Chairman of

the Council and when Arthur Okun
and Otto Eckstein also served as

Council members.

The 89th Congress, in its first session, enacted a body ofdomestic legislation

unparalleled in 3 decades. The content and purpose of the Great Society

programs are not purely economic. Yet, their consequences for the economy

are so profound that they must be viewed as an integral part of economic

policy. . . .

The common goal of the programs discussed here is to strengthen our

human resources : to improve the education, health, and productivity of our

working force, and to break down barriers which have prevented some

citizens from the full development and use of their abilities and training.

Since these programs were undertaken, the burdens on our national

resources have expanded. Even our wealthy Nation cannot realize all its

goals at once. The programs begun in 1965 have already invested an addi-

tional SI.5 billion in our human resources. The investment will rise further

in 1966, but at a slower rate than initially planned. Over time, economic

growth and lessened defense demands should again permit resumption of

Reprinted from Council of Economic Advisers, “Strengthening Human Resources,” Annual

Report of the Council of Economic Advisers (January 1966), pp. 94-110.
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a more rapid investment m human resources The objectives and the instru-
ments for such investment were importantly expanded in 1965, the founda-
tion has been laid for great progress tn the years ahead y

Education

“Education will not cure all the problems of society, but without it no
cure for any problem is possible It is high among my own concerns, central

to the purposes of this Administration, and at the core of our hopes for a
Great Society " With these remarks to the White House Conference on
EducationlastJuly,PresidentJohnsonagainaffirmed education’s high priority

Even when viewed in the narrow perspective of economic beneht alone,

the direct returns to individuals and society from investment in education

have been shown by recent studies to be high, and to compare favorably

with the returns available from other forms of investment Although much
of the economic return from education accrues to individuals in the form of

higher productivity and earnings, education also enhances the well being

and supports the economic growth of the community that provides it

Recognition of the economic and social beneBts of a literate and efficient

population and an informed electorate was responsible for the adoption

many years ago, and the subsequent extension and improvement, of free,

compulsory education by State and local governments V 1 1 ( I

M

More recently, the Federal Government’s interest and responsibility m
the field of education have greatly expanded In the late IdSO’s, a keener

awareness of the critical role of saence and technology m determining the

Nation’s economic and military strength as well as its esteem m the world

prompted the Federal Government to undertake massive new support for

scientific and technical education

In the last two years. Federal support for primary and secondary educa-

tion has also greatly expanded Two closely related premises underlie the

decision that exclusive reliance on Stale and local support for primary and

secondary education is no longer adequate from the standpoint of the na

tifmaJ jiDlerest- Tbe &st js ibe jeco^ition that every community suffers

from inadequate education in other parts of the country The second is

the recognition that education must be a key element m the attack on

poverty to which the Nation is now committed

The resources devoted to schooling and the resultant quality ofeducation

vary widely among areas of the United States In 1964-65, the mean current

expenditure per pupil m average daily attendance m public elementary

and secondary schools was $484, it ranged from $273 in Mississippi to $790

m New York Even the high average expenditure in New York did not pro-

vide a satisfactory education for many young people m that State
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States with low personal incomes often spend relatively more on educa-

tion than their wealthier neighbors. Mississippi, with the lowest absolute

expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance, devoted 4.4 percent of

personal income to education last year, compared with the national average

of 3.8 percent. New Mexico spent 5.8 percent—the highest proportion of

any State—^yet its per pupil expenditure still fell short of the national

average.

When nearly 6.5 million people move across State lines every year and far

larger numbers move within States, it is obvious that no community is

immune to the effects of substandard education in other localities. Studies

have shown that areas that are losing population—particularly their young
people—spend less per student on education than those which are growing.

The communities gaining population—typically our larger cities—are

crowded with migrants who are often inadequately prepared to assume their

social responsibilities or to qualify for urban jobs.

Moreover, the Nation has accepted the fundamental objective of eradicat-

ing poverty wherever it is found. Whether or not they migrate elsewhere,

inadequately educated children of poor parents are handicapped in escaping

the poverty in which they were reared. Education is the most powerful tool

we have for raising the productivity and motivation of the children of poor

families, and for breaking the cycle ofpoverty and dependency.

The tax base in communities with many poor families is often too weak

to finance good schools. Even communities with more ample resources have

frequently not provided schools which would encourage and assist children

of the poor to make their own way out of poverty. Federal assistance clearly

is required if every school district is to provide an education that is adequate

for an economy of growing interdependence and for a society that is deter-

mined to eradicate poverty.

BUILDING THE LADDER OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITT

Programs adopted in 1965 will open new educational opportunities for

millions of children and youths. These new programs will aid many dis-

advantaged children to get off to an equal start with others; assure them

school facilities comparable with those of others; and remove some of the

financial blocks which might prematurely halt their progress toward higher

education. For persons no longer in school, the new measures will provide

useful skills and training, or help to update skills outmoded by rapid tech-

nological change, thus making them more productive and preparing them

for better jobs.

Much of the direct return from these new measures will accrue to the

disadvantaged in the form of increased incomes which will help to lift

them—and their children—out of poverty. Indirectly, all Americans will

benefit through greater economic growth and reduced social tensions.
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Project Head Start Each year close to a million children from poor
families begin their formal schooling Most of these children suffer from
extreme cultural and social deprivaUon They have lacked the chance to

build a vocabulary and to develop the other tools of learning When they
begin school, they are in a world that they do not understand

In the summer of 1965, project Head Start—under the auspices of the
Community Action Program of the Office of Economic Opportunity—was
inaugurated to help these youngsters To encourage widespread community
involvement, parents and volunteers also participated m the program, which
reached 560,000 preschool children at 13,400 Head Start Centers in 2,500

urban and rural communities The summer program will be continued, and
plans are being developed to extend Head Start on a year-round basis for

100,000 children m 1966

Last summer, thousands of children bad books for their own use for the

first time, children whose diets typically consist of starches received fresh

fruits and vegetables, many whose world had been confined to crowded

slums began to explore their communities and visited zoos or museums
Project Head Start is also concerned with a child’s health In exanuna'

tions conducted as part of the pn^am m Boston, volunteer doctors discov-

ered that 71 percent of the children had one or more problems—pediatric,

dental, or emotional—which required referral for further diagnosis and

treatment Without the Head Start program, many serious defects would

have remained undetected and uncorrected for many years—perhaps to

become uncorrectable

This program will give millions of children a better chance to succeed

in school Unfortunately, however, many of these deprived youngsters will

enter schools which—rather than being the best—are among the weakest m
the country

Elementarj/ and Secondary Education After years of controversy over Federal

aid to education, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

brought the Federal Government into a creative partnership with States and

communities to improve the quality of all schools, and particularly those

serving disadvantaged children The Act authorizes more than SI billion

annually in grants to school districts with heavy concentrations of children

from low-income families Each district is eligible for a Federal payment ofup

to one-half the average State expenditure per child multiplied by the number

of Its poor school-age children These grants will finance special programs to

meet the needs of 5 million educationally deprived children from low-income

families—10 percent of the 50 million school-age children

The Act also provides funds for books, maps, and other educational ma-

terials which many schools currently lack More than two-thirds of public

elementary schools, serving almost 10 milhon children, have no library

Supplementary educational centers will be established throughout the
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country to bring more of the cultural resources of an area into the educa-

tional process. Regional laboratories connected with major universities

will seek better ways of teaching, and will seek to promote the transfer of

new knowledge to the classroom. Funds are also provided to improve the

operations of State educational agencies, thus strengthening their capacity

for planning and decision-making.

Higher Education Although setbacks to the educational progress of the

disadvantaged occur most frequently prior to the completion of high school,

many talented students from poor families are unable to attend college for

financial reasons. The Higher Education Act of 1965 established a broad

program to make higher education available to all who may benefit from it.

Its most important innovation is a program of educational opportunity grants

of up to $1,000 for 1 15,000 high school graduates from low-income families.

In addition, a guaranteed-loan program and an expanded Work-Study

program will aid more than 700,000 students.

The Act will also help institutions of higher education to become more

responsive to the current problems. It will encourage them to undertake

community service programs, including extension, continuing education,

and research programs designed to assist in the solution of community

problems. It also sets up a new grant program to upgrade the academic

quality of small developing colleges and establishes fellowships to encourage

qualified persons to teach at these institutions.

The legislation authorizes the creation of a National Teachers Corps

to augment the supply of qualified instructors in poor areas. Although

the Congress did not appropriate funds to establish the Teacher

Corps in 1965, the Administration continues to give this program high

priority.

Most programs of direct financial aid to students have been directed

toward the college-bound graduate and have failed to provide for many

youths who wish to obtain training in business, trade, and technical schools.

This omission will be corrected by the establishment of a vocational student

loan insurance program which, when fully funded, will help as many as

100,000 students a year.

Out-of-School Programs The 1965 legislation also strengthened several

programs which provide job training and work experience as well as basic

education. These programs are designed to equip workers with the skills and

productivity required to raise their potential earnings.

The Neighborhood Youth Corps program encourages persons aged 16-21

to stay in or return to school by providing full'time and part-time work

experience and training. It provides counseling and basic literacy training,

and it places young men and women in newly created positions to do work

that would normally not be done in hospitals, settlement houses, schools,

libraries, and other community agencies. Almost 1,500 projects have been
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approved m communities throughout the Nation for the employment of
350.000 young men and women in 1966

The Job Corps provides education and work experience in rural con-
servation centers and in urban training centers where cnrollees live, work,
and learn About 300,000 young people have expressed interest m joining
this program It is expected that about 30,000 will be enrolled byJune 1966

The Work Experience Program is designed to demonstrate the benefits

of helping heads of families with dependent children to prepare for pro-
ductive employment by providing them with work experience and job
training along with basic literacy instruction In 1965, the program aided

66.000 participants with 198,000 dependents

The Adult Basic Education prt^am is aimed at the 7 3 million Americans
age 25 and over who have less than 5 years of education It provides basic

education when a lack ofschooling stands m the way of successful training or

employment In fiscal 1965, about 38,000 adults in 15 States were enrolled

By June 1966, the program is expected to reach 229,000 adults in all the

States and the territories

Active Manpower Policies

Manpower policies have three principal objectives to fit the unskilled for

better jobs, to augment the supply of scarce sblls, and to improve the effi-

ciency of labor markets These policies not only help individuals to achieve

their full capabilities, but also add to the national productive potential They

arc a continuation of the educational opportunity programs and should serve

to keep the quality of the labor force advancing m pace with the demands

created by technological progress

TRAINIAG PROGRAMS

The Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) programs pro-

vide training and basic literacy instruction for unemployed (and some

underemployed) persons who have bad previous work experience, m order to

up grade their job skills Between passage of the law in 1962 and the end

of 1965, enrollment had reached a cumulative total of 370 000, with 315,000

m institutional training and 55,000 in on thejob training About 30 percent

have been trained for skilled occupations and another 30 percent for clerical,

sales, and service jobs

Amendments to the MDTA m 1965 have made it possible to extend the

scope and to increase the effcctiwness of these training projects The

maximum period during which training allowances can be paid has been

extended from 72 to 104 weeks, makmg it possible to tram persons for more

highly skilled work Eligibility for tramii^ allowances has been broadened,
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and the previous limitation on the number of youths who can benefit has

been liberalized.

It is appropriate that MDTA training programs have been strengthened

during a period of rapidly rising employment and increasing demand for

labor. Workers who are now being trained can count on finding jobs quickly

and benefiting immediately from the training they receive. And the up-

grading of skills for thousands of the unemployed will help to provide a more
flexible and mobile labor force, thus contributing to the stability of costs and
prices in our expanding economy.

IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE LABOR MARKET

Expansion of the economy is facilitated when labor markets operate

efficiently. The Federal-State Employment Service is the principal agency

of our manpower policy designed to help to match people with available

jobs.

Most jobs are filled by direct hiring “at the gate” and through informal

contacts with relatives and friends; many others are filled with the assistance

of advertisements, unions, private agencies, college placement officers,

and other means. But through its more than 2,000 local offices, the Employ-

ment Service maintains an active placement service for all workers desiring

assistance.

A major task of the Employment Service has been to provide job counsel-

ing and placement service to those in the labor force (including new workers,

the handicapped’, and nonwhites) who require special assistance to enable

them to compete in the job market. The Service also provides a flow of

information about changing manpower requirements in local labor markets.

This information is useful in planning occupational training under the

MDTA; in reorientation of our vocational education programs; and in help-

ing individuals to make rational vocational choices, and guiding them to areas

of favourable employment opportunities.

A Special Task Force appointed by the Secretary of Labor has studied

the operation of the Employment Service and recommended ways to make

it achieve its goals more effectively.

RAISING LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

By 1985, the labor force will total about 110 million workers. On the

assumption that present programs will be continued on the scale now

projected, about one-tenth of these workers will be more productive because

they have benefited from an MDTA or other out-of-school training pro-

gram. Nearly one-half will be better educated as a result of one or more of

the newly enacted programs. And these benefits will be concentrated among

those individuals now least likely to climb the ladder of educational oppor-

tunity.
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America has always invested heavily in education and training, and our
economic achievements show that it has paid off handsomely But the

investment was not made sufficientlym all Americans, and perhaps as many
as a third enter the work force ill equipped to assume a fully productive role

The programs that have been begun will extend a more adequate investment

in education and training to that third ofour people

Health

America is a healthy nation, and Amcncans take justifiable pride m the

quantity and quality of available medical services Yet, such significant

indicators of U S health as life expectancy, infant mortality, and the

incidence of heart disease must cause concern when compared with rates

prevailing abroad or when our recent progress is measured against that of

other nations

After declining steadily and dramatically throughout the first half of

this century, the U S death rate has remain^ close to 9 4 per 1,000 of the

T^bh 1—Health Indicators sahetad vaars 1S4(h-€4

Indcitof i$40 1SS0 1S60

Lifs expectancy*

Atbrth
Wh te

Nonwhite

Y*tn

636 681 697
64 9 69 0 70 6

53 9* 60 7 63 6

At ege 45
White
Nonwh te

26 9 28 5 29 4

273 289 297
228* 24 8 262

Infant mortality rate

Total

White
Nonwhite

Dttlht pit 1 000 1 \/i births

470 292 260
432 266 229
73 8 44 5 43 2

Maternal mortality rata

Total

White
Nonwhite

37 6
320
774

Diiths pit 10 000 1 ve births

83 37
61 26
22 2 9 8

Death rates

All CBUses
Diseases of card ovascular system
Cancer
Influenza and pneumonia
Accidents
All other

108
41
12
7
7

41

Diithspir 1 OOO populitlon

96 95
49 52
14 15
3 4
6 5

24 1 9

• Ufa expectancy fgures In I rst two eotumns are for 1939-41 and 1 949-61 respect vely

* Negroes only

Source Department Of Health Education andWeffare

1964

702
710
641

29 7
301
26 6

94
51
1 6
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population since 1955. By contrast, in a number of other industrial countries,

death rates have fallen sharply during the past decade, and life expectancy

at birth exceeds that in the United States by a significant margin—as much
as 5 years among males. Infant mortality has declined little since 1955

and remains close to 25 per 1,000 live births, whereas it is substantially lower

and falling more rapidly in many other developed countries. Changes since

1940 in selected health indicators are shown in Table 1.

Between 1910 and 1940, the death rate from influenza and pneumonia
was reduced by 55 percent, and since 1940 it has been halved again. Ma-
ternal mortality has been cut by nearly 95 percent over the past half century

and by 60 percent during the last 15 years. Since 1940, however, death

rates from heart disease and cancer have each increased by one-fourth;

the U.S. rate for heart disease is among the highest in the world. Mortality

rates among males in the productive age bracket of 40 to 54 years are sub-

stantially and consistently higher in the United States than in other industrial

countries and almost twice the rate in Sweden.

Foodborne diseases are being increasingly recognized as a leading cause of

acute sickness in this country and probably account for more illness than all

other environmental elements combined. Salmonellosis—the most serious

such disease—now is much more widespread than it was 15 years ago because

of inadequate controls in new methods of food production and processing.

Further, almost one-third of the U.S. population is drinking water which

is not assured ofmeeting minimal standards.

COST OF ILLNESS

The total cost to society of illness and premature death cannot be accu-

rately measured, if for no other reason than our inability to quantify the

value of human life or the cost of suffering, pain, and grief. It is impossible

to say, on the basis of economic criteria alone, how much should be spent

on health care, research and facilities. Nevertheless, at close to full employ-

ment of our resources—particularly of scientific and technical manpower

—

a decision to spend more for health implies spending less elsewhere. The

issue facing the Nation is not whether better health is desirable, but how

best to allocate resources within the health area and between health and

all other competing uses.

Outlays for health are important in building and maintaining a produc-

tive labor force as well as in improving the lives of people and the quality

of our society. The productivity ofAmerican workers could not have reached

its present height if, in the past, there had not been investment in medical

knowledge, in disease prevention, and in treatment and rehabilitation. Yet

the potential return from further health investment remains large.

The annual expenditme on all health and medical care services in this

country increased from $13 billion in 1950 and $27 billion in 1960 to
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approximately $40 billion last year Such expenditures now amount to 5 9
percent of the gross national product (GNP) Private spending for personal
health care—more than $26 billion last year—accounts for about 6 1 per-
cent of personal consumption expenditures

In 1963, disease and mortality during the year cost society the potential
product of 4 6 million man years of work Direct public and private ex-

penditures for personal health care associated with illnesses in that year
amounted to about $22 5 billion, whereas the indirect costs from output
lost totaled almost $24 bilhon These figures make no allowance for the
much larger losses in that year that were due to deaths occurring m earlier

years or the present value of economic losses m future years resulting from
current illness or death Recent estimates of the direct and indirect costs

assoaated with certain specific illnesses in 1963 are summartzed m Table 2

Table 2—Economic costs of illness 1S63*

D tgnost e e»l»gorf Tot»lcoat
D »et

»*P»ndwr»t*

iNPinecT COSTS’

Morttity* Morbdty

Eeenem e cost of illness Total 46303

Mental pavehoneuroic and
personal tv dsorders 7 036

D sessea of circulatory aysrem 6 413
D seasea of d gestive syatem 5 502
D seasea of resp ratory system 4 887
Injures 3755
D seasea of nervous system and
sense organs 3242

Neoplasms 2 614
Other 12 855

22 530

2 402
2 267
4158
1 581
1 703

1 416
1 279
7 723

2 731 21 042

10 4624
1228 3 920
123 1 220
139 3166
242 1 81

1

300 1 526
484 851
207 4 925

* includes only hosp tel and nurs ng home cars and senr ces of phys clans dent sts nurses and othar

health proress onals assoc ated wth 19 nufordagnostc caiegot es excludes drugs med cel research and

fee 1 1 es construct on tra n ng expend lutes arid other iwnperwnal health serv ees
* Equ valent to the value of lost output
^Losses n 1363 due to deaths (hravghotrt that year ao elhwence mide for present d Mounted value

of future losses

Source Department of Health Educaton andWetfae

PUBLIC POUCr AND LEGISLATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The rapid growth of demand for medical services is a consequence of a

multitude of factors, some of which are strongly influenced by public

policy Rising incomes, better education, urbanization, expanding insurance

coverage, the changing age structure of the population, and the increased

availability and effectiveness of health services are all raising demand

Supply has not kept pace with the expansion of demand, and at present the

supply of most health services falls short of the Nation’s needs as determined

by reference to medical standards of adequacy Deliberate public and
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private action—^including new and more efficient forms of organization

—

are required to increase the supply and accessibility of these services. But
to improve the health of our population, it is not enough to graduate more
doctors or build more clinics. Programs are also required to translate medical

needs into effective demand for health services. At the same time, there must

be greater coordination between demand-creating policy measures and those

aimed at improving the supply and distribution of medical services and
facilities.

Average figures conceal large differences in the incidence of illness

and the availability of medical services within the United States. The
distribution of doctors, for example, continues to vary widely from region

to region and between urban and rural communities. Some differences in

the distribution of facilities and the utilization of health services are consistent

with an efficient allocation of resources and varying personal consumption

patterns. However, existing disparities in both the supply and effective

demand seriously affect the relative availability and accessibility of health

care throughout the country and among different income groups. Thus, high

morbidity and mortality rates resulting from causes that have been success-

fully controlled in other groups still exist for nonwhites and the poor.

Mortality rates among nonwhite infants more than 1 month old are almost

three times as high as those for white infants. Poverty and its attendant cir-

cumstances are a major source of increased health hazards and, despite a

popular desire to believe otherwise, low income is often a serious barrier to

obtaining medical care. The 1960-62 National Health Survey found that the

number of physician visits a year for children from families with annual

incomes below $2,000 was only 40 percent of the number of children from

high-income families.

The Administration’s basic health goal, as stated by the President, is “to

assure the availability of and accessibility to the best health care for all

Americans, regardless of age or geography or economic status.” To meet

this goal, four types of effort are necessary: (1) expanding medical knowledge

through increased basic research in the life sciences
; (2) faster dissemination

of new information and techniques to health practitioners, health policy-

makers, and the public; (3) more and better organized health facilities and

manpower, including research laboratories and medical schools, general

hospitals and nursing homes, highly trained specialists and nursing aides;

and (4) improved financing of medical services.

The first session of the 89th Congress passed a dozen major bills in the

health field, designed to strengthen and improve health services in all four

ways.

Medical Research Total medical and health-related research expen-

ditures in 1965 amounted to almost $1.9 billion—nearly 9 percent of the

Nation’s outlay for all research and development. Expenditure on medical
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research was more than ten times that in 1950, representing an annual in-

crease of almost 18 percent Federal support rose from 45 percent to 64
percent of the total, but the Government’s role the direct conduct of such

research declined slightly—from 22 percent to 1 7 percent Public investment

m health research is channeled mainly through the National Institutes of

Health (NIH) whose budget for research, research facilities, and training has

grown from less than SlOO million 10 years ago to over SI billion today NIH
support now accounts for two-fifihs of all medical research expenditures m
the United States

Dissemtnalton ofMedical Knowledge Our knowledge of life processes and of

new methods of preventing and treating disease has rapidly moved ahead of

our ability to apply this knowledge widely to the health needs of the Nation

Shortening the interval between the discovery and general application of

medical advances is perhaps the single most important way to improve the

productivity of the medical care industry

Today, one cancer patient in three is being saved, but wider use ofexist-

ing knowledge and techniques could save half the victims of this disease

More extensive use ofnew detection and diagnostic procedures and improved

means of reaching and treating patients could reduce deaths from cervical

cancer by 25 percent by 1970 and by 80 picrccnt a decade from now Instru-

mentation now in existence or being perfected could forestall many of the

400,000 strokes which occur each year

To help close such gaps between knowledge and application, the Con-

gress took a number of important steps m 1965 The Heart Disease, Cancer,

and Stroke Amendments authorize support for a network of regional medical

complexes (The three diseases noted m the title the Amendments account

for 70 percent of all deaths in the United States ) The grants will assist

hospitals, universities, and other jnstjtutions to establish cooperative pro-

grams for research, training, and demonstration Such programs will bring

new scientific advances more quickly to America's practicing physicians and

their patients

Medical Facilities and Manpower A country’s health standards change as

income grows, knowledge accumulates, and concepts of adequacy evolve

Our current requirements for medical faahties and manpower reflect not

only changes in the size and composition of the population and shifting

patterns of disease and disability, but also a growing consensus that access to

high quality services is a right ofall atizens

Since passage of the Hill-Burton legislation m 1946, more than $7 7

billion, including a Federal share of S2 4 billion, has been invested through

this program to provide additional hospital and nursing home capacity of

more than 340,000 beds New general-hospital capacity is now being made

available nationally at the rate ofabout 30,000 beds a year Nevertheless, it is

estimated that about one-third ofthe general hospital capacitym the country
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is obsolete; a majority of the obsolete facilities are in metropolitan areas

where two-thirds ofthe Nation’s population live. Facilities containing 260,000

beds are in need ofimmediate modernization or replacement and those con-

taining another 130,000 beds will require modernization before 1975. In

dollar terms, current modernization needs of general hospitals have been
estimated at more than S6 billion, compared with new general-hospital

requirements of less than SI billion. New financing techniques must be found

to facilitate the modernization of hospitals, particularly in the large urban

areas where deficiencies are now largest and where existing Federal pro-

grams have their smallest impact.

There are also large and rising needs for medical manpower. Part of

this need is being met through organizational changes that raise the pro-

ductivity of doctors, dentists, and nurses. For example, the development of

group practice arrangements, the use ofmore elaborate (and more expensive)

hospital and office equipment, reductions in travel time, and the employment

of paramedical personnel to perform routine or less complicated procedures

have made it possible for doctors to render more and better service to larger

numbers of patients than ever before.

The ratio of physicians to the population of the United States has been

approximately constant since before World War II. The proportion actually

engaged in clinical practice—as opposed to teaching and research—^has

declined markedly, however. Despite measures to economize on the use of

physicians’ time, a substantial decline in their availability would impose

strains on the cost and quality of medical services. To maintain the existing

ratio ofdoctors to population, it would be necessary for admissions to medical

schools to increase approximately 50 percent during the next decade. The

Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1963 authorized a program

of grants and loans in support of medical schools and students. In 1965, for

the first time. Congress established a scholarship program for needy students

in the health field, and added a four-year grant program for the improvement

of teaching programs in the health professions.

Too frequently, today, the administration and organization of public

health services are badly fragmented. Measures to stimulate better coordina-

tion of Federal, State, and local efforts in planning for and providing these

services and the gradual replacement of prevailing categorical programs with

comprehensive community health services would be desirable.

Financing Medical Care Private health insurance has made a major con-

tribution to the better financing of health costs. The proportion ofAmericans

with some form of private health insurance has risen from 9 percent in 1940

to 80 percent today. But gross benefits from such insurance covered only 25

percent of total expenditures for personal health needs in 1965. Furthermore,

those most in need of assistance in meeting medical payments are frequently

unable to buy insurance. Only about one-tbird of persons in families with
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annual incomes under $2,000, and about one-half of all elderly persons,
were covered by any type of private hospital insurance m 1963 Yet these
groups spend a particularly large Traction of their low incomes for health
In 1961, average medical expenses amounted to 10 percent for families with
annual incomes between 81,000 and $2,000, compared with 4 percent for

families with incomes between $10,000 and 815,000

Among the most important actions of the 89th Congress was the pro-
vision of health insurance for the aged under Social Security Medicare will

protect families against the economic nsk of major medical expenses in old
age Benefits for 17 million Social Security beneficiaries, plus benefits

from general revenues for almost 2 million additional elderly persons not
covered by Social Security, will amount to about $3 5 billion m 1967 and
will cover at least 40 percent of the total medical costs of the aged The
basic program consists of hospital insurance, extended care, and home health

services for the aged, financed through a separate trust fund supported by
employee and employer payroll taxes A voluntary, supplementary program
covers physicians’ fees and other services and is financed through monthly
premiums (currently S3) by individuals over 65, which arc matched equally

by a general revenue contnbution

The legislation also greatly improved the quality and expanded the cover-

age of State medical assistance programs The Kerr-Mills program for

the aged was expanded to cover a total of about 8 million needy persons,

including, for the first time, (he blind, the disabled, and dependent

children

The 1965 Child Health amendments will make more health services

available to expectant mothers, infants, and children, including crippled and

retarded children The progressive extension of crippled children’s and

child health services to youngsters throughout each State is required by

1975 Previously, these programs were aimed primarily at rural areas, but

in the future they will provide equal assistance for low income families in

urban centers Family planning services will also be strengthened

Equality of Opportunity

Not all groups of Americans share equally in their country s prosperity

In 1964, the average income of nonwhitc families was only 56 percent of the

average income of white families This and similar figures provide telling

indicators of the task that the Nation still faces m assuring equality of op-

portunity and achievement for all its atizens (Table 3) They also indicate

an incredible waste of our human resources

Three important and distmet types of discrimination help to explain the

difference between white and nonwhite incomes
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Discrimination results in lower wages for Negroes (who comprise 90 per-
cent of the nonwhite group) even when they are doing the same kind of
work as whites. Available data show that Negroes receive less income in

every industry, in every occupation, and at every level ofeducation.

Table 3—Selected measures of discrimination and inequality
of opportunity. 1965

Selected measure White Nartwhite
Income"
Median income of families $6,858 $3,839
Percent of households in poverty'’ 17.1 43.1
Percent of families with incomes of $10,000 or more 24.1 8.3

Education

Median years of school completed, males 25 years of age and over 12.0 9.0
Percent completed high school, persons 20-24 years of age 76.3 50.2
Male 75.6 51.3
Female 77.0 49.4

Percent college graduates, persons 25 years of age and over 9.9 5.5

Labor force participation rate (percent of noninstitutional population)"

Male 78.6 76.0
Female 37.0 46.1

Employment (percent of total civilian employment)"
White-collar occupations 47.5 19.5

Craftsmen-foremen occupations 13.5 6.7

Unemployment rate (percent of civilian labor force)"

Adult males 2.9 6.0

Adult females 4.0 7.4

Teenagers 12.2 25.3

“ Data relate to 1964.
’’ Households are defined here as the total of families and unrelated individuals.
^ Relates to persons 14 years of age and over.

Sources: Department of Commerce, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and Department of

Labor.

Discrimination also excludes many Negroes from higher-paying jobs that

would fully utilize their talents or training. Negroes are frequently forced

to hold jobs that whites with the same experience and training would

not ordinarily hold; and Negroes suffer from higher unemployment rates

within all skill categories.

Finally, part of the income difference is explained by past discrimination

which has lowered the potential productivity of Negroes by providing less

investment in human resources for them than for their white contemporaries.

This type of discrimination is manifested by lower expenditures for schools

and health facilities in Negro neighborhoods.

Low family incomes are a product ofthese factors
;
but low incomes would

tend to perpetuate these factors even if discrimination were eliminated.

Low incomes for poor whites also result in lesser educational achievement,
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poorer health, fewer skills, and consequently higher unemployment To
promote real equality, Negroes must break through the barrier ofdiscnmina-
tion, but this will not be sufficient They must also break out of the cycle of
poverty

PROSPERlTr A CONDITION FOR NEGRO PROGRESS

A combination of social and economic change is necessary to correct the
disparities between Negroes and whites But prosperity is also an essential

requirement because it creates and opens up jobs for the disadvantaged

This has been effectively demonstrated by postwar experience

During the period ofslow economic growth m the middle and late I950’s,

the absolute gap between Negro and white incomes and employment
widened In 1952, the median income of nonwhitc families was 57 percent

of the median income of white families, and the unemployment rate for

nonwhites was 4 6 percent, compared with a rate of 2 4 percent for whites

By 1958, the median income of nonwhite families had fallen to 51 percent

of that of white families, and the unemployment rate of nonwhttes had risen

to 12 6 percent, compared with 6 0 percent for whites

In 1964, a high growth year, the median income of white families

increased 4 7 percent over 1963, and that of nonwhites, 10 8 percent, the

income gap narrowed in both percentage and absolute terms as income of

nonwhites rose by $374 and that of whites by $310 As a result, the median

income of nonwhites rose from 53 percent of the median income of whites in

1963 to 56 percent m 1964 The gains in median incomes were representative

of increases throughout the income scale In 1964, the proportion of non-

white families with incomes of more than $10,000 rose from 5 7 percent to

8 3 percent, but it was still far below the figure of 24 1 percent for white

families The proportion with less than 13,000 dropped from 43 1 percent

to 37 3 percent Final data for 1965 will not be available for several months,

but preliminary indications surest that incomes of Negroes again rose

substantially

The progress of the last two years confirms a crucial lesson A prosperous

economy and the labor demand that it generates are potent forces for

eliminating discriminations and income differentials even though they cannot

create equality Improved Negro purchasing power will not fully overcome

the effects of discrimination, but it will have a beneficial influence

CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS AND ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION

The 1964 Civil Rights Act contains several important provisions that alter

those conditions which make discnnunation possible Its Title VII directly

outlaws discrimination in hiring, firing, conditions of work, apprenticeship,

or training The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was estab-

lished to carry out these provisions The Commission began operation in
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July 1965 and in its first 100 days processed more than 1,300 complaints.

Hiring attitudes will not change abruptly, but the Civil Rights Act makes an
important, direct attack on this basic barrier to full equality.

Negroes are also at a disadvantage in the housing market. Many Negroes

live in substandard housing because their incomes are low; but others are

forced to do so by direct discrimination. While 57 percent of nonwhite

households with annual incomes of less than S4,000 live in substandard

housing, only 27 percent of whites at these same income levels live in such

housing. Among households with more than S4,000 a year, 6 percent of the

white families live in substandard housing, compared with 20 percent for

nonwhite families. Discrimination in housing forces Negroes to pay higher

rents and in many places to attend inferior schools. The President has an-

nounced that he will ask for legislation to prevent discrimination in private

sales or rental of housing.

To help Negroes achieve equality of educational opportunity, the Civil

Rights Act authorizes the Attorney General to file suit for the desegregation

of public schools and colleges upon receipt of written complaints from

parents unable to bring their own actions. After 10 years of slow progress

following the Supreme Court decision outlawing segregated schools, the pace

of integration has now accelerated
; but segregated housing continues to re-

tard this process. In addition to eliminating segregation, the Government

is trying to improve the quality of Negro education by its new programs

for primary and secondary education. Project Head Start, and other anti-

poverty programs. Also, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act assures that access

to schools, hospitals, and other federally aided facilities will not be denied

to anyone on the basis of his race.

ECONOMIC COST OF DISCRIMINATION

Although economic losses are not the major reason for eliminating dis-

crimination, they serve to emphasize its economic cost to all Americans.

When there is a surplus of labor of all types and skills, eliminating discrim-

ination results mainly in a redistribution of income. The economic cost of

discrimination becomes most evident when there is near full employment of

the white labor force.

If economic and social policies could be specifically designed to lower

Negro unemployment to the current unemployment level of whites, the

resulting gain in GNP would be $5 billion. Part of this gain would be in

wages of the new Negro employees, and part would accrue as other forms

of income. A further gain would result if all Negroes were able to obtain

jobs which would better utilize their abilities and training.

National output can be further expanded by improving the average level

of productivity of each individual. Education and training are two of the

most important means to this end. If the average productivity of the Negro
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and white labor force were equalized at the white level, total production

would expand by S22 billion Ifboth unemployment rates and productivity

levels were equalized, the total output of the economy would nse by about

$27 billion—4 percent of GNP This is a measure of the annual economic

loss as a result ofdiscnmination Ofcourse, to achieve this increase in output,

some resources would have to be devoted to investment m the human
capital of Amenca’s Negro citizens But this would be an investment yielding

important economic as well as soaal returns for the entire Nation
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Economic growth is a complex

process that involves much more
than physical capital formation

alone. Ingvar Svennilson describes

how education, human skills, in-

novative knowledge, and human
resource mobility are factors in the

economic growth of nations and the

welfare of a citizenry. If these are

growth ingredients, as suggested by
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Professor Svennilson of the Institute

for International Economic Studies

(Stockholm), then economic develop-

ment and planning must take cog-

nizance of such factors, even in the

“market” economies where plan-

ning is a less relied upon procedure.

I Trends in Theory and Their Relation

to Economic Policy

The assumption ceteris paribus is, indeed, a necessary prerequisite for any

theory that aims at explaining certain specific characteristics of an economic

system. Without this assumption the theoretical tools cannot be sharpened.

Without it, economics deteriorates to a descriptive or institutional science

incapable of explaining economic development.

The ceteris has, however, to be chosen according to the type of economic

phenomenon we want to explain. The main body of economic theory has

Reprinted from Ingvar Svennilson, “Education, Research and Other Unidentified Factors

in Growth,” The Economics of Education, Proceedings of the International Economic Associa-

tion (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1966), pp. 71-85, with permission of the author and

publisher.
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been designed to explain short tcrni variations Interest has then been
concentrated on variations in quantities such as demand for, and supply of,

factors and products, and their relation to income and prices In the short
term,the social and technological frameworkwithinwhich such variations take
place can as a first approximation be assumed to be unchanged, as a consc
quence, the quantity price income relations can be assumed to be stable

A next step in the analysis will be to let quantity price income relations

shift, regarding these shifts as the result of ixog^nous factors which are kept
outside the theoretical model

However, it has often turned out that the ceteru panbus cannot be main*
tamed without abstracting from obvious causal relationships between the

variables of the theoretical models and shifts in their inter relations The
celens panbus has, then, to be reduced in scope A classical example is the

development of Keynesian theory In hu General Theory Keynes did not take

into account the fact that investment, as a result of capital accumulation,

leads to a shift ofsupply functions This fact was taken as a starting point for

the extension of the Keynesian theory along the Harrod Domar line A more
general expression of such a development of economic theory is that func-

tions expressing economic relationships are found not to be reierstble As a

result of a movement along such a function, the conditions contained m the

cetens panbus assumption change in such a way that we will not turn back to

the point from which we started Once this fact has been recognized, we have

evidently embarked on a theory of processes over time, perhaps resultmg in

growth, where a number of exogenous conditions are integrated into the

analysis Even such dynamic theories have, however, their ceteru porrbus

There is, on the other hand, also a long tradition of analysis that has

broken away from the classical delimitation of economic variables and has

taken as a starting point for the analysis processes within the ceteru panbus

field This tradition is marked by such names as Adam Smith Malthus

Marx, Veblen, Max Weber and Schumpeter They have formulated theories

of social and institutional transformation as an integrated part of processes

of economic development Along this line, research has developed based on

historical and sociological methods It has dealt with problems of the social

and institutional conditions for invention and innovation entrepreneurship

and market domination, supply of labor, education, consumption and

savings, flows of capital, etc This type ofresearch has been stimulated by the

new interest m speeding up of the transition from under development to

more developed conditions in the poor parts of the world It has become

evident that m these countries a condition for development has been a policy

concerned with broad changes of the social and institutional framework

within which economic policy in a narrower sense may be evolved

This diversity of trends in research and doctrine poses problems both for

theory and for policy m the field ofgrowth
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For social science there arises a problem of integration versus disintegra-

tion of theory. It has to be accepted that various aspects of a process of

growth have to be studied with different methodological instruments. Some
can be attacked by developing the tools of economic analysis in the tradi-

tional sense, leaving a wide field of other factors as a terra incognita. Other
aspects of a process of growth have to be studied by using sociological,

psychological or political science methods. At the same time, the results of

these various types of research must be related to each other. The need for

integration of the various social sciences is today stronger than ever before.

This integration has to be reflected in the organization of social science

studies at our universities. The isolation of economics, tending toward

econometrics, from other social sciences that often exists has as far as possible

to be broken, even if for obvious reasons a certain degree of specialization

must remain.

From the point of view of economics, an integration will mean that

“other factors” will have to be given a place as inter-related variables in

economic models. The integration may even have to go deeper. The very

concepts of economic analysis, which reflect the institutional conditions of a

given society at a given time, must be adjusted to changing social conditions.

As an example, it may be mentioned that a study of under-developed

countries may lead to new conceptual ideas of employment and under-

employment. As another example, labor input may have to be broken up

into various new elements.

Such an integration and an adjustment of economic theory to new

research about exogenous factors is strongly needed from a policy point of

view. The formulation of economic theory may be regarded as expressing a

bias as regards essentials in a process of growth. In any case, it may inten-

tionally or unintentionally convey false ideas about the relevant parameters

of action for development policy. Economists have to confess that their

formulation of growth theory has not always been adequate for solving the

policy problems of under-developed countries. Methods of national account-

ing have been uncritically applied. Economists may also be partly responsible

for the fact that the shift of emphasis in development policy from the volume

of investment toward various types of social and institutional change has

come about so late. A growth policy that is well balanced must be supported

by economics that are conceptually adjusted to the actual social and insti-

tutional conditions and that have as far as possible integrated factors which

have traditionally been regarded as exogenous.

A central notion in any theory of growth must evidently be productivity.

I shall in the following pages concentrate attention on the problem of how

various social phenomena might be related to productivity trends. The

traditional theory of production relates output to the input of capital and

labor, assuming a given supply of land and a given state of—or exogenously
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determined change in—technical knowledge It assumes that at a given input
of capital and labor, the most productive methods of production known are
applied On this basis, econometric studies of past historical growth have
been made, separating the contnbution of labor, capital and technical

change The results of such studies have formed the basis for forecasts and
planning

Modern development of economics is to a large extent oriented toward
penetrating behind the facade of this rather simple theory The efforts arc
concerned with the forces behind technical change and m this process the
highly aggregated concepts of “capital” and “labor" tend to be dissolved

The field of study is so rich that I shall only try in a very general way to

indicate some of the aspects that seem to be of special importance

II Education

One of the trends in modem soacty is the expansion offormal education

as an institution separated from the production process itself Education m
this form may, to a varying extent, serve several purposes, all of which from

a general development point of view may be highly important Education

may be regarded as an rn’etlm/nl in a productive agent There are, however,

also consumption aspects of education it makes a direct contnbution to the

standard of living and creates a lasting consumption asset Tlie consumption

effect and the production effect of education may be regarded as comple-

mentary from the point ofview of the social values that form the basis for our

conception ofgrowth in a wide sense The increased production ofgoods and

services, made possible through the productive effects of education, may in

the future assume a greater value, according to prevalent scales of prefer-

ences, to the extent that it will be combined with a better education of the

population as consumers The relative weight attributed to the consumption

and the production effect of education may be expected to vary betweeen

poorer and richer countries and will be reflected in the content of education

Starving countries would be expected to spend relatively more on education

for production, while countries approaching affluence, at the same time

increasing leisure time, would lie expected to spend more on education for

consumption

This character of a joint production with varying emphasis on ‘wool” and

“meat” (to draw a parallel with the classical textbook case) makes it

questionable whether any close correlation can be found between the

aggregate amount of education—measured by the investment cost or the

number of student years embodied in the labor force—and the growth of

production In studying the productive effects ofeducation we evidently must

choose a more differentiated approach We have to distinguish between
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systems of education, methods of education, curricula and levels. There are

also inventions and innovations in the field of education, which may increase

the efficiency of the investment in education, including the cost of spending

more years in the classroom.

The economics of education is emerging as a science in its own right,

corresponding to the study of other types of production. It is still in an early

experimental stage. There are problems of measurement which are unsolved,

and knowledge about the production function is still rudimentary. It would,

therefore, be premature to try to integrate the education industry into aggre-

gated economic growth models, even if it is evident how in principle this could

be done.

A general outline of the economic problems of education can be indicated

in terms well known from the theory of real capital investment. The gestation

period for the individual finished product of education is long. It can be

varied within wide limits, and one main problem, from the point of view of

growth, is how far to prolong education with regard to its marginal effect on

production. As in the case of land, the fertility of the human raw material is

widely scattered. As regards the enrollment rates in higher education the

law of declining marginal return will, therefore, sooner or later appear on

the stage. As a result of imperfections in the social selection system, students

are, however, not enrolled in an order corresponding to that of land in the

textbooks. A democratization ofthe selection process may postpone the advent

of declining marginal return.

The length of education, as well as the choice of the types of education,

has to be economically adjusted to the pattern of future production of the

country concerned, whether under-developed or highly developed. The
choice is complicated by the fact that labor with different types and levels of

education is in a position of complementarityfrom a production point of view. Too
many lawyers in an otherwise under-developed environment will yield a low,

or even negative, marginal return. The number of university engineers must

be balanced against the number of lower level technicians. The marginal

return of increasing the engineer density of the population may decline

beyond a certain point, at least if we extend the concept of growth beyond

what is included in national accounts as production. We should not presume

that, under all circumstances, the marginal return ofhigher education in art,

humanities and social sciences is necessarily lower than that of education in

science and technology.

The difficulty of making an adequate investment decision in the field of

education is immensely increased by the fact that this is a very long-term

investment which affects production several decades ahead. There are un-

certainties not only about rates and directions of growth and about tech-

nological trends that determine the demand for, and the productivity of,

labor with various types and levels of education. Even if we disregard
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uncertainty, we cannot take the future economic development for granted
and adjust education to it Education will evidently have an effect on the
overall rate ofgrowth In this respect, there is a parallel with decisions about
the rate of real capital investment Decisions about investment in education
must be related to prevailing preferences as regards the time flow ofproduc-
tion and consumption This relation is complicated by the fact that the
possibilities ofreplacing special types ofeducation by other factors ofproduc-
tion are often strictly limited A condition of perfect, or almost perfect,

complementarity often exists which creates bottleneck problems as regards

various types of educated skills, specialized workers, teachers, doctors,

architects, chemists, mathematicians, etc In so far as growth must be
balanced between sectors ofthe economy, the balance ofeducation as regards

specialization and levels will, therefore, determine the future growth that is

made possible There will be no chemical industry, ifchemical engineers are

not available Supply will to a large extent determine future effective demand
In one important respect, the human character of educational capital,

as distinct from that of real capital, creates a special problem for analysis and
policy By educating students, we may create people belter able to invent and
innovate in the held of technolc^, political life, organization and culture

This will affect the trend of technology and production m a way that is

unique, when compared with investment in other factors In econometric

studies, various shares of overall growth have been imputed to the volume of

capital and labor, leaving an unexplained technological trend as a residual

factor In some studies, the rise m the average level of education of labor

has been added as another factor that explains a (comparatively small) share

of overall growth This analysis, however, overlooks the fact that techno

logical trends may largely be explained by qualities in the population that

are related to education This effect will not be brought out by a correlation

analysis based on broad aggregates, it is closely linked to comparatively

small groups withm the population engaged m the pursuit of research,

invention and innovation Even if the results within this field are largely ofa

stochastic nature—the view of a great son of Vienna, Joseph Schumpeter

—

their systematic relation to education m society of today cannot be over

looked

There are good reasons to stick to (he traditional pattern of economic

thinking and regard education as anotherfactor in economic growth Policy

should be balanced as regards allocation of resources between investment in

education and real capital They can to some extent be substituted for each

other and thus compete for available resources We must also take into

account that they are, to some degree, complementary from a production

point of view Increased education will increase the marginal productivity of

real capital, and vice versa The bottleneck position of some types of educa-

tion, especially of higher education, and its far reaching effects on the social
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and technical transformation of society, give it, however, a special place in

analysis, policy and planning directed towards growth.

In this connection we have to take into account that economic growth
is inseparably dependent on a transformation of society as regards tech-

nology, sectoral structure, location of industry and population, social

services including education and the general cultural, social and political

environment of the population. This complex transformation must be
systematically prepared and planned, and plans have to be transferred from
drawing boards, offices and committees into operation. The capacity to

perform this transformation within a limited period of time and to do it in

an effective way depends on the supply of various types of highly educated

professionals. The demand for such people is, thus, only partly related to the

level of development that is reached at any point of time but partly also to the

rate ofgrowth that is desired. A rate ofgrowth of 6 per cent a year will demand
a larger number of administrators, educationalists, scientists, engineers and

architects, than a rate of growth of, say, 3 per cent a year. Countries which

try to accelerate their growth often find this sector—and not the rate of real

capital investment—to be the bottleneck. New plans for industry, public

services including education, urban and rural development, are too slow to

develop. To the economist, this phenomenon can be described in terms of the

familiar acceleration principle.

From these considerations follows the conclusion—self-evident but often

overlooked—that the evolution of education cannot be determined as a

demand derived from an independent forecast of production. Educational

policy and planning should be regarded as an integral part of development

planning, the scope and direction being determined by the rate of growth,

the kind of growth and the kind of society in general that we want to see in

the future.

These are long-term considerations. In the medium-long-term other prob-

lems arise, which call for a strategy for the more near future. The root of these

problems is the length of the gestation period for the formation of educational

capital. A prolongation of studies not only delays the entry of students into

industry. Higher education is to a large extent the education of teachers, or

even of teachers for teachers. An expansion of the educational system makes

it necessary to divert an increased number of graduates from research and

employment in industry to teaching. This feed-back may, over a number of

years, seriously reduce the output from the educational system, especially on

its narrow peak—the doctoral level. On the other hand, the supply of people

to research and industry will grow faster in the long run. A problem, then,

arises of the timing of economic expansion. The growth in the next decade

has to be weighed against more long-term growth. The choice will partly

depend on the teacher/student (the capital/output) ratio of the educational

system at various levels—thus, on its internal efficiency. It would be an
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important task for economists to explore the logistics ofsuch processes over
time as a basis for growth policy

III Knowledge, Skill and Innovation

Formal education should be regarded as one link ofan integrated system
ofgenerating and transferring knowledge Other links arc research institutions and
the production ^stem {industry) itself A many faced system of documentation
functions as an intermediary

In modern society, this is a highly divcnified and complicated system

On Its efficiency depends the progress of technical knowledge and its applica

tion One of the mam innovations in modern society is that the functioning

ofthis system is not regarded in a lausez aller fashion It is an object for policy

We may invest m its various parts so as to speed up the rate of economic

growth

The efficiency of this system can be formulated in terms of the relation

between input of resources and output m the form of production of goods

and services One would not, however, expect easily to arrive at a measure

ment of the yield of various types ofinvestment m this field This, for several

reasons First, the process within each sector is of a complicated cumulative

nature Second, there are complicated arcular chains of interaction between

the various sectors of the system—research, education and industry Third,

it IS not only m the sector of formal education that the gestation period may
be long, the effects on production may also be scattered over a long period

Fourth, the relation between input and output is stochastic, especially m the

case of research and industrial innovation Research m this field has, in any

case, to begin with partial studies of the behaviour of the system A vast

literature on such problems has grown up in late years

I shall here restrict myself to a few observations, which seem to be rele-

vant from a policy point ofview
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THE FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION OF THE SYSTEM

In reality, research, education and industry are not entirely organized

as separate institutions with different specialized functions ; they merge into

each other. Higher education is, or should be, integrated with research.

Research may be conducted within industrial units. The distinction between

basic and applied research is tending to disappear as industrial production

becomes more scientific. On the other hand, the development of processes

and products cannot be sharply distinguished from research. Formal educa-

tion is combined with training in production. Education may take place in

built-in units within industry, and production itself may be regarded as a

learning process, which may be speeded up by systematic education.

Innovations in the organization of this system may accelerate economic

growth. Research may become better integrated with industrial activities,

education with research and industry with education.

INNOVATIONS AND THE LEARNING PROCESS

Innovations may be defined as shifts in the production function, resulting

in increased productivity. A well-known description of the process of

innovation has been the following. The inventor and the scientist create

inventions that accumulate into a pool of technical knowledge. The
entrepreneur-innovator creates a new combination of such technical ele-

ments, profitably adjusted to the current market conditions. In such a process

there may be considerable time-lags, perhaps of several decades, between an

invention and its application. In the end, the industrial innovator adds to

technical knowledge, which is usually assumed to be available to anybody.

It will sooner or later be imitated by other enterprises.

This description ofa process ofinvention and innovation must be modified

in various respects in order to arrive at a more realistic interpretation of its

characteristics.

First, it overlooks the tendency toward integration of research and industry.

Those engaged in research and development work, whether inside or outside

industry, may today be regarded as partners in innovating activities.

Innovations are often not spontaneous but planned, with the expectation

that research will provide the necessary inventions. In this way, the time-lags

in the invention-innovation process may be reduced to zero, and as a result

technological progress may accelerate.

Second, the earlier treatment of innovations naturally tended to empha-

size the role of the big, striking innovations that historically dominated

cycles of growth. The diversification of industrial technology in highly

developed industrial systems makes it less likely that any single innovation

will dominate an overall process growth. Various studies also have shown

that innovations in the form of the gradual improvement of earlier innova-

tions play an important role. It would also be misleading to reserve the term
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“innovation” for the activities of top management and research Labor all

along the line may improve methods of operatioit or the quality of products

On all levels, a learningprocess may develop that gradually increases efficiency

In some special cases, it has been possible to study the course ofsuch learning

processes The improvement in efficiency, which takes place in this way, may
only partly be described as the result of increased technical knowledge, in

part it takes the form ofgrowing skill acquired by repeated experience and
training An important aspect of the efficiency problem is how to speed up
this learning process It can be achieved through systematic organizational

studies such as motion studies It also depends on systems of incentives for all

participants in industrial operations, and not only on profit incentives

It IS an open question how much weight in overall growth should be

attributed to large discontinuous innovations and how much to the broad

and more continuous stream ofsmall innovations The latter type ofinnova-

tion may very well carry greater weight

TVotii, Vnt \iTiV.iTig D? Teseart^i to Midusfna\ ftiranvcivtcs atrfi tVit bitsid

stream of innovation poses special problems for the transfer of technology

between various parts of the economic system Technical knowledge and

skill become, to a large extent, invested in the individual industrial unit and

m Its labor force It forms what may be labelled it* The transfer

of this know-how to other units may be restricted m various ways First,

only part of this know-how can be documented knowledge Some of this

knowledge may be freely available, other parts may be subject to patent and

licensing, while other parts may, at least transitionally, be kept secret and

only slowly leak out Many details of knowledge ^ well as the skill acquired

can only be transferred by instruction and training, the transfer will, then,

depend on such conditions as the willingness of firms to receive apprentices

and on the movement of personnel to other firms

Other types of institutions may serve as uttcrmediaries, transferring

know how from one producing unit to another professional societies, inde-

pendent research institutes or educational institutions may serve this purpose

Firms delivering machinery may advise their customers how to use it, draw-

ing on experiences from various enterprises A growing importance as a

transfer medium may be attributed to independent consulting firms who

serve various clients

The transfer of knowledge and skill is thus a very complicated process

If restrictions to transfer were reduced innovations would be more easily

spread, and the progress of technological standards would be accelerated

The problem is evidently one of economic organization Restrictions to

transfer form an element m the game of a compentive system, a delay in

transfer will increase the profit of the progressive firm and will stimulate its

efforts to keep abreast of competitors This stiiJiulus to innovation must,

however, be balanced against losses due to slow ttairsfer
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These transfer problems also have an international aspect. Owing to

various forms ofnational integration, technical knowledge and skill maymore
easily be disseminated within a country than across national frontiers. It is

part of the external economics of national industries that they may reach
different levels ofknowledge and skill in different countries. These conditions

form the background of the difficulties encountered in technical assistance

from more developed to less developed countries. Other difficulties are the

lack of education in the receiving countries and the lack of experience in

adjusting technology to the conditions of less developed countries. One
conclusion that can be drawn from an analysis of the nature of the transfer

problem is that an effective international technical assistance has to take

into account the knowledge and skill that has been accumulated within

industrial units. The knowledge-skill that exists in the producing units is

spread among their employees who complement each other in team activities.

Individual experts are, therefore, much less effective than teams representing

an integrated enterprise. The team method is used when industrial firms

establish subsidiaries in other markets. The team can transfer the knowledge-

skill of the mother firm to the new unit by planning, organization, informa-

tion, demonstration and training. The success of such operations indicates a

method for technical assistance that, with advantage, could be used also in

cases when the technical assistance is divorced from investment and o\vner-

ship.

It has been said that “ideas know no frontiers.” To the extent that this

applies to technology, the need for organizing an international market would

be no greater than in the case of the winds that blow across seas and conti-

nents. This picture does, however, only to a limited extent correspond to

reality. The process of transfer is complicated, and the market structure is far

from perfect. One of the main problems in the field of growth is to improve

international marketing of knowledge and skill in order to reduce the

disadvantages of less developed countries.

IV Mobility of Resources

The case of knowledge and skill is just one example of the general rule

that growth can be accelerated by increasing the mobility of factors of

production.

Capital equipment is to a high degree fixed as regards location and tech-

nical design. The mobility of capital is, therefore, mainly dependent on

replacement. The durability of capital equipment is mainly responsible for

the rigidity of a production system that has once been established, partly so

for sound economic reasons. There are, however, imperfections in the re-

placement process that reduce the rate of growth and that may be overcome
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by a more adequate economic policy One may mention the fiscal rules for

depreciation allowances which may affect the replacement policy of firms

Probably more important, however, is a public policy that aims at reducing
features in the market restricting competition within national and inter-

national markets Actually, the most important effect of a policy aiming at

reducing monopolistic elements and Government protection of trade or

producers may not be that it reduces profits but that it reduces the cost of
production by speeding up the transformation process

The inertia in the transformation process is, however, also linked to the

restricted mobtltly of labor, locally and occupationally Obsolete capital and
industries may be kept running for a long period because immobile labor has

to accept lower wages than those ofother industries Such obstacles to trans-

formation may partly be overcome by minimum wage laws or by inter-

industrysolidaritym the wage-bargaining ofcentralired trade union systems

But the effect of such policies may only be that low-wage employment is

exchanged for unemployment in depressed areas or industries

One of the mam innovations of economic policy after the Keynesian

revolution is the initiation of a new labor-market policy aiming towards

increasing mobility of labor between occupations and geographical areas

The new policy requires that soaety be prepared to cover the cost of re-

education and re-traming, the loss of income during this period and the

cost of travel and resettlement of families Labor mobility was earlier largely

regarded as an exogenous factor ouuide the influence of economic policy

The new labor-market policy (as it now is formulated for example in

Sweden) is based on the estimate that from the point of view of society as a

whole It is profitable in terms of growth to invest a considerable part of the

GNP in transfer of labor between areas and occupations The short term

gams corresponding to differentials in productivity may be large , even larger

gams may accrue m the long run as a result of a more rapid development of

growth industries

This new deal m labor-market policy links up with the Keynesian full-

employment policy in another important respect that is relevant from the

point of view of growth The employment policy may slop short of full

employment because bottlenecks arc reached m some industries before other

industries have become fiilly employed Inflationary tendencies, partly

emanating from the wage level, may, if the general level of employment is

raised further, appear in the bottleneck industries and spread to the entire

economic system The new labor market policy may help to remove this

obstacle to full employment, break the bottlenecks by increasing mobility of

labor and, thus, establish a more even front of full employment in all

industries The short term gam may amount to only a small per cent of the

GNP But, again, forces of growth may be released in industnes which,

otherwise, would tend towards technological stagnation because of a low
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level of employment. The out-flow of labor from these industries would
force them to modernize their structure, including their capital structure.

V Planning

A common denominator for the factors of growth that have been dis-

cussed above is that their growth effects may extend over a long future

period and that policy, consequently, must be adjusted to the long-term

development of the economy. Immediate action in the field of education,

research, innovation and allocation of capital and labor must be oriented so

as to agree with the long-term transformation and growth of the economy.
Mobility of factors is not enough

;
equally important is in which direction

they move. A good adjustment in these respects will diminish the risk of

mistakes in investment, smooth the path oftransformation and, consequently,

make a contribution to the rate of growth. A development of the technique

of long-term forecasting and planning thus forms an important element of

growth policy.

In highly centralized economies of the Soviet type, forecasting may be

identified with planning by the central Government. Even in such cases,

however, there is a considerable scope for independent decisions of individual

citizens, and uncertainties exist about new technology and developments

abroad. Long-term plans may, therefore, serve as targets, but the possibility

of future revisions of the plans must reasonably be anticipated at the outset.

In decentralized market economies the element of uncertainty is for several

reasons more predominant. The development of industry and the innovating

activities are ultimately dependent on private decisions. As a rule foreign

trade has a bigger share, and its development depends on economic trends

abroad. In mixed economies, Government provides the infra-structure for

private activities. These are also influenced—although in a way that is

difficult to forecast—by Government policy in the field of public finance,

central banking, labor market and foreign trade. Any projection of future

trends must, therefore, be based on a combination of Government plans for

action and forecasts of private reactions to this policy. Uncertainties speak

for flexibility in planning. Plans must be subject to rolling adjustment, as new
experience is gained, and plans for the near future may be envisaged as a

first step in a more long-term policy strategy/, including alternative lines for

action corresponding to alternatives of development in the market.

At the same time, there is also in a mixed economy a need to indicate

some broad targets for long-term growth. These may, even if provisional,

serve as a guide for the planning by various private and public units within

sectors of the economy. There are advantages in a decentralization of plan-

ning activities which also have been recognized in the Soviet system. A
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combination of full employment poliaes with national planning and fore-

casting will, in the first place, inAue firms and sectors, private and public,

to take a longer view A national system of planning and forecasting may
also provide information to each umt within an economy about plans and

trends in its other parts It may, finally, become an instrument for co-

ordinating sector plans by giving them a direction consistent with overall

targets and trends

One of the mam innovations in the field of growth policy after the last

world war has been the development of long terra planning activities in the

market economies of countries such as France, Japan and Sweden This

innovation is being spread to other countries of a similar type An expression

of this tendency is the recent OECD declaration that member countnes

should aim, as a collective target, at a 50 per cent increase of their production

m the 1960 decade To the extent that this target generally is followed by

action, a firmer basis has been created for planning and expansion m each

country separately This development opens fascinating perspectives for a

more general coordination of planning activities in various parts of the

world



Part

Two

Human Capital and

Economic Growth

Growth in output (Q) of contemporary economies is most simply specified

as a function of growth in the stocks of factor inputs, usually represented as

labor (L) and capital (K), plus an unknown residual or error term (R)

:

K, R).

Unfortunately, economists have had partial success in empirically explaining

Q_, largely because the interdependent factor input variables {L and K)
usually fail to account for even as much as .5(2,, depending upon the nation

and time period one studies. The unknown R, then, represents a “residual

of ignorance”—sometimes given the perhaps more palatable but still

unsatisfactory label of “productivity or technological change.”

Each of the authors of the five selections contained in this section is

interested in leaving less of the explanation of
(2, to the residual—a feat

tackled empirically by Theodore W. Schultz 4 and Edward F. Denison

5 and examined in a theoretical context by Robert M. Solow 6, Richard

R. Nelson and Edmund S. Phelps 7, and Earl R. Brubaker 8. Although

their analytical tactics and assumptions vary somewhat, there is a theme

common to their affair with the unknown. Input quality such as advances

in knowledge and education (human capital formation) is felt to be buried

in R. Among the more important problems encountered in analyses such as

these are the unknown character of factor interdependencies and substi-

tution, the impact of sociological and cultural forces on the growth process,

the interaction of technology with human and physical capital, the quanti-
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tative changes in explanatory variables, and the appropriate weights to

assign to individually identified inputs



4
Rise in the Capital Stock

Represented by Education

in the United States, 1900—1957

A major source of investment in

human capital consists of direct and

indirect education costs. Theodore

W. Schultz, Professor of Economics

at the University of Chicago, argues

that the stock of human capital

formed by investment in education

must be dealt with in a measurable

way because of its significance to

economic growth. Measurement of

the stock of education embodied in

the population and labor force can

be approximated by estimating the

real-cost of a year of schooling that

THEODORE W. SCHULTZ

includes income foregone as well as

direct educational costs. Based upon

Schultz’s real-cost measure, the stock

of education embodied in the labor

force increased twice as fast from

1900 to 1957 as did the stock of

physical capital. Schultz concludes

this paper, which is a summary of

his extensive work in the area, by

noting several limitations to his

analysis.

Investment in human capital is a distinctive and important feature of the

economy.^ People invest in themselves, and these investments have become

large, and knowledge about the human capital that is thus formed is

Reprinted from Theodore W. Schultz, “Rise in the Capital Stock Represented by Edu-

cation in the United States, 1900-57,” in Selma J. Mushkin, ed., Economics of Higher

Education (Washington, D.C.; United States Government Printing OfiBce, 1962), pp.

93-101, with the permission of the author. Based on Professor Schultz's essay, “Education

and Economic Growth,” in the National Society for the Study of Education 60th

Yearbook.

^Theodore W. Schultz, Investment in Human Capital. American Economic Review, 51:

1-17, March 1961.
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fundamental to an understanding of economic growth A major source of
this human capital is education

To look upon education as an acuvity that develops human capital is

not to disparage its cultural purposes,* but among us other contnbutions arc
knowledge and skills that arc useful in economic endeavor Economic
progress is greatly dependent upon these contributions Surely the most
universal limiting factor in achieving economic growth is ignorance For
attaining an optimum rate of such growth, investment in skills and know
ledge IS essential •

Education has various measurable dimensions, which difier depending
upon the purpose of the measurement School attendance is one such,

others arc the years of schooling completed and the number of students

finishing elementary school, high school, and college The real cost of
entering into education is still another way of measuring education * It is

indeed mcamngful to treat education as something that is measurable

Economists make much of the distinction between Jims and slocks

Investment is a flow, plants and equipment are stocks Land is a stock, the

productive service that it renders u a flow, and so is rent The size, composi-

tion, and capabilities of the labor force represent a stock, the work that is

done in an hour or a week is, on the other hand, a flow, and so are wages

and salaries Inputs, whether they are the results of the efforts ofman or the

contnbutions made by material things, are all flow concepts The natural

endowment (land), reproducible physical capital (plant, equipment, and

inventones), and the labor force (worken) are all slock concepts

The connections between additions to the stock of capital as a store of

wealth and the corresponding additions to output capacity arc very

intricate • Things that differ only with respect to durability may represent

different stocks of value, although their annual output capacity is the same

Consider two engineers who are equally capable and who do the same

amount of engineering work during a particular year Their respective

contnbutions as cngineere during that year are the same, although the two

may be very different when viesved as a stock of engineering capabilities

because one ofthem may be a young man just starting his career and >vith a

long productive life ahead of him, and the other an old man doing his last

* It IS necessary to underscore this point because of ihe widespread apprehensions that

arise whenever economic analysis u brought to bear on education I have gone to much

trouble to tale account of these apprehensions, as may be seen in my ‘ Investment in hlan

an Economist’s View,’ Soaol Smvt Jbnfie, 33 10^117, June 1959, and also in more

recent papers referred to herein

* Branko Horvat The Optimum Rate of Investment Economic Journal, London. 6Q 747-

767, December 1958
* Theodore W Schultz Capital Formation by Education Journal of Pchtteal Econony,

68 571-583, December 1960

» Trygve Haavclmo A Study in the Theory of Inustment University of Chicago Press

1960 p 12-17
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year ofwork before he retires. In gauging the value of the stock ofengineering

capabilities, the age of engineers is therefore important.

Education is more durable than most forms of nonhuman reproducible

capital. A high-school education, for example, will serve the person during

the rest of his life, and of this period 40 years or more are likely to be spent

in productive work. Most nonhuman capital has a much shorter productive

life than this. Education can be augmented because it is durable, and the fact

that it has a relatively long life means that a given gross investment adds

more to the stock than the same gross investment typically adds to the stock

of nonhuman capital.

In the United States young people entering the labor force have on the

average more education than older workers. When the young people who
enter the labor force have more education than the old people who are

retiring, the value of the stock of education in the labor force rises, even with

no change in the number of workers. Such has been the case in the United

States for a long time. Though younger workers back in 1900 had only a

little more schooling than older ones, this difference nas become much larger,

much to the advantage of those in the younger age groups. The stock of

education accordingly becomes more valuable in two ways: (1) The level of

education of the population rises, and (2) a larger share of the total education

is embodied in the younger workers than formerly.

Why Estimate the Stock of Education?

Estimates of the stock of education may seem remote and academic

to persons who are concerned about expenditures for classrooms and for

teachers’ salaries. There are, however, issues that can be settled only through

knowledge about the stock of education; What are our scientific and

engineering capacities and at what rates are these increasing? We are

constantly devising better methods for measurement of inventories, plants,

equipment, natural resources, and other forms of capital because such

measurements are necessary in gauging changes in them. Similarly, there is a

growing awareness that knowledge is required about changes in the stock

of human capabilities.®

Comparisons of skills and knowledge in different countries are based as

a rule on crude guesses concerning the respective stocks of education. To

illustrate, in the United States the number of persons with a high school .or

a college education has been rising in relation to the number of persons in

the labor force. This kind of advance in education has also been taking

place in some other countries. Yet the differences among countries in the

« There is already a substantial body of literature treating human resources, talents, and

skills, and the demand for and supply of scientific and other personnel.
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rates of this advance arc impresivc Countries in Western Europe have
lagged in this respect compared to the United States, whereas Japan and
more recently the Soviet Union, both starting from much lower levels

several decades ago, have been moving ahead at a higher rate than has the

United States Moreover, it is altogether possible for the level of education

of the labor force to decline, as it appears to have done m recent years in

East Germany mainly as a consequence of the large outmigration ofdocton,

teachers, lawyers, and skilled technicians Israel’s unique pattern of immi*
gration is also instructive There came to Israel a large number of highly

educated people But there svere not enough secondary schools for preparing

young people for college and university instruction to maintain the high

level of education which the immigration of talent had established Thus,

until enough secondary schools and college and university facilities were

established, there was a prospect that the level of education of the labor

force would decline \

International and other comparisons aside, the economist is tunung to

human capital to see whether changes m the stock of such capital will

account for the otherwuc large unexplained increases m output As things

stand, increases in nonhuman capital and in man hours combined

appear to account for only a small fraction of the increases m national

income’
H ( |

Ikj

Three Measures of the Stock of Education

The alternative measures that follow arc at this stage only clues to what

we are seeking This is necessarily only a progress report First we examine

the concept of a^Mr ofschooling completed as a umt of measurement National

statistics based on tlm concept are readily available and they are widely

used Next we present an equivalent^ear ofschooling completed, based on 1940,

when the average period ofschool attendance was 1 52 days A third measure

will then be developed, based on thzTealcostofa)tar ofschooling

TEARS OF SCHOOUJfG COMPLETED

Although “years ofschooUng completed ’ is a convenient umt ofmeasure

ment, it is like counting the acres of land in farms without taking any

account of the differences in land, an acre of low productive semidesert

land and an acre of highly productive irrigated land are simply added

together Likewise, we can aggregate the education of a population by

counting the number of years of schooling completed as one might count

acres, houses, or tractors

’ * Educauon and Economic Growth 'op at , pp 4J-50
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Table I presents the results ofsuch a count for education. It shows that

the years ofschooling completed per person rose by about Uvo-fifths beUveen
1900 and 1957. It follows, of course, that the total number of years of

schooling completed rose relative both to the population and to the labor

force. If each year of schooling completed were the same in amount and
value, the inference would be that the stock of education in the labor force,

measured in this way, increased somewhat more than times (from an
index of 100 to 359) between 1900 and 1957.

Table 1—Years of schooling completedby the population 14 years and older
and by the labor force 18-64 years ofage”

POPULATION LABOR FORCE

Year and
Index Number

Years of
schooling

completed

Total years

ofschooling
completed Number

Years of
schooling
completed

Total years

of schooling
completed

1957 {millions) per person (millions) (miiiions) per person (millions)

1900 51.2 7.64 391 28.1 7.70 216
1910 64.3 7.86 505 35.8 7.91 283
1920 74.5 8.05 600 41.4 8.12 336
1930 89.0 8.32 741 48.7 8.41 410
1940 101.1 8.85 895 52.8 9.02 476
1950 112.4 9.95 1,118 60.1 10.10 607
1957 117.1 10.70 1,253 70.8 10.96 776

Index 1957
(1900=100) 229 140 320 252 142 359

“ United States, 1900-57.

EQUIVALENT TEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED

As a standard, a “year of schooling completed” is much too elastic, for

the school year is now 60 percent longer than it was six decades ago. In 1900

the average daily attendance of enrolled pupils aged 5-15 was only 99 days,

whereas in 1957 it had reached 159 days. Moreover, the labor force of 1900

consisted mostly of workers who had been in school when the average

attendance was even less than 99 days; for example, most workers who then

were 35-45 years of age were presumably in school in 1870 when the aver-

age attendance was only 78 days (this leaves aside the schooling of

immigrants).

I have adopted a procedure developed by Clarence D. Long® to adjust

the figures on school years completed for these changes in length of school

® Set forth in his study. The Labor Force Under Changing Income and Employment, National

Bureau of Economic Research. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1958 (see

especially app. F). Professor Long has kindly made available to me his basic worksheets,

which provide the adjustment factors on which my estimates of “equivalent years of school”

are based.
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attendance It gives me comparable figures for years ofschooling completed,
which I have based on the 1940 experience of an average of 152 days of
school attendance

This simple adjustment for changes in school attendance alters the

picture considerably As is shown in Table 2, the nse in equivalent years of

schooling completed, adjusted for differences in the length of the school

years, is much larger than that shown by the unadjusted figures on which
Table 1 is based For the labor force, whereas years of schooling completed
rose by about two*fifths between 1900 and 1957, the equivalent years of
schooling completed became 21 times as high m that period (rising from an
indexof 100 to 252) During these same years, 1900-57, the total number of
years of schooling completed by persons in the labor force, on a 1940

equivalent basis, rose 6J times (from an index of 100 to 638)

Table 2—Equivalent 1940 years of schooling completed by the population
14 years and older and by the labor force 18-S4 years ofage*

Yeirsna

POPULATION

Cquivihnt
l$40

y»»n et
tchoelng

Tef!
awfiehm

0fttlt00ll>9

lABOR FOPCS

[pultthni Tout
1940 tguMtnt

yss s cf 1940 yssn
sehoot ng et school ng

Inirx Nvmb4r complMS cempkttd Numbtr tomphisd eompmsd
m? p4/p« ion {mUoM) {m lions) pstpsnen {mllons)

tsoo SI 2 413 212 261 414 116
1910 643 4 65 299 35 8 4 65 167
1920 74 5 5 21 388 41 4 825 217
1930 89 0 6 01 635 48 7 6 01 293
1940 101 1 7 07 715 62 8 7 24 382
1950 1124 8 46 951 601 8 65 620

1957 1171 1002 1173 70 8 1045 740

Index 1957
(1900 = 100) 229

*Un tad States 1900-«7

243 553 252 2S2 638

COST AS A MEASURE OF SCHOOUhG

The two concepts presented above treat a year of elementary school the

same as a year of either high sdiool or college, although they differ greatly

in value A year ofhigh school costs 5 times as much as a year of elementary

school, and a year of college almost 12 times as much I propose to use the

following 1 956 price tags for a year of schooling ® Elementary school S280

,

high school, $1,420, and college, $3,300

• For the underlying estimates see Capital Formal on by Educat on op cit and

Education and Economic Growth op at p 64 The reader should bear m mmd that

these estimates of costs include tneomt fotffme by mature students and that this component

in the real costs of cducauon is large both for hgh school and for college and university

education
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Table 3 shows that in 1957 the members of the labor force had completed
on the average 7.52 elementary-school years, 2.44 high school years, and

Table 3—Cost of education per member of the labor force 18-64 years
of age, in 1957, according to years of schooling completed"

Years of Cost of
schooling schooling TOTAL

per per year COST PER MEMBER'’
member. in 1955

Type of schooling 1957 prices Amount Percent

Elementary school 7,52 $280 $2,106 28
High school 2.44 1,420 3,458 45
College and university 0.64 3,300 2,099 27

Total 10.60 723“ 7,663 100

“ Based on table 138 oHhe StatisticalAbstract ofthe United States 1959 (U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census), which gives the percentage distribution by years of schooling completed for the
labor force 1 8 to 64 years did, 1 957. The elementary-school subtotal is (4 x 5.6) + (7 x 26.2) + (8 x 68.3) -;-1 00
= 7.522; the high-school subtotal is (2.5x19.8) + (4x48.5)-MO0=2.435; and the college subtotal is

(2x8.8) + (5x9.2)^100=0.636. Col. 5 is based on these unrounded numbers. It should be noted that the
total years of schooling completed per member (1 0.60) is slightly larger than the total (1 0.45) 1 940 equiva-
lent years of schooling completed, shown in table 2 for the labor force, because of a small difference in the
data and procedure used.

' Each amount is the product of the corresponding items in cols. 2 and 3.

'Average cost per member per year, obtained by dividing $7,663 by 10.60.

0.64 college and university year. At 1956 prices, the cost of an average year

of this composition was $723.

Two estimates were made for 1900, which are, in substance, a lower and

an upper estimate of schooling and costs. In the lower estimate, high-school

Table 4—Cost of education per member of the labor force in 1900,

according to years of schooling completed"

Type of schooiing

YEARS OF
SCHOOLING
PER MEMBER

Lower Upper
estimate estimate

Cost of
schooiing
per year

TOTAL COST
PER MEMBER'’

Amount
{upper

estimate) Percent

Elementary school 3.75 3.437 $280 $962 43
High school .31 .556 1,420 790 35
College and university .08 .147 3,300 485 22

Total 4.14 4.140 540“ 2,237 100

“These estimates are computed from a study of the high-school enrollment and graduates, and also of

college enrollment and graduates from 1900 back to 1850. High-school enrollment represented about 0.636

of 1 percent of the population, and high-school graduates, 0.351 of 1 percent. For college and university

students, the 2 comparable estimates were 0.270 and 0.1 35 of 1 percent. Distributing all of these among the

labor force of 1900, we have for elementary school (83.5x 2.53)-F(16.5x8)-Fl00=3.437; high school

(2x5.16)-i-(4x11.33)-r100=0.556: college, (2x2.46) + (4x2.46)-h100=0.147. The average cost per

year of schooling becomes $423 instead of $540 if the lower estimate of years of schooling per labor force

member is used (col. 2) both at 1956 prices.

’ Each amount is the product of the corresponding item in cols. 3 and 4.

“Average cost of schooling per member per year, obtained by dividing $2,237 by 4.14.
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and college education is allocated within the labor force roughly as it was
distributed m the population among the comparable age groups, m the
higher estimate, all of this education was allocated to the labor force
Tabic 4 gives the years of schoohng per member of the labor force for both
estimates and then the costs for the upper one At 1956 paces the costs of
an average year of schooling of these two compositions comes to £540 for

the upper estimate and to $423 for the lower one
The results of these preliminary steps m using costs to measure the stock

of education arc shown m Table 5 It should be observed that Table 5 is

Table 5—Stock of education meaturadby costa and stock of reproducible
nonhuman wealth *

Coaf of»n
eguivslent

tehooing
(teSSpneet

Coaot
tduetbonti

tiock
population

ISytan
andoUiei

Cott of
oducahonal

tabor foica

mtmbatt
14 years

end o/tfer

Stock of
rtpioducibla

nonhuman
wealth

Percentage
eel 4 la

Yttr m doHm) (tfi Mbon*) (4? bilhoni) [In billmi) of cel 6

(») <2) {9) <4) (6) (6)

1900 $540 $114 $63 $282 22
1910 563 168 94 403 23
1920 596 227 127 525 24
1930 614 329 190 735 24
1940 650 465 248 756 33
1960 690 656 359 969 37
1957 723 848 535 1 270 42

Index 1957
(1900= 100) 134 744 849 450 191

* The procedure lor deriving the estimatesd Ihe cost «f en equivalent 1 940 year of school ng shown lor

1900 appears in table 4 and lor 1957 in table 3 Asimilar procedure was used lor 1940 Est males lor the

rest of the year were obia ned by extrapolation Table is for Un ted Stales 1 900-57

In col 3 each item is obta ned by mult plyrrrg the correspond rrg item In col 4 of table 2 by that in col 2

of table 5 In col 4 each item Is obtained by multiplying the correspond ng item in eol 7 of table 2 by that

in col 2 of table 5 _ .

Cols 3 arid 4 are based on 1956 prices Col 5 isdeived fromthe work of Raymond W Goldsmth who
kindly made ava lable h s estimates of U S (natonal) lepioduciWe wealth at 1947-49 prices, which I then

adjusted to 1 956 pr ces

based on the upper estimate of costs for 1900 The cost of the educational

stock of the labor force, thus deHned, in 1957 was 8J times the 1900 level

(from an index of 100 to 849) If the lower estimate figure for 1900 is used,

that is, $423 instead of $540, the stock ofeducation in the labor force rose

virtually 11 times between 1900 and 1957 The stock of nonhuman re-

producible wealth (Raymond W Goldsmith’s estimates)’® rose only 4\

times, as shown in column 5 of Table 5 ,

Personal communication
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Concluding Observations

1

.

A comparison of the several measures presented shows how much they

differ. The estimates that follow are restricted to the education of members
of the labor force.

Increase between

1900 and 1957

Index 1957

Measure of educational stock [1900=100)

I. Years of schooling completed (Table I) 359

II. Equivalent 1940 years ofschooling completed (Table 2) 638

III. Cost of schooling:

() Upper estimate cost in 1900 (Table 5) 849

() Lower estimate cost in 1900 (Table 4), also related

text 1,092

Stock ofreproducible nonhuman wealth cost (Table 5) 450

2. The measure, “year of schooling completed,” understates greatly the

increase in the stock of education that has been realized over the decades if

for no other reason than that the average daily attendance of enrolled pupils

rose 60 percent between 1900 and 1957.

3. “Equivalent years of schooling completed” also understates the

increase in the stock of education because it does not distinguish among

years of elementary, high-school, and college and university schooling;

each year regardless of the level is treated the same. From an investment

point of view, a year of elementary schooling costs much less than a year of

high school or of college, and the latter two have been increasing much more

rapidly, as the following estimates show.

Table 6—Years of schooling completed per member of the labor force

Type of schooling

1900
{upper estimate) 1957

increase

between
1900 and 1957
index 1957
(1900= 100)

Elementary school 3AZ7 7.52 219

High school .556 2.44 439

College and university .147 .64 435

Total 4.140 10.60 256

4.

Our third measure based on costs ofschooling is a preliminary estimate

of “stock of output capacity” represented by education. It does not
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distinguish between the younger and the older worken m the labor force in

measuring their education, for example, a year of high school is given the

same weight whether the worker is 25 or 60 years of age There is also the

implicit assumption that a year of schooling of a given level (elementary
school or high school or college) acquired recently or many years ago are

comparable once an adjustment has been made for differences in length of

school attendance Nor is there any allowance for obsolescence of education

Surely some instruction is better now than it was several decades ago, and
also, some education is subject to obsolescence

5

The equivalent years ofschoohng completed per member of the labor

force have risen more for those in the younger than in the older age groups,

as the following estimates make clear

Table 7—Years of schoobng completed by members of the labor force
by age group 1900 and 1957

Ag» group

Numett
Of YiAHS OF SCHOOUNO

JSOO 1$S7

InertHO
bttwtan

1S00 »/jtf 1957
Max 1957
i1900m100)

14-19
20-24
26-^4
49-64
65 and over

42
46
42
38
33

11 0
128
122

278
290
206
170

6 Despite the greater increase in education of workers in the younger

groups relative to those in the older groups, the average producuve life of the

entire stock of this education may not have changed appreaably Assuming

a productive life up to the 68th year of life and the same rate of deaths and

disabilities for each age group, a crude estimate indicates that the average

productive life ofall ofthe education in the labor force was slightly more than

30 years m 1900 and about the same m 1957 The reason for this result

seems to be the fact that young people now enter the labor force at a some-

what older age than they did in former yeais, mainly because they continue

their schoohng for more years

7 If the above statement about the average productive life of education

of the labor force proves to be approximately correct, our estimate that the

stock of education in the labor force increased SJ times between 1900 and

1957, as compared with the increase in the stock ofreproducible nonhuman

wealth of4^ times takes on added significance As I have attempted to show

elsewhere, investments in education mayexplain a large part oftheothenvise

unexplained economic growth of the Umted States

“ “Education and Economic Growth, ’op at , pp 78-82



The Sources

of Past and Future Growth

5

In the following selection Edward F.

Denison, currently with the Brook-

ings Institution, summarizes his

detailed study of the sources of

American economic growth, which

was developed under the auspices

of the Committee for Economic
Development. Considerable impor-

tance is attached to quantitative

and qualitative growth in human
capital as a growth ingredient as

the author’s remarks demonstrate.

EDWARD F. DENISON

Growth projections for the 1960 to

1980 period are presented after

capital and labor inputs were dis-

aggregated into reasonably identi-

fiable components. The author’s

tentative projections are based upon
his historical study of changes in

these growth components through-

out the first half of this century.

In this chapter the allocation of past economic growth among its sources is

completed and a similar allocation of the projected future growth rate under

high-employment conditions is derived. This chapter is wholly concerned

with the sources of growth in the real national income or product as it is

actually measured. In some respects this differs appreciably from the growth

of a “truer” measure of national income or product.

Derivation of the Tables

Table 1 gives the growth rates of . . . various factor inputs . . . and

provides . . . projected rates computed from the 1960 high-employment

Reprinted from Edward F. Denison, The Sources of Economic Growth in The United States and

the Alternatives Before Us, Supplementary Paper No. 13 (New York: Committee for Economic

Development), pp. 26f-74, with the permission of the author and publisher.

69
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estimate to the 1980 high-empIoyment projection The adjustment to

eliminate the increase in inputs that is not reflected in the measured national

product is introduced on a summary basis This lowers the growth rate of
total inputs and raises that of output per unit ofinput

Tablo 1—Growth rates for real national income and underlying series •

TOTAL
PER PERSON
EMPLOYED

Real national income

Increase in total inputs adjusted

Adjustment
Increase in total inputs

unadjusted

Laboi adjusted lor quality

change
Employment and hours
Employment
Qualty of a man yaara
work due to shorter

hours

Annual hours
Dual ly of a man hours
work due to shorter

hours

Educator!
Increased experience and

better utilzation of

women workers
Changes in sge sex com

position of labor force

Land

Captal

Nonfarm residential

structures

Other structures and
equ pment

Inventories

U S owned assets abroad
Foreipn assets in U S
(an offset)

Increase in output per un t

of input adjusted

iaoe-39 1929-6? igso-ao*

2 82 2 93 3 33

224 1 99 2ie
-09 -11 -11

2

33 210 227

230 216 229
1 62 1 08 1 27
1 68 1 31 1 63

03

-23 - 41
-34 -73 - 53

38 50 12
56 93 69

10 15 12

01-01 - 01

00 00 00

316 188 250

349 146 NA>

293 185 NA
3 31 190 NA
4 20 1 97 NA

-185 137 NA

56 92 1 14

' Per cent pet ennum
' Growth rates based on h gh employment project on
NA—not ava table

1909-29 1929-57 /S60-60»

1 22 1 60 1 62

65 67 47
-09 -11 -11

74 78 58

71 84 60

03 - 23
- 34 - 73

38 50 12
56 93 69

10 15 12

01-01 - 01

-1 58 -1 32 -1 65

1 55 56 81

187 13 NA

1 33 52 NA
1 70 58 NA
2 58 64 NA

-3 46 06 NA

56 92 114

Table 1 refers to the growth rates of the various factor inputs shown

From 1929 to 1957, for example, total labor input grew at an annual rate of
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2.16 per cent, education raised the average quality of labor 0.93 per cent a
year, and capital input increased 1.88 per cent a year. Similarly, the amount
of total capital input per person employed increased .56 per cent a year

and the quantity of inventories per person employed .58 per cent,

while the quantity of land per person employed declined 1 .32 per cent a
year.

Table 2 allocates the growth rate of total real national income among
the sources of growth, and Table 3 does the same for real national income
per person employed. The portions of these tables referring to inputs are

based on empirical analysis of past periods, and constructed in similar

fashion for the future period. However, the overstatement of the contribu-

tion of inputs to the measured growth rate resulting from the conventions used

to measure real output in general government, households and institutions,

and construction has been eliminated. This was done by reducing the con-

tributions ascribed to the increase in labor input deriving from the improve-

ment in the quality ofan hour’s work resulting from shorter hours, education,

and experience and utilization of women workers, and to the increased

quantity of capital per man.^ The portions of Tables 2 and 3 that refer to

output per unit of input assemble estimates provided in Part III. Since the

percentage allocation of the growth rate for 1 909-29 depends upon whether

the total growth rate is based upon the Commerce or the Kendrick-Kuznets

series, results of using each are given.

The Sources of Growth of Total National Income

I shall discuss first the sources of growth of total national income (Table

2) and then of national income per person employed. My results depend,

of course, upon assumptions introduced at various points in this study. I

shall not repeat them here except to state again that the most important

concern the relationship of hours of output, the fraction of income differ-

entials associated with differences in education that is due to differences in

education, and the size of economies of scale. I may also note that I do not

show in the tables entries for the many possible sources of growth that I

' The allocation of the adjustment among these four sources in each period was made

proportional to the contribution of each to the growth rate of output per person employed,

except that capital was given only half its weight in the calculation since it does not enter

into measured input in much of the industrial area to which the adjustment refers. The

estimated adjustment in 1 909-29 was put at .09 percentage points as compared with . 1

1

in the 1929-57 period because the increase in output per person employed due to these

sources was smaller.

It may be noted that this adjustment eliminates the slight positive figure for the contri-

bution of shorter hours to growth in the 1909-29 period, reflecting the fact that the output

estimates in certain sectors assume output declined with shorter hours.
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Human Capital and Economic Growth

considered, but concluded that zero was the best estimate of their
contribution *

Finally, I repeat that these results are experimental and tentative, and
that I hope they will be improved by further research *

THE 1929-57 PERIOD

Consider first the sources of growth in measured national income or
product during the period of nearly three decades from 1929 to 1957 The
broadest statement that can be made is that the increase in the quantity
and quality of inputs was responsible for 68 per cent of total growth and the
increase m productivity for 32 per cent This result is meaningful only by
reference to the particular classification 1 have employed Consequently, it

IS most useful now to turn directly to the individual sources

1 The changes that occurred in employment and working hours ac-

counted for 27 per cent of total growth The increase in employment would
have contributed an amount equal to 34 per cent of the actual growth rate

had hours not been shortened, but the shortening of hours provided an
offset equal to 7 per cent of the total growth rate This offset would
have been much larger—18 per cent—if the shortening of hours had not

led directly to an increase m the amount of work done in an hour But such

an increase (my estimates imply) did occur, and was sufficient to contribute

1
1 per cent to the growth rate, even after allowance for the fact that capital

goods were used less intensively as a result of the shorter workweek for labor

2 The quality of the labor force was greatly improved because its mem
bers at the end of the period had received much more education than had

Its members at the beginning of the penod This contributed 23 per cent of

the total growth of national product This improvement in the quality of the

labor force reflected changes that had been made in education of the young

before the period began more than it did improvements made after 1929,

although the latter were not unimportant

3 The average woman worker contributes less to production, and the

average child worker very much less, than the average adult male Between

1929 and 1957 the proportion of children in the labor force was reduced and

<^This reminder u especiaffy pertinent ibr any Tcaa’er wAo may view (he main vai'cm of

these tables to be the format provided him to enter his ovm estimates he should recall

the other possible candidates for inclusion in the list

• The reader may wonder which oftwo interprctationa to place upon the figures shown

for the contribution to the growth rat^ in percentage points of each growth determinant

in Tables 2 and 3 Is it the rate at wluch the nauonal mcome would have grown if nothing

had changed but that determinant’ Or is it ihc amount by which the growth rate would

have differed if everything else had changed as it actually did, but that determmant did

not change? The latter is the correct interpretation This follows from my use of periodic

changes in weights m denying the input senes and my allocation of interaction effects

among the sources However, the answers to the two questions do not differ very much

and m drawmg the distinction I do not mean to suggest precision m the estimates
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the proportion ofwomen increased. The effects of these shifts in proportions,

as such, upon the average quality of the labor force were almost offsetting

and deducted less than one-half per cent from the growth rate.

However, by 1957 women were remaining in the labor force far longer

than in 1929 and in consequence were, on the average, more experienced

and effective workers. In addition, discrimination against the employment of

women workers in jobs utilizing their maximum capacities had diminished

so their skills were more effectively utilized. These developments were
responsible for 4 per cent of the growth rate from 1929 to 1957.

Altogether, changes in the quantity and quality of labor were responsible

for 54 per cent of economic growth in this period.

4. The increase in capital input contributed 15-per cent of total growth.

Of this amount the increase in inventories contributed 3 per cent, that in

nonfarm residences 2 per cent, and that in our net international investments

less than 1 per cent. The remaining 10 per cent was the contribution of the

increase in the services provided by structures other than nonfarm dwellings

and by equipment.

5. The advance of all kinds of knowledge relevant to production, by

permitting more to be produced with a given quantity of resources, con-

tributed 20 per cent of total growth.

6. Three developments that increased the efficiency with which the

economy operates together contributed 3 per cent of the growth rate. There

was a reduction (relative to employment in the economy as a whole, not in

farming) in the amount of labor used in agriculture in excess of the amount

required for actual production. New knowledge was incorporated into the

productive process a little faster. Adaptation by business to the widespread

ownership of automobiles and to the increasing concentration of the popula-

tion in urban areas broadened local markets (quite apart from the growth

of the national economy), permitting increased output per unit of input.

7. A number ofinstitutional changes that led to misallocation ofresources

or prevented their most efficient use subtracted 2 per cent from the growth

rate. These are combined in Table 2 but were separately discussed in

Chapter 17. The introduction of resale price maintenance laws was the most

important.

8. Agricultural output had a lower value on the market than other

output requiring the same use ofresources in the base year (1954) of the real

national product series. Consequently, a reduction in agriculture’s share of

resources actually utilized had the effect of raising the real national product.

This development contributed 2 per cent of measured economic growth.

9. Economies of scale made possible by the increase in the size of the

national economy (including the associated increases in the size of local and

regional markets) contributed 9 per cent of economic growth from 1929 to

1957. This is, of course, a passive element in growth made possible by the
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other developments Consequently, its contnbution could, if desired, be
re allocated among the active ingredients m proportion to their contributions

to growth This would be comparable to the procedure I have used m
appraising the potential effects of altenng any of the active ingredients

In summary, five sources contributed an amount equal to 101 per cent of
the growth rate, out of a total of 109 per cent contributed by all sources

making a positive contnbution These were increased employment (34 per
cent), increased education (23), increased capital input (15), the advance
of knowledge (20), and economies of scale associated with the growth of
the national market (9) The reduction of working hours accounted for

minus 7 of the total “contnbution” of minus 9 per cent to the growth rate

provided by sources adverse to growth, and increased restrictions against the

optimum use of resources for the remainder

THE 1909-29 PERIOD

The sources of growth from 1909 to 1929 can best be compared with

those in the subsequent period by use of contributions measured m percent-

age points in the growth rate, as shown in the left half of Table 2 This is

partly to abstract from the difference in the total growth rate, but it is

especially necessary because the total growth rate in the earlier period, from

which the percentages of the total are computed, is itself particularly

uncertain The chief differences between the two periods were the

following

1 Changes m employment and hours contributed much more-— 1 11

percentage points as against 80—m the earlier than in the later period

Employment increased more rapidly Hours reduction was slower and had no

adverse effect upon output because it was fully offset by the resulting increase

m the amount of work done in an hour

2 The increase in the educational background of the labor force

contributed only 35 percentage points to the growth rate m the 1909-29

period as compared with 67 in 1929-57

3 Capital input increased more rapidly in the earlier period and con-

tributed 73 percentage points to the growth rate as compared with 43

points from 1929 to 1957 The sharpest drops, in relative terms, were in the

contributions of inventories and housii^ That of “other structures and

equipment” was from 41 to 28

4 All the growth sources affecting output per unit of input together

contributed 93 percentage points to the 1929-57 growth rate Based on a

total growth rate computed from the Commerce national product estimates

they contributed 56 points in 1909-29, but if the total growth rate is com

puted from the Kendnek-Kuznets estimates they contributed 91 points

No conclusion as to their relative contnbution in the two periods is possible
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THE 1960-80 GROWTH RATE

My projection implies that only five sources will contribute to the 1960-
80 high-employment growth rate an amount that differs importantly from
their contributions to the 1929-57 rate.

1. Changes in employment and hours will contribute .98 percentage

points to the growth rate as against .80 from 1929 to 1957. Employment will

grow much more rapidly. The projected rate at which hours will be shortened
is much below the 1929—57 rate, but its impact on output will be larger

because much less of an offset can be expected in the form of increased work
per hour.

2. The contribution of increased capital is foreseen as .49 percentage

points as against .43 in 1929-57.

3. I assume that changes in restrictions against the optimum allocation

and use of resources will be neutral in the future, whereas they subtracted

.07 percentage points from the 1929-57 growth rate.

4. The shift of utilized resources from agriculture that is foreseen will

contribute only .01 percentage points to the growth rate as against .05 from

1929 to 1957.

5. The advance of knowledge is seen as contributing .75 percentage

points in the future as against .58 from 1929 to 1957.

The contribution anticipated from each of the other sources of growth

differs by .03 percentage points or less from its contribution in the 1929-57

period.

The Sources of Growth of National Income
i

Per Person Employed

A different, and in some ways more illuminating, perspective on these

developments is provided by an examination of the sources of increase in real

national income per person employed, given in Table 3.^ This measure is

more closely associated with living standards. By simply taking into account,

in addition, changes in the ratio of employment to population one could

proceed to an explanation of changes in real national income per capita.^

Allowance for other changes for which data are readily available would allow

one to proceed to an explanation of additional measures, such as per capita

disposable income or consumption.

‘ It will be recalled that employment is measured on a full-time equivalent basis.

‘ ... the 1929-57 growth rate of real GNP per capita was 1.69 while that of real GNP
per person employed was 1.60 per cent per annum. Hence, .09 percentage points of the

per capita rate was due to an increased ratio of employment to population. The sources of

the remaining 1 .60 per cent are as given in Table 3.
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THE 1929 57 PERIOD

It may be noted, first, that the increase m inputs, including labor input,

per person employed contributed 42 per cent and the increase in output per
unit of input 58 per cent of the total growth rate of national income per

person employed The latter is, ofcourse, much larger than the corresponding

percentage in the growth rate of total income

Negative elements are more important in the growth of income per

person employed than of total income It is convenient to consider first the

sources that made a positive contribution to the 1929-57 growth rate, and
then those that exercised an adverse influence

1 Improved education of the labor force contributed an amount equal

to 42 per cent of the total increase in national income per person employed

2 The greater experience and better utilization of women workers

contributed 7 per cent

3 The increase m capital input per person employed contributed an

amount equal to 9 per cent of the growth rate, of which 6 per cent was due

to the increased services provided by structures (excluding nonfarm rest

dences) and equipment, 2 per cent to inventories, and 1 per cent to the

increase in assets owned abroad and in nonfarm residences

Capital input per person employed is a somewhat abstract idea, for much
of the labor force works with no private capital and much of the capital

provides services with little or no labor, or United States labor, but it is the

appropriate concept to explain the increase in measured national income per

person employed The likelihood that the contribution of capital is under*

stated as a result of biased price indexes for construction should be recalled

4 Various changes that permitted the economy to operate more effi

ciently, including the shift of fully employed resources out of agriculture,

and the independent growth of local markets, were responsible for an

amount equal to 9 per cent of the growth rate

5 The advance of knowledge contributed an amount equal to 36 per

cent of the growth rale

6 Economics of scale associated with the growth of the national market

contributed an amount equal to 17 per cent of the growth rate of national

income per person employed

These positive elements together contributed 1 93 percentage points to

the 1 60 percentage point growth rate of national income per person em-

ployed, the sum of their contnbuUons thus equaled 121 per cent of the total

growth rate actually achieved

Four developments adverse to growth provided the offsets Shorter hours

subtracted an amount equivalent to 12 per cent of the actual growth rate,

the reduction in the quantity of land per person employed 3 per cent,

increased restrictions against the most efiicient allocation and use of resources

4 per cent, and changes in the age sex composiWon of iVit\abot foitt \ per cent
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THE 1909-29 PERIOD

Several sources operated toward producing a higher growth rate of real

national product per person employed from 1909 to 1929 than from 1929 to

1957. The shortening of hours deducted nothing from the growth rate as

against .20 from 1929 to 1957. Increased capital input contributed .35

points as against .15; the contribution of each type of capital distinguished

was larger in the earlier period. Changes in the age-sex composition of the

labor force added .01 points whereas they deducted .01 in the later period.

Economies of scale associated with the growth of the national market con-

tributed .28 or .32 (depending on whether it is calculated from the Commerce
or the Kendrick-Kuznets national product series) as against .27.

Against these, several sources tended to produce a lower rate in the 1909-

29 period. Improved education contributed only .35 percentage points as

against .67 later. Greater experience and better utilization of women con-

tributed .06 points as against .11. The decline in the quantity of land per

person employed subtracted .11 percentage points as against .05, partly

because employment increased more rapidly but also because land was amore
important factor of production in the earlier period.

As with the growth rate of total income, the relative contribution in the

two periods of the advance of knowledge and other changes affecting output

per unit of input depends upon the total growth rate selected.

THE 1960-80 PERIOD

The projection of high-employment national product from 1960 to 1980

implies a growth rate of national income per person employed of 1 .62 per

cent as against 1.60 per cent from 1929 to 1957. To achieve this rate it relies

upon the advance of knowledge to contribute 46 per cent of the total as

compared with only 36 per cent in 1929-57; it foresees an increase of .17

percentage points in the contribution of this source. In comparison with the

1929-57 period, the absence of increased restrictions against the most effi-

cient allocation and use of resources would contribute .07 points to a higher

future rate, a reduction in the lag ofaverage practice behind the best known

.02 points, the lessened importance ofa fixed quantity of land .01 points, and

economies of scale associated with growth of the national market .01 points.

The projection implies that all other sources of growth will contribute

either the same or a smaller amount to growth per person employed in 1960-

80 than they did in 1929-57. Hours shortening, even though the pace of

reduction is assumed to be much slower, will subtract .15 percentage points

more than it did in the earlier period. Other changes, though individually

small, in total are adverse to the extent of .11 percentage points. Education

will contribute .03 points less, changes in the experience and utilization of

women .02 points less, the shift of surplus labor from farming .04 points less.
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the independent growth of local markets M points less, and the growth of

capital input the same amount (even though capital input will be increasing

more rapidly, because its importance in total income is smaller)

Unless knowledge docs in fact advance more rapidly than in the past

and further institutional impediments to eHicicnt production arc avoided a

reduced growth rate in output per man will have to be expected

Summary

Whatever period we examine, it is clear that economic growth, occurring

within the general institutional setting of a democratic, largely free enter*

prise society, has stemmed and will stem mainly from an increased labor force,

more education, more capital, and the advance of knowledge, with econo*

mics of scale exercising an important, but essentially passive, re enforcing

influence Since 1929 the shortening of working hours has exercised an

increasingly restrictive influence on the growth of output

It is reasonable to conclude that these arc also the growth determinants

that ought to be examined most carefully m projecting the national product,

and that would have to be influenced to change the future growth rate very

much over an extended period oftime Smaller, but nonetheless worthwhile,

contributions may also reasonably be sought in other directions
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Technical Progress, Capital

Formation, and Economic Growth

Theories of economic growth have

gone through several stages of pro-

gress and refinement. Robert M.
Solow, Professor of Economics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, has contributed much to

this field. One of his contributions

is the notion that technical progress,

as an outgrowth of expanded know-

ledge, may be embodied in invest-

ment in new capital equipment.

Even though Solow’s approach to

knowledge and productivity differs

markedly from the analysis ofhuman
capital represented in the works

ROBERT M. SOLOW

of Denison and Schultz, the

methodology and implications of this

selection are clear. Embodiment of

technology, whether directly or in-

directly cognizant of human capital,

affects the relative significance one

attaches to factor inputs and capital

requirements in the growth process.

Further, elements determining tech-

nical change such as human resource

quality are critical to the growth

process and our understanding of it.

Introduction

The goal of this paper is an answer to the question: How much fixed

investment is necessary to support alternative rates of growth of potential

output in the United States in the near future? Notice that I said “necessary

to support” and not “sufficient to generate.” I believe that a high rate of

capital formation is required if the growth of aggregate productivity and

Reprinted from Robert M. Solow, “Technical Progress, Capital Formation, and Economic

Growth,” American Economic Review Proceedings 52 (May 1962), pp. 76-92, with the permission

of the author and publisher.
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output IS to accelerate, but I do not believe that it is all that is required
Notice also that I said “potential output” and not “realized output ” The
relation between investment and output is two sided, as I think I once heard
my friend Evsey Domar say, and I am concerned here with the supply side

only Whether any particular required rate of investment will be accom-
panied by a high enough level of final demand to use the resulting capacity is

another question And how a particular required rate of investment can in

fact be induced is yet another Neither will be answered in this paper
I shall try to deduce an answer to my question by estimating an aggregate

production function, because I do not know any other way to go about it

One aggregate production function is pretty much like another, I admit, and
this one has only a few distinctive markings They arc (I) the data differ

a little from those normally used m this kind of enterprise, (2) it is assumed
that all technological progress needs to be “embodied” in newly produced
capital goods before there can be any effect on output, (3) a sharp distinction

IS drawn between actual output and potential output, and the method
includes a built-m estimate of the gap between them

The next section of the paper sets out the assumptions of this approach

Then I shall briefly describe the data, present some alternative estimates of

the production function, and draw the implications for capital requirements

Assumptions and Theory

I assume that new technology can be introduced into the production

process only through gross investment in new plant and equipment This is

certainly not literally true No one knows whether it is more or less true than

the exactly opposite assumption that technical progress makes new and old

capital goods more productive in the same way and in the same proportion

I have worked both sides of the street in different papers, and I will produce

estimates in both assumptionsm this paper That seems to me to be the moral

equivalent of Edward Denison’s suspiciously round assumption that half of

new technology is the “embodied” kind and half the “disembodied” kind

The most casua'i kind di rejection suggeste‘tomt'iha\ tmiboditd

progress is by a substantial margin the more important kind

Suppose that capital goods produced in any year are lOOX per cent more

productive than those produced the year before Suppose also that if a gross

investment of I{v) is made m year r, the amount surviving in a later year /

will be B{t-v) Under the further assumption that labor and machines of

various vintages are arranged in such a way as to yield maximum output

(or equivalently that all workers receive the same wage regardless of the age

of their equipment) it can be shown that the stock of surviving capital goods

of different vintages and productivity can be summarized for production-
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function purposes in an “equivalent stock of capital.” The equivalent stock

of capital adds up the survivors of each vintage after weighting them by the

appropriate productivity improvement factor. To be precise, the equivalent

stock of capital in year t is

(1) j(o= 2— 00

Potential output is a function of the available equivalent stock of capital

and the available input of labor N{t), say

(2)

No explicit mention of technical progress is needed
;
it is already wrapped

up in J. What we observe, however, is not P{t) but actual output A{t). It is

tempting to try to make some estimate of potential output and then to use it

in estimating the production function. But since what one expects from the

production function is a statement about potential output, it seems a little

circular to impose an independently calculated measure of potential output

to begin with. I have tried to get around this difficulty by a device which

owes a lot to some of Arthur Okun’s ideas.

Actual output falls below potential output because employment is less

than the available supply of labor and because some capital stands idle.

There is a logical pitfall here. If it is assumed—as I have tacitly done in (2)

—

that labor and already existing capital are substitutable for each other, then

in principle capital should never be idle unless its marginal value product has

fallen to zero (if depreciation occurs with use rather than with time, I should

say marginal net product). Otherwise it would pay to use more capital with

the current input of labor; the extra product would provide at least some

quasi-rent. Yet we believe there to be such a thing as idle capacity in periods

of economic slack. The paradox is easily resolved in a model which permits

virtual substitution of labor and capital before capital goods take concrete

form, but not after. I have analyzed such a model [3] but I do not at the

moment see any direct way of using it in empirical work. So I shall simply

assume, as an approximation, that the ratio of actual to potential output is a

function ofthe imemployment rate. (The unemployment rate I shall be using

is the difference between the “full employment” supply ofman-hom:s and the

number ofman-hours actually worked, expressed as a ratio ofthe full employ-

ment supply. It differs from the ordinary labor-force concept in a number of

ways—^for example it can become negative, and did so in 1942-44, because

the number of man-hours worked exceeded the normal supply.) If I let u{t)

stand for the imemployment rate:

(3) A{t) =mt))P{t) =f{u)F(J, N)

With a convenient choice offunctional forms for/(K) andF(J, W), I can hope
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simultaneously to estimate the production function for potential output, and
the curve which relates the degree of slack to the unemployment rate The
raw materials are time series ofactual output, the full employment supply of
labor, and the equivalent stock ofcapital, to be described in a moment

To simplify computations, I have used the bobb Douglas function with
constant returns to scale for F(7, JV) For/ (u) I have used what amounts to

the half of a normal curve lying to the nght of the peak This choice has the

double advantage of being workable and of having the nght general shape
One would want, I think, to have a kind of diminishing returns to the
reduction of unemployment after a point, and this occurs as the normal
curve flattens out near its peak Also, any linear approximation near usual

unemployment levels tends to show actual output dropping to zero when the

unemployment rate reaches 30 per cent or so, and the normal curve avoids

this

With those specializations, my production function now reads

(4)

though I shall fit it m the form

(4')

or

(4') log {AIN)=loga+b+cu+du^ + !tlog{JIN)

In (4*) there are two constant terms, one belonging to F and one to /
They can be separated as soon as I make a statistical definition of “full

employment ” It happens that the measure of unemployment used in this

paper coincides numerically with the usual labor force measure when they

are both equal to about 4 per cent That figure has become, at least tem-

porarily, the conventional description of full employment, and I adopt it

here Now I must have actual output equal to potential output at full

employment This implies

/(04) = I or (Mf+(04)V=0

From estimates of c and d I can calculate b, and then from (4*) I can find a

With all constants estimated it is possible to ask and answer such ques-

tions as given tfie expected increase m cAc steppif ofinsa hours, and ga-on

the already determinate mortality of existing capital, how much gross

investment is necessary to increase potential output by 3 or 4 or 5 per cent in

the next year^

Data

Several time series measuring the “equivalent stock of capital were

constructed along the lines ofequation (1), with alternative tnal values of X
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The case X= 0 is, of course, the plain stock of capital. All are expressed in

1954 prices. Stock and equivalent stock figures were computed separately for

plant and equipment—sometimes using different values of X for each com-
ponent, on the chance that equipment improves in productivity more rapidly

than plant—with mortality calculated according to the schedules devised by
George Terborgh. Because the plant and equipment series are quite highly

correlated, I did not try to use them as separate inputs in the production

function. Instead, every stock of capital or equivalent stock of capital figure

in my regressions is actually the sum of a stock of plant and a stock of equip-

ment, each generated from gross investment data with its own mortality

curve and its own value of X. The investment series used is consistent with

“producers’ durable goods” plus “other construction” in the national

accounts, with the exception that religious, educational, hospital and
institutional construction are excluded. (Dwellings are excluded from the

stock of capital, which is intended to be a measure of privately-owned

business plant and equipment.)

The output concept comparable to this measure of capital stock is gross

national product minus the product originating in general government,

government enterprises, households and institutions, rest of the world, and

services of houses : This defines a reasonably close approximation to the out-

put produced by the privately-owned stock of plant and equipment. It is

expressed in 1954 prices.

The series for “full employment man-hours” is essentially due to Knowles

[2]. This is based on the age and sex distribution of the population together

with smoothed trends in participation rates and annual hours worked. Some

minor adjustments were made, particularly to eliminate government em-

ployees since the output and capital series are restricted to the private business

economy. Analogous adjustments were made to the BLS series on man-hours

worked in the private economy, to restrict the coverage approximately to

that involved in the other data used in the analysis.

Estimated Production Functions

Equation (1) defines the equivalent stock of capital for any constant rate

of increase in the productivity of capital goods. As noted earlier, I have

experimented with different improvement factors for plant and equipment

separately and then added the two series. The regression results I shall report

here use the following six combinations:

A plant

A equipment

J, Jz Jz Jz J>

0 .02 .02 .02 .03 03

0 .02 .03 .04 .03 .04
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The multiple regressions themselves are given in the following table

The parameten are designated as in (4), with standard errors following m
parentheses except that/(a) was actually estimated as 10*+“+‘'<“+ i30)i

Inspection of Table I yields some obvious generalizations

(a) From the similarity of the estimated values of a for the equations
withJ2 and and for those with andJ,, it seems clear that more depends
on the improvement factor for equipment than on that for plant This is

associated with the fact that between 1929 and 1961 the ordinary stock of
plant increased by about 50 per cent while the stock of equipment grew by
almost 1 70 per cent

(i) The estimated elastiaty of output with respect to the equivalent

stock of capital declines as the improvement factor (particularly that for

equipment) increases, for obvious reasons

(c) Very low values for the improvement factor lead to implausible

values for a One gets nonsense results unless considerable weight is given to

technological progress

{d} The estimated curve relating realized to potential output is not very

sensitive to alternative assumptions about the improvement factor

Table 1

log* c d

Siindard
trm of

J, -4179
J - 3934
J, - 3328
J> - 2956
Ji - 3888
J, - 0375

0460
0395
0382
0370
0387
0375

- 1244 (2016)
-2814 (1624)
- 3187 (1465)
- 3386 ( 1398)
- 3097 (1427)
- 3319 (1381)

-1 344(413)
- 979 ( 316)
- 879 ( 304)
- 813(291)
- 909 ( 295)
- 838 ( 287)

2377 ( 0993)
6323 ( 0364)
4990 ( 0274)
4026 (0221)
5054 ( 0270)
4160 (0214)

9622
9769
9606
9825
9616
9828

0322
0241
0230
0220
0225
0217

(e) The multiple correlation is a little higher and the standard error of

estimate a little smaller for the larger values of X But because the estimates

of a change in an offsetting way, goodness of fit is a poor way of distinguishing

among neighboring values of X

It will be interesting to compare the conclusions flowing from estimates

of (4) with those derived on the assumption that all technological progress is

“disembodied,” falling alike on new and old capital goods and therefore

not requiring investment to generate an increase in productivity For this

purpose I have also estimated the production functions

(5) ^=o{i
»)-

With the result

(5 ) A = I 10(1 025)'J„
iix’i’lD"’”-
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The squared correlation is .9945. The elasticity of output with respect to Jq
is about equal to its standard error. Essentially, output per man-hour just

rises at 2\ per cent a year.

Actual and Potential Output

A useful by-product of this procedure is a built-in estimate of the ratio of

actual to potential output as a function of the unemployment rate. It must be

remembered that the measure of unemployment I am using is not the con-

ventional one. I define the unemployment rate in any year as the difference

between the estimated full employment supply ofman-hours and the number
of man-hours actually worked, expressed as a fraction of the full employment

supply of man-hours. This should be in principle a better measure of the

excess supply of labor, for two reasons. In the first place, when the demand
for labor is slack some people leave the measured labor force although they

would willingly take work if they thought work was available. This kind of

“unemployment” represents excess capacity. Second, involuntary part-time

work, though it does not show up as unemployment in the official statistics,

does affect the alternative concept. On the other hand, the usual labor force

statistics undoubtedly contain less error than the ones used here.

A plot of the two measures of the unemployment rate against each other

shows that most points fall along a smooth nonlinear curve. It happens

by chance that the two measures coincide approximately at an unemploy-

ment rate of4 per cent, which is the conventional definition of “full employ-

ment” I am using. Columns 1 and 2 ofTable 2 give a few selected correspond-

ing values of u (the unemployment rate used in this paper) and u* (the usual

labor force unemployment rate)

.

It is also the case, mentioned earlier, that the regression equations using

different equivalent stocks give very similar curves relating the ratio of actual

to potential output to the unemployment rate. The ratios corresponding to

and Js, and those corresponding to equation (5) are given in columns 3, 4,

and 5 of Table 2.

Table 2

A/P A/P A/P A/P
u u* J. A (5) Okun's Law

-.13 .01 1.200 1.203 1.172 1.096

-.03 .02 1.094 1.094 1.084 1.064

.00 .03 1.054 1.054 1.051 1.032

.02 .035 1.028 1.025 1.027 1.016

.04 .04 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

.06 .05 .971 .971 .976 .968

.08 .06 .941 .942 .949 .936

.10 .07 .911 .912 .921 .904

.27 .21 .645 .652 .671 .456
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The only other systematic attempt to relate the gap between actual and
potential output to the unemployment rate is Okun’s Law [1] which states

that the percentage excess of potential over actual output is 3 2 times the
excess of the (conventional) unemployment rate over 4 per cent In my
notation, Okun’s Law states that

^=32(«*- 04)

Okun himself, it should be noted, has used this relation only for the period
since 1955 The ratio ofactual to potential output read from this equation is

shown in the last column ofTable 2
It IS altogether remarkable that Okun’s Law and the approach used in

this paper give very similar results for conventional unemployment rates

between 3 and 7 per cent, despite the fact that they are based on entirely

different data (and the fact that a relates to private employment and u* to

total) It IS only natural that they should differ for extremely high unemploy-

ment rates and extremely low ones I introduced the possibility of considerable

curvature into this approach because I wanted to allow for diminishing

returns as the unemployment rate becomes very low But as Table 2 shows,

at very low levels of unemployment, the approach in this paper indicates a

greater excess of actual over normal full employment potential than does

Okun’s Law The required curvature is actually in the equations, the

apparent paradox arises because the man hours figures allow for the super-

normal increase m labor force and hours worked during the war years ofvery

low unemployment

Investment Requirements for Economic Growth

With the unemployment rate fixed at u= 04, any one of the estimated

production functions states that potential output is constrained by the cur-

rently available input of labor and by the whole history of capital formation

If the American economy can and must move along such a function in the

potential IS tied in a specific way to

the growth of the labor supply and the rate ofinvestment Movements in the

supply ofhours ofwork are usually taken as given That leaves the volume of

investment as the most important determinant of growth which is actually

open to influence by policy (There is also the equally important possibility

of influencing the rate of technological progress, X, but that leads to an

entirely different set of questions )

The movement of full employment man hours for the entire economy

in the next few years can be estimated with reasonable accuracy from demo

graphic trends Itis less easytoestimatethesupplyofman hours to the private
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economy, because that is less purely a matter of demography. Public
employment has been gaining relative to private employment in recent
years, and since there is no reason to expect a reversal of this trend, it is safe

to conclude that the supply of labor to the private economy will rise more
slowly than the total. With the labor force expected to grow at about 1.7

per cent per year and average annual hours worked declining at an annual
rate of some 0.3-0.4 per cent, the supply of potential man-hours is likely to

increase at about 1.3-1 .4 per cent a year in the near future. This is a more
rapid rate of increase than in the decade just past. But the supply of labor to

the private economy will rise more slowly than that. Between 1950 and 1960,

our series for the supply of potential man-hours to the private economy rose

at an average annual rate between 0.4 and 0.5 per cent. For looking ahead, I

have made alternative calculations with an annual increase in labor supply

of 0.65 per cent and 1.0 per cent.

With this growth in labor input, a substantial amount of investment is

needed just to keep capital per man-hour constant. Suppose that some 24

per cent of the capital stock is retired each year. (I am speaking now of the

ordinary capital stock, with X=0.) Then with a capital-output ratio ofabout

1 1, 4| per cent of private GNP must be invested just to replace worn-out

capital, and between 5| and 6 per cent ofGNP must be invested (depending

on the assumed rate of growth of the labor force) to keep capital per man-

hour constant. A slightly higher rate of investment would be needed to keep

capital per worker from falling.

When we deal with an equivalent stock of capital the calculations are a

little more complicated but the results not very different. The annual

mortality of “equivalent capital” can be calculated. For J3 and J5 it runs

just over 3 per cent of the equivalent stock; forJ4 it is about 2| per cent. The

capital-output ratio is much higher because the improvement factor makes

the equivalent stock considerably higher than the capital stock itself. Working

against this is the fact that a dollar’s worth of investment is more potent,

creating more than “a dollar’s worth” of equivalent capital.

Generally speaking, the result is that the maintenance of capital intensity

—and the accompanying achievement of low rates of growth of output

—

can be obtained with a somewhat slighter investment burden than considera-

tion of the ordinary stock of capital would suggest.

To attain a high rate of growth of output, the equivalent stock of capital

must grow faster than the input of labor. Additional investment now per-

forms a function beyond the widening process as the labor force increases and

the conventional deepening process as the capital-intensity of production

increases. The third function is, of course, what one might call quickening:

the carrying into production of new technology as represented by the im-

provement factor. Table 3 shows—for 1960-61 values of the variables—the

percentage of business GNP which must be invested gross to permit different
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rates ofgrowth ofoutput The calculations are shown forjj, J4, and J, with

the two alternative rates ofgrowth ofthe tabor force mentioned earlier

In interpreting these figi'fes it should be remembered that the output

concept used here coven about 80 per cent ofthe total gross national product

Also the omission of various kinds of institutional construction reduces the

gross investment total to ab(>ut 93 per cent of "producen’ durable equip-

ment” plus "other construcuon” m the national accounts Thus an invest

ment quota corresponding to the ratio of business fixed investment to GNP
would be about 86 per cent ofthe number given m Table 3 With this adjust-

ment, the estimates in (he table seem to be of the right order of magnitude

They suggest that a necessary condition for increasing the rate of growth of

output from about 3J per cent annually to 4J per cent annually may be a

20-25 per cent increase in the investment quota from the range 10-11 per

cent of business GNP to the range 12-14 per cent of business GNP J4
gives both a lower required investment quota and a smaller relative increase

to get from 3} to 4} per cent growth than doJj andJs Alternative improve-

ment factors have only a elTcci on the implied investment require

menis because the estimated elasticity changes to make a partial compen

sation

Rough calculations show that to maintain an accelerated rate of growth

throughout a decade require* a slowly rising savings investment quota But

the rise is slow and the avecag^ investment quota only slightly above the

initial figure shown m Table 3

Tabh J-/nvesfmenf quotas for altarnatlva growth ratas

Growth rst» 3% 9i% 4% 41% 6%

«/i

Slow erowth in man hours

Fast orowth In man hours

99
92

lt.2

10 4
124
11 7

138
131

160
143

J4

Slow Qrowth In man hours

Fast growth In man hours

90
86

102
98

11 4
109

125
120

137
132

J,
Slow growth in man hours

Fast growth in man hours

toi 113 126 139 153

By companson, the production function (5). which makes technological

change a pure "residual,” g‘vcs altogether different results The high time

trend-a residual increase in output of2} per cent annually with labor and

capital constant-and the low clastiaty of output with respect to capital

imply that a fairly rapid rate ofgrowth ofoutput per man hour is achievable

with very little investment but that a visibly higher rate of growth can be

supported only by an unrealistically high investment rate For example, with
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the slower rate ofgrowth of the labor force, (5) says that a 3 per cent increase
in potential output is achievable with a slight decrease in the capital stock.

The gross investment implied is about 3^ per cent of potential output; the
net investment is actually negative. But to lift the rate ofgrowth to 4 per cent
a year would require an investment quota of almost 20 per cent of potential
output. These implications seem wholly unrealistic to me, and they suggest

that the “embodied” model is a better one. But I must admit that there is

nothing in the analysis I have given which “proves” that (4) is a better model
of production than (5).

Entirely apart from all statistical difficulties, one must admit the pos-

sibility that our economy is not free to move back and forth along a produc-

tion function like (4) or even (5). An attempt to accelerate movement out

along the function may have the effect of shifting the function itself. For one
thing, a sharply higher rate of investment may bring about premature

scrapping of old equipment. Second, there may be limits even in a mature

economy to the speed with which the system can adjust to large inflows of new
capital. Third, a change in the investment quota is itself a change in the

composition of output; changes in the composition of output may also have

the effect ofshifting the function bodily, though it would be difficult to make
an a priorijudgment about the nature of the shift. This reflection suggests the

wisdom of trying to make such analyses of the productivity of investment

sector by sector. This would place a greater strain on the availability of data,

but might in compensation yield important conclusions about the best

sectoral composition of investment.

Conclusion

Capital formation is not the only source of growth in productivity.

Investment is at best a necessary condition for growth, surely not a sufficient

condition. Recent study has indicated the importance of such activities as

research, education, and public health. But while economists are now con-

vinced of the significance of these factors in the process of economic growth,

we are still a long way from having any quantitative estimate of the pay-off to

society of resources devoted to research, education, and improvements in

allocative efficiency. Since such estimates must form the foundation for a

national allocation of resources in the interests of economic growth, their

provision by hook or by crook presents a research problem ofgreat theoretical

and practical interest. The object of this paper is tomakeastart in that jobfor

the much easier and prosaic case of tangible capital formation.
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Investment in Humans,

Technological Diffusion,

and Economic Growth

7

Professors Richard R. Nelson ofYale

University and Edmund S. Phelps

of the University of Pennsylvania

discuss how technological progress

and investment in human resources

are interrelated in the economic

growth process in the following

selection. These authors specify a

direct relationship between returns

to educational investments in human

RICHARD R. NELSON
EDMUND S. PHELPS

capital and technical progress. Given

interactions of this sort, simplified

human resource quality indices may
reflect poorly the relationships be-

tween growth in output and the

contributions of educational invest-

ments to the growth process.

I Introduction

Most economic theorists have embraced the principle that certain kinds

of education—the three R’s, vocational training, and higher education

—

equip a man to perform certain jobs or functions, or enable a man to perform

a given function more effectively. The principle seems a sound one. Under-

lying it, perhaps, is the theory that education enhances one’s ability to

receive, decode, and understand information, and that information pro-

cessing and interpretation is important for performing or learning to

perform many jobs.

In applying this principle we find it fruitful to rank jobs or functions

according to the degree to which they require adaptation to change or

Reprinted from Richard R. Nelson and Edmund S. Phelps, “Investment in Humans,

Technological Diffusion, and Economic Growth,” American Economic Review Proceedings 56

(May 1966), pp. 69-73, with the permission of the authors and publisher.
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require learning in the performance of the function At the bottom of this

scale arc functions which arc highly routimzed e g , running a power saw
or diagnosing a malfunction m an automobile In these functions, the
discriminations to be made and the operations based on them remain
relatively constant over time In the other direction on this scale we have,
for example, mnosative functions which demand keeping abreast of improv*
ing technology E\en a highly routmizcd job may require considerable
education to master the necessary discnminalions and skills But probably
education is especially important to those functions requinng adaptation
to change Here it is necessary to learn to follow and to understand new
technological developments

Thus far, economic growth theory has concentrated on the role of
education as it relates to the completely mutmized job In its usual, rather

genera! form, the theory postulates a production function which states how
maximum current output depends upon the current services of tangible

capital goods, the current number of men performing each of these jobs,

the current educational attainments of each of these job-holders, and time

To simplify matters, some analysis have specified a production function m
which output depends upon tangible capital and “effective labor”, the

latter is a weighted sum of the number of worken, the weight assigned to

each worker being an increasing function of that worker’s educational

attainment This specification assumes that highly educated men are perfect

substitutes for lest educated men (in the technical sense that the marginal

rate of substitution between them is constant) Actually, it is possible that

educated men are more substitutable for certain capital goods than for other

labor, they permit production with less complex machines However, the

exact specification of the production function does not concern us The

pertinent feature of this kind of production function is this The ‘ marginal

productivity” ofeducation, which is a function of the inputs and the current

technology, can remain positive forever even if the technology is stationary

In the models we shall later introduce, education has a positive payoff only

if the technology is always improving

We shall consider now the importance of education for a particular

function requinng great adaptation to change We then propose two

models which these considerations surest

II The Hypothesis

We suggest that, in a technolt^cally progressive or dynamic economy,

production management is a function requinng adaptation to change and

that the more educated a maru^er is, the quicker will he be to introduce

new techniques ofproduction Toput the hypothesis simply, educated people
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make good innovators, so that education speeds the process of technological

diffusion.

Evidence for this hypothesis can be found in the experience of United
States agriculture.^ It is clear that the farmer with a relatively high level of

education has tended to adopt productive innovations earlier than the

farmer with relatively little education. We submit that this is because the

greater education of the more educated farmer has increased his ability to

understand and evaluate the information on new products and processes

disseminated by the Department ofAgriculture, the farm journals, the radio,

seed and equipment companies, and so on.^ The better educated farmer is

quicker to adopt profitable new processes and products since, for him, the

expected payoff from innovation is likely to be greater and the risk likely to

be smaller; for he is better able to discriminate between promising and
umpromising ideas, and hence less likely to make mistakes. The less educated

farmer, for whom the information in technical journals means less, is

prudent to delay the introduction of a new technique until he has concrete

evidence of its profitability, like the fact that his more educated friends

have adopted the technique with success.

This phenomenon, that education speeds technological diffusion, may
take different forms outside of agriculture. In large, industrial corporations,

in which there is a fine division of labor, the function of keeping abreast of

technological improvements (though perhaps not the ultimate responsibility

for innovation) may be assigned to scientists. In this case, their education

is obviously important; but so too is the education and sophistication of top

management which must make the final decisions.®

So much for our broad hypothesis and the evidence supporting it. We
shall consider now two specific modek of the process of technological

diffusion and the role of education.

Ill Two Models of Technological Diffusion

We shall adopt a postulate about the factor-saving character of technical

progress which permits us to speak meaningfully about the “level” or

* See E. M. Rogers, Diffusion ofInnovations (Free Press, 1962), especially Chap. 6.

^ To be sure, some of the correlation described between education and diffusion may be

spurious. Some farmers are undoubtedly both progressive and educated because they come

from progressive and prosperous farming families that could afford to give them an educa-

tion. But there is no question that educated farmers do read technical, innovation-describing

literatime more than do less educated farmers—^and presumably because they find it profit-

able to do so.

® For an interesting essay on science policy, in which it is argued that Britain’s growth

has suffered from a shortage of scientists in management, that too small a fraction ofscientists

are engaged in using (rather than adding to) the existing stock ofknowledge, see C. F. Carter

and B. R. Williams, “Government Scientific Policy and the Growth of the British Economy,”

The Manchester School, Sept., 1964.
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‘ index” of technology Specifically, we suppose that technical progress is

Harrod neutral everywhere (t e , for all capital labor ratios)
,
so that progress

can be described as purely labor augmenting This means that if output,

0^, is a function of capital, K, labor, L, and time, I, the production function

may be written

(1) a(o=nA(<).^(0£(<)i

In (1), the variable d(t) is our index of technology m practice If we
interpret (1) as a vintage production function in which Kit) is the quantity

of currently purchased capital, L{t) the labor working with it, and 0.(0
the output producible from it, then ^(/) measures the best practice level of

technology, the average technology level “embodied” in the representative

assortment of capital goods currently being purchased Alternatively, we
could suppose that all technical progress is wholly “disembodied” and that

(1) IS the “aggregate” production function for the firm, industry or

economy and A{t) is the average index of technology common to all

vintages of capital, old and new
In addition to this concept, we introduce the notion of the theoretical

level of technology, T{t) This is defined as the best practice level of tech

nology that would prevail if technological diffusion were completely

instantaneous It is a measure of the stock of knowledge or body of tech

niques that is available to innovators We shall suppose that the theoretical

technology level advances exogenously at a constant exponential rate A

(2) T(0 =V, A>0

FIRST MODEL

Our firet model is as simple a one as we can invent It states that the time

lag between the creation ofa new technique and its adoptions is a decreasing

function of some index of average educational attainment, h, of those in a

position to innovate (Wc may think of A as denoting the degree of human

capital intensity
)
Letting w denote the lag, wc can represent this notion as

follows

(3) A(t) = 7'(/~u»(A)), w(A)<0

The level of technology in practice equals the theoretical level of technology

w years ago, w a decreasing function ofA

Substitution of (2) m (3) yields

(4)
=

If A IS constant, two results follow from (4) First, the index of technology in

practice grows at the same rate. A, as the index of theoretical technology

Second, the “level” or path of the technolc^ m practice is an increasing

function ofA, since an increase ofA shortens the lag between Tit) and^(0
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An important feature of this model is that, ceteris paribus, the return to

education is greater the faster the theoretical level of technology has been
advancing. As equation (5) shows, the effect upon A{t) of a marginal
increase of h is an increasing function of A, given A{t), and is positive only if

A>0.

(5) -Am' (A)
oh

= -hw'{h)A{t)

The same property is displayed by the “marginal productivity of educational

attainment.” Using (1) and (4) we have

(6) Q.{t)=FiK{t),

Hence,

= —Xw'{h) XWage Bill

Thus the marginal productivity of education is an increasing function of A,

given the current wage bill, and is positive only if A>0. This feature is

not found in the conventional treatment of education described at the

beginning of this paper.

The first model is not altogether satisfactory. It is unreasonable to sup-

pose that the lag of the best-practice level behind the theoretical level of

technology is independent of the profitability of the new techniques not yet

introduced. Further, it is somewhat unrealistic to suppose that an increase

of educational attainments instantaneously reduces the lag. In these respects,

our second model is somewhat more realistic.

SECOND MODEL

Our second model states that the rate at which the latest, theoretical

technology is realized in improved technological practice depends upon

educational attainment and upon the gap between the theoretical level of

technology and the level of technology in practice. Specifically,

(8) A(0 = o(A)[r(0-^(0]

or equivalently

(
8')

According to this hypothesis, the rate of increase of the technology in

practice (not the level) is an increasing function of education attainment

and proportional to the “gap,” {T{t)—A{t))lA{t).
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Some results parallel to those in the 6rst model can be obtained if wt
again postulate exponential growth of T(0, as m (2), and constancy of A
First in the Jong run, if A is positive, the rate of increase of the level of
technology in practice, A(t)fA(t), settles down to the value A, independently
of the index of education attainment The reason is this if, say, the level of
k IS sufficiently large that A(t)IA{t)>X initially, then the gap narrowed,
but the narrowing of the gap reduces

,
the gap continues to narrow

until, in the limit, A{t)lA{t) has fallen to the value A at which point the
system is an equilibnum with a constant gap

Another result is that the asymptotic or equilibrium gap is a decreasing

function of educational attainment Thus increased educational attainment
increases the path of the technologym practicem the long run

mh)

Figure 1

Both these results are shown by Figure 1 and by (9), which is the solution

to our differential equation (8), given (2)

As both (9) and Figure 1 imply, the equilibrium path of the technology in

practice is given by

the equilibrium gap is given by

A»(l) OW
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In a technologically stagnant economy (A=0), the gap approaches zero

for every h>0. In a technologically progressive economy (A=0), there is a
positive equilibrium gap for every h and A. The equilibrium gap is increasing

in A and decreasing in h.

In the first model it was seen that the marginal productivity of educa-

tional attainment is an increasing function of A and positive only if A > 0.

That is also true of the second model in the long run (once the effect of an
increase of h has had time to influence the level of A{t) as well as its rate of

change). Equation (12) shows that the elasticity of the long-run equilibrium

level of technology in practice, A*(t), with respect to h is increasing in A:

n2) ^ r A
1

^ M A*{t) L ^>(A) J L<I>(/i)+Aj

This indicates that the payoff to increased educational attainment is greater

the more technologically progressive is the economy.

These are only partial models and excessively simple ones. No machinery

has been given for determining educational attainment.^ The theoretical

level of technology has been treated as exogenous. Finally, it might be useful

to build a model which combines elements of both the first and second

model : the rate of technical progress in practice may depend both upon the

length of time during which a new technique has been in existence and upon

its profitability. But we hope that these two models may be a useful starting

point.

IV Concluding Remarks

The general subject at this session is the relationship between capital

structure and technological progress. Recalling that the process of education

can be viewed as an act of investment in people that educated people are

bearers of human capital, we see that this paper has relevance to that

subject. For, according to the models presented here, the rate of return to

education is greater the more technologically progressive is the economy.

This suggests that the progressiveness of the technology has implications

for the optimal capital structure in the broad sense. In particular, it may be

that society should build more human capital relative to tangible capital the

more dynamic is the technology.

Another point of relevance for social investment policy may be men-

tioned. If innovations produce externalities, because they show the way

to imitators, then education—by its stimulation of innovation—also yields

‘ This is done in a paper by Phelps which develops a Golden Rule of Education. It is

shown that Golden Rule growth requires more education the more technologically pro-

gressive is the economy.
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externalities Hence, the way of viewing the role of education in economic

growth set forth here seems toindicate another possible source ofadivergence
between the private and social rate of return to education

Finally, the connection between education and growth which we have

discussed has a significant implication for the proper analysis of economic

growth Our view suggests that the usual, straightforward insertion of some

index of educational attainment in the production function may constitute

a gross misspecification of the relation between education and the dynamics

of production
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Embodied Technology, the

Asymptotic Behavior of Capital’s

Age, and Soviet Growth

The methodology of economic

growth analysis and the embodiment

thesis discussed by Robert M. Solow

earlier are illustrated empirically by
Professor Earl R. Brubaker of the

University of Wisconsin in an
attempt better to understand Soviet

economic growth. Although similar

to other studies of the American eco-

nomic growth experience, Brubaker’s

approach and conclusions regarding

EARL R. BRUBAKER

the relative importance of hmnan
capital are different in discernible

ways. Even though the size and
specific character of the growth

residual remains uncertain in many
respects, it is equally as apparent

that more refined analysis of inputs

to the growth process does extend

our knowledge.

I Some Basic Measurements

One of the most fascinating aspects of Soviet economic development has

been the remarkable pace in growth of aggregate output maintained over

the substantial period of more than three decades. The pace has been re-

markable, though not completely unprecedented, and there need be little

doubt about its authenticity. Thanks largely to Professors Abram Bergson,

Warren Eason, and Raymond Powell, to Dr. Richard Moorsteen, and to

Nancy Nimitz there exists a carefully prepared and consistent record of

Reprinted from Earl R. Brubaker, “Embodied Technology, the Asymptotic Behavior of

Capital’s Age, and Soviet Growth,” Review of Economics and Statistics 50 (August 1968), pp.

304-11, with the permission of the author and publisher.
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Soviet Russia’s gross national product, capital stock, and labor inputs for
the period 1928 through 1961 [4] [13] Intablelaportionofthisbasicrecord
on Soviet economic development is reproduced The pnmary purpose of
this paper is to explore the usefulness of the hypothesis ofembodied technical
change for providing insight into sources of the growth m output

II Alternative Aggregate Production. Functions

and Soviet Growth

In essence the problem involves interpreting the data, explicitly or
implicitly, in terms of an aggregate production function

Although we shall be focussing on a function accounting for the possible

impact of embodied technical change, it will be useful as a preliminary to

analyze the record in terms of (I) a Cobb Douglas function with dis-

embodied technical change, and (2) a function amended further to account
for changes in the stock of human capital arising from expenditures on
formal education

THE COBB DOUGLAS IJiTEB^RETATlOH

Making a number ofcustomary assumptions* equation (1) may be derived
from the traditional Cobb Douglas function

where 0 represents gross national product, h and K arc labor and capital

inputs, respectively, A is an unexplained residual, and b and (I— J) are

Table J—USSR growth ef GNP and factor Inputs*

Perod CNP

fmpfoy/nenf

chtnges hi horn)

Pxtd
etfitil

stock Invtntomt Lmttock
Agricultural

land

1928-1937 11 9* 25 88 54 -4 6 20
1937 1940' 57 85 103 92 63 36
1940-1950 20 14 22 23 -04 -03
1950-1958 79 1 4 93 70 29 37
1958 1961 60 -1 2 102 11 7 37 1 5

1928 1961 67 21 71 57 02 1 7

* Percentage change pet year Unless otherwse bid catad data era from [13 pp 315 337-333 361-352

365-366] For some varabtes t has been tiacessary to select one of a number of conceptually d fferentt me

se es lest the caleulat ons become unwieldy Ful er d scuss on of the eho ces Is eva lable from the author

on request As a piact cal matter w th few except one the pert nent measures 6 tier 1 nle 1 om one another

so that the bas e record its interpretat on and our bas c conclus ons w II be essent ally the same no matter

whch we choose There $ however a notable except on The rate of growth of output for 1928-1937

rep oducedhe e Bergson s measure t!ruWefactorcostsof1928 amountstoll 9 percent a year contrasted

w th only 6 2 per cent a year as measured by Mooisteen and Powell in ruble factor costs of 1937 Wihthe

substtutonof Bergsons measu e for 1928-1937 those es presumably approx mates better the growth of

Sov etcapac ty to produce a late pa od mx [4 pp 31-34] [13 pp 2-4]

»(4 P 217]
'Data reflect terr tor a1 changes

‘ It IS not at all clear that these assumptions arc appropriate or even relevant to the

Soviet economy At any rate equation (1) nu^t quite plausibly be hypolbrantd dircwly
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partial elasticities of output with respect to labor and capital.^ Thus AO/0
is the relative change in GNP

;
AL/L and AKJK are the relative changes in

labor and capital inputs; and AAfA is the relative change in the residual.

Using data from the basic record and estimates® for b and ( 1 — i)

,

LAjA can be calculated as a residual from equation (1)

:

Period

4/4 AAiA 4/4 lA/A
A 40/0 Period A 40/0

1928-1937 8.3 0.70 1950-1958 4.4 0.56
1937-1940 -2.7 — 1958-1961 3.9 0.65
1940-1950 0.6 0.30 1928-1961 3.5 0.52

Notice the striking variation in AAjA. Notice also that for periods Other than
1937-1940 and 1940-1950 LA(A is called upon to explain something on the

order of two-thirds of the rate of growth of GNP, a result quite similar to

Nelson’s [14] calculations for the United States. The generally large size of

t^\A suggests that the Cobb-Douglas interpretation including only dis-

embodied technical change leaves much to be explained about Soviet growth.

THE COBB-DOUGLAS FUNCTION AMENDED TO INCLUDE HUMAN CAPITAL

Today most economists would agree with Professor Theodore Schultz

that human capital may well be an important reason for our large unex-

plained residual. Fortunately, we now have systematic evidence on a very

important aspect of the stock of human capital in the USSR. Professor

Nicholas DeWitt in his unpublished Ph.D. dissertation has prepared esti-

mates of capital embodied in the Soviet labor force due to accumulated

expenditures on formal education [8]. From this point forward references to

educational capital, H in the notation, are to this large, but admittedly

limited, aspect.^ DeWitt’s estimates cover the period 1928-1958, and his

^ The measured shares ofincomes to the factors often serve as estimates ofthese elasticities,

and something akin to that procedure is employed in the present analysis.

^ The computations were accomplished by obtaining a weighted average of the growth

rates for the inputs as presented in table 1. Thus, agricultural land, like inventories and

livestock, may be regarded as a particular form of capital. Plausible “synthetic” income

shares may be estimated for the Soviet economy. Computations by Moorsteen and Powell

[13, p. 371] for 1937 suggest that relative shares weighted 0.70 for labor and 0.30 for capital

may approximate fairly closely the “true” values. The weight for capital may be distri-

buted among fixed capital—0.206, inventories—0.067, and livestock—^.027 [13, p. 160].

The weight for agricultural land is estimated by analogy with the United States at 40 per

cent of agricultural labor, or, with all labor 0.70, at 0.087 [13, pp. 255-256]. Finally, with

weights adjusted to sum to 1.0 we obtain: labor—0.644, capital—0.276, and land—0.080.
* Professor David Granick has cogently argued that a vital feature of Soviet industrial-

ization was the emphasis on bringing “. .

.

very large numbers of raw peasant youth into

direct contact with machinery in the environment of large factories” developing through

“learning by doing” the discipline and skills needed in an industrial labor force. If we were

able to quantify the formation of human capital by this means, we would have to introduce

the results both on the output and the input sides of our accounts [9, pp. 156-157]. Further-

more no allowance has been made for changes in the quality of educational capital. Cf.

footnote 13.
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methods have been used to extend the senes of 1965 [15, p 296] The
pertinent results of these calculations are taken as approximations to the
values for the time periods considered here

Penod AH/H

1928-1940 13 8
1940-1950 4 4
1950-1958 7 0

Perod AH/H

1958-1961 46
1928-1961 8 4

Clearly for the entire period the stock of educational capital has grown at

impressive rates, and where these rates exceed those for labor inputs, the

effect will be to reduce* the computed A/l/v4 Formally equation (1) simply

IS expanded to include AH/H as follows

A0/0=Ad*/^* + i (Af./L) + (l-*)AA7A'+c{A///H) (2)

where ^A*}A* is a residual net of the effects ofinvestment m education, b is

a new elasticity of output with respect to labor, and c is the elasticity of

output with respect to educational capital If estimates of b' and c can be

obtained, M*tA* may be calculated as a residual m equation (2) Following

DeWitt one might assume that part of labor’s share m national income is

appropnately attributable to investment in education, and, rather arbitrarily,

that the rate of return on such investment equals that on physical capital

Implied values for b and c are 0 59 and 0 055 respectively • Associated

values for AA^/A* are

AA*/A'

Period A* AA/A

AA* AA'/A*
Pvod A' AAIA

1928-1937* 7 8 0 94
1937-1940* -2 8 —
1940-1950 0 4 0 68

1950-1958 41 094
1953 1961 37 090
1928-1961 3 2 0 91

• Th9 rate shown for AH/H dur ng 1929-1340rs taken es an approx mat on to the eorrest values for both

sub perods

Comparing ^A*fA* with Av4/^ we sec that for the periods other than 1937-

1940 and 1940-1950 at least 90 per cent of the residual remains

THE HYPOTHESIS OF EMBODIED TECHNICAL CHANCE

Professor Robert M Solow’s hypothesis of embodied technical change

[17] [18] as elaborated by Nelson may provide additional insight into the

possible nature of the residual, Ar4//1 Although some doubts have been

expressed about the embodiment hypothesis in its usual form [13, pp 306-

307], relatively thorough and rigorous investigation of the implications of

accepting it in the Soviet case may help to clarify its usefulness for inter*

preting both Soviet economic growth and economic growth in general

‘ Because part of labor s weight is reallocated toH
* Sec [13, pp 248, 315, 337-338]
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Following Nelson,’ then, we further break down AAfA to obtain the
following approximatioti.

AO ri^A' dXM, -| ^AL AH AM AK'

where AA'(A' is relative growth in factor productivity attributable neither to

growth of educational capital nor to embodied technical change; AK'jK' is

the rate of growth of fixed capital; AM/M is the rate of growth of other

capital; d and e are the partial elasticities of output with respect to K' and
M; X is the relative growth in the quality of K’’, and a, is the average age of

K'. The third term in the brackets on the right-hand side of (3) indicates that

AA*/A* will tend to be inversely related to Ad. This relationship is of con-

siderable interest as it will be possible to present some substantial evidence

on Ad. At any rate, equation (3) contains three new variables, so that if

outside information can be obtained about any two of them, it may be

possible to compute values for the third.

In fact Moorsteen and Powell [13, p. 336] present some interesting

evidence on d:

Year a (years) Year a (years)

1928 17.3 1950 15.3

1937 13.9 1958 11.6

1940 13.4 1961 10.4

Also there is precedent for simply assuming that AA'jA' equals zero. This

assumption might be called a partial embodiment assumption since it

implies that all of AA*jA* results from changes in design technology that

need to be embodied in new capital items. It is a bit less extreme than

the widely discussed complete embodiment assumption, which requires

that all of AAjA be due to improvement in capital design. With AA'IA' = 0

and the estimates of d by Moorsteen and Powell, it is indeed possible to

compute values of X.

Before presenting the implied values for X it will be useful to consider

briefly the essential fashion in which AK'IK' and n, the service life of capital

items, affect the pattern ofchange in average age ofa capital stock. To make

the analysis easily manageable we assume that the service life of all capital

items is given by n and that investment and retirements both take place at the

beginning of the year. Then d, may be defined:

’ Nelson [14, p. 582, footnote 17] takes 1 as approximately equal to 1 + X(do-d,) in deriving

A 7 AK , .
AK'

,
AAa

-^=-^+A— AAfl. Without this approximation we obtain -y=-^+ A—

The latter expression was used because of the relatively large values for Ad in the Soviet case.

As it turns out, this refinement makes little difference in the values of A computed here.
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, 0/, + l/,.,+2/„,+
f.

(4)

where I is gross investment If /, and K

,

flow at a constant rate, r, it may be
shown that the equilibrium average age,* 3„ is given by

1 n
a,=—I

(5)

Some examples using measurements of the Soviet economy may provide

additional insight into Soviet growth First we calculate values for a,

assuming (1) that values of r equal the rates of growth of capital stock

measured for 1928-1937, 1950-1958, and 1958-1961, and (2) that n equals

44 years * The results are, respectively, 10 3, 9 8, and 9 2 years In other

words, to the extent that reality corresponded to the model, Soviet fixed

capital stock growing at a rate of 8 8 per cent a year would have tended
toward an eventual average age of 10 3 years Notice the difference between

the equilibrium average age of 10 3 years and the 17 3 years measured for

1928 The declining d measured dunng 1928-1937 may be thought of as a

movement from the high initial value in 1928 toward a new equilibrium

implied by the new rapid rate ofgrowth ofcapital stock By 1937 substantial

progress had been made in pursuit of the new equilibrium The decline

continued dunng 1937-1940 But then dunng 1940-1950 A/C'/K dropped

drastically because of sharply reduced investment and substantial wartime

destruction As d^ rose correspondingly, the pursuit ofan equilibnum average

age proceeded from below The average age climbed again to as much as

1 5 8 years in the early postwar penod, but when AITIK' accelerated again in

1950-1958 the corresponding a, fell to 9 8 years By 1958 the measured a had

approached to within 1 8 years of the equilibrium age The further accelera-

tion of AA" IK in 1958-1961 again reduced a, but only by 0 6 years thereby

prolonging the pursuit

Finally it is of interest to note the asymptotic behavior of d, Specifically

df tends to approach a, the more rapidly (in absolute terms which are

important for boosts to factor productivity) the greater the difference between

them Cbnsider, Ibr exampi'e, the ntowmeatcfs capvteJ stock Jroot 3§c 173

years toward an equilibrium value of 10 3 as in the Soviet case from 1928-

1937 Suppose that for the 44 years preceding 1928, both / and K' were

* Note that this S, is an equilibrium value m only a restricted sense It assumes that the

economy is able to sustain growth of investment at the constant rate, r This in turn could

involve a constantly changing ratio of investment to GNP Such changes might not be

possible mdefimtely so that many values of <i« svould not represent true long run equilibrium

• Following Moonteen and PoweH [13 p 67] »ve use investment wcighu to average

service lives for equipment structures and installation [13, pp 65-67, 387] Here, bow

ever, 1937 rather than 1934 investment weights were used
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growing at 2.7 per cent a year, i.e., a rate consistent with an of 17.3.

Suppose further that AK'IK' accelerates to r' equal to 8.8 per cent a year.

By examining the movement from year to year it will be possible to discern a
pattern in the approach of df toward a new dg. It may be shown that a, and
d,_i are related as follows:

"t;"- (6)

The right-hand side of (6) indicates opposing tendencies with regard to the

difference between c, and K\_ilK\ is fixed at 1/1 +r', so that the first

term states that a, will tend to be older than df_i by about one year for normal
values of r'. The third term must be negative and tends to counter the effect

of the first term. The second term, which suggests that a, will be 1/1 -hr'

times as large as d,_i, may reinforce the first or the third term depending on
the numerical value for r. In our example K\_^IK\ is less than one, so that if

only the first term influenced the change a, would tend to exceed by a
little less than one year. The second and third terms tend, however, to

offset that increase by an amount equal to (1 — 1/1 +r')fl,_i «. In
t

fact the second and third terms more than offset the first and df<d,_i. In

the successive years the offset diminishes as a, approaches the new dg. The

absolute value of (1 — 1/1 +r')a,_i declines with d,_i. declines in a
“ I

geometric ratio (1 -l-r/1 -f r'). Thus in our example a, would fall by one

year between 1928 and 1929 but by only 0.35 years between 1936 and

1937.

According to the embodiment hypothesis, then, acceleration of AK'/K'

may provide an initial spurt of growth not simply because of the faster rate

growth of capital, but also because of a boost to factor productivity due to a

decline in d. This boost is likely to be largest immediately following the

acceleration of ^K'jK'. Even though AK'jK' is maintained at the new high

rate the boost to factor productivity will tend to decline as d, continues to

approach dg but in ever smaller steps.

The observed pattern of decline in d in the Soviet economy is, of course,

not so smooth. Rates of growth of / and K' varied substantially from year-

to-year, and retirements apparently followed an especially peculiar pattern.

A tendency toward declining reductions in d was, nevertheless, clearly

visible. As may be seen from the data presented above, the decline in d

during 1937-1940 amounted to only 0.17 years per year compared with 0.38

years per year in 1928-1937. Similarly, the decline in d during 1958-1961

amounted to 0.40 years per year compared with 0.46 years per year in

1950-1958. By the beginning of 1961 the average age of capital had reached

a level so low, 10.4 years, that further rapid reductions appeared unlikely.
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Now let us use the available measurements of d as an ingredient in
computing a final residual, X

Period A pe„od A

1928-1937 30 4 1950-1958 151
1937-1940 -123 1958-1961 141
1940-1950 2S

At first the numerical values may appear implausibly high It must be
recalled, however, that our model has thrown the entire burden of ex-

plaining the residual growth in output upon a variable that refers to the

quality ofa single input with a weight of less than twenty percent Further-

more the values of X do not appear so extreme when compared with similar

values, seven to nine per cent a year, computed from data on the American
economy

Values of X for the periods spanmng 1928-1950 strongly suggest the

importance of factors other than annual uicrements in the quality of capital

In 1937-1940 the implied numerical values for X are negative, and this is

clearly most improbable The low value for 1940-1950 probably is a con-

sequence of the disruptive effects of the war The indicated 2 5 per cent a
year is, nevertheless, not clearly absurd, since under conditions prevalent m
the Soviet Union during World War II progress in civilian design technology

could hardly have approached the rates achieved in the peace time periods

Finally, the admittedly high value for 1928-1937 also must reflect the diverse

impact of substantial forces other than design technology “ Such forces of

possible high potence include collectivization, purges [3, p 25], reducuon of

unemployment, and the shift of labor from low productivity agriculture to

relatively high productivity industry [2, p 498] There arc also factors such

as the possible overstatement of growth in output because of remaining

distortions in the 1928 pnee structure [13, p 286] and possible under-

statement of the decline m the average age of capital immediately following

1928 [13, p 99] On the other hand, there seems to be a consensus among

students of the Soviet economy that technical advance may have been

especially facilitated by extensive “borrowing” from abroad during the

1930’s [3, p 25] [10, pp 19, 25] [16, p 174] For this reason at least we

The data are not stnctly comparable since the computations for the United States

have attnbuted improvements in the quahty of labor to A, while the values of A computed

here for the USSR reflect the attempt to account for the mfluence of the growth in educa

tional capital The mcomparabihty is not gross, however, since for the USSR &A*IA* ts

generally not vastly different from AAjA Thus the differences between the Umted States

and the USSR in the values for A seem to correspond fairly closely to the differences in the

values of dAIA, although of course, the more rapid declines in a in the USSR also would

remove part of the burden of explanation from A Sec [14, p 584] for values of AAjA for

the Umted States
II It should also be recalled that our measure of output for this period though presum

ably the best available approximation to growthm capacity to produce a late period mix,

ts strongly affected by index number relaUnty
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might not be particularly surprised by a value for X substantially greater for

1928-1937 than for 1950-1961.

Because of the residual nature of X as computed here it would seem best

to regard the numerical values for “normal” periods, 1928-1937, 1950-1958,

and 1958-1961 as upper limits^^ for an approximation to the conceptual X.

Values computed for 1937-1940 and 1940-1950, on the other hand, do not

seem to be appropriate limits of any sort.

SOURCES OF SOVIET GROWTH

Our final interpretation includes eight variables hypothesized to have

some influence on the rate of growth of GNP. It may be of interest to com-
pare quantitative approximations to the relative importance of the various

sources of Soviet economic growth under this model of production. Inspec-

tion of table 2, which summarizes our results, suggests the following points.

First, in “normal” periods growth of fixed capital stock has been increasingly

important as a source of Soviet growth. Second, a dominant factor, generally

positive, has been the quality of fixed capital. This result must, however, be

viewed skeptically, since X was calculated as a residual reflecting the in-

fluence of all variables not specified in the interpretation. The large size of

X is still, to a degree, a measure ofour remaining ignorance. Finally, note the

stable contribution, about 15 per cent of the growth rate, of the declining

average age of capital.

An interesting implication of the interpretation hypothesizing embodied

technical change is that an important source of Soviet growth in “normal”

periods has been reductions in the average age of capital. Moreover, con-

sidering the asymptotic behavior of d and the already low value of d attained

by 1961, the distinct possibility arises that further boosts to productivity

from this source might well tend to diminish in subsequent periods, perhaps

to virtually nothing. Indeed, Professor Judith Thornton [19] has pointed

that /SK'jK', an important determinant of d, may well have grown during

1928-1940 and again during 1950-1961 at high, and eventually unsus-

tainable, rates since they have required a rising ratio of investment to GNP.

Reductions in AK'fK' could induce increases in d and, to the extent that the

embodiment model approximates reality, increases in d in turn may provide

a significant drag on growth of factor productivity.

Ill Conclusion

In summary we first presented fundamental portions of the basic record

on Soviet economic growth as compiled by Western scholars. Second, we

interpreted the data within the analytical framework of a Cobb-Douglas

12 Assuming the net impact of all other forces affecting the residual is positive.
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function amended to include the effects of disembodied technical change.
This interpretation left much of growth unexplained. Third, we amended
our function to reflect investment in education, but about 90 per cent of the
original residual still was unexplained. Fourth, we assumed that the re-

mainder of the residual is due solely to design changes in physical capital,

and we used the age of capital as a proxy for its quality. Then we calculated

as a residual the average annual rates at which this capital quality appears
to have changed between bench mark years. On the basis of these calcula-

tions we compiled a summary on some sources of Soviet growth. Finally, we
analyzed the pattern of changes in the average age of Soviet capital and
found that during “normal” periods it was approaching an “equilibrium”
level in large steps that appeared likely to diminish with the passage of time.

It seems that during “normal” periods such declines in average age may have
provided a significant contribution to growth, and that this contribution may
decline substantially as possibilities for further reductions in the average age
of capital decline.

Of course the process of Soviet growth was far more complex than equa-

tions can currently show. We can be quite confident that many important

sources of growth have not been mentioned. We have not discussed returns

to scale. We have made no attempt to say anything about changes in social

organization at any level, and these were at times drastic indeed. We have

neglected learning by doing, and we have ignored interaction among sup-

posedly independent variables. Few would be surprised, for example, to find

a significant connection between investment in education and the change in

quality of new capital.^® We have had to make arbitrary assumptions about

the elasticity of factor substitution. Recent estimates [1], [6], [11], [12] for

the United States and for other economies suggest values substantially less

than the unity frequently assumed, often more on the order of one-half.

If our assumptions similarly overstate the value appropriate for the USSR,
the very rapid growth of capital per man would have been more severely

affected by diminishing returns than our calculations indicate. The list of

To the extent that there is interaction between variables such as AHIH and A, the

estimates of the latter are likely to err. Specifically if we were confident that AHjH was

the only variable having any influence on A, then, as Nelson has shown, the rate of return

on H should reflect its contribution to output and any remaining residual would have to be

attributed to factors other than technology. It would be an error to include H as an

explanatory variable and then identify the residual with embodied technical change.

Actually, of course, we have little knowledge of the sources of change in A. It is plausible

to argue that H may in some way affect A, but that is far from saying that i/ is its sole deter-

minant. In fact A could be a more important determinant ofH than If is of A. In this event

the estimates of H may themselves suffer from failure to account for fundamental changes

in quality. As knowledge advances so does the curriculum iii the schools, and consequently,

the mere number of years of schooling may seriously understate the “true” growth in

educational attainment. Finally there may be other “complementarities” involved in the

model. For example it has been suggested that there is reason to expect that A and AKjK
also may interact. See [14, p. 591] for a discussion of these and other such interactions.
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deficienccs could, of count, continue, but its purpose has already been
fulfilled In conclusion, we have been forced, at times, to strong assumptions
to analogy with the American economy, and to other crude approximations

These circumstances warrant great caution m malcmg claims for this inter,

pretation It is only one of a very ki^c set Yet the current interpretation

seems relatively rigorous, plausible, promising, and, at a minimum, worthy of
consideration
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Part

Three

Benefit-Cost Analysis

of Human Capital

Investments

The Purpose and Nature

of Benefit-Cost Analysis

Benefit-cost analysis may be useful in comparing alternative public pro-

grams which compete for government funds even though the methodology

entails many pitfalls if naively used. Assuming that it is desirable to squeeze

as much output from scarce resources as is feasible, a general theoretical

criterion for defining an optimum is needed. With no budget constraint, an

optimum would require investment in any given, program until marginal

program benefits {dB) and costs {dC) are equal, at which point net benefits

are maximized

:

dg dg dCjdg

However, there is normally some kind of budget constraint, and alternative

investments must be evaluated. Under these circumstances, an optimum is

obtained when equal marginal benefits per marginal dollar outlay for

programs g, h, ... n, are obtained

:
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dBjdgdBIdh dBjdn

dqdg" dC(dk

Marginal benefit*cost analysis must also be accompanied by discounting

In Its simplest form, benefits (B) are compared to costs (C), all of which are

converted to present values (») to derive BojCv ratios Moreover, one can

estimate the unknown benefits required given some cutoff ratio (A') of

benefits to costs (eg, Bv[Cv—X, Bv=X Cv) An alternative procedure

IS the derivation of the internal rate of return (r), which is that rate of dis

count which equates the present value of benefits and costs As m solving for

benefit'COSt analysis, one can solve for the unknown benefits required given

specification of the other two terms—Cv and r Unlike benefit cost analysis,

the rate of return is not a constant since it reflects the cost of capital

Roland N McKean 9, Robert Dorfman 10, and Arthur Maass 11

discuss benefit cost analysis in genera! terms as it relates to decision making

in the public sector Another selection wnticn by Otto Eckstein 12 is con

corned with the “proper" rate of discount



The Unseen Hand
in Government

9

Increasing participation by all levels

of government in the economic

affairs of society raises difficult

issues. Economists have developed

an intricate theory ofresource alloca-

tion for the private sector of the

market economy. Unfortunately,

very little progress has been made
in improving our understanding of

the process of allocating resources

in the public sector where the price

system plays a muted role at best.

Roland N. McKean, Professor of

ROLAND N. McKEAN

Economics at the University of

Virginia, develops the thesis that an
“unseen hand” driven by power and
bargaining guides resource alloca-

tion in the public sector. The author’s

cogent plea for greater attention to

problems of choice and resource

allocation are as applicable to the

large and rapidly growing education

industry as to other categories of

government.

For a long time economists have given a great deal of attention to the

“invisible hand” that guides resource allocation in the private sector of the

economy. We have spelled out a theory of the firm, models of the private

sector, conditions for achieving a limited kind of optimality, and formidable

lists of limitations on the functioning of the mechanism. With the growth of

government, we should probably devote more effort to understanding the

mechanism that guides resource allocation in the public sector of the

economy. We need a theory of government to supplement our theory of the

firm, and more insights into the limitations of the invisible hand in the

governmental sector. In this article I wish to take at least a few additional

steps in these directions.

Reprinted from Roland N. McKean, “The Unseen Hand in Government,” American

Economic Review 55 (June 1965), pp. 496-507, with the permission of the author and

publisher.
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I The Private Sector

It ts usually said that the necessary condmons for Pareto optimality arc
met when the marginal private cost ofeach output (AfPC) equals marginal
private benefit (,MPB), marginal total benefit (MTB), and marginal total
cost (A/TC) ‘ That is, we would like to have the “welfare equation”
satisfied

Af MPC=MPB=MTB
With appropriate institutional arrangements, the price mechanism guides
individual decisions so that they tend to yield this result As many persons
have emphasized, however, there arc numerous limitations on the per
formance of this mechanism in the private sector A degree of monopoly
power leads to inequalities in the ‘ welfare equation ” Externalities lead to

other inequalities * Vaccinations bestow benefits on nonusers of this service,

and vapors emitted by vehicles inflict costs on others that are not felt by
those who take the actions These spillover effects arise because it is some
times uneconomical, or even impossible, to define and enforce property

nghts m an appropriate fashion e g , so that people could charge automobile

drivers for damaging their nghts to smog free and noise free air (In the

long run, one of the most important externalities may be the discrepancy

between the private and total costs of having additional children As a

consequence, if we solve enough technological problems, we may ultimately

have population congestion that nvals automobile congestion
)
Also, it ts

often said that the actions of firms to increase profits leads to the concentra

tion of power in great corporations, yielding a spillover impairment of

freedom

Another point that is sometimes raised is that firms really engage m
satisficing rather than utility maximizing producing different outcomes

from those corresponding to the welfare equation (Actually, satisficing and

utility maximizing may turn out to be identical as soon as one recognizes

that there is uncertainty, that acquiring information is costly, and that

re examining all the alternatives every five minutes would be expensive

)

Another limitation frequently ated is that there is not perfect knowledge

and that misinformation or lack of information leads us far from economic

efficiency (as it might be conceived, m these circumstances, by some

omniscient observer)

' Although It may be a small semantic issue I prefer to talk of total costs and benefits,

which suggest that they are felt by individuals instead of social costs and benefits which

may sound as though some mystenous entity hke the stale feels these effects

* Doing anything about them sometime costs more than it would gam m which case

the departure from optimality is much hke our fedure to have a world free of disease

and boll weevils See the excellent discussion of such matters by Harold Demsetz in [5]
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In certain kinds of advertising, firms devote resources to nullifying the
efforts ofother firms, much as people at parades stand on tiptoe to nullify the

effects of others standing on tiptoe; and, especially if we ignore any stimuli

to the introduction of new products, this type of advertising appears to yield

something less than optimality. In addition, due to a variety of institutional

constraints, there are restrictions on the ability ofpeople to consider tradeoffs

—there are tie-in sales, restrictions on entry into occupations, “throwaway
TV” programs instead of pay-TV. Another troublesome blemish on the

unseen hand is a special type of spillover—the fact that utility functions are

not really independent. What Jones buys does affect my utility. As some see

it, a final crushing blow is dealt by the theory of second-best. If all conditions

for optimality are not fulfilled, we cannot always be certain that progress

toward fulfilling particular conditions is truly desirable. All in all, there is a

lot of palsy in the unseen hand, and it is no wonder that many persons look

upon the private sector with some disapproval.

II The Public Sector

Before drawing hasty conclusions about what should be done, however,

we should look at the public sector from these same standpoints. In the public

sector too, choices are made by individuals. Politicians, executives, and

agency heads are similar to managers of businesses; other personnel are

laborers; and voters can perhaps be viewed as boards of directors. Inevitably

each person has a separate utility function, a “parochial” viewpoint so to

speak. These individuals do not arise each morning and ask, “what can I

do today for Pareto optimality ?” Like the rest of us, they are surely utility-

maximizers.

This does not mean that they are selfish, brutish, or motivated solely by

self-interest narrowly conceived. It simply means that individuals get satis-

faction from a variety of things—material goods, play, helping others,

performing tasks well, and so on—and that these things are to some extent

substitutes for each other. As a consequence, if the cost to a person of one

item increases, he will demand less of it and more of other items. If the

benefit he feels from an item increases, he will demand more of it and less

ofother things. In government, ifthe cost to an official ofone action increases,

he will take less of it. If the gains that he feels increase, he will take more

action of that sort.®

Also, in government as well as in the private sector, there is a mechanism

that leads utility-maximizers to a pattern of decisions that is somewhat

orderly and sensible. This mechanism is the bargaining process and, at

’ One of the best presentations of the utility-maximization hypothesis is by Armen A.

Alchian and William R. Allen [1, Ch. 2].
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least in Western nations vthere many interests are represented, it has some
similarities to the price mechanism in the private sector of the economy
The price system makes individuals feel many of the relevant costs and
gams produced by their decisions When a business firm takes action, it

has to bargain with and compensate numerous persons who supply buildings,

labor services, and other lopute Tltat is, if the firm’s action uses up or

damages prgperty, the firm ordinarily has to buy the consent of the ownen
Whenever the firm's action produces beneficial effects, the management
tries to charge the hcneficiattcs If all compensations are made and the

firm still makes a profit, some peisons arc made better off without making
others worse off The greater the extent to which all these compensations

arc made, the less the extent to which the firm's costs and gams will diverge

from total costs and gams

In government the bargaining mechanism produces some of the same
effects If a public official’s action will use up someone’s property or damage
certain interests, he will probably find a cost associated with that action

He will feel the complaints of those damaged or the inconvenience of trying

to mollify them Or, he may suffer embarrassing or expensive enmities

among his colleagues or retaliation by other officials He has to bargain with

many people who are affected and, in one way or another, encounter cosu

if he makes decisions that impose sacrifices on others From those who are

benefited, on the other hand, he can bargain for compensation The reward

may be support m connection with other matters, reduced enmity, increased

friendship or convenience, or some other kind of quid pro quo The siae and

completeness of the compensations for both costs infbcied and gams bestowed

depend upon bargaining strengths and circumstances (as they do in the

private economy) And again the greater the extent to which these com-

pensations are made, the less the extent to which the costs and gams felt by

an official will diverge from total costs and gains

Every decision or action, it might be noted, involves bargaining, tacit or

explicit When a senator considers voting to censure Senator McCarthy, he

asks himself, “what will be the consequences’" If he decides to accept the

reactions of othen to a yes vote, that is his bargain If he decides to refrain

from voting or to vote "no,” he accepts a different set of reactions, and that

is his bargain

As in the private sector, shifts m costs or gams (i e
,
prices paid or re-

ceived) cause shifts m behavior As conditions change, the price of apples

sometimes goes up and the price of oranges down Consumers alter their

behavior (though not necessarily their nature) Similarly, if a senator from

Texas becomes President of the United States, the price or cost of some

actions goes up and the cost of other actions goes down For example, the

cost of closing down a base m New York goes up, the cost of closing an

installation in Texas goes down The structure of rewards also alters The
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rewards for a war on poverty in the entire United States go up, those for

aid to constituents in a particular State go down. Thus a man who becomes
President will take more nearly a national viewpoint—i.e., will acquire a
greater “sense of responsibility”—though his nature need not change at all.

The altered cost-reward structures are bound to affect his behavior. And,
like the price system, this bargaining mechanism has many desirable effects.

It might be called the “unseen hand in government.”^

For these reasons, while the particular values, principles, or even whims
of a government official occasionally play roles in his decisions, they do not

usually play major roles in democratic governments. [The bargaining

mechanisms limit the discretion of decision-makers.] Let us look at this side

of the coin—the constraints on the authority of individual officials. Again
the forces at work are akin to those that operate in the private sector. In a

highly competitive industry, a business firm must give much attention to

avoiding losses and increasing profits or it will fail. In these circumstances

employees find that they must devote most of their efforts to achieving the

firm’s goals or be fired. In a public utility or nonprofit corporation, both

managers and employees have greater leeway, but they too are limited in

the extent to which altruistic, evil, or personal aims can guide their actions.

In government also, while managers and other personnel have some dis-

cretion, they cannot flout the wishes of voters, superiors, and colleagues and

hope to survive long. They certainly cannot do just whatever they wish.

They must compromise with their principles, whether good or evil, and

accept a great deal of guidance from the unseen hand.

The fact that individual decision-makers have parochial viewpoints does

not mean that the pattern of decisions will inevitably be stupid or vicious.

The right kind ofbargaining process can make special interests and parochial

viewpoints, which one might think would produce chaotic decisions, lead to

an orderly and sensible pattern of choices. If well designed, the invisible

hand can go a long way toward turning private “vice” into public virtue,

in government as well as in the private sector.

The mechanism may seem like a Rube Goldberg device in comparison

with a mathematical model ofoptimality, since government decision-making

appears to cater to majorities of large groups rather than to fine differences

in individual preferences, and it appears to respond to voters’ views on

packages of issues rather than on each individual issue. But the mechanism

is not quite as imprecise as that. As for voters, minority views on particular

issues carry some weight, because there is the threat that those voters, when

considering the larger package of issues at election time, may shift their

votes and in effect form a new coalition that has real power. Differential

* C. E. Lindblom has presented closely related arguments and has referred to “the

hidden hand in government” [8]. For additional thoughts about the unseen hand and

government spending, see [9].
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intensity of feelings or difTercnt values attached to particular policies can
carry weight for essentially the same reason If a minority attaches a high
value to a particular policy, it can sacrifice its feelings about other issues

and join the coalition of its choice Others react, as they see the “prices”
being paid for various decisions, by accepting a httle less of those items that

arc becoming relatively expensive and a little more of those items that are
becoming relatively cheap In legislauve bodies, similarly, views on mdm
dual issues as opposed to a package, the views of minorities, and differences

in the values attached to particular policies do help shape decisions, because
some tradeoffs—giving up a vote on this issue for someone else’s vote on
that one, giving up some of ope policy for more of another—are possible,

and “shadow prices,” so to speak, gradually emerge to reveal the costs and
gams from various actions With checks and balances, a multiplicity of

interests represented in the bargaining process, and some possibilities for

voluntary “exchange,” the pattern of choices can cater to individual pre-

ferences better than may be suggested by the words "majority rule

This mechanism has iomt influence on most choices, though the extent

of this influence varies greatly with circumstances • In the aggregate these

choices and decisions shape the allocation of resources at various levels

Consider first the allocauon of resources between the pnvate and public

sectors Suppose a larger share for government is under consideration

Senators and congressmen will become aware of constituents* views on this

and other usues and will respond to prospective votes almost the way a

board of directors responds to prospective profits These legislaton will

“feel” many of the expected benefits and (probably to a lesser extent) the

expected costs The benefits are likely to be concentrated on a smaller group

and be laiger per person affected than are the costs (mainly taxes), but

legislators will feel some pressure from both groups and will anticipate

some reaction at election time from both groups

Second, consider the allocation of resources within the public sector

among programs and activities (comparable to the allocation of resources

among mduslnes) Officials can take home no profits, and they are spending

other people’s money, yet they may “feel” the major gams and costs because

some tradeoffs are possible and crude “shadow prices” emerge from the

bargaining process An official finds that it dots cost him something to

expand his program—as well as bong revrards Resources tend to be

shifted toward programs sn which marginal individual benefit [MIB) is

» For some provocative contributions to the development of a theory of government to

supplement the theory of the firm see the work of Buchanan, Downs, Olson, Tullock and

Waiiams[4] [6] 110] [11] [13]

• For example, such influence is much smaller wherever decision makers are parually

sheltered from the necessity of bargaimng e g , the Supreme Court or agency that are

relatively mdependent Such independent checks and balances however, can often play a

beneficial role in the over all bargaining network
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greater than marginal individual cost {MIC), and bargaining helps make
MIB equal to MTB and MIC equal to MTC. The hidden hand harnesses

individual decisions so that they come a little closer to satisfying the welfare

equation than they would if no such mechanism existed.

Finally, consider the utilization of resources within a program by lower-

level officials (comparable to the allocation of resources by firms within an
industry). The alternative methods ofproduction that are considered depend
upon constraints that proscribe certain of the alternatives and pressures that

induce personnel to examine more or fewer alternatives. The costs and gains

from each alternative, as perceived by government personnel, depend upon
the criteria in terms of which personnel are judged, the importance of

efficiency to survival of the agency or branch, and so on. Again the gears of

the mechanism may appear to clank quite a bit; but rivalry and the bar-

gaining process still work to internalize what would othertvise be externalities,

and make gross inefficiency somewhat costly to government personnel. To
some extent, flagrant inefficiency impairs an official’s ability to bargain for

promotion, larger budgets, freedom from investigation, and other desiderata.

Compared with discretionary authority, then, the bargaining mechanism is

again a valuable and unseen hand guiding resource utilization.

In the public sector too, however, we find that there are numerous

limitations. We tend to blame faulty outcomes in government upon indivi-

duals, perhaps because some of them are in the Umelight. We are prone to

say that things go wrong because of stupidity, sloth, weak character, or

some other personal inadequancy in particular government officials. Yet to

a great extent, as in the private sector, there are limitations on the system

that should make us expect faulty outcomes. We should understand these

limitations better in trying to appraise alternative arrangemenis and devise

improvements.

COUNTERPART OF MONOPOLT

The bargaining process is extremly imperfect in government. Monopoly

models do not fit precisely, of course; for one thing utility-maximization by

monopolies in the private sector implies a good deal ofemphasis on obtaining

higher profits, while in the public sector it implies a good deal of attention

to obtaining higher budgets. Nonetheless there are somewhat analogous

resource misallocations. An agency with strong bargaining power may not

restrict its output inefficiently, but it will tend to seek approval of below-cost

pricing and expand its output inefficiently. An agency with weak bargaining

power is likely to find its activities curbed even if it would be economic to

expand them. Pressure by voters and the unseen hand may tend to correct

these situations, but in a slow and exceedingly imprecise fashion.

Another way in which the imperfect bargaining process in government

distorts output is through the “holdout.” Sometimes a project affecting
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several States or counties or other governmental units would be economic
from the standpoint of total benefits and costs, yet uneconomic from the

standpoint of any one of the governmental units A deal would be mutually

advantageous, and sometimes this happens (In 1964 one city in Los Angeles

County decided not to have its annual fireworks display, but an adjoining

city said that it reaped benefits too, so after some bargaining, compensation

was arranged, and the fireworks display was presented ) Yet often the last

State or county refuses to bargain, hoping for a “free ride " Similar pheno*

mena occur with respect to agencies within a single jurisdictional authority

such as the federal government Centralization, incidentally, may reduce

the problem of the hold out, but impairs the functioning of the bargaining

mechanism in other ways

Entry of new agencies to replace obsolete ones is probably more difficult

than the entry of new firms with new ideas in pnvate industries Reservoir-

building agencies are ardent spokesmen for conventional methods of pro-

ducing water There arc relatively few spokesmen for certain alternative

methods of increasing water supplies, such as shifting water from lower-

valued uses to higher-valued uses, reclaiming waste water, or reducing

losses from seepage, evaporation, and vegetation For new methods or

products to be seriously considered, it often requires entry by a new branch

or agency and a chance for it to build up a clientele But entry m the public

sector IS difficult, and if often takes a long time to drive obsolete activities

into “bankruptcy
“

So much for examples of the effects of “imperfect competition” in

government The point is merely that the counterparu of oligopoly and

monopoly distort prices and outputs in the public as well as in the pnvate

sectors
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costs and gains attributable to their choices mostly through bargaining

pressures, and these are hard to measure. Parochial outlooks as such do not

reveal what costs or gains are felt. In the private sector, a businessman does

not say “I want to be sure and take into account all the costs to the nation,”

and an uncritical observer might conclude that there must therefore be

tremendous externalities. But the price system compels the businessman to

consider (most of) the costs he causes. In the public sector, similarly, a

government official does not say, “I want to be sure and count all the

costs to the nation.” Again a naive observer might conclude that there must

therefore be great externalities. But the bargaining process compels the

official to take at least many of the costs into account.

Still, while the net externalities are hard to assess, they appear to be

widespread in government. Third parties who have little or no bargaining

power are often affected. Or, another way to put the matter is to point out

the peculiar, sometimes indeterminate, nature of property rights within

government. (Who has the right to do what with various assets in the public

sector has important implications just as it does in the private sector.) The
common pool problem—the resource that is treated as though it is a free

good—in the private sector is still more in evidence in the governmental

sector. This is not to say that there should be a massive shift of activities

from the government to the private sphere. It is simply to say that in terms

of the “welfare equation” and Pareto optimality, the public sector too is in

plenty of trouble.

As far as the concentration of power is concerned, utility-maximization

in government surely generates this spillover to a greater extent than in

the private sector. The ultimate possibilities of discretionary authority in

government surely loom larger than those in the world of giant corporations.

In one famous Jules Feiffer cartoon, an employee of the telephone company

says: Ifyou don’t like our service, why don’t you try one ofour competitors?®

This may appear to be a devastating thrust at the concentration of power in

the private sector, but the same sort ofcartoon could apply to many services

provided by government.

OTHER IMPERFECTIONS

As for “satisficing” rather than maximizing, this is surely as applicable

in government as it is in business. There are standards of performance,

standards of water quality and housing, rules regarding the use of govern-

ment cars, and rules of thumb regarding all manner of things. As in the

private sector, rules of thumb are often better than not having them, since

reviewing alternatives and acquiring information are costly activities [3].

® From The Explainers by Jules Feiffer. 1960. McGraw-Hill Book Company. Used by

permission.
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several States or counties or other governmental units would be economic
from the standpoint of total benefits and costs, yet uneconomic from the
standpoint of any ont of the governmental units A deal would be mutually
advantageous, and sometimes this happens (In 1964 one city in Los Angeles
County decided not to have its annual fireworks display, but an adjoining
city said that it reaped benefits too, so after some bargaining, compensation
was arranged, and the fireworks display was presented ) Yet often the last

State or county refuses to bargain, hoping for a “free ride ’’ Similar pheno-
mena occur with respect to agencies within a single jurisdictional authority
such as the federal government Centralization, incidentally, may reduce
the problem of the hold out, but impairs the functioning of the bargaining

mechanism in other ways

Entry of new agencies to replace obsolete ones is probably more difficult

than the entry of new firms with new ideas in private industncs Rcscrvoir-

building agencies are ardent spokesmen for conventional methods of pro-

ducing water There are relatively few spokesmen for certain alternative

methods of increasing water supplies, such as shifting water from lower-

valued uses to higher-valued uses, reclaiming waste water, or reducing

losses from seepage, evaporation, and vegetation For new methods or

products to be senously considered, it often requires entry by a new branch

or agency and a chance for it to build up a clientele But entry m the public

sector is difficult, and it often takes a long time to drive obsolete activities

into "bankruptcy
”

So much for examples of the effects of “imperfect competition" in

government The point is merely that the counterparts of oligopoly and

monopoly distort prices and outputs in the public as well as m the pnvate

secton

EXTERJ^ALITIES

Another limitation on the unseen hand in government is the pervasive-

ness of externalities Authorities who approve a new irrigation project can

impose costs they do not feel on firms, individuals, and other government

agencies This can happen, for example, because irrigation introduces

additional salts or pesticides into downstream or underground water supplies

Some projects even affect the porosity of soils and the underground flows

of water Sewage disposal may impose costs on others and education may

bestow benefits on othen that the bargaining process does not always cause

local governments to feel in reaching these decisions ’ Federal officials, m
setting tariffs or price supports, are inflicting costs that the bargaining

process does not make them feci very keenly

It is difficult to assess the size of these externalities because officials feel

' For a provocative case study and discussioa ofspiUovers in education, see I?]
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costs and gains attributable to their choices mostly through bargaining

pressures, and these are hard to measure. Parochial outlooks as such do not

reveal what costs or gains are felt. In the private sector, a businessman does

not say “I want to be sure and take into account all the costs to the nation,”

and an uncritical observer might conclude that there must therefore be
tremendous externalities. But the price system compels the businessman to

consider (most of) the costs he causes. In the public sector, similarly, a
government official does not say, “I want to be sure and count all the

costs to the nation.” Again a naive observer might conclude that there must
therefore be great externalities. But the bargaining process compels the

official to take at least many of the costs into account.

Still, while the net externalities are hard to assess, they appear to be

widespread in government. Third parties who have little or no bargaining

power are often affected. Or, another way to put the matter is to point out

the peculiar, sometimes indeterminate, nature of property rights within

government. (Who has the right to do what with various assets in the public

sector has important implications just as it does in the private sector.) The
common pool problem—the resource that is treated as though it is a free

good—in the private sector is still more in evidence in the governmental

sector. This is not to say that there should be a massive shift of activities

from the government to the private sphere. It is simply to say that in terms

of the “welfare equation” and Pareto optimality, the public sector too is in

plenty of trouble.

As far as the concentration of power is concerned, utility-maximization

in government surely generates this spillover to a greater extent than in

the private sector. The ultimate possibilities of discretionary authority in

government surely loom larger than those in the world ofgiant corporations.

In one famous Jules Feiffer cartoon, an employee of the telephone company

says : Ifyou don’t like our service, why don’t you try one ofour competitors ?»

This may appear to be a devastating thrust at the concentration of power in

the private sector, but the same sort of cartoon could apply to many services

provided by government.

OTHER IMPERFECTIONS

As for “satisficing” rather than maximizing, this is surely as applicable

in government as it is in business. There are standards of performance,

standards of water quality and housing, rules regarding the use of govern-

ment cars, and rules of thumb regarding all manner of things. As in the

private sector, rules of thumb are often better than not having them, since

reviewing alternatives and acquiring information are costly activities [3].

8 From The Explainers by Jules Feiffer. 1960. McGraw-Hill Book Company. Used by

permission.
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But they are there, and in that sense governments can be said to “satisfice”

rather than maxmuze Uncertainty, too, causes the same complications m
the pubhc sector that have been discussed so much with reference to the
private sector Even advertising is present in government, as agencies seek
to hold or expand their clienteles [12, pp 120-21]

Restnctions on tradeoffs, another point sometimes mentioned in con*

nection with the private sector, pervade the government sphere In order

to control what is actually done in this environment, Congress must authorize

appropriations for specified categories and prohibit significant transfers of

resources without requests for reprogramming permission Moreover repro

grammmg requests are not only an mconvemcnce, they are often frowned

upon by Congress Furthermore, the Departments, in order to control what
IS actually done, must “shred out” narrower categones and discourage

transfers of resources among them This means that substitution possibilities

must often be neglected As noted before, it may be better to have such

rules of thumb or restnctions than not to have them, but their existence,

like any similar phenomena in private industry, is a departure from the

ideal

There are other obstacles to the consideration of alternatives and

tradeoffs m government Small jurisdictions elect representatives at large,

and there the wishes of minority groups, i e , certain sets of alternatives,

tend to be neglected Ifa metropohtan government consisted of councilmen

elected at large, or a state legislature consisted of assemblymen elected at

large, the majority might welt ignore the “needs” of minorities or local

areas and the costs thrust upon them The actual outcomes would depend

upon the kind of behind the scenes logrollmg mechanism that developed

Finally, when we turn to the public sector, we do not escape the inter-

dependence of utility functions or the troublesome implications of the theory

ofsecond best The success ofAdmimstratorJones affects my utility function,

and either deliberate or by product favors to some voters affect the satis-

facUon of others As for second best, it is omnipresent The full conditions

for optimality in the public sector are definitely not fulfilled We are des-

tined to live m a world of Wth best and to wonder at times if apparent

improvements really make us better off

III Conclusions

What significance docs the unseen hand in government, and its imperfec-

tion, have for us’ Fust of all, just as background in thinking about govern-

ment activities, we ought to keep in mind the existence of this invisible hand

and the way it works It tends to harness individual interests within govern-

ment to carry out broader objectives It keeps parochial viewpoints from
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yielding exclusively parochial policies. But we must keep in mind the

formidable imperfections of the mechanism—the fact that there are major
spillovers affecting parties who have inadequate voices in the bargaining

process. Moreover, we should recognize that many questionable policies or

choices are inherent in the institutional framework and should not be blamed
on “bad” officials or bad luck. Where the bargaining process does not

eliminate or offset serious spillovers, the cost-reward structures confronting

officials tend to pull them toward wong decisions.

As far as comparing the two sectors is concerned, the only thing that is

obvious is that both are imperfect.® In fact the whole discussion underscores

the limitations of Pareto optimality as a guide to policy. Actions that can

clearly make some persons better off without making others worse off con-

stitute a small set, and for a number of reasons we cannot possibly expect

many governmental actions to be in that set. It may seem unfair and
irrelevant, therefore, to appraise government choices in terms of the condi-

tions for Pareto optimality. If this seems inappropriate, however, it is

surely inappropriate also to call for government action wherever the condi-

tions for economic efficiency are not fulfilled in the private sector. One ought

not argue that the government should control an activity because the private

sector does not bring about Pareto optimality and then regard it as irrelevant

that government control does not bring about such optimality either.

We should not favor having an activity in one sector or under one

particular regulatory arrangement merely because the alternative is less than

perfect. Our choice must rest on the view reflected in a remark sometimes

attributed to Maurice Chevalier: when asked how he felt about growing

older, he is said to have replied, “It’s not exactly ideal, but it’s better than

the alternative.”

A more important point, perhaps, is the following: we should learn

more about the unseen hand in government and its shortcomings in order

to improve institutional arrangements affecting both sectors. We should

study the anatomy of market failure, the anatomy of government failure,

and the possibilities ofimproving the functioning of both. In the government

sphere in particular, a better understanding of the unseen hand and its

limitations may help us improve the bargaining framework that shapes

public decisions.

» This is hardly a new thought. For one statement along this line, see Francis M. Bator’s

discussion of the fact that our real choice is among various imperfect arrangements [2,

pp. 99-112].
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The Benefit-Cost Framework

Robert Dorfman is Professor of

Economics at Harvard University.

Long interested in resource alloca-

tion problems in the public sector,

he briefly sketches some of the major

dimensions to benefit-cost analysis

in this selection taken from a

Brookings Institution volume which

he edited. Many of the difficult

measurement and conceptual prob-

ROBERT DORFMAN

lems enumerated by the author are

not easily overcome, especially in

studying returns to human capital

investment. Nonetheless, benefit-cost

analysis does serve as a worthwhile

tool if used properly in studying

allocation decisions in the public

sector.

Incentives for Government Enterprise

Governments rush in where businessmen decline to tread. As a general

rule, if a good or a service is desirable, it will also be profitable and thus will

be provided by private enterprise. But there are important exceptions to

this rule. Government initiative is, for example, called for in cases where

investments that businessmen would deem unprofitable are socially worth-

while. These exceptions can arise from a number of circmnstances : some

relate to the conditions under which a product is distributed and consumed;

some to the conditions of its production; some have other justifications.

CONDITIONS OF CONSUMPTION

The circumstances that favor government provision cluster around the

concept of collectability or, rather, uncollectability. In the usual economic

Reprinted from Robert Dorfman, ed.. Measuring Benefits ofGovernment Investment (Washington,

D.G.: The Brookings Institution, 1965), pp. 4-8, with the permission of the author and

publisher.
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transaction, the user is charged for the good or service he consumes, the
amount he is willing to pay measures the value of the commodity to him,
and, since his use of the commodity precludes anyone else from benefiting
from It, the value of the commodity to the user is also its value to the entire
society This standard analysis of social value is not strictly valid for any
transaction (there are always side effects), and for a few types of transactions

It IS too wide of the mark to be acceptable The most important of these

latter cases are (1) collective goods and (2) goods that are characterized by
external economies ofconsumption in neither case is the provider of the good
able to collect from beneficiaries a charge commensurate with the benefits

conferred

In general, a collective good is a facility or service that is made freely

available to all comen without user charge, either because to assess a
charge on each occasion of use would be excessively cumbersome or because

use IS not voluntary or even clearly definable It is, for example, not feasible

or desirable to levy a charge on every shipmaster who secs a lighthouse, on
every householder whose door the patrolman passes, or on every housewife

when a health officer inspects a food market

With rare exceptions, collective goods cannot be provided by private

firms, because they do not induce a flow ofincome to the provider Therefore

the responsibility for providing them falb frequently—but not invariably—

to the government In addition to the examples cited above, some important

collective goods are national defense, civil and criminal justice, streets and

most highways, and outdoor recreational faalities Other significant categories

include the findings of scientific research, since even patients usually do not

enable the scientist or his employer to collect from beneficiaries more than a

portion of the benefits conferred, and aesthetic amenities, such as a fine

building or a landscape that confers benefits on passersby for which they

cannot be assessed The important feature ofcollective goods for our purpose

here is that, since they are not sold, there arc no market prices to assist in

appraising their value

Collective goods arc allied to external economies ofconsumption but the latter

come into being in a different way When a man is treated for a com-

municable disease the relief afforded him is only part of the social value,

every resident of his community benefits from the reduced danger of

infection When a high school student is dissuaded from leaving school, his

neighbors receive benefits (among them a reduction in potential delin-

quency) over and above the direct benefit to the boy and his family In other

words the consumer of a good or service is not the sole beneficiary, and the

amount he is willing to pay does not measure the entire value of the good to

society The act of consumption, in effect, creates a collective good In such

instances it may be socially desirable to provide the good, although the

amounts collectable from direct users do not suffice to cover production
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costs. Market prices are not, in those cases, adequate measures of social

value.

CONDITIONS OF PRODUCTION

The circumstances that conduce to government initiative relate to

economies of scale. Some activities can be performed economically only on
such a very large scale that for private enterprise to undertake them is

infeasible or undesirable. For example, without invoking governmental
power, it is not practicable to assemble the large areas of property required

for highways, urban redevelopment, or hydroelectric projects. Some natural

monopolies, such as water supply, are retained by the government as an
alternative to regulating private development. It is probable, however, that

whatever the condition of production the government would not undertake

a project unless important collective goods or external benefits were
involved.

OTHER INCENTIVES

The supposition that private investors may take an unduly short view

of the consequences of their investments is an important justification for all

investments having to do with the preservation of natural resources and their

orderly exploitation. It is pertinent also to investments in urban renewal

and improvements. In a way, the justification is related to the collective

goods theme: there is little reason to believe that current prices for urban

property or rural woodlands reflect adequately the importance of these

depletable resources to future generations. Society as a whole may assign

quite different values to such resources than do the participants in current

markets.

And sometimes government undertakings are stimulated by an incentive

of a very different sort: the desire to influence the distribution of income.

The desire for a regional redistribution, for example, is one of the explicit

motivations for the Appalachia Program, and the desire for socioeconomic

redistribution plays a large role in urban renewal programs. Appraising the

social value of such redistributions presents peculiarly difficult problems.

Formulas for Comparing Benefits and Costs

As the above discussion of incentives suggests, the government tends to

intervene in precisely those markets in which prices are either lacking or are

seriously divergent from social values. It is inherent in government enter-

prises, therefore, that market prices cannot be used in appraising their social

contributions. Still, some economic basis is needed for judging which
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potenual government undertakings are worthwhile and which are not
Benefit cost analysis provides this basis

Benefit cost analysis is closely analogous to the methods of mvestment
project appraisal used by businessmen The only difference is that estimates
of social value are used in place ofestimates of sales value when appropriate
There are m use a number of slightly different formulas for comparing
benefits and costs ofgovernment undertakings

,
two of the most popular ones

are sketched below

The starting point of any of the formulas is a projection of the ph^-sical

output of the undertaking, cither in each year of its life or m some typical

year of operation If the undertaking is a highway, for example, there would
have to be estimates of the number of passenger car miles, truck miles and
bus miles to be traveled on it in each year or m a typical year Next, there

would have to be estimates of the unit social value of each of these physical

outputs, be they passenger car miles, kilowatt hours, or whatever These
two estimates induce at once an estimate of the gross social contribution of

the enterprise m a single year

At this point the different formulas begin to diverge One approach is

to perform the gross benefit calculation for a typical year and to make a
parallel computation for soaal costs in a typical year The costs consist of

two major components current costs—the typical year expenditures for

operaung and maintaining the facilities, and capital cosu—a charge levied

against a year’s operations to amortize the trutial expenses of construction

and installation The rauo of gross annual benefits to toul annual costs is

the benefit cost ratio This formula amounu to a businessman's calculation

of the ratio of sales to cost of goods sold, or of a profit sales ratio, except, of

course, that the value of output used in a benefit cost computaUon is the

social, rather than the market, value

An alternative formula subtracts current costs in each year, or in a

typical year, from gross benefits to obtain an estimate of current net benefits

The current net benefits for each year arc discounted back to the date of

inception of the project and added up to obtain an esUmate of the present

value of discounted net benefits The raUo of this figure to the estimated

capital cost of the project is then the benefit cost ratio This formula vs

therefore analogous to a businessman’s calculation of the rate of profit that

can be earned by capital invested in the undertaking Indeed, in

sophisticated variants of this approach an internal rate of return, which is a

strict analog of a rate of profit, may be computed

These bnef sketches have excluded many technical questions that may

have significant, and even decisive, influence on the outcome For example,

what rate of interest should be used in amortizing the capital expenses or in

discounting back the net benefits^ What account, if any, should be taken of

off’Stte and secondary beneHts^ What allowance should be made for
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consumer surplus ? How should any effects on the distribution of income be

taken into account ? Such questions are important and arise in all formula-

tions of benefit-cost comparisons, and some of them are discussed in the

papers in this volume.

Quite clearly, the precise formula used for consolidating and expressing

the results of the analysis is a relatively superficial matter: properly inter-

preted all the formulas lead to the same conclusions. The heart of the matter

lies in deciding what benefits should be included and how they should be

valued. The debate about benefit-cost analysis centers on the question of

whether the social value of benefits can be estimated reliably enough to

justify the trouble and effort involved in a benefit-cost computation.

This issue cannot be resolved categorically. It is no accident that benefit-

cost analysis had its origin and highest development in the field of water

resources. That is the field in which government operations are most

analogous to private business and in which the highest proportion of outputs

—water and power—are saleable commodities bearing relevant market

prices. And nonpriceable, almost intangible consequences, though present,

are less obtrusive than in other spheres of government activity. . . .
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Benefit-Cost Analysis:

Its Relevance to Public

Investment Decisions

Benefit-cost analysis is a partial

response to the need for assessment

of expenditure efficiency m the

public sector Arthur Maass, Pro-

fessor of Economics at Harvard
University, points out certain ad-

vantages and limitations to benefit-

cost analysis and stresses the need

for a more rational approach to

ARTHUR MAASS

decision making and resource alloca-

tion in the public sector Among the

several issues brought out by Maass
IS the need to recognize goals other

than economic effiaency and to

structure benefit-cost studies in a

multiple objective context

J. he United States government has for some time used benefit cost analysis

in the design and justification of dams and other water resources improve-

ments Currently the government is trying to adapt the technique to other

public investment programs At the request of the Bureau of the Budget, the

Brookings Institution held a major conference on the topic in November

1963 with papers on applying benefit-cost analysis to urban highways, urban

renewal, outdoor recreation, avil aviation, government research and de-

velopment, and public health ^ In 1965 the Bureau ofthe Budget established

Reprinted from Arthur Maass, “Bcnefil Cost Analysis lu Relevance to Public Investment

Decisions,” Qiutrtirly Jourrutl of Etonorma 80 (May 1966), pp 208-26, with the permission

of the author and publisher Copyright 1966 by the President and Fellows of Harvard

College

‘Robert Dorfman (ed), Measmwg Benefit of Govemmenl Investments (Washington

Brookings, 1965)
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a special unit to adapt and apply benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness studies to

a broad range of government programs. It is appropriate, therefore, to

examine and evaluate this important branch of welfare economics.

What Is the Problem?

The major limitation of benefit-cost analysis, as it has been applied to

public investments in the United States, is that it ranks projects and pro-

grams in terms only of economic efficiency. (At the national level this means
that projects and programs are judged by the amount that they increase

the national product.) But the objective ofmost public programs is not simply,

not even principally, economic efficiency. The redistribution of income
to classes or to regions is an important objective in government plans

—

witness the Appalachia Program; and there are other objectives, too, the

promotion of national self-sufficiency, for example.

In other words, the objective functions of most government programs are

complex; yet benefit-cost analysis has been adapted to only a single objective

—economic efficiency. Thus, benefit-cost analysis may be largely irrelevant,

or relevant to only a small part of the problem of evaluating public projects

and programs. We should not settle for the current state of benefit-cost

analysis, but rather find ways to make it applicable to the real issues ofpublic

investment.

Now in all complex objective functions for government programs, econo-

mic efficiency will be one term. A second is frequently income redistribution,

aswe have noted, to classes (e.g., the poor) or to regions (e.g., depressed areas)

.

These two objectives may be complementary in some ways; a program de-

signed to transfer income from the rest of the nation to Appalachia or from

the wealthy to the poor may also increase national product.^ But a govern-

ment program that maximizes efficiency will not necessarily, indeed is not

likely to, achieve a specified high level of income redistribution. Thus, a

planner who is responsible for developing a program or project for both

purposes will need to know the relative weights to assign to efficiency and

income redistribution.

Assume that the problem is to design an irrigation project on an Indian

Reservation so as to increase the income of the Indians as a group and to

increase food production for the nation as a whole. The relation between

“For conditions under which regional redistribution in the United States can be

achieved without any significant loss in economic efficiency, see Koichi Mera, “Efficiency

and Equalization in Interregional Economic Development,” unpublished Ph.D. thesis,

Harvard University, 1965. For a more general statement of the relations beUveen economic

efficiency and income distribution, see Stephen A. Marglin, “Objectives of Water-Resource

Development: A General Statement,” in Arthur Maass, Maynard M. Hufschmidt, Robert

Dorfman, Harold A. Thomas, Jr., Stephen A. Marglin, and Gordon Maskew Fair, Design

of Water-Resource Systems (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962), pp. 63-67.
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income for the Indians (income rcdistnbution) and food production (nation-
al economic efficiency) in this case can be stated m any one of three ways as
follows *

1 Maximize net income to the Indians, subject to a constraint that the
ratio of efficiency benefits to efficiency aists is at least 1 0 to 1 0, or 0 9 to
1 0, or some other.

2 Maximize net benefits from food production in national terms—i e

,

economic efficiency—subject to a constraint that the Indians net $X thous-
and per year

3 Maximize a -weighted sum ofnet benefits from economic efficiency and
income redistribution in which SI of income to the Indians is valued at

8( 1 + AT) ofefficiency (In this case theXcan be called a shadow premium on
redistribution benefits

)

With proper values these three statements will be equivalent Any
constraint can be converted into a shadow price and any shadow price, into

a constraint

The efficiency benefits and costs of this two term objective function can
be measured fairly well by the art of benefit-cost analysis in its present state

There are problems, to be sure, resulting from such factors as the collective

character of the benefits ofmany public programs, the need to measure costs

m terms of resource displacements rather than market prices where these two

measures diverge, the selection of an appropriate discount rate, various so-

called effects, but great progress has been made on these m recent years *

Thus, all that is needed to solve the maxuiuzation equation is to specify the

trade off ratio between efficiency and income redistribution If there is a way

of finding this ratio, the maximization problem can be solved in any of its

three forms, and we can design projects and programs that are responsive to a

realistic two-factor objective function

There is a way to determine the trade off—through the political process

For the federal government my studies indicate that there is a capaaty in the

legislative process to make the trade-off decisions that can then govern the

design of projects and programs The President initiates the legislative pro-

cess, the Congress examines the President’s proposals in the light of alter-

* This example a adapted from Marglm, ‘ Objective* of Water Resource Development ’

^For a discussion of these problems as of 1961, see Chaps 2 (Marglm). 3 (Dorfman)

and 4 (Marglm) m Maass Hu&chrmdt rt ol , Dtngn «/ IVetn Risource Systems, op eit and

Maynard M Hufschmidt, John KnitiUa and Juhus Margolis, with assistance of Stephen

A Marglm, ‘ Report of Panel of ConsultanU to the Bureau of the Budget on Standards

and Cntena for Formulaung and Evaluating Federal Water Resources Developments ’

(Washington June 30, 1961), mimeo For examples of more recent developments see Peter

O Steiner, “The Role of Alternative Cost in Project Design and Selecuon,’ this Jourml

LXXIX (Aug 1965), 417-30, and Kenneth J Atiow, DiscoimUng and Publw InvBt

ment Criteria, ’ paper presented at Water Resources Conference. Fort Collins, Colorado,

July 6, 1965
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natives and accepts, modifies, or rejects them. Thus, the experts in the
executive departments need to develop data that show the effects on the

design ofprograms and projects ofdifferent trade-offratios. This the executive

can do. The President needs to select one or a range of these ratios and
thereby initiate formally the legislative process. This the President can do.

And finally, the Congress, when presented with such data and such a
presidential initiative, needs to and can, as we shall see, respond in order.

Ironically but understandably, the field of public investment for which
the present benefit-cost technique is most advanced, water resources, is the

field for which the political technique for determining trade-offs among
efficiency and other objectives is most primitive. The legislative process for

water resources consists principally ofomnibus bills that authorize individual

projects, rather than of legislation that sets standards and criteria. In the

housing and urban renewal area, by contrast, standards and criteria, based

on both income redistribution and economic efficiency, are determined in the

legislative process, and benefit-cost analysis is primitive.

The problem is to combine the advanced state of the art of efficiency

benefit-cost analysis, as found in water resources planning, with an equally

sophisticated technique for relating efficiency benefits and costs to those

stemming from other objectives.

Have Benefits Been Overestimated?

In this context it is interesting to examine the arguments over so-called

secondary benefits and how they should be included, if at all, in project

analyses. There is no such thing as a secondary benefit. A secondary benefit,

as the phrase has been used in the benefit-cost literature, is in fact a benefit

in support of an objective other than efficiency.® The word benefit (and the

word cost, too) has no meaning by itself, but only in association with an

objective; there are efficiency benefits, income redistribution benefits, and

others. Thus, if the objective function for a public program involves more

than economic efficiency—and it will in most cases—there is no legitimate

reason for holding that the efficiency benefits are primary and should be

included in the benefit-cost analysis whereas benefits in support of other

objectives are secondary and should be mentioned, if at all, in separate

subsidiary paragraphs of the survey report. Using the current language and

current standards, most of the benefits to the Indians in the Indian irrigation

project are secondary benefits. How silly!

In this context it is interesting also to examine the conclusion of many

‘ The term has been used also to describe a small class of efficiency benefits that are

induced rather than produced directly, by the public investment, but this distinction is of

questionable utility.
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nongovernmental studies of government planning for water resources
projects, namely, that benefits have been overestimated Professor Hubert
Marshall recently reated the evidences ofchronic overestimation in a major
address before the Western Resources Conference at Fort Collins • The
principal cause of such benefit “overestimauon” is, I believe, the unreal
restrictions placed on the analysis of projects by the unreal but virtual stan-
dard that the relation of efficiency benefits to efficiency costs is the in-

dicator ofa project’s worth, when in fact the project is conceived and planned
for objectives m addition to efficiency In such an incongruous circumstance
one might expect project planners to use a broad definition of efficiency

benefits The critics, cither not understanding or unsympathetic to the plan-

ners’ plight, have judged them by a more rigorous definition of efficiency ’

How Did We Get to Where We Are^

Why has benefit cost analysis developed in this way^ Certainly not

because ofany myopia on the part of the Congress, though executive officers

are frequently quick to blame Congress for their ills To be sure, we do not

have adequate legislative objectives, standards, or trade off ratios for the

design and evaluation of water resources projects, but this is because the

President has failed to initiate the legislative process, not because ofa lack of

receptivity to such initiatives by Congress In fact certain committees of

Congress, impatient with the President for not proposing legislation to set

standards, have tried to initiate the legislative process themselves, but without

cooperation from the executive they have failed, understandably ® The task

of assembling and analyzing data, the necessary first step in the legislative

process, IS beyond the capacity ofthe Congress and its staffs m complex areas

like this one Insofar as there is a general standard for the design of water

projects that has been approved by Congress in legislation, it is a thirty-year-

old statement that “the benefits to whomsoever they may accrue should

exceed the costs This standard, you will note, does not specify efficiency

benefits, but “benefits to whomsoever they may accrue
’’

The executive agencm have painted themselves into the efficiency box

In 1950 the Subcommittee on Benefits and Costs ofthe Federal Inter-Agency

• Hubert Manhall, ‘ Politics and Efficiency m Water Development,” Fort Collins,

Colorado, July 7, 1965
T There are causes in addition to whal I cmwider to be the pnnapal cause for so-called

benefit overestimation, and these, but not the pnnapd cause, are given in Marshall s

Fort Collins paper, op at
, r ,

• Arthur Maass ‘ System Design and the Pohucal Process A General Statement, m
Maass et d , Design of Wattr Rtiomt ^tms f'j.P 588

^

• The origin of this provision of the Flood Centred Act of 1936 (49 Stat 1570) did not

incidentally, come from a Presidential initiative
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River Basin Committee gave overwhelming emphasis to the efficiency ranking
function in its now welhknown “Green Book” report.^® In 1952 the Bureau of
the Budget, in a Budget Circular that neither required nor invited formal
review and approval by the Congress, nailed this emphasis into national

policy, adopting it as the standard by which the Bureau would review
agency projects to determine their standing in the President’s program.^i

And soon thereafter agency planning manuals were revised, where necessary

to reflect this Budget Circular. In this way benefits to all became virtually

restricted to benefits that increase national product.

The federal bureaucrats, it should be noted, were not acting in a vacuum;
they were reflecting the doctrines of the new welfare economics which has

focused entirely on economic efficiency. Non-efficiency considerations have
been held to be outside the domain of the welfare economist. They have been

called by such loaded names as inefficient, value-laden, altruistic, merit

wants, uneconomical.^^

What Changes in Economic

Welfare Theory Are Needed?

From a practical point of view the new welfare economics has dealt

exclusively with efficiency because for it, and not for other objectives, benefit

and cost data are provided automatically by the market, though market

prices sometimes have to be doctored. Theoretically, however, the pre-

occupation of present-day welfare economics, and its branch of benefit-cost

analysis, with economic efficiency results from its very basic assumptions,

and two of these in my view can and should be abandoned.

First is indifference to the distribution of income generated by a govern-

ment program or project—the assumption that each dollar of income from

the program is of equal social value regardless ofwho receives it. In benefit-

cost analysis that maximizes efficiency, an extra dollar to a Texas oil man is

as desirable socially as one to an Arkansas tenant farmer, and an additional

dollar of benefits for Appalachia, West Virginia is no more worthwhile than

one for Crosse Pointe, Michigan.

Few welfare economists support the social implications of this basic

assumption, and they would compensate for them in one of two ways. Some

U.S. Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee, Subcommittee on Benefits and

Costs, Proposed Practicesfor Economic Analysis ofRiver Basin Projects (May 1950).

U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Circular A-47, Dec. 31, 1952.

12 See for an example Richard A. Musgrave, TTie Theory of Public Finance (New York;

McGraw-Hill, 1959). The first of these labels is perhaps correct technically, but even this

cannot be said of the others, for efficiency is not necessarily either less or more value laden,

or altruistic, or meritorious than other objectives.
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hold that the professional planners should design projects and programs for
economic efficiency, for which benefit-cost analysis can provide the necessary
ranking function, and that thereafter these project designs can be doctored
and modified by a political process to account for any “uneconomic”
objectives ** But this response is unsatislactory for reasons already given
Where government programs arc intended for complex objectives they
should be designed, where this is possible, for such objectives, not designed
for one objective, which may not be the most important, and subsequently

modified in an effort to account for others Almost inevitably economic
efficiency will be ovei^veighted in such a scheme How relevant is this type
of planning for our Indian irrigation project > Furthermore, such a planning
process calls on political instituuons to perform a task for which they are not
well equipped Where the approval and modification of individual projects,

rather than a debate on objectives and standards for designing projects m
the first place, is the pnnctpal activity of the legislative process, dccision-

mahngror the nation can disintegrate into project'trading In the legislature,

for cxmple, the voices of the whole house and ofcommittees are muted at the

expense of those of individual members, each mabng decisions for projects

m his district and accepting reciprocally the decisions of his colleagues Nor
does the executive under these circumstances play a more general or high-

minded role The public investment decision process can be organized, hope-

fully, to play CO the strengths rather than to the weaknesses of political

institutions

An alternative response of some welfare economists to the inequitable

social consequences of the basic assumption of indifference to income dis«

tnbution is as follows It is more effiaent to redistribute income directly

from one group of individuals to another, through government programs of

taxation and subsidies, than to do so indirectly through government invest-

ment programs that arc designed also to increase national product If the

government’s objectives are, for example, to increase both national food

production and income of the Indians, it should plan to accomplish these

by two programs rather than by a single one Government planners should

design the most efficient program for increasing food production, which may

mean. addiXioual irrigation facilities in the Imperial Valley of California

where there are no Indians Then, with taxes collected from the irrigators that

represent their willingness to pay Ibr their new benefits, the government

should make subsidy payments to the Indians In this way, so goes the argu-

ment, the government can achieve the best of both worlds Best in this con-

text means efficient, however, and there is no reason why a community

need prefer the most efficient method for redistributing income, especially if it

requires transferring cash from one group to another As Marghn points out

»» In essence this is what Dorfman proposes for West Pakistan Robert Dorfman, ‘An

Economic Strategy for West Pakistan, ’ Asun Sm^, HI {May 1963), 217-23
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in his treatment of this subject, the means by which a desired distribution of
income is achieved may be of great importance to the community.i^ In our
example, the community would probably be willing to give up some effi-

ciency to see the living standard of the Indians improved by their own labors

rather than by the dole. In short, the community may quite properly want to

realize multiple purposes through public investment projects and programs,
and if benefit-cost analysis is to be of great use in planning these activities,

then the basic assumption of indifference to their distributive consequences
must be abandoned.

It should be noted, however, that where, as in the case of the Indian
irrigation project, a government program produces benefits that can be sold

or otherwise charged for, a desired redistribution of income can be achieved

by both the quantity of benefits produced and the prices charged for them.

For any given quantity ofirrigation water, the smaller the repayment required

from the Indians, the greater the income they will receive. Thus, when the

agency men prepare data showing the effects on public programs of alterna-

tive trade-offs between economic efficiency and income redistribution, these

alternatives should include different repayment possibilities.

The second basic assumption of the new welfare economics and ofbenefit-

cost analysis that needs to be challenged is consumers sovereignty—reliance

solely on market-exhibited preferences of individuals. This assumption, to be

sure, provides normative significance for the familiar prescriptions of welfare

economics on which the efficiency calculus is based—for example, that price

ought to equal marginal costs. Nonetheless, it is not relevant to all public

investment decisions, for an individual’s market preference is a response in

terms of what he believes to be good for his own economic interest, not for

the community.

Each individual plays a number ofroles in his life—social science literature

is filled with studies of role differentiation—and each role can lead him to a

unique response to a g;iven choice situation. Thus an individual has the capa-

city to respond in a given case, to formulate his preferences, in several ways,

including these two: (1) what he believes to be good for himself—largely his

economic self-interest, and (2) what he believes to be good for the political

community. The difference between these two can be defined in terms of

Stephen A. Marglin, “Objectives of Water-Resource Development,” op. cit., pp. 17-

18, 62-67. Jan Tinbergen, On the Theory of Economic Poliry (Amsterdam: North Holland,

1952), observes that in the normal case n programs (or instruments) are required to

maximize a welfare function that includes n objectives (or targets). But for his normal case

Tinbergen assumes that only the results of the programs, not their qualitative characteristics,

affect welfare, and that plaimers are free to select that level of achievement of each objective

that maximizes the overall welfare function. This freedom is theirs only if n programs are

available to the planners. Our discussion, on the other hand, proceeds from the assumptions

that the qualitative characteristics of the programs affect welfare, and that the number of

acceptable programs may be fewer than the number of objectives, which necessitates the

trade-off among objectives. This would be an abnormal case in Tinbergen’s formulation.
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breadth of view To the extent that an individual’s response is community,
rather than privately, oriented, it places greater emphasis on the individual’^
estimate ofthe consequences of his choice for the larger community

Now, the response that an individual gives in any choice situation will
depend m significant part on how the question is asked of him, and this

means not simply the way a question is worded, but the total environment
in which it is put and discussed This can be illustrated with a small group
experiment Questions with relevance for the church (e g , should birth

control information be provided to married individuals who desire it^) were
asked of Catholic students randomly divided into two groups One group
met in a small room where they were made aware of their common religious

membership The other group met in a large auditorium, along with hun-
dreds of other students of many religions, where no effort was made to

establish awareness ofcommon religious behefs Although all of the students

were instructed to respond with their “own personal opinions,” there was a

significant difference between the replies ofthe group that were aware of their

common religious membership and the unaware group, the former approxi-

mating more closely the orthodox Catholic position against birth control **

An individual’s response depends, then, on the institutional environment

m which the question is asked Since the relevant reponse for public invest-

ment analysis is a community, not privately, oriented one, the great challenge

for welfare economics is to frame questions in such a way as to elicit from

individuals community oriented answers The market is an institution de-

signed to elicit privately oriented responses from individuals and to relate

these responses to each other For the federal government the electoral,

legislative, and administrative processes tc^ethcr constitute the institution

designed to elicit community oriented responses The Maass Cooper model

describes these processes within such a context '*

Although several welfare economists have recognized explicitly that

individuals play several roles and that these roles influence preferences, they

go on to say that in making decisions relating to social welfare each individual

uses a composite utility function, a total net position representing a balance

of all of his roles This last hypothesis, which is not supported by experi-

mental evidence, is unfortunate It misses the point that an individual will

” W W Charten Jr and Theodore M Nevreomb, Some Altitudinal Effects of

Experimentally Increased Salience of a Membership Group,’ in Eleanor E Maccoby,

Theodore M Newcomb, and Eugene L Hartley, Rtadingt w Social P^chohgy (New York

Henry Holt, 1958) pp 276-81

“ Arthur Maass, System Design and the Political Process A General Statement,

Anthony Downs, “The Public Interest Its Meaning m a Democracy ’ Social Research,

Vol 29 (Spring 1962), pp 18-20,27-32 Gerhard Cdm, ‘ The Public Interest Essential

Key to Public Policy,’ in C J Fnednch (ed ), The Public Interest (New York AthertM,

1962), p 121, Jerome Rothenberg, The Measurement of Soaal Welfare (Englewood Cliffs,

NJ Prentice Hall, 1961), pp 296-97
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respond differently depending on how the question is asked of him, and it

fails to give proper emphasis to the differentiation of institutions for putting
the question—e.g., the market institution to elicit private oriented responses

and political institutions for those which are community oriented.

Ideally we want the community, not market, responses of individuals

with respect to both factors in our complex objective function—economic
efficiency and income redistribution. Fortunately, however, market-deter-

mined prices are a fairly good surrogate for the economic efficiency factor,

providing adjustments are made for so-called externalities and the like.^®

This is opportune. Were it not for the propriety of using market related prices

for efficiency benefits and costs, benefit-cost analysis for public projects and
programs would be beyond the capacity of available economic techniques

and of political institutions as they operate today.

Some day, I am confident, we shall be able to use institutions that elicit

community oriented responses to measure all factors in a complex objective

function—efficiency, income redistribution, and others. The very recent

search by a few economists, inspired largely by the work of Kenneth Arrow,

for a new criterion of social welfare may contribute to this end.^® The more

modest proposal of this article is that we use political institutions to measure

the trade-off ratio between a basically market-determined efficiency and the

single most important nonefficiency objective of a government program,

which is likely to be income redistribution but may be some other.

What Is the Evidence that

Trade-offs Can Be Determined?

It remains to be demonstrated that there is a capacity in the legislative

process to select trade-off ratios in a way that will be useful for the design

ofgovernment programs and projects. As stated earlier, the legislative process

involves three steps. First, the officials in the executive departments prepare

data showing what would be the effects on programs and projects of alterna-

tive trade-offs between economic efficiency and another objective; second,

the President, with these data in hand, selects a trade-offratio and proposes it

to Congress as the legislative standard; and third. Congress examines the

President’s proposal, in the light of the alternatives developed in the de-

partments and of others that may come from outside sources, and accepts,

rejects, or modifies it.

The first step should not involve great difficulties, especially in water

resources where analysis of the efficiency factor is well advanced, although

18 Marglin’s 1962 analysis, op. cit., is one demonstration of this.

18 For an excellent summary of this research see Rothenberg, op. cit.
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there will be obvious problems in areas where economic efficiency analysis is

primitive For continuing programs, the data necessary to imtiate the legis-

lative process need not relate to projects and programs being designed or to
be designed, they can be drawn from projects already in operation and m
some cases from hypothetical or prototype projects Agency men can re-

examine completed projects and programs and estimate how differently they
would have been built and would have operated with different trade offs

among objectives At the same time they can reflect in the data that they

prepare for new investment prc^^rams information generated during previous
planning periods, thereby using a sequential planning process

It IS at the final, or Congressional, stage that doubters will raise most
questions, and it is of course, this stage that is most difficult to prove,

because in the water resources area, for which the legislative initiative

could be taken most clearly, the President has failed to act To demonstrate

Congress’ capacity we must, therefore, turn to public investment programs

for which standards have been set in legislation, and these arc ones for which

efficiency benefit cost analysis is so rudimentary that it is necessary to examine

the record very carefully for implicit evidence of a concern for trade offs

between efficiency and other objectives

Legislation authorizing the National System of Interstate Highways,

principally the Act of 1956, furnishes one example ** The legislation provides

that the system should consist of 41,000 miles of roads which are identified

generally as to location and it sets design entena for these roads The criteria

depart from those of earlier highway legislation m three important respects,

apart from the taxing methods for financing the federal government’s share

of the costs First, roads are to be designed for predicted traffic volumes of

1975, and the monetary authorizations arc calculated from this standard **

Second, the federal state matching ratio is changed from 50 50 to 90 10

Third, the formula for apportioning funds among the states is changed The

earlier formula for the primary system ofroads was one-third on the basis of

each ofthe following ratios a state’s population to the total U S population,

a state’s area to the total U S land area, a state s rural dehvery and star

routes to the total U S mileage of such roads The new formula provides

a single ratio the estimated cost of completing the Interstate System within

the borders of a state to the total estimated cost of completing the entire

system by a fixed date, 1972 ” This last criterion was agreed to after con

•» See Stephen A Marglin Publu ImestnmtCntma {lanAon Alien and Unwin 1966)

« My data arc taken from David C Major Decision Making for Public Inv«tment

in Water Resource Development in the United Sutes ’ unpublished PhD thesu Harvard

University 1965 Chap 5 SecthisthesBfonaUUonsofstatutesandrcporUreferr^tohCTe

•• This design standard was amended m 1963 to provide for predicted traffic volumes

twenty years from date of approval of ptqect plans ...
“The Act of 1956 contemplated cwnplctuHi by fiscal year 1969 but both estimated

costs and year of completion were later amended
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siderable discussion involving numerous alternatives, but principally t^vo:

the one adopted and one that would continue to give considerate tveight

to a state’s area and its population. As Major has shown, these alternatives

represent, respectively, economic efficiency, or more properly a surrogate for

efficiency, and income redistribution. Given the requirement of completing
a given mileage, by a given date, to a given capacity (1975 traffic volume),
an apportionment based on cost of completion would be efficient; and one
based on such factors as a state’s area would introduce other objectives into

the program, namely, redistribution of income (largely federal construction

funds) to rural states where traffic volumes and highway construction costs

per mile are typically lower. This is especially true because the alternative

provided that if a state received more funds than necessary to complete its

portion of the Interstate System, it could divert a percentage of the excess

for use on its other federally-aided roads.

A study of the legislative process in which these new program criteria,

especially the third one, were adopted has some useful lessons for our inquiry".

There was a vigorous and effective executive initiative of the process. The

concept ofuniform completion ofan Interstate System in all states at approxi-

mately the same time appears to have been recommended first by a non-

federal entity, the American Association of State Highway Officials. There-

after the Bureau of Public Roads made a detailed factual study of the costs

of building an Interstate System. The President, in an address before the

1954 Governors’ Conference, proposed that the nation develop a new master

plan for highways, and he appointed an Advisory Committee on a National

Highway Program, chaired by General Lucius Clay, to prepare one. The

Clay Committee used the Bureau of Public Roads report as its empirical

base. It recommended the three design standards that were finally adopted,

presenting them in the context of alternatives about which debate in the

legislative process could and did revolve.^'* Both the BPR and the Clay

reports were sent to the Congress, along with a Presidential recommendation.

The discussion in Congress, in committee and on the floor, was informed

and extensive. Information was available on the expected consequences in

terms of investment of choosing alternative standards, the participants were

aware of the nature of the choices they had to make, and their debate was

rich in relevant arguments pro and con on the alternatives, especially on

apportionment formulae.

What we have called economic efficiency in this case i.e., the most

efficient way of satisfying a fixed requirement—is of course quite different

from economic efficiency as an objective in benefit-cost analysis for water

resources, where it means to maximize the contribution of a project to

The Clay report’s proposals on tax policy and accounting procedures for financing *e

oad system, which we do not discuss here, were altered significantly in the egis a iv

irocess.
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national product The latter concept played no part m setting the standards
for the highway program The art ofelSciency benefit cost analysis is much
less well developed for public investments m highways than m water re-
sources developments, and this was even more true ten years ago than it is

today It is not unreasonable to suggest, from the record of the legislative

process for the Interstate Highway System, that had data been available on
real economic efRaency and on alternative trade-offs between it and income
redistribution, these would have been used intelligently m setting standards

Comparing the legislative processes for the Interstate Highway System
and water resources, the former is less concerned with authorizing individual

projects that have been designed and more concerned with setting standards

for project design To be sure, the highway act authorized 41,000 miles of
roads and fixed their general locations Design of the roads, including definite

locations for them, was left, however, for administrative action insofar as the

federal government was concerned

In federal programs for housing and urban renewal, standards and design

criteria have been set in the legislative process, and the recent legislative

history of the rent supplement program is an instructive example In his

Housing Message of 1965, President Johnson described a proposed program

for rent supplement payments as ‘ the most crucial new instrument in our

effort to improve the Amcncan city ” The federal government was to guaran

tee to certain private builders the payment ofa significant part of the rent for

housing units built for occupancy by moderate income families These are

families with incomes below the level necessary to obtain standard housing

at area market prices, but above the level reqiired for admission to publicly-

owned low rent housing units The rent payments were to be the difference

between 20 per cent of a family’s income (the proportion of income that a

moderate income family is expected to allocate to housing) and the fair

market rental ofthe standard housing to be built The President proposed an

authorization of$200 million over four years which was designed to encourage

the construction of 500,000 new housing units in this period The housing

supported in this way would constitute some but not all of the rental units in

new housing projects

The Housing Act of 1961 had also included a program designed speci-

fically for moderate income families, but this program had encountered

« Except where otherwise noted the fads of this case are derived from legulative docu

ments relatmg to the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1965 Presidents Message

(H Doc 89-99) Hearings before Subcommittees on Housing of the House and Senate

Committees on Banking and Currency (Mar Apr 1965), Reports of Home and Senate

Committees on Banbng and Currency (H Report 89 365 S Report 89-378) Debate m
House and Senate {Cong Rec for June 28-30 and July 14-15) ,

Conference Report (H

Report 89-679, Debate in House and Senate on adoption of Conference Report {Long

Rec for July 26-27) Dr David C Major has assisted in developing the facts and inter

pretatjon of this case
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certain problems that slowed its expected impact. Section 22 Id (3) of the
1961 Act provided for 100 per cent loans to qualified private builders at

below-market interest rates. The low interest rates were to keep rents within
the reach of moderate income families. The law provided, however, that the
interest rate was to be the average rate on all outstanding marketable federal

obligations. This was 3| per cent when the program began, but it had risen

to approximately 4i per cent by mid 1965. This meant that rents would be
significantly higher and beyond the capacity of most moderate income
families. Another problem with the 1961 program was that the low interest

mortgages constituted a heavy drain on the special assistance funds of the

Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), the federal housing credit

agency that purchased them. Because these mortgages were below market
rates, FNMA could not issue against them debentures for sale in private

capital markets, and they remained a 100 per cent charge on federal funds.

Nonetheless the Administration recommended in 1965 that the 22 Id (3)

program be continued for four years with a mortgage authorization of $1.5

billion, for about 125,000 new housing units. But this program was to be

phased out if the rent supplement proposal worked as its backers hoped that

it would.

The Administration had three principal objectives in proposing rent

supplements. The first was to increase the number of housing starts. This

derived from a desire to expand the national housing stock and a concern

about the possibly failing health of the housing industry and the industry’s

impact on the national economy. We can equate this objective roughly with

increasing national product, or economic efficiency. The government’s

housing experts found that there was a large untapped market for new hous-

ing among moderate income families, and that rent supplements for them

would stimulate the rapid construction of substantial amounts of new

housing.

The second principal objective of the Administration in recommending

a rent supplement program was to give direct assistance to a large group of

families with incomes above the public housing level but below the level

needed to obtain standard housing at market prices. This objective we can

equate with income redistribution—to moderate income families.

As for direct assistance to low income families, the Administration bill

would authorize additional public housing units. Over a four year period

140,000 new units were to be built and 100,000 units purchased or leased

from private owners and rehabilitated. Using the trickle down theory, the

Administration could claim that all other housing programs that increased

the national stock ofstandard housing would ultimately improve the housing

of the poor, but certainly the primary and direct impact of the rent supple-

ment program, insofar as its objective was income redistribution, favored

moderate income families.
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The Administration’s rent supplement program contained, then, as one
design entenon a trade off ratio relating the objectives of efficiency and
income redistribution and as a second, a specification of the group to be
favored by the redistribution The second criterion was explicit in the
Administration’s legislative iniUative, though the first was largely implicit

The Administration’s third pnncipal objective for the rent supplement
program was “economic integration ” Families being aided by the govern-
ment would live in projects with families who would pay normal market
rentals for their housing In this respect the new program differed from most
other federal housing programs for disadvantaged groups, for the latter

promoted economic segregauon Only the poor live m public housing, all

umts in 221d(3) projects are for occupancy by designated groups To en-

courage economic integration even where local authontics may oppose it,

the Administration proposed that in certain cases projects supported by rent

supplements need not conform to locally approved “workable programs”

for housing development

After hcanngs, and debates, and conferences, Congress modified dras

tically the Administration’s design criteria for a rent supplement program

Briefly, the supplements are to be given for standard housing units that are to

be occupied by low income families As a result, both the trade off ratio

between efficiency and income redistribution and the impact of the redistribu-

tion Itselfhave been changed

The relative contributions of the program to increasing national product

and to redistributing income have been altered because, with a given authon-

zation or appropriation, there will be fewer housing starts ifrents oflow, rather

than moderate, income families are supplemented The unit costs ofstandard

housing arc the same in either case, but the supplement required to tnake up

the difference between what the family can pay and what is needed to sup-

port the new housing vanes greatly The new law authorizes SI 50 million

for rent supplements (rather than the $200 million proposed by the Presi-

dent) According to current (December 1965) estimates of housing experts,

this $150 million would result m 350-375,000 housing starts over four years

if It were available for the Administration’s program of aiding moderate

income families As rent supplements for low income families, the same

money will induce only 250-300,000 starts ”

As for the entenon that governs the group to be benefited, the relative

impacts on low and moderate income families of the original and revised pro-

grams for rent supplements and closely related activities are shownm Table I

« Under the Administration bill the rent supplement would be the difference bctwwn

rent for standard housing and 20 per cent of a mod^ate income family’s income UndM

the act as approved, the rent supplement a the difference between the same rent and 25

per cent of a fow-income family s income The two changes made by Congress work m
opposite directions, but they do not offset each other
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Table !—Impact on low and moderate income families of certain provisions
of 1965 Housing Act

Program Administratior} proposal Congressional actiort

{all figures are thousands ofhousing units over four years)

Low income
Public housing

Trickle down from all

programs that increase

national stock of

standard housing

Rent supplement program

Moderate income
Rent supplements

221 d (3)

240

ok

zero

467-500

125 {but problems in

achieving this because of

high interest rate and drain

on FNMA funds)

240

ok

250-300

zero

125 (and this likely to
be achieved because interest

rate fixed at 3% and pro-

vision made for tapping
private capital)

The impact of Congress’ revisions on the Administration’s third objective

of economic integration is not so clear. Insofar as it is poor rather than

moderate income families who are enabled to live in housing developments

along with families that are able to pay normal rents, a more dramatic

integration can be achieved. On the other hand, it is clear from the legislative

history that Congress does not intend that the housing agency exempt any

rent supplement projects from the “w'orkable plan” requirement, which

means that local controls will continue.

The housing case study, like that of the highway program, shows that

there is a capacity in the legislative process to discuss and adopt standards

and criteria to control the design of public projects and programs; that the

Congress is prepared to focus its efforts on such standards and forego authori-

zation of the projects themselves—public works for housing, urban renewal,

and community facilities are not individually authorized by law; and that

the legislative process for setting standards can be used to select trade-off

ratios where a program has two objectives. On thb latter point, the rent

supplement case is a bit weak, to be sure. The Administration in its legislative

initiative did not make sufficiently explicit the trade-off between economic

efficiency and income redistribution that was involved in its proposal for

approximately 500,000 new housing starts for the benefit of moderate in-

come families. Administration witnesses failed to give a clear statement of

how the two objectives were related and how the program would differ if

alternative trade-off ratios were assumed. One reason for this failure is that

efficiency benefit-cost analysis has not been perfected for housing programs

as it has for water resources. Nonetheless, the Congress, in revewing the
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President’s program, managed to focus on the relevant design cntena and,
after extensive consideration, including some confused debate, revised them
in a way that apparently was consistent with its policy preferences Also,

the executive now has a legislated standard that it can use in redesigning

the relevant housing programs How much better the process would have

been if the initiative had been better prepared'

The Lesson

To those in the executive departments of the United States government,

the lessons of this article should be clear If the subject is water resources,

initiate a legislative proposal for setting a trade-off value between economic

efficiency and the most important non efficiency objective that is relevant

to your agency’s program Once this is approved, you can forget about

secondary benefits, probably be relieved from the repetitive and profession

wise insulting charges that you persistently overestimate benefits, and you can

design projects that are more m accord with the nation’s objectives If the

subject IS highways, or housing, or most other public investment programs,

perfect the efficiency benefit cost technique for your agency’s program

Once this is done, there should be no difficulty in deriving through the legis-

lative process a trade-off between effiaency and another objective As a

result, the design and selection of projects will be more intelligent and the

program should be more convicmg to those who judge it

After the agenaes have learned how to work with two term objectite

functions, they can try to solve for more complex ones For the time being,

however, purposes other than efficiency and the most important non-

efficiency objective will need to be treated descriptively in the familiar

“additional paragraphs” of program and project reports
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Interest Rate Policy for the

Evaluation of Federal Programs

Distinctions between the private and
social discount rate are extremely

important if public sector invest-

ment alternatives are to be evaluated

rationally. Otto Eckstein, a pioneer

in the area of public sector resource

allocation problems and Professor

of Economics of Harvard University,

discusses in this selection the issues

involved in using an “appropriate”

OTTO ECKSTEIN

discount rate. The basic recom-

mendation is that the discount rate

used in benefit-cost studies should

reflect the opportunity cost of public

capital—a concept often violated

in past public sector investment

decisions.

J- hese hearings of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government of the

Joint Economic Committee are a milestone in Federal expenditure policy.

Government investment in physical and human capital has increased

enormously in the last 30 years, and the crisis in our cities makes a dramatic

further growth of public investment very likely. If these investments are to

be productive in accomplishing our national purposes they must be well

planned, employing sensible economic principles and meaningful tests of

performance.

Although it appears to be an abstract and highly technical matter, the

choice of interest rate in planning is fundamental and important. The

history of many economies, including our own, is replete with capital

projects based on faulty interest rates, with disastrous results and enormous

Reprinted from Otto Eckstein, “Interest Rate Policy for the Evaluation of Federal Pro-

grams,” testimony before the Subcommittee on Economy in Government, Joint Economic

Committee, Hearings, 90th Congress, 2nd Session, 1968, pp. 50-57.
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waste Perhaps the most extreme example was the attempt by the Soviet
Union to plan an industrialization process without the use of any interest

absurd undertaking saved only by the ingenuity of technicians in
introducing interest-hke criteria under other names Under Joseph Stalm
the use of zero interest rates helped produce the worst of gigantism
Projects of enormous scale and capital intensity were started in the various
regions of the Soviet Union Because of their size and capital intensity, years
went by with little payoff from these slowly progressing monuments Even
after their completion their returns were often modest After Stalin’s death,
as the aspirations of the Russian people have begun to make themselves felt,

his successors have sought a higher degree of rationality in economic
calculations, and among other things have encouraged more systematic

testing of capital investments m terms of iheir rate of return Even for large

investments a rate as high as 10 percent is prescribed today, and for less

capital intensive projects the rates are higher

Another interesting example can be found in the United Kingdom
Its premature investment in atomic energy for electric power reportedly

can partly be blamed on the Government’s use of a low interest rate m
planning at a time in the early I950’s when capital was scarce

In the United States the lai^er part of physical investment has been in

private hands ^Vhile the actual capital market bears no more than a family

resemblance to the perfect allocating mcchsmsm of economic theory, it

still provides a vital discipline to investment decisions to avoid the very

grossest errors

But in the public sector, interest rate policy perhaps has been just as

remote from economic rationality as in the Soviet Union In many fields of

investment there is no use of interest rates at all In the water resource

areas the interest rates have been about 3 percent, leading to the usual

results excessive scale of development, excessive capital intensity, m other

words, waste of the Nation’s capital

So long as Federal investment was no more than a few billion dollars a

year, the waste that resulted from a 3 percent interest policy was a luxury

that we could afford But the magnitudes of the tasks before us have

inctrascd, and expect znote From economic policy rban wc used to do

As we attempt to bring economic rationality into the public sector generally,

interest rate policy must be thoroughly reexamined My testimony today

will attempt to contribute to the discussion which will lead to the foundation

of a sound and comprehensive mtercst rate policy for Federal investment

programs
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I The Role of the Interest Rate in a Market Economy

Interest rates serve four essential functions in the market economy:

1.

The price for liquidity.—^The interest rates in the short-term money
market are paid for the use of money for a brief period, usually less than a
year. The variations of short-term interest rates are mainly determined by
the interplay of swings in the financial needs of business and the Federal
Government and the policy of the Federal Reserve System. These interest

rates are not pertinent to the planning of long-lived public investments.

2.

The price and cost of long-term capital.—Long-term interest rates are the

price for borrowing long-term capital. As such, they serve to allocate that

share of the Nation’s savings which becomes available for long-term invest-

ment. They funnel savings into those uses in which they promise to yield a
return greater than the interest rate. They also serve to keep capital out of

uses which do not hold the promise of yielding the market rate of interest.

3. Interest rate as a means of valuation of income and consumption at different

points in time.—Households can choose to consume their lifetime income in

various time profiles by saving or borrowing. Typically, households borrow

in their early years while acquiring a home and raising children, pass through

a savings phase preparatory to retirement, and draw down their savings

thereafter. The prices confronting households in these choices are the

interest rate at which they can borrow, such as the interest rate on home
mortgages, on installment credit or personal loans, and the rates at which

they can lend, such as the interest rates on savings accounts. Government

bonds and the return on common stocks.

4. Interest rates as a way of compensating for the return for taking risks.

—

Interest rates differ according to the riskiness of the loan or investment. The

highly diverse structure of actual interest rates found in the economy is

partly due to differences in risk as viewed by investors.

II Imperfections in Capital Markets

In a perfectly competitive, and perfectly functioning market economy,

there would be only one interest rate for all risk-free loans of any given

maturity. This interest rate would be faced by both the borrowers and the

lenders. In this way, there would be an assurance that the return on marginal

investments of businesses exactly equals the rewards for marginal savings

made by households. The optimal total amount of saving and investment

would be determined through free choice in this process, and, leaving errors

aside, the optimal combination of investment projects in the economy would

be imdertaken.
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Economists differ in their assessment of the degree of correspondence
between this ideal picture and the actual market economy as we know it

My judgment is rather far out on the spectrum of imperfections as I have
stated earlier, I assume “The capital market to be imperfect, to be nfe with
rationing, ignorance, differential tax treatments, reluctance to finance

investment from external funds, slow adjustment processes, et cetera, which
destroy the normative significance of actual rates found in the market ”

These imperfections, once acknowledged, give rise to two further concepts

for interest rates which have received much attention m the academic
discussions of interest rates for evaluating public investments

5 The social rate oftimepreference—^With no single market rate embodying
marginal returns and marginal household preferences perfectly, and with the

total savings of the economy not necessarily optimal, a new basis must be
found for deriving a socially optimal interest rate This problem is of

particular significance in countnes where investment is heavily government-

determined, but It is ofpertinence even in the United States

Theorists have devoted considerable effort to the derivation of an
optimal rate of social time preference, some would say an excessive rate

The rates have been derived from theoretical models of economic growth

and postulated functions for the marginal utility of consumption over time

It IS usually inferred from this literature that the rate ofsocial time preference

IS low, that IS, that the planner’s interest rate should be low, giving full

weight to the welfare of future generations and overriding the myopic

desires of present individuals

6 A second concept which arises from the imperfections of the capital

market is the opportunity cost of public capital In the absence of a perfect

capital market no one single actual interest rate can be used as a test to

assure that the return of a public project will exceed the return of whatever

other investment—or consumption—is forgone in its stead It therefore

becomes necessary to identify, on the most realistic analysis possible, what

actual other investments—or consumption—are forgone, and what their

return would have been

In examining these forgone opportunities, and then identifying the

opportunity costs, one must ask these questions

(a) Where would the resources have been used in the absence of the

particular public investment—in the public sector or in the private sector^

(b) If the resources are drawn from the public sector, that is, if the

particular public investment is at the expense of other public expenditures

within a fixed budget, what return would have been earned^

(c) If the resources are drawn from the private sector, are they obtained

through taxation or through addiuonal Government borrowing^ If general

fiscal policy considerations require that the additional resources be obtained

through taxation, one must postulate a specific set of tax changes in order to
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identify what private expenditures are forgone, and one must then measure
the returns in those alternative uses. If general fiscal policy permits the
public investment to be financed by public borrowing, one must trace what
private investments are forgone because of this particular Government claim
in the capital market.

(d) Does the public investment preempt a private opportunity at the

physical site, or in the same product market, or in utilizing a scarce natural

resource? If there is preemption of private investment, an additional test

must be performed to assure that the public investment is superior to the

preempted private opportunity.

Let me add that I would not include the possibility of preemption of

private opportunities in deriving the interest rate itself. It is really a side

test that must be performed on a project-by-project basis.

Let me examine quickly what I think is a theoretically correct solution

in an imperfect economy and then evaluate if practically it is a solution.

Ill A Theoretically Correct Solution in an Imperfect

Market Economy

A theoretically correct solution to the problem of the choice of interest

rate for public investment planning in an imperfect market economy is as

follows

:

1. Identify the actual opportunities that are forgone and measure the

flow of returns that would have been earned in the alternative use;

2. Apply the social rate of time preference to derive the present value of

the returns forgone in the alternative use;

3. Undertake only those public investments which yield more present

value per dollar of expenditure than the forgone alternatives.^

This formulation, which I sketched in my book, “Water Resource

Development,” translates into U.S. Government practice as follows:

1. Apply the social time preference rate of interest in the valuation of

projects; but

2. Compute the benefit-cost ratio of the forgone opportunities in the

private or public sector. If the interest rate is very low, if we assume the

social time preference to be very low, the benefit-cost ratio of the forgone

opportunities will be very high.

3. Undertake those public projects which have a benefit-cost ratio

greater than the benefit-cost ratio of the forgone opportunities. With an

^ This formulation does not deal with the optimal time schedule of public investments,

the physical or economic interdependence of projects, adjustments for risk, or the intricate

question of the symmetrical treatment of taxation.
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interest rate of3 percent, they would nowadays come to a benefit*cost ratio
on the order of 2

While this formulation is correct within the particular theoretical model,
and I had high hopes for it 10 years ago, there are serious difficulues in
applying the method It is my present judgment that a more workable
approach must be developed The faults are these

1 There is no generally agreed upon empirical basis for deriving the
rate of social time preference One can make plausible arguments in favor of
high or low rates When individuals have a chance to express their

preferences about present versus future consumption they value the present

highly The willingness of households to borrow at interest rates in excess of

!0 percent is a strong kind of evidence I doubt that a rate of social time
preference is defensible in a democratic society which is dramatically

different from the interest rates revealed to be preferred by consumer
saving and borrowing actions

The theoretical argument has been advanced that the people may
choose to redistribute income to future ^nerations collectively—reflecting

low social time preference—^while expressing high time preference in their

private actions In other words that what they choose to do together, know-

ing that all will do it together through the tax system, they may choose to

be more farsighted than they will m their individual family planning

While not refutable by logic, it is a fragile position There is no evidence

that It IS true that people have such collective preferences, governments in

underdeveloped countries have been known to misjudge the wishes of their

people m tabng this pome of view, planning on a very capital intensive

basis with low interest and then finding great local objection to the fact that

the projects do not pay off

2 Even if one accepts (he argument of collective desire to redistribute

income to the future—that is, even if one grants the theoretical ailment

in total, It IS still very dubious that public investments are the most desirable

method of accomplishing this goal A higher rate of taxation reducing the

Government deficit, lowering interest rates and permitting a higher rate of

capital accumulation, whether private or public, is a far more direct and

efficient method of making provision For the Future than to provide a

privileged access to cheap capital (or a few kinds ofeconomic activities which

have no extraordinary growth potential

IV Some Pragmatic Considerations

Before deriving a sound entenon for Federal public investments, that is,

before we finally come to the hard issue ofwhat is the right rate, if there is such

a thing, let me set down a few postulates that will underlie my conclusions
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1 . The rate of return on capital in the United States is high. We are able to

keep the economy prosperous through fiscal and monetary management of

aggregate demand; fluctuations around our natural growth trend are be-

coming smaller. If you compare the 1950’s with the 1960’s, the variations

are smaller; if you compare prewar with postwar, the fluctuations are

smaller. The rate ofadvance of technology remains very great; the computer

—^probably the greatest innovation since the introduction of the automobile

50 years ago—assures further rapid technological progress.

The recorded rates of return on capital are high in most major sectors

of the economy. The only exception I can think of are railroads. The
market rates of interest, which reflect long run forces of supply and demand
for capital, are high and will probably remain so. As the Vietnam war

draws to a close and is, at last, financed through higher taxes, the interest

rates will diminish somewhat. But it is very unlikely that interest rates will

fall to the plateau that prevailed in the early I960’s, when unemployment

was 5J percent for 5 years and prices were stable, when the rate of invest-

ment was low and the Government deficits small.

2. That the demands on public budgets will remain great so that the competition

for budget money will remain stiff. This means that the opportunity cost in the

public sector will be high. Whatever criterion is used, it must reflect the

overall Federal budget position, including the needs for large public

investment in human resources, the considerable outlays for military

purposes, and the needs for social overhead investments in a rapidly

advancing economy.

3. Third, as a fundamental postulate, the high productivity of capital must

be reflected in the interest rate used for planning and evaluating public investments.

The two-step procedure discussed above, that of using high social time

preference rates and revaluing opportunity costs at a social time preference

rate, does not appear to be workable for our government. The logic that a

low interest rate must be coupled with cutoff benefit-cost ratios on the order

of 2 is too obscure for Government and general public discussion. The first

part of the method, that low interest rates can be justified on social groimds,

is attractive. But the pressures on agencies and their desire to promote their

programs are such that they will never accept the second part of the method,

that investment programs only be accepted if benefits exceed costs by a

factor of 2.

If the two-stage procedure is not workable, the interest rate itself must

reflect the high opportunity costs of capital in the private and in the public

sector.

The operational question then becomes : What should that interest rate

be?
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V What Interest Rate for Public Investments?

Given these postulates, the social time preference approach is ruled out
With It IS also ruled out any logic which would produce interest rates as low
as 3 percent which are still applied in some Federal programs There are no
observable interest rates anywhere in the economy as low as this Capital
yields substantially more in all sectors, and households make their saving-

borrowing choices also at much higher rates This is not to argue that the

social time preference consideration be eliminated completely in the deriva-

tion of the final rate, but the weight given to it must be very limited if

resources are not to be grossly wasted

The Govemmenl borrotttng late^ This concept has some things to recom-

mend It if it IS used properly, but it cannot survive full theoretical scrutiny

On the one hand, it is the interest rate at which the Government, as an
enterpnse, is able to obtain capital by borrowing It also is a measure of

the pure, risk free, long term interest rate in the market On the other hand,

the rate is not appropriate because, in actual practice, public investment

projects are not financed by borrowing but by taxation The opportunity

costs in the pnvate or public sectors are likely to exceed the long-term

Government borrowing rate

Nonetheless, if the Government borrowing rate were applied correctly,

U would yield a better answer than current practice The trouble has been

that the actual Federal interpretation, as spelled out for example m Senate

Document 97, has been very different from a “businesslike* enterprise

borrowing cost

Senate Document 97 bases the rate on the average rate payable on

outstanding U S securities having maturities of 15 years or more Because

of the 4i percent interest ceiling, the Treasury has been unable to issue any

securities of longer maturity since April 18, 1963, and has issued no 10 year

bonds, which is less than the 15 years postulated, since May 15, 1964 It

has issued notes ofmedium term in recent years, most recently a 7 year issue

on May 15, 1968, paying 6 percent This issue is currently yielding 5 54

percent In response to the improvernait to the bond tnarket aCvet the tait

rise, long term Treasuries are yielding 5 1 percent, a yield made possible

only by the complete lack of new issues, and the capital gains component

in their yield If the Treasury were to issue new 15 year debt today, assuming

that the interest ceiling is eliminated, it would have to pay at least 5i

percent

The Government bond rate is a measure ofpure interest, before allowance

for risk If it is to be the basis for policy, a nsk premium must be added,

either m the interest rate or elsewhere m the critenon
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VI The Opportunity Cost of Public Investment

Let me turn now to what I think is the correct method. To estimate

opportunity cost of public capital obtained by taxation is an intricate, but
feasible piece of analysis. In an earlier book, “Multiple Purpose River
Development,” with J. V. Krutilla, I presented such a study and obtained
estimates of 5^ to 5| percent under the conditions prevailing in 1955. I have
not attempted to redo that exercise. The interest rate structure has moved up

2| percent since then—that is, most long rates have moved up by that

amount, suggesting that the opportunity cost today is approximately

8 percent. I append the earlier study for the record, if the committee wishes,

to indicate the method in detail.

VII Conclusion and Recommendation

The borrowing cost for long-term capital for the Federal Government is

5| percent—^if the Government could borrow long term. The opportunity

cost for tax-raised capital is about 8 percent. What, then, should be the

interest rate for Federal investment planning?

In my judgment, both rates are of some pertinence, but the heavier

weight should be placed on the opportunity cost estimate based on tax

financing. The Government borrowing rate can be interpreted as the lower

limit of the opportunity cost of borrowed capital, which is a part—albeit a

small part—of Federal financing. Under contemporary circumstances, and

subject to more detailed reestimation of opportunity cost, under today’s

interest rate conditions, an interest rate of about 7 to 7| percent is a proper

rate for Federal planning to assure economic use of the Nation’s capital.

My testimony has not dealt with the estimation of benefits or the selection

of goals. I do not believe that all investments should pass a narrow test of

economic efficiency. Programs ofhuman investment and ofurban reconstruc-

tion have important social and redistributive goals which justify some

sacrifice of economic efficiency.

But nothing is gained by confusing sensible economic planning through an

unrealistic interest rate policy. Let us quantify our social goals and allocate

our scarce resources so they will yield a maximum social return.
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Special Problems in the

Economic Analysis of Education

Because alternative methods of
evaluating public sector investments

can produce different choices, it is

important to understand the details

of program evaluation techmques

In their recent study of investment

in vocational education completed

at Pennsylvama State University for

the United States Department of

Labor, Professors Hu, Kaufman,

Lee, and Stromsdorfer summanze,

compare, and evaluate differences

in the present value, benefit cost

TEH WEI HU
JACOB J KAUFMAN

MAW LIN LEE
ERNST W STROMSDORFER

ratio, and rate of return method of

analyzing human capital invest-

ments Selection of cne investment

criterion for all public investment

options IS not feasible for reasons

noted by the authors of this selecuon,

an extract from their larger study

The application of cost benefit and cost effecuveness analysis in the

area of education is, in general, subject to a number of broad conceptual

problems and qualifications This chapter indicates that additional issues

in the speafic application of the vanous investment entena, such as the

internal rate of return or the benefit cost ratio, must be considered before

investment techniques can be applied to the economic evaluation of

education

When costs and benefits are both directly measurable in money terms,

these techmques can be used with few reservations When either costs or

This extract is taken from A Cost £^ertnwwtr Sfmfy of Vocational Education by Teh wei

Hu, Jacob J Kaufman, Maw Lin Lee and Ernst W Stromsdorfer, The Pennsylvania

State University Institute for Research on Human Resources (1969), pp 35-66, with

permissioQ of the authon

158
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benefits are not directly or completely measurable in monetary terms these
techniques can only give limited, albeit needed and valuable, insights into
educational and other investments in man.

General Considerations

THE ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS

There are four basic elements in cost-benefit analysis: costs, benefits,

time, and the interest rate by which to discount the costs and benefits.^

Both the costs and benefits of investment in education occur through time.

Different investment alternatives are likely to have different time profiles.

The purpose of discounting is to attach relative weights to these cost and
benefit time profiles in order to account for the productivity of investment

and social or private time preference. In some cases a premium is also added

to the interest rate to account for risk. However, such a practice, while

pragmatically expedient and commonly practiced, is only theoretically

correct where risk is a geometrically compounding function of time. . .

.

Discounting is theoretically justified for a number of reasons. The first

is that the interest rate used in discounting represents the opportunity cost

of investment funds : that is, invested wealth usually earns a positive rate

of return. Thus, T dollars invested today will yield T+X dollars at some

time in the future due to the productivity of the investment. Therefore,

reversing the process, to relate this future income to its present value, one

must discount the future income stream to the present time when the

investment decision is being contemplated. Second, future income is valued

less than present income. People have a positive time preference, that is,

they dislike postponing consumption.^

^ Much of the discussion which follows is derived from the following: A. R. Prest and

Ralph Turvey, “Cost Benefit Analysis: A Survey,” The Economic Journal, December 1965;

Roland N. McKean, op. cit.; Otto Eckstein, “A Survey of the Theory of Public Expenditure

Criteria,” in National Bureau of Economic Research, Public Finances: Needs, Sources, and

Utilization, A Conference of the Universities—National Bureau of Economic Research

(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1961); Jack Hirshleifer, et al., op. cit.;

Ezra Solomon, Editor, The Management ofCorporate Capital (New York: The Free Press, 1959).

For additional bibliography, see Mark Blaug, A Selected Annotated Bibliography in the

Economics of Education, Education Libraries Bulletin, Supp. Eight, Institute of Education,

University of London, London, England, 1964; also by the same author. Economics of

Education: A Selected Annotated Bibliography (New York: Pergamon Press, 1966).

^ See William J. Baumol, Economic Theory and Operations Analysis, 2nd. ed. (Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1961), pp. 410-413 for a brief exposition of the theoretical

rationale of time preference.
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Investment Criteria

There is a variety of investment cnteria which are available to the
education decision maker At the simplest level of analysts benejit differenltals

and cost differentials can be estimated Thepay back period can also be estimated
The net expected present value, the eosUbeiuJit ratio, the ratio ofdifferences in marginal

benefits among programs to differences m marginal costs among programs, the expected

annual net benefit, and the expected miemal rate ofreturn can be calculated Under
certain conditions, these last four measures are equivalent and provide the

same guidance to investment decision making TTie conditions arc noted
later and exceptions to these comprise the bulk of this discussion

THE CORRECT CRITERION

In general, the most correct entenon for making choices among com-
peting investment alternatives is the criterion of maximizing the difference

between the present value of benefits and the present value of costs How-
ever, there are both practical and theoretical condiuons which either

commonly exist or can be devised which demonstrate that no single invest-

ment decision criterion is theoretically correct for all investment situations *

This discussion concentrates on only three of the above criteria the expected

internal rate of return, the expected net present value, and the cost benefit

ratio The other measures are dealt with m only cursory fashion

COST AflD BENEFIT DIFFERENTIALS

Cost and benefit differentials represent a necessary but incomplete stage

ofeconomic analysis These differentials are useful to show the configuration

of the data and to provide the inputs to the proper (for a given set of con-

straints) investment criterion However, alone they are not a useful guide

to decision making Yet, one commonly perceives misunderstanding of this

fact For instance, a given project A, costingX dollars more than an alterna-

tive project B, is averred (by its advocates) to be of “higher quality” or (by

its detractors) to be “too costly” But “higher quality” or “too costly” in

what sensed Both these statements, taken by themselves, are nonsense in

terms of economic efficiency Costs and benefits must always be related to

each other More specifically, marginal costs must be related to marginal

benefits If the marginal or extra costs of two alternative programs are the

same, but one has higher benefits than the other, it is possible to assert,

other things equal, that the project with the larger net benefit is, in an

* See, especially Jack HirsWcifer, ‘ On the Theory Optimal Investment D«ision

Journal 0/ Polilical Economy, August 1958, pp 329-352, and Martin J Bailey, Formal

Criteria for Investment Decisions, ’ Journal ofPdrtwal Economj/, October 1959, pp 47&-4aa
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economic efficiency sense, better than that with the smaller. But how much
better and whether only one or both programs are efficient investments
cannot be determined without further analysis. And, the confusion becomes
even greater when one must make a choice between investing in a high
cost-high benefit program and a low cost-low benefit program.

For instance, which is the greater educational investment between two
projects each having a 20 year life span: project A which has an initial cost

outlay of $200 and yields an annual benefit of $50 or project B which has

an initial cost outlay of $1200 and an average annual benefit of $200? The
first may be better than the second; the second may be better than the first.

THE PAY-BACK PERIOD

The pay-back period is a simple ratio of total costs, C, to constant mar-
ginal benefit, b, with the constant benefit measured over a given time unit

such as a month or year. Thus, Cjb equals the pay-back period.^ This

simple index relates costs and benefits to each other and different programs

can be crudely judged as to their relative effectiveness. The criterion is to

select the investment with the shortest pay-back period. For example, using

the illustrative data of project A above yields a pay-back period of four

years ($200/$50). Under the same set of assumptions, the pay-back period

for B is six years. Thus, by this criterion one should select project A over B,

other things equal.

A more general formulation for the pay-back period which accounts

for non-constant benefits or costs is as follows

:

n n

'Sbf— 2 = such that t is minimized (1)

where b and c are marginal benefits and costs and t is the number of time

periods.

The pay-back criterion, however, suffers from a variety of conceptual

flaws. First, it ignores the fact that costs and benefits of competing invest-

ment alternatives are distributed through time and have different time

profiles. Discounting is necessary to make the different cost-benefit profiles

commensurable. Second, the absolute size of net benefits between alterna-

tives may differ but the use of the ratio will obscure this. Third, as with the

expected internal rate of return, the pay-back criterion breaks down com-

pletely in those cases where investment alternatives are mutually exclusive.

In light of these criticisms, consider again projects A and B mentioned

above. The pay-back criterion directs one to invest in A and not in B.

* Under certain conditions the reciprocal of the pay-back period is equal to the expected

internal rate of return. For this to occur, all costs must occur in the initial time period, and

benefits must be constant and continue infinitely. See Myron J. Gordon, “The Payoff

Period and the Rate of Profit,” in Solomon, op. at., pp. 48-55.
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Assume the life of A and B is 20 years for each Clearly, if ^ and B are
mutually exclusive and both are discounted over 20 years at a discount rate
of 6 percent, the total net discounted benefits of B would be greater than
those o( A, S2292 — S1200 versus $573— S200 A decision to invest in ^ under
such conditions would result in a loss to total economic welfare Thus, the
pay-back period entenon has serious conceptual limitations as a decision-
making tool and is not highly recommended

A Consideration of Three Criteria

The expected net present value criterion and its variant, expected
annual net present value, the cost-benefit ratio, and the expected internal

rate of return will often provide the same results in terms of the proper
ranking of alternative investments However, the expected internal rate of

return rule is not always conceptually equivalent to the total net expected

present value and annual net present benefits rules These three rules are

conceptually equivalent only under some fairly severe assumptions

These assumptions are

if and only if (a) capital markets are perfectly competitive, (b) all available

projects are completely divisible, (c) there is no interdependency among
projects, and, (d) all net returns can be reinvested at their own internal rates of

return up to the terminal date of the longest lived project *

The appropriateness of these three entena is analyzed below in terms

of their possible deviations from these conditions

FORMAL STATEMEVT OF THE CRITERIA

The net expected present value entenon can be stated as follows •

Given the assumptions above and given the appropnate interest rate by

which to discount, one should adopt any project for which the present value

of the discounted stream of net ^nefits is greater than zero Or, if more

than one project has net discounted benefits greater than zero at the given

rate of interest, adopt that project with the highest present value of net

benefits If funds still exist to mvest, adopt the project with the next highest

present value, and so on, until funds arc exhausted or projects with positive

or zero net present values arc exhausted

Computationally, an equation for achieving this measure is as follows

* Sec Mark Blaug, “An Economic Intcfpretation of the Private Demand for Education,
*

Economica, May 1966, p 168
• Most of the following fortoulaa arc based on Hushleifer, tl al , op ol
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^0
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'

(i+0‘ (i+^y (1+0'
Where:

Fq is total net present value, i is the rate of interest used to discount; t

is the time period; j, is the sum of benefits, b„ less costs, r,.

This formula accounts for the fact that costs may occur in other than
the very beginning of the income stream. If conditions affecting the value
of the interest rate are expected to change over the time span of the income
stream, different values for the interest rate can be inserted at such points.

Using the illustrative data for project A above and given the following

assumptions: i=6 percent, t=20; b,= $50-, r, = S200; and the cost outlay

occurs at the very inception of the investment period—the present value of
benefits for project A is

:

$0-S200
^

$50-0
_

$50-0
_ _

$50-0

(l + .06)°’^(l + .06)i‘''(l + .06)2'^‘ '^(1 +.06)20

-$200
,

$50
,

$50
_ ,

$50

i
^ 1.060 '‘'l. 124

‘
3.207

(2a)

(2b)

Fo=-$200+ $47.17+ $44.48+ . .. + $15.59=S374 (2c)

And, Fq for project B is $1,092, where the assumptions are the same as

above except that 6, = $200 and c,= $1,200.

Therefore, if 6 percent is the proper social opportunity cost rate of

investment funds, then in pure economic efficiency terms, assiuning monetary

benefits are a proper index of social benefits, project B ($1,092) should be

preferred over project A ($374).

If the benefit stream is constant from its inception and continues to

infini ty, the total present value of benefits can simply be denoted as:

Fo=t (3)
i

where:

i is the chosen rate of interest used to discount and j is the level of net

annual benefit. Here, benefits must begin at time 1 and all costs, Cq, must

be incurred at time zero, the immediate inception of the project. Then,

Fq—

C

o must be zero or greater in order to invest in the given project. Thus,

the net present value of benefits for project A is $833 — $200, or $633, while

for project B it is $3,333 - $1,200, or $2,133. The use of higher interest rates

in discounting will substantially reduce the disparity between the results of

equation (2) and those of equation (3). Thus, at just a 10 percent rate of

discount Fq becomes $500 for project A and $2,000 for project B, with

Fq-Co for projects A and B being $300 and $800, respectively. Clearly,

the rate of interest by which to discount becomes crucial in cost-benefit
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analpts since the higher the rate the more severely are the more distant
benefits or costs discounted relative to more current benefits or costs

If the net benefit stream is constant but fimte, beginning at time I and
ending at time t, the discounUng formula is

(I+O'-I

•(!+•) (4)

where the symbols are interpreted the same as in equation (2) above
Thus, for project A,

06(1+06)“ (4a)

50
06(3 207)

(4b)

(4e)

and, net benefits arc S574-$200, or S374

EXPECTED ^ET PRESE/fT BENEFIT

This rule yields investment decision results identical to the expected

net present value entenon The rule is

"based upon the pnnople of lindmg the level net stream that corresponds to

the actual stream of costs and benefits associated with the project ’

The formula is as follows

where

(i+.r-i

"
«(!+*)*

(5)

and the rest of the symbols are interpreted as m equation (2) above

In terms of investment decision making this rule states that, at the

chosen rate of interest, one should

select all projects where the constant annuity with the same present value as

benefits exceeds the constant annuity (<rf the same duration) with the same

present value as costs *

’ Ibid, p 155

Prest andTurvey, oj> ot,p 705
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For both this rule and the expected net present benefits rule, costs, c, and
benefits, b, can be estimated separately, simply by substituting either of
these two values in equations (2), (4) and (5) where s occurs. Also, Vq
in equations (4) and (5) becomes Cq or Bq, respectively. Next, the dis-

counted total costs or cost annuity, Cq or c, respectively, is subtracted from
the discounted total benefits or benefit annuity, Bq or b, respectively. Then,
for an investment to occur, the difference, Bq—Cq or b—c, must be zero or

greater. One useful aspect of the expected annual net present benefit rule

is that, if only costs (or benefits) are known, annual discounted costs (or

benefits) can be estimated. A judgment can then be made as to the likeli-

hood that expected annual net present benefits (or costs) will be as great

or greater than their cost (benefit) counterparts.

Using the hypothetical data for project A one has

:

_ CoKi+iy
(5a)

(i+i)'-i

$200(.06)(1.06)^o

(1.06)^O-l
-^17.42, and. (5b)

^_Boiil+iy
(5c)

(i+i)'-i

j^»574C06)(I.06)»^
(5d)

(1.06)20-1

The respective figures for project B are c= $104.52 and ^ = $199.63. Thus,

in each case, b is greater than c at the chosen interest rate and, in pure

economic eflSciency terms, assuming monetary benefits are an appropriate

index of social benefits, it pays to invest in either project, but project B is

more desirable than project A.

THE BENEFIT-COST RATIO

The benefit-cost ratio tells the decision-maker to invest in those projects

for which the ratio of the present value of benefits to the present value of

costs is greater than unity. The equation for this rule is as follows :®

K .
^2

, _A_
(1 4-1)°'^ (1 -bty (1 (1+tT

>1
^0

:+ -t--

Cz
(6)

(l+i)0 (1+^)1 (i+i)
:+ • . •+

{i+iy

The symbols are interpreted in thesame manner as in equation ( 1 )
above.

Applying equation (6), the data for project A above give the following

results

:

» Ibid., p. 703.
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SO
,

S5Q
^
__S50

,
$50

(1+ 06)°'^(1+ 06)*‘^(1+ ’(]+ 06)^°
""$200 0 0 6

—
(I+06)“'^(l+06)' + (l+06)»'^ ^(1+06)“

*574

“S200“^°^

The ratio for project B is $2,292/SI,200 or 1 91 By this cntcnon, project A is

preferredoverproject^aslongasthettvoprojcctsarenotmutualiyexclusive.

THE RATIO OF DIFFERENCEW MARGtJ<fAL BENEFITS AMO}!G PROGRAMS
TO DIFFERERVEM MARGimL COSTS AMORG PROGRAMS

A variation on the beneht*cost ratio is the ratio of the difference in

marginal benefits to the difference m marginal costs between two alternative

projects Equation (7) expresses this ratio algebraically as follows

where, as above, 6 and c refer to marginal benefits and costs, t ts the rate of

interest used m discounting, i is the number of time periods, and the sub*

scripts X and f refer to projects A'and /*, rcspecuvc/y

Briefly stated, this rule says that as long as the ratio of net discounted

benefit differences to net discounted cost differences is greater than one,

then additional public funds should be invested in project X in preference

to project 35'®

*®To be more specific, the following cases indicate the direction in which an extra

dollar of public funds for educational expenditures should be spent Equation (7) can be

expressed as Callows

where capital B and C repiesent the suromaoon of the discounted 6’i and c s The condition

of equation (7} holds true (/"and \f

1 Bx> Rf and C,>C„ then additional dollars of public funds should be devoted to

project X, or

2 Bx<Bt and Cx<Cr, then additwnal dollars of public funds should be devoted to

project T
The more generalized vession for equation (7) «

Under this generalized venion not only case* 1 and 2 can be applied, but also the following

cases can hold , . , , , . . .

.

3 if Bx>Br and C* <Cy, then additional dollars of public funds should be devoted to

4 and C,>Cy, then additional dollars of public funds should be devoted to

project T
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An additional problem with this variation in the benefit-cost ratio

criterion should be noted. Even though it is rational to invest extra public
funds in projectX as long as the ratio expressed by equation (7) is greater

than 1, this does not necessarily imply that the marginal internal rate of

return to project X is equal to or greater than the social opportunity cost

rate of capital. Indeed, the marginal internal rate of return to project X
could be less than the social opportunity cost rate of capital. Project X may
even be suffering net losses. Even so, project T will be suffering even greater

losses, so that a shift of expenditure from project Y to project X (or, the

expenditure of an additional dollar on project X instead of project Y), will

still result in maximizing net benefits, in this case, by minimizing losses.

THE EXPECTED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

The result of calculating a rate of return is a simple percentage which

can be compared against that interest rate which represents an acceptable

rate of social or private investment return. Briefly defined, the internal rate of

return is that interest rate which makes the discounted value of costs equal to

the discounted value of benefits. One question for this measure is as follow.

E{r)=f{b,-c,){l+ry=0 (8)

1=0

where : r is the expected internal rate ofreturn ;
b is the benefit per time period

;

c is the cost per time period
;
and / is a subscript denoting the time periods.

In practice, equation (8) is relatively difficult to use and depends for

its solution on a technique of successive approximation. However, the use

of an electronic computer makes the solution ofsuch a polynomial equation

relatively straightforward at least in terms of the physical effort required.

A variant of this equation is the following

c
"I ” I

(
9)

where: r is the expected internal rate ofreturn; c is the average cost per tune

period and assumed constant for all time periods; b is the average benefit

per time period and assumed constant for all succeeding time periods, and

t denotes the number of time periods. This equation also depends for its

solution on a technique of successive approximation.

However, if costs are assumed constant during the training period and

if benefits are assumed constant and extend to infinity, equation (9)

reduces to equation (10) below and the rate ofreturn can easily be obtaine

as follows

r=(l + b/cy'‘-l (
10

)

“Jacob Mincer, “On-the-Job Training: Costs, Returns, and Implications,” Joumat of

Political Economy, Supplement, October 1962, p. 64.

“ Ibid., p. 64.
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where r is the expected internal rate of return, / is the number of time
penods of educauon m whatever units chosen, (years, months, etc

) and b
and c are the marginal benefit and marginal cost per unit of time (years,
months, etc ) and assumed constant The assumption of an infimte dis
counting stream creates an error which tends to become negligible as the
actual benefit stream becomes lon^

Using the above hypothetical data, but changing our assumptions so
that all investment outlays occur at the end of time period one, yields the
following result

For project A,

r=[l+($50/$200)]*-l (lOa)

= (1+25)-!

= 25

Multiplying 25 by 100 yields the rate of return of 25 percent For project

B the rate of return is 16 7 percent

An even simpler equation for estimating the rate of return can be used

if one assumes that both benefits and costs are constant, that costs occur

only in the mittal t time penods, and that the level benefit stream extends

to mfimty The equation,

r^blC
(
11

)

then applies, where r is the expected internal rate of return, b is the constant

benefit per unit of time accruing to the investment and C is total costs over

t time periods ** Note that this simplified formulation is the reciprocal of

the pay back period discussed previously For the hypothetical data above,

the results of equation (10) and (11) happen lo be the same This would

not be the case, though, if cost outlays occurred for more than one time

period

In terms of providing advice to the investment decision maker, if the

social opportunity cost rate ofinvestment funds were as low as 1 6 7 percent,

both programs would be worthwhile If the social opportunity cost rate of

investment funds were as high as 25 percent, only project A would pay

And, if the social opportumty cost rate of investment funds were just 6

percent, both would pay, as the examples above on total and annual net

discounted benefits show Again, this analysis assumes that monetary benefits

are a valid index of social benefits If all coste have been accounted for, but

social benefits arc higher than monetary benefits, then the monetary rates

of return would understate the soaal rates of return

Finally, for equations (6). (8), (9), (10), and (II), if either costs or

benefits are equal to zero, the entenon breaks down For zero costs, the

** See Becker, op fil
, p 107

** The qualifications for equation (7) are disoased in footnote 10
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situation is mathematically undefined. Zero costs imply an infinite benefit-
cost ratio or infinite internal rate of return. If benefits are negative (there
are losses) and costs are positive, equations (6), (8), (9), and (10), the
benefit-cost ratio and the internal rate of return, give correct advice, a
negative ratio or rate of return, as the case may be. But equation (8) and
(9) can yield imaginary numbers. Mathematical problems also exist for

equations (6), (8), (9), (10), and (11) where benefits are positive and
costs are negative, that is, where there are subsidies. But, the subsidy case

should not be considered as an investment decision-making situation; what
one is essentially dealing with is a gift. When benefits and costs are negative,

mathematical problems also exist, but one is still in a gift and not an
investment situation.

A Critique of the Three Criteria

Much controversy exists over what constitutes the proper investment

criterion. The discussion in the literature centers around a critique of the

present value and the internal rate of return criteria. The benefit-cost ratio

is not widely considered. This latter fact is especially significant in light of

federal government practice to employ the benefit-cost ratio as an invest-

ment criterion.^®

Many writers argue that the present value rule is most correct since it

automatically assures that the present value of benefits is at a maximum.

However, to repeat, both the present value and the internal rate of return

criterion will result in the proper and identical investment decision given

that: capital markets are perfectly competitive; investment alternatives are

not interdependent; all relevant investment choices are completely divisible

so that marginal adjustments can be made; and all net returns are reinvested

at the original rate of return or higher up to the end of the project with the

longest benefit stream. In this context both are correct and neither is to be

preferred over the other.^® However, it is unlikely that these conditions will

ever be met simultaneously. The real world imposes constraints such that

each of these rules can, at times, give advice which, if followed, will result

in the investor not maximizing the present value of net benefits. The

following sections consider these constraints in turn. A subsequent section

indicates the problems which exist with the benefit-cost ratio.

See, for instance, the discussions in the following: U.S. Congress, Joint Economic

Committee, Subcommittee on Economy in Government, “Interest Rate Guidelines for

Federal Decision-making,” Hearings, 90th Congress, 2nd Session, January 29, 1968

(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968).

It is important to note again that, as Bailey and Hirshleifer have demonstrated, there

are theoretical situations where both rules can give incorrect results.
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CONSTRAINTS WHICH INVAUDATE THE RATE
OF RETURN CRITERION INTERDEPENDENCY

Where two projects are mutually exclusive, the use of the rate of return
criterion breaks down It is possible under this condition ofinterdependency
to invest in an activity which has a higher internal rate of return but lower
present value than an alternative project This criticism is quite relevant
from the view of an individual contemplating an investment in himself
When an individual makes a decision which commits him to some irrevocable

course ofaction for a specified period of time, he eliminates all other actions

he may have taken at that point and for the penod which is subsequently

committed If he decides to take training as a carpenter, he usually cannot
simultaneously decide to take traimng as a psychiatrist In short, one can
think of the human as a site or locus upon which, in general, only one type

of traimng can occur at a given point in time Thus, educational or occupa*

tional investments in human beings have the general characteristic of being

mutually exclusive

This criticism of the internal rate of return » just as binding from the

social standpoint but the relative magnitude of the consequences stemming

from It are probably not as scnous For example, if the construction of a

comprehensive high school on one end of town proves to be an economic

mistake, one can always construct an area vocational techmcal school on a

different site in another part of town Or, an incorrect investment in an

individual A does not preclude a correct investment decision to be made
with respect to an individual B, since, while one individual is not divisible,

a group of individuals is

SUCCESSIVE COST OUTLAYS

More than one cost outlay occumng over time will result m more than

one rate of return being esUmatcd for the same benefit cost stream The

same number of rates can exist as there are inflection points where the cost

stream switches to a benefit stream and vice versa No one of these rates is

conceptually correct

From the private standpoint the occurrence of multiple cost outlays is a

theoretical possibility due to the nsk of unemployment The individual can

perceive at least part of the expenditure necessary to maintain him during

periods of long term cyclical unemployment as costs incurred to maintain

his productive capacity in a given skill

Finally, from both soaety’s and the private viewpoint, if the person had

to ranvest m himself due to the fact that technological change had destroyed

the economic relevance of his previoils skiU. this new investment cost and the

benefits flowing from it should be treated as an entirely new cost benefit

sequence
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CHANGING RATE OF INTEREST

171

Investment in vocational education over time will likely change the

distribution of income and hence, other things equal, will also change the

social opportunity cost of investment funds which depends, in part, on the

distribution of income. In this case, a uniquely calculated rate of return

becomes conceptually irrelevant since it does not reflect the changing social

opportunity cost rate of investment funds.

Constraints that Invalidate the Present Value Criterion

MULTIPLE INTEREST RATES

An individual may invest in himself by using personal savings, borrowed
funds, or by reducing current consumption. A different private interest rate

may be relevant to each of these sources of funds. Assuming the individual

did not use some weighted rate of interest to represent these two interest

rates and the rate of time preference he attaches to foregone consumption,

but instead chose to discount the costs and benefits of different alternatives

by each rate, the ranking of alternatives at one rate may differ from the

ranking of alternatives at the others. It is then unclear as to which relative

ranking is the correct one.

In addition, in many practical situations when a single unambiguous

rate cannot be chosen, advice is often given that more than one rate of

interest should be used in order to provide a range of estimates of discounted

costs and benefits. This again may result in a switch in the differential rank-

ings of alternatives vis-^-vis the different rates. The result will be that choice

between investment alternatives will become indeterminate if one attempts

to employ both rankings.

A suggested solution to this switching problem involves the selection of

that interest rate which makes the net present values of the set of alternatives

all equal.^^ This rate then serves as the cut-off point in selecting the appro-

priate ranking, and hence, the appropriate investment. . .

.

BUDGET constraint

The present value rule will sometimes prove to be invalid when a

budget constraint or investment discontinuities face the decision-maker. If

one follows the advice to invest first in that activity which has the highest

present value, it may well be that some alternative combination of invest-

ments will prove possible, each ofwhich requires a smaller investment outlay

but which, when taken together, yield a summed present value greater than

the single larger investment. For example, given a constraint of $1000 on

This rate is known as Fisher’s rate of return.
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the amount that can be invested, project C, requiring a $900 outlay, may
yield a present value of $1100 while the set of projects D and E requiring
outlays of $400 and $600, respecuvdy, yield present values of $600 and
$800, respectively Present value for a single project is highest for C and it

would be chosen over either Z) or £ if one were to follow the rule stated
above But due to the budget constraint and project discontinuity, choosing
C precludes additional investment in Z) or £, each of which have higher
internal rates of return than C Thus, the proper strategy when budget
constraints or discontinuities occur, then, as long as the alternatives are not
mutually exclusive, is to exhaust the budget by choosing the set of ahema
tives with the highest internal rates of return This will actually maximize
present value for the set of investments In this case, one should invest m D
and E, to gam a total present value of $1400 as contrasted with only $1 100

for C
Such a constraint is a major problem from the standpoint ofthe individual

seeking to invest in himself As investors, students have limited access to

investment sources Also, students are relatively unproven m the labor

market so that there is a great deal of nsk and uncertainty concerning the

benefit stream of an investment m them Capital markets are relatively

imperfect m the area of human resource investment due, m part, to the

unwillingness of creditors to accept a person’s own self as loan collateral as

well as the quasi illegality of indentunng oneself The capital created by

the investment m education is real but it is embodied in and cannot be

separated from the human agent It cannot be used as collateral in the

same way that physical capital can High risk and liquidity premiums would

have to be charged in addition to the opportunity cost rate of capital if

the capital market were to make funds generally available to investors in

this area

Institutional constraints are such that these very high interest rates are

not charged Instead, lower rates are set and the pool of investment funds

is rationed among those projects which qualify at the lower interest rates

As a result, investment funds are not generally available to finance one’s

self investment at the secondary education level

Personal loans are made stnctly on a penon’s representation that his

actual or expected income stream and, hence, his expected capital value, is

of sufficient size and certainty of being realized that he can pay back the

loan Thus, in such cases the loan is made on the basis of accepting the

person’s expected capital value as collateral, but this practice occurs

normally after and not before the person seeking the loan has created the

capital value which is embodied in him In line with this, most student

loans made by banks are offered mainly as a public service and are made

See Becker, op oil ,p 55
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on the basis of the parents’ expected income stream and not on the basis of
the great expectations of the student seeking the loan.

Hence, the individual is generally faced with investment budget con-
straints which do not allow him perfect choice among all possible invest-

ment alternatives. He may have access to sufficient funds to contemplate
training as a carpenter but not as an electronics technician.

Investment budgets are also constrained from a governmental stand-
point, though disagreement exists as to the exact nature and seriousness of
this constraint. Legislative limits are set upon amounts to be spent by school

districts and other governmental units, for limited and specified periods.

Even though new funds are voted for new budget periods and the budget
periods continue through time, a short-run constraint exists which can be
repeated indefinitely.

Only in the broadest sense does a constraint exist for the economy as a
whole for it is difficult to conceive of a given investment in this area of

education which would be so large as to absorb a significant proportion of

the gross national product.

Constraints that Invalidate the Benefit-Cost Ratio

Criterion

The benefit-cost ratio has some of the operational shortcomings of both

the expected net present value rule and the expected internal rate of return.

Like the expected net present value rule, its use will cause problems ifmore

than one interest rate is used to discount. That is, the choice of the most

efficient investment alternative may switch. However, if budget constraints

or discontinuities, or both, occur, then the benefit-cost ratio like the internal

rate of return is preferred over the present value criterion. Given the interest

rate used to discount, choice of those investments with the highest ratios will

maximize net present benefits. But, if investments are mutually exclusive,

the use of the benefit-cost ratio, as with the expected internal rate of return,

may give an incorrect result unless the returns from the investment are

reinvested at an interest rate at least as high as that yielded by the next

best alternative and at least through that time period represented by the

investment alternative having the longest time profile of costs and benefits.

The numerical examples in Table 1 display the difficulty involved in

relying on the benefit-cost ratio as the “correct” criterion. The interest rate

used to discount controls the ranking of alternatives. Neither the internal

rate of return nor the benefit-cost ratio alone gives the explicit clue as to

the correct answer. T has a higher internal rate of return than X. X has a

higher benefit-cost ratio than T, given a 4 percent interest rate, but the

BjC ratio is reversed for X and T given the 6 percent interest rate. To
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resolve the conflict an inspection of the net present value is needed' If the
market rate of interest is 6 percent, then Z « preferred since investment in
four Z projects gives a present value of S7 84 compared to S2 89 for X and
$2 88 for two r projects The ranking remains the same at 8 percent as at
6 percent, hut the present values ofX and T are negative while Z is just
at the decision margin

Tsb/e 1—Comparison of three investment criteria Internal rate ofreturn
present value ofnet benefits end benefit cost ratio

COST BENEFIT Mama!
Invest rtta ol
mani T/meO Tmat Time 2 rattan

X $100 $53 00 $5618 6%
Y $ 50 $53 50 $00 00 7%
Z $ 25 $0000 $2916 8%

INTEflEST BATE FOR DISCOUNTING

6% e%

BC BfC B C B/C B C B/C

$2 89 1 058 $0 00 1 000 -$2 67 0 972
$144 1029 $047 1009 -$046 0991
$1 96 1 078 $0 95 1 03S $0 00 1 000

Assumpt ons The investment budget Is constre ned si $100 Investments 8 and C een be duel csted In

order to exheustthe budget
Sou ee Hypothet eel data

The resolution to this switching problem under conditions of budget

constraint is to discount at only one interest rate Note that this single rate

IS not necessarily the social or pnvate interest rate representing the oppor

tunity cost of capital The proper rate is the highest marginal rate of return

on that set of investment projects which just exhausts the investment budget

Then, those projects in the chesen set which are discounted at this rate

must have a present value of zero or greater Any project with a present

value of less than 2ero when discounted at this marginal rate should be

excluded In addition the benefits from this investment set should be

reinvested at that marginal rate of return, or a higher one The method for

finding the investment set with the highest marginal rate of return is to

discount the array of investment alternatives at different interest rates

until that set of investment alternatives is found which just exhausts the

investment budget One then chooses the set with the highest rate How

ever, this technique can be cumbersome and impractical if there are a

large number of alternatives and interdependency exists among them With

interdependency, an extremely large number of possible combinations of

these alternatives can exist, all of which must be tested

It is important to note that the budget could conceivably be so con

strained that the number of investment projects would be insufficient to

include those which would lower the marginal rate of return down to the

” Other numerical examples where the benefit-cost ratio is shown to be misleading are

in McKean cb cit pp 107 113 e j n
These arguments are substanUally drawn from McKean ep at Chapters 5 and /,

and Hirehleifer, et at ,op nt

,

Appendtx to Chapter VII
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social or private opportunity cost rate of capital. If the social rate is used
in a situation where it is less than the marginal internal rate, then projects

will likely be adopted which will not result in maximizing net present value.

However, Hirshleifer points out that even this rule, while a useful and
plausible one under conditions of capital rationing or budget constraint, is

not strictly correct. First of all, the marginal project may not have an
unambiguous rate ofreturn. Second, even if there is an unambiguous internal

rate of return, one may choose the wrong course of action, unless considera-

tion is made of the earning value of resources yielded by each project as

well as the market rate of interest by which intertemporal shift of benefits

of a given benefit stream can be undertaken.^^

In summary, given the qualifications above, when there is capital

rationing (and this is probably a common situation for an individual con-

templating investment in himself), the benefit-cost ratio is the proper

criterion for investment decision-making, since by choosing the set of

investments with the highest ratios he will thereby maximize net present

value. When there is no budget constraint, and for society (not a govern-

mental unit) this is usually the case, adopting those projects with the maxi-

mum net present value is the proper course of action. The choice of rules

for a community or governmental unit should depend on whether or not

there is a budget constraint. . . .

Summary

In appraising the operational effectiveness of cost-benefit analysis, the

following list of factors should be kept in mind.

1. Discounting the stream of benefits and costs must be performed.

2. The relevant value for the social opportunity cost rate of investment funds

probably lies in a range of from 6 to 10 percent.

3. The use of an artificially low rate of interest when discounting may not increase

the total amount of investment. It may just result in the displacement of some

high return investments by low return investments, with a resulting loss in

present and future economic welfare.

4. Although the fundamental goal is always to maximize the net present value of

benefits, there is no one correct investment criterion for all investment situations.

This is true both in a theoretical and an operational sense. The constraints

involving a given investment situation should be examined and the rule most

relevant to that situation applied.

Hirshleifer, et al., op. cit., p. 171. The numerical example given clarifies these two

points. Actually, the examples given by McKean take account of these two factors also,

but he does not stress them to the degree they are stressed in Hirshleifer. See McKean,

op. cit., pp. 82-83.
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Part

Three
CONTINUED

Analytical problems

and Dissenting Views

The benefit cost articles presented through the first half of Part Three
reveal that the task of measurement is not easy For example, benefits from
additional investment in education may accrue directly to the individual in

the form of higher earnings and mdirectlv to his children who have a higher

probability of obtaining additional education Furthermore, some benefits

are external, or “spillover” to other individuals in society The prevention of

enme or eradication of disease may possess significant spillover content

(external benefits) for society just as docs the collection ofgarbage Benefit

cost vanables also may be noneconomic in character and approximated in

money terms with grave difficulty, if at all Difficulties arc also encountered

in determining the extent to which natural ability, motivation and socio*

economic status arc intcrcorrclatcd with higher levels of education Still

another problem derives from the fact that investment in health and educa-

tion has a consumption component of unknown magmtude

The noneconomic, indirect, and soaal effects of both costs and returns to

investments in human capital are discussed by the authors of the following

selections who present an impressive cntiquc of the human capital concept

Tch-wei Hu, JacobJ Kaufman, Maw Lin I-cc, and Ernst W Stromsdorfer

13 explain the methodological problems empirical studies encounter The

selections written by Jack Wiseman 14 and Thomas Balogh and Paul P

Strecten 15 question the desirability of measuring investment returns to

human capital investment, and W Chamberlain 16 questions the

validity of the human capital concept



Cost-Benefit Analysis in

Education

Cost-benefit analysis is no panacea
to those concerned with the eco-

nomics of manpower and education.

Indeed, some authorities, including

the author of this selection, are un-

certain as to the usefulness of this

technique for decision making in

the public sector. The “extra-

economic” characteristics of human
capital formation typically are ig-

nored in the evaluation of human
capital investments. This constitutes

a serious weakness according to

JACK WISEMAN

Professor Jack Wiseman, currently

Director of Social and Economic

Research at the University of York

(England). In addition to consider-

ing problems related to assessing

individual returns to education and

social benefits and costs, Wiseman
suggests that market oriented studies

of human investment may be of real

value to students of the economics

of education.

A conference of this kind is properly concerned with the improvement of

decisions about public policy. I have consequently taken as my problem the

relation between studies of “investment” in education and the rationale of

policy decisions. This is not to suggest that I would wish such studies to be

judged, or to bejudged solely, by their ability to illuminate policy questions:

I agree with Professor Schultz’^ that research cannot expect to begin by

“asking the right questions,” since the discovery of those questions may itself

be an end-consequence of the research. At the same time, many of those

Reprinted from Jack Wiseman, “Cost-Benefit Analysis in Education,” Southern Economic

Journal 32 (July 1965), pp. 1-14, with the permission of the author and publisher.

^Theodore W. Schultz, The Economic Value of an Education (New York: Colombia

University Press, 1963).
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concerned with “human resource” studies do believe iheir work to be
relevant to public policy Professor Schultz says also that such studies are

laying the foundations for an economic growth policy which assigns a
major role to schooling ”

In these circumstances, it might be thought not unreasonable to expect
that “human investment” studies would reduce the importance of policy
disagreements about education, or at the least permit the more precise
specification of the nature of such disagreements and hence facilitate their

resolution But superficial observation suggests that the growth of analytical
understanding and empirical infonnation has been accompanied by con
tmuing (increasing^) disagreement among economists, and between
economists and others, about such fundamental matters of education pohey
as the “right” size and character of public finance ofeducation provision

In asking why this should be so, and suggesting how the areas of dis

agreement might be reduced, I shall try from time to tune to suggest how
my argument relates to the special problems of the South But I pretend to

no expertise in this domestic problem, and in any case, my concern is rather

with the identification of some of the questions to which we need answers

than with the provision ofanswers {policy prescriptions) that I could believe

to be universally and unambiguously acceptable At least some of the issues

to be considered incorporate choices between, and/or the weighting of,

policy ends and I do not pretend that I know how to provide technical

solutions to problems of this kind

It IS also not my intention simply to be critical of existing ‘ human
resource” studies In my view, recent developments and interest in the study

of human resources, associated particularly with the pionccnng studies of

Professor Schultz and now the concern ofan increasing number of specialists,

have already resulted in tremendous analytical illumination and in much

ingenious and fruitful empirical research Indeed, I would regard the evolv*

ing integration of “human resource” studies with the existing corpus of

economic analysis as one of the major breakthroughs of the last few decades

Further, few of the individual problems to which I shall draw attention are

unfamiliar But they are not commonly brought together m a policy context,

and I believe that the attempt to do so may be illuminaUng both about the

nature and interpretation of cost benefit studies themselves and about the

general difficulties of policy decisions concerned with the use and develop-

ment ofhuman resources

Some Problems of Benefit-Cost Studies

This section is not concerned with any particular study, but assumes a

general acquaintance with the relevant literature and a general under

standing of the procedures used in benefit cost studies of human resource
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problems. Nor is it intended as an exhaustive critique: the sole purpose is to

direct attention to some ofmy own problems and confusions concerning the
use of benefit-cost studies to guide public policy.^

ECONOMIC AND OTHER "VALUES”

It is widely recognized that education serves ends (variously designated as

“cultural,” “spiritual,” etc.) not normally thought of as economic. This is

not generally regarded as destructive of the utility of economic studies (and,

presumably, their policy relevance) : it is in the nature of theory to abstract

from some attributes of a problem, and to do so is not inconsistent with these

attributes being thought important. Equally, the fact that these attributes

exist does not in a logical sense destroy the relevance of studies of the chosen

problem. Thus, Balogh and Streeten, e.g., in a paper generally critical of

“human investment” studies, argue that it is mistaken to object to the

economist’s “sordidly mercenary” approach because it involves a “perversion

of values” : at the least, we might learn something about what the pursuit of

these “other values” is costing us.^

However, while I would agree that there is no necessary conflict between

the study of the economic implications of education provision and any

particular view of its other attributes, I would argue that the way we infact

study education as an investment perforce involves us in confusions between

the two. Further, these confusions are of particular importance in a policy

context. The point is of sufficient importance to merit elucidation in another

form. Essentially the (implicit or explicit) justification for distinguishing the

economic implications of education from its other attributes is on grounds of

division of labor; we can leave the consideration of other aspects to those

qualified to deal with them, and these independent functions can then be

“integrated” or “co-ordinated” at the policy level into a common

“education policy” framework. After all, this is the rationale of division of

labor elsewhere: the efficiency of the specialization of functions depends

upon the possibility of co-ordinating the results. But while this may be what

economists like to think they are doing, it is questionable whether it is what

they are in fact doing. Rather, we study one aspect of a common process,

admit the “indivisibility” of that process (i.e., that economics is not distinct

from culture but an aspect of it), but shift on to others the responsibility of

discovering how the piece that we have elected to study and quantify fits

into the organic whole. Lee R. Martin provides us with a useful illustration

(though there are numerous others) : “The writer pleads guilty,” he says.

^ An exhaustive list of relevant studies, as well as a very valuable survey of the literature,

is provided by T. W. Schultz (see note 2). I have also been fortunate enough to be able to

read Gary S. Becker’s study Investment in Education, now awaiting publication by N.B.E.R.

’ T. Balogh and P. P. Streeten, “The Coefficient of Ignorance,’’ Bulletin of the Oxford

University Institute of Economics and Statistics, May 1963, p. 104.
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"to having—however unintentionally—implied a technological elite and
the superior utility of technical knowledge, but it is difficult to over estimate
the importance of humanistic or social values in an advanced civilization

Although the writer senses intuitively [ne] the overwhelming importance of
these factors, he leaves their discussion to better qualified scholars ’ * These
same superior creatures would presumably also be left to spell out the

(logical and empirical) relationships between these “overwhelmingly
important" factors and the economic magnitudes that the author believes

economists should study This attitude is not only too modest it is also

unreasonable, and in the event impossible of fulfillment

Of course, the reason for the difficulty has not gone unrecognized the

same education which changes the economic attributes of an individual

simultaneously changes his “extra economic" characteristics Also, that

change is inseparable from the person underpjing it A person who makes an

“educational investment” in hiimclf can sell the fruits of that investment,

but cannot market the asset itself in Mrs Robinson’s phrase, the present

capital value of future personal earnings has a metaphysical but not an

actual financial meaning* Similarly, the “non economic" consequences of

education are in effect changes in the human personality These also clearly

inhere m the person educated, though ofcourse they may affleet othen

In fact, as the following sections argue, the consequence of these diffi*

culties has been chat studies ofhuman investment have not been (and perhaps

cannot be) free of implicit or explicit propositions about other values it is

for this reason that they have produced less policy accord than might have

been expected

We shall consider first the problems of assessing the returns from

education to individuals, then turn to social benefits and costs both throw

up questions ofthe kind described

THE RETURNS TO HiDIVJDVALS FROM EDVCATIOH

Benefits It is conceptually possible to discover the “gam" that an

individual obtains from some specified type of education by comparing the

changes in his income stream that result from the education with the costs

that he must incur m order to obtain it Ideally, the economist’s interest is in

measuring “real" rather than monetary returns On the benefit side, this

means that “psychic" returns as well as monetary ones must be considered,

or, to use an alternative terminology, that we treat education as a form of

consumption as well as a form ofinvestment for the individual

•LeeR Martin ‘ Research Needed on the ContnbutKin of Human Social and Com

mun.ty Capital to Economic Growth Jmmd of Farm Economics, February 1963 p 8^

"
‘Joan Robinson, (London Macmillan 1965) pp 11 12
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No one has suggested any direct method of evaluating “psychic” returns
(which accrue to other kinds of resource-use as well as “human investment”
uses)

,
and the indirect methods are not very satisfactory. A possible procedure

is to use the relative growth of human and physical capital to make
inferences about the “real returns” to education, and then to use the differ-

ence between this and the money returns to assess the relative “psychic
returns to education and to physical capital. But even long-run information
about growth of capital of various types is capable of a wide variety of
possible explanations (changes in risk attitudes, in actual rates of return to

different kinds of capital, and so on) about which we have very little

information as yet. Further, the results so far would seem in any case to be
statistically inconclusive, in that the evidence could be compatible with

either lower or higher psychic returns to education than to physical

capital. Finally, the evidence throws no light on the “spread” of psycliic

returns between individuals: and it will shortly be appreciated that for

our present purposes this is not a trivial omission.

While “psychic returns” associated with any kind of resource-use are

difficult to evaluate, there are special problems in the case of education

(and other “human investments”) that complicate the question further. In

the first place, there is a fundamental fashion in which the two types of

psychic return differ in character. A man may obtain a “psychic” (con-

sumption) return from “running his own business,” or from owning land.

In such cases, we can distinguish the source of the return, and identify the

time-period over which it accrues (the period of control of the business or

ownership of the land). In the case of education, it has already been pointed

out that the education process is indivisible and also that the “asset” cannot

be separated from the consumer of its services.

In the second place, “consumption” of education has at least two forms.

It may consist in the enjoyment obtained from the “education process”

during that period of becoming educated (i.e., using the facilities of an

educational institution) which simultaneously improves the individual’s

expectations of future earnings, and it may consist in the “psychic returns,”

obtained from having been educated, but enjoyed during the rest of the

individual’s life. Most writers believe both types of return to be relevant,

and it is frequently suggested that they can be distinguished by considering

the first as a form of current consumption and the second as consumption of

the services ofa durable consumption good (the earlier education). However,

the analogy is a dubious one: apart from the difficulty of distinguishing the

capital from the return to it, the character and “value” of the long-run

“psychic returns” to individuals from education are unusual, to say the least.

It is the essence of the education process that it changes attitudes,

expectations and preference patterns: it takes Beatlemaniacs and turns them

into Bach lovers. In the nature of things, the ex ante process of valuation of
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the comumpuon” return to education by individuals is usually going to be
different from the valuation that these individuals would make ex poii there
arc indeed arguments that it is a central purpose of the educational process
to produce such a change Be that as it may, there is clearly an awkward
question to be answered For our graduated student now gets psychic
returns from having been educated to appreciate Bach But be can no
longer tolerate the Beatles Should wc not deduct the (notional) ‘ loss” of
consumption that this latter change implies? Or should wc abandon the
attempt to measure psychic returns as fruitless'? Or should we treat only
the ex post valuation (at what point?) as relevant, despite the fact that it has
been created by the educauon itself?

It might appear that the position could be recovered by recourse to the

old philosophical conundrum How does a pig know whether it is better to

be a pig than a philosopher? And how docs a philosopher know? J S
Mill would have answered this by arguing, essentially, that the philosopher

was in a better position to choose than the pig, because he better undentood
the alternatives placed before him Essentially similar ‘choice widemng *

propositions have begun to appear m the literature of the new welfare

economics However, in my view they fit the character of education but

poorly the process is one of changing tastes rather than (or as well as) of

widening the range of choices An education cannot be kept like a row of

(subjective) suits m a closet, so that a man can retain the (Beatle) suit he

began with, add others to it in the process of education, but remain free to

return to the original clothing whenever he so chooses

One popular way to deal with the intractability to measurement of

education “consumption" is to assert that the education of a person’s tastes

must have an unambiguously positive continuing value to him • (The

illiterate native is always “happier” for being introduced to the educaUon

system of an industrial society
) If wc assign some positive value to con

sumption, then wc can treat the other returns to education as ‘ investment”

returns Apart from its arbitrariness, such a procedure leaves some important

questions unanswered Is the assertion that “consumption” returns are

positive a logical proposition, or a personal value judgement? Is there no

relation between the precise form of education, the methods by which it is

provided and the “psychic” returns to it?^

• See e g Schult2 nt p 51 n
* "nic reader will perhaps recognue the dose resemblance between the spraal case here

being argued and the general approach to the relation between economic and othCT val^

that permeates the work of Frank H Knight I believe the work of Professor Kmght to be

sufficiently germane to merit quotation at length
. u l

To state the fundamental issue briefly at the outset are the mouvM with which

economics has to do—which is to say human nrotives m general— wants a« res ot a

character which can adequately be treated aspectsm the scientific sense or arc they va ue

or oughts ’ of an essentully different character not amenable to scientific desenp ion or

logical manipulauon ? For if it is the intnnsic nature ofa thing to grow and change it cannot
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A similar point has been made by Shaffer, who draws attention to the
fact that some school attendance in the U.S.A. is compulsory, and hence
outside the area of private decision-making.® Schultz dismissed this as
irrelevant to problems of measurement: the “investment” rate of return to

those educated, he says, is unaffected by the way they obtained access to

(educational) resources, in the same way that the value of a physical

investment is unaffected by its being publicly or privately financed.® But
while this rejoinder is not without any substance, it is nevertheless seriously

misleading. The problem of assessing the “consumption” value of publicly-

provided goods not rationed by prices is a central one in public finance, and
the present problem is in part an extension of this one. Further, whatever
may be the position concerning “investment” return, it is clear that the

“consumption” value of education must be related to the opportunity-cost

serve as a scientific datum. A science must have a ‘static’ subject-matter; it must talk about
things which will ‘stay put’; otherwise its statements will not remain true after they are

made and there will be no point to making them. Economics has always treated desires or

motives as facts, of a character susceptible to statement in propositions, and sufficiently

stable during the period of the activity which they prompt to be treated as causes of that

activity in a scientific sense. It has thus viewed life as a process of satisfying desires. If this

is true then life is a matter of economics; only if it is untrue, or a very inadequate view of

the truth, only if the ‘creation of value’ is distinctly more than the satisfaction of desire, is

there room for ethics in a sense logically separable from economics.” Ths Ethics of Com-

petition (New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1935), p. 21.

‘‘The facts, as emphasized, are altogether against accepting any balance-sheet view of

life; they point rather toward an evaluation of a far subtler sort than the addition and

subtraction of homogeneous items, toward an ethics along the line of aesthetic criticism,

whose canons are of another sort than scientific laws and are not quite intellectually satis-

fying. We cannot accept want-satisfaction as a final criterion of value because we do not

in fact regard our wants as final; instead of resting in the view that there is no disputing

about tastes, we dispute about them more than anything else; our most difficult problem

in valuation is the evaluation of our wants themselves and our most troublesome want is

the desire for wants of the ‘right’ kind.” Ibid., pp. 41-2.

‘‘But man is also a problem-solving entity at the higher level of critical deliberation

about ends, or free choice of ends on the basis of thinking, illustrated by the pursuit of

truth. That is, he is a being who seeks, and in a real sense creates, values. The essential

significance of this is the fact that man is interested in changing himself, even to changing

the ultimate core of his being. This is the meaning of being active. It makes a categorical

distinction between men and all other objects of knowledge. We cannot be sure that other

objects are not conscious, or even that they are devoid of will; but if they have any con-

scious, will-attitude toward themselves it is limited, as far as we can tell, to the perserverare

in esse suo. They do not strive to change their own nature or character—or, indeed to

‘convert’ feUow-members of their species; and in so far, as scientific categories apply, they

do not undergo change at all, in their ultimate nature. In contrast with natural objects

—

even with the higher animals—man is unique in that he is dissatisfied with himself; he is

the discontented animal, the romantic, argumentative, aspiring animal. Consequently, his

behaviour can only in part be described by scientific principles or laws.” Freedom and Reform

(New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 1947), pp. 236-7.

“Harry G. Shaffer, “Investment in Human Capital: Comment,” American Economic

Review, December 1961.

“ Theodore W. Schultz, “Investment in Human Capital: Reply,” American Economic

Review, December 1961.
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situation of the individuals being educated That situation is determined by
the available alternatives, and compulsory schooling clearly affects these,
e g , by ruling out (or increasing the costs of) such alternatives to school
as going fishing This argument m turn leads naturally to one that «
perhaps more fundamental for present purposes whose valuations are or
should we be measuring’ If there is compulsion to attend school, this would
suggest that the community does not accept the valuations placed upon
education by children and/or parents It is clear that the valuation of their

education by children will be different from its valuation by others and may
well be negative for many of them at some ages If they were free to choose,

they would "consume” different amounts and types of education from
those that their parents would choose, and these latter in turn would differ

from the "valuations” of society as decided by the government ** Whose
valuations arc wc to count’

There is a clear sense in which a decision whether and how to make
education compulsory is a decision about whose valuations arc relevant to

policy When we measure the "returns” to education, that is, we measure the

results ofa given method or provision Thus to assert that the method chosen

(incorporating c g some type of compulsion) is irrelevant to the measured

magnitudes is not only to assert that the same situation could have been

produced by other means (eg, without compulsion), but also that the

"consumption” value of the education itself is unaffected by the division of

rights and obligations for education between children, parents, and govern-

ments Insofar as this assertion is unacceptable, it follows that the difficulties

of distinguishing “consumption” and "investment” returns to education are

not simply technical, but arc related also to existing policies and to some

system of "social ’ values

It should now be apparent that we are concerned with something more

than a philosophical quibble The measured "retanu” to educational spending are

intimately connected with the nature ofaccess to educational resources, and this in turn

IS intimately related to the value ofedacaitoa to tndiiiduals, families, and society If

we are to translate statistics into poliey, we must be prepared to show what difference

we think would be made to our data ifeducational policies were changed in character

{as well as ifexisting policies were extended or contracUd), andlor to specify those social

values {suck as the rightsand obligationsiffamilies), that we believe to be ineluctable

CosU The interesting problems from our present point of view concern

the "costs” of earnings foregone in obtaining education Up to a point, the

disagreement about whether or not such earnings are a "real ’ cost is a sham

•o I e , the community s valuauon oT the consumption of education by individuals

We are not at this point concerned with indirect (
social ) returns

“ Would It be entirely unfair to suggest that such a view u most likely to appeal to the

better educated who have more than one reason to overvalue education—and to point out

that It u this better-educated group that ts pmnanly concerned m the policy debate f
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fight, in that the “right” solution must depend upon the actual and
postulated alternative conditions being considered. There are, however, two
ways in which problems ofpolicy become entangled with those ofvaluation

:

both can be treated briefly since the argument follows the same line as that
of the previous section.

The first problem has already been indicated. The calculation of fore-

gone earnings involves an answer to the question “What would have
happened if the students being educated had been less or differently edu-
cated?” This must depend upon the alternative situation postulated, so that

to answer the question precisely implies the elucidation of the alternative

(education and other) policies that would pertain in the new situation. A
common means of escape from this problem is to assume (implicitly or

explicitly) that the adjustment would be “marginal,” in the sense that

methods of educational provisions are considered unchanged, and the

numbers of persons “moving” in and out of education are treated as too

small to affect relative earnings in different occupations, etc. This “solution,”

however, fits badly with the aggregative methods of computation used: it

also makes the results of dubious value for policy if the changes being

considered are global in character (such as the general introduction of equal

educational opportunity for non-whites in the South), and/or affect methods

as well as volume of education provision.

The second problem concerns the treatment of leisure. One way to “pay”

for education may be to take less leisure than “would” have been taken

had the individual taken a job not involving education. Thus the

“opportunity-cost” of obtaining education is not just foregone earnings,

but the siun of this and foregone leisure, somehow valued in money. Up to a

point, this is a technical rather than a conceptual matter. The difficulties

ofincluding leisure in calculations ofincome or output are well-known, and

those concerned with “human investment” estimates are scarcely to be

blamed for not resolving this difficulty within their chosen field. But there

are some additional considerations. One aspect of the “taste-changing”

consequences of education is likely to be a change in leisure-preference, so

that changes in the distribution of time between education, work for

income, and leisure may reflect not just the “constant” opportunity-cost

situation ofthe individual but also the influence ofincreasing “consumption”

of education upon him.12 Again, the character of the opportunity-cost of

leisure is clearly related to the general nature of access to educational

resources : a comparison of Britain (where the student once admitted to a

university is generally provided with a living allowance) and the U.S.A. is

a sufficient illustration of this.

Machlup has drawn attention to the positive correlation between amount of education

and hours of work in the U.S.A. See The Production and Distribution ofKnowledge in the United

States (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1962), p. 112.
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In sum, computations of the “cosu” of education to mdsviduab
unavoidably contain more or less impltcst assumptions about mikijs as well
as volume of education provision, and the implications of these need to be
spelled out m detail if statistical information about rates of return is to be
given a pobey construction

SOCIAL RETURIIS FROM EDVCATJOJt

The costs of, and benefits from, education provision to society difTcr

from the returns to individuals The nature of these “social ’ gains and losses

has been usefully classified, c g by Weisbrod “ Also, while it is generally

agreed that the social effects ofeducation are difiicult to quantify, « has been
argued that upper and lower limits can be set—e g , by using before tax

differentials to measure the lower limit, and the “residual factor” in growth
studies such as Denison’s to measure the upper one •* Existing studies

surest that the difference between the two is uncomfortably large But

svhai concerns us more in the present context is that the procedure ignores

important qualitative probicrru ofthe education process **

For present purposes, it is pointful to adopt a classification of social

costs and benefits that is less detailed and differently specified than those just

referred to The most useful distinction for us is between those benefits and

costs that can (conceptually at least) be attributed to economic units

(individuals, household, etc ), tn the sense (hat those units would be willing

to pay rather than forego the relevant benefit, and those "social” gams from

education that do not have this characteristic The first group comprises

all those benefits (costs) that the individual being educated docs not capture,

but which clearly accrue to others TTierc are two broad (polar) types of

such benefits (costs) One is the type (hat accrues to specific and identifiable

economic units (e g ,
the income ofA is raised as a result of the education

ofB) The other IS generalized it is the “public good” economic benefit that

the community at large obtains from B having been educated, the benefit

being “consumed” by the community at large and not dueedy imputable

to individuals ^VhlIc both these types of indirect consequence of cducauon

are difiicult to assess, the problems are technical rather than philosophical

SVC are fairly clear about what we want to measure but at a loss as to how to

do it But failing agreed means of measurement, it must remain doubtful

” Burton A Weisbrod, Bltmil Berufits Edueatum (Pnneeton Umvenity Indus-

trial Relations Section Research Reports no 105 1964)
, , .

Edward F Denison, Tfit Sourtts ofEconomtt Cnwth w ih* Umttd Stales and the Alternatives

Before Us (New York Committee for Econoimc Development, 19G2)

>* 1 have discussed these matters furthermajoint paper with AlanT Peacock, Econoimc

Growth and the Principles of Educational Finance in Develop^ Countrio PaP"

OECD Conference on the Finance of Educatuxi September 19G4 See also Harold W
Groves Education and Economu Croiith 0 C National Education Association

1961)
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what light recognition of the existence of social costs and benefits

(externalities) of these types can throw upon the problems of education
policy. Coase, Buchanan, and others^® have demonstrated, conclusively in

my view, that the existence of externalities provides no a priori reason to

believe that resource-allocation will be affected in any particular way, or
e.g. that such allocation would be improved (and economic growth
encouraged?) were the gainers and losers in fact penalized and compensated.
Further, it has to be recognized that the way benefits and costs are allocated

between persons is determined by the institutional arrangements through
which access to education is provided: we therefore cannot hope to relate

these kinds ofexternalities to policy decisions save by their incorporation in a
model (analytical framework) that embraces those institutional arrangements.

The other broad group of social “benefits” is even more indirect, but

there is ample evidence that economists interested in “human investment”

attach great importance to it. It consists in the “gains to society” that

education confers by encouraging “cultural advance,” improving the

“character” of the community, the “quality” of leadership and of economic

and social decisions, and so on. The essential matter here is that it is

fundamentally open to question whether these are “values” at all in the

economist’s sense, and whether they are even conceptually measurable.^’

Thus, Musgrave for example argues for the reservation of education policy

decisions to the educated, on grounds that they understand the “value” of

education better than others.^® If we accept this, our benefit-cost study

presumably would include the “valuations” only of the “informed.” But

what should we put in as a measure of the “costs” (e.g., by restriction of

choice) imposed on others ? Another version emphasizes the social value of

an informed society and electorate. But informed about what? All Russian

schoolchildren learn about communism, and an interpretation of capitalism

that stigmatizes it as evil. American children seem to learn the opposite.

Which electorate is being the better “informed” through education? Who is

competent to “value” these social “benefits”? These are problems that have

defied political philosophers for generations. I am not so foolish as to criticize

economists for not providing agreed answers to them. But neither am I

happy to see them swept into a dust-bag labelled “other social benefits.”

Our statistical observations about the returns to education as an investment

are built upon the actual answers that have been and are being given to

questions like these: we should recognize this rather than try to deal with the

difficulty by a taxonomic evasion.

The recent literature is summarized in R. Turvey, “On Divergences between Social

Cost and Private Cost,” Economica, August 1963.

Were the social “values” of pre-nineteenth century Germany enhanced by sub-

sequent emphasis on education?

R. A. Musgrave, 'Theory ofPublic Finance (New York: McGraw Hill, 1959), pp. 13—15.
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The affinity of these arguments with the ones put forward in earlier
sections is clear, as is the conclusion Unless it can be clearly demonstrated
that there are "social costs” that arc “economic” (and quantifiable) in a
sense distinguishable from "social values” of other kinds, the results of
“human investment” studies must be difficult to translate into policy
recommendations

This IS the more true since it must now be clear that there is no unique
(or simple) relation between “social" and “private” returns to education For
example, a given volume of public expenditure for educational purposes
must be expected to affect private “investment” and “returns” differentially

according to the manner in which it is spent **

Failing agreed solutiorn to such problems, our only recourse ts to acknowledge that

“jono/ benefits" tf broadly defined, are {at least in part) not an "economic" category

at all in the ordinal sense, to recognize that there u a relation between the {nationally)

measurable aspects ofi eduction as a social imrestment and the broader social context and

institutional environment within which the education ts provided, and to avoid allowing

personal value judgements to masquerade as objective propositions or potentially

quantifiable magnitudes

Conclusions and Suggestions

It IS one thing to parade one’s own difficulties and confusions, quite

another to make positive suggestions for future progress, and to relate the

argument to a specific issue such as education policy in the South But the

discussion docs suggest some kinds of future development that would be

fruitful, and also throws some light upon our specific policy problem The

proposals divide convcmently into two groups, concerned respectively with

the further development and policy orientation of bcncfit'COSt studies, and

with the need for more comparative and other studies adopting alternative

approaches to education provision

THE BEARIM! OF BENEFIT-COST STUDIES ON POUCT MAKING

I have already made clear that I do not wish to suggest that the study of

"human investment” through such things as education has or can have no

value On the contrary, I believe the conception to be fruitful of under-

standing to take an example of direct interest to myself, I would expect

these developments to produce radical changes m our approach to public

finance But it is consistent with this to be concerned about the bearing of

actual studies upon public policy I have argued that there arc serious

>» For examples see Schultz, The Emrnme Value »/an Education, and Balogh and Streeten,

op at
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interpretative problems awaiting answers, and I would suggest that many
economists are themselves ambivalent in their interpretation of the results

of “human investment” studies.

The basic need might be put in the form that the parameters of benefit-

cost studies in this field are insufficiently specified for their policy scope and
relevance to be assessed, particularly by non-economists. But this formulation

perhaps gives the problem too technical a flavor; the parameters in question

incorporate e.g. distinctions between ends and means ofa particularly difficult

kind (is public provision of education an end in itself or a means to other

ends, and if the latter, precisely what other ends?), and/or the attachment

of “values” to attributes of education that lie outside any direct economic

nexus. The economist cannot be expected to provide impeccable answers to

such questions: but this does not justify his pushing the problems aside, and
I have argued that in any case he is unable to do so. It is sensible to dis-

tinguish conceptually between value judgements, a priori propositions, and

“scientific” (empirically tested) statements. But it is futile to pretend that

benefit-cost studies can be so organized that they incorporate statements

only of the last type, leaving the others to be made by whoever cares to

make use of the economist’s “scientific” information. If this neat distinction

is not possible, then it will be both intellectually more satisfactory and

practically more rewarding to accept the situation, and to devote time and

thought to spelling out the nature of the “social,” etc., characteristics of

empirical studies that we believe to influence the observed magnitudes.

In fact, I do not think it can be denied that economists not infrequently

have particular but implicit “social ends” in mind when interpreting

“human investment” studies. For example, if it is “reasonable” to divide the

costs of education into a “consumption” and an “investment” component,

it would seem reasonable also to make the same distinction in deciding

public policies concerned to meet these costs. But such an inference is not

usually made or pursued: methods of finance are either ignored or policy

concerning them is debated on quite different “social” grounds. Similar

questions arise in the interpretation of statistics of the returns to education

of whites and non-whites. Thus, Shaffer has pointed out that if education

is treated as an investment for purposes of policy decision, then a higher

rate of return to whites than to non-whites would seem to provide an

argument for shifting (education) resources from the latter group to the

former.2“ Criticism of this position has been concerned less to deny the

validity of the inference qua inference than to argue about the statistics.^!

But let us suppose Shaffer’s data to be accurate, for purposes of argument.

How many economists would accept his policy inference? Ifwe do not, and

we wish to be listened to, then do we not have an obligation to set out in

Shaffer, op. cit.

“ Schultz, “Investment in Human Capital: A Reply,” loc. cit.
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adiance the other policy objectives (such as non discnmination, in some
sense, in access to education) that we intend to treat as constraints?**
Further refinement of statistics is no substitute for such explicit value
judgments Rather, it is likely to invite the unkind and generally unjustified
comment that we start from our conclusions and pursue our statistics simply
to the point at which “the correlation is good enough ’’

Of course, we can take the position that we arc concerned only to present
thcevidcnce it is for others to use it Butit has been the tenorofmyargument
that empincal studies arc not easily to be separated from the general social

and educational environment concerned such a detached attitude will

become plausible only if we can reach a point at which it u possible

unambiguously to solve the valuation problems I have described, and to

predict the economic consequences ofchanges m the envtromenl as well as of

changes in the volume ofeducation provision (In the case for example of the

education of non whites is it not clear that the economist’s contribution to

policy-making is concerned at least as much with the consequences of

methods of provision as with those of the size of educational spending^)

Given the difficulties to which I have drasvn attention (and particularly the

relation between the things we treat as “values” and existing social

arrangements), I would expect such a day to be longm coming In the mean
time, It is pointful to try to improve the methods by which we assess returns

to “investment in education,” but I would suggest that it is also important,

given the difficulties, to put some of our capital into other baskets These

complementary approaches are the concern of the next (and final) secuon

THE EDUCATION ‘MARKET

Interest in benefit cost studies ofeducation is clearly not unrelated to the

way education is commonly provided, and particularly to the degree of

absence or inhibition ofmarket arrangements While many ofthose interested

in “human investment” would accept the relevance of (market) institutional

arrangements to their studies, the argument is sometimes made that to

examine such arrangements for economic policy purposes is not particularly

pointful because “education is not a commodity like soap ” If this means

that there may be social values involved in decisions about the production

and distnbution of education that are not involved m the production and

distnbution of soap, it is of course tree enough But, equally, there u an

»• Of course, this argument u not confined to education policy but is general in scope

economisU are perhaps less ready lo give U explicit recognition than they might be For

example, monopoly policy involves nol only views about the relauon between monopoly

power, resource allocation, technical progress, and so wi, but also an altitude to the preserva

uon of freedom of choice as an end in itself But it properly diminishes the influence of

economists’ arguments if they invoke tbar judgments of value on this last issue only after

all other (
technical ) arguments have be« used
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important sense in which education is a commodity (economic good) like

any other: those who object to its being so considered not uncommonly
also seize on evidence of high (economic) rates of return to argue for in-

creased educational spending. In my view (and I do not suggest that it

would not be shared by many others), there is point in studying education

provision in particular environments as a resource-allocation process.

Indeed (as other writers have recognized), such studies are probably a
necessary complement to benefit-cost analyses, and may prove to be the most
fruitful approach that we have available to us to qualitative problems

concerned with such matters for example as the relation between methods

of education provision (which determine the character of the “market”)

and the value of education as an investment and as a stimulus to economic

growth.

Essentially, “market-oriented” studies have to be concerned with the

behavior of individuals, families, governments and other social groups as

producers or consixmers of education: they examine the behavior of the

“knowledge industry” in which the educated are the consumers, and

schools and other relevant enterprises the “producers.” Studies adopting

this general approach already exist, and can be described in four broad

(but overlapping) groups.

(a) Studies concerned with actual methods of provision. These need to

be descriptive, institutional and quantitative, and to distinguish relevant

types of education rather than treat it as a global magnitude, as would an

applied study of the steel industry. But they also need to be analytic, in the

sense that they are concerned to relate the results to the structure of the

market (and e.g. to assess the consequences of changes in that structure), to

defined criteria of “efficiency,” and to such extra-economic “values” (ends)

as seem relevant. I would regard Machlup’s study of U.S. arrangements as a

pioneering effort in this field.

(b) Normative studies such as those of Friedman,^^ Peacock and

Wiseman,^'^ and Johnson^® concerned to set out the relations between

particular (market, etc.) systems of education provision and postulated

economic and social goals. While such studies may have some limited

empirical content, their contribution lies rather in the stimulus they provide

for the clearer specification of ends and means in the making of education

policy. The need for this clearer specification has already been argued

to be a significant problem in the policy interpretation of benefit-cost

studies.

23 M. Friedman, “The Role of the Government in Education,” in Exonomics and the

Public Interest, Robert A. Solo, ed. (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1955).

2* Alan T. Peacock and J. Wiseman, Education for Democrats (London : Institute of

Economic Affairs, 1964).
25 Harry G. Johnson, “The Social Policy of an Opulent Society,” in Moniy, Trade and

Economic Growth (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962).
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(c) Broader, but still “market-onented" studies I have in mind here
studies related to a wider and different social context, which nevertheless
throw incidental light upon the impbcations of parUcular methods of
education provision There are two studies of this kind that are of topical
interest Becker’s study of the economics of discrimination,** and Hutt’s**
recently published study of the economics of the color bar in South Africa
This latter sets out to argue that the economic inferiority of the non whites
has been perpetuated and reinforced by institutional arrangements affecting

(inhibiting) the operation of markets While little is provided by way of
quanUfication, Hutt nevertheless argfucs a convincing case, in my view, for

the nature of the ends means relations that have produced the results he
describes Certainly, he illuminates the character of public policy in the

relevant area, and demands refutation This is not to argue that more
statistical data would have detracted from the study, but rather to reinforce

the argument that such studies and quantitative research into “human invest-

ment” are powerfully complementary rather than subsUtutable activities

We should also include m this section studies ofvoting systems after the

pattern of Buchanan and Tullock ** If education has important “social"

characteristics, then we must expect education decisions to be made at least

partly through the political process Consequently, we need to learn more

not only about the individual (private) “ consumption” and “investment”

demand for education, but also about the relation (eg) between voting

systems and the (public) demand for it

(d) While (international and inter regional) compansons of returns to

“human investment” are already under way, less interest has yet been

evinced in the comparative study of institutional arrangements This is an

obvious necessity internationally, ifwc are not simply to produce “education

tables” capable of as wide a variety ofpolicy interpretations as are the present

“growth tables ” It is also relevant to the problems of the South the spelling

out of the precise nature of the different bamers to educational opportunity

facing whites and non whites, and attempts to assess (even if only qualita-

tively) the likely results of their removal, is an obvious and valuable way of

supplementing more aggregate studies

If further argument for such comparative-market institutional studies is

needed, it may be worth pondering upon the lack of success which has so

far attended attempts to relate educational policies and historical growth

rates Might not greater understanding of differences m methods of educa-

tion provision help to resolve this problem^

« Gary S B«kcr, The Economies ofDuermuwtun (Chicago, ID Umvenity of Chicago

Press 1957)

*’’w H HmU The Economies of the Colour Bar {Uindon Institute of Economic Affairs,

M Buchanan and G Tullock, TSeOsturaie/Cwuml (Ann Arbor, Mich University

of Michigan Press, 1962)
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In conclusion, let me repeat that I do not believe these alternative

approaches to contain a panacea. Rather, I am very uncertain as to how
useful a policy tool benefit-cost studies alone can ever become, and suggest

therefore (on the same grounds that others have argued for a liberal rather

than a narrow technical education system because of uncertainty about

future demands for labor) that we should not neglect these complementary

approaches.
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The Coefficient of Ignorance

The authors of this selection express

concern that recent studies of educa*

tional tn\estments in human capital

in developed countnes may mislead

less developed nations Tliomas

Balogh and Paul P Streeten, of the

Univenity of Oxford and the Um*
venity ofSussex respectively, suggest

that investment ana^-sts must be

cognizant of facton frequently

slighted in manpower planning and
human capital research Use of

elegant econometric models to trans>

THOMAS BALOGH
PAUL P STREETEN

form a statistical coefiicient of

Ignorance to one of knowledge,

allegedly required for economic de-

velopment, may be misleading

Instead of devoting singular atten-

tion to studies of returns to education

in the aggregate, much more atten-

tion needs to be devoted to the types

of skills and the details ofmanpower
planning

Ctarcfully directed social expenditure can have a much higher total yield

(including all secondary effects) than types of expenditure which may result

m some imposing visible structure, but whose effects on output m ocher

sectors of the economy are zero or negative Expenditures on the health,

education and feeding of worken, on the provision of information, the

creation of skills, etc
,
can raise output considerably, if properly directed

and linked with improved equipment and appropriate institutional reforms

But these expenditures have for long been recalcitrant to theoretical treat-

ment because

1 they are permissive, creating opportumUes for output growth without being its

sufficient condition

Reprinted from T Balogh and P P Streeten, 'The CoefRcient of Ignorance," Bui/fCw ?/“

the Oxford Unicmily InsUMt of Economy end Salatta 25 (May 1963) pp 99-107, with ihe

permission of the author* and publisher
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2. their direct output is often not easily measurable.
3. their effects are widely diffused.

4. their effects are spread over a long time.

5. there exists no determinate functional relationship between inputs and outputs,
partly because success is contingent on complementary measures.

6. independent value, as well as instrumental value, is attached to both the initial

expenditure and the resultant flow of satisfactions.

7. considerations of “deserved social rewards” enter into the determination of

costs (e.g., teachers’ salaries).

8. they cut across the traditional distinction between investment and consumption

(on which many growth theories are built), according to which a sacrifice in

current consumption can make future consumption greater than it would
otherwise have been.

9. they are frequently correlated with other causes of higher productivity from

which they are not easily separated.

Although many of these considerations apply, perhaps to a lesser extent,

also to expenditure on physical capital, they are more glaring when social

expenditure is considered and therefore social expenditures have been, until

recently, unpopular with model builders. But the bias which emphasizes

allegedly measurable, separable and determinate, and neglects other types

of relationship is unwarranted. Actions about whose results it is possible to

make only the vaguest guesses may be much more important than actions

whose trivial effects are supposed to be precisely foreseeable. The challenge

of estimating the returns on certain types of social expenditure has been

accepted, but in the process of analyzing them the same mistakes have been

made which have vitiated the use ofmore traditional concepts and relations,

both in analysis and in their application to development planning.

In the last few years models have been constructed which attempt to

isolate the contribution to growth made by expenditixre on research, educa-

tion, health, provision of information, etc. The starting point has usually

been the addition of one term to the Cobb Douglas production function.

Y=aK“L'*H^ where Y is national income, K capital, L labor and H a

ragbag term for “human factor” including “improved knowledge,” im-

proved health and skills, better organization and management, economies

of scale, external economies, changes in the composition of output, etc.,

the terms a, a, p and y are constants, and ix 4-^— 1. Thus whatever is not

caught in variations of K and L is attributed to H. “Improvement in

knowledge” is a name for what has rightly been called “coefficient of our

ignorance.”^

1 Mr. E. F. Denison, in his book The Sources ofEconomic Growth (Conunittee for Economic

Development, 1962) simultaneously assumes a linear homogeneous production function and

perfect competition in order to use average return per unit of factor as a measure of its

marginal value product, and attributes a substantial proportion of “residual” growth to

economies of scale.
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Whatever the value of these models for advanced Western countries,
and however welcome the attempt to get away from preoccupation with
physical investment, their applicauon to the problems of underdeveloped
countries has bred confusion *

The reasoning behind these new models can be briefly summarized m
this way the increased use of one factor of production, while others are
kept constant and ‘ knowledge” and "sktlb” are given, will yield dunimsh
mg marginal returns If the growth of national product over several decades
IS such that the expansion of land, labor and capital does not account for

the whole increase, the remainder must be due to “investment in human
beings

”

Another approach has attempted to estimate the returns m the form of
higher earnings to the educated in relation to expenditure on their education
in the U S A Both these approaches and others have seemed to show that

the returns to this type of ‘ investment” arc substantially above the returns

to physical investment The conclusion is then drawn that expenditure on
education and on other ways of improving knosvledge and skills should be
carried out by planners m other countries, and particularly in under

developed countries *

The pitfalls and fallacies m this admittedly over simplified chain of

reasoning are too numerous to be discussed here in detail In the models

ofan aggregate production function a relationship, based on static economic

*For a brief discussion of and reference to these attempts seeJohn Vaiaey TTie Eceiumtcs

^ Education (London 1962) chapter III For criticism of the applicat on of these models to

underdeveloped countries see T Balogh Balance in Educational Planning Some Fallacies

in Current Thought, The Times Educational Sapplanenl Jwit B\h, 19^2 and Misconceived

Educational Programmes in Africa Umiersities Quarlerlje, 1962

* Thus Mr Adiseshia Unesco s Acting Ehrcctor General at a United Nations Association

m Cambridge said So my thesis is that accelerated economic growth is to a large degree

a function of adequate and commensurate development ofhuman resources theexpendi

turc in formal education m training in mass media and m research and development leads

to increased returns both to the individual and to the community The return from

education over a 12 year period to the individual expressed in terms of the relation between

the amount invested by him and/or his parents and his higher earnings m the future can be

averaged at 16 per cent gross or if allowance is made for income forgone while at school or

college the net average would be 1 1
per cent Similarly, a two year training course increases

future earnings by around 6 per cent gross or 3 per cent net War an Want (Pergamon

Press, 1962)

Paul G Hoffman the head of the United Nations Special Fund was reported in the

^ew York Times of October 2Ist, 1962 lo have said Possibly the greatest change in my

own thinking is my widening recognition of the financial return from secondary education

Leadership must come from people with at least 12 yean of schooling John Vaizey in a

letter to The Times March 14th 1963 quoting the study of Edward F Denison Of an

average percentage rate of growth m G N P fimn 1929 to 1957 of 2 93 education contrr

buted 0 67—far more than any other factor In 1957 the typical United States male adult

worker over 25 yean of age had two and a half times more education than his counterpart

m 1910 The imphcatiOM for Britzin are obvKm ’ The recent emphasis on expenditure

on education has occasionally been accompanied by an equally unwarranted depreciation

of the importance of physical capital
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models, is assumed between capital, labor and output; the historically

observed relationship in advanced countries is seen to diverge widely from the
assumed relationship, and the difference is postulated to be due solely to

“improvements in knowledge.” This conclusion is then bodily transferred to

a totally different technical, historical, cultural, religious, institutional and
political setting. Even if improved knowledge were a necessary condition for

production growth, it might yield output only if incorporated in machines,

exploited in specific ways, or combined with other policies, but not if occur-

ring in isolation. Nor is education a homogeneous input. The teaching of

Sanscrit has different results from the teaching of land cultivation. The
teaching of book-keeping may increase the efficiency of manual labor, while

the teaching of certain religions may reduce it. Isolation of “education”

from other measures ignores the importance of coordinating policies, and
aggregating all types of “education” obscures the type of education required

for development. The concept therefore suffers both from illegitimate isola-

tion and from misplaced aggregation.^

Similar objections must be raised to the models attempting to calculate

the returns to education by discounting the excess earnings of the educated

over those of the uneducated. The American data, which are mostly used,

do not provide evidence as to whether expenditure on education is cause or

effect of superior incomes; they do not show, even if we could assume it to

be a condition of higher earnings, whether it is a sufficient or a necessary

condition of growth,® and they do not separate monopolistic and other forces

influencing differential earnings which are correlated with, but not caused

by, differential education.

The calculations based on these data ignore both the indirect (financial

and non-financial) returns accruing to others than the educated individual,

and the direct non-financial returns to the individual. On the other hand,

they pay a good deal of attention to “income forgone during study” which

constitutes a large proportion of the costs of “investment.” But neither the

income forgone by other groups in society (housewives, voluntary workers,

people such as some university teachers—accepting a lower income than

they could get in other occupations), nor the non-financial benefits enjoyed

during education are estimated. Since the time-flow over a lifetime of the

earnings of the educated is quite different from that of the uneducated

lifetime earnings now must be calculated as returns on education in the

nineteen-twenties. To conclude from those returns anything about today’s

returns is like identifying a crystal radio set with Telstar.

Assuming that the ratio of returns to costs reflected something significant,

it would be rash to attribute it to education. Expenditure on education is

^ See Paul Streeten, “The Use and Abuse of Models in Development Planning,” in

K. Martin andJ. Knapp (Ed.), The Teaching ofDevelopment Economics (Frank Cass, Ltd., 1967).

‘ Industrialisation in Britain preceded general compulsory education.
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highly correlated to income and wealth of parents, to ability and
motivation, to educational opportunities such as urban residence and
proximity to educational centers, to access to well paid jobs through family
and other connections, any one of which could, either by itself
or in conjunction with any of the others, account for the superior
earnings

But monopolistic elements enter not only m the differential advantages
enjoyed by the children of wealthy parents, but also in reaping the rewards
of an education How much of the differential earnings of lawyers and
doctors IS due to “investment in men” and how much to restrictive practices

concealed as requirements of qualifications’ Much of the higher earnings u
not a return on education but a monopoly rent on (1) the scarcity of parents
who can afford to educate their children well and (2) the restrictions on
members permitted into a profession m which existing members have a
financial interest m maintaining scaraty

If anybody attempted to use these models for calculating the returns to

education m many underdeveloped countnes, he would discover even higher

rates of return All this would shotv, houever, is that pay scales m the civil

service, in univenities and in the professions arc still governed by the

traditional standards of a feudal or colonial aristocracy and by natural or

artificial restrictions It would provide no clue as to how public money
ought to be distributed between “investment ’ m “physical capital” and

m “people ”

This approach, though logically weak, not only appeals to the snobbery

and flatters the self esteem ofthe educated, appeanng to provide an economic

justification of existing income dilTercntials, but ako buttresses vested

interests The specific measures that would be required to make expenditure

on technical and agricultural education effective arc painful, they violate

vested interests and run into numerous inhibiUons of the planners and

obstacles put up by the planned What a relief then to be served by econo-

metricians with an elegant model, and hosv convenient to elevate a statisucal

residual to the engine of development, thus converting ignorance into

“knowledge ” Instead of having to specify which Ijpe of education combined

with what other measures (such as investment m improved methods of cultiva

tion, provision of the nght equipment), creating skills and ability and

willingness to work cfiicicntly, and complemented by what other policies re-

forming attitudes and institutions (land reform, reform of the credit system,

the civil service, price guarantees, transport), one item is singled out, either

as the necessary and sufficient condition, or as a principal strategic vanable

of development But the wrong kind of education, unaccompanied by the

required complementary actions, can checker revene the process of develop-

ment An unemployed or unemployable intelligentsia can be a source of

revolutionary rather than economic activity, and young people brought up
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to despise manual work can reinforce the resistances to development.®
Growth rates derived from the experience of the United States cannot be
\ised to calculate the returns on education in the entirely different setting

of underdeveloped countries. The same “input” could result in refusal to

work on farms, an increase in urban unemployment, subversion and collapse.

The wrong type of education can also produce a ruling elite which gives

the wrong kind of advice, as well as setting up ideals that stand in the way
of development. It can encourage ignorance of and contempt for the pro-
fessional and technical qualifications which are a condition of economic
development.’

Aggregation of all “investment in human capital” and its separation

from “investment in physical capital” not only obscures the complementary
nature of most subgroups of the two, but also serves as an intellectual and
moral escape mechanism from unpleasant social and political difficulties.

New types ofmodels are beginning to appear in which the returns yielded

by expenditure on research and development, on training in management
and administration, perhaps even on psychological treatment to transform

tradition-bound into “achievement-motivated” personalities are calculated.

But as long as crucial distinctions are blurred by aggregation, crucial con-

nection severed by isolation, and historical and geographical differences

neglected, the results will be useless or misleading.

One group of critics have attacked the sordidly mercenary approach to

activities of high intrinsic value, saying that it is a perversion of values to

calculate rates of return on what is, or should be, the ultimate end of all

production. But these criticisms miss the point. The chief conclusion of

most of the recent researches is that not enough is spent on education. The

high independent value of education itself and of the consequent flow of

independently (i.e., not instrumentally) valued satisfactions may be used

as an argument against not spending enough, but it cannot be used as an

argument against spending at least as much as would yield a return equal

to that on physical capital. It could, of course, be said that once mercenary

calculations are admitted, the relative values of different kinds of education

6 “Wilfrid Malenbaum, for instance, found that unemployment in India varies directly

with the degree of higher education. See ‘Urban Unemployment in India,’ Pacific Affairs,

XXX, No. 2, June 1957, p. 146.” Quoted in Gustav Ranis, “Economic Development: A
Suggested Approach,” Kyklos, Vol. XII, 1959, Ease. 3, p. ^5. In Mexico experiments have

shown that investment in rural schools may not result in increased production or changed

attitudes. For a discussion of the hostility to development generated by education and

intellectuals see Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, pp. 152 If.

’’ The importance of the type and composition in contrast to the total of social expenditure

is particularly glaring in the field of health: expenditure on death control which simply

reduces mortality rates has a negative effect on per capita growth rates in many under-

developed countries, whereas expenditure on birth control and improved health which

raises vigour and reduces apathy has a positive effect. The same is true of expenditure on

education. Education which breeds religious aversion and snobbery yields a selection mech-

anism and policies which have income-depressing effects.
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will be assessed by the wrong standards, and that the sense of ‘he value of
education will be lost, the more accurately its pnee is known Already some
authon argue that the returns on education in certain counlncs are lower
than those on physical capital

But the fact that we attach both independent and instrumental value to
certain activities and that we attempt to estimate, if and when this is

possible, the instrumental value, need not detract from the independent
value If the t%vo reinforce each other, there can be no cause for complaint,
and if they don’t, it is surely rational to know the costs of policies promoting
independent values

The objection to the models is ihcrclbrc not that they degrade education
and equate human beings to machines Better knowledge of the productive

potential of human beings would raise, not lower, human dignity, human
choice and human freedom The objection is that the models approach the

problem in the wong way
The faulty isolation ofone tnbutary to the stream ofproduction and the

aggregauon of different channels, some of which flow m opposite directions,

some of which arc stagnant and some of which do not contain any liquid,

docs not imply a disparagement of the need for detailed quantitative plan*

nmg, including the planning of education, which has particularly long

gestation periods Whether a particular theoretical model is worth con-

structing depends upon whether we can give sufHcient precision to the

deflnition of the parameters and the variables and whether we can estimate

the numcncal relations between them The rigor which is claimed for

mathematical models is an illusion if the terms which they contain have no

clear reference to the relevant items

In the process of criticizing misplaced aggregation, such as that which

lumps all education into a single category, we arc led to the formulation of

less general concepts education is subdivided according to where it takes

place, in what subjects, at what level and to whom The purpose of such

decomposition, disaggregation and subdivision is not to restrict analysis to

less general concepts We are, indeed, first trying to get rid of ragbag terms

which do not correspond to anything observable and to replace them by

“boxes” that can be “filled ” But as the boxes arc being filled and as we

gain fuller empincal knowledge, we may look forward to the formulation

of new aggregates and to the rccomposiuon of the decomposed material in

a different form The new “packages” or “boxes" will differ from the old

Some of the new distinctions will cut across the old ones • Thus when we

examine the forces determining labor utilization in underdeveloped coun

tnes (“unemployment” and “under-employment” are as misleading as

“education”), we shall discover that certain forms of educauon improve

•SeePaulStr«ten,“TheUwandAbuseofMode!smDcvelopmentPlanning’ cp tit—
Ed
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the quality of work and its efficiency, as well as, by improving hygiene
and sanitation, the duration of work. Capital equipment may extend the
duration (cooperation enforcing discipline) and efficiency. Instead ofsepara-
ting equipment from labor” and aggregating each, we may arrive at a
new abstraction in which skill and knowledge are infused through the
introduction of machines.®

The formulation of long-term plans of economic development for

underdeveloped countries which must incorporate the planning of
education, must meet, in addition to these conceptual, certain other
requirements.

1. A long-term plan must embrace a study of how and how far tradi-

tional educational patterns have contributed to the failure of social and
economic progress in the past. The study must discover whether the attitudes

which are hostile to economic progress have been the result of a specific

structure of education, and what modifications of that structure are needed

to accelerate development. In both the formerly British and the formerly

French territories a disdain of technical education has grown up which has

been strengthened by the low status of technical schools and the restricted

openings for their pupils. 'So long as the Civil Service and the appointments

controlled or influenced by it are the preserve of the non-technically edu-

cated, the best ability will be diverted into non-technical education. This

will both justify and strengthen the initial disdain and render progress more

difficult. On the basis of this study of obstacles a new educational structure

can be planned which wiU raise the status of those who meet the require-

ments of accelerated growth. Thus both diversion of the best talent and an

increase in the supply of the required skills will be achieved.

2. The second requirement is a concrete idea of the size and com-

position of long-term development, based upon knowledge of the concrete

endowments of the economy and a clear formulation of specific objectives

and ideals. From these the ffiture pattern of manpower distribution can be

derived and thus an indication of the measures and the timing needed for

educational development. The long gestation period of much education

and training requires that starts are made now in order to reap results after

15, 20 and 25 years. Neither general formulae of ill-defined and irrelevant

aggregates and their unverifiable relationships, nor even the occupational

composition experienced at comparable stages of development in advanced

' An interesting attempt to construct a model in which all productivity change is em-

bodied in new investment was made by Professor Robert M. Solow, who, in the words of

Arthur Smithies, “is like a Pied Piper who can play different times.” This particular tune is

the exact opposite to those which separate “disembodied” knowledge and other improve-

ments from capital accumulation (“Technical Progress, Capital Formation and Economic

Growth,” Papers and Proceedings, American Economic Review, May 1962, pp. 76-86). Professor

Kenneth Arrow and Messrs. N. Kaldor and J. A. Mirrlees also have proposed a model of

this type in Review of Economic Studies, June 1962.
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industrial countries are of much use »« Past experience of non Soviet coun
tries relates to spontaneous growth (or its failure) It cannot be assumed
that dchbentc clTorts to accelerate growth by a senes of policies would
show the same requirements Tlie problem is to overcome speajic difficulties,

which differ from country to country and from time to time, while histoncal
expcncnce from now advanced countnes points to broadly similar categoncs
From the long term plan the quantities and types of educated personnel
in detailed categoncs can be denved Since changes in technology, demand,
international policies, etc , will continually cliange these requirements, the
long term plan should be a '‘rolling’* plan, reviewed continually and at

least annually, and adapted to new information It should provide the

fmmework for the fiv c-j ear (or seven year) plans and for the annual budgets,

so that policies which will not bear fruit until after more than five or seven

years do not get neglected To avoid superimposing new rigidities upon
often already rigid economies, all three plans, the annual budget, the

“plan" and the perspective plan should be reviewed continually, and
earned forward, so that they apply always to the next year, five years,

fifteen yean

3 A number of measures will have to be taken which he outside the

scope of conventional economic considcrauons Tims if training takes place

abroad, the return of the trained men will Iiave to be insured, if they have

acquired the required skills, it will be necessary that they use them in

isolated rural areas and reluctance to live there has to be overcome, the

type of training provided must fit the available technology and not be

appropnate to a more advanced form, etc

4 Because of the narrow margins of tolerance and the closeness ofmany
underdeveloped countnes to misery and starvation, it is crucially important

that minimum needs arc esumated and that the required combination of

measures are planned and executed Failure to execute complementary

measures can spell disaster The isolation of "educauonal" expenditure

distracu attenuon from the urgent need, not only to select the nght type of

education, but also to combine it with the provisions of better seeds, drainage

>»The most promwtng approach « Uu« adopted by Mr Pitambar Pant of the Indian

Planning Commission ‘To candude, planning for cducaUon involves careful analysis of a

number of issues (the] planning [rf educalKw] should be approached from the point

of view of long term objectives of the sooeiy In other words, the objecuves and programs

of education should be related to the rctjuimnents of the future plana Secondly, it a not

very meaningful to talk in terms of aggregates when the cquauon of supply and demand

has to be worked for each separate category of pmonnel For only to a litmted extent are

these variously qualified graduates interchaiigeable A comprehensive plan should identify

dearly the various cat^nes of trained manpower required, and u is the wain funcuon

of the educauonal process to give to properly selected boys and girls the bot rtucauon

and suitable environment to fit them for creaWre endeavor in the future.’ Mtm
Publit Adminatratwi Vol Vll No 3 p 330 ^uch manpower planning cannot ^e the

place of, but should be iupp\cmenled by, appropriate fonns of cost benefit aralysis

)
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and fertilizers, with land reform and price stabilization, with improvements
in transport and birth control, with a reform of recruitment to the Civil

Service and business management. The waste involved in not planning for

the required complementarities, and pushing education too far, can be
catastrophic.

5. The detailed planning of education and training will have to make
explicit political judgments about the distribution of the benefits between
classes and over time. One of the costs of raising output later above what
it would otherwise have been is the use of resources now to support the

educational system required at a later stage. Since the social rate of time

discount will tend to be high in countries where many are on the verge of

starvation, extreme care is required in the expenditure on education.

Financially conservative advice will be politically difficult and unpopular

and may in many areas give rise to accusations of racial discrimination.

Efforts are therefore needed to remove prejudices against quick-yielding

and applied types of education. Education has to be used to get the right

kind of education accepted. The larger the area for which collective plan-

ning can be initiated, the greater will be the scope for, and the less will be

the danger of, indivisible highly specialized institutions which are expensive,

not directly related to current progress, but imposing and prestige-yielding.

The division of labor, in this field too, is limited by the extent of the market,

and the larger and richer the area the more scope is there for specialized

units conducting “basic” research. Although it is true that the practical use

of “pure” research is unpredictable and that conscious direction of educa-

tion and research to “applied” field does not always yield higher returns

earlier than some initially “pure” research, it cannot be denied that it

takes time between a discovery, its application by engineers and its exploita-

tion by entrepreneurs and their followers. Only a large and rich economy

with a low rate of time discount can afford to devote much energy to basic

or pure scholarship. It must not be forgotten, moreover, that the adaptation

of known techniques by poor developing countries could raise substantially

their real income. Training rather than research would yield maximum

returns.

The choice of the distribution over time is related to the choice between

types of education with a high ratio of instrumental to independent value

and those with a low ratio. The pursuit of knowledge for its own sake,

wherever it may lead, is highly valued in many cultures, but it is not cost-

less. This decision will in turn depend upon the political judgments made

about the rate of growth of real income compared with that of leisure and

the form in which leisure is to be enjoyed. These political value judgmente

will not be given once for all, but will themselves change as the plan is

executed. But without a specification of concrete valuations and concrete

manpower requirements, the calculation of “returns to education sup-
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presses these value judgments in a pseudo scientific formulation, buries the

factual judgments m misplaced aggregation and seven crucial connections

by illegitimate uolation
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Some Second Thoughts

on the Concept of Human Capital

More than one notable economist

has doubts about the human capital

concept. Neil Chamberlain, Pro-

fessor of Economics at Columbia
University, reviewed recent develop-

ments on this subject in his 1967

presidential address to the Industrial

Relations Research Association.

Warning against the use of statistical

wizardry to mask shallow assump-

tions, Chamberlain suggests that

extreme care is in order in dealing

NEIL W. CHAMBERLAIN

with the concept of human capital

that is central to contemporary

manpower problems. He concedes

the human capital approach to be

a valuable one, but maintains that

it is by no means an adequate

analytical approach for the variety

of manpower problems in society

today.

The subject of manpower, with which our meetings deal this year, has

followed a shifting and sometimes shifty path. Without trying to chart its

twistings, turnings, and switchbacks, I shall confine my remarks to one

aspect which is freighted with considerable consequence. If, considering the

range of disciplines and interests represented in our Association, I speak too

much like an economist, I hope you will forgive me for pursuing the speciali-

zation I know best. In any event, the aspect I propose to deal with has

implications broader than are encompassed by one profession.

I am concerned with the effects of trying to make “scientific” (by which

so many today seem merely to mean quantitative) the search for

Reprinted from Neil W. Chamberlain, “Some Second Thoughts on the Concept ofHuman
Capital.” Paper included in the Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Winter Meeting of the

Industrial Relations Research Association, December 28-29, 1967, pp. 1-13. \Vith permksion

of the author and publisher.
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understanding of social problems, including manpower problems, with an
accompanying disposition to disdain forms of analysis which do not precipi-
tate numben and even to disregard problems which do not lean themselves
readily to some system of accounts The result has been to move the field of
economics along lines that reflect a preoccupation with measurement and to
deflect It from the more fundamental, often elusive, and always difficult

conceptual problems with which the field tried to come to grips, however
sloppily, in the past No greater opprobnum can be cast on an economist
today than to label him philosophical and speculative, as though the prob-
lems with which economists wrestle can be adequately dealt with on a
nonphilosophic and nonspeculative basis

But I am getting ahead of myself and anticipating my closing remarks

Let me back up a bit to take a quick and admittedly superficial look at some
of the developments m the manpower field which are related to my theme
I shall go back no farther than fifty years or so, to remind you first of the

fight by the American Federation of Labor to have incorporated m the

Clayton Act of 1914 a declaration by the United States Congress that the

labor of a human being is not a commodity or an article of commerce
Economists have been inclined to snigger over that episode as one be

traymg the naivete of a paranoid labor movement No one ever suggested,

they commented then and have commented since, that workers were a

commodity But the labor services which they ofl'er are a factor in the

production process, like capital, and there is a market for such services, out

of which arises a price or set of prices attaching to them The worker sells

his services without selling himself, and no political body can by fiat alter

the commodity like nature of that transaction Ifeconomists speak, abstractly,

of labor as a factor of production, and of markets for labor, they do not

equate the disembodied labor with very much embodied workers Their

theoretical analysis is not intended as a doctrine supporting what has some-

times been referred to by unionists as “wage slavery
”

Behind the misunderstanding that persisted as professional economists

and professional unionists spoke past each other (no one could accuse them

of engaging in a dialogue’) was a genuine issue which has never been wholly

resolved Granting that the economist’s abstract formulation was not

intended to a state of affairs (for one thing, that would have reduced

them to being institutionalists, which to the representative economist meant

something on a par with a poor sociologist), its effect was to render familiar,

and ultimately acceptable by familiarity, the very thing that workers pro-

tested—that the sale of services to an employer involved in some unmeasur-

able degree the sale of the worker himself How can labor services be dis-

embodied from the person supplying them except by a construct of the

imagination’ The conception of Ubor as a factor of production did carry

with It all the connotations and consequences of an impersonal market for
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people that Karl Polanyi portrayed so vividly in The Great Transformation.

The unionist’s view of the process that turned him from a craftsman pro-
ducing a whole product which he sold for a price—not his time, but his

product—as a form of wage slavery becomes more understandable despite
the hyperbole of the phrase.

Actually, it was specialization of labor carried to the point of frag-
menting the craftsman’s art which was responsible—a technological matter.
When a worker performed only a piece of a job he no longer had a product
to sell, but only his time, spent in ways which someone else determined for

him.

But all this is familiar territory, and there is no point in dwelling on it

further. Suffice it to add that the Clayton Act declaration came towards
the close of this conversion of labor into a “commodity” for sale, when its

words could serve only as an epitaph for a lost cause. We are all wage
workers now, or most of us, any^vay, managers and professionals as well as

production and clerical employees, selling ourselves with our services. In this

respect we do not differ at all from the Communist countries which weep
copious ideological tears over our condition.

With a leap of the mind—a species of acrobatics at which we have all

become adept—let us now skip over three decades or so and place ourselves

in the midst ofWorld War II. The armed forces have drained off ten million

persons at the same time that the economy is operating under a forced draft

such as it had never previously experienced. A new sense of the importance

of manpower potential and of manpower development follows naturally.

People can be trained to do work which they—and others—^would never have

believed themselves capable of. Rosie the Riveter becomes a national figure,

both actually and symbolically.

Partly as a consequence of this experience, and even more as a reflection

of the increased postwar interest of economists in the processes of economic

growth, a new concept began to make its way into the professional parlance

—

education as an investment in human resources. Whether the concern is over

the means by which a backward economy can achieve and accelerate a

forward movement, or over the requirements ifan already advanced econo-

my is to retain its vigor rather than stagnate, the quality of the contribution

of its people is a—indeed, the—critical factor, and one which need not be

taken as given. If, to be fair to the past, the idea was not spanking new, it

nevertheless came with a fresh impact that made it novel and intriguing

to the present generation of economists. I suppose that Professor Theodore

Schultz of the University of Chicago, as much as any one person, can be

credited with sparking this conception through his presidential address at

the American Economic Association meetings in 1960.

The truth that expenditures on human beings are productive ofsomething

more than personal satisfaction or a sense of personal completeness is an
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important one An outlay on education can also increase the economic
productivity of those instructed, giving nse to a stream ofreturns higher than
what they would otherwise have been Who would dispute what everyone
now accepts as self evident? Education is thus a form of investment, just like
an investment in improved capital equipment In fact, human beings repre-
sent a spcacs of physical capital, just like the machines with which they
collaborate Each gives rise to an ongoing stream of productive services The
value of that stream can be modified by improving the quality ofboth In the
case of human capital—manpower—such improvement need not be res

tncted to education health and environmental conditioning for example
are also likely to play their part

The basic insight of this approach, as long as it is confined to picturesque

analogy, recommends it to anyone concerned with the very important

problems of helping individuals to improve their matcnal productivity and
societies to expand their GNP Tliesc are wonhy aims which require no
subtle justification Afatenal wealth can be instrumental and is often essential

in achieving a satisfying life, the “good” life On the whole, people and

societies of afiluencc arc more likely to be liberated in spirit than people and

societies frustrated with poverty

But when the analogy of human capital to other forms of capital is

pressed too far, not only does it break down on purely logical grounds but it

invites conclusions which are both dangerous to social welfare and de-

meaning to the economics profession It carries the abstract conception of

the disembodiment of labor one stage further than where the Clayton Act

controversy left it If workers are not only suppliers of current services but

also capital equipment from whom issue a stream of services whose value

depends in part on hosv they arc * tooled up” (educated), then the value of

such an in\ estment can be compared directly with the value of other invest-

ments Appropnate—that is, economic—choices can be made depending on

relative rates ofreturn on competing investments Expenditures on education

can be laid alongside expenditures on road systems, irrigation projects,

public housing or baseball stadia to determine which provides the higher

payoff Social choice can then be governed by the maximizing principle m
Its simpicst form, that more w to be preferred to less

Some advocates of the investment in human capital approach consider

this comparability a victory on the side of human welfare conceived in its

broadest, not only material terms Aha, they say, ifwe can induce legislators

and city councilmen, and businessmen and other taxpayers, to recognize

that education can pay dividends no less than a postal system or power

project, or for that matter than a factory or farm, the chances are improved

for getting appropriations for schools Education becomes not only a matter

of social welfare but a business proposition

This use of the analogy as a kind oflt^IaUve ploy has a certain appeal
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because of the undeniable core of truth which the analogy reveals. But there
is another side of the matter which is a darker side. As soon as one talks about
investments, he invites a consideration of any one investment with the alter-

native possibilities. And as soon as he speaks of returns on investment the
comparison among these runs in terms of relative rates. It is difficult to get
away from the accountants’ logic. Even Professor Schultz, who in addition

to being the pioneer is one of the most sophisticated in this field, has lent his

support to this next step. Although he expresses some reservations because
not all of the more important forms of capital have been identified, he
nevertheless believes that “thinking in terms of the rate of return is funda-

mental.”^

Understandably, then, within the last few years there has emerged a

series of research studies attempting to measure the rate of return on invest-

ment in education, both from the standpoint ofan individual making such an

investment and from that of a society. In doctoral dissertations the subject

has steadily moved up the popularity ladder. There has been able exposition

of some of the difficulties encountered in making such estimates, just as the

accounting literature over the years has offered excellent analyses of some of

the subtleties involved in calculating the actual or expected returns on more

traditional forms of business investment. In both cases the user of the

resulting measures is put on notice as to their deficiencies, but there is no

suggestion that there is anything wrong with the concept itself. If investment

occurs, it obviously has, or is intended to have, some return. The return is the

measure of its value. In weighing competing investments, one can only

weigh competing returns, calculated as rates. How else ?

And so, in adopting as we have the conception of human capital, and

education as investment in human capital, not as analogy but as categorical

identity, we put education in the position of having to defend its value in the

form of a rate of pecuniary return. We may recognize and allude to certain

incommensurable values which it also has, but if it is investment in capital

we cannot evade the accountants’ justifiable insistence that while the in-

commensurables may be held in mind and may even be allowed to tip the

scales, they come on top of the rate of return, which is the fundamental base

and basis for decision. Economists have responded to the challenge by

turning accountants, and have produced the desired measures—admittedly

crude at this stage but hopefully to be refined later. In a way that the cal-

culation of rates of return on business and industrial capital never managed

to do, the measurement and refinement of rates of return on human capital

have aroused the ardor and zeal of numerous members of the economics

profession.

In part, I suspect, the phenomenon is traceable to the fact that the

1 T. W. Schultz, “The Rate of Return in Allocating Investment Resources to Educa-

tion.” Journal ofHuman Resources, Summer 1967, p. 295.
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concept of human capital has come into vogue at precisely the period when
the profession at large had been swept mto a strong current of quantification
Here was something to be measured, a rate to be calculated, and moreover
the subject was one to which soaal welfare overtones attached The con-
juncture was fortuitously perfect

It IS against this contemporary trend that I would like to raise two
objections, one based on an old-fashioned—or may I say time honored’—
philosophical conviction, the other on purely logical grounds They are more
closely related than they may at first appear Let me take the philosophical

issue first, though I will be returning to it later

The fact that economic rteourccs must of necessity be allocated to a
vanety of purposes if they are to be achieved does not automatically invoke

an economic calculus, PPBS to the contrary notwithstanding There are

some allocations we make on faith rather than by rational calculation To
weigh on a pecuniary scale whether the benefits are equal to the costs, or to

calculate what constitutes the rate of return, of an investment m democratic

government, racial non discrimination, a healthy human environment, and

let me include education as well, is to look at all values through money-
colored glasses It is no justification to say that these become economic

matters because we could conceivably put all our resources mto any one of

these ends, and therefore we must make decisions of degree—an allocation

problem The use of scarce resources carries with it no license for the econo*

mist to reshape articles of faith into rationalist maximizing decisions

Admittedly the line is not clear that divides objectives which we might

call ends from those we refer to as means The mextncabihty of ends and

means poses a philosophical question as old as the Garden of Eden But to

resolve that question by treating all choices as means, convertible on measur-

able terms, is to make a mockery of the human story I can more readily

accept a social accountant’s effort to value secretarial schooling than I can

his attempt to estimate the worth of education generally Some values come

with a moral content that preclude—or should preclude—our putting them

on the same scale with groceries, to sec where the marginal trade off lies,

or to measure the value of one in terms of the other By the indiscrtminate

application of his pecuniary measuring rod the economist can belittle both

himself and his profession To reduce human beings, whose good is the

ultimate end of all society if there is any ultimate end, to forms of capital

earning returns is indiscrimination rampant

But to calculate a rate of return, it is said, is not the same thing as to

make a choice on the basis ofcomparaUve rates It simply provides additional

and pertinent information Ifit is found that graduate education, for example,

gives a comparatively low yield, this does not mean that society cannot

invoke any other values it wishes and still invest m graduate education On

the other hand, if it is found that graduate education has a high rate of
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return, this is either economic reinforcement for a decision which still might
have been made on other grounds or possibly persuasive of an investment
which might otherwise not have been made.

The logic is a little loose. If the calculated rate has some persuasive effect

when it is high, it can equally have a persuasive effect when the yield is

demonstrated” to be low. Why else are rates of return computed? Is

investment in human resources the same as investment in inanimate plant
and equipment, or is it not ? If it is (which seems to be the direction ofcurrent
thinking, seeking to establish a generic concept which will embrace all

forms), then the economic calculus should be expected to have its influence,

and the fears I express are justified. If it is not the same thing, then it stands

revealed as analogy rather than identity, with all the dangers of analogical

reasoning, including those I have suggested.

But let me pass, for the moment, from this point, which might leave us

unprofitably arguing the extent to which values are economic or noneco-

nomic, to one which seems to involve no such classificatory problem.

Assuming for the moment that expenditures on education can be regarded

as an investment, I am concerned with the now widespread notion that a rate

of return can then be calculated. Here we are dealing with a matter that can

be appraised on purely logical grounds or analytical feasibility.

As I have already noted, perhaps the most frequently cited reason for

estimates of rates of return, as for cost-benefit analysis quite generally, is that

it contributes to an efficient allocation of resources. The sums which are

spent on education are already so great that we should know what we are

getting for our money, it is said, or on the other hand it is sometimes held

that we might well be investing more in education or at least certain forms of

education if we were aware of the high returns deriving from such expendi-

tures. The weighing of one outlay against competing outlays involves a

judgment in efficiency of resource use which has been the economist’s stock

in trade for many generations.

But that preoccupation has always been premised on a stability of tastes

and resources and an exclusion of exogenous forces, which is to say, change-

creating forces. When one deals with social investments which not only are

made under conditions of uncertainty but which are themselves intended to

be change-creating, there is no firm basis for calculating their payoff. In the

face of futurity and purposiveness (to use two favorite terms of one of our

intellectual forebears, John R. Commons), calculations which are geared to

the past, however refined analytically, make little sense.

There are two elements here which are distinguishable. Let me first

consider the uncertainty elements, based on the inscrutability of the future.

Since none of us is gifted with prophetic vision, we cannot foretell whether

the future will prove economically wise the decisions we made today. We
can only look to the future, keeping the past in mind, and conjecture as to
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the spectrum of likely effects which may issue from present actions If
judgments of this sort involve efficiency, it is m a very special and peculiar
sense, certainly not the traditional margmalist meaning Any implication
that such an exercise leads to efficiency in resource allocation is crudely
misleading

The future value of investment m educated citizenry, whether one is

speaking in terms of marginal or total expenditures, will depend, among
other things, on the kind ofa world m which such educated individuals will

live—a world which will be partially, though not wholly, of their own
making but the outlines of which are at best conjectural and speculative

The future values to which these pieces of human capital will give rise

individually and collectively cannot in fact be known at the time of the

investment in their educauon

If the uncertain future of a society turns out to be composed largely of

making or resisting war, the future value of a present educational system

which stresses extended work m the arts will be quite different—and perhaps

significantly less—than the future of a type of educauon emphasizing discj

pline and physical culture, chauvinistic ideology, and applied science and

technology If a society invests in the education of an elite leadership the

future value of that education will depend, among other things, on whether

the future society will accept that leadenhip, or, as in the case of the Belgian

Congo a few years back, exterminate it

These are matters which are not now predictable, m any scientific

sense, and they cannot be made predictable by the expedient of adopting

a “most likely” set of assumptions For one thing, there seldom exists any

agreement even among the experts as to the appropriate assumptions con

ceming the future, and there is certainly no objective basis for isolating such

assumptions The uncertainty element is inherent m futunty insofar as it

relates to human affairs

In this respect, investment in education is of course subject to the same

limitations as other forms of investment All are subject to the uncertain

impact of a changing environment, ruling out the measurability of their

returns, in any meaningful sense of that term and leaving them conjectural

no matter how refined the effort at quantification

But there is a second respect—the element of purposiveness—which

afflicts investment in education (and certain other types of public investment,

as well) more severely than it docs traditional investments in producer goods

This clement of purposiveness may take the fonn of a conscious effort

by those responsible for the investment to change the soaal environment in

which the investment comes to fruition, in ways which are designed to aug

ment the value of the stream of services laumg from it The public and its

political representatives may have a vision ofa future which differs from the

present, and which the social investment m question is in part intended to
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help realize, thus itself creating the context -vvhich is controlling of its

value.

To take a specific example, educational patterns which are aimed at
achieving less invidious discrimination among races will add to the stream of
values flowing from a better educated Negro population. In the absence of
such an influence (whether from education or some other source), the same
investment in improved education for Negroes is almost certain to have a
lower value, though how much lower is a matter of conjecture which is not
rendered any more certain by quantification.

Here we are dealing with a future whose speculative characteristics are

due not only to unpredictable exogenous events but also to the unpredictable

effects of change-inducing actions by the resource-users themselves, those

who are endogenous to the system. Indeterminacy is not only environmental

to the decision-makers but embedded in their decisions. The very investment

decisions which are made, or related decisions, may modify—perhaps un-

consciously but often purposively, and sometimes at cross-purposes—the

environment in which those investments come to fruition and which will be

partially determinative of their value.

But the purposive element of social investment has an even deeper sig-

nificance. It may involve not simply an effort to change the environment in

ways which uncertainly affect the value of the stream of services to which

the investment gives rise. Purposiveness may render literally unmeasurable

the values from an investment in a way which has nothing to do with

uncertainty, and in this respect the very concept of investment in human

capital is especially vulnerable.

A society, or some sector of a society, through its agents, may will to

change its characteristics not because this is expected to increase the return

from its investment but because a change is wanted for its own sake. Educa-

tional expenditures aimed at eradicating invidious inter-racial discrimina-

tion may be made not because this is expected to improve the returns on

educational investment in minority groups but because the public has

come, for other reasons, to want that kind of a society. And how does one

measure the rate of return on that kind of investment in education? How

does one measure the satisfactions or utilities people derive from one social

environment in contrast to another?

The value of an educated citizenry—national income accounting not-

withstanding—is not given solely by the bricks and mortar which a society

produces but by the institutions which it creates with the bricks and mortar.

If the education provided by a people leads to a more productive economic

machine but it comes to fruition in a hierarchic, technocratic, militaristic

society, to which it has in someindeterminable but realistic sense contributed,

the value of the education must be calculated differently than if the end

product is equally productive but along lines which are humanistic and
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permissive One does not have to make value judgments to call attention to
the existence of such difierential values, but he does have *0 make value
judgments if he wishes to “measure” them

I hope that no one misconstrues that what I am saying is that economists
should make estimates of the pecuniary value of future states of society which
education contributes to making I hope equally that no one construes that I

am suggesting that economists should sell short their major accomplishments
in the field of public economic policy by substituting murky philosophizing

and shallow sociology for “rigorous” analysis My concern is rather that the

admitted successes which economics has enjoyed may ill advisedly encourage
more ambitious adventures which purport to be “hard”, realistic, and rigor-

ous but which in fact incorporate implicit, murky, and shallow assumptions

as to social values without an appreciation of that fact

If economists want to be “saentific” and therefore quantitative, they

are obliged to stick to a short enough run for the phenomena with which they

work to stay relatively fixed—where changes are so moderate or incremental

as not to invalidate logic based on a continuity of circumstance If econo-

mists want to deal with a farther future, which increasingly involves not only

change but change which is planned for, they are obliged to work with other

standards than efficiency and with methods that arejudgmental and strategy

oriented rather than scientific

In my ownjudgment, both approaches arc desirable VVe need efficiency-

based decisions to help us achieve as much value as we can from a present

which we can reasonably regard as having a steady state, and for such deci-

sions quantitative analysis growing out of the recent past acts as a more

reliable guide than guesswork But we also need strategic decisions anchored

in a future which is planned to be different from the present, towards which

we draw ourselves by purposeful action For this latter category of decisions,

including many investment deasions, no amount ofquantitative analysis will

ever suffice, and guesses—if by that we mean informed judgment—are a

better guide than econometrics

I hope that you will grant me that this is not an anti intellectual or

obscurantist point of view It is simply a recognition that everything does

no/have its calculable price or value, many accoimting seme, and that, thtrite

problems must proceed in the face of that difficulty Preoccupation with

accounting calculations of a discounted stream of future values as a basis for

deciding whether or not educational investmentorexpenditures on manpower

should be made, or m what form, is simply misguided We must always, of

course, question the value of specific programs and estimate their likely

results, but we need the courage and intellectual honesty to make such

assessments rest, in the final analysis, on our own best judgments We cannot

escape that uncomfortable necessity by taking refuge in numbers which—

whatever the reievance ofthem uadadying logic to the past ^are uncertainly
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relevant to the future but are nevertheless supposed, somehow, to be in-

fluential over society’s allocative choices.

This is perhaps doubly so in the case of education, which, like health, is a
consumer as well as a producer goods. In private conversation and cor-

respondence Professor Carl Stevens has repeatedly called my attention to the

fact that education is a peculiarly important kind of consumer good, again

like health, in that in addition to being appreciated in its own right it has

the synergistic effect of influencing the utility to be had from many other

consumer goods. Moreover, in the case of education, once again like health,

the categories of consumer and producer utilities are not necessarily com-

petitive, so that more utility on one account does not necessarily mean less

on the other. Consumer satisfaction may go hand in hand with producer

gain. Both these characteristics contribute to the problem of attaching

meaningful values to the end product of the investment, and both these

characteristics are responsive to the unceasing flow of cultural and tech-

nological change.

I come back to the intuitive wisdom that the naive labor leaders fought

to incorporate in the Clayton Act. If labor is not a commodity because it

cannot be separated from the human being who markets it, or, more pre-

cisely, if it is not only a commodity, neither is it an investment good, for the

same reason. It is the tastes—the vision—of the “human capital” itselfwhich

guides the investment in itself. Economists, as well as others, can assist the

human capital to see its own potentials, singly and collectively, and to make

choices, within the framework of basic social values, which are rooted in an

uncertain but hopeful future rather than constrained by some past per-

formance. That future, because it is uncertain, is not to be determined by how

some factitious rate of return on some marginal social investment compares

with the rate derivable from competing public works projects.

And so, on this second ground, as well as on the first, I would like to

register one protest against the implicit but prevalent view that the ultimate

in economics is to put a number on everything, to derive equations which will

yield determinate solutions. There is a place, and an important place, for

such an approach, but it is not coextensive with the field. There is also a

fascination in working with problems which are no less real because indeter-

minate, and no less demanding of choice because there is no efficient

solution.
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Returns to Education

Having examined several supporters and the defenders of human capital

analysis, we turn now to some sample studies of the methodology discussed

earlier. Although these studies are representative of some of the most recent

and best empirical efforts to date, it is apparent that many of the criticisms

presented in Part Three apply to them. The difficulties in sorting out non-

economic, external, and indirect benefits and costs are severe—particularly

since social values are desired. Perhaps the best one can do, given the

contemporary state of the art, is to use the rate-of-return approach in such a

way as to narrow down the range of speculation about benefit-cost related

variables by studying measurable economic magnitudes. In a general sense

this allows one to identify or surrogate value for the noneconomic, external,

and indirect dimensions of investments in human capital.

Our focus momentarily is human capital formation through investment
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in education—a relationship disctissed in the income educational context by

Herman P Miller 17 Following examination of the relationship between

education and income, there are presented two recent empirical studies on

rates of return to educational investments—one by Giora Hanoch 18 and

the other by Orley Ashenfelter and Joseph D Mooney 19 We then

examine some indirect noneconomic social relationships related to invest

ment in education in Burton A Weisbrod s contribution 20



Lifetime Income and

Economic Growth

17

The quality and quantity of basic

data relevant to human capital

economics is in no small measure
the result of Herman P. Miller’s

long association with the Bureau of

the Census. Now Chief, Population

Division, Bureau of the Census,

Miller differentiates between income

gains owing to economic growth and
those owing to age in this study of

HERMAN P. MILLER

income differentials by age and
educational attainment level. The
distinction drawn is an important

one for those using age-earnings

profiles by level of education because

lifetime earnings are subject to

distinct age-profile and time-produc-

tivity changes.

TThe purpose of this article is to show that the usual procedure for estimat-

ing lifetime income based on cross-section surveys tends to produce under-

estimates because of the failure to take future growth into account. Estimates

based on cohort analyses produce quite different results. Census data show

that the differences in real income for a given age cohort in two sucessive

decennial censuses (e.g., men 25 to 34 years old in 1950 and 35 to 44 years

old in 1960) are far greater than those obtained for men in the same age

groups at a given point in time. The main reason for the difference is that the

income measures obtained ten years apart reflect economic growth which is

entirely excluded from the cross-section surveys. The use of income averages

by age based on the cross-section surveys therefore produces lower values

than would be obtained by the use of averages based on successive censuses.

Reprinted from Herman P. Miller, “Lifetime Income and Economic Growth,’’ American

Economic Review 55 (September 1965), pp. 834-44, with the permission of the author and

publisher.
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Moreover, the impact ofgrowth appears to be greater for young men than for
those past the prime working years This fact suggests an additional source of
downward bias in the currently available estimates, since the discounting pro-
cedures used to convert estimated lifetime income to present values attach
greater weight to incomes expected early m life than to those expected later
on

These conclusions are, of course, subject to the limitation that they are
based on only two points in time Several decennial censuses would be needed
to verify whether the rates ofchange m average income obtained are stable
over time The rates for any one decade could be affected by factors such as

differences m the size of the cohorts Almost all ofthe labor force m 1950 and
1 960 were born in an era ofdeclining birth rates Hence one might expect a
tight labor supply in the younger age groups This might be reversed by
1970-80 when the younger cohorts will be far more numerous relative to

older ones

I Shortcomings of Cross-Section Estimates

The procedure generally used to estimate the present value of income

received during a working lifetime for a given subgroup m the population can

be summarized as follows [2, p 47]

In this formula is the average income at age n, is the proportion of

persons at age n with income, P, is the probability of surviving at least one

year at age n, t is the discount rate, and n is the working lifetime span, here

defined as 1 8-75 years The income averages generally come from household

surveys conducted with a cross section of the population at a given point in

time Since the average incomes based on these surveys are generally tabu-

lated only for age groups (c g , 35-44 years) rather than for single years of

age, it IS assumed that the average income for the entire age group applies to

each of the single years of age -withm the group

Perhaps the major shortcoming of the model is that it assumes no future

increases m average income ^ The model recognizes that each individual may

1 This model has several other shortcomings which arc not discussed m the presmt

report First it assumes that there will be no future increases in life expectancy dunng the

workmg years This is a rather doubtful assumptum m the light of histoncal evidence but

It u probably not critical because the likelihood ofsurviving an additional year dunng the

pnmc ages of working life is already quite high More serious is the fact that it a^umes the

same discount rate for all socioeconomic groups This procedure may be vahd if the purpose

IS to provide a single estimate of hfetime income from an over all standpoint In that case

we would wish to use the rate that would best reveal the present value from a smgle stana
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expect his own income to rise as he gains in experience, seniority, and other
factors that produce income differences among age groups at a given point in
time. It fails to recognize, however, that “in a growing economy every indi-
vidual may expect an upward trend in his own earning superimposed on the
cross-sectional pattern for a given year” [1, p. 27].

So long as the model is used as a standardization procedure with the age
distribution of the population held constant, it can yield meaningful com-
parisons among subgroups in the population. Very often, however, the results

are treated as actual approximations of lifetime income rather than as

statistical abstractions. That is, the figures are used to suggest the actual

amount of income in current dollars, discounted to represent present values,

that might result from a given investment. In such cases, the figures are inter-

preted as if they really represent the best estimate of the present value of the

stream of income that a given subgroup might expect to receive over a life-

time. Under these circumstances, a case can be made for including the re-

turns associated with economic growth as part of the total because they

represent income that the individual may realistically expect to receive. The
fact that their receipt is independent ofany action on his part is unimportant

in this case because the objective is to measure the returns associated with the

investment, and not only those caused by the investment.

Under other circumstances, however, the decision as to whether or not to

include such returns does become more complicated. This is particularly true

when returns to different types of investments are being considered or when

comparisons are made between different groups. For example, in one recent

study the cost ofpreventing school dropouts was compared with the estimated

amount by which the lifetime income of school dropouts might be increased

if they were induced to stay in school [3]. In this kind of application it

could be argued that returns to lifetime income associated with growth

should not be included unless it can be demonstrated that these returns are

caused by education or that they accrue differentially to the various education

groups and therefore affect comparisons that may be made among them.® If

the income measure associated with education were free ofall such extraneous

point. If, however, the purpose is to show the estimate that individuals or particular groups

may be considering when they make their decisions, different discount rates for different

socioeconomic groups may be appropriate. Studies of poverty show that one of the major

problems low-income families have b their inability to plan for the future, to recognize

the future implications of present actions. It is very likely, for example, that college graduates

discount the future at a far lower rate than high school graduates. If this is the case, the

present value of a future stream of income is likely to be far higher for them than for the

high school group.

2 Table 2 suggests that economic growth affects higher education groups rnore than the

lower ones; but, even if all education groups were equally affected by economic growth, we

might still want to include the contribution caused by growth in those cases where the cost

of investing in an additional year of education is compared with the amount of return

associated with that investment.
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factors as differences in innate ability, quality of schooling and discnmi
nation, it would be reasonable to exclude income gams associated with
economic growth But, if the income figure for each education group shows
only the association between income and education, with other factors
included, there is little reason to exclude income associated with economic
growth Where global comparisons are made and the growth factor is

omitted, the results are misleading because the estimating procedure
understates the present value of lifetime income

II Differential Impact

of Economic Growth on Age Groups

Empincal evidence based on the 1950 and 1960 Censuses, which is pre-

sented below, suggests that the relative increases m income associated with

economic growth appear to be greater m the early years ofworking life than

they are once the age ofpeak income is passed Since the procedure generally

used to estimate lifetime income counts income received early m life more
nearly at its full value than income received m the later years, failure to

include increases due to growth provides an additional source of downward
bias in the estimates Caution must be exercised m interpreting the data be-

cause they are based on expenence dunng a single decade Nevertheless, the

figures do suggest that all groups do not share equally in economic growth

and that the young tend to benefit more than others The reasons why this

should be so are not enurely clear However, young workers are more mobile

than others m the labor force They are not as much tied down by family

responsibility, home ownership, seniority, and other factors which reduce

mobility Therefore, they are more likely to move into new areas and new

industries where wages tend to be higher and opportunities for rapid ad-

vancement are greater Conversely, having been in the labor force a relatively

short time, they are less likely to be trapped in declining industnes where

incomes may be dropping despite the over-all growth in the economy

The newer entrants into the labor forcemay also be better trained than those

j«b£»have been exof^oyed Airs decade or more, having been exposed to more

modem methods ofeducation and training It is also possible that employers

prefer younger workers even when they have the same ability as older

workers because of their interest in potentials for growth For these and other

reasons, the evidence regarding the differential impact of economic growth

for different age groups, based on the experience dunng the ’fifties, seems

reasonable In view of this fact, it might be reasonable to modify the estimat-

ing procedure desenbed at the outset along the following lines

18 U+0“"
'+ 2

, (l+r)-»
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The symbols are used here with the same meaning they had at the outset
with the following exception. Since gains in income associated with economic
growth appear to be greater up to age 45 than they are later on (see Table 1)

the estimating procedure is broken into two parts, one representing incomes
received till age 45, and the other, incomes received from age 45 to 75. The
growth factors x andy represent the gains in income associated with economic
growth for age groups 18^5 and 46-75.

As previously noted, the model assumes that all relationships which exist

at the time the estimates are made will remain unchanged in the future. If,

for example, the supply of college graduates is increased more rapidly than
the demand for them, their incomes relative to others might be changed and,

as a result, their expected lifetime incomes will change. Changes in tech-

nology, tastes, international relations, and many other factors could alter

the results. Since these potential changes cannot be predicted, it is assumed

that, on balance, their effect is neutral.

Ill Graphic Presentation

of Cohort and Cross-Section Data

Some ofthe basic issues involved in this paper can perhaps best be demon-

strated by use ofa numerical example. Ifthe lifetime income ofcollege gradu-

ates were estimated on the basis of the experience of 1949, using the formula

described at the outset, $4,891 would have been used as the average for the

25-34 year age group and $8,595 would have been used for the 35-44 year

group (see Table 1). These values are based on the cross-section data on in-

come received during 1949 that were collected in the 1950 Census. They

represent differences in income associated only with age (i.e., experience,

seniority, and similar factors) and are independent ofchanges in the economy

over time. In other words, on the basis of the cross-section data for 1949 that

were collected in the 1950 Census it could be said that the increase in average

income between age 30 (the average for 25-34) and age 40 was $3,704, repre-

senting a gain of 76 per cent for the decade or 7.6 per cent per year. The

variation of income with age based on cross-section data has been measured

annually during the past 15 years and has been found to be quite stable. The

relationship does not appear to be affected in any appreciable way by cyclical

changes in the level of economic activity. Therefore it could be deduced that

the relationship between income and age reflected in the cross-section data

provides a measure of the extent to which experience, seniority, loss of work

due to illness, and similar factors associated with age have an impact on

individual income.

An alternative way of estimating the income change between ages 30 and
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40 IS to compare the incomes (measured in constant dollars) of college gradu-
ates 25-34 )ears old in 1949 (S4,89l) with those of college graduates 35-44
years old in 1959 ($11,088) This procure provides a more valid measure of
the change m income over time than the one desenbed above because it per-
mils the comparison of average incomes for the same group of men at two
different points in time whereas the cross section data permit only a compan
son of two different groups ofmen at the same point in time On the basis of
the cohort approach, it could be said that the average income of college

graduates increased by $6,197, representing a gam of 127 per cent for the

decade or about 12 7 percent pcr^car This increase consists oftwo separate-

ly identifiable elements One of these elements is the increase in income due
to experience, seniority, and other factors associated with age On the basis of

the cross section data previously described, it might be roughly estimated

that about 7 6 percentage points of the total increase for this age group is due
to the \ariation of income with age This factor, incidentally, is taken into

account in the traditional method ofestimating lifetime income because it is

reflected in the averages used m the formula described at the outset There is,

however, a second component of5 1 percent per year which is not taken into

account m the traditional method ofestimating lifetime income This compo-

nent represents the increase m average income over time for this cohort due

to changes in productivity, in the industrial and occupational mix of the

labor force, in the geographic distribution of the labor force, and similar

factors that are associated svith changes m the economy as a whole

A visual presentation of the problem discussed above is presented in

Figure 1 According to the formulation described at the outset, the values used

to estimate lifetime income arc based on the cross section data shown at

points A ($8,595) and C ($9,853) The difference between these two points

represents the variation due to age (i c ,
experience, seniority, etc ) that the

economy is svilling to pay for a given resource (college graduates) at a given

point in time (1959) Another way of looking at this problem is to see how

much the economy is willing to pay for the same resource at two different

points in time This information is provided by points A ($8,595) and B

($11,590) If It 1$ assumed that the conditions of supply were unchanged

between 1949 and 1959, it can be concluded on the basis of this evidence

that because of the increased experience of this group of college graduates

and because of the change in the entire economy during the decade, the

annual income for this group increased from $8 595 to $11,590 The differ

cnce between points A and B ($2,995) represents the total change due to both

the increase in experience and the groivth in the economy, whereas the

difference between points A and C ($1,258) represents the increase due to

age alone Therefore, the difference between points B and C ($1,737) rep-

resents the increment associated with economic growth The age component

of the increase is included m the current techniques for estimating lifetime
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income. The component identified as being associated with economic growth
IS not included.

Income
(S)

11,500

10,500-^9,500

H
8,500

H

-1 1 Age
30 40

Figure 1

IV Summary of Components

of Income Change by Age Groups

A summary of the components ofchange in income for various subgroups

in the population is shown in Table 2. The key factor to note here is that for

each color and education group, the greatest gains in income are experienced

by the younger age groups. Thus, for example, to continue with the illustra-

tion of college graduates previously used, it can be noted that the cohort of

men born between 1915-24 (i.e., those who were 25-34 years old in 1950 and

35-44 years old in 1960) had annual increases in income of 12.7 per cent,

whereas men who were 10 years older had annual increases of only 3.5 per

cent during the same period; and those who were 20 years older had annual
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gams ofonly 1 2 per cent If, instead of using cohorts, cross-section data had
been used, they would have revealed that differences associated with age

accounted for an annual increase of 7 6 per cent between the average ages of

30 and 40, I 5 per cent increase between the average ages of 40 and 50,

and a decrease ofabout 0 6 per cent between ages 50 and 60 When the age

component of the total increase is taken mto account, it appears that econo-

mic growth accounted for a 5 1 per cent annual increase in income between

ages 30 and 40, a 2 0 per cent increase between ages 40 and 50, and a 1 8per
cent increase between ages 50 and 60 Since the latter element is not taken

mto account m traditional measures ofestimating lifetime income, it appears

that Its inclusion would add to the expected income gams ofyounger men and

would therefore have an important bearing on the estimates of expected

lifetime income

A second point of interest m Table 2 is the fact that income gams associ-

ated with economic growth appear to be somewhat greater for nonwhites than

for whites Over all, the income gams associated with growth were 5 7 per

cent per year for nonwhites as compared with 5 1 per cent for whites between

the ages of 30 and 40 The corresponding differences between ages 40 and 50

were 4 3 per cent for nonwhites and 3 6 per cent for whites ,
and between ages

50 and 60 the gams were 4 0 per cent for nonwhites and 3 6 per cent for

whites Most of these differences are ehmmated, however, when the figures

are examined separately for the North and West and for the South, suggest-

ing, therefore, that the apparently greater gains for nonwhites associated with

economic growth are largely due to their migration from the South
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An Economic Analysis

of Earnings and Schooling

18

Using 1960 census data, Giora

Hanoch, Professor of Economics at

The Hebrew University, Jerusalem,

Israel, analy2es earnings by age,

education, race, and region in the

United States. On the basis of these

data, private internal rates of return

on investment in schooling are

determined. Hanoch also comments

on data and technical problems

GIORA HANOCH

encountered in his analysis. These

problems include ability adjust-

ments, nonpecuniary returns, and
identification ofsocial rates ofreturn.

The data presented include marginal

rates of return and differential

rates of return for whites and non-

whites in the United States.

Xhe flow ofnet earnings (y) that an individual expects to receive at a given

time is assumed to be a function of his age (t), his schooling level {s), and

various additional factors, lumped together throughout the following dis-

cussion in a vector of variables (Z)- Thus, the earnings function

embodies all the information concerning the lifetime earnings of an in-

dividual or a homogeneous group, with given characteristics (Z) for ^oy

acquired schooling level (s), apart from random fluctuations (the expected

value of which is assumed to be zero).

The marginal effect of the j’th school year on earnings at age t can

then be approximated by the difference: Df{s,Z)=yt{s,Z)~yt{^~^>Z)}

From Giora Hanoch, “An Economic Analysis of Earnings and Schooling,” Journal ofHuman
Resources 2 (Summer 1967) (© 1967 by the Regents of the University of Wisconsin), pp.

310-329. Used by permission of the author and publisher.
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where the differences D, are normally negative at first, during the schooling
yean, and later positive The marginal internal rate of return IR) to the r’th
school year is determined by

where the (constant) rate of discount («) sets the present value of the sum
of all the D, equal to zero

If the earnings function can be estimated within a group homo-
geneous with respect to the Z variables—in which there arc nevertheless

variations in the actual schooling (x) owing to varying tastes and supply
conditions—then the schedule of internal rales of return ^(x) can be derived
and can be identified as the demand of the group for investment in educa-
tion A modest attempt to approximate this procedure empirically will be
carried out and analyzed

I Estimates of Income-Age Profiles

The 1/1,000 sample of the 1960 Census, including more than 57,000

males over age 14, provides an unparalleled opportunity to simultaneously

analyze the impact of a variety of factors on the earnings of a number of

homogeneous subgroups, without being severely restricted by statistical

considerations concerning sample fluctuations and unreliable estimates

Nevertheless, one should constantly keep m mind that statisucal biases do

not dimmish with large sample size, and that large-scale data sources

coupled with modem computer speed cannot be substitutes for caution,

scrutiny, and judgment

It is outside the scope of this presentation to review the various experi-

ments which have been earned out or to desenbe in detail the considerations

involved m choosing an appropriate functional form for the earnings func-

tion which incorporates a satisfactory set of vanablcs ^ However, some of

the key methodological issues deserve mention First, the selection of vari-

ables IS important—

1

e ,
whether to include as explanatory vanables (m the

set Z) of the earnings function vanablcs which are themselves related to

schooling and age For example, given extensive mobihty across occupauon

and industry hnes, which depends in turn upon age and schoohng, there is

‘ A more detailed discussion of the preparatory analyses and some of the considerauons

involved m this process u found in Hanoch, ‘ Personal Earnings and Investment in School

mg," Ph D dissertauon, Umversity of CSucago, 1965 Hereinafter referred to as Thtns
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a real question as to the meaning of “holding constant” these variables in
a regression analysis.^

Empirically, there is no variable which would strictly satisfy all the
requirements imposed by theory. No variable (except race, perhaps) is

truly exogeneous, is uncorrelated with the residuals of earnings, and is not
subject to any degree of choice by the individual (implying some simulta-
neous-equations bias in a cross-section, resulting from dependence on the
individual’s earnings and schooling). Hence, one must weigh the benefits

against the undesirable aspects of including each set of variables, experi-

ment with the results, and finally makes the arbitrary but unavoidable
educated choice.

A similar problem concerning the form of the earnings function is the

extent to which interactions among variables must be considered. This

could be done either by explicitly defining some interaction variables (e.g.,

as a product of two variables), or by splitting the sample into subgroups,

thus allowing for full interactions between the classifying factor and all the

remaining explanatory variables.

And finally, additional questions arise with regard to the presentation

of each variable which is quantitative in nature (e.g., earnings, age, school-

ing, size of place): should it appear in a continuous form (linear or

logarithmic), or be represented by a group of characteristic or dummy
variables, defined on intervals of its range. A qualitative factor can be

represented only by a set of dummy variables, but the size and number of

its subgroups are still open to arbitrary determination, which may affect

the resulting estimates.

The final choices of subgroups and variables on which our estimates

are based are described briefly below. The sample of individuals not

attending school in 1959 was divided into 24 groups defined by race (white

or nonwhite), region (South or non-South) and age (14—24, 25-34, 35^44,

2 If, on the one hand, occupation and industry are to be excluded from the analysis,

the elements of ability, nonpecuniary returns, and motivations associated with these classi-

fications will be lost. On the other hand, a high degree of mobility exists among occupations

and among industries, and this mobility depends strongly on schooling and on age. Thus,

“holding constant” the occupation or the industry allows only for intragroup differentials

of earnings. It eliminates the effects of schooling and age on interoccupational or inter-

industry differentials. In other words, an individual who completed more years in school

would expect to move upward in the occupational scale and perhaps to work in a better-

paying industry. This is in fact the main channel by which he can realize returns on his

additional investment in education. If he were to be restricted to the same occupation

group or industry, he would have much less opportunity to increase his income. This could

probably be more effectively resolved by use of a simultaneous-equations model to explain

both earnings and occupational structure. However, it would require additional information

on ability and on other factors which was not available. As a result, it was decided to

exclude occupation and industry variables from the equations and thus avoid serious biases

in the estimated coefficients of schooling which, after all, are the target estimates of this

analysis
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45-54, 5M4, 65 and over). Table 1 summarize! the size and some charac-
tcrisUcs of these groups.

fl*C9 ngloft

Tofaf

WhItes/North
14-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
65-64
65-99

ptnona tunUtga

60 211 7675

33 005 4745
3719 393
6345 232
7179 282
6232 326
4519 635
6011 2977

Mean M,,n
tttnmgt tehoohng
{dotlin)"

4242 10 0

4700 10 4
2466 11 0
6058 118
6326 113
6042 10 3
6019 91
1620 76

WJiJtes/SouJh
14-24
25^4
35-44
45-64
65-64
65-99

12,186
1762
2382
2612
2161
1679
1690

1956
244

120
176
266
1054

3638
less
4306
6373
4949
4099
1179

96
102
11 0
104
95
85

Nonwhites/Nerth
14-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
65-64
65-99

2357
326
636
557

2941
1689
3216
3927
3390
2795
1165

63
64

Nonwhites/Soulh
14-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
65-64
65-99

643
81
64
62
48
71

237

1586
1087
2006
2130
1993
1493
333

66
84
84
70
59
47
37

•Soure#. rAM/*,T*b1«2.
* M«an eatnings for alf parsons, Including parsons with no earnings

Wthin each of the groups we estimated a separate linear regression

equation of earnings (in dollars, including zero for persons with no earn-

ings) on 23 explanatory variables, most of which were in dummy-variable

form. These include (1) seven schooling-group variables (representing

differences betueen eight school levcb); (2) age (both a continuous vari-

able for exact age and a dummy variable defined on the lower half of the

group’s age interval—e g , a variable having the value 1 for age 25-29 and

0 for age 30-34 within a group of age 25-34) j’ (3) type of residence—size

* The inclusion of both a conunuotu and a dummy form allows for two linear segments

with a common slope but different intercepts
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of place (in logs), and dummy variables for six groups defined as mban-
rural-nonfarm-rural farm, inside or outside a metropolitan area; (4) origin
(foreign-born parents, bom in a different region)

; (5) mobility (length of
time in a given place, change of residence since 1955, and also birth in a
different region), and some family attributes—(6) marital status, (7) size of
family, (8) number of children.'*

The next step in estimating the earnings function was to combine the
fragmentary results of the separate regressions into a unified earnings-age
profile for each school level, within each of the four major race-region

groups. First the net earnings (ji) are estimated within each age-schooling

group, by choosing appropriate values for the other explanatory variables

(^) in each regression equation.

There are two types of .^-variables: (1) variables expected to vary with
age, which should not be “held constant” among age groups (e.g., marital

status, number of children); these were given their mean value in the

specific age group considered; and (2) variables which may be correlated

with age fortuitously in the given cross-sectional sample but which are not

intrinsically associated with age (e.g., type of residence and origin variables).

These were given the mean value of the total race-region group—i.e., of all

age groups combined. It was decided not to hold constant any variable

among race-regions, but to regard the race-regions as independent popula-

tions. Thus, ^ is held constant among schooling groups in a given race-

region, and sometimes among its various age groups; but comparisons are

not made with another race-region by fixing a constant distribution of type

of residence or family characteristics, e.g., in all race-regions.®

Using these methods and values, we estimated eight different earnings-

age profiles, corresponding to the eight school levels, within each race-region.

Each of these profiles, in turn, was constructed from disconnected linear

segments, representing the relation between earnings and age for that school

level, as estimated by the specific age-group regression. It does not seem

reasonable to assume that such a collection of fragmentary segments may

adequately represent the expected earnings function _y(i’,<;/^). If it is desired

to quantify and formalize an individual’s vague expectations about his

future earnings at given alternative school levels, or if the earnings function

were to represent the average behavior for a relatively large and stable

homogeneous group, then smooth and well-behaved profiles could be

expected. Because there is no reason to believe that the discontinuities and

* See T/iesis, Table 3 and Appendix A, for detailed definitions of variables and some

regression results.

® Such a procedure would, however, be appropriate for other purposes, such as the

analysis of net regional or racial differentials in earnings. But for the estimation of internal

rates of return it is more reasonable to assume that an individual who forms his expecta-

tions about earnings at future ages wll base these expectations on conditions prevailing

among people of his own race and region rather than among the total U.S. population.
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irregularities manifested by the esUmatcd profiles represent any real and
stable phenomenon, the profiles were transformed into smooth curves by
using moving averages of the original estimated earmngs at each single

year of age The form of the moving average was a simple mean of ten
years, centered at the sixth year This achieved reasonable smoothness,
while preserving the general shape of the original profiles

These estimated profiles, which serve as our best esUmates of the earn*
mgs function of persons out of school, arc summarized m Table 2, which
shows, for each schooling level in a race region, the smoothed estimated

profiles at selected ages Figures 1 and 2 describe the complete profiles for

whites, in the North and the South, respectively

Earnings are given, on the average, only for ages above those when
each school level is completed To esumate the average postcompleUon

ages, the age distribution of persons enrolled in school was computed for

each level completed The integral age closest to the mean, plus one year,

was selected as the age of entrance to the labor market These ages are as

follows

Years of school

completed (M 5-7 8 9-11 12 13-15 16 17+

Age at first year out

ofschool 10 14 16 18 20 23 26 28

To complete this estimation of the earnings funcUon, the earnings

profiles should be supplemented with estimates of two types of earmngs

of persons attending school the positive earnings of students who work

dunng the school year or during vacations, and the negaUve, direct, private

costs of education In principle these estimates could be made separately

and then combined to give average net earmngs

We did not have adequate data concerning the direct costs of education,

classified by age, school level, race, and r^on, ordinanly required for this

sort of analysis In fact, even such detailed data would not be sufficient for

our purposes, because such costs would have to be adjusted for other factors,

as was done for earmngs out of school For example, it would be desirable

to adjust the costs for differences m type and size of place of residence, for

origin, or for mobility Refined data of this nature might be derived from a

special detailed survey of individual schoobng expenditures or by the

compilation of the required information in a future census Making use of

the crude data available today seems neither useful nor desirable, since it

may only bias and blur our results However, other studies based on more

aggregative and crude data revealed that the average, direct, private costs

of one year m school arc nearly equal to the average yearly earmngs of
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Table 2—Estimated expected earnings at selected ages by schooling in
race-region: persons out of school, 1959“

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

Age 0-4 5-7 8 9-11 12 13-15 16 17+

14 69 253
WhitesINorth

18 670 1073 1174 1306
22 1574 2131 2301 2519 2930

27 2570 3160 3498 3924 4461 4558 5602
37 3672 4397 4809 5398 6052 7019 8713 9578
47 3717 4466 4967 5478 6281 7745 10,109 12,138
57 3404 4092 4506 5292 6023 7393 9677 11,398
67 1840 2083 2382 3079 3897 4493 5969 8019
77 465 514 733 1213 1916 2151 3101 4931

14 46 332
WhitesISouth

18 429 957 926 1151

22 1020 1745 1828 2052 2454

27 1767 2655 3022 3233 3847 4246 4965
37 2860 3665 4004 4780 5520 6448 7992 9027

47 2775 3658 3950 4572 5802 7215 9109 11,146

57 2365 3060 3633 4008 5475 7018 8981 9665

67 1267 1595 2073 2258 3370 3611 4228 5905

77 230 415 727 820 1584 1332 1357 3258

NonmhitesiNorth

14 63 571

18 510 1338 646 757
22 1586 2175 1529 1736 2122

27 3021 2711 2337 2705 3201 2866 3249

37 2879 3310 3197 3618 3989 3876 5146 7834

47 2898 3362 3412 3608 4305 4183 4480 9129

57 2503 2763 3674 2984 3361 3551 2543 6561

67 1385 1409 1942 1917 1896 1983 1139 2241

77 697 625 824 1191 1100 1085 514 557

Nonwhites/South

14 91 340
18 475 823 607 757

22 960 1280 1146 1284 1420

27 1459 1691 1775 1874 1976 1832 2169

37 1924 1870 2159 2166 2597 2679 3986 3112

47 1785 1969 2197 2134 2868 2621 3260 3920

57 1495 1654 2128 2144 2091 2275 1827 4178

67 572 635 970 819 667 1725 575 2724

77 171 212 391 199 169 1178 171 1664

“ Source; Thesis, Table 4. At spaces with no entry, persons of that age are enrolled in school. In dollars.
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students, especially at the college level < There is good reason to believe
that these two magnitudes move in the same direction

First, the higher the level of schoolmg, the higher the private costs and
the higher the average student earnings In elementary school, both costs
(in pubhc schools, which include a large majority of the elementary school
students) and earnings are negbgible In high school, both increase—
usually concomitantly with the class attended In college, many students
have sizeable earmngs, especially during the summer quarter, but costs

are also high ’

Second, student earmngs and their average, direct, private costs tend
to vary in the same direction among population groups For example, non-
whites usually spend less than whites on tuition and on other direct cost

Items, and they enroll in higher proportions than do whites in the less

expensive public schools, but their earnings are also lower, owing to lower

wages and limited employment opportunities

In view of the lack of detailed cost data and the apparent proximity of

the two magnitudes, we assumed that earnings and direct costs cancel

each other out in each of the student groups analyzed here at all levels of

schooling This implies that the net earmngs during school are expected

to equal zero in all cases, as indeed we assumed throughout the following

analysis ‘

It is not easy to evaluate the quality of the resulting estimates given in

Table 2 The statistical process of their derivation is so complicated that

appropriate confidence intervals could not be estimated by any direct

method, although some extended simulation analysis would be useful in

clarifying this aspect However, statistical variability appears to be of a

second order of importance, relative to more basic omissions and in-

adequacies of the data and of the estimation procedure The most signi-

ficant deficiencies of these estimates are discussed below, relative to the

evaluation of rates of return to schooling derived from these estimates

However, the limitations, reservations, and shortcomings (some of

which seem unsurmountable in any empirical study), should not be over-

emphasized to the point of discarding meamngful and valuable information

•GaryS Becker, Human Columbia Uiuvroity Press 1954 (referred to as

Chap IV, p 75, and Appendix A sec 2 TTic earnings of college students are estimated

by Becker to amount to 25 percent of the earnings of high school graduates not attending

school The remaming 75 percent are ‘ foregone earmngs ” which constitute 76 percent of

total cost Hence, total costs arc about equal to total earnings out of school and direct

costs are about equal to earning! dunng scboid

* In graduate school however, earnings from aH sources may exceed direct private costs,

because many students receive fellowships and scholarships

» However, if better data about direct costs became available, it would be desirable to

match them with data concerning students* earmngs For this pur^^e, estates of student

earnings were carried out separately, but are not given here Cf TftfflJ, Table 5, and pp

64-68
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in the name of purity. One can fill only a few gaps at a time, utilizing what-
ever information is available, while acknowledging its limitations and
interpreting the results accordingly.

II Rates of Return and the Demand for Schooling

The earnings-age profiles estimated above for various schooling levels are

used to derive the internal rates of return in Table 3.

Table 3—Estimates ofprivate interna! rates of return among schooling
levels by race and region “

Higher
schooling

level LOWER SCHOOLING LEVEL IN EACH COMPARISON
in each

comparison 0-4 5-7 a 9-11 12 13-15 16

WhitesINorth
5-7 b

8 b .218
9-11 .474 .185 .163

12 .331 .175 .161 ,160
13-15 .196 .125 .111 .097 .071

16 .170 .124 .115 .107 .096 .122

17 + .144 .110 ,103 .096 .087 .095 .070

WhitesISouth

5-7 b

8 b .144
9-11 .662 .162 .182

12 .441 .172 ,186 .188

13-15 ,274 .139 .138 .127 .093

16 .216 .131 .128 .120 .101 .110

17 + .179 .118 .114 .107 .092 .091 .073

Nonwhites/North

5-7 b

8 .06 .01

9-11 .13 .03 .23

12 .18 .06 .23 .22

13-15 .07 .03 .07 .04 e

16 (.07) (.03) (.07) (.04)
d (.08)

17+ (.12) (.09) (.13) (.12) (.10) (.16) (.23)

Nonwhites/South

5-7 .89

8 .27 .06

9-11 .22 .06 .10

12 .17 .08 .11 .12

13-15 (.13) (.08) (.09) (.09) (.07)

16 (.11) (.07) (.08) (.08) (.06) (.07)

17+ (.08) (.06) (.06) (.06) (.05) (.06) (.05)

“Adjusted for various factors. Source; Thesis, Table 6. Numbers in parentheses were based on too few

observations to be reliable.

“ Rate was above 1 (extremely high in most cases).

“Negative rate (-.05).
< Multiple solutions, with no rate between —0.1 and 1.0.
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For each pair of schooling levels in a major race region group, the rate
indicated in the table is the average rate of return on the amount of school
mg, which IS the dificrcnce between the two levels It is that rate of dis

count which equates the present values of the two corresponding earning
streams at a given age When related to adjacent schooling levels (eg,
eight and nine»to-ll years of school), it could be regarded as a marginal
rate of return, where the marginal unit is the difference in years between
adjacent levels (two years, m most cases) Hence, the relation between the

rales appearing on a diagonal in Table 3 and the amount of schooling m
the corresponding row could be regarded as approximating the marginal

efficiency of investment in schooling, when investment is measured in

school years * It is, therefore, the demand for schooling in that group
Before the results of Table 3 are interpreted, some of the technical and

conceptual shortcomings and dcftacncies of these results should be ex*

amined

A unique solution for an iniemal rate obtains only where the two

profiles intersect just once In some cases of multiple intersections, we chose

arbitranly the economically meaningful solution and discarded irrelevant

solutions such as negauve rates **

Cases of multiple solutions are more common among groups of non*

whites for two reasons First, the higher sampling variability of the estimated

profiles increases the probability of intersecting profiles Second, smaller

earning differences, which are associated with lower returns to schooling,

decrease the stability of the solutions, increase thar sensitivity to minor

variations in the earnings profiles, and hence also increase the probability

of multiple intenections Any irregulanty in the estimated earnings func

tion IS reflected and even emphasized by computing internal rates of return

The estimated profiles of nonwhites are Jess reliable statistically (owing to

much smaller sample sizes, but apparently also to the lower quality of the

data)
,
but they also seem closer to one another, because of generally lower

returns to schoohng in these groups

In general, we would be inclined to have more confidence in the earn

mgs profiles estimated above than in the numerical values of the internal

rates discussed here The values computed for internal rates seem to be

highly sensitive to exactly those elements of the earnings profiles which are

the least accurate and the most vulnerable to omissions and biases i e

,

• The rates m each column can be inicrprcted as a schedule of average p^uctivity

The quantitative rdauons between marginal and average rates arc similar to the relations

found in general between average and marginal magmnides
‘o These obtam whenever the earning* differences between the two sAootmg ^ps

revene their normal sign at old age and these future losses are weighed more hea^y

than current or near future ‘ gams ’ In a money economy with positive interest ^^this

IS not acceptable although such n^ative cM age differences are definitely possible-e g

,

if persons with higher education retire earlier than less educated persons
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mainly the measured net earnings at young ages, during the schooling
period and shortly thereafter. In addition to the lack of data on schooling
costs and the crude assumptions used here instead, reporting errors are
more common among youngsters, whose employment and wages are less

stable. Their reported earnings in the year of leaving the school are applic-

able in many cases to only a fraction of the year, or to a partial source of
earnings. The computed rates are also sensitive to the exact length of the
schooling period and the exact age of entry into the labor force—both
determined here on the basis of crude estimates.^^ The general under-
reporting of earnings may also bias the results, especially if associated with
the level of schooling.

In addition to these statistical and technical reservations, many remain-
ing conceptual and theoretical qualifications require clarification before

these results can be used for economic analysis. It is not our intention to

dwell at length on these qualifications, nor do we intend to use outside in-

formation and additional assumptions to modify the numerical results with

various adjustments and corrections. Because of inadequate data, such

adjustments cannot be complete; however, a partial adjustment may
increase rather than decrease the over-all bias. Furthermore, adjustments

and modifications may also mask the results of this particular sample,

introducing a higher degree of arbitrariness, subjective judgment, and un-

certainty concerning the source and reliability of these results.^* For all

these reasons, it seems preferable to list briefly the important biases, but to

leave the numerical results intact.

The more important biases inherent in the estimated profiles and rates

of return are those associated with ability. There is probably a significant

positive correlation between ability to earn income—a combination of

natural and acquired ability traits—^and the level of schooling achieved.

This obviously leads to a positive bias in the differentials between schooling

levels and in rates of return to schooling.

Nonpecuniary returns (positive or negative), which are not measured

as earnings, are another source of serious bias. Some of the variables used

to estimate the earning function may have partially accounted for such

factors (e.g., type of residence), but only to a limited extent. The consump-

tion aspect of the schooling activity itself is also a form of nonpecuniary

element. The over-all effect of all the various forms of nonpecuniary elements

This, however, seems to be less arbitrary than the procedure chosen in various stadies,

where it is assumed that one school year corresponds to one actual year of age, with no

allowance for late-comers and older graduates. In fact, the difference in ages of completion

may account for many of the differences in estimated rates of return between this and other

studies. See Becker, p. 162.
, , • j

However, the interested reader may estimate approximately the effect of each kmd

of adjustment on the resulting internal rates by inspecting its effect on the rates in another

study in which such an adjustment was actually carried out.
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assumption that direct costs equal student earnings may require more
qualification in this case than at other levels, because many more students
in graduate school get tuition scholarships and fellowships which are
currently not reported as earnings. Nevertheless, it seems clear that the
high earnings foregone by these students during school attendance reduce
the attraction of graduate school as an economic investment, in spite of
the large future returns.

Returns to the very low levels of education (5-7 and 8 vs. 0-4) are
extremely high, mainly because of the negligible magnitude of both direct

and indirect school costs at these levels. In fact, all levels of schooling, in-

cluding graduate school, seem to bear very high returns relative to the

level of virtually no education (0—4 years, the first coliunn in the table).

However, adjustment for differential ability might reduce these rates con-

siderably.

In contrast, the last year of grade school bears significantly lower

marginal returns than the fifth-to-seventh years, especially in the South.

The marginal rates are 21.8 percent in the North, but only 14.4 in the

South. The latter figure may reflect the fact that young boys dropping out

of grade school before completion often stay home or are unemployed in

most of the country, but go to work in the South, thus increasing the fore-

gone earnings component of costs and reducing the estimated rates of

return.

Except for this last case, there seems to be a definite tendency for rates

of return to whites to be higher in the South than in the North.^® This

probably reflects the relative shortage of skills in the South. Another ex-

planation may be found in the lower costs per school year in the South,

as explained below. However, the difference in the rates among regions is

negligible at the university level (especially 17+ vs. 16 years).

I^e internal rates of return for nonwhites are generally low and rela-

tively erratic, as was anticipated in view of the irregular nature of the

estimated earnings profiles in these groups. Additional data and more

extensive analysis might indicate whether these results merit any serious

consideration.

The marginal rates appearing in the diagonals of Table 3, particularly

the far more reliable rates estimated for whites, reveal a downward trend

—

i.e., the higher the amount of schooling, the lower the marginal internal

rate. This seems to verify the conjectme that the marginal efficiency of

investment in schooling is decreasing. Individuals would thus tend to in-

crease their amount of schooling if the supply of investment funds shifted

to the right, or if the marginal internal discount rate applicable to them

were to decrease.

^'This is also a main finding in; Gary S. Becker and Barry R. Chis\\-ick, “Education

and the Distribution of Earnings,” American Economic Review (May 19C6, pp. 358-69).
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So far, the analysis has been restncted to the investment in education
measured by a single dimension—namely, years of school To convert the
marginal effiaency schedule or the demand for schooling to conform with
common economic usage, the estimated internal rates of return should be
related to the amount invested m dollars This transformation could be
effected by attributing to each level of schooling the total direct and in-

direct cost of completing that level—i e , the total amount of money
invested This would give rise to a different schedule, in which the invest-

ment axis would be transformed from years into dollars A schedule thus

transformed should be cautiously interpreted, however It is valid only

for the “extensive” margin of investment in schoohng and not for the

“intensive” mai^in—i e , it depicts the internal rate as a function of the

money invested if variations m this amount occur by varying the number
of school years completed If, on the other hand, increases in the total

amount invested by an individual occur through increases in the amount
invested per school year (eg, by a rise m tuitions or in the wages and

employment opportunities of comparable persons outside the school—con

slitutmg a rise in foregone earnings—or by increase in the average distance

traveled to school), then the rates of return applicable to these increasing

investments may be totally different from the rates estimated here This is

because many addiuonal restrictions are imposed on the one margin that

are not imposed on the other In most instances, changes in costs per year

are not subject to a student’s determination and choice, individuals may be

forced out of an optimal position into one with larger deviations from the

desired rate of return than those imposed in the other margin (of changing

the number of school years) In some respects, however, individuals may be

responsible for the “intensity” of costs per year (eg, by transfernng to a

more expensive school or by hinng a private tutor), m which case they

would probably equate the marginal rate m both margins In such situa-

tions the demand estimated above, expressed m dollars, would be applic-

able to intensive variations as well

The discussion above was intended not as a digression from the mam

course of this analysis, but to clanfy the comparison of demand schedules

estimated lor distinct groups Avierftiun focastd wn

between the four major race region groups One may assume for the sake

»’ Actual estimates of toUl costs for each level, as implied by the estunated can^gs

function were not presented here—m view of the crude nature of the assumption about

direct costs They may be estimated on the basis of the earmngs profila given in Ihesu,

Table 4 However, the numerical values of these costs arc immaterial for the present general

discussion D t

An extensive discussion of the correct measurement of these costs is given by Uecker, pp

39-18
“ That is, if we assume that individuals arc in equilibrium on the extensive margin—

e g , that they have the desired number ofschool years
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of simplification that the following features obtain for the demand curves of
the four race-region groups, abstracting from the necessary qualifications
and modifications: (1) all these curves are downward-sloping; (2) in each
region the schedule for whites is higher than for nonwhites; and (3) among
whites, rates of return are higher in the South than in the North at low and
medium school levels. It is also assumed that the intensive margin (of

increasing costs per year of school) gives rise to the same schedules as the
extensive margin (of increasing the number of years of school).

Given these assumptions and broad generalizations, one may inquire
what factors cause the levels of marginal efficiency of investment to vary
among different groups with the same number of school years invested?

These may be classified into three major types of factors
:
quality of school-

ing, marginal market discrimination, and ability—in a broad sense.

The first factor—quality of schooling—implies differences among groups

in the financial value of the units “years of school.” These may represent

differences in private investment per school year, differences in social invest-

ment accompanying them, or differences in the efficiency of these invest-

ments.^®

The private investment for the same number of school years may be

less for one group than for another. Hence, conversion of the schooling

axis from units of years to dollars of private investment will shift to the left

—or decrease—the demand schedule of the group with the lower costs per

school year.^® This might explain the higher rates of return estimated for

whites in the South, compared with the North, since private costs per school

year are probably lower in the South. Thus, rates corresponding to equal

investment in dollars may be approximately equal in the two regions. Similarly,

the discrepancy between whites and nonwhites in rates of return for equal

investment is probably greater than that measured for equal schooling,

because nonwhite students have, on the average, lower costs per year and

thus get more school years per dollar privately invested. A conversion of

the investment axis to dollars would cause a relative shift to the left of the

lower nonwhite schedule, so that a larger difference between the rates of

return would obtain at a given financial investment.

Presumably, social investment is positively correlated with private

investment per school year, and perhaps also with the efficiency, or em-

bodied quality, of these investments—all three factors being associated

with “quality.” Hence, standardizing the amount invested by its conversion

Efficiency may be defined here as real inputs applied in a school year, per unit of

money spent on that year. It is not the marginal efficiency of investment as measured by its

effect on incomes. A definition of quality of schooling based on the marginal returns from

schooling would defeat its own purpose, of course.

2° In addition to a shift in the level, this transformation would most probably change

the slope and the shape of the schedules, because of a correlation between cost-differentials

and schooling. This, however, will not affect the general conclusions dra\vn here.
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from units of school years to units of comparable quality (i e
, the com

parable real amount of inputs to the school) will again shift to the left the
demand for schoohng of the lower quality groups who have invested less

per year (e g , nonwhites) When the differences between the private rates
of return to the two groups is evaluated at an equal amount of “standard
schooling,” It IS greater than when evaluated at an equal number of years
Surprisingly, therefore, it appears that differences in the quality of school
ing cannot “explain away” the fact that rates of return for whites arc
higher than for nonwhites ”

The second factor, market discrimination, depresses one group’s private

rates of return if the market price paid for services decreases, relative to the

price paid for comparable services to the other groups, as the level of educa-

tion increases It is important to note, however, that if discrimination affects

all school levels equally, its existence per se (“average discrimination’
)
may

not affect the rates of return at all Discrimination may even increase the

mai^nal rate of return if foregone earnings are depressed by the same
(absolute) amount as earnings at every age and school level It is only an

increase in the degree of dismminaUon with increased education, or a marginal

discrimination, which can dimmish the rate of return from schooling®*

Thus, one may conclude that, if nonwhites’ rates of return and demand for

schooling are lower than those for whites because of discrimination in the

labor market, this must be a motginal discrimination which is greater for

persons with more education than for those with less Whether such marginal

discrimination exists is open to further study and requires additional in-

formation

Ability, the third factor which causes differences between rates of return

among race region groups, comprises all the inherited and acquired traits

which differ among groups and which are neither acquired in school nor

eliminated by the schoohng process—as lar as these traits affect the efficient

utilization of a real investment toward increasing earnings EducaUon and

training outside the school, motivation, innate ability, taste—in short, all

social, psychological, and biological factors affecting a group’s economic

efficiency—should be included If one is inchned to emphasize the environ-

mental and social factors, fhen ll* iiGpMAy -sS stViOT-to

schooling m the two racial groups can be attributed entirely to some form

of discrimination against nonwhites occumng in the schools, in the current

labor market, or in the accumulated soaal burden

«The conclusion m the text u valid only when the true marginal efficiency curve,

correctly adjusted for biases and for dynamic dements, u indeed downward sloping twtb

for the extensive margm and the for * intensive” one If mvestment m social outlay^

ter year of schooling is m a stage of ruing marginal efficiency this and similar results would

not obtain I am indebted to ProfessorT W Schulte for drawing my attention to this point

” Cf Beeker, pp 9&-100
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III Conclusions

In conclusion, it should be stressed that the above estimates and analysis

refer to private rates of return and the private demand for schooling. The
application of these to society requires modification of the estimated rates

ofreturn to take into account social costs and benefits, as well as the establish-

ment of a criterion (such as a social rate of discount) for evaluating these

social rates of return and for determining the desirability of additional

schooling for a given group. However, any policy measures based on this

evaluation must be made according to the determinants of private interest

and return rates—^so as to induce individuals to adapt their own behavior

pattern to the socially desirable one. Hence, it is clear that the individual

private rates and the associated private demand functions for schooling are

essential data for the evaluation and determination of social decisions. The

present study should thus be construed as a modest basis for a more com-

plete analysis of income-determination and of decisions about education,

from both the private and the social points of view.
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Some Evidence on the Private

Returns to Graduate Education

Burgeoning enrollments m graduate

schools constitute a major change m
most universities across the country

m recent years In the following

selection, Professor Orley Ashen-

felter of Pnnccton University and
the late Joseph Mooney evaluate

the private rate ofreturn to graduate

education The data used are drawn

from Woodrow Wilson Fellows

ORLEY ASHENFELTER
JOSEPH D MOONEY

recently attending graduate school

This article, instructive in a

methodological as well as factual

context, distinguishes between in-

lemaJ rates of return for Ph D ’s in

the humanities, social sciences, and

natural sciences

I Introduction

The objective of this study is to present estimates of the private rates of

return to various levels and types (“products”) of graduate education m the

arts and sciences Although the seminal work of T W Schultz and Gary

Becker spawned a good deal of research on the “economics of education,”

the lack of adequate data has heretofore severely limited work in the area of

graduate education Probably, the most novel contribution of this study stems

from the nature and characteristics of our sample The sample consists en-

tirely of respondents who have experienced some graduate education and

who are of approximately equal mtellectual ability In a later section, the

characteristics of the sample will be delin^ted in more detail

Repnnted from Orley Ashenfelter and Joseph D Mooney ‘ Some Evidence on the Pnvate

Returns to Graduate Education, ’ Southern Eemmte Journal 35 (January 1969) pp 247-56,

with the permission of the authors and publisher

250
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Why should a study of the returns to graduate education be undertaken
at this juncture? In the first place, graduate enrollments in the arts and
sciences have expanded very rapidly in recent years.^ The decision to attend
graduate school or not has become an increasingly relevant one for a growing
segment of Bachelor Degree holders. Hopefully, some of the economic
ramifications of this decision will be illuminated by the results of this study.
Secondly, throughout the “returns to education” literature there runs a
lament about the need for a sample of people of approximately equal intel-

lectual ability in order to perform correctly the typical “returns to educa-
tion” analysis. Although certain previous studies have made Herculean
attempts to control for ability in order to isolate the effects of education perse

on earnings, none of these has been entirely satisfactory. This study is the

first to examine a cohort of highly talented and more or less equally able

respondents.

The format of the paper is as follows: Section II is a briefsummary of the

limited research in this area, Section III discusses the nature of the sample.

Section IV examines methodology and the basic rate of return and present

value results and Section V concludes with a summary of our findings and

their major implications,

II Summary of Existing Research

In one of the earliest attempts to estimate the returns to graduate educa-

tion, Shane Hunt (1963) used the Time Magazine College Graduate Study

of 1 947. By means ofa number ofingenious adjustments, Hunt tries to control

for such factors as ability level and occupation in constructing his estimates

of the returns to graduate education. For high ability people. Hunt finds

that the private rates of return to 3| years ofgraduate education range from

1 % (occupation-education) to 3.2% (occupation-business) with government

work in the middle at 1.8%. The basic fault with this part of Hunt’s study

(which he readily admits) is his small sample size. Hunt’s sample contains

information on only 221 persons with the equivalent of 3^ years of graduate

education. After he controls for such variables as ability and occupation, the

number of observations in the relevant cells is extremely small. Furthermore,

he is simply unable to control for field of graduate study or graduate degree

level. Lastly, because he uses the 1947 Time data, many of those in his

sample had been to graduate school over 30 years ago. The authors believe

that there is a genuine question about the relevance of his findings with

respect to graduate education today.

1 According to estimates provided by the National Science Foundation, graduate enroll-

ments in the arts and sciences increased from 73,178 in 1954 to 218,855 in 1964. Thus,

graduate enrollments virtually tripled in one decade.
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being used to some extent), and, aside from the obvious academic qualifica-
tions, candidates need only express an interest in college teaching as a future
career in order to qualify for a fellowship.

Fortunately, the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation of
Princeton, NewJersey, maintains detailed background records on all Fellows
and keeps their records current by means of an annual mail questionnaire.
Longitudinal information for each Fellow is thus available on the number
of years spent in residence at a graduate school, the year in which a degree
was received, the Fellows’ present employment, his field of graduate study,
etc. In mid-1966, all male Woodrow Wilson Fellows who were members of
the three classes elected from 1958 to 1960 were asked via a mail question-

naire their first and present annual salaries. After a number of unusable
responses were deleted, a sample of 1,322 people resulted.®

What are the advantages of this sample for a “returns to education”

study? We believe that there are two general characteristics of this sample
which make it ideal for use in a study of this kind. The essential homogeneity

of this group is its first advantageous characteristic. All members possessed

exeellent undergraduate academic credentials.'’ In addition to this implicit

control for ability, the respondents in this sample were of the same sex,

generally the same age, and relatively recent entrants to the labor force.

The second important aspect of this sample pertains to the detailed

information available on each respondent. We kne^v the occupation of the

respondent, when and if he got a graduate degree, how long he spent in

graduate school, his primary field of graduate study, how long he had been

working full time, and relevant salary information. Blessed with such

detailed information, we were able to estimate income differences for various

groups after controlling for the relevant variables at our disposal. Also, we

could permit interactions to occur among such variables as degree level, field

5 Details on the non-respondents to the salary questionnaire are contained in Ashenfelter

and Mooney (1968). On the basis of the information at our disposal, we have no reason

to believe that any signihcant biases are introduced by the lack of salary data on the non-

respondents.

4 The computation of income differentials in this paper is based on our full sample of

over 1,300 persons. In another paper the authors have shown that a variable explicitly

measuring variations in ability within the sample was a significant determinant of income.

The ability variable, however, was available for only about half of the obsen'ations in our

sample and it was decided that more efficient parameter estimates could be obtained by

dropping the ability variable and concentrating on the full sample. It is clear that this

entails a specification error which will lead to bias in estimating the effects of education on

income only if the variable left out is correlated with the included explanatory variables

(see Arthur S. Goldberger, 1964, pp. 194-197). Not very surprisingly—since the sample is

so very homogeneous—our measure of ability is almost orthogonal to the other independent

variables in the regressions. The coefficient of determination between the dummy variables

representing years of education and the ability variable, for example, is only .01. Further,

a direct analysis of the specification error for the data available showed it to be small (see

Ashenfelter and Mooney, 1968).
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of study, and occupations so that we could determine, for example, whether
the differential income due to obtainii^ a Ph D was independent of the field

of study or occupation that a person entered

The drawback to the use of this sample for estimating lifetime returns to

educational investment is, of course, that it contains observations on only the
first few years of the lifetime income profile This is a senous problem which
admits of no easy solution If cross secuonal observations were available on
the complete lifetime income profile, the individuals involved would generally

not be homogeneous with respect to variables which the investigator cannot
control (e g ,

ability) Worse yet, there is some doubt whether a given

educational attainment, as measured, would be similar from individual to

individual As mentioned m the next section, wc have attempted to overcome
this difficulty by the judiaous combination of sample information with

various assumptions about the shape of lifetime income profiles

IV Methodology and Findings

METHODOLOOr

Since we had salary data for a group which on the average had been

working only 2-3 years, the lack of a lifetime income profile represented a

genuine problem There are at least two possible solutions to this problem

First, It is possible to make careful estimates of the income differences for

different groups at a particular point in time and then simply extrapolate this

difference (the difference can also be allowed to grow or decline at a fixed

rate) over their working lifetimes The use of a number of alternative dis-

count rates will then yield an array ofpresent value estimates This reasonable

but crude approach is used for certain analyses in this paper Secondly, if

lifetime income profiles were available for people of different educational

levels, one could combine this information on the shape of the profiles with

more detailed sample information on their levels m order to arrive at fairly

accurate hypothetical lifetime income profiles Although reliable longitudinal

income data for a large cohort of people with different educational levels is

not available, it is possible to construct lifetime earnings profiles from the

cross section data available in the l/IOOO sample of the 1960 Census For-

tunately, from the authors’ point ofview this exercise has already been done

by Giora Hanoch (1965, 1967) The great advantage of this source ofdata is

that It allows one to consider complex interactions between age and various

levels of education Hence, one can concentrate on careful estimation of the

time profile of lifetime earnings *

The .peafic earning! age profile! in Hanneh'! Mudy which we laed were for white!

in the North with 16 and 17+ years ot education
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We next had to find a way to combine the results of our regressions with
Hanoch’s estimated earnings profiles. The first step was to “squeeze” the
information on the shape of the earnings profiles into regression equations by
fitting successively higher order polynomials in age. Using thejoint criteria of
goodness and randomness of fit (as judged by the conventional R} and the
Durbin-Watson statistic), the authors settled on the following cubic ex-
pressions for those with 16 and 17+ years ofschooling respectively:

r= - 19.255 + 1 .3786.4- .01 89(ri) ^ + .000061 {Ay (1)

i22 = .977 Z)-IT=1.41

r= -48.603 + 3.0108ri-.0467(ri)2 + .000216(ri)3 (2)

722 = .993 i)-IT=1.55

where T is annual earnings (measured in thousands of dollars) and A is age.

As would be expected, the maximum for equation (1) which takes place at age

47, occurs before the maximum for equation (2), which takes place at age 49.

Second, we estimated a regression equation with our own sample in order

to arrive at projected income differences due to different combinations of

schooling and degree level attainment during the early years of the lifetime

earning process.® This regression contained dummy variables to control for

Field of Graduate Study (Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities),

Profession (College Teacher, Business and Government), and Number of

Years Working. Since it did not appear meaningful to consider years of

graduate education separately from graduate degree attained when estimat-

ing such an equation, a dummy variable for each possible combination of

degree (B.A., Masters, Ph.D.) and length of graduate schooling (0-5 years)

was inserted into the regression.'^ Multiplying the appropriate control

variable regression coefficients by their sample means allowed the computa-

tion of average incomes for different degree-schooling educational combina-

tions.® Use of the Years of Work coefficients also allowed us to obtain sliding

estimates of gross foregone earnings which differed for each year of the

educational process. Net foregone earnings were computed by subtracting

® Since the authors have reported elsewhere similar regressions, with associated measures

of significance, intercorrelation, etc., (see Ashenfelter and Mooney, 1968) it was decided

not to include these results here since they are unwieldy (the regression contains 21 inde-

pendent variables) and not of central importance to the purpose of this paper. Full details

of this regression, and other underlying the results herein, are available from the authors

upon request.

’ In order to increase the sample size of our basic reference group, those Bachelor degree

holders with either zero or one year of recorded graduate education were grouped together.

Careful inspection of the data by the authois suggested this introduced only a minor distor-

tion of reality.

® Since sample means of dummy variables are proportions (i.e., of persons in the sample

falling in the appropriate class), we are actually computing a weighted average.
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$2,500 per year from the preceding estunates a stipend of $1,500 for the
academic year plus average summer earnings of $1,000 ®

Finally, we recomputed the intercept terms of the cubic approximations
to lifetime incomes by evaluating them at Ae relevant school leaving age plus
two years (the average amount ofwork experience in the sample) and forcing
the intercept of the cubic to take on a value which equated our independent
estimate of the earnings profile for the 6rst working years with the cubic
approximation The procedure maintains the same shape for the estimated
lifetime earmngs profile and only adjusts its level ”

PRESE^rr VALUE ESTIMATES

Figure 1 presents the incremental present value estimates at age 21 for

graduate programs of varying lengths over the B A The discounting period

has been taken through age 70 and no adjustments have been made for

mortality or personal income taxes It should be noted that these results

pertain to Ph D ’s who arc “average” with respect to fields ofgraduate study

and profession In a sense, these represent our most general results The
major findings can be summarized briefly

(a) Viewed as a investment project, the 3 year Ph D is unequivocally the

most attractive program At ail relevant discount rates, the incremental

present value of the 3-year Ph D is greater than that ofany other program

The reason for this stems from the fact that our regression equation suggested

noincrementalmcomegams to the fouror five year Ph D program compared

to the foregone earnings associated with an additional year or twom graduate

school

(b) The 4 year Ph D program, a length of time for the Ph D which has

become the goal of many graduate schools, fares rather well by comparison

with the optimal three-year Ph D program (sec Table I), while the five-

year Ph D program is a relatively poor investment

(c) Finally, we considered M A ’s with two years of schooling separately

because we felt that this group would contain largely those persons who

were engaged from the outset m terminal programs The comparison

between theMA of2 years with the Ph D ofSyearsisextremelymterestmg

The choice between acquisition of an M A in 2 years and continuation in

graduate school with the hope of acquinng a Ph D m 5 years or so is pro-

bably a very relevant one for many graduate students In this context, our

•The $1,500 stipend equals the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship stipend and the $1 000

figure was our best estimate of summer earnings for graduate students

« Symbolically, we pick i’(^)+ir so that i»{.f+2)+^:= T", where P{A) is the original

cubic in age, A^ is the school leaving age, is a constant to be determin^ and is our

estimate of the average income for a particular educational class at age
^

bince

and P{A)+K have idenucal denvatives the shapes the ‘wo cuives will be identiwl We

have assumed throughout that B A 's surt work at 23, 3 year Ph D s at 26, 4 year Ph D

at 27, 5 year Ph D ’s at 28, and M A ’s at 25
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results depict a very plausible possibility: namely, at low discount rates, the

Ph.D. in 5 years is more attractive financially than the M.A. in 2 years and
vice-versa at higher discount rates. The crossing of the M.A. and 5-year

Ph.D. curves depicts an interesting conceptual point. At interest rates below

5.4%, the 5-year Ph.D. program is unequivocally more profitable. However,
the internal rate of return for the M.A. in 2 years is slightly higher than that

for the 5-year Ph.D.

Private Internal Rates of Return

It is a simple matter to move from these present value estimates to esti-

mates of the private internal rates of return. The private internal rate of

return is simply that discount rate which equates the differential present

value of income between doctorates and B.A.’s to zero. In Figure 1, the

internal rate of return is represented by the point at which the curve of

present value estimates crosses the horizontal axis. The upper half of

Table 1 presents our original estimates of the private internal rates of

($•000)

Figure 1

Incremental Present Values of Various Ph.D. and M.A. Programs

over the B.A.
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return to doctorate programs of varying lengths along with the confidence
bands for these estimates Even though our sample was one characterized
by virtually “full information,” we were well aware of the number of
assumptions we had to make before arriving at our point estimates Conse-
quently, it was felt that a more realistic picture of the rates of return would
be provided by constructing a confidence band bracketing the point
estimates. These bands appear in parentheses below the point estimates m
Table I.“

Table I—Private rates ofreturn to Ph D/s andMA/s
(and 95% confidence bands}

WITH ESTIMATED CUttVIUNEAft LIfETIME INCOME DIFFERENTIALS
AVERAOE RATES BY DEGREE ONLY

MA PhD

BA. 065 0 088
(052. 079) (075. 100)

BY DEGREE AND YEARS OF SCHOOLING

MA {Syfi) PhOiSm) PhD {4yr$) PhD {Syri)

8.A 076 .108 .091 071
{050..101) (032..13$) (070..113) (0S2,.0S9)

WITH ESTIMATED LINEAR UFETlME INCOME DIFFERENTIALS
AVERAGE RATES BY DEGREE ONLY

MA PhD

a A. 016
(-.050. 049)

063
(041. 083)

BA.

BY DEGREE AHO YEARS OF SCHOOLING

MA PhD (7r«-) {.4yn)

043 105 070

(-......113) (057.146) (030..102)

PhD (5y/s)

035
(- 008 064)

Since these results follow directly from our estimates ofpresent values, it is

not surprising that the internal rate of return for 3-year Ph D ’s, (10 8%),

is highest and that for the 5-year Ph D is lowest (7.1 %). The most striking

aspect of these results is their over-all high value. At the outset of this study,

the authors believed that negaUve rates ofreturn were well within the realm

“ We call our interval esumate* confidence ‘Tiandi" because they should not be in-

fused with true confidence ‘‘intervals,” whi* can be defined only when exact knowledge

of the distribution of the rate of retam esOmator u known Our confidence bands wnt

estimated by allowing the estimated lifetime eanungs differences to vary by +2 standard

errors and computing the two additional rates of return A better, but stUI approximate

estimator is derived in Hilher (1963).
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of possibility. Recall that Hunt’s estimates ranged from 1 to 3%, Hanoch’s
was 7%, and Butter’s estimates of the social rates of return ranged from
. 1% to 8.0%. Clearly our estimates are generally rather high relative to those
ofother researchers.

As a result, we decided to reestimate the differential discounted income
streams in the more orthodox fashion. Foregone earnings were estimated in

exactly the same fashion described above. From our regressions, we could
also estimate the present average income differential between a Ph.D. of 3,

4 or 5 years and a B.A. holding constant the same variables mentioned
previously. The differential was then assumed to be constant over the

remainder of their working life (22-70 years of age, 49 years in all). This

method represents a naive approach for it assumes no change in the absolute

income differentials of Ph.D.’s and B.A.’s.

The results can be quickly summarized. The absolute values ofthe present

value estimates were reduced sharply. However, the shapes of the present

value graphs remained essentially unchanged. The private rates of return

were reduced across every cell (see the bottom half of Table I) . The results

contained in Table II suggest that a Master’s degree in the arts and sciences

has a very low rate ofreturn compared to the B.A.^^

Table II—Private rates of return for Ph.D.'s over B.A. 's

by field and profession

PHOFESStON

College Nort college

Field teacher teacher

Natural Science .086 .066

Social Science .053 .098

Humanities .007 N.A.

Lastly, we will present our estimates of the internal rates of return to an

“average” Ph.D. recipient by Field of Graduate Study and Profession

(College Teacher vs. all others). By an “average” Ph.D. recipient, we mean

anyone who has taken anywhere from 2 to 5 years to acquire a Ph.D. and

who has been working from 1 to 5 years. The Bachelor degree holders with

whom they are compared are first degree holders with “zero” years ofgradu-

ate education in those fields and professions. Those in Table II who were

not College Teachers and were in the Natural Sciences or Social Sciences

were largely working in industrial research or for the government. There

“ In computing the rates of return in Table I, the cubic approximation for those wth

YJ years of education was applied to both Ph.D. holders and M.A. s. It is possible that

this curve overestimates the earnings patterns for M.A.’s and thereby yields the rather

high rates of return for M.A.’s depicted in Table I.
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were Simply too few Ph D ’s m the Humanities who were not college teachers
to estimate an internal rate ofreturn for this group

The methodology employed m amving at the results in Table II was the
same as that used for computing the results of the bottom half of Table I

We did not use our general cubic approximations to the earnings profiles

for these specific groups Foregone earnings were estimated from regressions

in which Field ofGraduate Study, Degree Level, and Profession were allowed
to interact The reference group consisted of Bachelor degree holders in a
particular Field and Profession who had “zero” years ofgraduate education

The group with the highest internal rate of return consists of Ph D ’s in

Social Sciences who are not college teachers Many on this group are working
for non-profit research organizations (Rand, Institute for Defense Analysis,

etc ) which pay on the average higher salaries than universities—at least at

this early stage of their ^vorktng life At the other end of the spectrum, the

rate of return for Ph D ’s in the Humanities who are collcgc-teachcrs is very

low ( 007) Before concluding this section, the authors would like to add that

their confidence m the reliability of the results is somewhat less for Ph D 's

by Field and Profession than the results for all Ph D ’s The reason for this

ebbing of confidence is straightfonvard The cell sizes rapidly become small

as soon as we begin to control for such things as Field and Profession Con-

sequently, the statistical reliability of the estimates suffen accordingly

V Implications and Conclusions

For purposes of generalizing the results m this study, there is a drawback

associated wth the high ability level of our sample Their high ability level

per se probably imparls an upward bias to our estimates ofthe rates ofreturn

In addition, from other sources of information available to the authors, it is

known that male Woodrow Wilson Fellows tend to cluster at a relatively

small number of high quality prestigious graduate schools It would follow

that the economic returns toWoodrow Wilson Fellows would again be higher

than the returns to the average graduate student as a result of this higher

quality graduate education In sum, the combination of greater individual

ability and higher quality ofgraduate education undoubtedly produces an

upward bias to our results

Despite differences in sample, methodology and time period, it is interest-

ing to note the general consistency of the rates of return presented in this

study with those limited results of Hanoch and Butter already cited The

preponderance of evidence suggests rates of return to graduate education in

the arts and sciences m the range 5-11% ” Furthermore, the rates of return

« The exception is, of course, Hunt’s results obtained for a 1947 sample op ol Taking

his results at face value suggests an upward trend m rates of return to graduate educauon

which IS fully consistent with the phenomenal growth ift this area of education
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presented in this paper seem to fit roughly into the general pattern of educa-
tional investment yields suggested by other authors. Conceptually, one would
expect a decline in the rates of return to successively higher levels of edu-
cation. Other authors (Hansen, 1963 and Hunt, 1963) have generally found
the return to four years of college to lie in the range 11-15%. Returns to
graduate education in the range 5-1

1% are clearly consistent with these
results.

On the whole we must conclude that the returns to graduate education
are fairly substantial. An exception is the generally low return (.7%) found
for people in the Humanities. This brings us to the more general issue

embodied in the question, “Why do so many people continue the educational

process in a field where the pecuniary rewards to further education are so

low ?” One answer might stem from the fact that Humanists have few employ-
ment opportunities outside the University in which they could make use of

their professional training. Hence, one might argue that a short-run dis-

equilibrium exists in the Humanities field which allows universities to pay
rather low salaries to Humanists without fear of losing them to other types

ofemployers. It is clear that this answer will not do, however, ifone considers

the differentially low returns that exist in the Humanities to be an equilibrium

position. A second answer falls under the rubric, “psychic benefits,” which

many people claim they receive from an academic position in the Humani-

ties. Presumably, these psychic benefits take the form of longer vacations,

stimulating colleagues, idyllic geographic settings, and the pure undiluted

pleasure of stimulating young minds. Since there are literally thousands of

graduate students in the Humanities who aspire to become college teachers

and who probably have some idea of the low financial rewards wluch await

them, there is probably something to this notion oflarge psychic benefits to an

academician.^^

From the financial investment point ofview, how long should one remain

as a full-time graduate student? After 4 years in graduate school, the internal

rate ofreturn (regardless offield or occupation) declines very rapidly. On the

basis of the composite picture contained in this paper, we would assert that

the internal rate of return to an average 5-year Ph.D. is approximately 5%.

If, for some reason, one does not acquire a Ph.D. after 5 full years in graduate

school, the rate of return is quite likely negative. Yet, many students ob-

viously spend more than 4 years in graduate school as a full-time student.

Why does this happen? Two possible reasons come to mind. If that 5th year

in graduate school means that a person is permanently deferred from military

service, an obligation which apparently has high pecuniary and non-

pecuniary costs for many individuals, the fifth year graduate student may

“ A recent study by Marsh and Stafford (1967) provides evidence that professional

attitudes toward work and occupation on the part ofacadcnucians tend to be a compensatory

substitute for monetary returns in the choice of occupation and institutional setting.
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not be acting irrationally from an economic point of view Secondly, some
portion of graduate education undoubtedly represents a consumption good
for certain individuals They “enjoy” graduate school and thus linger on
after it has become patently clear that graduate education is a poor pecuniary
investment

In conclusion, it should be noted that nowhere m this article did we try

to ascertain whether or not the behavioral responses of students accord with

the pattern of rates of return presented in this paper Of course, the import-

ance of these rates of return as allocative signals in the area of education

ultimately depends on whether or not students respond to them Adequate
behavioral models for testing student responses are m the embryonic stage

of development at this time Determination of the relevant investment

honzon for students, the treatment of uncertainty, and the selection of the

relevant earnings variable or rate of return are merely a few of the vanables

which have to be included in such models and which greatly complicate

their construction In spite of these conceptual difficulties, we believe that

the effort expended in formulating adequate behavioral models represents

the most important type ofresearch currently being undertakenm this area
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Burton A. Weisbrod, Professor of

Economics at the University of

Wisconsin, is a frequent visitor to

the edges of knowledge in human
resource economics. In the following

selection he describes several non-

economic and external benefits

derived from educational invest-

ments in human capital. Many
studies concerned with the benefits

of investment in education concen-

BUELTON A. WEISBROD

trate on the economic effect of

education on earnings, only briefly

identifying nonpecuniary and ex-

ternal benefits. Weisbrod’s classic

paper emphasizes a variety of

benefits from educational invest-

ments in human capital in addition

to the readily observed direct

financial returns to the individual.

I

As technological developments have altered production techniques,

types of mechanical equipment, and varieties of outputs, society has begun

to recognize that economic progress involves not only changes in machinery

but also in men—not only expenditures on equipment but also on people.

Investment in people makes it possible to take advantage of technical

progress as well as to continue that progress. Improvements in health make

investment in education more rewarding by extending life expectancy.

Investment in education expands and extends knowledge, leading to

advances which raise productivity and improve health. With investment in

Reprinted from Burton A. Weisbrod, “Education and Investment in Human Capital,”

Journal ofPolitical Economy 70 (October 1962), pp. 106-23, -with the permission of the author

and publisher. Copyright 1962 by The University of Chicago.
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human capital and non human capital both contributing to economic
growth and welfare and m what is probably an interdependent manners
more attention should be paid to the adequacy of the level of expenditure,
on people

’

The pnncipal forms of direct investment m the productivity and tvell

being of people are health, Icarmng (both m school and on the job), and
location (migration) Formal education and health constitute two large

components of public and private spending m the United States Pnvate
expenditures alone for hospital and physiaan services were over $18 billion

in 1959, having risen from S8 6 bilhon m 1950 > Public education cxpendi

tures rose to 819 3 bilbon in 1960 from $7 3 bilhon at the turn of the decade *

Pneed at cost, gross investment in education m the United States has risen

from 9 per cent ofgross physical investment in 1900 to 34 per cent in 1956 ®

Investment in future productivity is occurring increasingly outside the

private market and in intangible forms Our traditional conception of

investment as a pnvate market phenomenon and only as tangible plant,

machinery and equipment must give way to a broader concept which allows

not only for government investment but also for intangible investment in the

quality ofhuman capital

Most economic analysis of return from education has focused on the

contribution of education to earning capaaty (and, presumably, to produc

tion capacity) While this has been valuable, it is only part of the picture and

perhaps not even a large part Even aside from market imperfections, which

create inequalities between wage rates and marginal productivity, earnings

arc an incomplete measure of the productivity of education to the extent

that production occurs outside the market In addition, emphasis on

incremental earnings attnbutable to education disregards external effects

Schooling benefits many persons other than the student It benefits the

student s future children, who will receive informal education in the home,

and It benefits neighbors, who may be affected favorably by the social values

developed m children by the schools and even by the quietness of the

neighborhood while the schools arc in session Schoohng benefits employers

seeking a trained labor force, and it benefits the society at large by develop

mg the basis for an infonned electorate Compulsory school attendance and

public (rather than private) support for education in the United States both

suggest that external economics from either the production or consumpuon

of education are believed to be important *

» United States Department of Health Education and Welfare Health Education and

Welfare Trends 7557 {Washington Government PnnUng Office 1961), p 23

*T Schultz, Capital Formation by Education Journal of Political Economy

December 1960 p 583 , ,l,

« Similarly, but perhaps more dearly compulsory smallpox vacemaUon together with

public provision of vaceme reflects external eamomics of consumpuon ofthevaceme
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From the vantage point of one interested in Pareto optimal resource
allocation, it is essential to consider all benefits from some action (as well as

all costs). Whether the benefits (or costs) involve explicit financial payments,
or whether they are internal to, or external from, a particular decision-

maker is irrelevant.

In the private sector of the economy, private benefits from goods and
services are reflected in consumer demand; assuming economic rationality,

competition, and the absence of external effects, private producers will meet
the demand in a socially optimum manner. But when goods and services

either have significant external effects or are indivisible (in the sense that

consumption by one person does not reduce consumption opportunities for

others—as, for example, national defense), the private market is inadequate.

If the public sector attempts to provide the service, and if consumer

sovereignty is to reign, the extent of consumer demand must be judged.

Thus arises the need for benefit-cost analysis.

Within the benefit-cost framework this paper focuses principal attention

on the ways by which a society benefits from formal education, discussing

much more briefly some of the ways by which it incurs costs in providing

education. It is worth emphasizing that analyzing benefits (or costs) does

not preclude specifying which people reap the returns (or incur the costs).

We shall attempt to identify the benefits of education by recognizing the

beneficiaries of the educational process.

In the discussion which follows, a “benefit” of education will refer to

anything that pushes outward the-utility possibility function for the society.

Included would be (1) anything which increases production possibilities,

such as increased labor productivity; (2) anything which reduces costs and

thereby makes resources available for more productive uses, such as increased

employment opportunities, which may release resources from law enforce-

ment by cutting crime rates; and (3) anything which increases welfare

possibilities directly, such as development of public-spiritedness or social

consciousness of one’s neighbor. Anything which merely alters relative

prices without affecting total utility opportunities for the group under

consideration will not be deemed a social benefit (or loss). For example, if

expanded education reduces the number of household servants, so that the

wage rates of those remaining rise, this rise would not constitute either a

benefit or loss from education but rather a financial transfer. Without

making interpersonal utility comparisons we cannot say more. Of course,

the increased productivity of those with the additional education is a benefit

of type 1

.

In addition to an analysis of the forms of education benefits and the

nature of the beneficiaries, I shall investigate opportunities for quantifying

these returns and some implications of the benefits analysis for the financing
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of education ® In Section II, I shall consider benefits which the individual
receives in the form of market opportunities—including additional earnings
resulting from increased productivity and benefits which the individual
receives m ways other than earnings In Section III, I shall consider
benefits which the individual does not capture but which accrue to other
persons Benefits from elementary, secondary, and higher education will
receive attention

II

In this section we examine those benefits of education (or returns from
education) which are realized directly by the student One form of such
benefits is the “financial return” accompanying additional education A
second form is the “financial option” return Previously unconsidercd, this

benefit involves the value of the opportunity to obtain still further education

Third are the non*monetary “opportunity options,” involving the broadened

individual employment choices which education permits, fourth arc the

opportunities for “hedging” against the vicissitudes of technological change

And fifth are the non market benefits

DIRECT FI}fA},aAL RETURN

Census Bureau data relating level of earnings to level of educational

attainment show an unmistakable positive correlation A number of in-

vestigators have estimated the percentage return from investment in

education by attributing these observed earnings differentials to cducauon •

Some have attempted to adjust for or, at least, to recognize factors other

than education which affect earnings and which arc positively correlated

with level of education These include intelligence, ambition, informal

education in the home, number of hours worked, family wealth, and social

mobility One factor which I believe has not been considered is that a

positive correlation of educational attainment with family wealth suggests

that those with more education may live longer and consequently tend to

‘ While I shall refer throughout this paper to the research of others I sh^d like to

mention particularly the excellent survey recently compJeted by Mce M Rivhn, see her

‘ Research m the Economics of Higher EducaUon Progress and Prob cm. m Selma J

Mushkin (ed ), Emmtes of Higker Education (heremafter ated as Higher Educalwn )

(Washington United States Department oTHealth, Edut^Uon, and Welfere [forthcoming])

• On the relation between educational attainment and earnings, see G ^ker. Under

investment m College Education’’ Ammcm Econmu Revuui, Proceedings, May, 1960, pp

346-54, H S Houthakker, ‘Education and Incami;,” Eeouw of Ronomtes and Slatistics,

February, 1959, pp 2'4-28, H P htller, ‘Annual m Relauon to

Education,” American Economic Review, December, i960» PP ’ ,

“Estimating the Returns to Education." Renew of Economics and Statistics, August, 19G0,

pp 31&-24
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receive greater lifetime incomes, education aside, although it is true that

longer life is not synonymous with longer working life. We are led to the

presumption that, in general, persons who have obtained more education

would have greater earnings than persons with less education, even without

the additional schooling.’ At the same time, at least one study has attempted

to isolate some of the non-education variables affecting earnings, with the

finding that median salaries rose with additional amounts ofpost-high-school

education, even after adjustments were made for (1) level of high-school

class rank, (2) intelligence-test scores, and (3) father’s occupation.®

Apparently at least part of the additional earnings of the more educated

population are the results of their education.

Although earning differentials attributable to education may be of

considerable significance to the recipients, the social significance depends

upon the relationship between earnings and marginal productivities.

However, we know that market imperfections may make earnings a poor

measure of one’s contribution to output and that in a growing economy
cross-section age-earnings data will understate future earnings. Mary Jean
Bowman has suggested that older workers may receive more than their

marginal productivity because status and seniority rules may maintain

income although their productivity is falling.® But even assuming that

earnings equal current marginal productivity, estimation of lifetime produc-

tivity from cross-section earnings data tends to understate future productivity

of today’s young men; this is true because in a growing society each new
cohort of people into the labor force comes with better education and

knowledge. These two examples suggest that the observed current earnings

of men are less than fully satisfactory as reflections of future marginal

productivity. Much work remains before we can feel confident of our ability

to measure adequately the productivity return to education. Perhaps more

serious, because apparently it has not been recognized, is a methodological

limitation to previous estimates of the financial return to education.

FINANCIAL OPTION RETURN

Given our interest in resource allocation, we should like to know what

financial return from additional education a person can expect. I suggested

above that earnings differentials associated with education-attainment

differentials would have to be adjusted for differences in ability, ambition,

’ See D. S. Bridgman, “Problems in Estimating the Monetary Value of College Educa-

tion,” Review of Economics and Statistics, Supplement, August, 1960, p. 181.

® Dael Wolfle, “Economics and Educational Values,” Review of Economics and Statistics,

Supplement, August, I960, pp. 178-79. See also his America's Resources of Specialized Talent

(New York, Harper & Bros., 1954); and Wolfle and Joseph G. Smith, “The Occupational

Value of Education for Superior High School Graduates,” Journal ofHigher Education, 1956,

pp. 201-13.
• “Human Capital: Concepts and Measures,” in Mushkin (ed.), Higher Education.
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and other vanablcs before we could tsobue the education effects, and that
an adjustment for systematic differences between earnings and producuvity
would also be required Let us assume that these adjustments have been
made and that we have computed the present values of expected future

earnings of an average person with J and with A" years of education, uUm
paribus. It is my contention that this would be an erroneously low estimate of

the gross return which may be expected from the additional education

The value of the additional education may be thought of as having two

components (a) the additional earnings resulting from completion ofa given

level of education (properly discounted to the present, of course) and (f>) the

value of the “option” to obtain still further education and the rewards

accompanying it It is (A) which I wish to elaborate upon here

In formula (1) below, the first term represents the rate of return over

cost for education unitj, as computed in the usual manner, it is the difference

between the present value of expected future earnings of a person who has

attained, but not exceeded, level j, and the present value of expected future

earnings of a person without education as a percentage of the additional

cost of obtaining^ This is the rate of return as computed heretofore

Subsequent terms in the formula measure the option value ofcompleting

j and should be understood as follows each of the R* are rates of return on

incremental education «, computed m the manner described m the

paragraph above R is the opportunity cost of expenditure on education m
terms of the percentage return obtainable from the next best investment

opportunity, so that indicates any “supernormal” percentage

return Cj, = the marginal social cost of obtaining the incremental education

a (where each cost ratio, CJCj, is a weighting factor, permitting the per-

centage returns on the costs of vanous levels of education to be added), and

/•j, is the probability that a penon who has attained level j will go on to

vanous higher levels

w

c
+(H?-«)7r-P.=R*

w

+ iw-^>r

Thus, for example, a decision to obtain a high school education involves

not only the likelihood of obtaining the additional earnings topically

realized by a high school graduate but also involves the value of the oppor
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tunity to pursue a coUege education, w The value of the option to obtain
additional education will tend to be greater the more elementary the
education. For the “highest” level of formal education, the value of the
option is clearly zero,^^ except insofar as the education provides the option
to pursue independent work.

The option-value approach attributes to investment in one level of
schooling a portion of the additional return over cost which can be obtained
from further education—specifically, that portion which is in excess of the
opportunity cost rate of return. Although part of the return from college

education is indeed attributed to high-school education, there is no double-
counting involved. In fact, the procedure is the same as that involved in

the valuation of any asset, where the decision to retain or discard it may be
made at various times in the life of the asset. Consider the following case: a
machine is offered for sale. The seller, anxious to make the sale, offers an
inducement to the buyer in the form of a discount on the purchase of a

replacement machine when the present one wears out. Analyzing the

prospective buyer’s current decision, we see that he is being offered a

combination of (1) a machine now, and (2) a discount (or option) “ticket”

for possible future use. Both may have value, and both should be considered

by the prospective buyer.

Let us assume that the machine has been purchased and used, and the

owner is now deciding whether he should buy a replacement. Needless to

say, the rate of return expected from the prospective machine will be a

function of its cost net of the discount. The profit-maximizing buyer will

compare the rate of return on the net cost and compare it with the oppor-

tunity cost of capital. Thus, in a real sense, the discount ticket has entered

into two decisions : to buy the original machine and to buy the replacement.

But this is not equivalent to any erroneous double-counting.

The machine discount-ticket analogy also makes clear the point that the

value of the option (or discount) cannot be negative. If a greater rate of

return (or discount) is available elsewhere, the value of the option merely

becomes zero, as long as it need not be used. Thus, as long as a high-school

graduate need not go on to college the value of the option to go on cannot

be negative. It is formally conceivable, however, that a positive option

value of elementary-school education could consist of a negative value for the

high-school component and a larger positive value for the college component.

Research by Jacob Mincer suggests that additional schooling also provides oppor-

tunities to obtain additional on-the-job training (see his “On-the-Job Training: Costs,

Returns, and Some Implications”). The value of this opportunity should be included in

the financial option approach developed here.

Thus, for estimating the return from college or graduate education, omission of the

value of the option may not be quantitatively significant. At the same time, since the return

from higher education as previously estimated seems to be close to the return on business

investments, recognition of the value of the option might tip the balance.
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Formula (1) indicates that the value of the option to pursue additional
schoohng depends upon

(
1 ) the probability of its being exercised and

(2)
the expected value if exercised Without further information, factor 1 may
be estimated by the proportion of persons completing a particular level of
education -who go on to a higher level The expected value of the option
if exercised, factor 2, is any excess of the return on that increment of educa-
tion over the return obtainable on the best comparable alternative invest-

ment, where the latter may be assumed to equal, say, 5 per cent Actually,
the “excess” returns should be discounted back to the decision date from the

time the higher cducaUon level would begin, but to illustrate the point
simply I shall disregard this, at least to begin with

According to some recent estimates reported elsewhere, the return to the

individual on total high school costs (including foregone earmngs) for white

urban males in 1939^* was approximately 14 per cent and the return on
college costs for those who gr^uated was estimated at 9 per cent We
might assume the return to be somewhat lower—say, 6 per cent—for those

who did not complete their college traimng ” Then with approximately

44 per cent of high school male graduates beginning college and 24 per cent

graduating,** the a prion expected return on a social investment in high-

school education in 1939 was, substituting in equation (I) above, 17 4 per

cent, as shown in equation (2)

Graduatci CaUec« Grt<SvUt««

14 4. (9-5) (2 70) ( 24) + (8-5) (I 35) ( 20)

= l4+26+08«174pcr cent

(2)

iradff-SchooI Some CoUc^
Graduate! H fh School Graduate* C*Dej« Cradualei (A»iumed-2 yeanl

35 + (14-5) (2 3) ( 67) + (9-5) (6 3) ( 16) -r (8-5) (3 1) ( 13) (3)

=35+ 139 + 3 8+1 2 = 53 9 per cent

n T W Schultz, * Education and Economic Growth ’ Sonal Fonts Influencing American

Edaeation (hereinafter rated as ‘ Eamomic Growth )
(Chicago National Society for the

Study of Education, 19611, chap «i, referring to G S Beckers work H H Villard has

seriously disagreed with these estimalcs See h» ‘ Discussion ’ of Becker a ' lOnaennvMtmcnt

in College Education’ ’ in American Ectnunme Renew Proceedings, May, 1960 pp 37^78

See also W L Hansen, ‘ Rate of Return on Human versus Non human Investment (draft

paper, October, 1960)

» Schultz, Economic Growth,” p 78 r . c.
** Whjle this paper deals with educatimi benefits quantitative comparison ot benefits

with costs are made to help assess theidatwe magnitudes of benefits In doing this I do not

intend to imply complete satisfaction with tbe cost estimates The appendix of this paper

presents some of the issues involved m defining and measuring social costs

Computed from I960 data for males of ages 25-29 in United Sut« Bureau of the

Census Current Population Reports FeptOatm aaraclenstics Projections 0/ Educational Atlain

menls m the United Slates, 1960-1980 (beremafter cited as Educational Attainments )
(benes

P-20, No 91 [January 12, 1959, p 8, TaWe 2])
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To reiterate, the first term, 14, is the estimated percentage return to
high-school education. In subsequent terms, the first element is an estimate
of the return in excess of alternatives, obtainable on additional education;
the second element is the total cost of the additional education as a propor-
tion of the cost of high-school education the third element is the propor-
tion of high-school graduates who obtain the additional education. If the
returns to college education were discounted back four years to the date at

which high-school education was initiated, at a 5 per cent discount rate the
expected retmrn to high-school education would drop to 14-1-2.1+0.7=
16.8, instead of 17.4 per cent.

In the example above it was assumed that a decision to complete high
school would be realized with certainty. Other assiunptions could be fitted

easily into the framework. And if knowledge existed regarding the pros-

pective high-school student’s college plans, then average probabilities of his

continuation should not be used.

If the option value of education has been overlooked by parents as it

has been by economists there would be a tendency toward underinvestment

in education. If time horizons are short so that, for example, a prospective

high-school student and his parents sometimes fail to consider that a few

years later the child may wish he could be going on to college, there will be a

systematic downward bias to the valuation of education by individuals.

Even disregarding graduate education, the option value of high-school

education increased the rate of retiu'n on high-school costs from 14 to 17 per

cent, considering only the “monetary” returns. For grade-school education,

recognition of the value of the option to obtain additional education

increases the expected 1939 return even more substantially above the

previous estimate of 35 per cent^^ (see eq. (3). . . .

The option turns out to be quite valuable indeed, increasing the return

on elementary education from 35 to 54 per cent. It could be argued in this

case that whether the return is 35 per cent or 54 per cent^® is relatively

immaterial for policy purposes, both being considerably greater than

Computed from data in Schultz, “Economic Growth,” p. 79.

Again disregarding the discounting. The 35 per cent estimate is from Schultz,

“Economic Growth,” p. 81. Relative costs were estimated from the same source (p. 79),

except that Schultz’s elementary-school cost figure was doubled, since it applied to only

four years of school. The proportions of children continuing on to higher education were

estimated from Educational Attainments, p. 8.

In this paper I do not discuss any option value for college education; however, Acre

may be a positive option value related to opportunities for graduate study and additional

on-the-job training.

M Previous estimates of rates of return represented a discounting of costs and returns

back to the beginning of that particular level of schooling; since our time bench mark is the

beginning of grade school, the values of the high-school and college options should be dis-

counted back to the beginning of grade school. Doing so, at a discmmt rate of 5 per cent,

reduces the 54 per cent return to 35+9.5+2.1 + 0.7=47.3. The return would almost

certainly be larger if persons obtaining only some high-school education were considered.
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available altcmauvcs However, given the state of our confidence in the
previously computed rates of return^ tt ts comforting to sec the estimates
moved further from the decision making margin Of courc, m addition to
these returns, assuming they are attributable solely to education, are the
non market returns to education, including the direct consumption value of
learmng and the opportumiy to lead the “full hfc

"

^0^ FmA,\V/Al, OPT/0:/S

The words “opuon" and “opportunity” have appeared in the discussion

above a number oftimes Indeed, it seems that m many respects the value of

education is a function of the additional options which became available to a

person having it—job options, incomcdcisure security options, additional

schooling options, on-the job learning options, way-of life opuons
Recognizing the existence of such options suggests a possible means of

estimating the monetary equivalent value of non monetary returns from

education Thus, the college graduate who chooses to go to graduate school

and then enter academic life may be assumed to obtain a total (not merely

monetary) return on his graduate cducauon costs at least equal to what he

could have obtained from a comparable altemauve investment In general,

added education permits widened job choices, and to some extent people

with more education wll choose employment which provides non monetary

rewards (for example, greater security) at the expense of monetary rewards

To the extent that this is correct and that knowledge of ahematives exists,

previous esumates of the individual returns to education, uulizing incre-

mental carmngs figures for people wth two dilTercnt Icveb of education,

have had a downward bias If monetary returns from, say, graduate educa-

tion turn out to be less than comparable alternative returns, the difference

would be a mimmum measure of non-monetary returns, though not

ncccssanly of the employment associated return alone

•'HEDGl^V' OPTION

There is another respect in which education provides a person ivith

options the increased ability to adjust to changingjob opportunities With a

rapid pace of technological change, adaptability (which may be a note-

worthy output of additional education) becomes important Education

may be viewed as a type of private (and social) hedge against technological

displacement of skills New technology often requires new skills and

knowledge,** and those persons basing more education are likely to be m a

»• This view seems to be shared by H Coombs, who stales that ‘ there will be many

unpredictable shifts m the proportions needed of specific categonw of manpower

Thus It will be important to enlarge the total supply of high ability manpower airail

able for all purposes ( Some Economic Aspects of Educational Developme^ m Inter

nauonal Assoaauon of Universities Seme Eemmte Aspects ofEducational Dctehpment w Europe

[Pans IntemaUonal Umversiues Bureau, 19611 P 78)
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position to adjust more easily than those with less education, and to reap the
returns from education which the new technology has made possible. This
line of reasoning suggests that a more general academic curriculum is

desirable since it permits greater flexibility than a curriculum which requires
earlier specialization.

Insofar as the return resulting from greater flexibility is realized in the
form of earnings, it wiU be reflected directly in the estimated monetary
value of education. The hedging option has additional value, however, to
the extent that people have a preference for greater security and stability

of earnings.

The hypothesis that added schooling develops added labor-force

flexibility and thereby facilitates adjustments to changing skill requirements
suggests the following implication: the greater the level of an individual’s

formal education attainment, the more he can benefit from additional

on-the-job training, and, therefore, the more on-the-job training he will

obtain. Jacob Mincer’s data support this view;^® through time, investment

in learning on the job is increasingly being concentrated on persons with

education beyond elementary school. He estimates that in all three years,

1939, 1949, and 1958, on-the-job training costs per person were positively

correlated with the level of education. Moreover, a trend is observable—in

1939, on-the-job training costs per person with elementary education were

38 per cent of costs per college-educated person; in 1949 they were 30 per

cent; and by 1958, 28 per cent. Over the twenty-year period, training costs

per capita for elementary-educated persons actually declined (in constant

dollars), while they climbed 13 per cent for college-trained persons.

NON-MARKET RETURNS

So far we have discussed the return to education which is realized by the

individual in terms of his employment conditions. But some of the value of

education to the individual accrues in other forms. For example, the fruits

of literacy—an output ofelementary education—include, in addition to con-

sumption aspects, the implicit value of its non-market use. To illustrate:

when a person prepares his own income tax return he performs a service

made possible by his literacy. Were this service provided through the

market, it would be priced and included in national income.^^

2“ Op. cit.. Tables 1 and 2. But E. F. Renshaw predicts that the principal educational

requirements of the 1960’s, with respect to the labor force, will be directed toward trade

schools and apprenticeship programs (“Investment in Human Capital” [unpublished manu-

script, 1960], p. 13).
. , -

21 It could be argued that the service (like many others m national income and product)

is not a final output, but a cost item (cost of tax collection), and thus should not be included

in estimates of production; but since it is often difficult to distinguish clearly outputs from

inputs in our national accounts, and since our national income and product accounts

principally measure effort expended, it would be interesting to make some estimate of the
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Assume that roughly fifty million of the sixty million personal income-
tax returns filed per year are prepared by the taxpayer himself At a value of
S5 00 per return, a low estimate of an average charge by an accountant for
preparing a not-too-complex return, we amvc at an annual market value of
the tax-return services performed by taxpayers for themselves of S250
million Relative to Schultz’s estimate of total elementary school costs of
S7 8 billion in 1956,** this suggests a currcnt-ycar return of 3 2 per cent of
the current mscstmenl m literacy! And this is only one, obviously mmor,
form of return from literacy whi^ the individual enjoys

This attempt to place a value on a particular use of literacy is subject to

at least the folIov.ing cnlicism were it not for widespread literacy in this

country we would probably not have the present type of income-tax system
operaung, and, therefore, we would adjust to illiteracy in a less costly way
than having others (say, accountants) prepare tens of millions of returns

The adjustment might insolvc government tax assessments or a resort to

another tj’pe of tax such as one on expenditures This suggests that the

literacy value estimate above is on the high side, in terms of the alternative

tax collection cost in the absence of literacy

I have attempted a very rough estimate of the alternative cost of collect-

ing an alternative form of tax—a sales tax—which would not require such a

literate population, in order to compare it with the collection cost of the

income tax ** The assumption is that a principal reason for the relative

tax-collection efficiency of the income tax is the work performed by the

iaxpa)er m preparing his own return For the year 1940, the all-states

average cost of collecting state personal income taxes was SI 50 per SlOO

collected, while the comparable figure for the general sales taxes of states

was S200 per SlOO collected In the same year, collection costs per 8100

market value equivalent of the services performed by a person m preparing ha own mcome-

tax return

Inclusion of the value of ihu non-market production as an educational benefit pre-

supposes that thu represent! a net mcreasc in the value of the individual s total non market

acliviues and that the opportunity cost of perfornung additional non market producuon a

essenually aero

Richard Goode has suggcsied that, although the failure to consider non marltet pro-

duction leads to understatement of ihe return to educauon, ' nevertheless there seems to be

little danger that thu omission will lead to an undervaluaUon of educauonal benefits in

companng time periods, counuies, and populaUon groups with different amounu of formal

educauon ” He presenu “the hypothesu that the greater the amount of formal educauon

the greater the proportion of goods and services acquired through the market If thu a

true, esumates based on money eammgs or naUonal income stataucs may exaggerate the

contribution of education to resd income differentials or growth

** “Economic Growth," p 64 Table b
“ Tha disregards the different distributive effects of the two forms of tax

“Jama W Mariam, * Costs of Tax Adminwtrauon Statuucs of Public Expensw,

BuIUtin of the ^alunat Tax Assomlion, February, 1944, pp 132;^7. m ^

Benson, The Economics ^Public Education {Boston, Houghton MifBm Co , 1961), p H5
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offederal personal income tax were estimated at $1,68,^^ while there was, of

course, no federal sales tax.^®

In the absence of a superior alternative I have assumed that, as was true

for the state tax-collection costs presented above, a federal sales tax would
cost one-third more to collect than the federal personal income tax.

Assuming the 1960 Internal Revenue Service estimate of collection costs,

of approximately forty cents per $100, to apply to the personal income tax,

then a one-third increase in the cost of collecting $50 billion (1959 individual

income-tax receipts) would involve an additional $66 million—approxi-

mately 0.8 per cent of elementary-school costs.^®

Ill

In this section we consider the benefits of education which are external

to the student. If all the benefits of education accrued to the student, then,

assuming utility-maximizing behavior and access to capital markets, there

would be little reason for public concern about the adequacy of education

expenditures—unless publicly supported education were an efficient way of

altering the personal distribution of income in a desired way.

Income redistribution effects aside, it seems clear that access to the capital

market is imperfect and also that a child, even at high-school or college age,

is in a poor position to make sensible long-run decisions regarding the

amount or type of education, though advice from teachers, counselors, and

parents may improve the decision. But these imperfections hardly appear to

justify the massive public expenditures in support of education—more than

$19 billion in 1960, including capital outlays.^^ We are led to the position

that, to understand why education is of public concern as well as to project

demand for education and determine whether expanded education is

warranted on allocative-efficiency grounds, we should pay more attention

to identifying and quantifying external benefits of education.^® This section

of the paper suggests a framework for analyzing these benefits and considers

opportunities for measurement.

As economists, our interest in external benefits is typically related to the

question of whether all benefits (as well as costs) of some action are taken

Estimation of collection costs is subject to the common difficulty of the allocation of

joint costs; furthermore, we really know little about scale economies in tax collection, or

about the difference in degree ofenforcement ofstate and federal taxes, so that it is dangerous

to apply state cost figures to the federal level.

Actually we should note that a number of years of education is required to develop

“literate” people but also that, once developed, they presumably retain the knowledge.

Were we to take into account the number of tax returns an average person may be expected

to file during his lifetime, a higher rate of return would appear.

Health, Education and Welfare Trends, 1961, op. cit., pp. 52, 53.

It is true, however, that economies of scale (with respect to the number of students)

would also be a sufficient explanation for the public interest in education.
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into account by the dccision*maker The issue is whether the benefits are or
are not captured by the decision maker, since the assumption of profit
maximization has the implication that benefits will be recognized by the
decision maker if, but only if, he is able to obtain them Insofar as parents
and children make joint decisions on purchases of education, with none of
them bang a very expert, expencnccd buyer, those benefits which are
less apparent and indirect are likely to be overlooked Parents thinking of
thar children may even neglect the less direct benefits to themselves

discussed below Moreover, benefits to non family memben are probably

not considered at all

In principle, the recipients of external benefits from some activity (for

example, education) should be willing to subsidize the activity and, indeed,

should seek to subsidize it The voting mechanism and taxation provide the

means for subsidization Analysis ofvoung behavior may shed some light on

the question whether external benefits arc recognized and have an effect

on decisions But regardless whether or not subsidies are actually paid by

“outsiders,” we need to identify and measure the magnitudes of external

benefits to determine the rate ofreturn on resources devoted to education.

Persons receiving external benefits from a student’s education may be

divided into three broad groups, though the same people may be in more

than one (I) residence related benefiaanes—those who benefit by virtue

of some relationship between thar place of residence and that of the

subject, (2) employment related beneficiaries—those who benefit by virtue

ofsome employment relationship with the subject, (3) soaety in general

residence RELATED BENEFlCrARIES

Current Family of the Subject While the purpose of schooling is pbviously

education, the manner in which it is provided may result in incidental, and

even accidental, by products, m the case of elementary education, such a

by product is child care Schools make it possible for mothers who would

otherwise be supervising thar youngsters to do other things For those

mothers who choose to work, we have an estimate of the productivity of the

child care services—their earmngs Tlus rest? on the assumption that the

mothers would not work if a sitter had to be hired but do work when the

child is m school If mothers would make other child care arrangements m
the absence of schools, then a better measure ofvalue than earmngs obtained

would be the cost ofhiring a baby sitter or making some alternative custodial

arrangement

In March, 1956, there were 3 5 million working mothers in the United

States with children six to eleven ycais of age “ Assuming that as few as

»» United States Bureau of the Census Mantd end Family Status of Workers 1956 {Senes

P 50. No 73 [April, 1957J), p II, Table 3
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one million of these mothers would not work except for the schools (the
others being willing to let their children stay with hired persons or simply
care for themselves), and assuming S2,000 as the earnings of each mother
during the school year, the value of the child-care services of elementary
school may be estimated as roughly $2 billion per year.^o Estimating total

resource costs (excluding capital outlays but including implicit interest and
depreciation) of public and private elementary schools in 1956 at $7.8
billion,^! we reach the startling conclusion that elementary-school support
provided a return of 25 per cent of cost in the by-product form of child-care
services alone. This disregards the value of these services to mothers who
do not choose to work; since the value is certainly greater than zero, the

total value of the child-care is even more than 25 per cent of cost.

The increased production from working mothers tends to offset the

foregone production from students in school. Various writers have
emphasized students’ foregone earnings as a cost of education, and have
debated its magnitude,^® but have not considered the fact that some mothers’

earnings are made possible by the fact that children forego earnings to

remain in school.

Future Family of the Subject When the student reaches adulthood and

becomes a parent, the children will benefit from his or her education by

virtue of the informal education which the children receive in the home. The
presence and relevance ofsuch education is recognized, but to my knowledge

no attempts to estimate its value have been made. If scores on achievement

tests could be related to educational attainments of parents, adjusting for

variation in students’ ability, we might obtain some information about the

extent of education in the home. This might be translated into equivalent

years in school, to which a value, perhaps average cost, could be attributed.

If we think of the investment-consumption distinction as involving

whether or not benefits accrue in the “present” (consumption) or in the

“future” (investment), then education has an investment component in the

form of these intergeneration benefits.^* If we generalize the conception of

For those mothers who would be willing to hire baby sitters, obtainable for, perhaps,

SI,000 per year, the value of the school child-care services is this alternative cost of S 1,000,

instead of S2,000. Of the 3.5 million working mothers with children she to eleven years

old, approximately 1.5 million also had children twelve to seventeen. Some of the older

children could conceivably care for the younger ones; but even considering the remaining

2 million, the assumption that one-half would not work except for the care provided by

schools seems plausible and even conservative.

Schultz, “Economic Growth,” p. 85.

If working mothers employ housekeepers as substitutes and if they incur other addi-

tional costs in working (for example, transportation and additional clothes), these added

costs should be deducted from the gross returns.

22 See Appendix below.

21 Schultz has also recognized this point: “The education of women . . . reduces the

subsequent effective costs of education because of the critical role that mothers play in

motivating their children to obtain an education and to perform well while they are attend-
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investment to include not only mtertcmporal benefits,” but also mterpenonal
benefits, then the child care role of schools, discussed above, represents an
investment m the productivity of mothers Similarly, other interpersonal
benefits examined below will c»nsututc investment aspects of educauonal
expenditures

Neighbors As we consider more extended groups, beginmng with the
individual receiving the education and then his family (present and future),

we come to his neighbors Education affects them at least in the following
ways by inculcaUng acceptable social values and behavior norms in the

community children and by providing children with alternatives to un
supervised activities which may have anUsocial consequences The second is

essentially of short period significance—dunng the time the child is ofschool

age The first effect is clearly of long period consequence, following the

student as he grows, and as he moves As the student achieves adulthood,

and as he migrates, the social values developed in part through his education

continue to affect his “neighbors ’ ”
The hypothesis that education does affect neighbors might be tested by

studying voting behavior on school issues among non parents We might

expect that their voting would be influenced by the extent to which students

emigrate after completion of school, so that any potential external benefits

or costs to neighbors would be realized by persons m other communities

Perhaps some notion of the magnitude of external, neighborhood benefits—

at least to the extent they are recc^ized—could be obtained in this

manner
Taxpayers Related to the effects of education on neighbors arc the

effects on those who pay (directly or indirectly) for the consequences of the

lack ofeducation For example, insofar as lack of education leads to employ-

ment difficulties and crime, law enforcement costs will tend to be high Thus

may education provide social benefits by reducing the need for incurring

these “avoidance costs,” to the advantage of taxpayers

Education also benefits taxpayers m other communities The migration

of poorly educated persons having behavioral patterns and educational

attainments differing from those prevailing in the new areas may necessitate

additional effort and expense to permit the m migrant children to adjust to

mg school Thus if we could get at the fecto« underlying the perpetuation of e-^cation

It is likely that we would ducover that Uie educaUon of many persons not m the labor force

contributes heavily to the effective perpetuation of the stock of educaUon To *e extent

that this IS true some part of the educaUon not in the labor force contributes to this mvest

ment process ( Economic Growth pp 74-75)
u i, j

*‘Tax implications of the existence ot intertemporal education returns l^ve been dis

cused by R Goode Educational Expenditufw and Income Tax in Mushkin (ea ),

Higher Education . ,

*• One writer points out EducaUon has effects on the caliber of voluntary immunity

acUviUes choral groups, drama cIuIm, local art shows, etc (Benson, ri*»P /
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the new school conditions.®^ Thus, people in areas of in-migration have a
stake in the education of children in the areas of out-migration. People who
are or may be in the same fiscal unit with an individual have a financial

stake in his education.

EMPLOYMENT-RELATED BENEFICIARIES

The education of one worker may have favorable external effects on the

productivity of others. Where production involves the co-operative effbrt of
workers, flexibility and adaptability of one worker will redound to the

advantage of others. Productivity of each member of the group influences

the productivity of each other member. In such a case, each worker has a
financial interest in the education of his fellow workers. Again, the relevance

of this interdependence for the present context rests on the assumption that

education develops the properties of flexibility and adaptability. Further

analysis is required to determine the extent to which the assumption is valid,

and if it is, to estimate its significance.

Employers may also have a financial interest in the schooling and training

of their employees. Much of education improves the quality of the labor

force and thereby bestows some benefits to employers of the workers insofar

as market imperfections or the “specific”®® nature of the education result

in failure of the employer to pay the marginal revenue product of a worker.

SOCIETY IN GENERAL

Some of the benefits from education are enjoyed by individuals and

groups that are reasonably identifiable, as we have seen. But some of the

benefits are distributed broadly either spatially or temporarily, so that the

nature of individual beneficiaries is obscure. These shall be considered

under the heading, “Society in General,” which thus becomes somewhat of

a residual category of benefits.

Literacy is not only of value to the individual possessing it and to

employers but also is of value to others. Without widespread literacy the

significance of books, newspapers, and similar media for the transmission of

information would dwindle; and it seems fair to say that the communication

ofinformation is of vital importance to the maintenance ofcompetition and,

See, for example, C. F. Schmid, V. A. Miller, and B. Abu-Laban, “Impact ofRecent

Negro Migration on Seattle Schools,” International Population Conference Papers (Vienna:

Union International pour I’fitude Scientifique de la Population, 1959), pp. 674-83.

As the term is used by Gary S. Becker “specific” training is that which raises the

marginal productivity of the worker in one firm more than it raises his productivity in other

firms. By contrast, “general” training raises marginal productivity equally in many films.

Since, under competitive conditions, wage rates are determined by workers’ marginal

productivities in other firms, a worker with “specific” training would be expected to receive

a wage less than his actual marginal revenue productivity but more than his alternative

productivity. . .

.
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indeed, to the existence of a market economy, as well as to the maintenance
of political democracy

Along the same lines it should be noted that the substantial role played by
checking deposits m our economy requires, among other things, generalized
literacy and competence with arithmetic operations It is not necessary to
argue the issue of cause versus effect, but only to recognize the essentiality of
literacy—a pnnapal output of elementary ^ucation—to the present state

of our economic development Nor does saying this deny the possibility that
other factors were also indispensable to growth

Equality of opportunity seems to be a frequently expressed social goal
Education plays a prominent role in discussicms of this goal, since the

financial and other obstacles to education confronted by some people are

important barriers to its achievement If equality of opportunity is a social

goal, then education pays social returns over and above the pnvate returns

to the recipients of the education

Although the long term effect ofeducation on future earnings is surely the

most powerful income distribution consequence of education,*® there are also

some 5hort«term effects These occur through the provision by schools of

things traditionally considered to be pnvate consumer goods and services—

including subsidized lunch prt^frams, musical instrument lessons, and dnver*

training courses

Earlier we distinguished between the output of education in the form of

the student’s training and the output of the system or means by which the

training was accomplished—the latter being illustrated by custodial or

child-care services The same distinction may be made with respect to

higher education, the point being that the training of students is not the

only output of schools, a joint product is the research activity of college

and university faculties, from which soacty reaps benefits It is undoubtedly

true that were it not for the higher educauon system the volume of basic

research would be smaller A question exists regarding the extent to which

the value of the research is reflected in salaries and, thereby, m private

returns The relaUon of education to research and of research to social

returns deserves more attention from economists *'•

*• Even if It were true that educating everyone would widen the personal distnbution of

earnings compared with what it would be with less cducaUon, it would not follow that

additional education for some people would worsen their relative or absolute economic

position j j i. I
« The relation between education and income distribution has been studied fay J

Mincer (‘ Investment m Human Captal and Ptisonal Income Distribution,” Jouiml of

PoliMd Economy, 1958 pp 281-302) and L Soltow ( The Distribution of Income

Related to Changes in the Disttibutioia of EducaUon, Age and Occupation, Rcouw oj

Economics and Statistics, 'iio'vcmhtc 1960, pp 450-53) _ _ , , v
For an interesting study of returns fitHn resrarch see Z Grihches Research Uists

and Social Returns Hybrid Corn and Related Innovations,’ Journal of Political Economy,

October, 1958, pp 419-31
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Training of persons in particular kinds of skills may result in important
external benefits if there are bottlenecks to economic development. In the
context of underdeveloped economies, one writer, while particularly noting
the political significance of primary and higher education, and the prestige
significance of the latter, argues: “Secondary education is essential to the
training of ‘medium’ personnel (elementary teachers, monitors, officials,

middle classes). The shortage of such people is today a real obstacle to

economic development.”^^ without perfect capital markets and appro-
priate subsidization programs, these socially valuable people may be
unable to capture for themselves the full value of their contribution. There-
fore, their earnings would understate the full benefits of their education.

IV

In the preceding pages I have asked: “Who receive the benefits from

education?” In addition, I have considered some of the limited possibilities

for quantifying certain of the benefits. As plans are developed for future

research I urge that more attention be directed to the spatial and temporal

dimensions of these benefits.

While much work remains, we might summarize our findings. We have

noted that some of the benefits of education are realized at the time the

education is being received (that is, in the “short” run)
;
others, after the

formal education has been completed (that is, in the “long” run). Benefits

to mothers, in terms of the child-care role ofschools, and benefits to neighbors

in keeping children “off the streets” are realized while the education is

being obtained. Any benefits associated with subsequent employment of the

students as well as benefits to the student’s future children are realized later.

We have found, further, that benefits from education occur not only at

various times but also in various places. The benefits of education do not

necessarily accrue to people in the area or in the school district which

financed the child’s education. In pardcular, some of the benefits depend

upon the individual’s place of residence, which may change. Location of

many residence-related benefits as well as employment-related benefits will

be determined partly by population migration, though this is not generally

true of benefits to family members and to society as a whole. While it is not

necessarily true that total benefits will depend upon one’s location, the point

is that the particular beneficiaries will be a function of the location of the

individual. Thus, the process of migration is a process of spatial shifting of

some of the external effects of education.

‘2 Michael Debeauvals, “Economic Problems of Education in the Underdeveloped

Countries,” in International Association of Universities, op. cil., pp. 116-17.
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direction rnight be justified insofar as the in-migrants to an area are relatively
unproductive compared to its out-migrants. Needless to say, there are good
and powerful arguments in favor of keeping all the financing of education
at a local level. However, a thorough analysis of the issue would seem to
require recognition of the points raised here.

The analytical approach to benefit identification employed in this paper
is one ofmany alternatives; it does appear to have the advantage offocusing
on the time and the location of education benefits, and these are relevant
to the study both of efficiency in the allocation of resources between
education and other ends and of equity in the financing of education.

It is clear that even with much additional effort we shall be unable to

measure all the relevant benefits of education. At the same time the following

four points are worth noting, and they summarize the views expressed in this

paper: (1) identification of benefits is the logical step prior to measurement
and, therefore, recognizing the forms of benefits represents some progress;

(2) determination of what it is we are trying to measure will make it easier

to develop useful quantification methods; (3) some reasonable measures of

some education benefits are possible; (4) even partial measurement may
disclose benefits sufficiently sizable to indicate a profitable investment, so

that consideration of the non-measured benefits would, a fortiori, support the

expenditure decision.

In any event, and however difficult the measurement task is, it remains

true that education expenditure decisions will be made, and they will be

made on the basis of whatever information is available.

Appendix: Costs of Education

The objective here is to consider briefly, at the conceptual level, some of the

issues involved in estimating costs of education. There is no doubt that a complete

picture of the cost of education would include all foregone opportuniiies, whether

or not reflected by actual expenditures. Thus, the attempt to measure foregone

production by looking at foregone earnings of students in school is fully appropriate.

There is, of course, the difficult question of how to estimate the foregone earnings

—

in particular, whether they may be estimated by looking at the earnings of people

of comparable age and sex who were not in school.

One of the issues is whether those in school are not, in general, more able and

ambitious, so that their opportunity cost of schooling exceeds the earnings by their

“drop-out” counterparts. Another involves the effect on earnings (actually, on the

value of marginal productivity) of a large influx to the labor market, such as would

occur if all college, or all high-school, students entered the labor force.

But it seems to me that this latter issue is beside the point. Studies involving cost

and benefits of education are surely not directed to the question whether there

should or should not be education. Rather the issue is the profitability or productivity
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of reasonably small increments or dccronents to education The issue is whether
fewer or more people should be encouraged to go further in school Only marginal

changes are being contemplated

Still on the subject of estimating foregone production among students by
estimating foregone earnings, there is the additional question of the validity of using

earnings of employed people when there ts a question whether resources released

from the schools would or would not find employment Thus, the view is not un
common that measuring foregone eammgs of students by the earnings of presently

employed people is satisfactory only if there is little unemployment ** This question

arises frequently, especially when public investment is being considered Thus, it

mevitably arises when the economic efficiency of public health expenditures u being

discussed, would the additional labor resources made available by an improvement

in public health be able to find employment^ And with regard to education, would

labor resources released from schools be able to find employment^

It seems to me to be analytically unwise to mix study of the allocative efficiency

of additional expenditures on education with study of the efficiency of monetary

and fiscal policy in maintaining full employment I would like to urge that in looking

at the question of whether to invest more m education, we consider what students

could earn and produce, not what they might actually cam or produce, as affected

by unemployment The efficiency of educational expenditures in dealing with

unemployment is a quite different question from the efficiency of education as an

allocation problem Although there might be short-run transitional unemployment
associated with some movement of students mto the labor force, the basic issue of

investment in people through education u of the long run

The alternative production foregone because of education also involves the

government services used by educational instituuons Since many of these services

are rendered without charge to the schools, they are generally, and mistakenly,

omitted from discussion of costs Rec^ition by R C Blitz of the relevance of these

services to estimation of education costs is a valid and important point ** However,

estimating the social cost of these services as equal to the value of the property and

sales taxes which the schools would have paid bad they not been exempt is con

ceptually inappropriate (albeit perhaps pragmatically reasonable) To the extent

that the services rendered to schools by governments are “pure public services,” the

actual marginal cost of providing these services to the school is zero The essence of

“pure” public services is that everyone may enjoy them in common, and the con-

sumption by one person does not subtract from the amount available to others For

rxtrmjJrt, Vi vs ts/l -a'l -ii’A x’lMii "a! 'ii-JJ. bt

required in a community by virtue ofIbe fact that there is a school within its limits

At the same time, services performed by governments are never entirely of a

See, for example Rivlin, «<»P 12

Mary Jean Bowman shares this view ‘ Such validity, if any, as may attach to it [the

view that marginal social opportunity costs of education are zero when unemployment u
serious] is in any case limited to short Icrm marginal valuations, whereas we are interested

in long term averages and aggregates When long term aggregate human capital formation

is the focus, social opportunity costs are not zero even with chronic unemployment

'

( Human Capital Concepts and Measures m Mushkin [ed ], Higher Education)
* “The Nation’s Education Outlay," m Musblon (ed ), Higher Education
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“pure public service” nature—particularly in the long run (for example, public

libraries, which are frequently used by students)—so the marginal cost of providing

them to a school will, in general, exceed zero. But the marginal cost is likely to be
below average cost and, therefore, to be below the estimated foregone property and
sales taxes, which are related to average costs of providing public services.

Since social costs represent alternatives foregone, it is certainly not correct to

include among the costs of education costs which would have been incurred anyway;

therefore, all the food, shelter, and clothing costs of students while they are at school

should not be considered a cost of education.'*® At the same time, if any of these

maintenance costs are higher for students than they would be were the children not

in school, then these additional costs are justifiably charged against the education

process. If additional clothing, laundry, and transportation costs are incurred by

virtue of a person being a student, these incremental costs are quite relevant to the

issue of the productivity of investment in education. Such cost may be particularly

high for college students living away from home, though they may not equal zero

for college students living at home, or for elementary- or high-school students.

« See discussion by Rivlin, loc. cit., pp. 11-12, correctly criticizing the study by Harold

F. Clark and Ruth E. Sobokov for including them.
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Part

Four
CONTINUED

Health and Mobility

Does human capital formation occur in ways other than investment in

formal schooling^ The all too obvious answer is, yes On»the*job training,

informal “learning by doing,” improved health, greater mobility, better job

information, and amelioration of discrimination and poverty are additional

ways m which improved human capital formation may occur

Even though health investment is an obvious dimension to human capital

formation, improved health also nicely illustrates that things left unsaid may
alter the character of benefit*cost conclusions dramatically Suppose, for

example, that the eradication of disease increases longevity m an under-

developed country already plagued with overpopulation problems Arc net

"social” benefits negative or positive, and at what price are they obtained'*

Or take the case of interstate migration in the United States To what

extent docs the depopulation of rural America, which has consistently exhi-

bited an unfavorable balance on the human capital account, subsidize a

rapidly growing urban America ’ Or does this rural-urban flow lead to urban

diseconomies of scaled

The selection by Herbert E Klarman 21 is a general review of benefit-

cost analysis in the health field This is followed by an article by Selma J
Mushkin and Burton A Wcisbrod 22 which measures the stock of health

capital m the 1960 American work force The interregional transfer ofhuman
capital has many economic implications for personal and aggregate economic

welfare—a topic ably discussed by Mary Jean Bowman and Robert G
Myers 23



21
Present Status of Cost-Benefit

Analysis in the Health Field

Improvement in the quality of man-
power is by no means the exclusive

province of education. Investments

in health are an important aspect of

human capital formation. Moreover,

tools of economic analysis can be

and are applied to this form of

human capital investment. Herbert

HERBERT E. KLARMAN

Klarman, Professor of Public Health

Administration atTheJohns Hopkins
University, reveals this in his review

of cost-benefit studies in health

economics. He also suggests more

discriminatory uses of this tool.

So much hzis been written in recent years about the application of cost-

benefit analysis to the health field that almost every point that might be

made has been made [1]. The task before us now is to discriminate, to

choose among the several elements of the procedure, discarding some and

changing the relative emphasis of others; to combine them into a useful

analytical tool; and to try to apply this tool to concrete problems in order

to advance—and justify—the best possible programs.

It is only fair to observe that policy decisions were made prior to the

advent of cost-benefit analysis. Some of these decisions must have been

correct under the circumstances then prevailing and others might even

meet the more stringent test of a retrospective review.

Reprinted from Herbert E. Klarman, “Present Status of Cost-Benefit Malysis Health

Field,” American Journal of Public Health 57 (November 1967), pp. 1948-53, with the per-

mission of the author and publisher. The American Public Health Association, Inc.
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The Nature of Cost-Benefit Analysis

Looking ahead, cost benefit analysis aims to measure all the consequences

of a program or policy, including so called spillover effects However, some
of the consequences are difficult to predict and some arc difficult to measure

Among the most difficult to predict are drastic shifts in people’s cxpccta

tions and behavior, as exemplified by changes in the birth rate after World
War II Among the most difficult to measure arc the intangible aspects of

human life and experience, including the sheer value of human life or of

good health

With respect to the value of human life—apart from hsehhood—it has

been suggested recently that the meaningful question is to inquire into the

willingness of persons to pay for a specified reduction in the statistical

probability of dying [2]

Sometimes it is proposed that cost-benefit anal>-sis be applied to problems

that may not require it [3] In the absence of appreciable spillover (or

external) effects or of complex bundles of outputs, there is no need to

employ an elaborate analytical apparatus Thus if the problem consists of

a comparison between two programs that promise identical outputs at

different costs, the cheaper one is clearly preferred In this case the com
panson of programs has been reduced to a comparison of costs If one can

conceive of two hospitals with certain specified characteristics and size as

being identical, then a comparison of costs suffices

Essentially cost benefit analysis entails a comparison of costs and benefits

for a series of programs thought of as alternatives or competitors for public

funds The cost side of the equation consists of the projected expenditures,

such as are itemized in a budget The benefits arc those future losses that

will be averted by the success of the program There are three categories of

benefit (1) savings in the use of health resources (2) gams in economic

output, and (3) satisfactions from better health Unlike manpower, equip

ment, or supplies, money is not a tangible economic resource It is neither

a cost nor a potential benefit The transfer of money in the absence of

production Teprtsents a transfer m command over resources, not a cost

A frequent source of confusion to readers of the cost benefit literature is

that cost and benefit are usually not measured at the same time and that the

so-called costs of a disease being measured are really the projected benefits,

on the implicit assumption that the disease will be totally eliminated or

eradicated To view the costs and benefits ofa program simultaneously, or at

least to state clearly which section ofthe analysis is under consideration, serves

to lessen this source of confusion

The assumption of eradication, if unrealistic, can lead to a faulty

approach to the problem facing the decision maker Most often the choice
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is not between doing everything and doing nothing but between doing
more than is currently being done, or less, and by how much. The appro-
priate analysis is in terms of increments of resources, their cost, and pros-
pective returns. An existing program, say a water supply fit for drinking,
is essential for community life. It may or may not pay to spend additional
money to make it still purer, in order to serve other purposes, such as
recreation. It should be understood that to say it is not worth while to
spend more on a given program is not the same as to say that current
expenditures are being wasted [4].

Differential Difficulties in Measurement

Cost-benefit analysis, an offspring of welfare economics and public

finance, the former an abstruse branch of economic theory and the latter

the applied study of government expenditures and taxation, has been
developed as a tool of quantitative analysis. The difficulties of performing

measurements outside the market economy are many, as has been pointed

out [5]. The temptation is great to measure what appears to be objective

and reproducible, rather than what is really sought. It is so much more
practicable to measure the prospective value of human output than the

value of health itself that the former is calculated with precision and the

latter tends to be disregarded. It is so much easier to ascertain the pro-

duction loss due to mortality than that due to debility, that again the

former is measured with care, and the latter neglected and lost from view.

None of this would matter in the competition among programs for the

health dollar if the several elements of loss (or prospective benefit) were

approximately constant proportions of the total loss for each disease.

Sometimes economists make this assumption for convenience of analysis

[6]. The assumption is not realistic, of course, for the mortality loss is

relatively small for most mental diseases and high for some cancer sites.

In some mental diseases and arthritis, morbidity generates a loss in output

while in skin diseases the loss is largely in personal comfort and in self-

esteem. It goes without saying that if the assumption is unrealistic, the

implications of the analysis may be misleading.

The sovereign public may wish to pursue the goals of comfort or enjoy-

ment, as well as any other. It is not for the economic analyst to make

definitive value judgments but to explore the implications of alternative

values.

It is a distortion, moreover, as well as an oversimplification, of the task

ofeconomics to view additions to the national income as the sole or principal

economic benefit of a health services program. The goal of production is

consumer satisfaction, including the enjoyment of leisure. The limitations
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of a truncated view of economics are most obvious in dealing with health

services for children In our society a child is scarcely to be viewed as an
object of investment [2]

Recent Developments and Applications

It IS admittedly a complex techmeal task to try to measure some of the

elements that are not being measured now Yet it is fair to note that the

elements that are now being measured so readily and with elegance were

but recently measured with difficulty and a high degree of approximation

Examples of substantial improvement come readily to mind, such as the

employment of average earnings figures classified by sex, race, age, and
now, level of education [7] There is no reason to despair over the prospects

of technological progress in this field, provided we know what to seek and

pursue It with diligence

In the past two or three years, calculations have been performed by

Conley on vocational rehabilitation [8], by Klarman on heart disease [9],

by Rice on heart disease, cancer, and stroke, by Rice again on all diseases,

divided into 20*odd diagnostic categories, and by Rice very recently on the

value of human life [7] Theoretical contributions were also made by

Mushkin, linking health with education [10], and by a group of economists

convened by the De Bakey Commission to discuss the economics of medical

research [4] In October, 1966, Yctt cuxulated a compendium of work

under way in health economics, which reports on cost*benefit analyses

apphed to mental illness, artificial heart devices, birth control, and air

pollution [1 1]

Papers presented at two conferences on government expenditures

sponsored by the Brookings Institution bear to varying degrees on the

problems encountered in the health field [1, 2, 5, 10], as do two recent

British publications [12]

A noteworthy event in the application of cost benefit analysis is the

effort mounted last summer to employ cost-effectivcncss m preparing the

budget ol file Tiepartment ot Ueaifn, Education, and Y^e’l^are for fisca'i

year 1967-1968 Health services programs were included, with costs and

benefits calculated simultaneously I am not in a position to present a

formal evaluation of this attempt My impression is that the results vaned,

task force by task force [13] Amoi^ the factors responsible for variation

are the problem area, the speafic programs evaluated, and the availability

of full time staff

The application of cost-benefit analysis as a crash program is almost

bound to present the weakest case for the technic In the long run such an

attempt, if properly exploited, is bound to be a step forward in the rational
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allocation of resources among health services. It results in a more complete
listing of factors to be taken into account in budgeting a program than
would otherwise be the case. It compels one to recognize how much or
how little is known about the several factors. Finally, it can lead to a
formulation of approaches and methods to obtain the knowledge that is

needed but lacking. Arranging the available information in systematic
fashion throws light on the question of priorities for pursuing such know-
ledge.

Valuation and Outcome

The problems of measurement to be pursued fall into two areas. It is for

the economist, employing all of his traditional tools plus those of the opera-

tions researcher and the psychologist, to try to measure the value of the

consumption aspects of health services. Among the approaches that have
been proposed and attempted are those of insurance or game theory,

expenditures for an analogous disease at old age, jury verdicts, the implica-

tions of past decisions on public expenditures, and the sheer listing of

known consequences without quantification or valuation [14].

It remains for epidemiology and the clinical trial to determine the

effects produced by health services. It is futile for the economist to attach

values to programs when the physical units are not known. In Karl Evang’s

phrase this would be akin to “prognosis without diagnosis,” a weakness

that he attributes to economists.

It is no great mystery why knowledge concerning the end results of

rendering health services is sometimes lacking. Among the factors that

have been listed are: medicine is not an exact science and physicians dis-

agree; prolonged longitudinal studies do not offer attractive careers; the

presence of asymptomatic disease in control groups affects the criterion

for evaluation; the possibility of inducing iatrogenic disease; the simul-

taneous presence of multiple diseases [15].

The best results will accrue from a dialogue between the economist and

the physician, such as was initiated by Fuchs in the spring of 1966. He

reviewed the literature on the current capabilities of medicine to improve

health, disease by disease, and presented it to physicians for criticism and

emendation [16].

In any event, better decisions will be made if all elements of a problem

are specified, those not being measured as well as those that are. Just a

listing will serve as a reminder that the elements not measured have a

value greater than zero [17].

Ifan automobile accident is prevented, the benefit from a given expendi-

ture must be greater than that following a full cure after treatment, even
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Such a posture is appropriate for the public policy-maker or the public
health administrator. The clinician caring for his own patients is not
expected to assume this posture and should not. He must continue to act
as if human hfe and health were invaluable. It is for society to introduce
the constraints that make this objective unattainable, if only to diffuse the
awful responsibility for decisions affecting life and death [2].

A corollary to the proposition that sound economic analysis can make a
contribution to health services policy is that the rate of discount will reduce
the weight accorded to future streams of benefit and cost, thereby permitting
each stream to be expressed as a single value, the present or capital value

[21]. There is no other way to allocate resources over time. In socialist

economies, where there is no private property or income therefrom, a rate

of interest is nevertheless charged, so that capital may be rationed among
industries. I do not understand why some public health students find the

process of discounting so distasteful. Of course, discounting is an academic

matter when the time interval under consideration is short, say two or

three years.

A more valid point is that economists have failed to provide sufficient

guidance on the level of the discount rate to be employed. There are some

good reasons for this failure [22], but students of public health should not

be compelled to make this decision, as well as the others.

Programs are directed to the future, and they are analyzed in terms of

present knowledge, as projected. Thus an allowance is built in for economic

growth, which serves as a partial offset to the operation of the discount rate.

Sometimes the change in medical care prices is projected relative to other

prices. But some things cannot be projected, particularly the effects of

changes in technology still to be bom or changes in the forms of delivering

services still to be conceived. If the time span is long enough, say more

than five years, provision for the flexibility of a program becomes desirable

and a justified addition to its cost [23].

I have said little about procedures or technics for making calculations.

Such matters are best handled in the course of describing actual calcula-

tions, and precise procedures are being steadily reported [7, 8, 9]. Indeed,

there is some danger of premature codification of accepted procedures,

without regard for the reasons that certain conventions were adopted by a

student working on a particular problem. One convention that may yet

prove troublesome is the assumption of full employment, in the fact of

evidence that many disabled persons do not find jobs after rehabilitation

[24]

. The last word has probably not been said about measuring the value

of the housewife’s services at the wage of a full-time maid. Alternative

procedures are in terms of what it takes to replace the housewife at home

[25] or what it takes to bring her into the labor market.
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Tasks Ahead

The tasks ahead appear to be as follow

1 To try to calculate both the costs and benefits of specific programs, alwaji

looking ahead and looking out for side efTeetJ U e shall learn the technic by doing

2 To formulate the problems in a manner that uill clear!) point to the kinds of

data required, and to ask for the compilation of data Mhere they do not now
exist

3 To enlist the efforts of investigators and program snab-sti from various duciplines

to help develop and bring to bear the methods of measurement and analysis

required

4 To continue to strive for good judgment in making decuions when major

elements of tlie cost benefit calculation are missing, as they frequently are
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Investment in Health—Lifetime

Health Expenditures on the

1960 Work Force

What IS the magnitude of aggregate

investment in health m the American

labor force’ Selma J Mushkin,

currently with the Urban Institute,

and Burton A Weisbrod, Professor

of Economics at the University of

\V«consin, explain a variety of con-

ceptual and methodological prob

lems encountered m valuing the

SELMA J MUSHKIN
BURTOM A WEISBROD

health capital stock They estimate

that investment m health for the

I960 labor force was S204 billion,

considering both pnvate and public

outlays

Wha. are the sources of economic growth’ Recent attempts to explore

this question have all led to the view that emphasis on quantitative increases

in the traditional land, labor, and capital is mistaken—that much of our

economic growth appears to have been a function of other factors qualita-

Wit. ST, ci'A.T^'tS W. 'pWlduKlVaT. C'iT/L*.VW&, 9.T/i

of scale

Recently an increasing amount of economic research has been directed

to the changes occurring in the quality oflabor resources The hypothesis is

that labor productivity is rising in part because the capabilities of workers,

quite apart from cooperating resources, are improving People who arc

healthier and better educated can produce more Moreover, a healthier

Reprinted from Selma J Mushkm and Burton A Weisbrod “Investment in Health-
Lifetime Health Expenditures on the 1960 Wort Force, 16 (April 1963), pp 533 97,

svith the permission of the authors and publisher
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person can benefit more from education, and an educated person can benefit
more from training on the job. In these ways the economy’s production-
possibility frontier is pushed outward. Health and education expenditures
are principal means by which the quality of labor resources can be improved.
These improvements in quality represent the application of capital to labor;
thus, we might refer to the resulting resource as a hybrid of labor and capital
human capital. Any attempt to determine the sources of economic growth

would be incomplete if changes in the quality of human capital were neg-
lected.

Answers to the questions of how much of the U.S. economic growth
can be attributed to each form ofinvestment in human capital still elude us.^

Iti this paper we shall attempt to take a small step in the direction of deter-
mining how much economic growth can be traced to investment in the
health of our population. Specifically, we shall estimate the value ofprivately
and publicly-provided resources which have been devoted to the health of
persons employed in 1960, over their lifetimes. We shall then see how the

magnitude of these expenditures on health compares with the corresponding

expenditures on schooling. We shall also compare the magnitude of health

resources embodied in the 1960 work force and the resources in the 1960

stock of physical capital. In the process we shall note changes through time

in the pattern of private health expenditures by age, and in the mix of

private and public expenditures on health.

Looking at health expenditures as investment in productivity does not

deny the consumption value of better health for its own sake. It does, how-

ever, assume that whatever the motivation of those financing health ex-

penditures, there are effects on productivity.

Every health expenditure cannot be considered investment in human

capital—at least in the sense of contributing to production and economic

growth—just as every education expenditure cannot.® But the dividing line

between a health (or education) expenditure that contributes to enlarged

output and one that does not is difficult to draw. Cosmetic surgery, to take one

illustration, may be elective surgery in a medical sense, but may affect an

individual’s productivity markedly by influencing his attitude toward other

people. Health expenditures for the care of the dying and of those with

permanent and total disabilities may be considered as the clearest cases of

1 Investment in human capital through health, schooling, on-the-job training, migra-

tion, and market information was the subject of a recent conference of the National Bureau

of Economic Research. The papers presented there appeared as a supplement to the October

1 962 issue of the Journal of Political Economy.

2 It is by no means clear that the study of world geography, ancient history, or music

appreciation, to cite but a few examples, will contribute to worker productivity, although

they may contribute much to one’s enjoyment of life. In his “Capital Formation by Educa-

tion ’’ T. W. Schultz produces estimates of total resource costs of education, but he notes,

properly, the remaining task of allocating these costs between consumption and investment.

{Journal of Political Economy, December 1960, 68, 571-583.)
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consumption outlays which do not improve the quality of labor resources,

and thus, do not increase future labor productivity

Our interest in the sources ofeconomic growth leads us to investigate the

influence of health expenditures on the nation’s output, by studying the

lifetime health expenditures on the 1960 work force The procedure em-

ployed considers none of the health expenditures on persons who were not in

the 1960 work force (employed labor force)—although to the extent that

production occurs outside the market (eg, by women in the home), the

contribution of improved health to real output will be understated by an

analysis limited to market output, and the procedure considers all of the

lifetime health expenditures by, or on, persons m the work force In this

latter respect we are tending to overstate the investment (future output-

increasing) component of these expenditures because of the consumption

aspect discussed above Furthermore, we do not account for depreciation

Since a person’s workmg-life expectancy declines as he ages, the present

value of the additional future output resulting from previous health ex-

penditures generally declines also In this paper we investigate the medical

care investment at us original cost rather than at its present value At the

same time, we may be tending either to understate or overstate total invest-

ment by focusing only on current work-force members, including temporary

members while disregarding temporary non-members These biases in our

results are analogous to those present in previous estimates of the stock of

investment m people through education all education costs incurred for

working persons, but only for working persons, have been considered gener-

ally as investment, there has been no expliat consideration of which educa-

tion expenditures have contributed to market productivity, and the invest-

ment (i c
,
expenditures) has been valued at undepreciated cost *

There are at least two objectives which one might have in mind when one

considers estimating the stock of health investment in human capital (1)

to determine the percentage rate of return being realized on the resources

which were required to produce the stock, and (2) to determine the amount

of past or future increases m output (economic growth) which may be

attributable to the existing stock Each objective requires a different defini-

tion ofthe stock For (1) itisnecessary to include not only the value of invest-

ment which was successful in raising productivity, but also the value of

unsuccessful investment including that on persons who had been expected

to be in the labor force, but who either did not enter, or left prematurely

For objective (2), however, it is necessary to consider only investment

which was medically successful in mfluenang the number and productivity

*G S Becker, 'Underinvestment lO College Education’ Amencan Economic Review,

Proceedings May 1960, 50, 34^354, T W Schultz, * Education and Economic Growth ”

Offprint of Chapter III, Social Fonts Infiaenang Amenean Education, 1961, Chicago, National

Society for the Study of Education
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ofworkers and which, therefore, contributed (or will contribute) to aggregate
economic growth. An analogy may be helpful. If one is interested in dis-

covering the rate of return on past investment on oil drilling, one should
consider the total resource inputs including those which produced only dry
wells. But if one is interested in the future output of oil one should consider
only the successful investment, disregarding the costs of dry wells.

In the present paper we are considering the health stock in the latter

sense—as a contributor to economic growth. Consequently, for our purpose
the appropriate definition of the stock would exclude the value of health
inputs which were devoted to persons who did not or will not, contribute to

output. Of course, people enter and leave the work force constantly; by
considering the health stock in those persons who were in the work force in a
particular year, as described below, we assumed implicitly that any of them
who were in the work force temporarily were matched by an equal number
of persons of the same ages who were out temporarily.

Before we proceed to estimate the “health stock” in the work force, we
need to decide on an appropriate definition of health expenditures. Although

it is true that food, shelter, clothing, and recreation all have an impact on

one’s health (just as many things other than schooling contribute to one’s

“education”), we shall define health expenditures more narrowly to include

both private and public outlays on traditional health services: physician

services, hospital care, dental services, and drugs, and such public health

expenditures as those on environmental health, medical research, and

sanitation.

Now we turn to the principal question to which we sought an answer:

how much has been spent for health services for persons in the 1960 work

force? First we estimated private expenditures. The beginning step was to

take reported estimates of the age distribution of the 1960 work force using

figures for the average number of employed persons by age. The average

age was assumed to be the mid-point of each age interval except for persons

70 years old or over who were assumed to be age 70.

Private medical care expenditures were then traced back through the

years of life ofeach age cohort, starting with the mid-point ofeach age group,

and continuing back to the date of birth. For example, for those in the age

group 14 to 15 (14.5 mid-point), expenditures were traced from 1960 to

1946. For those 70 and over expenditures were traced from 1960 to 1890.

No distinction was made between expenditures for males and females because

of data limitations.

Average expenditures for each of 14 age groups during the years elapsing

from birth to 1960 were estimated under the assumption that the pattern of

relative expenditures by age remained unchanged within each of three

periods of time, 1956-1960, 1943-1956, and 1890-1943. In other words, it

was assumed that during each period, average expenditures at each age
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increased or decreased m the same proportion as the change in per capita

private expenditures for health care The 1957/58 Health Information

Foundation study of the medical care spending pattern by age was used for

the period 1956-1960, and the earlier 1952/53 study by the same organiza-

tion was used for the years 1943-1956 The earliest study of private health

expenditures by age available to us was the 1928-1931 study of the Com-
mittee on Costs of Medical Care The pattern of expenditure m this study

was applied for the entire period 1890-1913 All three age-expenditure

functions arc presented in Table 1 and Cliart 1

Tablo 1—Average (mean) gross expenditures for allpersona! health
services per Individual by age 12-month period

Ag* gteup

All ages
0-6
6-9
10-14
16-19

6-17
20-24
25-34

18-34
36-44
46-64

36-64
65-64

65 and over

1SS2IS3 fSS7/53
$ $

66 94
28 48

38 49

70 98

eo 103
96 129

102 177

Scuicts 1926 1931 data I S Falk. Marga at CU*m and Nathan Sinai Jh9lneidtne»otlllrmt§ndlht
Reetpt »nd Celts et Mideil C*rt Among Rtpmitnttthtt ftm ! Comm itaa on Coils ot Med cal Ca a

1933—1952/53 and 1957/58 data 0 W Andeson P CoBatta andJ fi\<im»n.F*mlfEtp»ndturfP*tuini

for Penenil HttUh Stnicti Health Intormai on Foondatoo. Nav* York, n d p 11

In deriving the estimated cxpcndiiurc at each age level for a specific

year, the base year data on medical care expenditures by age were adjusted

to reflect the change in per capita medical care expenditures The 1928-

age expeadnurepaUem tvas appited up ic< Jiv it M-as about tixal

year that introduction of antibiotics, early ambulation in surgical cases, and

prepayment marked the beginnings of a radical clnnge in personal ex-

penditure patterns for medical care

The per capita expenditure estimates used in estimating each year’s

expenditures by age group were in turn derived from a number of sources

For 1948 to I960 the estimates used were those developed by the Social

Security Administration and published in the Soaal Security Bulletin of

December 1960 Personal medical care expenditures include all private

expenditures for medical care and voluntary health insurance hospital
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services, physicians services, medical services, and dental services and
miscellaneous health services. The per capita expenditures for the period
1929 to 1948 were computed from Mational Income, {1951 edition) Supplement
to the Survey of Current Business. The data reported in the Supplement are the
estimated medical-care-expenses component of personal expenditures
developed as part of the national product estimates. The aggregates reported
'vere converted to per capita amounts by dividing by the census estimates of
the civilian population for July of each year.

$

Chart 1

Mean Gross Expenditures for Personal Health Services Per
Person, by Age, 12-Month Period, 1928-1931, 1952/53, and

1957/58

For selected years between 1909 and 1929 estimates of personal medical

care expenses as summarized in Historical Statistics of the United States were

used. Again these figures were converted to per capita amounts and the

percentage changes between the base period, 1928-1931, and each of the

years 1909 to 1929 were calculated as a step toward adjusting expenditures

for each age cohort. For the years for which no estimates were reported in

Historical Statistics, estimates of aggregate personal expenditures for medical

care were developed by assuming a gradual change in the proportion of

personal income devoted to medical care.
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For 1890-1901, per capita expenditures for personal medical care

'vcrc estimated from material reported in the Aldridge Report for 1890* and

the Bureau of Labor Statistics Report for 1901 * Average family expenditures

for medical care were converted to expenditures per family member and, m
turn, to national aggregates by multiplying the expenditure per member by

the total population For both 1890 and 1901 the percent of personal income

devoted to medical care outlays was calculated m order to estimate medical

expenditures for the intervening years, and for the years between 1902 and

1909, when another estimate was available Relative expenditures by age

were assumed to be similar to those indicated in the 1928-1931 study—an

assumption not wholly unrealistic m view of the relatively unchanged state

of the medical arts during this period

Having derived the average expenditures at each age in this way over the

years 1890-1960, the second step in the computation was to add the ex-

penditures for each of the age cohorts from the year of birth to 1960, in

effect accumulating the expenditures made at the prices prevailing m the

years in which expenditures were incurred These cumulative expenditures

were then multiplied by the number of persons m the work force in 1960

by age, to derive Table 2

No adjustment of the data was made to exclude items of expenditure

attributable to the extraordinary expenses of those m each age cohort who
became permanently disabled or who died That is, average expenditures by

Table 2—Estimate of health program stock (private outlays only) of 1960
work force feurrenf prices^

Person,

Avtrogo heoHh
expend lure.

Aggrogtts heolth

mi/ottmont

in vork lotto over 1 let mo tm m II ens)

Age group {m thousonds) f $

14-15 904 579 00 523 0
16-17 1 769 650 00 1 150 0

1&-19 2 360 726 50 17145
20-24 6120 639 00 61347
25-29 6 386 1018 50 6 5041
30-14 7^44 1 207 50 8 7471
35-39 7 88t 1A45 00 11 3880
40-44 7717 1 674 00 129183
45-49 7 637 1 863 00 14 380 5

50-54 6 600 2 067 50 136455
55-59 5 238 2 255 50 11 8143
60-64 3 762 2 406 00 9 027 3

65-69 1 715 2 527 00 4 333 8

70 and over 1 358 2.587 50 35138

Total 66 681 1047949

* Reporl 01j WhoUsole Pnees and Wage,, Volume 5 Table 8
* I8th Annual Report of the Comnusuoner of Labor Cost of Lutng and Rttail Puces i

Food, Government Printing Office, 1901
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age for all persons were used to estimate expenditures for persons in the work
force, and so our figures may be somewhat too high. There was one exception
to ovu* failure to adjust; namely, persons in the work force who were over

60 years of age were assumed to have average expenditures similar to those
ofpersons ofage 60, as a rough adjustment to exclude extraordinary expenses
of the aged.

The costs of medical care during birth were not considered separately.

In effect the costs of birth were included in the expenditure figures for adults.

This tends to diminish the estimated expenditures for health care for the

younger members of the work force in 1960 and to increase them somewhat
for older members, compared with the estimates which would result from
attributing costs of birth to the newborn.

Next the private-health-stock estimates from Table 2 were converted to

1960 prices; the results appear in Table 3. The price adjustments used were

obtained as follows: For the period 1926-1960 the medical care price index

of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (adjusted to a 1960 base) was used. For the

period 1890 to 1926, a medical care price index was constructed in this

manner:

(1) The Douglas index for all consumer prices for the period 1890 to

1926 was converted from an 1890-1899 base to a 1947-1949 base by splicing

the Douglas and BLS indexes so that an index of all consumer prices (241

for 1926 on an 1890-1899 base) was converted to a 1947-1949 index (75.6

for 1926).8

(2) The 1926 relationship between the medical care price index and the

‘all’ consumer price index was assumed to be maintained throughout the

period 1890-1926, except (a) medical care prices were assumed to be more

rigid and to lag behind all consumer price changes, as suggested by the

1930-1940 experience; and (b) increases in medical care prices during

World War I were assumed to have been in the same ratio to the increases

in all consumer prices as they were during World War II.

(3) Estimated medical care prices on the 1947-1949 base were converted

to 1960 price equivalents.

Average medical expenditures for each year 1890-1960, price-adjusted

in this way, were cumulated for each age cohort. The cumulative expenditures

for each age group, and the total (privately financed) health-program stock

for the 1960 work force are shown in Table 3. The private health stock in the

1960 work force—that is, the lifetime private health expenditure of this

group—was approximately $162 billion in 1960 prices, or $105 billion in

current prices. The $162 billion was equivalent to $2,426 per member of the

work force.

® US Bureau of Census, Historical Statistics of the United Slates, Colonial Times to 1957,

Washington, DC, 1960, p. 127.
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Tabte 3—Estimate of health program stock (private outlays only) of 1S60
work force (1960 prices)

Pe'ions

in work force

Avaraga health
expend tures

over/ fel me
(ISSOprees)

Aggregate health
stock

{mm Hons)
Age group ( n thousanat) 9 9

14-15 904 714 645 5
16-17 1 769 824 1 457 7
18-19 2 360 840 3 384 0
20-24 6120 1 122 6 866 6
25-29 6 386 1 388 8 863 8
30-34 7 244 1 712 12 401 7
35-39 7 881 2128 16 770 8
40-44 7717 2 526 194931
45-49 7 637 2 924 22 330 6
50-54 6 600 3 305 21 8130
55-59 5 238 3716 194592
60-64 3 752 3 991 149742
65-69 1715 4 255 7 297 3
70 and over

Total

1 358

66 631

4 442 6 032 2

161 789 7

Next we wtshed to account for the publte investment m the health of the

work force The amount of health services financed through the public

sector was estimated from Census Bureau data on total public outlays

(federal, state and local) for health and hospitals Estimates are available

from this source annually since 1952 and prior to that time biennially for the

penod beginning with 1932 Earlier censuses of governments were taken m
1902, 1913, 1922 and 1927

Because of the importance of water borne diseases at the turn of the

century expenditures for sanitary engineering activities were included along

with health and hospital expenditures as public health outlays in the first

decades of the analysis Health and hospital outlays were interpolated for

years in which data were not available

Persons in the 1960 work force were traced back to their date of birth,

and beginning with those dates, per capita outlays for public health were

allocated to them In 1960 the rvork force accounted for 37 percent of the

total population Despite the fact that only 41 0 million of the 66 7 million

in the 1960 work force were bom in, or prior to, 1929 these 41 0 million

persons accounted for 40 percent of the total 1929 population Members of

the 1960 work force accounted for 25 percent of the 1913 population and for

roughly 4 percent of the population in the latter part of the 1890’s

Use of a single figure for per capita public expenditures on health and

hospitals for persons at every age involves a bias upward because ofthe rela-

tively large share of public expenditures which were actually for persons m
the older age groups who were notm the work force, for persons with terminal

illness, or for persons with mental illness who were not returned to the labor
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force. Perhaps as much as 20-25 percent of all public expenditures were
made for these special groups who are not in the work force, so that our
estimates of public outlays made on behalf of members of the 1960 work
force overstate the investment in these work force members.

Per capita public expenditures were adjusted to a 1960 price level using
the same price index applied to private expenditures. While the consumer
price index may not be an entirely appropriate index for deflating govern-
mental outlays in view of differences in the composition ofpublic and private
expenditures for health care, a superior index was not available.

Table 4 shows the “total” public plus private lifetime health expenditures
on the 1960 work force both in current and in 1960 dollars. Omitted from the

“total” are expenditures by employers for in-plant health services and
expenditures by charitable organizations for direct provision of health care

and research; the sum of these two items was around SI 10 million in 1929,

and $930 million in 1959.’

Table 4—Total health program stock 1960 work force (in billions)

Current dollars 1960 dollars

$ $

Total 132.5 203.9
Private 104.8 161.9

Public 27.7 42.0

The measured total health expenditure in the 1960 work force is seen in

Table 4 to be almost $204 billion in 1960 prices. This may be compared with

the estimated $535 billion of total educational expenditures embodied in the

1957 labor force.® Thus, about 38 cents of health resources have been devoted

to the labor force for each $1 of educational resources. The size of the total

health expenditure, which we are calling a health stock—a form of human

capital—may also be compared with the total stock of reproducible tangible

(non-human) wealth. Doing so, we find that the $204 billion health stock

is the equivalent of 16 percent of the $1,270 billion of reproducible tangible

assets in 1957.®

On definitional grounds, the health stock is more comparable with the

education stock than either is comparable with the physical capital stock.

The latter reflects the estimated depreciation of assets over their expected

’’ Ida C. Merriam, “Social Welfare Expenditures, 1958/59,” Social Security Bulletin,

November 1960, 23, 43.
, . , .

8 Schultz, “Education and Economic Growth,” op. cit., p. 71. Educational capital in

the labor force includes estimated earnings foregone by students attending school.

“ Ibid., from the estimate by Ra^ond W. Goldsmith and adjusted by Schultz to 1956

prices.
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lifetimes, but the health and the education stock estimates implicitly assume

no depreciation until a person has dropped from the work force, at which

time he is suddenly depreciated completely

Another objection to comparison of the physical capital stock with our

estimate of the health stock (or with estimates by others of the education

stock) IS that some expenditures on physical capital are normally considered

as “maintenance,” and thus arc neither counted as investment nor included

in the capital stock But all health (and education) expenditures have been

included m the estimates of the health (and education) stock, including any

expenditures that might be termed “maintenance
”

The different treatment of maintenance expenditures may be more

apparent than real Maintenance of physical capital prolongs its life, and

thereby reduces annual depreciation The result is that the reported stock of

physical capital nel of depreciation is latter than it would be if maintenance

expenditures were lower If depreciation were reduced by the exact amount

of maintenance expenditures this would be equivalent to counting the

maintenance as investment Thus, the treatment of maintenance on human
and non human capital may be reasonably consistent after all

The $204 billion health stock shown in Table 4 amounts to $3,058 per

member of the work force This compares with the estimate by T W
Schultz that the cost (or stock) ofeducalton per labor force member, in 1957,

was $7,663 and it compares with the stock of physical capital of approxi-

mately $19,000 per member of the I960 work force ($1,270 billion/67

million work force)

Moreover, our evidence on the changing age pattern of private health

expenditures suggests that the health investment per worker is growing

According to Table 1, the average individual spent $25 per year on his

health around 1930, but by 1 957/58 he was spending $94 per year Assuming

that health expenditures increased in the same proportion at each age, and

that the age distribution of the population was constant, we can say that the

per capita health expenditures over the lifetime of the average person in-

creased in the ratio of S94/S25, or 276 percent Ifwe adjust these expenditure

figures for the change in the level of medical care pnces,ii the increase is

reduced to 100 percent

While the health stock per capita was increasing 100 percent m constant

pnees between 1930 and 1957, the stock of education per capita was in-

creasing less than 85 percent,** and the stock of reproducible non human

w/W p 70
II The medical care price index rose from 74 2 in 1930 to 138 0 in 1957 (US Bureau of

the Census, Histoneal Slahstus ef the United Stales, Cotomal Times to 1957, Washington, DC,

1960 pp 125, 126)
I* Obtained by dividing Schultz's estimates of the educational stock of the population

14 years and older {op at
, p 73) by the population sizes in each year, and then computing

the percentage mcrease
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wealth per capita was increasing 24 percent, constant prices.
When health capital ($204 billion in 1960) is added to earlier estimates

of educational capital ($535 billion in 1957) we find that human capital in
these two forms total almost $740 billion, which amounts to nearly 60
percent of the stock of reproducible physical capital ($1,270 billion in
1957). And perhaps more significantly the total stock of human capital is

about equal to the aggregate stock of reproducible physical capital used in

farming, industry and commerce (total reproducible tangible property less

residential real estate and consumer durable goods)

Estimating the amount of resources devoted to the health of the work
force is a first step toward determining their contribution to economic
growth. So far we have found that the resources devoted to the health of the

1960 work force have been substantial by comparison with the resource-costs

of schooling and with the stock of physical capital. The return on the invest-

ment in health takes the forms of increased output resulting from (1) in-

creased life expectancy and, thus, a larger labor force; and from (2) increased

productivity per man-hour (in addition to the consumption value of better

health). Of course, other factors affect life expectancy and productivity.

Growing income, partly resulting from investment in physical capital and

in human capital in forms other than health have raised real incomes and,

thereby, resulted in improved diets, housing and clothing. Advances in

etiology have aided people in avoiding unhealthful circumstances. These

changes have lead to improved health, independently of the level of “health”

expenditures.

We need to determine how much ofhealth expenditures can be considered

as investment, and then to determine the changes through time in the stock

ofhealth capital in the work force. This would aid an attempt to discover the

amount of increased output which can be attributed to the effects of health

expenditures on the productivity of the labor supply.

Summary

Our interest in the sources of economic growth leads us to investigate

the influence of health expenditures on the nation’s output, by studying the

stock of health capital in the labour force. Estimating the investment in

people through health programmes is a first step toward determining the

13 Obtained by dividing Raymond W. Goldsmith’s estimates, as adjusted to 1956 prices

by Schultz (“Education and Economic Growth,” op. cit., p. 73), by the population sizes in

each year, and then computing the percentage increase.

11 Derived from wealth estimates by type of reproducible capital assets; Raymond W.

Goldsmith, Statistical Appendix to the Mtional Wealth of the United States in the Postwar Period,

New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, February 1961.
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productivity of the resources used, le, toward determining the rate of

return on the investment in health Wc consider expenditures made for or by
members of the work force throughout their lifetime to have been investment

in health and measure this investment both at current and constant prices

The measured total health stock in the I960 work force of the United

States, m I960 prices, is estimated at $204 billion—a figure which may be

compared with the estimated $535 billion educalional capital in the 1957

labour force Thus, about 38 cents ofhealth capital is embodied m the labour

force for each $1 of educational capital



Schooling, Experience, and Gains
and Losses in Human Capital

Through Migration

Regional transfers of human capital,

once viewed in the simple context

of a quantitative enumeration of

migrants, takes on a new dimension

in this selection. Export-import rela-

tionships between human capital

flows may be of increasing im-

portance in the private and social

contexts to regional development and

social welfare. Professors Bowman
and Myers, both of whom are

associated with the Comparative

MARY JEAN BOWMAN
ROBERT G. MYERS

Education Center at the University

of Chicago, suggest many new
dimensions to manpower mobility

in this selection. Regional and demo-
graphic problems and public policy

may benefit substantially in the

future from research suggestions and

data needs identified in this selec-

tion.

Introduction

Since the revival of the concept of human capital in the I950’s, many

areas of economic research, including the economics of migration, have

undergone a rethinking. Although neither the idea of human capital nor

its application to migration can be termed “new,” current estimating

procedures and their economic applications are much more sophisticated

Reprinted from Mary Jean Bowman and Robert G. Myers, “Schooling, Experience, and

Gains and Losses in Human Capital Through Migration,” Journal of the American Slatisllcal

Association 62 (September 1967), pp. 875-98, with the permission of the authors and

publisher.
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than earlier ones ^ In considerable part new approaches and greater

sophistication reflect improvcmcnte in the quality and availability of

data However, new appreciation oT critical problems is always some jumps

ahead of the data—and also, we nught add, behind them

We will first sketch briefly several recent treatments of human capital

in migration Some of their methodological implications will become
evident m a reexamination of one-way migration that takes into account

place and timing of schooling and work experience We turn then to the

more complex analysis required when we include remigration possibilities

Along the way suggestions will be made for useful new tabulations of 1960

census data together with some pleas or hopes for the 1970 census

In discussing the relation between “Migration and Economic Oppor-

tunity,” we might emphasize migration as a means of responding to

economic opportunity or as a means for creating economic opportunity

Heretofore more attention has been given to the passive view of migration

as an allocative mechamsm than to the view of migration as playing a

dynamic training role But migrants often move out and return with new
skills, and m-migrants bring and transfer know-how We emphasize these

bnkages among investments in schooling, expenence, and migration We
present decision models incorporating various migration and remigration

sequences and argue their value as tools for analysis of migration behavior,

human resource policies, the cransfer of know-how, and the diffusion of

development

Recent Applications of Human Investment Models

to Migration

MIGRATIOIi AS A PRIVATE IjmSTMEJTr

In a 1962 article, Larry Sjaastad* looked at nugration primarily as a

form of private, rational deasion-making—as a private investment that

> In the 19th Century, estunates of human capital gams and losses were made for the

United States, England, and Germany, using both present values and cost replacement

methods Discussions of the estimates and methods may be found ui Richmond Mayo-

Smith, Erntgralton and Immgtatxon, New York Scribner's Sons, 1892, Chapter VI, and m
Grace Abbott, cd , Hutomal AsptcU of Ihe Immtgratwn PnbUm, Stlultd Docununls, Chicago

TheUmveisityofChicagoPrcsa, 1926,370-81 Discussions of HumanCapital”andattempts

to measure it in other contexts go back toWm Petty if not earlier For perspectives on this

history see E A J Johnson, “The Place of Learning, Science, Vocabonal Teaming, and

‘Art’ in Pre-Snuthian Economic Thought,” m the Journal of Economic Hulory, XXIV (June,

1964), 129-144 Also, Rudolf Blitz, * Education, the Nature of Man, and the Division of

Labor,” and "Education m the Wnlings of hlalthus. Senior, McCulloch andj S Mill,”

(English language revisions of an article in Spanish), forthcoimng m UNESCO, Readings in

Education and Economic Development {196T),»i>dB F Kikcr, ‘ The Historical Roots of the Con
cept ofHuman Capital,”Jourrui/ 0/Fo&<>ra/£mw^,LXXIV,No 5 (October 1966), 481-499

• Larry Sjaastad, “The Costs and Returro ofHuman Migration,” The Journal of Political

Economy, LXX, No 5, Part 2 (October, 1962), &)-93
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entails costs and engenders increments to lifetime earnings streams. To

oversimplify, people discount expected earnings streams to set present

values on themselves for alternative courses of action : migration or remain-

ing put. In theory, people will move if they can increase their present

value by an amount greater than the cost of moving. This added value

might be attained if, by moving, a person finds a better market for his

existing skills, upgrading himself within his occupation, or if migration

provides an opportunity for him to change occupations, thereby acquiring

a new skill and increasing his remuneration. Sjaastad emphasizes occupa-

tional change in attempting to analyze rural-urban migration and to

account for observed age patterns in such migration.

Costs, according to Sjaastad, include direct costs of moving, earnings

foregone while moving, earnings foregone while searching for employment

and training for a new position. He gave special emphasis to the training

or retraining costs of urban newcomers, which are identified with the

initial excess of foregone rural earnings over realized urban wages. Returns

(benefits) are the expected income stream at the destination.^

Sjaastad’s primary concern was with the efficiency of migration as a

process of resource allocation. He argued that much of the seemingly non-

rational response or lack of response to economic incentives to move is

really a matter of measurement methods which look at net migration

rather than gross figures. He also criticized failures to disaggregate popula-

tions sufficiently before associating them with differential opportunities and

earnings. In order to identify statistically the potential earnings streams of

migrants at places of origin and destination, Sjaastad suggested that com-

parisons must be made among more homogeneous sub-groupings, speci-

fying in particular use of age-occupational classifications. (Curiously, he

said nothing about classifications by schooling.)

Statistical averages of costs and earnings for each population category

are used as proxy measures in a decision model that is fundamentally in-

dividualistic. Despite his work with the Upper Midwest Project, Sjaastad’s

interest in spatial resource allocation remains spatially neutral; hence we
find neither aggregated human capital measures nor “regionalism.” The
important thing is the micro-economic allocative process.

MIGRATION AND A RATIONALE OF COMMUNITY INVESTMENTS
IN EDUCATION

In his treatment of migration. Burton Weisbrod^ takes a very different

tack—even though he starts from the same base in human investment

3 In his theoretical formulation, Sjaastad also considers “psychic” costs and benefits.
« Burton Weishrod, External Benches 0/ P«6Kc EducaJion, Princeton, N.I.: Industrial

Relations Section, Princeton University, 1964.
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fare. There is no community decision unit, such as Weisbrod’s; in fact,

they discard aggregates and GNP in theoretical presentations. Social wel-
fare they define as the per capita incomes of all initial residents, whatever
their place of residence after migration.

However, appealing as the welfare measure they suggest may be, it is

no accident that in the end Grubel and Scott make no attempt at direct

empirical assessments in such a framework; the practical difficulties are
manifold. Instead, they go to quite the other extreme of empirical prag-
matism. Not only do they forsake their welfare concept for an aggregative
type of social assessment, but they also by-pass human capital measurement
in present value terms, choosing to use cost assessments instead.®

National gains are measured by the cost-savings realized in acquiring

human capital formed elsewhere without paying for its formation. National

losses are incurred when a nation pays for the formation of human capital

that others then acquire free.

Using figures from an annual census of foreign students in the United

States, interesting estimates are derived for United States gains and losses.

The value of the gain (saving in costs) to the United States of acquiring

“non-returning foreign students” is taken as what it would have cost to

“produce” an American equivalent. Against these cost-savings are set the

costs incurred by the United States in providing education for all foreign

students. Similar human capital estimates are made for scientists and

engineers who have migrated to the United States.®

Measurement of human capital in cost terms as a way of assessing the

resources that have gone into the making of a man is one thing. Using

cost valuations in assessing gains and losses through migration is quite

another. Serious distortions are apt to occur when reproduction cost

estimates exceed present value. Thus a fallacious cost view of human capital

can explain many of the complaints that have been so common concerning

Southern or Appalachian losses through migration.^®

PRESENT VALUE ESTIMATES OF INTERREGIONAL MIGRATION

Rashi Fein,^^ like Weisbrod, was concerned with the measurement of

aggregate human capital gains and losses of spatially defined units—in

® Herbert Grubel, “Non-returning Foreign Students and the Cost of Student Exchange,”

Inlemational Educational and Cultural Exchange (a publication of the U.S. Advisory Commission

on International Educational and Cultural Affairs), Spring, 1966.

® Herbert Grubel and Anthony Scott, “The Immigration of Scientists and Engineers

to the United States,” loc. cit.

This, by the way, is where Grubel and Scott’s social welfare view of effects on per

capita incomes could prove especially fruitful—and empirically operational up to useful

approximations.
. , r-

Rashi Fein, “Educational Patterns in Southern Migration, The Southern Economic

Journal, XXXH, No. 1, Part 2 (July 1965), 106-124.
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Fein’s case, regions within the United States Like Weisbrod, Fein used a

present value measure ofhuman capital (discounting future income streams

at 5 per cent) There is no decision theory m Fein’s analysis, however, and

he draws no inferences for public pobey

Fein’s first task, a considerable one, was to lay out the census data m a

form that would permit examination of gross 1955-fiO migration streams

for males Male migrant flows are disaggregated by age, race, and educa

tional attainment Focusing on the South and its sub-regions, he then

computes net in- or outflows for each age-race educauon category To get

estimates of soual net capital gains or losses associated with migration he

first multiplies net flows by average discounted values of Southern income

streams associated with each age-racc-education category These sub-

aggregates are then summed to give the overall net gam or loss to the

region Present values have, in effect, become weightings for the various

statistical categories Although this procedure preserves the disaggregation

by sex, age, race, and schooling, the distinction between characteristics of

inflows and outflows is unfortunately lost m the procedure for valuing

human capital We will come back to this later

Alternative Earnings Streams and One-way Migration

From the above discussions of recent work, it is evident that analysis of

migration in human investment terms has opened up over a wide front

There are at once common elements and sharp distinctions in problem

foci, m theoretical frameworks applied, in the kinds of compromises made

in using incomplete and sometimes inappropriate sets of data Back of all

this are some fundamental theoreucal problems m decision theory on the

one hand, some critical issues for pubhc policy on the other Theory and

policy are in fact quite closely related It is with such basic questions in

rmnd that we ask Which earnings streams are the relevant ones in eti/ur

private or social assessments of migration’ Whichever the viewpoint,

identification of the conceptually appropriate future carmngs streams is a

necessary first step We start in this section with the simplest case—one way

imgrauon This in fact is the only case for which earnings streams have been

examined in anything we have seen

THE J^ET FLOW FAILACT AHD ESTIMATES OF HUMAN CAPITAL
GAINS AND LOSSES

In estimating human capital gams and losses in the South, Fern took a

short cut As noted earlier, instead of valuing the gross inflows and out-

flows he took the net flows for each age race schooling category of males,

computing the aggregate present values of these net flows on the basis of
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Southern life-income patterns. To the extent that he was dealing with flows
among regions within the South he had no alternative; the needed income
data are not available for sub-regions. Ideally we would want such figures,
and we would want to maintain clear distinctions among parts of the South',
for it is a very heterogeneous region. However, when it comes to flows
between Southern and other regions the situation is changed; we have
data on life-income streams by race, sex, age, and schooling that can
differentiate at least on this gross-regional dichotomy.

Weisbrod also used a single set of values in his study of gains and losses

through migration into and out of the Clayton school district, in Missouri.

However, our chief criticism of this aspect of his work is that he did not
check for the sensitivity of his results to his valuation procedure. Since he
was only incidentally interested in his quantitative results, and was not

posing the more substantive and analytical questions concerning migration

in which we are most interested, this omission is understandable, even if

regrettable.

We assume, with Sjaastad, that an individual will not normally migrate

unless his potential discounted earnings stream in the new area is going to

be at least as high as that at the area of origin. When the average stream for

the area of destination is obviously lower than that in the area of origin,

but people move anyway, this would suggest that the rational in-migrant

is not typical of the area into which he is moving. When this happens even

within particular race-sex-age-schooling categories, the fallacy of using

average incomes at the lower income destination for migrants to that area

is underlined. Until data that distinguish migrants are available there can

be no firm answer as to what is happening, and how. At present we can

only hypothesize, meanwhile making some crude estimates as to what

alternative hypotheses may imply.

The potential importance of taking market differences into account can

be illustrated by making some simple calculations. The distribution of

schooling among 1955—60 out-migrants from the South as a whole is very

close to the distribution of schooling among 1955-60 migrants into the

South. However, except at college levels, incomes of white males with the

same years of schooling are higher in the North than in the South. After a

bit of rough pencil-and-paper work we picked $40,000 as an average

present-value figure for income streams of white male Southerners leaving

the South and $50,000 for white male migrants from other regions into the

South.

Valuing in-migrants at their place of origin (Table 1, b) rather than at

their destination (as Fein did. Table 1, a) results in a substantial increase

in the estimated gain, both in relative and in absolute terms. Raising or

lowering per-migrant present values or varying the ratio between non-

Southern and Southern present values would change our numbers but not
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our argument From the perspective of the South, Fein’s method sets a
rmmmum for net gams, while valuing both in- and out-migrants at their

origin sets a maximum

Table 1—Alternative estimates of net human capital gams from migration
for the United States South, 1950-60

Number
mlgietmg

Out Migration 5S4 900
In M gration

a Valued at dest nation 579100
b Valued at origin 579 100

Present Total Net human
value value cep tal gain

(pe/mgrant) [mllons) (mllons)

40000 22196 -

40000 23164 963
50 000 28 955 6759

We have not considered what proportion of the m-migrants may have

been unsuccessful returning Southerners, or what proportion of the out*

migrants were originally from the North Our estimates are still gross

over-simpbBcations Until data that distinguish migrants and their associ-

ated income streams are available, there can be no firm answer

Typically applications of human investment models to migration have

suffered from insufficient disaggregation of the population of migrants,

though industrious scholars m and outside of the Census Bureau are begin-

ning to remedy the most senous gaps It is obvious by now that within each-

region disaggregation by age, sex, race, educational attainment, and income

(preferably earnings) is needed Both Wcisbrod and Fein recognize this

and adjust their human capital estimates accordingly Actually for the

5 per cent sample of the 1960 census we have, within South and within

North, cross tabulations of all these variables plus I960 occupations How-
ever, there is no breakdown that would separate out migrants within each

of these cells

A possibility we would very much like to see followed up in 1970 would

be refinement of the regional tables on incomes by sex, race, age, and

schooling of 1960 residents in order to distinguish the new migrants (1955-

60) from others, and each of these groups in turn by place of birth and

occupation—ideally both at ongin and destination Obviously this will be

possible only if all these items are obtained on the 25 per cent sample

Suppose we had all of this information What else should we know to

distinguish migrants and their earnings m a meaningful way^ It is obvious

that many other factors affect productivity and earmngs streams of any

** The figures for numbers migratuig m and oal of the South, exclusive of intra South

migration are taken from William N Parkers comment on the Rashi Fein article (see

footnote 11), m The Southern Economic Jounud XXXll No 1, Part 2 (July, 1965), 126,

Tabic I
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given population of migrants. Ability, attitudes toward work, quality of
schooling, environmental experiences as a youth, and job experience
differentials will all be reflected in differential earnings streams. Important
also are labor market imperfections that may partially segregate migrant
from native populations of the same race, sex, age, and reported years of
schooling.

Concerning ability and attitudes we will be brief. We can reasonably
assume that the ability distribution for a given age, race, sex, education
category of the population will not differ much among regions; hence we
need not be concerned on this score with places of origin of migrants. How-
ever, in these pages we go further to make the more vulnerable assumption
that the average ability of migrants is no different from that of non-migrants
once disaggregation has established homogeneity of population sub-groups

in other critical respects. The saving feature of this assumption is the critical

disaggregation presupposed; there can be no presumption that within each

population sub-category mobility will be correlated either positively or

negatively with ability.^^ Differences in attitudes toward work are a problem

that we will simply have to ignore for the present. It should be noted, how-

ever, that both ability and attitudes can be objectively assessed, and for

special migrant groups this has been done.

Experience and quality of schooling differentials are at the heart of our

analysis, and command more careful attention.

SCHOOLING AND EXPERIENCE

School-quality differences can be critical in the economics of migration

from many points of view, one, but only one, of which is estimation of

regional gains or losses in human capital through migration. If the distri-

butions of quality of schooling among men of the same race and age with

the same reported schooling were the same in one region as in another (or

in urban as in rural areas), we could forget about this problem. However,

despite large within-area differences in quality of schools there are also

large and significant differences between rural and urban schools and

between schools in one region as against another.

To get at effects of differences in average quality of schooling we need

to know where the migrant was schooled (ideally for secondary school by

sub-region or state and by type of community). Present census data do not

permit disaggregation by locus of schooling even on a broad regional basis.

However, one could make some assumptions about the location of both

schooling and previous job experience by looking at place of birth, place

« See, for example, Donald J. Bogue, “International Migration,” in Philip M. Hauser

and Otis Dudley Duncan (ed.). The Study of Population, Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1959, especially pp. 504-5.
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The 1960 census does not provide information on prior occupations,
and collection of data on past occupations is both difficult and expensive^
however, this possibility has been considered for the 1970 census. If collec-
tion of such data proves feasible for a large enough sample, it will open up
a range of possibilities for hypothesis testing that must challenge many
researchers on both migration and the economics of education.

There can be no doubt that work opportunities and with them oppor-
tunities for on-the-job training and learning vary substantially from one
place to another. This is glaringly obvious if we look across nations on a
world scale. It is sufficiently evident within the United States, and even if

we control for age, sex, and prior schooling. There is a strong presumption
that knowledge of the location in which men have acquired their work
experience will improve statistical predictions of their competencies. How
far a migrant’s previous experiential learning may be transferable to his

new setting is another matter. Undoubtedly there is selectivity in such

transferability; he can move into the new environment carrying his experi-

ence tvith him only to the extent that the new environment gives scope for

its use. This may contribute to differentiation of labor markets between

natives and in-migrants, especially in the middle and higher occupational

brackets. It is a reasonable generalization that unless a man can take enough

of his acquired competencies with him to ensure earnings at least as high

as those he would receive at home, our “average” migrant will not move

—at least not if he already has a substantial investment in such com-

petencies and there is a demand for them at home. For youth who have

little or no such investment the problem does not arise. Rather, the ques-

tion may be, where can I go to get the best learning and long-term income

opportunities ?

We may systematize these conunents concerning effects on potential

earnings associated with location of schooling and experience by setting

up a rough typology of schooling-work combinations as between two

regions, A and B. Within any age, sex, race, educational, and, ideally, prior

occupational grouping of migrants who moved from place A to place B,

we would distinguish the following (still deferring consideration of tem-

porary migration and return):

1. Those bom in A, but who migrated to B for schooling and work.

2. Those bom in A and schooled in A, but who migrated to B as soon as then-

formal schooling was completed and who have worked only in B.

3. Those bom in A and schooled in A who remained to work for some time in A,

but moved to B before they were 40, continuing to work in B thereafter.

4. Those bom in A and schooled in A who worked in A to at least the age of 40,

migrating to B after that age.

1. The first category of individuak might be expected to have an age-
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suffered a severe human capital loss.” He has little or no learned com-
petence to apply in either A or B, and his expected future earnings stream
cannot be measured by an average in either area. Though a special case,
this is an important one, which merits the special study that is beginning
to be given to it.

PACKAGE MIGRATION AND THE TRANSFER OF EXPERIENCE

In discussing the locus of schooling and experience as related to likely

future income streams of migrants we commented upon the possibilities

—

in some cases the strong likelihood—that there would be some differentia-

tion of markets in which migrants and non-migrants resident in a given
area sell their services. We specified further that this differentiation could
and does occur even among men of the same race, age, and years of school-

ing. Even ifwe went all the way from regions down to state economic areas

in an attempt to assure greater homogeneity we would not necessarily get

rid of such labor market differentiation.

Taking the more dramatic in-migrant labor market segments to illustrate

the extreme case, there are “Northern firms” in the deep South, firms from

the United States in Sao Paulo, French firms in the Ivory coast. Tradi-

tionally such “foreign” firms have preferred to import talent from their

area of origin rather than to employ locals who lack not only the technical

know-how acquired on a job but also, equally important, know-how with

respect to how a modern Northern organization operates.^’ (In addition

the Northern high school graduate is likely to be better schooled than the

Southern.) Many of the men who have been brought into the South when

a Northern firm established a branch there would not otherwise have

migrated; there would have been no opportunities for them to work in the

South at jobs in which they could use their Northern skills and experience.

Transfer of those skills would not have been possible. Conversely, the firm

would not have moved into the South had it not been possible to bring

Northerners with know-how along. This is what we mean by “package

migration.”^®

To the extent that migration is associated with these segmentalized

labor market structures, differences in earnings stream between migrants

Roy L. Lassiter reports Southern Business preference for Northerners with high school

education or more in “The Experience of Selected Manufacturing Firms Mth the Avail-

ability, Skills and Training of Manufacturing Workers in Florida,” Occasional Paper No. 1,

Bureau of Economic and Business Research, College of Business Administration, University

of Florida, 1961. The reluctance of U.S. firms abroad to employ local management is

illustrated by John Shearer in his High-Level Manpower in Overseas Subsidiaries: Experience in

Brazil and Mexico, Princeton, NewJersey: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University,

1960, especially Chapter VI.

For some related discussions of transfer of know-how, see Mary Jean Bowman, “From

Guilds to Infant Training Industries,” in C. A. Anderson and Mary Jean Bowman, eds..

Education and Economic Development, Chicago: Aldine Publishing Company, 1965, pp. 98-129.
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and permanent residents should appear However, this assumes further

that there are not parallel opportunities of a very different kind to which

the local population has the readier access When a traditional elite,

expenenced in its own culture and perhaps protected by other barriers to

entry’* exists along with a ' foreign” class of high salary professionals and

technicians, income data alone will conceal important differences between

the new and native populations How far this pattern charactenzes the

South is not entirely clear, though the statistics on education, occupation,

and income by region do suggest that it exists in some degree and is not

uniform Such a pattern is unstable, however It fades away with develop-

ment Ultimately, we suspect, it is eroded more by the progress of native

populations at the middle level than by any direct impact at the top

As the number of "Northern” Sims in the "South” multiplies, and as

a few and then a few more Southerners filter into and through these enter

prises at the middle levels, the transfer of skill and expenence from North

to South becomes easier Migrants now come in greater numbers without

any special prior assocution with the enterprises m which they find jobs

The process of diffusion of development is well under way
How much validity there may be in this theorizing concerning relations

between migration and the process of diffusion of development remains to

be seen Existing evidence is spotty But there is clearly a challenge to test

hypotheses of this kind To what extent are Southern labor markets

differentiated or even sharply segmentalized? For any given race, age, and

schooling, how do earnings of Southerners working m Southern type firms

compare with those m Northern type firms in the South’ How do earnings

of similar individuals in Northern firms in the North compare with those

m Northern firms in the South’ Looking at the shapes of income streams

and applying Mincer’s method of analyzing on the job learning, do we

find that Northern profiles transfer to the South intact’ If there are differ-

ences between Northern firms m the South and Southern firms with respect

to traimng and learning opportuniUcs, who is reaping the benefits

—

migrants from the North (temporary or permanent) or locals’ Over time

are profiles in Southern firms changing—and can we observe this m cross-

section by companng the border South with the deep South’ Turmng to

data on occupations, types of firms quite aside, are occupation and

occupation earmngs patterns quite different among migrants into the

South and native Southerners of comparable race sex age schooling cate-

gones’ Are these differences persistent, and repeated over large parts of

the South, or are they changing’

Many of these questions concemmg scgmentalization of labor markets,

However, the high incomes of the tfaditional or native elite groups may be largely

property income (for instance, Southern farmen with college education) or their salanes

may be bureaucratic sinecures (as m many dev^pmg areas)
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transferability of experience, the relative role of experience and schooUng
in shaping productivity, and the processes of difiusing skills might be tested
by using human capital models and U.S. census data.20

Migration and Re-migration

The common tendency to treat migration as though it were a once-and-
for-all affair, often combined with a definition of migration that in itself

suggests permanency, has many unfortunate results.

One of the more obvious of these may be faulty assessments of “brain
drains” and gains (the latter rarely noted). It is evident that once re-

migration is considered, new difficulties arise in such assessments. Are the
migrants college students returning home, prodigal sons, disappointed job-

seekers, retrained workers, retiring elders, or former political “outs” who
are now “in”?

Further, how does the human capital value of these re-migrants differ

from what it was when they first migrated? This question points to a more
basic weakness of one-way migration simplifications; they disregard the

duration of migration. There is a continuum from brief periods away at

school or on a short-term job assignment to permanent residence at destina-

tion. To disregard temporary migration is to disregard the important

linkages among private investments, on-the-job learning, and migration

which, when coupled with regional differentials in quality and availability

of schooling and experiential learning, can provide extremely important

channels for the transfer and local acquisition of know-how. A developing

country seeking to build up its cohorts of qualified people is faced wth

important choices as to how this can best be done. How many and which

sorts of individuals should be sent for study and/or for work experience

“abroad”? How many will return? What about the importing of outside

experts on a temporary basis? How can these choices be evaluated from

the points of view of the receiving and of the sending nations? What about

problems of recruiting such men, of the strategies of inducing higher rates

of return among those subsidized for study or training abroad, or in another

2“ In the 1970 census and thereafter, social security numbers may be included, making

possible special studies that can be linked into census information for the same individuals.

This should allow many kinds of research on migration that have not been feasible previ-

ously without incurring prohibitive costs. For example, a special survey might obtain

rosters of individuals working in Southern firms and in Northern firms in the South. By

matching, these individuals could be located in the census and their age, schooling, and

migrant status identified. Such data would permit analysis of the degree of labor market

differentiation and of native Southerners and immigrants of comparable age and education

employed in establishments with Southern and Northern managers. Many other possi-

bilities, including migration sequences as revealed by social security data, come to mind.
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region of the United States^ Human investment decision models that

incorporate re-migration sequences can aid m such evaluations We will

develop this theme shortly First, however, we look briefly into the quantita-

tive importance of re migration as return to the sub regions (Divisions) of

birth withm the Umted States and a fesv distinctive patterns in these

respects

THE QJJAHTITAVE IMPORTAM^E OF RE-MIGRA TIOK /JV THE UHITED STATES

Although U S census publications do not permit breakdowns by earn-

ings, sex, age, schooling, occupations for migrants—let alone re migrants

—

they do permit a partial assessment of the extent of rc migration This is

made possible by the tabulations of 1960 division of residence against

residence in 1955 and according to whether division of birth was or was

not the same as that of residence in 1960 We selected three divisions as

illustrations and computed for selected age and education groups the pro-

portions of the white male 1955-60 in migrants who were coming “back

home” and of out-migrants who were reluming to the division in which

they were born The results are shown m Tables 2 and 3

The most striking feature of Table 2 is the generally high rates of return

to division of origin The only exception is the migrants into the Pacific

Division, only a small proportion of whom were returning to the part of

the country in which they were bom This is, of course, to be expected

Almost equally striking m the Pacific ratios is the extremely high pro-

portion of the younger out-migrants who were returning to their home
divisions and virtually regardless of educational attainment levels—though

the proportion is less extreme for college graduates As Table 3 shows, the

ratio of in to out-migrants among young college men is exceptionally

high for the Pacific Division, though in all age and schooling groups that

division had net inflows

At the opposite extreme is the East South Central region, which had

net outflows in every case The difTcrcnces in the gross in and out move-

ments were small, however The most interesting thing to us in the East

South Central figures is the rising proportion of in migrants who were

returning home as we move down from college graduates to the high

school drop-outs This pattern is repeated for every age group ^Ve strongly

suspect that had we computed ratios below high school 1-3 those ratios

would have been even higher than for men with one to three years in high

school Here a very distinctive migration and re migration phenomenon is

evident It should come as no surpnse, for this is a manifestation of ‘ the

poverty problem” in one of its most senous and difficult forms—and of the

failures of migration to solve problems of Galbraith’s “insular poverty”

where men have become obsolete or have never been sufficiently equipped

to enter into jobs that offer opportumtics for new traimng or Icarmng
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Table 2—Return migration rates among 1955-60 migrants into and out of the
East South Central, East North Central, and Pacific Divisions: white males
in selected age and schooling categories

PROPOHVON OF 1955-60
IN-MIGRANTS WHO WERE

RETURNING TO DIVISION OF
BIRTH

1960 AGE

PROPORTION OF 1955-60
OUT-MIGRANTS WHO WERE
RETURNING TO DIVISION OF

BIRTH
1960 AGE

Schooling 25-29 30-34 35-39 25-29 30-34 35-39

East South Central

Highsohool 1-3 .59 .56 .53 .24 .18 .17
Highschool 4 .52 .42 .36 .32 .23 .23
College 1-3 .46 .35 .26 .37 .26 .23
College 4 .32 .32 .28 .30 .30 .27

East North Central

Highschool 1-3 .43 .30 .27 .29 .29 .26
Highschool 4 .56 .36 .30 .25 .21 .19
College 1-3 .53 .34 .30 .22 .18 .18
College 4 .40 .34 .30 .18 .21 .20

Pacitic

Highschool 1-3 .09 .06 .05 .60 .46 .47

Highschool 4 .10 .07 .07 .61 .42 .36

College 1-3 .15 .09 .09 .60 .38 .30

College 4 .11 .12 .09 .46 .37 .30

Source: Computed from data in the 1960 U.S. Census of Population, Utetime and Recent Migration,

PC (2) 2D, Table 8. Ratios are computed excluding persons for whom residence was not repotted.

The least predictable of the results, at least to us, were those for youth

returning to the East North Central Division. Even though this has not

been a growing area, we had expected that lower proportions of in-

migrants would be returnees. Even the lowest ratios are around 30 per

cent. It is interesting that the highest ratios are for young men, and are

associated with absolute net inflows, while in the older age categories the

East North Central Division was a net loser in each of the age-schooling

groups we examined. Such findings invite further speculation, but we

resist that temptation in favor of a more generalized (and safer) procedure

—

the presentation of migration and re-migration decision models with some

of their analytical and policy potentials.

DECISION MODELS FOR MIGRATION AND RE-MIGRATION

The interpretation of migration behavior in economic terms and the

analysis of potential strategies in social policy require something more than

aggregative estimates of gains and losses.
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Table 3—Number of 1955-60 white mate In-migrants and out-migrants for
whom residence was reported: the East South Central, East North Central,
end Pacific Divisions

rs5S-60 IN michants tsss-eo out-migmnts
1960 AG£ 1960 AG£

26-39 30-34 35-39 25-29 30-34 35-39

£»tt South Centro!

7300 S750 4280 9585 6955 5145
13367 7960 6716 16279 9296 7690
6781 4087 3441 8064 4573 3679
9752 7485 5372 13743 9577 6303

£»tt North Centre!

18305 10384 7455 15488 15558 13185
36831 14659 12030 25922 21715 20356
17920 6615 6752 13916 11793 10456
33906 24707 15326 31472 28233 20950

Petifie

HiflhsehooM-3 22146 20800 16556 14764 10011 7453
Highschool4 36646 27640 26411 31305 14452 13301
Coll404l-3 22645 14578 12942 16439 7592 7432
College4 3S43S 27629 19899 16825 13764 9626

Source SemeisTeblel.

With this in mind, we have developed modek that begin with the

individual viewpoint but are transformi^ into social decision models as

parameter values are readjusted to allow for cost and income transfer, as

individually expected earnings are replaced by socially expected or realized

productive contributions, and as probability values are applied to allow

for rates of return and non*retum of migrants. The modeb allow choices

with respect to locus, duration, and sequences of schooling and experi-

ential learning. Relevant earnings streams are those of an “average

individual” within a sex, race, age, and initial educational attainment

and occupation category ** Our presentation is necessarily summary.**

** The models could of course be generalued to incorporate nonpecuniary benefits and

returns or to disaggregate down to the individual decision maker with all his personal and

environmental characteiutics However, we bave limited the model to include only key

economic variables and to keep « potentially operational data-wisc.
** The models used here arc part of a family of such models for analysu of mvestment

in human resources (and before that in business economics) Their relation to Gary Becker’s

approach is evident (See his “Investment in Human Capital,” The Journal of Pohlual

^onomy, LXX, No 5, Part 2 (October, 1962) and hii Human Capital, Columbia University

Press, 1964) However, for our purposes, comparison of present values taking an assumed

external discount rate is more flexible and is generally more appropriate than the “internal

rates of return ” Use of the "internal rate ofreturn” method entails unnecessarily restnctivc

assumptions (Sec also footnote 23

)

Schooling

Highschool 1-3
Highschool 4
College 1-3
College 4

Highschool 1-3
Highschool 4
College 1-3
College 4
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The following notation is used

:

a—age at the first decision point relating to migration

b—date of actual or intended out-migration

m—age at return from residence abroad

n—^retirement age

Rf—expected earnings in the year t at the place of origin prior to (or in

the absence of) any migration

Z),—expected earnings abroad in the year t

Tf—expected earnings in the year t at the place of origin for migrant

returnees {t>m—a)
C,—direct cost in the year t of schooling or training in the area of origin

Kj—direct cost in the year t of schooling or training abroad

—direct cost of out-migration incurred in year t

Z’t—direct cost of return migration incurred in year t

r—discount rate

V—present value of future income streams

j—superscript denoting a particular race, age, sex, school attainment,

and occupation (if any) at time a

We limit ourselves to the following possible migration sequences:

1 . Remain in the area of origin permanently (no migration)

.(l+r)-"
(1)

2.

Migrate immediately and remain permanently in the area of destina-

tion

" n — K —7^
(2)

t'a (l+r)'-"

3.

Migrate immediately, remain temporarily in the area of destination,

then return to the area of origin

m-l _ r- _ jj'O " Y — 7^

3 ^ ^ ^ (3)
(l-hr)'-“ ,f-„(l+r)'-‘'

4.

Remain temporarily in the area of origin, then migrate permanently

R,~C,

£(l+r)»-“‘^,4, (l+r)'-"
(4)

5.

Remain temporarily in the area of origin, migrate and remain tem-

porarily in the area of destination, then return to the area of origin

6-1
If _p n _ _ /“O ” V — 7^

T/f_ sp
I

'V -“t < t XT f

(1 A n

^

(1+r)'
(5)
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These models could be generalized to admit unlimited numbers of

moves (or migration), of learning situations, and of successive cost benefit

relationships Also, the external interest rates used could be varied to

allow for shifts in relevant criterion or reservation rates

Individual Choices An individual has many alternatives within each of

the five sequences To illustrate the complexity of choice, we begin with

sequence one, the simplest case ** Think of a high school graduate deciding

about his future He must weigh going to work immediately against spend-

ing, one, two, five, or more years in school during which his earnings are

low or zero He must weigh schooling now against schooling later If he is

in the Umted States he is faced with a bewildering array of institutional

settings Each of the above carries implications for cost streams (C,) and for

future earnings (/?,)

Each of the schooling choices can be associated with a set of alternative

occupational and job choices with varied amounts of experimental learning

The potential occupation and/or job choice implies visualizing a senes of

future yearly earnings (R values) These separate streams may differ m their

present value and in the amount of associated experiential learning

A person may choose between positions with higher learning potential

which pay little at first but will bnng higher pay later and positions with

less or negligible potential which pay welt at first but promise little or no

earnings increase m the future The relation of experiential learning to

In some cases this could lead to incorrect optimizing solutions even with the present-

value, external rate method, but such cases entail very special forms of preference functions

ISee Martin J Bailey, ‘Formal Criteria for Investment Decisions,” Journal of Pohltcal

Economy, LXVII, No 5 (October, 1959), 476-488 ] Over ihe past decade a number of

economists have been pressing these problems on die frontiers of capital theory proper,

though spill over of these analyses to discussions ofinvcstments in Human Resource Develop-

ment have been tardy Bruce Wilkinson, who builds his argument on Hirshleifer, is an

exception [See Bruce W Wilkinson, ‘ Present Values of Life Time Earnings for Different

Occupations, ’ Journal of Politual Economy, LXXIV, No 6 (December, 1966), 556-572,

and J Hirshleifer, ‘ On the Theory of Optimal Investment Decision ’ Journal of Political

Economy, LXVI, No 4 (August, 1958), 329-52 \ Valenan Harvey demonstrates the advan-

tages of using both internal rate of return and present value schedules in an assessment of

Economic Aspects of Teachers’ Salaries m Quebec (Chicago Ph D dissertation, 1967)
** Though this complexity is further compounded by various kinds and degrees of un-

certainty, we follow here the common practice of abstracting from uncertainty This

simplification is necessary for expositional purposes but should not be taken to imply that

effects of uncertainty and ignorance arc unimportant either in individual behavior or in

social policy making (See also footnote 25 )

Note that this descnption of choices, and our use of present value comparisons,

requires no assumption with respect to year to year choices of alternatives or constancy of

mtemal rates of return to successive self investments such as Mincer used {op at

)

For

some remarks on Mincer's as one of a broader set of models that vanes the length of a

contract term, sec M J Bowman, “The Costing of Human Resource Development ’ m
E A G Robinson and J E Vaizcy, eds , The Economics of Education (Proceedings of the

1963 Conference of the International Economics Assoaation), London and New York
Macmillan and Co , 1966 A few aspects ofdecision making with respect to human resource

formation under imcertamty are also includedm that article
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earnings stream differences and the place of experiential learning in our
models is less observable than that ofschooling. Schooling obviously involves
foregone earnings: most students do not work or they have earnings far
below what they might have if employed full-time. And schooling also
carries direct costs—tuition, books, fees—that are only too evident to all

who have paid them at one time or another. However, costs to an individual
of experiential learmng, embedded as they are in the earnings streams and
usually involving less contrast in earnings, are less conspicuous even when
they are cumulatively substantial.^®

From the above it is apparent that even within sequence one, there are

potentially almost an infinity of schooling and experience mixes from which
to choose, each with its earnings stream and associated costs. Within sequence
two, the possibilities for mixing schooling and experience are increased as a
geographical dimension is introduced; -within sequence three, the munber
of possibilities is further multiplied as the geographical progression becomes
more complicated; and so forth.

In theory, one could identify the costs and earnings streams for every

conceivable combination within and between each of the five migration

sequences and select that one giving the highest present value. However,

many combinations can be immediately discarded as unpromising ones.

Furthermore, in practice any one individual will be constrained by his

native ability, his interests, his financial situation, beha-vior of acquain-

tances, etc. The possibilities actually considered are reduced to the most

promising and feasible ones, even to choices among two or three specific

combinations for which costs and benefits are weighed and compared.

The most interesting aspect of this exercise for analysis of migration

concerns how the locale of schooling and/or experiential learning up to

any given age affects subsequent income streams for each work location

which might be chosen after that age.

How great are the differences in particular cases ? How stable are they ?

What explains them ? How fully do they, in turn, explain migrant behavior ?

By what processes and how rapidly are they changed in the wake of migra-

tion? These questions are key ones for a positive economics that would go

beyond traditional resource allocation to merge decision theory into a

theory of development dynamics.

Social Choices and Migration Probabilities Now, suppose we shift our %'iew-

point to a social one, for instance that of a regional or national body which

25 Stress here is on cost to the individual because we are speaking of an individual decision.

There is no need to assume year-to-year matching of incomes and productivity even^ in

social assessments, however, since only the present value enters into our social decision

models; more than one income sequence can yield the same present value. Beckers

“general” learning will cause no trouble. Some part of what he terms “specific” on-the-job

training will escape measurement in the estimations of present values of income streams

accruing to individuals.
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IS deciding whether or not to subsidize study outside the area Social gams
and losses may be evaluated by using the same basic models used for in-

dividual deasions However, the costs and returns arc now those to the

society For example, all costs ofeducational services (teacher time, physical

facilities, etc
)
are real social costs, even though subsidies may reduce or

eliminate such costs to the individual In this section we assume that market

prices (wages, etc )
coincide with social shadow prices

Permanent migration, as in sequences 2 and 4, is commonly regarded

as unambiguous loss from a soaal viewpoint This position, which assumes

that to add to the productivity of an area an individual must be physically

present, has been challenged ** However, in most cases policy makers arc

concerned with the problem of non-rctum and regard physical presence as

a crucial consideration from the nauonal or regional point of vicsv

Temporary migration, as in sequences 3, and 5, when viewed socially

as a traimng alternative, requires a major adjustment Unless a govern-

ment coerces m some way, it cannot insure that those trained at home will

stay at home or that those trained abroad will necessarily return Therefore

It IS necessary to allow for the possibility that students trained at home will

emigrate and that students trained outside will not return This is done by
including probabilities in the models

As an example, we focus on compansons between longer and shorter

periods of training abroad Let a'p be the probability that students trained

outside the area for (m— e) years will return before age t To illustrate,

sequence three then becomes

I.

o-rr-or-cf

,
(!+')'-'

K,+Z°I
(6)

For each value of {m—a) there will be a different set ofincome variables,

T^, and the probabilities of return, oj* The probabiUty set aj* is likely to be

Evidently the use of shadow pnong for pubUc cost and benefit assessments will some-

times be required—where there are substantial discrepannes between present values of

what men will be paid and what they will produce over ensuing yean, this is why, earlier,

we spoke of transformauons from ‘ individual earnings ’ to produCUve contnbutions The
discussion m this section identifies ‘ social ’ returns with returns to the entire society, as

measured by national product Often foundations may take similar ultimate goals as a

basis for decisions to allocate funds to one or another type of educaUonal project m one or

another locauon Narrower definitions of * social ’ that balance flows mto and out of one

versus another public exchequer arc a very different matter
** For a listing and discussion of conlnbutiims to the area of ongin which might be

made from outside the area sec Harry Johnson, ‘ Economics of the Brain Dram’ The
Canadian Case,” Mxnma, III, No 3 (Spno^ I9G3), 29^311, and Herbert Grubel and

Anthony Scott, “The International Flw cJ Human Capital, the Brain Dram ” «#> nl An
allowance for such contributions could in pnnaple, be incorporated in the social present

value equauoos though it poses some elusive measurement problems
** One of the authors—Myers—has been developing unpLcations of this approach more

fully Our discussion here u limited by apace considerauons.
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a declining function of (m-a); the rate at which a" declines will be one
of the critical elements in the comparison of social net returns from longer
or shorter periods of training abroad. In this form the equation refers to
one individual (or a fraction thereof) but with appropriate identification

of Y, K, and Z it is also a marginal social benefit-cost summation. (Any
part of costs for training or travel borne by other than the area of origin

would of course be deducted from the K and Z figures.)

Another type of comparison involves locus of training for any given
training period as, for instance, in a comparison of sequences 1 and 3. A
concrete example is the argument over establishing local medical schools

(verstis training doctors abroad or out-of-state). The answer will depend
on rates of migration and retention as well as on the relative cost and
quality of the training in each locality. The argument usually given is that

probabilities of retention for those trained at home so exceed the probability

of return for those trained elsewhere as to outweigh all other considerations.

From a “nationalistic” or “localistic” point of view, the economic validity

of this argument will depend, among other things, upon who bears the

costs of training in the alternative locales.

Another practically important issue is whether and how long students

sent overseas should be allowed or encouraged to stay beyond formal

schooling in order to acquire experience. The solution Avill depend, in part,

on what “wastage” from non-return is associated with the experiential

learning. This “wastage” is incorporated into our social decision model by

introducing the migration probabilities.

The dependence of social policy upon understanding individual behavior

is particularly evident in attempts to decrease wastage by influencing rates

of out-migration and re-migration. Also, knowledge of how migration pro-

babilities vary with individual characteristics within each schooling-work

alternative would provide guidelines for efficient selection of individuals to

the training programs, further reducing wastage.

Long Versus Short- Term Importations ofHighly Qualified Manpower As a final

example ofhuman capital models applied to migration, we turn to decisions

in developing nations concerning imported skills. We by-pass comparison

of more training of local people against more importing of outside talent to

focus on models weighing three alternatives in the purchase offoreign experts’

services; a one-man, long-term contract, a sequence of short-term contracts

to several people, and a system of twoyear rotations between two individuals.

When decisions involve a continuous series of replacements, the succes-

sion of short income streams can be regarded as one long one. The equival-

ence is not complete, however. The sharpest contrasts and associated

problems can be most clearly illustrated by looking at human capital

migration from the point of view of the developing nations and their needs

for highly qualified manpower from the more advanced economies.
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There is much discussion today of alternatives and combinations in the

flow of high level manpower for shorter or longer stays m the developing

nations In the terminology of the previous section, should a man be kept

abroad for a period (m—a)=2 or for, say, (w— fl) = 5, or 10, or even 20 years’

For that matter, what about double appointments in which two individuals

alternate with each other at home and abroad’

In this discussion, present value refers to the value of imported services

to the importing country, independent of the supply prices of these services

We will look at how supply conditions may affect optimal choice Note

that previously we used observed mcomes as measures of both demand and

supply pnees m market equilibrium

Let us designate the present value to the importing country, X, of a

single individual for 10 years as FJ, that of two individuals who replace

each other every two years over a period of 10 years as V\, and that of a

sequence of five individuals staying two years each as F| In the third case,

on our assumption that each successive individual is the twin of his pre-

decessor jD, for <5=1 will have the same current year value as Z), where

<*=3, 5, 7, or 9 and D, where <=»2 will have the same value as where <=4,

6, 8, or 10 We make the simplifying assumption that the importing country

pays for all travel expenses Let these travel expenses be represented by

Also, let Di

,

represent the earnings of individual 1 in year t, Di ,
represent

the carmngs of individual 2 m year t and so forth

Then the maximum present values and hence the amounts that the

importing country would be justified in paying for the production streams

generated by each of these alternatives can be represented as follows

n=2
r_^ ^
L(l+r) (I+r)

D\r -Pi

,

*'L(l+r)='^(I+0'

r)-»J

(1+o‘j

Lo+o’ (i+:

,(l+r)’ (l+r)«J

Dj, g| 4
'

.(l+r)’ (>+0'

PI 7
,

D.

.(1-l-r)’
'
(l+r)".

(
7)
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. r -^5,9 -Of, 10 ”1
.

^L(rT;F+(ri:;rJ+^ o)

Assuming successive twins for VI with Di^i=D2 ,2 =D3,s=D^^y=Ds,g and
-^i.2=-02,4.=Z)3^4.=Z)4.^6=Z)5_io we have:

F|=i)i.ii:
1^-

1
,

1
.

1 ,1,11
(1 +r) "^(l +r)3'^(l +r)" '(1 +r)'''^(T+^J

1 1 1 1,11
i-r)2'^(l+r)‘^'^(l+r)®'^(l+r)«'^(l+r)ioJ'

I 1 1 1,1
(l+r)2'^(l+r)‘^'^(l+r)®'^(l+r)«'^(l +

+ ( 10)

We can simplify in comparing these alternatives by assuming that the
amounts and timing of travel costs paid by the receiving country are the
same in all three cases. This is evidently the case as between F| and F®,
and it is consistent enough with common practice respecting travel allow-

ances for vacation at home in the case of expatriates on long-term appoint-

ments. Which alternative will yield the highest present value then depends
upon the summations of sets of terms incorporating the D's.

If there is any learning on the job at all, the F| stream will clearly have
the lowest present value. In fact, if we had made any allowance for direct

outlays on training, this disadvantage of the F| stream would be still more
apparent. There is good reason for the widespread concern over the cutting

off of so many technical assistance activities at two years per man, and

even stronger reason for the increasingly firm attempts to adhere to a two-

year minimum, to permit men to learn about the situation in a strange

environment and to attain a reasonably high level of effectiveness in it.

Two year appointments may serve very well when there is a special job

that needs to be done by a man with unusual qualifications, after which the

requirements of the task are less demanding—^in other words, when the

calibre of the first man has to be higher than that of his successors. But that

is a different sort of situation, and not the “successive twin” case %vith

which we started and by which we defined F^.

Comparison between Fi and F^ must be a bit more subtle. In case VI

there is the advantage of continuity on the job in country Z, but offsetting

this is loss of contact with dynamic centers of activity in the expert’s home

country; he tends to fall progressively further behind his colleagues there.

Case VI has the advantage that experiences in the home country and in the

importing country may well feed into each other, to enhance a man’s

effectiveness in both. This is one of the argiunents in favor of developing

career opportunities in technical assistance by establishing supernumerary

university posts (double staffing) in selected fields and locations.

If VI is so likely to be the inferior choice for value to the importing
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counir), \»li) it lint altcniatjve »o cofnmoti in pracufc’ rvidcrulj there

arc iwo rr%v)ni I int « tlie poiititil reaction tn cnlanial npajcncc and tf e

desire to asoiti mtirncJiinrtit orfutninien uho might build up too much
power in tlic country In many run r*-cri!onisl couninri have quite

deliberately made a uadc*o{riK:iwren economic and political ends liy thm
poheto with rr'prct to cxpstmirs Ifowcsrr ihn phi c nf the iramition

tt lading and with ihli cJiangr ihr economic dmuon modeh may liasr

greater potcntisl imjvict on pohnri In ttrieily economic terms wlat can

lx* »atd fir I J’ To properl) nnluaic I 1 I J and I J %»e a!«> nerd to know
the supply pneej imnliTd It tem t clear that »ci againit the lower present

values of a I J ttrrnm are lower reenutment erett, it li eauer to get good

men for a short tlian for a long lime and iminarily fsf two rrawsni Hni,

the pace of learning tn the first year is I Vrly to be njirciaDy I igh and what

ts learned over a two-yesr periotJ may liasT more transferability to the job

market in the ntperl s home rtsuniry ilian ihe learning ihil cumulates

with longer time abroad Me tosei little if anything tn carrying iliit team

ing home with him Second tie hat suffani less Itrs m getting out of touch

and tmmg contarts ssith colleagues at hnme wlien Ins stay ts not too pro*

longed (In addition a rraioftabl) tlmrt term abroad may I* enticing f»f

quite non*eeonomic conuderatmns Out would pall if the stay were extended

)

Tims set mer against the lower value of the I * stream is the greater ease

and lower cost of maintaining it

Ttiii brings us back to I ^ against 1 1 once again la^t us take another

look at I J Unless a man Ixecmm a permanent migrant he is likely to

sufTcr a disadvantage when he returns home after a long stay abroad Ife

lias forqpnc learning opportumtin suited to his home country, and the

experience he h\i accumubtetl m lus yean abroad often lias limited trans

fcrability back into an advanced Industnal nation (In lesser degree this

may happen with migration from North to South in the United States,

unlas the migrant is acKKrated with a Northern or a Northern iy7>c firm )

In order to attract a man for 10 years, it would lie ncecssary to pay him a

very high salary to compenute for this acrumulalion of obsolescence ITicre

IS evidently a point at which long lenn siaya abroad must become permanent

ones tf they arc to prove bcncficul both to the recnvtng country and to the

individual mvolv'cd

I J IS quite another matter In this case the learning process continues

and contact* at home are maintained No special bnbe need be paid to

attract a man into such a career On balance a looks very much as though

I 5 might come out as the best alirmative m a large proportion of cases.

Systematic application of human investment deciiion models to particular

cases will help sort tlesc alternatives out Tliey just might lead to some

important innovations in technical assistance and in relations between

Umvcniucs and the Department of Slate
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1. Current methods of calculating human capital gains and lossesfrom migration
take a too simplistic view of migration.

a. Even adhering for the moment to the prevalent treatment of migra-
tion as if it were a one-way affair, it is of the greatest importance that gross

flows be analyzed : the critical problems and evidence concerning the effects

of migration are concealed when net flows only are assessed—even when
the latter are broken down into finely disaggregated population categories.

b. Re-migration is important quantitatively. Furthermore, disregard of

re-migration leads to serious misinterpretations of even the gross flows and
even when the latter are disaggregated on a number of key variables. The
importance of analyzing re-migration is underlined where regions differ in

quality of schooling and experiential opportunities and where there is

rotating migration of obsolescent and undereducated men.

2. Human investment decision models provide useful conceptual and empirical tools

when applied to migration, from both individual and social perspective.

a. The models add insight into motivations of migrants. Understanding

migrant behavior provides points of leverage for channeling migration to

social purposes, and provides a means of determining to what extent the

socially rational may coincide or conflict with effects of individual behavior

that are rational.

b. Social decisions involving the locus of training may be put in a cost-

benefit framework and evaluated. Major decisions such as whether to train

elsewhere or at home can be weighed. Losses from non-return and their

probabilities can be valued and included in assessing investment alterna-

tives. The potential gains from policies to reduce rates of non-return could

also be estimated.

c. Migration, coupled with regional differentials in quality of schooling

and experience, can be examined as it relates to the diffusion of know-how

among regions or nations. Of particular interest would be application of

human capital concepts to understanding “package migration” as an agent

of change.

d. Effects of social decisions to import manpower on a short-term

continuous replacement basis, an alternating basis, or a long-term basis

can be sorted out using human capital investment models. For each situa-

tion, individual decision models provide estimates of outlays necessary to

attract the talent desired. Costs and benefits can be compared to determine

the best alternative.

3. Availability of census tapes with data for samples large enough to perrriit

refined breakdowns would permit new kinds of research on critical aspects of migration

as a human investment. Potential contributions to both theoretical develop-

ments in the social sciences and to public policy formation are substantial.
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a Even if no data other than those collected in I960 were obtained,

larger samples would permit multiple breakdowns that distinguish migrant

status by origin, destination, and place of birth for Divisions, within existing

categories on age sex race income education occupation tables

b All too sizeable a list of other items might be suggested, but we will

use restraint A high priority item would be occupation just prior to migra

tion, but we recogmze that occupation data are costly Home residence of

college students is presumably being included We would be interested m
dates of migration, together with state and type of community m which a

migrant last resided, but we would not want to give up the identification

of residence and other traits at a fixed time interval (5 years) before the

census Obviously not all these things can be done

c Because of the importance we attach to it, we list separately informa

tion concerning residence when last attending high school (or, for those

who never entered high school, elementary school) Alternatively, the

question could be asked for age 16, though this might be more difficult for

some to answer State of residence and type of community would both be

desirable, together they should provide valuable indexes of the combined

efiects of quality of schooling and experiential learning from adolescent

environment Such information could be extremely useful not only in

analysis of migration but m many other aspects of the economics of human

resource development and utilization
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Investments

in Human Capital

Poverty and Discrimination Economics

The decade of the 1960s will be remembered for many reasons, not the

least of which will be the quickened American conscience concerning dis-

crimination and the coexistence of poverty amidst plenty. The problems

of discrimination, minority groups, and the poor are not confined to

economics, nor are they solely a result of inadequate human capital forma-

tion. Yet, the connections between human capital embodied in the poor

and the economics of discrimination reflected by income variance between

whites and nonwhites is direct and all too obvious. It is where poverty and

discrimination are concerned that issues of “quality” and noneconomic

externalities such as equal opportunity surface in a most visible manner.

The dearth of our knowledge and data on such matters in a form amen-

able to the quantitative manipulation so dear to economists is remarkable

as well as unfortunate. Again, this forces economic analysts to take as

givens important variables badly in need of more definitive identifi-

cation.

After discussing the magnitude of poverty and the direction of public

policies in an extract reprinted from the 1969 Economic Report of the President
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24, the selections by John P Formby 25 and Walter Fogel 26 examine

the problem of economic discnramation from an empirical vantage

point
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Combating Povert}^

in a Pi'osperous Economy

A new awareness of the coexistence

of poverty and prosperity in the

America of the 1960s must be

regarded as one characteristic feature

of that decade. In the 1969 Economic

Report of the President, the Council of

Economic Advisers describe the past

progress and current magnitude of

poverty. Chairman Arthur Okun

COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC ADVISERS

and Council Members Merton Peck

and Warren Smith review' the prob-

lems ofthe poor, including education

and training in their assessment of

the prospect of future relief in this

domestic war.

... the policy of the United States [w] to eliminate the paradox ofpoverty in the midst of

plenty in this Nation by opening to everyone the opportunityfor education and training, the

opportunity to ivork, and the opportunity to live in decency and dignity.

For over four years the United States has had an explicit national

commitment to eliminate poverty in our society, a commitment enunciated

by the President in the State of the Union Message of 1964 and confirmed

by the Congress in the above words later that year in the Economic Oppor-

tunity Act.

Americans are increasingly prosperous. Median family' income in the

United States (in constant 1967 prices) rose from S6,210 in 1959 to $7,974

in 1967, a gain of 28 percent in 8 years. Yet many families are still not able

to attain minimum living standards. A preliminary' estimate indicates that in

1968 about 22 million people lived in households with incomes below the

Reprinted from Council of Economic Advisers, “Combating Poverty in a Prosperous

Economy,” Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers (January 1969), pp. 151-55 and

161-63.

339
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“poverty lines ” While this is far fewer thanm the past-more than 40 million

were similarly situated m 1960—too many Americans remain poor

This chapter examines the recent progress m reducing poverty, the nature

of the task that remains, and the strategies available for eliminating poverty

The Extent of Poverty

A family is “poor” if its income is insuHicient to buy enough food, cloth-

ing, shelter, and health services to meet minimum requirements Universally

acceptable standards for determining these minimum needs are impossible

to formulate since the line between physical necessities and amenities is

imprecise

The social and psychological aspects of poverty further complicate

efforts to measure poverty As average incomes nse, society amends its

assessment of basic needs Individuals who cannot afford more than a small

fraction of the items enjoyed by the majority are likely to feel deprived

Consequently, an absolute standard that seems appropriate today will

inevitably be rejected tomorrow, just as we now reject poverty definitions

appropriate a century ago

Even a rough measure of progressm reducing poverty requires an explicit

definition, although the line drasvn is unavoidably arbitrary In its 1964

Annual Report, the Council used a poverty line of 33,000 annual family

income Since 1965, the Council has employed the more refined definition of

poverty developed by the Social Security Administration (SSA)

The SSA poverty lines reflect the diATering consumption requirements

of families based on their size and composition, the age of members, and

whether their residence is farm or nonfarm The calculations center around

the U S Department of Agriculture’s Economy Food Plan, which in De-

cember 1967 added up to a per capita weekly food outlay of $4 90 For

families of three or more, the SSA measure assumes all other family needs

can be obtained for an amount equal to twice the family’s food requirement

In 1967, the nonfarm poverty threshold for an average four person family

was $3,335 as compared to a median income, for families of that size, of

$8,995 Poverty lines for different types ofhouseholds arcshoivn in Table 1

The problems of low income faimhcs neither begin nor end at any arbi

trary poverty line A sharp decline in poverty may be a misleading indicator

of progress if a large number of famibes are raised just above the poverty

line Accordingly, the SSA has also developed a ‘ near poor” standard

averaging about one third higher than the poverty line but still less than

one half of median income for many types of families Near poor income

standards are shown m Table 1

The SSA poverty definitions have some limitations Since they are mul

tiples of food costs, the poverty lines change only when food prices change,
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and these prices do not necessarily parallel the prices of other essentials.
Regional differences in living costs are not reflected in the poverty line. The
income data take no account ofincome in kind such as health care, subsidized
housing, and foodstuffs (except for food grown on farms). No adjustment
is made for either net assets or fluctuating incomes, and yet families with
savings or temporary income interruptions have different problems than the
chronically poor.

Tab/e 1—Poverty and near-poverty income lines, 1967

Household characteristic''

Nonfarm households:

1 member

65 years and over
Under 65 years

2 members

Head 65 years and over
Head under 65 years

3 members
4 members
5 members
6 members
7 members or more

Farm households:

1 member

65 years and over
Under 65 years

2 members

Head 65 years and over

Head under 65 years

3 members
4 members
5 members
6 members
7 members or more

Poverty Near-poverty
Income line income line

$1,635 $1,985

1,565 1,890
1,685 2,045

2,115 2,855

1,970 2,655
2,185 2,945

2,600 3,425
3,335 4,345
3,930 5,080
4,410 5,700
5,430 6,945

1,145 1,390

1,095 1,330
1,195 1,450

1,475 1,990

1,380 1,870

1,535 2,075

1,815 2,400
2,345 3,060
2,755 3,565

3,090 3,995

3,790 4,850

“ Households are defined here as the total of families and unrelated individuals.

Note.—Poverty and near-poverty income standards are defined by the Social Security Administration ; they

take into account family size, composition, and place of residence. Income lines are adjusted to take account

of price changes during the year.

Source: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

These problems are currently under study in an effort to refine the

poverty concept. A different threshold could affect the distribution of

measured poverty among various groups but would probably show much

the same trend in total poverty over the long run,

POVERTY TRENDS

With the general rise in family incomes in the postwar period, the inci-

dence of poverty—the percentage of persons in poor households relative to
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the total population—^has declined sharply from 30 to less than 12 percent

(see Chart 1) The number of persons m poverty declined about 20 million

over the past 20 years, including a drop of 12 million since 1963—an
estimated 4 million in 1968 alone

Millions of persons Percent

• Poor persons as percent of total nonmstitutional population

Note Poverty is defined by the Social Security Administration poverty income standard

Sources Department of Commerce Deparlmcnt of Health Education, and Welfare

Office of Economic Opportunity and Council of Econom c Advisers

Chart 1

Number of Poor Persons and Incidence of Poverty

Along with the reduction in the number ofpoor households, the “poverty

gap”—the difference between the actual incomes of the poor and the in-

comes necessary to place them above the poverty line—has been reduced

The poverty gap fell from $13 7 billion m 1959 to $9 7 bilhon in 1967,

measured in current dollars

Distribution by Community Type The incidence of poverty is highest

—

23 percent—in those rural areas not in metropolitan counties, with the

heaviest concentrations in the South and Appalachia The incidence is also

quite high—19 percent—m the smaller aties and towns outside of major

metropolitan areas In the central cntics, the incidence is 16 percent and m
their suburbs about 9 percent
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Racial and Ethnic Distribution Most of the poor are white. In 1967 (the
latest year for which detailed data on the poor are available), 71 percent of
all poor families and 83 percent of all poor unrelated individuals were white.
The incidence of poverty is far higher among nonwhites : about one house-
hold in three compared with about one in seven among whites.

Of the 2.4 million nonwhite households in poverty, 2.3 million are
Negroes; the remainder are mostly the original Americans—Indians and
Eskimos. A 1964 survey revealed that 74 percent of the 55,000 families living

on Indian and Eskimo reservations had incomes under $3,000.

Only recently has the reduction of poverty among nonwhites matched
the reduction among whites. Between 1959 and 1962, the number of whites
in poverty declined 2.8 million, but during the same period the number of
poor nonwhites rose by 0.9 million. Between 1962 and 1967, white poverty

was reduced another 7 million or about 28 percent, while poverty among
nonwhites fell by 3.2 million—also about 28 percent.

The relative position of nonwhite families, after deteriorating in the late

1950’s has improved since 1961. (See Appendix Table B-20.*) Only since

1966 has nonwhite median family income as a fraction of white median

family income surpassed its previous peak of 57 percent in 1952. Unemploy-

ment among nonwhite men age 25 to 54 has recently fallen below 1951-53

levels, but unemployment rates for nonwhite women and nonwhite teenage

males are much higher than during the early 1950’s.

Most poor white families in the United States are not members of identi-

fiable ethnic groups; however, two groups—Mexican-Americans, living

largely in southwestern States, and Puerto Ricans, concentrated in New
York City—exhibit disproportionately high incidences of poverty. In 1966,

unemployment rates among Mexican-Americans in southwestern cities

ranged between 8 percent and 13 percent, two to three times the national

average. Subemployment—the sum of unemployment, employment pro-

ducing earnings too low to provide an escape from poverty, and nonpartici-

pation in the labor force by individuals who have given up hope of finding

work—ranged from 42 to 47 percent in the Mexican-American sections of

south-western cities. And while Puerto Ricans constitute only about 8 per-

cent of the New York City population, they have been estimated to represent

over one-third of the recipients of welfare and about one-third of all occu-

pants of substandard housing.

STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING POVERTY

A program for reducing poverty has four principal economic dimensions.

First, sustained high employment and economic growth—key objectives

of economic policy for a wide variety ofreasons—are prime essentials.

* This reference is to the Data Appendix published annually in The Economic Report

of tlie President.
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Second, education, training, medical assKtance, and access to well-paying

jobs are needed by many of the poor to escape from chronic unemployment
and low-paying dead end jobs

Third, three fifths of the heads ofpoor households cannot easily enter the

labor force because of age or disability, or because they are mothers with

sole responsibility for the care of young children Some workers with large

families are not likely—even with training and other types of employment
assistance—to earn an income sufRaent to pull their families out of poverty

Because increased employment opportunities will not eliminate poverty

among these groups, some form of income maintenance is required

Fourth, poverty is concentrated in “pockets”—aty “ghettos” and certain

rural areas The numbers of poor in poverty pockets can be reduced by

promoting public and private investment m these communities and by
providing relocation assistance to those with employment opportunities

elsewhere

In addition to economic policies, social and psychological strategies have

an important role to play These include information about family planning

for those who request it, legal assistance, and the encouragement of self help

organizations Such programs he outside the purview of this Report

Prosperity and the Reduction of Poverty

Virtually all the progress m reducing poverty over the past 20 yean has

occurred during periods of general prosperity In three periods of sustained

economic expansion—1949-53, 1954-56, and 1961 to the present—the

annual decline in the number of individuals m poverty averaged two million

or more a year In contrast, during recessions the number of poor people has

increased The brief recession of 1954 wiped out half of the gains of the

preceding 4-year expansion, and several successive years ofsluggish economic

performance m the late 1950’s increased the number oF persons m poverty

to about the level of 7 years earlier (Sec Chart 1

)

EFFECTS OF PROSPERITT

Poor families are affected unequally by economic growth and high em-

ployment, depending upon their ability to take advantage of expanded

employment opportunities Recent treni^ m poverty reduction for different

groups are shown m Table 2

Households with Heads of Working Age Economic expansion has caused

significant reductions in poverty among households headed by a working age

man Tightening labor markets raise wages for the poor who are employed,

and provide better employment opportunities for the unemployed and for

those with very low-paying or part-timejobs Furthermore, when prosperity
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households and incidence ofpoverty, selected

Characteristic of head of
househoid

Number of poor households

Total

Head 65 years and over

Unrelated individuals

Families'

Head under 65 years

Unrelated individuals

White
Male
Female

Nonwhite
Male
Female

Families''

White
Male
Female

Nonwhite
Male
Female

Incidence of poverty:'

Total households'’

Head 65 years and over

Unrelated individuals

Families'

Head under 65 years

Unrelated individuals

White
Male
Female

Nonwhite
Male
Female

Families'

White
Male
Female

Nonwhite
Male
Female

fsse-

1959 1961 1964
Originaily

published Revised 1967

13.4 13.0

Miiiions

11.9 10.9 10.7 10.2
3.9 3.9 3.8 3.9 4.0 3.8
2.5 2.5 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7
1.4 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1

9.4 9.1 8.0 7.0 6.8 6.4
2.6 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.2
1.9 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.6
.6 .6 .6 .5 .6 .5

1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.1

.7 .7 .5 .5 .5 .5

.3 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2

.4 .4 .3 .3 .3 .3

6.8 6.7 5.7 4.9 4.7 4.2

4.9 4.7 4.0 3.3 3.1 2.8
3.8 3.7 3,0 2.3 2.2 2.0
1.1 1.0 1,0 1.0 .9 .8

1.9 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4
1.3 1.3 1.1 .9 .9 .7

.6 .7 .6 .7 .7 .7

Percentage

24.0 22.6 19.9 17.8 17.5 16.2

48.6 43.8 40.0 38.5 38.9 36.3

68.1 64.4 59.9 55.3 56.3 53.4
32.5 27.2 21.6 23.0 23.1 20.3

19.8 18.8 16.0 13.7 13.3 12.2

36.8 33.9 31.0 28.3 28.7 27.0

32.9 29.7 28.3 25,8 25.5 24.4
24.6 22.8 22.0 20.1 21.0 18.0
39.1 35.2 33.0 30.0 28.8 29.0

54.8 55.0 45.1 41.7 45.3 40.1

47.1 45.5 34.6 29.1 35.5 29.4

63.5 66.8 58.1 54.1 55.1 61.7

16.8 16.1 13.3 11.2 10.6 9.5

13.4 12.6 10.4 8.4 7.9 7.1

11.4 10.7 8.5 6.5 6.1 5.4

35.9 33.9 31.2 29.1 27.9 25.3

48.6 47.8 27.8 34.3 33.4 29.9

42.1 40.2 32.3 25.9 25.1 20.9

71.3 72.8 62.4 61.2 60.3 54.9

“The revised estimates differ slightiy from those originally published because of the use of a somewhat
different estimating procedure. For an explanation of the two methods, see "Current Population Reports"

Series P-60, No. 54.

' Households are defined here as the total of families and unrelated individuals.

' Consists only of two-person families whose head is 65 years or over. All other families included in "head

under 65 years."

' All families other than two-person families whose head is 65 years or over.

' Poor households as percent of total households in the category.

Note. Poverty is defined by the Social Security Administration poverty-income standard : it takes into

account family size, composition, and place of residence. Poverty-income lines are adjusted to take account

of price changes during the period.

Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.

Sources: Department of Commerce and Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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pushes unemployment rates to low levels among skilled worken, business u
more inclined to tram poorly qualified workers for skilled jobs From 1964

to 1966, the number of poor households headed by a working age man with

work experience fell 400,000 a year, m contrast, there had been no decline

from 1959 to 196!

The number of poor households headed by a working age woman with

job experience has not changed during the 1960s Tlic decline m them*
cidcnce of poserty among this group reflected a nse m the total number of

households headed by working-age women
Prospcniy is less efTcciisc in reducing poverty among households headed

by women for several reasons Women are far less likely to be employed

than men, only about thrcc-flfthsofihe women who head families have some

job experience, compared to about 00 percent for male family heads Many
women who head families, being the adult solely responsible for young

children, are unable to accept full-time employment unless day care is pro-

vided for their cluldren Furthermore, women arc far less likely to escape

poverty even if they do work, because iheir employment ts less steady and

they cam lower wages Nonwhitc families are more than twice as likely—

and white families arc more than three times as likely—to be poor if headed

by a woman than if headed by a man
Eldffl} Households During the 1960’s, the number of poor elderly house*

holds fell slightly, while the incidence ofpoverty among this group decreased

substantially High employment has some immediate effect on poverty

among the aged by providing more jobs for elderly individuals wishing to

conimue work This opportunity ts particularly important for those with

retirement income below the poverty line

Over the longer run prosperity permits more workers to accumulate

assets and to achiev e higher pension nghts prior to retirement At present,

an individual earning the minimum wage and working full lime m a job

covered by social security is entitled to old age benefits of approximately

$120 a month upon retirement—only about SIO a month below the poverty

line

Reflecting both the higher lifetime earnings of the aged and statutory

improvements, social security retirement benefits have increased gready

and have been the most important factor in reducing poverty among the

elderly Since 1961, legulaiion has increased social security retirement

benefits 21 percent across the board,—substantially greater than the in-

crease in consumer prices The minimum benefit increased 37 percent

The Disabled The ill and disabled have benefited least from recent

prosperity and other efforts to alleviate poverty Although the tnndence of

poverty among households whose heads arc under 65 and not working for

health reasons fell from 1959 to 1967, the number actually rose Some disabled

can be retrained, and these individuals can obtain jobs more readily when
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unemployment is low. But many who are ill or disabled cannot take advan-
tage ofjob opportunities.

The Near-Poor Table 3 shows the number of households and the num-
ber of persons who were in the near-poor category in 1959 and 1967.

The compositions of the poor and the near-poor categories differ con-
siderably. Most striking is the difference in the proportion of nonelderly
households headed by a working-age woman. These households account for

46 percent of all nonelderly poor households; among the near-poor, they
account for 22 percent. Except for the elderly, most near-poor families are
headed by men who are employed, but at low wages.

Table 3—Number of near-poor households and incidence of near-poverty
by age and sex of head of household, 1959 and 1967

INCIDENCE OF
NUMBER NEAR-POVERTY
(millions) (percent)’'

Age and sex olhead of household 1959 1967 1959 1967

Near-poor households'' 4.3 3.7 in 5.9

Families 3.8 2.9 8.3 5.8

Head 65 years and over= .7 .8 15.2 14.0

Head under 65 years^ 3.1 2.1 7.6 4.8

Male head 3.4 2.4 8.4 5.5

Female head .4 .5 8.2 8.7

Unrelated individuals .5 .8 5.1 6.0

Head 65 years and over .2 .5 6.1 9.1

Head under 65 years .3 .3 4.6 4.0

Male head .2 .3 5.5 5.8

Female head .3 .5 4.9 6.1

Addendum:

Near-poor persons 15.8 12.0 9.0 6.1

“ Near-poor households as percent of total number of households in the category; near-poor persons as

percent of total persons.

Households are defined here as the total of families and unrelated individuals.

” Consists only of two-person families whose head is 65 years or over. All other families included in "head

under 65 years."
‘‘ All families other than two-person families whose head is 65 years or over.

IMote.—Near-poverty is defined by the Social Security Administration near-poverty-income standards; it

fakes into account family size, composition, and place of residence. Near-poverty-income lines are adjusted

to take account of price changes during the period.

Detail will not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.

Sources: Department of Commerce and Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The number of near-poor showed a considerable decline between 1959

and 1967. Many who rose from poverty were added to the near-poor, but at

the same time an even larger number of the former near-poor moved to a

higher income level.
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PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER PROGRESS

As indicated above, prosperity has played a key role in reducing poverty

and IS essential to further progress But sustained growth and high employ-

ment—in the absence of other more direct efforts to help the poor—cannot

maintain the recent rate of declinem poverty

If the 1961-68 reductions in the number of poor persons could be con-

tinued, poverty would be eliminated entirely in about 10 years If the record

of 1 968 could be continued, poverty would be eliminated in about 5J years

Maintenance of these rapid reductions will become increasingly difficult

because, as poverty declines, an increasmg fraction of the remaining poor

are members of households whose economic status is least affected by pros-

penty Households headed by women with children, disabled persons, or

elderly persons accounted for 6 0 million or 59 percent of all poor households

in 1967

Much of the progress in the 1960*3 has been due to the lowering of the

unemployment rate As that rate fell, further declines were increasingly

effective The hard core unemployed, the educationally disadvantaged, and

the victims of discrimination are the last to be hired during a return to high

employment and the first to be fired during a slowdown Upgrading the

unskilled and uneducated to fill shortages m skilled labor takes time Con-

sequently, if high employment is maintained, these adjustments will con-

tinue to reduce poverty, but their effects will gradually dimmish In the

absence of increased direct assistance to the poor or further reductions in

unemployment, present annual declmcs in poverty must be expected to

become smaller

The elimination of poverty will be long m coming if the incomes of the

poor grow only at the same pace as the incomes of other households If the

real income (including transfer payments) of each poor household were to

grow at 3 percent a year—approximately the average gam for all house-

holds during normal conditions of economic growth—eliminating only half

of poverty would take 12 years for poor families and 17 years for unrelated

individuals To shorten substantially the period needed to reduce poverty,

the incomes of the poor must grow faster than average income—some redis-

tribution to the poor must be made from the benefits of growth

IHCOME DISTRIBUTION

Only a relatively small redistnbution ofthe benefits of growth is needed

to speed greatly the reduction in poverty If the approximately 85 percent

ofhouseholds that are not poor and receive about 95 percent of total income

are willing to make only a small sacnfice of the estimated 3 percent yearly

growth in their real income per capita, the prospects for poverty reduction

can be greatly transformed If the increase in real income for the nonpoor

13 lowered merely from 3 percent to 2J percent a year and if that differential
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of about $2.8 billion annually is effectively transferred to those in poverty,
then family incomes for those now poor can grow about 12 percent annually.
This redistribution would eliminate the 1967 “poverty gap” of $9.7 billion in
less than 4 years. Since any program of redistribution would be likely to

reach some of the near-poor and might raise some poor families substantially

above the poverty line before others are affected, perhaps a better projection
of the time required would be 6 to 8 years.

The rapid reductions in poverty during the 1 960’s paralleled a significant

rise in the share of total family income going to the lowest income groups.

In part, this shift in distribution has been accomplished by increased em-
ployment of poor adults at higher wages.

The combined effect of the tax and transfer payment systems at all levels

of Government also operates to redistribute income to the poor. The net

gain or burden from the public sector for any group depends on the differ-

ence between all the benefits received from government expenditures and
all the taxes paid. Many programs—^like national defense—have benefits that

are difficult to allocate by groups; however, the benefits of transfer pay-

ments—such as social security benefits, welfare payments, and unemploy-

ment compensation—can be allocated and compared with the tax burden.

The impact of Federal, State, and local taxes and of transfer payments on

the distribution ofincome in 1965 is shown in Chart 2.

The tax system by itself redistributes income away from the poor. As

a share of income, higher taxes are paid by households in the lower income

classes than by those with incomes between $6,000 and $15,000. This

reflects the heavy tax burden on low-income families from State and local

taxes—primarily sales, excise, and property taxes. Federal taxes also con-

tribute to this burden through the social security payroll tax.

The poor receive nearly as much from transfer payments as from all other

sources. While these payments do not go exclusively to the poor, they do have

a powerful redistributive impact. The ratio of receipts to household income

(excluding transfers) is very high in the lowest income classes. As house-

hold incomes rise, the proportion of transfers to other income falls sharply.

When government transfer payments and taxes are combined, the con-

centration of transfer payments in the lower income groups much more

than offsets their tax burden. But since average transfer payments fall

rapidly as income rises, the excess of taxes over transfer payments as a frac-

tion of income rises much more sharply from $0 to $4,000 than in higher

income classes.

Education, Jobs, and Training

Education and training measures can improve job opportunities for the

poor and their children.
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Percent

Income class (dollars)

Source Counc I of Eeonomc Advsers basedotsdata froma var ety of sources

Descript on ava table on request

Chart 2

Taxes and Transfer Payments as Percent of Income (Excluding
Transfers), by Income Class. 196S

Education can help prevent the children of the poor from remaining

poor when they grow up They arc already better schooled than their

parents About three^fourths of poor youths betiveen 1 6 and 21 cither are

attending school or are high school graduates, whereas more than half of

their parents had no high school education Yet these youths still have less

schooling than their more fortunate contemporaries, 90 percent ofwhom are

m school or are high school graduates

Although most poor children of all ages are now m school, infenor

facilities and poorly qualified teachers lower the value ofthe education many

of them receive Even schools equivalent to those of the prosperous would

not yield equal education Poverty imposes handicaps that children of more

prosperous families do not have
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Children of the poor are less likely to receive good health care and good
nutrition, both of which affect success in school. They are also less likely to

receive the verbal and intellectual stimulation in their early years that

prepares them to master school work. They start school somewhat behind
other youngsters, and they receive less parental assistance. Since school does

not meet the challenge of helping them catch up, it becomes a place of

defeat, leading many to drop out.

Poor children from minority groups suffer another handicap, segregation.

More than 60 percent of all Negro pupils in the first grade attend elementary

schools in which at least 90 percent of the students are Negro. Not only

are facilities and instruction inferior in many of these schools, but studies

of educational performance suggests that segregation itself has an adverse

effect on school performance.

If poor children are to have equal opportunity to compete successfully

for good jobs, they need special help in the preschool years. They also need

compensatory education, tvith expenditures exceeding those made on

other pupils. Finally, they need financial help and other encouragement to

stay in school and continue their education.

Major efforts have been made to upgrade education provided children

of the poor in programs such as the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act, the Economic Opportunity Act, and the Vocational Education Amend-

ments of 1968. Head Start, Title I of the Elementary Education Act, and

Follow Through are comprehensive programs, combining health care,

nutrition, and the involvement of the child’s family, as well as education.

Most of these special Federal efforts have been in operation for 3 years or

less. While too little experience has been gained to allow a full evaluation,

enough positive results are evident to justify continuing the programs. . . .



The Extent of Wage
and Salary Discrimination

Against Non-White Labor
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Do nonwhitcs pay a "price” or tax

as members of a predominantly

white soacty and, if so, what is the

magnitude of the economic c<»t

borne by the black community’

John Formby, Professor of Eco
nomics at the Umversiiy of North

Carolina at Greensboro, examines

this issue in a dynamic context As
one might expect, the losses are

substantial, numbering in the billions

of dollars in 1959 The economic

JOHN P FORMBY

costs of discrimination vary by

region, sex, and educational attain-

ment, as the author observes

Formby’s conclusion that nonwhite

human capital experiences greater

economic discrimination as human
capital content increases carries with

It important implications for future

human capital investments for this

society

TThe cost of racial discrimination may have several meanings To the

anthropologist the differences in length of life between Negroes and whites

may be interpreted as the cost ofdiscrimination Another approach might be

to calculate the cost of discrimination as the total income differential between

Negroes and whites and the additional costs to society of a higher incidence

of Negro juvenile delinquency, crime, and occupancy m prison In economic

terms the cost of economic discrumnation is perhaps best defined as the net

value of output to the economy as a whole which is foregone because of the

Reprinted from John P Formby, ‘ The Extent ofWage and Salary Discrimination Against

Non White Labor,’ Southern Economic Journal 35 (October 1968), pp 140-50, with the

permission of the author and publisher
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misallocation ofresources associated with discrimination. A useful distinction,
however, can be drawn between the current discriminatory treatment of
minority groups in the market place with its resulting costs and the cumula-
tive impact of past discrimination resulting in lotver productivity of non-
white factors of production. The former can be thought of as the cost of
market discrimination and the latter as the current cost ofpast discrimination.

This paper is concerned with market discrimination against non-white
wage and salary earners. This aspect of market discrimination is measured
by the net wage and salary income differentials between perfeetly substi-

tutable white and non-white labor. In order to avoid confusing these income
differentials with the more inclusive concept of the cost ofmarket discrimina-

tion, the differentials are interpreted as measures of the extent of wage and
salary discrimination against non-white labor.

Given this definition the purposes of the paper are: (1) to present cal-

culations of the extent of wage and salary discrimination against non-whites

between the ages 22 and 64 for the years 1949 and 1959; (2) to show the

changes in such discrimination over this interval; (3) to show regional differ-

ences in the extent of wage and salary discrimination; and (4) to show the

relation between the extent of wage and salary discrimination and human
capital. No attempt is made to explain the changes in discrimination or the

differential treatment of non-whites with differing amounts of human
capital. The only discrimination ofconcern here is wage and salary discrimi-

nation against non-white labor.^ For example, the paper does not attempt

to assess the impact of discrimination against all women—only non-white

women and only in regard to their color—not their sex. Similarly, the paper

does not attempt to measure the market discrimination against non-white

capital.

The Theory of Market Discrimination

Professor Gary S. Becker’s path breaking study ofmarket diserimination^

relates the cost of discrimination to incomes earned in the market place.

According to Becker, economic discrimination occurs when a majority

group (whites) discriminates against a minority group (non-whites) and such

discrimination reduces the minority group’s income. Economic discrimina-

tion manifests itself in a reduction in the quantity of white capital employed

with non-white labor. This reduces the income ofnon-white labor and w'hite

capital while raising the income of white labor and non-white capital.

1 More than 95 per cent of non-whites are Negroes (99 per cent in the South). Con-

sequently, when we refer to non-whites we are for all practical purposes referring to Negroes.

2 Gary S. Becker, The Economics ofDiscrimination (Chicago, 1957).
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Professor Becker shows that non*white pecuniary losses from discrimination

will be greater than whites’ pecuniary gains ®

The cost of economic discnmination viewed within the confines of this

theory includes only the net reduction of pecuniary total income caused by
discrimination, that is, the amount by which discrimination reduces non-

white incomes less white gams from discrimination Any estimate of the cost

ofmarket discrimination which does not compare incomes ofnon whites and

whites who are perfect substitutes m productioti and which does not allow

for possible white gams from discrimination may be unreliable at best and

possibly significantly misleading *

In The Economics of Ducnmuialum Professor Becker estimated the cost of

market discrimination by ismg a production function of the Cobb-Douglas

form, X=KL'C^~* The cost ofmarket discnmination can be calculated from

this production function if exponents, ratio of white to non-white labor,

ratio ofwhite to non-white capital (including human capital), actual amount

of white capital employed with non-whitc labor, and actual non-white

income are known The ratio of white to non-white capital (including

human capital) and the amount of white capita! employed with non-white

labor are not known Of course, reasonable assumptions about these values

are possible, and estimates of the cost can be made * However, even with

reasonable assumptions the margin oferror m the estimate is not known with

any precision In addition, it is exceptionally difficult to use this method to

estimate regional costs of discrimination, changes m discrimination over

time or to show the relation between discrimination and human capital

The major purpose of this paper is to present estimates of the extent of wage

and salary discrimination which is not subject to these shortcomings

Data Used and Problems Associated With the Estimates

The 1950 and 1960 United States Census of Population data on income

by color, sex, age, education, and region for the years 1949 and 1959 can be

utilized in constructing estimates ofthe extent ofwage and salary discrimina-

tion which employ Becker’s concepts as a starting point

Professor Becker treats white and non-whitc labor m matched age-

education categones as perfect substitutes in production • Generahzing this

*JJu/,pp 15 and 29
* Professor Becker vociferously criticized E Reger’s rough approximation of the cost

of discrimination for not considering substitutabdity, liid
, p 2t and ff 16

• Professor Becker assumed the ratio white to non white capital was 150 1, and that

discrimination reduced the amount of %du(e capital employed with non white labor by

40 per cent These assumptions yield the estimate that non white mcomes would rise by

16 per cent if discnmination ceased, ihd, p 21

*lbtd,p 91
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for all age-education categories, the extent ofwage and salary discrimination
can be measured by computing the amount that total non-white incomes
would be if non-whites in a matched category had received the same income
as whites and then subtracting actual non-white income. This procedure for
determining the size of the income differential can be summarized as:

CD,= '^N,{W,-N^)
( 1

)
i=l

where CD„ represents the upper limit estimate ofthe extent ofwage and salary

discrimination for all matched categories; n is the total number of matched
categories; W is the mean income of whites in the matched categories; JVis

the total number ofnon-whites in the matched categories; and N is the mean
income of non-whites in the matched categories. Since white labor may
benefit from market discrimination, calculations utilizing equation (1)

actually represent upper limit estimates of the extent of wage and salary

discrimination. If a complete absence of wage and salary discrimination

caused non-white income in a matched category to rise to the levels of

whites in that category but also caused the income of whites in the category

to fall, then the income differential, assiuning no decrease in white income,

overstates the extent of wage and salary discrimination. It is not possible to

compute how much the income of white labor would fall in the absence of

discrimination (i.e., white gains). However, an indirect method of showing

maximum gains of white labor is to compute a lower limit estimate of the

extent of wage and salary discrimination:

CD,= 2M’ri-Mi) (
2

)

where CD^ represents lower limit estimates ofthe extent ofdiscrimination and

T represents the mean incomes of all workers, including both white and

non-white, in the matched categories. Since non-whites presumably lose

more from discrimination than whites gain from discrimination, one can

conclude that the mean income of all workers in matched categories, reflect-

ing the repressed income of non-whites and the inflated income of whites,

is the lowest possible mean income of workers in the absence of wage and

salary discrimination. This means, in effect, that the mean income of all

workers can be used in computing a lower limit estimate of the extent of

discrimination.

Census income data for the years 1949-1959 yielding the information

needed to calculate the income differentials as outlined by Equations one

and two are available by sex for the United States and the South. However,

data are for non-whites and for the total population (whites and non-whites)

not for whites alone. The mean income ofwhites by age-education categories

is necessary to derive the upper limit estimates. White mean incomes were
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estimated by subtracting the non-wWte incomes by matched categories from

the comparable categories for the total population. Estimates for the North
and West were made by subtracting the income differentials by matched
categories in the South from the income differentials in comparable cate-

gories for the United States.

For 1959, 54 age-education categories (6 age groups and 9 education

levels) were used for each ofthe two sexes in each of the three regions (South,

United States, and North and West) and for each of the three color groups

(whites, non-whites, and total population). A total of 972 distinct age-

education categories were used for 1959 (54 x 2 x 3 x 3) For 1949, 48 age-

education categories were used yielding a total of 864, Thus, for both years

1,836 distinct age-education categories were used. Within each age-educa-

tion category for 1959 there are 10 income classes and 12 classes for 1949.

The extent of wage and salary discrimination for a particular sex, region,

educational, or age level is calculated by summing the income differentials

in the appropriate categories ’ In each case non-white males were compared

to white males; and non-white females were compared with white females.

Census data are in the form of open-ended frequency dbtributions. To
derive estimates of the mean income of a particular age-education category

requires the mean income of the open-ended class Pareto curves for the

three highest income classes of frequency distributions were fitted for all 22

to 64 year olds by sex, region, and color for 1949 and 1959.® The mean income

for these distributions were then estimated from the slope of the Pareto

curves. The mean Income of open-ended classes of various age-education

categories was then estimated from the set of values derived from Pareto

curve estimates For example, the 6t of the Pareto curve showed the mean

income of non-white males, aged 22 to 64 with incomes over 315,000 in the

South in 1959, to be 322,032. The mean inaimc ofopen-ended classes for all

age-education categories for the South, non-white males in 1959 (54 in all)

was then assumed to be 522,032.

The reliability of the census data is a second problem. Herman P. Miller,

Chief Economic Statistician for the Bureau of the Census, has stated one

aspect of this problem succinctly. “Everybody lies to the census man.” No
doubt many people do he; and, unfortunaldy, there is no way of knowing

’ The Council of Economic Advisers has estimated the cost of discnmination by essen-

tially assuming whites and non whites in the same education category are perfect substitutes

in production This ignores the differences in age and the different relation between age and

education of the two groups Their estimates differ from the present m another sense The
Counal uses census income In this paper wage and salary income is used For a description

of the Council's technique sec, The Economu Gwt vf Dumminatton, Counal of Economic

Advisers, Staff Memorandum, March 26, 1965 Mimeo
• Only the three upper income classes were used because a Pareto curve fitted for all

income classes leads to oventatement of the mean The mean of all income classes below

J7,000 was assumed to be the midpoint, for the S7,000 to J9,999 class 18,200 was used;

and S12,000 for the 110,000 to $14,999 class
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how much they lie or of improving the reliability of the data once the lies

are published. The census income data by color, sex, age, and education are
deprived by sampling; and there are sampling errors involved.® However,
the very large number of age-education categories involved in this study
made it infeasible to attempt to show statistically the effect of these sampling
errors on the results. The 1950 census data are for the 48 coterminous states,

while the 1960 census data include Alaska and Hawaii. For this reason, the
cost of discrimination for 1949 and 1959 are not strictly comparable. How-
ever, the addition of the small number ofnon-whites in Alaska and Hawaii is

not likely to affect comparisons significantly.

Another, and very serious, problem involves the income concept ideally

suited for determining the extent of wage and salary discrimination versus

the income concept available. Given the three census income concepts, the

preferred measure is wage and salary income. It does not reflect non-white

deficiency in terms of non-human, wealth-producing income to the extent

of other census income concepts. Unfortunately, wage and salary income is

not available by color. Census “income” which includes wage and salary

income, self-employment income, and “other income” was used as a primary

basis for estimating the extent of discrimination. Within each matched cate-

gory the census “income” derived was reduced by the ratio of total wage

and salary income-to-total income; thus yielding an estimate of the income

differential in terms of wage and salary income. Wage and salary income of

non-whites is understated; and, therefore, the extent of wage and salary

discrimination is overstated by this procedure if the ratio of non-white

wage and salary income-to-non-white income was greater than the ratio of

total wage and salary income-to-total “income.” Since whites as a group

have greater amounts of non-human, wealth-producing income than

non-whites as a group and since non-whites are under represented in profes-

sional services relative to whites, the extent of discrimination was un-

doubtedly overstated for both 1949 and 1959. No doubt there was a greater

overstatement in the case of males than females because the great bulk of all

female “income” comes from wages and salaries. Therefore, in this one sense

estimates of the extent of market discrimination against females are likely to

be more reliable than those for males. It is not possible to estimate the

amount of overstatement of the extent of discrimination caused by the use of

census “income.”

The fourth problem associated with the estimates is that whites and

non-whites are assumed to be perfect substitutes in production. This assump-

tion is legitimate only if one of the two following conditions is met: there are

no differentials in the quality of white and non-white education; or given

regional, urban, and rural residence patterns, and the amount of wage and

» The 1960 census income data by color, age, and education are based on a 5 per cent

sample, while the 1950 data are based on a per cent sample.
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salary discrimination occurring, difierences m the quality of education

between the two groups have no appreaable impact upon current income

earned in the market place To contend that there is no differential in quality

of education is palpably incorrect The second possibility must be stated as

an hypothesis, and it must be noted that scant evidence exists which can be
used to test it To the author’s knowledge, Becker is the only person who has

attempted to test it He presents evidence which indicates quality differences

have no significant impact on current income Quality differences may,
however, have a significant impact upon current income If this is the case,

the calculations presented in this paper show not only income differentials

caused by wage and salary discrimination but also other kinds of discrimina-

tion, e g ,
discrimination in education, and the cumulative impact of past

discriminations which resulted m inferior education

The Extent of Discrimination in 1949 and 1959

Table I presents upper and lower limit aggregate estimates of the extent

of wage and salary discrimination against non-whites aged 22 to 64 m 1949

and 1959 In order to make comparisons, per capita estimates m constant

1959 dollars are also included The $6 57 billion upper limit aggregate

Table l-^Upper and tower limit estimates of the extent of wage and salary

discrimination against non-whttes aged 22-^4*

UNireO STATCS

1349 fS59

SOUTH

1949 1959

/neom» d ffireniltl du« to

w»g$ ondultrr
d Klim muon

Lower limit estimate

Aggregate (millions)

Per capita

Percent change in per

capita 1949-59

Upper limit estimate

Aggregate (millions)

Per cap ta

Percent change in per

capita 1949-59

3315 5 614 1 545
619 765 467

-P235

4 019 6 573 2123
750 896 642

+195

2 612 1770 3 001
683 864 853
+463 -1 3

3365 1896 3208
880 925 912
+371 -14

• By reg on in constant 1 959 dollars.

Source US Bureau of Census US Ctmas of PopaltHoa 19B0 Subltctaepoiis Sduatlomi Alta n
went Flmlfiepon/>C{2] SB US Gov t Pining Oft ce WesJington DC.. 1963 TableB pp 88-113 and

Table 7 pp 112 135 And U S Bureau of the Census US Census of Papula! on 1950 Vol IV Spacal

ftepoits Parts Chapter B Educaton US Govt Prntng Olfee Washington, D C. 1953 Table 12,

pp 108-27

estimate of the extent ofwage and salary discrimination for the United States

in 1959 is 14 6 per cent or almost SI billion greater than the lower limit

estimate In per capita (non white) terms for 1959 the upper limit estimate

Becker, op eU

,

pp 93 and 94
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is $896 and the lower limit is $765, a difference of $131. In 1949 for the
United States the difference in aggregate upper and lower limit estimates is a
little over $700 million. In per capita terms, the difference is $131—

a

sum exactly equal to the per capita difference in 1959.

Table 1 shows that in terms of the upper limit estimate the South ac-
counted for 51 per cent of aggregate wage and salary discrimination in 1959
and 53 per cent in 1949. At the lower limit, the South accoimted for approxi-
mately 47 per cent in both years. The South, however, accounted for 52
percent of the non-white population aged 22 to 64 in 1959 and 62 per cent in

1949. Per capita wage and salary discrimination was greater in the North and
West than in the South in both 1949 and 1959.

The tables below show more detailed information concerning the extent

of wage and salary discrimination and changes in it. They include only

upper Hmit estimates. The lower limit estimates show only what non-white

labor would gain if discimination ceased less what whites would lose,

assuming rising non-white total wage and salary income is exactly matched

by falling total white income in each age-education category, so that the

mean income of all workers remains exactly equal to what it was with dis-

crimination. The upper limit estimates, on the other hand, show only

differentials in income and ignore possible white losses.

The rationale for presenting only upper limit estimates in the tables

below is pragmatic. Table 1 shows that while the difference in upper and

lower limit aggregate estimates is significant; it also shows the difference is

relatively narrow. Hence one is justified in using a single estimate.

Changes in the Extent of Wage and Salary

Discrimination

Table 1 shows that between 1949 and 1959 the upper limit aggregate

measure of the extent of discrimination in constant 1959 dollars^^ increased

by $2.5 billion.^2 -phe non-white population aged 22 to 64 during the same

period increased by almost two million. Correcting for population and price

changes by putting data in constant per capita dollars yields comparable

measures of the income differentials. Changes in the per capita wage and

salary income differentials then measure changes in the extent of wage and

salary discrimination. However, an alternative measure of changes in dis-

crimination is relevant. Discrimination reduces income, and the changes in

The GNP deflator series was used to put 1949 income differentiak in terms of 1959

^
11 The changing age-distribution of the non-white population between 1949 and 1959

accounted for approximately 2.7 per cent (S68 milUon) of the aggregate increase.
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the degree of income reduction may be taken as a measure of the change in

discrimination For example, assume per capita non-white potential income

(what non white labor would receivem the absence ofmarket discrimination

and taken as equal to white income m an age-education category) in year I

IS SI 00 and the per capita income differential is $40 In year 2 per capita

potential income is $200, and the per capita income differential is $50 In

absolute terms wage and salary discrimination has increased by 25 per cent

(from $40 to $50) However, in year 1 discrimination reduced income by

40 per cent, (S40/$100), and m year 2 it reduced income by 25 per cent,

($50/$200) The relative impact of discrimination on income in year 2 is less

than the impact in year 1 In relative terms discrimination can be said to have

decreased between year I and year 2 by 37 5 per cent

The changes in per capita income differentials can be termed the absolute

measure of change in wage and salary discrimination The change in the

per cent by which wage and salary discnmination reduces potential income is

termed the relative measure of change in discrimination Table 2 shows

changes in discrimination between 1949 and 1959 m the form of indexes of

Table 2~‘^bsohta* end relative * mdexet of the extent of wage end salary
discrimination by region and sex (194$^ 100)

ABSOLUre KBIATIVE

1$59
Ch»ng«
I949S9 1SB9 1^9^9

United States* 1196 •(•195 891 -109
South 1371 +371 101 3 + 13
North and west* 93 6 -14 79 9 -201

Males
United Slates 1372 +37 2 94 8 -52
South 1865 + 565 1071 +71
North and west 1141 +141 86 0 -140

Females
United States 87 2 -128 73 6 -264
South 1087 +87 89 5 -105
North and west 627 -37 3 57 9 -421

* Absolute discrim net on is the per cap ta income d Iferential between wh tes and non whites The base

In each case is the 1 949 per cap ta income d flerentiai of the reg onal group in question e g for South

males the base Is 1 949 per cap ta income d fferentiel between wh te end non wh te males in the South
* The base tor the relat ve index of discr minat on is the rat o of ihe per capita income d flerent al to per

capita potential income for each reg onal group in (juest on
r We ghted averages of males and females
Source Same as Tablet

absolute and relative discrimination, with 1949 as the base of 100 For the

absolute index, the 1949 value of the per capita income differential for the

regional-sex group in question is the base For the relative index, the base is

1949 per capita income differential as a per cent of potential income for the

regional-sex group in question
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The absolute index shows that the extent of 'wage and salary discrimina-
tion in the United States increased by 19.5 per cent, 37.5 per cent in the
South, and decreased by 1.4 per cent in the North and West. For males
alone the absolute index rose in both the South and the North and West.
For females the decrease in the absolute index in the North and West offsets

the rise in the South so that for the United States as a whole there was a 12.8

per cent decrease. Similarly, the decrease in the absolute female index in the

North and West offsets the increase in the male index with the result that for

the North and West there was an over-all decline of 1.4 per cent for both
sexes. In brief, the decrease in the extent of discrimination against non--white

females in the North and West accounts for all the negative signs in Table 2

under the heading, Changes in Absolute Discrimination.

Table 2 shows negative signs for changes in the index of relative dis-

crimination between 1949 and 1959 for three out of four regional-sex groups.

North and West males
(
— 14.0), South females

(
— 10.5), and North and

West females (—42.1). The relative index for South males rose by 7.1 per

cent. The increase for South males more than offsets the decrease for females

with the result that wage and salary discrimination against both sexes com-

bined rose slightly in the South.

Comparison of the absolute and relative indexes shows both measures

moving in the same direction for two of the four regional-sex groups. Both

indexes show decreases for North and West females; while both indexes

show increases for South males. We can conclude that between 1949 and

1959, whichever measure of change in the extent of discrimination is used,

wage and salary discrimination against South males increased and against

North and West females decreased. For North and West males and South

females the absolute index shows an increase, and the relative index shows a

decrease. Similarly, the absolute index for both sexes in the United States

shows an increase while the relative index shows a decline.

Both measures of change in discrimination are useful. However, it is the

contention of the author that the absolute measure is more significant.

Non-whites, 95 per cent ofwhom are Negroes (99 per cent in the South), are

the nation’s largest minority and are a disadvantaged people. They are over

concentrated in the poverty group.^® One reason for this poverty is wage and

salary discrimination. Thus, wage and salary discrimination is intimately

related to the economic welfare of this group and shows the differences

between their income and whites’. If the welfare implieations of market

discrimination are emphasized, then it seems that the best measure ofchanges

in wage and salary discrimination is the absolute index.^^ This leads to the

13 c.f. Alan Batchelder, “Poverty: The Special Case of the Negro,” American Economic

Review, May 1965, pp. 536-49.

11 This is correct only if absolute income and not relative income is used as the measure

of poverty.
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conclusion that there were significant increases in the extent of wage and
salary discrimination m three out offour regional sex groups and almost a

20 per cent rise in discrimination in the United States as a whole

Regional Differences in the Extent of Discrimination

In attempting to answer the question, docs the South discriminate more

than the North and West, a problem similar to the two different measures of

changes in the extent of discrimination is encountered Per capita income

differentials represent an absolute measure of the extent of wage and salary

discrimination (i c
,
the reducuon in income), while the per capita income

differential as a per cent of potential income can be interpreted as a

relative measure of the extent of regional wage and salary discrimination

Table 3 shows that in 1959 there were greater absolute and relative

measures of the extent of discrimination against non-white females in the

South than in the North and West

Tabfo 3—Per capita Income differentials of whites and non-whites and
potential Income of non whites eged22~€4 by sex and region for 1S4d

(0 (2) (2)

Pn ttplu

P*twt*
Intomt Col 2tst

% ot Co! 1

pottnfl Ubsolutt) tnMM)
1S59

Males
North end west 4235 1323 31J
South 2883 1136 39 4

Females
North and west 2154 346 161
South 1611 562 34 9

1949

Mates
North and west 3195 1160 36 8

South 1974 726 36 3

Females
North end west 1989 552 27 8

South 1327 517 390

Source SamesaTablal Table In eonsurit1S59dollars

The results are unambiguous There was more wage and salary dis-

crimination against non-white females in the South than m North and West

In 1949, however, the measures ofthe extent of discrimination were mixed

The relative measure indicates there was more discrimination m the South,

while the absolute measure shows greater discrimination in the North and

West For non-whitc males the measures are mixed in both 1949 and 1959
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The absolute measure shows there was more discrimination against North
and West males than against South males. The relative measures are
approximately equal in 1949, but for 1959 the relative measure indicates
more discrimination in the South than in the North and West.

The Extent of Discrimination and Human Capital

Formal education as measured by the number of school years completed
is not the only source of human capital. To assume that it is belies much of

the recent research into the sources of human capital.^® However, formal

education is a readily-available measure and is undoubtedly a more impor-

tant determinant than any other single measure. Consequently, the number
of school years completed is used as the measure of human capital in this

paper. The absence of formal education represents no investment in human
capital. Five ranges of formal education correspond to the following quan-

tities of human capital
; one to eight years of school completed shows low

human capital
;
nine to 1

1
years of school completed shows moderately low

human capital; 12 years of school completed shows a medium quantity of

human capital; and 13 to 15 years of school completed can be interpreted

as showing high human capital; and 16 or more years of school completed

shows a very high quantity of human capital.

Table 4—Per capita potential income and income differentials" of males
by region and education for 1949 and 1959

UNITED STATES
Years of
school Potential PID"

completed (7) (2) (3)

SOUTH NORTH AND WEST

Potential PID° S-r-4'’ Potential PID” S-i-T"

(4) (5) (6) (7) (S) (9)

1949
None
1-8
9-11

12
13-15
16 +

1762 689 .39

2164 754 .35

2808 1011 .36

3250 1214 .37

3657 1582 .43

5443 2631 .48

1227 285 .23

1768 588 .33

2579 1083 .41

3126 1462 .47

3511 1786 .51

5366 2844 .53

3725 2170 .58

3308 1111 .34

2993 953 .32

3311 1094 .33

3768 1439 .38

5521 2417 .44

1959
None 2083 646
1-8 2927 942
9-11 3882 1385

12 4318 1511

13-15 6005 1998

16 + 6865 2809

.31 1494 336

.32 2420 854

.36 3427 1481

.35 3919 1781

.40 4669 2313

.41 6720 3246

.23 3390 1334

.35 3706 1077

.43 4198 1318

.45 4527 1379

.50 5176 1837

.48 6960 2522

» Per capita income differentials is denoted by PIO. Table is in constant 1959 dollars.

‘ Shows the ratio of per capita income differential-to-per capita potential income.

Source : Same as Table 1

.

.39

.29

.31

.31

.36

.36

For a discussion of human capital, see Gary S. Becker, Human Capital (New York:

1964).
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Table 4 shows per capita potential income and per capita income differ

entials and the ratio ofper capita income differentials to per capita potential

income for males by region and the above education categories Table 5

shows the same information for females The ratio of per capita income

differentials to per capita potential income is a measure of the extent ofwage

and salary discrimination against non whites with varying amounts of
human capital If the ratio rises as human capital increases, this indicates

that wage and salary discrimination against non whites rises as they acquire

more human capital If the ratio falls as human capital increases, then dis-

crimination is less as more human capital is acquired The four regional sex

groups show four different relations between human capital and discrimina-

tion For South males in 1949 and 1959 the ratio rises as human capital

Table 5—Per capita potential income andIncome differentials* of females
by region and education for 1943 and 1959

school
eemp/ettil

UNHID SIAJiS

PotoMa! PtD* 3-1*

(0 13) {3)

SOUTH

Potanta! PID* S-PW (5) («)

NOPTH AND WEST

Petintlal PID‘ B-7*
(7) {«) (9)

tSdS 497 31

1999 S64 28
2167 680 21
2769 383 14

1713
2044
2195

20
20
14

1844
2211
2455
3307

867 198 ^3
1299 50S 39
1690 697 41
2140 874 41

2391 706 30
3121 64 02

1941 683 ^5
1964 497 25
1981 339 17
2253 211 09
2492 132 05
3558 172 05

Per cap ta Income direrent alls denoted by PID Table nconstsm1959 dollars
* Shows the rat oof per cap la Income dffetental to percapta potent al Income
Source Same as Table 1

increases showing that wage and salary discnmination increases as human
capital increases For females in the North and West in 1949 and 1959 the

ratio of per capita income differentials to per capita potential income falls

as human capital nscs, showing an invcnc relationship between the dis-

cnmmation and human capita! For North and West males the ratio is

highest for those with no formal education but roughly constant for other

levels of human capital For South females the relationship between wage
and salary discrimination and human capital can be described as inverted

u shaped being lowest for those with no human capital and those with very

high human capital There was less wage and salary discrimination against

South females with very high human capital than any other regional,

education age group studied The mcome differential between whites and
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non-whites in this group was only $54 and the ratio of per capita income
differential-to-potential income only .02.

In a few age-education categories in 1959 non-white females with very
high human capital received greater incomes than whites. This means that
whites were discriminated against; or stated differently, there was negative
discrimination against non-whites. The age-education categories where
negative discrimination was found are: for South females with 16 years of
school completed in the age groups 25—29, 30—34, 35-44, and with 1 7 or more
years of school completed in the age groups 30-34, and 35-44; for North and
West females with 16 years of school completed in the age groups 30-34,
and 35—44, and those with 1 7 or more years of school completed in the age
group 30-34. Thus, negative discrimination occurred in five age-education
categories in the case ofSouth females and three for North and West females.^®

Summary and Conclusions

The upper limit estimate of the extent ofwage and salary discrimination

is the aggregate income differential between whites and non-whites in

matched age-education categories. Measured in this fashion the extent of

wage and salary discrimination adjusted for price changes increased from

$4 billion in 1949 to $6.6 billion for 1959. In per capita terms the income

differential rose from $750 to $896, an increase of almost 20 per cent.

The percentage change in per capita income differentials measures the

absolute change in the extent of wage and salary discrimination. The extent

of discimination in absolute terms increased by 37 per cent in the South

(56 per cent for males and 14 per cent for females) and decreased by 1.4 per

cent in the North and West
( + 14 per cent for males and —37 per cent for

females). Changes in per capita income differentials as a per cent ofpotential

income measures the relative change in the extent of discrimination. For

South males the relative change was 7.1 per cent, for South females —10.5

per cent, for North and West males — 14 per cent, and for North and West

females —42 per cent. Whichever measure of change in discrimination is

used, it is found that wage and salary discrimination increased between 1949

and 1959 for South males and decreased for North and West females.

The ratio of per capita income differentials-to-per capita potential in-

come for non-whites with zero, 1-8, 9-1 1, 12, 13-15, and 16+ years ofschool

completed shows the relation between wage and salary discrimination and

Marshall R. Colberg has shown that “earnings of non-white teachers relative to whites

are high and in many states higher than whites. No doubt the concentration of non-white

females with very high human capital in teaching accounU for the negative discrimination

in the above age-education categories. See Human Capital in Southern Development, 1939—1959

(Chapel Hill, 1965).
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human capital If the ratio rises as human capital rises, then the higher the

human capital the greater the discnmination If the ratio falls as human
capital rises, the reverse holds For males there is a direct relationship be-

tween human capital and discrimination and an inverse relation for females
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The Effect of Low Educational

Attainment on Incomes:

A Comparative Study of

Selected Ethnic Groups

Minority ethnic groups tend to

embody less educational investment

per capita than does the white

majority—a difference sometimes

used to “explain” lower minority

incomes. Professor Walter Fogel of

the University of California explodes

any such illusions and shows that

any given level of human capital

formation through educational in-

vestment for “nonanglos” is valued

WALTER FOGEL

less than the “anglo” counterpart.

Less than one-half of observed

income differentials between these

two groups can be explained by
educational attainment differences.

The remainder is the product of

multiple factors, which include moti-

vation, discrimination, and educa-

tional quality.

T"he economic value of education and the welfare of low income minority

groups are topics which have recently received a great deal of general

attention and some scholarly study. The two subjects, however, have not

been brought together to provide more systematic knowledge of the

economic value of education to a wide range of ethnic groups in our

Reprinted from Walter Fogel, “The Effect of Low Educational Attainment on Incomes:

A Comparative Study of Selected Ethnic Groups,” Journal ofHuman Resources 1 (Fall 1966)

(© 1967 by the Regents of the University of Wisconsin), pp. 22-40. By permission of the

author and publisher.

367
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society Most of the existing analyses focus on the white-nonwhite

dichotomy ^

Part of the reason for this defiaency is that little relevant information is

available for groups other than white and nonwhite However, some pertinent

though limited data on a number ofethnic groups have appeared in publica-

tions resulting from the 1960Cmm^Pcpu/atic>n The objective of this article

IS to utilize these data for an examination of the effects of educational

attainment levels on the economic welfare of selected minority groups

which are usually considered to be members of the disadvantaged segment

of our population The groups for which the Census provides suitable data

include persons with Spanish surnames {primarily Mexican-Amencans),

Puerto Ricans, and the following nonwhite populations Chinese, Fihpmos,

American Indians, Japanese, and Negroes

Recent research has demonstrated conclusively that schooling has a

substantial income value for those who obtain it, or it has confirmed earlier

findings to this effect High levels ofeducational attainment lead to desirable

occupations upon entry into the labor force, increase the chances for job

promotion, and insure relative stability of employment and earnings *

There are reasons to expect, however, that in our society a given number
of years of schooling has less income value for members of disadvantaged

minority groups than for the majority population The majority population

IS better able to pay for educational inputs, such as physical facilities,

teachers, and cultural programs, and the consequent better quality of their

education undoubtedly pays offin income In addition, discrimination against

some minority groups prevents them from obtaining the same high wage

jobs and profitable business investments which are available to similarly

educated majonty persons

Moreover, because persons with equivalent schooling differ in abilities

and motivations, they are employed in activities, occupations, industries,

and regions which provide income in varying amounts We do not know the

relevant differences in abilities and motivations between the majority and

minority populations, nor, indeed, whether there are any, but certainly such

differences may exist and may cause variations m incomes among members

of these jiojjulations who have equivalent schooling

Such influences, the first two of which would appear to bring about

greater income benefits from education for the majonty population than for

* See, for example, Gary S Becker, Seonomtes of Discnmnatwn (Chicago University

of Chicago Press, 1957) and Human Captlal (New York National Bureau of Economic

Research, 1964), Ch 4, Morton Zesnan, * A Comparative Analysis of \Vhite-Nonwhite

Income Differentials,” (Chicago Umvwity of Qiicago, Department of Economics, un-

published Ph D dissertation, 1955), and Rinl M Siegel, On the Cost of Being a Negro,”

Sociological Inquiiy (Spring 1965), pp 41—57
* Sec, for example, J N Morgan et al, ittcemt and tttlfare in the US (New York

McGraw Hill, 1962), Ch 23
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the minority, also suggest differences in the relationships of education to
income among the various ethnic groups which comprise the disadvantaged
minority population. Within this segment of our society, however, variation
in educational quality, and thus the importance of this variable in accounting
for discrepancies in education-income relationships, would seem to be less

than the differences in educational quality which exist between the majority
and the aggregate disadvantaged minority populations. This is true to the
extent that the quality of educational inputs provided for a group in society

depends upon its income, for by definition disadvantaged groups have similar

average incomes. It is also true to the extent that stimulation from school

associates, competitive and collaborative, is associated with the quality of

education, since residential concentration brings about some de facto school

segregation for most low income ethnic groups, and thereby limits the socio-

cultural peer environment to which members of these groups are exposed

while in school.

With respect to discrimination, there are theoretical and empirical

justifications for thinking that the connection between education and income

varies among the disadvantaged minority groups because discrimination is

greater against some groups than against others and thus affects the incre-

mental income payoff from schooling in varying degrees. The “visible

dissimilarity” proposition of race relations sociology suggests that, ceteris

paribus, the rate of assimilation of an ethnic group into the host society is

more rapid the greater the physical similarity between its members and per-

sons of the majority population.® The South African experience provides

some support for this hypothesis. The racial order of social and political

“privilege” bestowed by the white population of that country goes from

Coloureds, who are of mixed race and have the most white-like physical

characteristics of any of the minority groups, to Indians (Asian), down to

“black Africans.”^ Judgments of physical similarities and dissimilarities are,

of course, subjectively as well as objectively influenced; but in the U.S.

there is probably considerable agreement that, in general, Mexican-Americans

and Puerto Ricans are physically more like majority persons than are

Negroes. There also may be agreement, though much weaker, that Orientals

fall between Spanish-speaking persons and Negroes in this regard. Surveys

of the willingness of the U.S. majority population to accept social relation-

ships with various minority groups have indicated a similar ordering of

prejudice—greatest toward Negroes and perhaps slightly greater against

3 Robin Williams, Jr., The Reduction of Inter-Group Tensions (New York: Social Science

Research Council, 1947), pp. 54-56; see also Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice

(Boston: The Beacon Press, 1954), Ch. 8.

« See W. H. Hutt, The Economics of the Colour Bar (London: Institute of Economic Affaire,

1964); Sheila T. L. Van der Horst, “The Effects of Industrialization on Race Relations in

South Africa,” in Guy Hunter, ed.. Industrialization and Race Relations (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1965), pp. 97-140.
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Onentals than against Mexican Americans and Amencan Indians *

On the other hand, the common hypothesis that prejudice against some

minority groups is an increasing function of their rdative population m a

community® leads to slightly different predictions of the ethnic order of

discrimination In most large metropolitan centers Negroes are the largest

disadvantaged minority population, though in a number ofurban centers in

the East and Southwest, Spanish speaking persons—prmapally Mexican-

Amencans and Puerto Ricans—are also relatively numerous Oriental and
Indian groups in most regions form very small fractions of the population

In this case, according to the relative size hypothesis, discnmination should

be greater against Negroes and Spanish speaking groups than against

Onentals and Indians However, Becker found that the importance of the

relative size ofnonwhite populations in accounting for differences in market

discnimnation among Southern cities was small, though statistically

significant ®

There is not suffiaent information available about the occupational

abilities and motivations of different ethmc groups even to speculate about

how these factors may influence the education income relationships of the

different disadvantaged minortues One could assume that this lack of

knowledge implies minor ethmc differences in occupational abilities and

motivations, othenvise their existence would be widely recognized, even ifnot

precisely measured Such an assumption, however, is dubious, since occu

pational abilities and interests and their independent effects on personal

income are not easily observed

Lacking additional relevant uiformaCion, our expectations of variation

in the education income relation among the minority groups considered m
this report are formed on the basis of the previous discussion of discnmina-

tion It is expected that given amounts of education provide the largest

incomes to the Spanish speaking groups and the smallest to Negroes

The income value ofeducation for the other groups we deal with—^American

Indians, Chmese, Filipmos, and Japanese—would appear to be of inter-

mediate degree greater than for Negroes, but less than for Spamsh speaking

persons, at least if we follow our inchnatiom and give more weight to the

visible dissimilarity hypothesis

The empirical portion of this article u devoted pnmanly to presenting

estimates of the importance of educational attainment in explaining the

income position of ethmc groups relative to the majonty population ® The

» Emory S Bogardus ‘ Changes in Racial Distanca,” Intematma! Journal of Opimon

and Alttiude Rezeanh (December 1947), pp 55-62, see also Alphonse Pickney, Prejudice

toward Mexican and Negro Amencans A Comparison,’ Phjlon (Winter 1963), pp 353-59

* See Allport oP etl pp 227 28
^ The Economuz of Disenmtnalien op ctf,pp 104-07
* Data availability dictated the use total mcomes for the analysis Included in this

measure are wage and salary earmngs, earnu^ irom self employment money mcome from
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estimates provide evidence relevant to two general hypotheses from the
previous discussion: (1) that educational attainment “explains” much less
than aU the income differences existing between the majority and minority
populations, and (2) that within the disadvantaged minority population the
incomes associated with given levels of educational attainment will differ
in size according to the ethnic rank order suggested in the preceding para-
graph.

The residual” or unexplained differences between majority and mi-
nority incomes will show the influence of the other variables which have
been discussed educational quality, occupational abilities and motiva-
tions, and discrimination in labor and capital markets. There will be no
attempt to estimate separately the importance of any of these residual in-

fluences, and, indeed, it may not even be possible to do so with the available
information. Nevertheless, the discussion has suggested, and recent studies

confirm, that discrimination is important in racial and ethnic income differ-

ences which cannot be accounted for by educational attainment and certain

demographic factors.® The residuals thus provide relevant evidence for the

discrimination hypotheses which have been mentioned.

Simple Relationships Between Education and Income

It may be helpful to present some perspective on the ethnic populations

considered in this study. Table 1 provides 1960 figures on population and

education and 1959 income data for these groups. The groups are ranked

by median school years completed to show the crude relationship between

income and education.

It is evident that there are some large differences in schooling and in-

come among these ethnic populations. There does appear to be a tendency

for median income to rise as educational attainment increases; however,

since the figures do not account for age, locational, and other differences

among the groups, no firm conclusions can be drawn.

property, and transfer income. Median total incomes of males in the U.S. are about tivo

per cent larger than median earnings (from wage and salary and self-employment) for both

the total and nonwhite populations. Cf. Table 208 in U.S. Census ofPopulation, 1960; Detailed

Characteristics, U.S. Summary, and Tables 25 and 26 in U.S. Census of Population, 1960; Subject

Reports, Occupational Characteristics.

® See Morgan et al., op. cit., pp. 48 and 56; Werner Z. Hirsch and Elbert W. Segelhorst,

“Incremental Benefits of Public Education,” Review of Economics and Statistics (November

1965), pp. 392-99; and Leonard W. Weiss, “(Concentration and Labor Eaniings,”American

Economic Review (March 1966), p. 106. The race variable (nonwhite-white) was significantly

associated (in a statistical sense) with earnings or income in all three of these studies, even

when the influence of a number of other eamings-related variables were held constant.

For similar findings with respect to unemployment, see Harry J. Gilman, “Economic Discri-

mination and Unemployment,” American Economic Review (December 1965), pp. 1077-96.
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Table 2 allows a closer look at the education income relation among

minority groups Figures for the West arc presented because half or more

of the population of each group listed except Negroes lives in that region

Table 1—Education Income andpopulation by ethnic group (United States
males age 14 and over 13SQ‘)

Ethnic group
Med an school
years completed Med an income

Mate populat o

[thousands)

Japanese 122 $4 304 157
Ch nese 107 3 471 96
Whte* 106 4 337 55 036
Puerto R can 84 2 935 280
Indan 84 1 792 163
Negro 83 2 254 5713
F

1 p no 83 3 053 84
Span sh surname* 81 2 804 1 057

Source US Census of Populat on 1960
• Income 1 gures are lot 1 959
* Includes pe sons w th Span sh surname and almost ell Puerto R cans
«Th« 1960 Cansus enumeritad the Spansh turnam« group for only fvfl statts Arzona Calfo na

Colorado New Max eo and Texas.

Data are given for urban males age 35^44, thus controlling for age and

urban rural status as well as for region This table makes it clear that, in

general, higher incomes are associated with higher educational attainment

among disadvantaged ethnic populations The major exception to the pat-

tern IS the group composed of “white persons with Spanish surname", the

Table 2~Education and income by ethme group (urban males in the West
age 35-44)

Mtdlan tthool
Ethnic group* years completed Med en Income

Japanese 124 $5 667
Ch ness 12 3 6 490
Indan 105 4115
Negro 104 4369
finao.sbjiiirMntf* S*2 SOBS
Filpino 92 3 938

Source US Census of Populat on 1360
*Ths most compa able data ava lable for whtes combne urban and rural persons These are med an

school years completed 12 S med an Income $6431
X For four states Arzona Colo ado Cal to r> a ami New Max co The only elate wth a szeable Spanish

surname populat on wh ch Is omtted sTexas ante Texas snot In tha Western reg on

vast majority of such persons in the Western region are “Mexican Ameri-

cans " Their median income is well above those of Indians and Negroes,

even though their median educational attainment is more than a year lower
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Standardizing for Education

The extent to which large incomes are associated with higher educational
attainments is easily determined for the white and total nonwhite populations
from Census tabulations of incomes by number of school years completed.
Comparable data are not available for any of the groups included in Table
2.^® An alternative approach for these groups is to compare their median
incomes with that of the majority—in this case the “Anglo” population

—

after the incomes of all groups have been standardized for the effects of edu-
cational attainment. The Anglo population for this study consists of all whites,

less the Spanish surname and Puerto Rican groups.

Because of the data limitations, standardizing for education has had to be
done indirectly. The procedure was to compute an index of income for each
ethnic group (males) from median incomes for eight levels of educational

attainment, each weighted by the number of persons who had completed the

corresponding level of educational attainment. The form of the calculation

was:

S|(a,S,)

Sja,

for Anglos, and

S.(m,S.)

Sjm,

for the minority groups.

The aj and mi refer to the number of males in each educational attainment

class from 0 through 16 and over.^^ The Sj are median incomes for the

schooling classes, from either the nonwhite or total population as explained

below.

Index incomes of ethnic groups computed in this manner (with the S,

constant for all groups) are lower than the similarly computed Anglo index

income only because education distributions are more concentrated toward

the low end of the range of school years completed (age differences were

adjusted to remove their effects from the educational attainment distribu-

tions). Ratios of these index incomes, Anglo to ethnic group, show what

will be called, for simplicity, the “educational effect”—the amount by

which Anglo income exceeds that of each ethnic group because of the lower

1® Income by educational attainment for these groups is available from the 1/1000

sample of the Bureau of the Census (see U.S. Census ofPopulation and Housing : 1960, One-In-A-

Thousand Sample Description and Technical Documentation). However, the sampling variances

associated with the data for the smaller population groups—Indian, Chinese, Filipinos, and

Japanese—are too large to permit use of these data for my purposes.

The “school years completed” classes used by the Census are 0, 1-4, 5-7, 8, 1-3 and

4 years of high school, and 1-3 and 4 or more years of college.
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schooling of the latter These ratios, then, are the educational adjustment

factors—the factors by which the actual income of each group must be

multiplied in order to remove the income effects of its low schooling

Two sets of schooling class incomes (Sj) were available for use in the

calculations, those for nonwhilcs and those for the total population A
choice of one or the other involved a problem analogous to that of the

appropriate price weights for quantity indexes Since it was not possible to

establish unequivocally that one set is more appropriate for our purposes

than another, both were used and two sets of estimates are given in this

article The estimates made with the nonwhitc schooling class incomes are

more appropriate for the total nonwhite and Negro populations, but whether

this is also true for the other groups is uncertain **

In order to eliminate the influences of regional variations on the results,

all calculations were performed on state units It would also have been

desirable to work only with urban populations, since both schooling and

incomes are lower in rural than in urban areas This could not be done,

however, since appropriate urban data were not available for most of the

minonty groups But, with the exception of Indians and, to a lesser extent,

Filipinos, the urban proportions of the populations included in this study

were quite similar, so that estimation errors resulting from failure to control

for this factor are likely to be small

The percentage incrementa in income which accompany incrrasa in schooling are

greater for the total population than for nonwhites (among nonwhites there is a smaller

relative difference between the incomes associated with any two schooling classes) There
fore, compared to the results obtained with schooling class incomes for nonwhites, use of

total population schooling class incomes raues the computed indexes more for Anglos than

for the mmonty groups, since a larger proportion of the former have completed high levels

of schooling This results in a larger adjustment of minority incomes For the total non-

white minority population, and for Negroes (who make up more than 90 per cent of all

nonwhites in the Umted States), the total population schooling class incomes almost certainly

overestimate the adjustment for education This ts because they mcorporate the assumpuon
that improvements in the educational attainment of these groups would raise the income

increments which their memben can obtam between each step of the schooling ladder

That may, indeed, occur, or, alternatively, even when Negroes as a group have as much
schooling as Anglos, incremental gams for Negroes from each additional year of schooling

may still be smaller than those found ui the Anglo population Even if their education-

income relation does become ‘ steeper,” this will be as much a result of other changes m
our society as of increases m Negro schoolmg relative to Anglos—changes which permit

nonwhites and Negroes with high educational atlaiiunent to obtain the same jote and,

thus, the same incomes as those received by similarly educated Anglos Therefore, use of

total population schooling class incomes to obtain education adjustments for nonwhite and

Negro incomes would attribute to education income differences which are the effects of

other factors For the other rmnonty populations included m this study, however, there is

some inferential evidence that their income-education relation is “steeper” than that of

Negroes and all nonwhites that is, it is perhaps clcser to the relationship found m the total

population For further information, sec Lyle W Shannon and Elaine Krass, ‘ The Urban
Adjustment of Immigrants The Relationships of Education to Occupation and Total

Farmly Income,” Pacific Sociological Renew (Spnng 1963), pp 37-47, also sec evidence cited

below m the text Smee we cannot be certain which set of schooling class incomes is more

appropriate for these groups, results obtained with both sets are presented
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Even though these steps were taken to arrive at the “pure” education
effect, it is, of course, true that the variation in the schooling class incomes
which were used to compute the index incomes may not be completely
independent of factors other than schooling, e.g., the correlation between
education and intelligence. Lack of data prevented any additional controls
in this regard. Therefore, the results shown should be considered as maximum
estimates of the importance of educational attainment in accounting for the
minority-Anglo income differences, in contrast to an actual explanatory
value which is, no doubt, somewhat less.

Table 3—Adjustments of 1959 ethnic group relative incomes for
differences in educational attainment distributions (males, age 25 and over)

(t) (2) (3)
Adjusted

Education relative

adjustment income
Relative factors (columns 1x2)
income'' NW* TP" NW TP

(4)

Explanatory
contribution

{per canty
NW TPEthnic group

California

Nonwhite
Spanish surname

Texas
Nonwhite
Spanish surname

Illinois

Nonwhite
Puerto Rican

New York
Nonwhite .64 1.08

Puerto Rican .55 1.18

1.16 ,72 ,75 20 29
1.32 .88 .96 56 85

1,35 ,56 .61 20 29
1.73 .12 .81 47 64

1,15 .75 ,79 19 32
1.34 .70 .79 27 49

1.15 .69 .74 14 28
1.33 .65 .73 22 40

.65 1.11

.73 1,21

.45 1.24

.47 1.53

,69 1.09

.59 1.19

“ Ethnic group-7-Anglo. All incomes were standardized for age, using the age ciasses 25-34, 35-44, 45-64,

65 and over.

Abbreviation for nonwhite. Figures are indexes of relative income (Anglo.rethnic group) from schooling

distributions (standardized for age) and nonwhite schooling class median incomes. See text for explanation.

'^Abbreviation for total population. Figures are indexes of relative income (Anglo-Fethnic group) from

schooling distributions and total population schooling class median incomes. See text for explanation.

r* Per cent of the difference between the unadjusted income of Anglos and of each ethnic group (from

column 1) which is removed by the educational adjustment.

Turning now to the results, column (1) of Table 3 shows the 1959

ethnic group median incomes as proportions of Anglo income (after

standardization for age). The numbers in column (2) of the table are the

educational adjustment factors. They were obtained from computation of

indexes in the form previously shown, with the Anglo index expressed as a

proportion of the index for each ethnic group. The larger these numbers,

the greater the differences between Anglo and ethnic group schooling dis-

tributions. As previously explained, these figures are the multiples by which

Anglo median income exceeds those of the ethnic groups because of the

lower schooling of the latter.
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Column (3) gives the 1959 median mcomc of each ethnic group as a

proportion of Anglo income after adjustment for the low educational

attainment of the group It can be seen that m most cases adjustment for

schooling differences still leaves these incomes well below those of Anglos,

even when the total population weights arc used for the adjustment

Column (4) shows the proportions of the 1959 Anglo ethnic groups

income differences which are accounted for by schooling differences School-

ing explains more than half of the income differences only for the Spamsh
surname populations m California and Texas **

Among the groups shown m Table 3, education is a better explanation

for the low income status of Spanish surname persons than for that of the

other groups In 1959 actual incomes of Spanish surname males were

above those of nonwhites in both California and Texas (column 1), even

though the educational attainment levels of the former were much lower

(column 2) ,
thus, adjusted Spanish surname incomes exceed those of non-

whites by even greater margins Education adjustments are also larger for

Puerto Ricans than for nonwhites, however, the adjusted incomes of the

two groups are similar in both Illinois and New York

Results for Other Minority Groups

The previous analysis can be extended to consider separately each of the

nonwhite populations enumerated in the 1960 Census, as well as the Spamsh

surname group It is necessary to restrict our attention for this purpose to the

state of California, for most of the nonwhite groups are not enumerated for

the other states included in Table 3 It is also not inappropriate to do so since

one third or more ofthe persons with Spanish surnames or ofOriental origin

live m that state

The results of the standardization for education, as previously described,

are shown in Table 4 From column (2) it can be seen that the distribution

of educational attainment within most ethmc populations is such as to

produce income levels which are 12 to 14 per cent below those of Anglos

Two groups must be excepted from this statement Tke educational attain-

ment of Spanish surname males is considerably lower than that of all others,

Since income and education data from the US Census of Population I960 arc from a

25 per cent sample, there are sampling errors associated with the relative incomes shown in

column 3 Based on standard error tables puhhsbcd m the Census all differences between

the adjusted incomes of Anglos and those of the ethnic groups are significant at the 1%
confidence level This is also true for the diflerences between the incomes (relative) of non

white and Spanish surname persons however, the nonwhite-Puerto Rican differences are

not statistically significant (at the 5% Icvd)
** Within each state, all differences between the figures in column 4 are statistically

reliable at the 5% confidence level or above
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and the Japanese educational distribution is almost equivalent to that of
Anglos.

The adjusted income ratios in column (3) show Spanish surname income
closest to that of Anglos. The Japanese adjusted income, of course, is no
higher than the unadjusted. Column (4) discloses in precise terms what we
have already inferred; that the amount of the Anglo-ethnic group income
differences which can be accounted for by educational attainment is zero for
the Japanese, very sizeable for the Spanish surname population, and rather
modest for all others.^®

Table 4“—Adjustments of 1959 ethnic group relative incomes for
differences in educational attainment distributions, California (males,
age 25 and over)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Adjusted

Ethnic group
Relative

Education
adjustment

factors

relative

income
(columns 1x2)

Explanatory

contribution

(per cent)
income NW TP NW TP NW TP

Spanish surname .73 1.21 1.32 .88 .96 56 85
Chinese .69 1.13 1.19 .78 .82 29 42
Filipino .54 1.14 1.21 .61 .65 15 24
Indian .57 1.14 1.21 .65 .69 19 28
Japanese .81 1.00 1.00 .81 .81 0 0
Negro .64 1.12 1.18 ni .76 22 33

“ All notes in Table 3 also apply to this table.

The most important findings from the data in Tables 3 and 4 are that

the extent to which educational attainment can explain the existing income

differences between Anglos and the selected ethnic populations varies con-

siderably, but is rather limited for most of these populations. Schooling is

most important in accounting for higher Anglo income in the case ofSpanish

surname persons; for all other groups it accounts for less than half of the gap

between their incomes and those of Anglos.

To the extent that differences in the adjusted relative incomes sho-\vn

in Tables 3 and 4 reflect differences in discrimination, they give some

support to the visible dissimilarity hypothesis. As stated earlier, this hypo-

thesis applied to the groups included in this study would seem to predict that

the Spanish speaking groups would have the largest incomes after adjust-

ments for education, and that Negroes would have the smallest. These

predictions are supported by the California results if we exclude Filipinos

IS Differences between the adjusted incomes of Indians and Filipinos and between those

of Chinese and Japanese are statistically not significant (at the 5% level); all other ethnic

differences are reliable at the 5% confidence level or above. In column 4 all differences are

significant at or above the 5% confidence level except those between Indians and Filipinos

and between Indians and Negroes.
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and Indians, whose adjusted incomes are undoubtedly adversely affected

by atypical residence and occupational distributions (rural and farm labor)

They are also supported by the more limited data available for Texas But

in Illinois and New York, the education adjusted incomes of nonwhites and

Puerto Ricans are not significantly different This mixed support suggests

that the physical dissimilarity factor must be supplemented by other variables

to adequately explain differences in the intensity of discrimination against

ethnic groups It may be noted that the relative size hypothesis is not sup-

ported by the results As an illustration of this, Puerto Ricans are a much
smaller proportion of Illinois’ population than nonwhites, the hypothesis

would predict larger incomes for the Puerto Ricans in this situation, but the

two groups have approximately the same incomes after adjustment for

education

Other Evidence

Recent research by others has produced findings which complement the

above results In a simple regression of median income on median school

years completed by males 25 and over for 16 Standard Metropolitan Statis-

tical Areas in five Southwest states, sizeable differences between Spanish

surname persons and nonwhites were obtained For the Spanuh surname

group, 1959 annual income was found to increase by 5529 with each year

of school completed, for nonwhites, the increase was $449 (r* was 82 for

the Spanish surname population and 44 for the nonwhites) These results

agree with those just presented, though with the small sample size the

difference between the coefficients for the two groups are not statistically

sigmficant **

The second bit of evidence comes from a factor analysis of Census

tract variables m Los Angeles County ** From this analysis (most of which

was unrelated to the subject of this article) it was evident that higher educa-

tional attainment had different unplications for the Spanish surname

minority than for nonwhites The results are particularly interesting because

they show relationships between education and a number of welJare in-

dicators other than income The correlations are presented in Table 5

Education is more strongly assoaated with almost all of the vanables in

Table 5 for Spanish surname persons than for nonwhites (85 per cent of

whom were Negroes m this study) The expected relations are almost uni-

formly found for both Anglos and peisons with Spanish surname, but not

•* These results were provided by the staff of the Mexican American Study Project,

UCLA
See Leland S Burns and Alvin Hannan Profile of the Los Angeles Metropolis—Its

People and Its Homes Part 5, The Complex Metr^olts (Los Angeles University of California

Graduate School of Business Administrabon, Real Estate Research Program, forthcommg)
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for nonwhites—on residence, housing, and employment, as well as income
variables. Of course, if better education does not provide much higher
income, it is unlikely to be associated with better employment or housing
either.^®

Table 5—Simple correlations between school years completed and other
variables (Anglos, Spanish surname and nonwhites, Los Angeles County)
(census tracts)

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS-

Variables

Housing units with ali piumbing
Rooms per housing unit

Housing units renter-occupied
Households with high papulation density
Nonwhite and Spanish surname population
Income of group
Income of Anglos
College enrolled population
Fertility ratio

Value of real property

Gross rental

Availability of two or more autos
Use of bus transportation

Empioyment in food and kindred manufacturing
Employment in other nondurable manufacturing
Employment in transportation

Employment in educationai services

Employment in professional services

Anglos
Spanish
surname Nonwhites

.624 .561 .194

.461 .380 .023
-.421 -.330 -.085
.647 .613 .127

-.735 -.594 -.174
.690 .523 .264
.690 .539 .001
AM .314 .086

-.451 -.440 -.076
.668 .586 .029
.634 .570 .032
.661 .534 .077

-.523 -.352 -.111
-.429 -.340 -.061
-.476 -.302 -.041
-.334 -.289 .024
.493 .379 .112

.575 .495 -.009

“ Pearson. Coefficients of .05 are statistically significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence.

Changes Over Time

The data in Tables 3 and 4 aptly demonstrate that disadvantaged minori-

ties will not obtain equality of income with the majority population by

matching the majority on educational attainment alone. This is shown by

the relative incomes of the ethnic groups, which remain low even after

their educational attainment is standardized to that of Anglos, and, without

standardization, by the low incomes of the Japanese who have already

attained Anglo levels of schooling. In view of the Japanese experience

especially, it would be helpful for purposes of formulating and evaluating

policy to know something about the dynamics of the income-education

relation for disadvantaged ethnic groups. How long does it take before dis-

crete improvements in schooling are reflected in larger incomes?

It is of interest to note that simple correlations between incomes of each of the groups

and the variables in Table 5 differ for nonwhites and Spanish surname persons in the same

manner as do the correlations with school attainment. In particular, this suggests that non-

whites with high incomes face greater discrimination when they attempt to improve their

housing. Of course, other explanations are also possible.
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In order to gam at least a modicum of insight into this question, limited

aspects of intertemporal change in income and education for ethnic groups

were investigated These efforts vreic frustrated in part because of problems

ofdata comparability in different census years Some results were obtained,

however, and are worth presenting The first investigation was of the Japa-

nese experience over time For how long has the schooling ofJapanese in

this country been equal to that ofthe majority population, and what changes

in Japanese relative income have occurred in this period^ Approximate

answers to these questions are given m Tabic 6

Table 6—Education and Income Japanese and reference populations
(US and California urban males, 1940-60*}

1940 (age 25 and up)
1950 (age 25 and up)
1960 (age Uand up)

1940 (age 25 and up)
1950 (age 25 and up)
1960 (age 14and up)

Unaed States

MEDIAN SCHOOL
yEAftS COMPLEIED MEDIAN INCOME

Japanese WMtes Japanese Whites

101 87
123 103 $1945» $2278»
12 3 112 4632 4800

Catforma

MEDIAN SCHOOL
YEARS COMPLETED MEDIAN INCOME

Japanese Allmalet

99 101
122 117
124 119

Japanese AH males

$1962* $2268*
4615 5156

Rath of
Japanese to

wh te income

65
94

Ret 0 of
Japanese to

all mate meema

87
90

Source US Census of Population de« pnated yevs
< Income data are for 1949 and 1969 unadjuet^ ioregedffeiencee
* These med an incomes are for males end females comb nedege 14 end up Incomes of Japanese ava lable

only on th s bass.

The educational attainment of Japanese urban males m the United

States, as measured by median school years completed, has been as high

as that of whites at least since 1940 (no data for earlier years are available)

and it was more than one year higher m I960 Their 1959 income was less

than that of whites, even after 20 years of educational parity, but their

relative income position did improve between 1949 and 1959 The Cali-

fornia data, free from the influence of regional differences in population dis-

tributions and changes, present a similar picture, though the improvement

inJapanese relative income over the decade was less in California than in the

Umted States as a whole ”

** The last part of this statement must be tak«i with caution, since relative incomes for

1949 had to be computed from incomes for males and females combined
**The effect of the “relocation’ of the Japanese from the West Coast dunng IVorld

War n on their income progress and present income levels is not known.
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The other inquiry into intertemporal movements provided measures of
changes in income and educational attainment since 1949 for all ethnic
groups previously considered. This approach was predicated on the deliber-
ately simple premise that income change would be related to change in
schooling. Unfortunately, the income changes shown in Table 7 are neces-
sarily for males and females combined. It is unlikely, however, that data
for males only would have produced substantially different results.

Table 7—Percentage changes in education and income, 1950-60", and
median educational attainment 1950 (selected ethnic groups, California
urban males)

PERCENTAGE INCREASE. 1950-60“

Ethnic group

Median school
years completed

in 1950
Median school
years completed Median income*

Chinese 8.0 38 64
Negroes 8.7 18 59
Filipinos 8.2 17 54
Indians 8.8 16 57
Spanish surname 8.1 14 72
All males 11.7 2 60
Japanese 12.2 2 82

Source: U.S. Census of Population, 1950 and 1960.
“ Income changes are for 1949-59.
‘These are changes in incomes of males and females combined, since incomes of the minority ethnic

groups were available only on this basis in 1 949. In general, 60-70 per cent of all Income earners in any year

are males, so that males provide the major enumeration basis for the income data underlying these figures.

In the decade covered by the data, ethnic ranking on increases in income

did not correspond very closely with ranking on schooling changes. The group

with the smallest income gains, Filipinos, improved their education about

as much as all but one of the other groups. The Chinese had easily the greatest

improvement in schooling, but ranked only moderately high on income

change. Interestingly, theJapanese hardly improved their educational attain-

ment at all, since it was so high at the beginning of the period, but they

ranked first in income gains.

Though the high schooling level ofJapanese in 1950 was followed by the

largest income improvement ofany group, 1950 level of schooling and 1949-

1959 income gains were not very sensitively related for the other minorities.

In the case of the Spanish surname population, their increase in median

income was the second largest of all the ethnic groups included in Table 7,

while their 1950 schooling level was near the bottom of the list.

It appears from these two pieces of evidence that in a time period of a

decade, or perhaps longer, ethnic group gains in income bear little relation-

ship to improvements in their schooling, and that achievement of majority

levels of income is delayed until long after the ethnic group has matched
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majority educational attainments Thu finding complements Glazer’i

observation that for many years Orientals andJem in the United States were

employed m jobs not commensurate SMth their educational qualifications,

but these qualifications were available and were used to bring substantial

economic progress after the decline in labor market discrimination which

followed World War II It is, of coune, quite likely that high educational

attainment itself has much to do with lessening the intensity, generality, and

efiectivencss of discrimination against an ethnic minority, and with sub<

sequent economic gams

However, from the experience of the Japanese population in the U S

It appears that even substantially higher levels ofschooling for disadvantaged

groups would not open doors to higher incomes nearly to the same extent or as

quickly as they do for Anglos The Japanese cxpcncncc, admittedly, is just

one piece of evidence relative to change m income and education, but it

seems a fairly strong one It is not likely that the low income of theJapanese

in California can be explained by such incomc>rcIated factors as educational

quaht>, motivation, native ability, and inability to obtain capital, defi-

ciencies in these dimensions seem rarely to be associated vsith persons of

Japanese origin, even m a casual manner
In addition to the discnmmation “breakthrough" waiting period, the

income gains which can be expected from increased schooling depend upon

the existing labor market position and schooling level of a group This can

be illustrated with the Spanish surname population, which presently enjoys

high relative income (among those shown in Table 4) with low educational

attainment Such a situation can exist because males of this ethnic popula-

tion have had fair success in obtaining middle-wage jobs which do not have

formal schooling requirements Over eighty percent of the Spanish surname

males in California arc emplojcd in manual and service occupations,**

where educational attainment usually has only peripheral importance for

obtaining employment and promotion Moderate gams in educational attain-

ment are not likely to lower this proportion and raise incomes grcatl> be-

cause, given the present low level ofschooling for Spanish surname persons,

moderate gains will not be sufficient to qualify many of this group for non-

joanual jo/,. wheresoxnany ofiJbf Jbj^gb .uoromes are.

Finally, income gams to a group lag behind attainment of high school-

ing levels because income in our society u partly dependent upon age

Young persons entering the labor force can raise the education level of a

group immediately, but an income impact will not result until the incomes

of these persons nse above the average income of the group This ivill occur,

through job advancement, as the young persons age An illustrauon of this

’* Nathan Glazer and Daniel Moyniban Btymi the Melting Pot (Cambridge Mass

MIT Press I%3) p 44
*• US Census ofPopulation, I960, Suhjett Reports, Persons (jfSpanish Surname, Table 6
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process is found in the fact that the 1959 median income of male high school
graduates of age 25 and over in the United States was higher than that of
males with one to three years of college who were in the age class 25-29.23

Summary

This article has provided quantitative estimates of the importance of
educational attainment in accounting for the income differences between
Anglos and members of disadvantaged ethnic groups. Except for the

Spanish surname population of the Southwest, educational attainment
accounted for less than halfof the difference between the 1959 median income
ofeach group and that ofAnglos. The income differences which remain after

adjusting for education were not analyzed, but undoubtedly result from
multiple causes, of which educational quality and especially discrimination

would seem to be most important.

These influences also prevent proportionate gains in income from

immediately following improvements in the edueational attainment of a

disadvantaged ethnic group. Many members of minority groups are forced

to endure a frustrating waiting period until they are able to obtain incomes

which are appropriate to their education. This lag between income and

education can be understood in part to be a result of the fact that in our

society the flow of causation is frequently from income to education rather

than in the reverse direction. In spite of this, minority persons may be able

to match the majority in education, but they will not obtain comparable

incomes if they do not have access to income opportunities which are avail-

able to similarly educated members of the majority population.

Among the ethnic groups considered in this study, the Spanish surname

populations had the highest incomes after adjustment for education. Next

in rank were the Chinese and Japanese, and then Puerto Ricans and

Negroes. Indians and Filipinos had the lowest adjusted incomes, partly due

to the rural character of their residence locations and occupations. These

results offer some support for the proposition that market discrimination is

directly related to the observable physical dissimilarity between the ethnic

group and the majority population.

23 U.S. Census ofPopulation, 1960; Subject Reports, Educational Attainment, Table 6.
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Part

Five

Manpower Retraining and the Disadvantaged

The manpower revolution of the 1960s, accompanied as it was by
nearly an entire decade of economic prosperity, is characterized in part by
concern for the coexistence of labor surpluses and shortages The socio-

economic imperative for closing the manpower-skill gap, particularly for

the identiBable disadvantaged, continues to be fueled by technological

change and educational drop outs It is not surprising, therefore, that

retraining human resources became a part of public policy m the 1960s

Is there a payoff from manpower retraining directed toward dis-

advantaged Americans, and what problems are encountered in evaluating

these efforts’ Although several economists have examined these questions

and reported upon their research, only a small sample of these studies can

be reproduced here The two empirical studies on manpower retraining

presented by Gerald G Somers and Ernst W Stromsdorfer 27 and Worth
Bateman 28 identify the problems encountered in such an effort and arc

suggestive of methodological approaches that may be useful David O
Sewell’s evaluation 29 of benefit cost analysis of manpower retraining

programs is an equally valuable conInbuUon because many of the diffi-

culties encountered in retraining and in economic evaluation of retraimng

programs are clearly identified
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Manpower Retraining
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Manpower training is a problem
area which has assumed new im-

portance in the decade of the 1960s

—

a development reflected by the

public policy of this period. Somers

and Stromsdorfer investigate the

economic gains associated with re-

training efforts in West Virginia.

Gerald G. Somers is Professor of

Industrial Relations at the University

ofWisconsin where Ernst W. Stroms-

dorfer hcis recently been visiting

GERALD G. SOMERS
ERNST W. STROMSDORFER

Associate Professor on leave from

Pennsylvania State University. Using

a benefit-cost framework, the authors

conclude that the manpower re-

training experience reported upon
here represents a worthwhile invest-

ment from a private and social

viewpoint.

Introduction

Government-sponsored retraining of the unemployed may be viewed as

the major development in U.S. labor market policies of the 1960’s. In

addition to recently-enacted state and local programs, retraining has been

assigned a central role in such federal legislation as the Area Redevelopment

Act (ARA) (1961), the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA)

(1962), the Trade Expansion Act (1962), amendments to the vocational

education system and to the MDTA (1963), and the Economic Opportunity

Act of 1964.

Reprinted from Gerald G. Somers and Ernst W. Stromsdorfer, “A Benefit-Cost Analysis of

Manpower Retraining,” paper included in the Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual Winter

Meeting of the Industrial Relations Research Assodalion (19G4), pp. 1-14, with permission of the

authors and publisher.

385
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In view of the hundreds of milhons of dollars now being allocated to

these retraining programs, an evaluation of the investment is timely While

recognizing the political, social and psychological benefits which may result

from traimng the unemployed, this paper stresses questions which are more

famihar to the economist What are the gams in employment and earnings

relative to the direct costs and opportunity costs of retraining’ How do

trainees fare in companson with nontramees’ How long does it take the

trainee and society to recoup the cost of retraining’ What are the returns of

the retraining investment’

SOME METHODOLOGICAL COHSIDERATIOM

Although extensive national data on ARA and MDTA trainees have

been published, such data do not lend themselves to the detailed evaluation

called for here National data on the employment experience of trainees

are classified by personal characteristics and other variables, but no basis

is provided for comparisons with control groups of nontrainees, nor is

information available on the income of the trainees before, during, or after

their training

Because of these linutations in the national data, primary emphasis in this

paper is placed on our surveys of trainees and nontramees in West Virginia

Five groups of workers were interviewed in 1962 and were followed up by

mail questionnaires and additional interviewsm 1963 and 1964 These groups

were composed of (a) 50 1 trainees who took ARA courses or Area Vocational

Training Program (AVP) courses set up for traimng the unemployed under

West Virginia state legislation, (b) 233 “dropouts” who withdrew from their

courses before completion
,
(c) 65 who did not report for training after having

been accepted (DNR’s), (d) 127 “rejects” whose applications for training

were not accepted, and (e) 453 “nontramees” selected by random methods

from those in the local employment service files The nontramees, our basic

control group, were workers who did not apply for training even though they

had experienced unemployment immediately prior to that time when most

of the trainees entered their courses

The respondents were located in three areas typical of depressed em
ployment m West Vitgima, Chai^eston-HviTititigton, asv wban-

industrial area, McDowell County, predominantly coalmining, and

Harrison Monongalia Counties, a mixed mining, industrial and agricultural

area All trainees in selected courses in these areas were interviewed The

courses were typical of course offermgs in West Virginia and the national

retraimng programs They included auto repair, construction trades,

electrical maintenance, machine tool operators, riveters, welders, and for

women, nurses aides, typists, stenographers and waitresses

In analyzing the employment gams of the trainees, comparisons were

made with each of the four other groups of respondents In determmmg the
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monetary gains of the trainees, the nontrainees were used as the control
group. In particular, the opportunity costs incurred during training and the
gains in income attributable to retraining were derived from comparisons
with the income of the nontrainees during and after the training period.

At the outset, a few major limitations should be noted:

1 . The samples are small, cover only particular courses in a few selected

areas of the country, and in a few instances are insufficient to provide
meaningful results within cross-classifications even for these areas.

2. Because ofthe nature of the selection of the control groups, they cannot
be said to have the same personal characteristics as the trainees. Although
the direction of bias is clear in the case of the “rejects,” it is not so clear in

comparisons with “dropouts,” DNR’s and nontrainees. Some of these

workers lacked ambition and motivation, but others felt that their qualifi-

cations and opportunities were good enough to make training unnecessary.

At any rate, an effort is made to control for some of these personal differences

in the analyses which follow.

3. There are advantages and disadvantages in the use of the nontrainees’

experience as a basis for determining the opportunity cost of training and

as a basis for determining the income gain derived by the trainees from their

training. The obvious alternative would be to base these calculations on

comparisons with the earnings experience of the trainees themselves prior

to their courses. This would reduce the disadvantages resulting from the

differing personal characteristics of the trainees and the nontrainees. But

our analyses have indicated that the average prior earnings of the trainees

vary markedly with the time period selected. Many worked in high-paying

coal mining occupations for years before the period of unemployment

which induced them to enroll for training. During the period of unemploy-

ment just prior to their training, on the other hand, the earnings (other

than government payments) of these workers were zero or close to zero.

Moreover, changes occurred in the labor market situation in the years

following completion of their courses. These changes would obscure the

advantages derived from training if the calculation were based on a com-

parison of the trainees’ pretraining and post-training experience.

4. Since the trainees and nontrainees may have been competing for

scarce jobs in the post-training period, gains derived by the trainees may

have been at the expense of the nontrainees. It was not possible to determine

the degree of such interdependence. To the extent that it occurred, the

benefits enjoyed by the trainees may not constitute a net employment gain

for society as a whole.

5. Finally, it has not been possible to distinguish the effects of the

specialized skill acquired in the training course from other advantages

derived from completion of the course. Even when they were not hired in

occupations for which they were trained, the training may have had a
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crucial influence on the trainees* future employment success They gained

some versatility, and many employers preferred them because these workers

had demonstrated sufflcient ambition and sense of discipline to enter and

complete a training course Therefore, the following discussion is couched m
terms of the benefits of the overall training experience rather than the

benefits derived from the acquisition of a particular skill

The Benefits of Retraining

THE GAINS IN EMPLOYMENT

National reports on the achievements of ARA and MDTA retraimng

place almost exclusive stress on the gams in employment These reports

indicate that between 70 and 75 per cent of the institutional trainees have

found jobs, almost all in training related occupations Since almost 90 per

cent of the MDTA trainees were fully unemployed just prior to their train-

ing, and over 40 per cent had been unemployed for more than 15 weeks,

MDTA olRcials naturally take pnde m this accomplishment Moreover,

virtually all of the workers placed in on-the-job training under MDTA
auspices, have been employed *

Although It may be presumed that training played an important role

in the employment success of these workers, definitive proof of such a role is

lacking in the national reports We know that the trainees were younger and

better-educated than the average of the unemployed,* and a study of

MDTA placements m 1963 indicates that the post training employment

rate declined progressively with increasing age and greater length of

previous unemployment * Furthermore, the national data provide no timc-

penod analysis and no comparisons vnth nontrainee control groups

A lengthier follow-up and comparisons with control groups have been

incorporated in analyses of the more limited West Virginia sample Efforts

to isolate the employment effects of the retraining variable have also been

made in cross classifications within common age, sex, education and

previous unemployment categories, and by means of regression analysis

including these and other variables *

* D3.U. bv U S <aC IjibcK, oC Secunty

See also, Manpower Research and Tratntng under the MDTA A Report by the Secretary of

Labor Washington, March 1964, pp 33, 51, 168
*Ibsd,pp 19-21
* Data provided by U S Department of lAbor, Bureau of Employment Security The

national data are discussed in greater detail m Somers, Retraining An Evaluation of Gams
and Costs,’ Conference on Unemployment Research, Boulder, Colorado, June 1964, to be

published by John Wiley & Sons in 1965
* Detailed tabulations on the employment effects of retraining in West Virginia are

included in the chapter by Gibbard and Somers in Rttraimng the Unemployed, op at Copies

of these tables and detailed tables pertaming to the earnings cost analysis can be obtained

by writing to Retraining Research Project, Department of Economics, Univenity of

Wisconsin, Madison 53706
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Some of the principal findings on the effects of retraining on employment
in the West Virginia surveys are as follows:

1. In the summer of 1962, 60 per cent of the “trainees” were employed, compared
with 56 per cent of the “dropouts” and approximately one-third of the rejects,
DNR’s and nontrainees.

2* One year later, employment rates had increased for all groups, with a trainee
employment rate of about 71 per cent and a continued, albeit narrower, gap
between trainees and the nontrainees, rejects and DNR’s.

3. About 12 per cent of those who had completed training were not in the labor
force in the summer of 1962. The proportion was roughly similar among
nontrainees, rejects and DNR’s. In all groups, women had much higher rates of
labor force withdrawal than men.

4. In both 1962 and 1963, the trainees had a higher rate of employment than
nontrainees, rejects and DNR’s in the same age category, in the same education

category, and in the same previous-labor-force-experience category (including

labor-force status and length of unemployment).

These findings of a consistent employment advantage of trainees over

“similarly-situated” control groups are buttressed by regression analysis. To
give a further indication of the impact of retraining on employment success

after training, the five training statuses were introduced as the final variable

in a regression in which we had previously controlled for the impact of age,

sex, race, education and a variety of other socio-demographic variables. The
dependent variable was the per cent of time employed in the 12 month
period following the end of training.®

As is shown in Table 1, the worker’s “Training Status” (that is, position

as a “Trainee,” Dropout, “DNR,” “Reject” or “Nontrainee”) is the second

most significant variable in explaining post-training employment success.

In addition to training status, the only other variable groups significant

at a .05 level ofsignificance or above are “Previous Labor Force Experience”

(including length of unemployment just prior to training), “Regular

Occupation” (skill category of customary occupation prior to training), and

“Labor Market Area” (one of the three West Virginia areas cited earlier).

It is understandable that the trainee’s pre-training labor force and

employment status would be a significant predictor of his post-training

employment experience. The pretraining status reflects the composite of

his characteristics and labor market qualifications. As noted above, however,

trainees have greater employment success in comparison with nontrainees

^ The independent variables in this study are all of a binary nature. That is, they a^ume

a value of one or zero, depending on whether or not a respondent falls into a particular

category in question. The dependent variable is the per cent of time employed in the 12

month period following the end of the retraining period. Thus, the range of this variable

is constrained between the limits of 0 and 100. One must bear both these facts in mind

when interpreting the tests of significance.
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m each of the prior labor force catcgoncs Thus, m many cases retraining

has helped workers to escape a lengthy history of previous unemployment

Training Status, when introduced as the last variable in the regression,

increases R* by 3 23 percentage points, or 25 per cent, after the intervening

influence of the other socio>economic variables had been included In the

Table 1—Impact ofsoelo economic and retraining variables on percentage
of time employed In 72‘month period following end of retraining*

VuUbh* F S»r/n/e

Aga
Sex
Race
EducBton
Martal Status

Labor Force Exper enca Pr or to Ratra n ng
Regular Occupaton
Labor Market Area
Prev ous Tra ft ng»
Mob I ty of Respondent
Year Tra n ng Ended*
Quarter Tra rung Ended*
Tra nrng Status'

210
1 72
2 41
2 44
0 24

17 25*'
211*
294*
1 1B
295
148
030

10 85**

•»Sgn leant at 05 level

••-Sgnfeaniat 01 level

*n-tD65R - 1605**Std Error.47 5SC«nstafl(>e2e8(811)
*Theb eakdown ot (ha va ablea Into sub sets is em tied in iMa table
* The p esenee or absence o> formal tra n ng at eev I me p oi to the ARA or Avp tra nlng period
* 0 itanee between add ess in Summer 1962 end Summer 1963
' Year or Quarter the ARA or AVP t a n ng ended (for those who eompleied tra n r^g only)
' Tra nee OropouL Reject 0 d Not Report or Nontra nee for ARA or AVP tra n ng

12 month time span following retraining the trainees were employed 64 14

per cent ofthe one-year period or 7 6 months on the average The nontrainecs

ivere employed an average of only 4 7 months * Thus, we sec that, in the

West Virginia sample trainees had a significantly greater employment

success than the nontraincc control groups

THE GA1\ 7JY EAEMSCS

Since government sponsored retraining ivas primarily prompted by

excessive unemployment, it is understandable that the employment efTects

of retraining have considerable political significance and that government

reports give major emphasis to employment gams ’ But economists are

* The partial regression coefTicienU and their standard errors (in parentheses) for the

four training statuses are as follows dropout —5 10 (4 94), rejects, —27 66 (6 62), did

not report —2080 (7 56) and nontrainees —2883 (662}
’ Income from unemployment compensation puWic assistance and other go\emment

sources u not included in this sect on but these social payments are considered in the dis

cussion of costs and returns in following sections
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equally concerned with the effects on earnings. Comparison of the trainees
earnings with those of nontrainees reveal that the trainees experienced
significant gains.

Three different post-training time periods were used to measure the
average monthly gains or losses in earnings of white W'orkers who completed
their training in 1962. First, an 18 month period following the quarter in

which training ended in 1962 was used to maximize the number of obser\'a-

tions for a single time period. Next, the maximum time period, available

after the end of retraining—18, 21, or 24 months depending on the quarter

in which training ended—^\vas used to maximize the length of time in which
the impact of retraining could be felt. Finally, an estimation was made of

earnings differentials in the first quarter of 1964, the last quarter for -which

data were available at the time of writing. In this period, the greatest time

lapse after retraining permitted observation of the labor force experience

of our sample following the transition, readjustment and, in some cases,

migration of the trainees.

As is seen in Table 2, male trainees earned substantially more per

month than nontrainees in each of the estimation periods; and societal

estimates were higher than indi\ddual estimates. Societal estimates were also

higher for females, but the advantage of female trainees over nontrainees

was relatively small. Given the 18 month post-training estimation period, the

average monthly gain of the male trainees over their nontrainee counter-

parts was 861 based on individual concepts and 869 based on societal

concepts. For the same period, the average monthly gain is only eight

dollars per month for females, given individual measurement concepts, and

815 based on societal concepts.®

Costs and Returns

As has been noted in the discussion ofmethodological considerations, the

differential in post-training earnings enjoyed by the trainees, like their

advantage in employment, cannot all be attributed to their retraining.

However, given the controls attempted in this survey, it is reasonable to

assume that their retraining played some significant role in providing the

noted advantages of trainees relative to nontrainees. Based on this

assumption, it is instructive to relate income gains to training costs and

estimate returns on the retraining investment.

8 For greater detail on methods and findings on earnings and costs, see the paper by

Glen G. Cain and Ernst W. Stromsdorfer, “An Economic Evaluation of Government Re-

training of the Unemployed in West Virginia,” in Retraining the Unemployed; Case Studies of

the Current Experience, op. cit.
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COSTS OF RETRAINING

Generalizations concerning training c<Bts arc hazardous because of the

wide variations in costs depending on the sponsoring agency, length of

course, occupational content, training facilities, trainee qualifications,

provision of allowances, and concepts concerning opportunity costs The
average cost per trainee reported for those in institutional programs of the

MDTA is SI 300 For those m on-the-job training programs, the per-tramee

cost is approximately one fourth that amount These include the direct

costs of instruction and faahties as svell as training allowances, but they

exclude opportunity costs *

Tsbie 2—A verag^ monthly differentialm earnings of trainees vis-a-vis

nontrainees for selected time periods after end of training individual and
societal estimation’

Six

Male
Treinee Na164
Nontrsinea

Pemald
Trainee Ns95
Nontrainee Ns60

18 MONTH
POST TRAINING

PERtOO

Mvtiuit* Soeitt»l*

ttumitian rstirnttion

61 69

8 15

MAXIMUM
POST TRAINING

PERIOD’

Sochm

65 76

6 11

QUARTER
1984
FIRST

M vMuil Seeietil

tslimihon tstmauon

74 84

0 11

* In dollare
* Th s f gure is a weighted everaga for three grovps those hav ng e max mum of 1 8 21 end 24 months

post tra n ng labor market exper ence
* Net Of taxes Assumes those workers v^o volunianly leave the labor force earn In imputed Income

during that time as much as they earned on the average in that job immediately preced ng the t me when
they voluntar ly left the labor force

* Includes federal Income taxes but no state taxes or Social Secur ty Zero earn ngs are Imputed Cor that

t me when a worker is voluntar ly out of the labor force

The direct training costs and training allowances in the West Virginia

AfM ancf AVP programs were consiufcntiiy I’cmer rfran these

MDTA The courses were generally ofshorter duration Training allowances

for ARA trainees, based on average state unemployment compensation,

were lower than the national average, and no provisions for training

allowances were included in the state AVP training For the trainees

included in the benefit-cost analysis, the average direct costs and training

allowances for men totalled $502 and for women, $428 These costs were

incurred by society rather than by the trainees

• Manpoaxr Research and Traimng, op at, pp 48 and 163
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The opportunity costs of retraining—the income foregone during the
training course—are less readily determined. Yet, these are the most impor-
tant costs for the individual trainee. As has been noted above, the determina-
tion of the amount the trainees could have earned during their training period
is based on the earnings of a comparable group (in age, sex, race and
education) of nontrainees.

For society, during the period of the survey, the total opportunity costs

for males were estimated to be S274 and for females, S122, bringing total

training costs to an average of $776 for each male trainee and $550 for each
female trainee. The private costs to the individual trainee represent only
opportunity costs, including imputed earnings for voluntary not-in-the-

labor-force status. The private costs averaged $300 for males and $145 for

females.

THE PAT-BACK PERIOD

Table 3 relates gains in market earnings (see Table 2) to the costs of

training by means of an average pay-back period expressed in months. The
pay-back period is the length of time required for the differential gains in

post-training earnings to offset the total costs of retraining. Generally

speaking, the estimated pay-back periods are short. They are shorter for

Table 3—Average pay-back period in months for trainees"

Individual Society

AVERAGE PAY-BACK AVERAGE PAY-BACK
PERIOD IN MONTHS PERIOD IN MONTHS

Benefit estimation periods Male Female Average Male Female Average

18 Month Post-Training

Period 4.9 18.1 5.8 11.2 10.2 8.3

Maximum Post-Training

Period 4.6 24.2 5.6 10.2 50.0 13.3

First Quarter, 1 964, Period 4.1 0* 5.2 8.3 50.0 10.9

“The pay-back period represents the total costs divided by total monthly benefits for the group in question.

•’Zero earnings benefits, implying that the investment costs will never be recouped.

the individual than for society, and much shorter for males than for females.

For males, given the 18 month post-training estimation period, we have a

pay-back period of4.9 months based on individual concepts and 1 1 .2 months

based on societal concepts. For females, the figures are 18.1 and 36.2 months,

respectively. Also, the pay-back period gets shorter for males and longer for

females as time periods further removed from the end of training are used to

measure earnings differentials. Only for females does the pay-back period

exceed the eamings-estimation periods, thereby calling for the assumption
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that the camings advantage enjoyed dunng the estimation period continues

unchanged until the conclusion ofthe pay back penod

EXPECTED CAPITAL VALUE tXCREASES

Assuming a continuance of the trainee’s earnings differential for the rest

of his Morking hfe, it is possible to appraise the investment m training in

terms of its contribution to the increase in the worker’s capital value Here,

average monthly earnings gams along with data on changes m post training

social income are related to costs and the training period by means of a

chosen rate of discount, thus estimating the present value of the net stream

of future benefits to the trainee *“

The net expected capital increases are consistently greater for societal

vis i vis individual estimation concepts For the 18 month post training

estimation penod the net average expected life time capital increase for

each trainee is $3,150, given a four per cent discount rate, and assuming a

zero growth rate in average annual earmngs Under societal concepts, the

corresponding figure is S6,640—^about twice as great The total gams for

the members of our sample are $815,800 and 81,720,700 for the respective

individual and societal concepts But at the ten per cent discount rate the

gams are much more modest, and, effectively, are cut m half Given the 18

month estimation penod and assuming a ten per cent discount rate and

zero growth rate, the average net expected life time capital increase is

$1,600 and $3,230 for the respective individual and societal concepts

However, ifwe assume a two per cent growth rate the values are increased

by about 20 to 25 per cent in every case For instance, the total expected

hfe time gams at the four per cent discount using societal concepts increase

from $1,720,700 to $2,327,500 while the average increases from $6,640 to

$8,990 per worker over his lifetime

Given thesame initial outlayand discount rate, this type ofevaluation ofthe

returns to training is useful m comparing retraining with other alternative

investments m labor markets orm evaluating other types of traming

The formula used u

O+r)

a)

where,
Vssthe capital value, a, theaverageageatthebeginningoftraining E the net earnings

differential of trainees over nonira nees and r the selected rale of discount
“ An alternative investment evaluation can be adopted by calculating an internal rate

of return on the retraining invatment A denved formula for the rate of return u

where t is the number of months of retraining E is the net average monthly camings

differential received by the trainees (assumed constant in the future), and C u the average
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Conclusions

395

Government-sponsored retraining of the unemployed began to emerge as
a foremost Federal labor market policy in 1961. The infancy of the programs
makes evaluation difficult, but the formative years are also the most impor-
tant for an objective appraisal. The ARA and AVP programs in West
Virginia, which are evaluated in this paper, were among the first to be
initiated in the current move to retraining in the United States.

The West Virginia surveys indicate that the trainees enjoyed notable
advantages in employment and earnings relative to “comparable” non-
trainees. This was especially true for males, and less so for females. For the
average male trainee, the costs of retraining were quickly repaid in increased
earnings; and high capital values and rates of return followed in the re-

training investment—for the trainee and for society.

Three obvious questions arise: First, can the post-training benefits

enjoyed by the trainees be wholly attributed to their retraining? Since the

control groups of nontrainees were not identical with the trainees and since

special efforts were often made to place the trainees, other, non-training

factors undoubtedly intervened. The limitations of the survey have been

discussed in detail. However, careful efforts have been made to control for

these other variables whenever possible; and the preponderance of various

types of evidence pointing in the same direction leads to the view that the

retraining experience played an important role in the relative post-training

success of the experimental group.

Second, can the favorable West Virginia experience be generalized for

the nation as a whole, for the MDTA and other programs? Because of the

peculiarities of the West Virginia situation, there are obvious hazards

involved. At the same time, the background of the trainees was similar to

that of many other displaced and unemployed workers; and the courses

studied were typical of those established elsewhere. If the training costs were

unusually low, so were the employment opportunities unusually meager in

the depressed West Virginia communities. Certainly, there is little evidence

in national data or studies in other areas which would lead to the conclusion

that the favorable West Virginia experience was unique.^^

cost per month during training. Using the average earnings differential of the trainees

during the two years following the end of their training, the estimated social rate of return

is 105.6% for male trainees and 24.0% for females. For additional details see Cain and

Stromsdorfer, op. at. The formula for r is taken from Jacob Mincer, “On-the-Job Training:

Costs, Returns, and Some Implications,” Journal of Political Economy, Supplement, LXX,

No. 5, Part 2, October, 1962. .

See, for example, the case studies of retraining programs in Connecticut, Illinois,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, in Retraining the Unemployed . .

.

op. cit.
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Finally, is retraining of the unemployed a sound social investment’ In

view of the small number of trainees relative to the number of unemployed

in ^Vest Vitgima and the nation as a whole, it is clear that retraining is only

a partial anstver to the problem ofunemployment ** But individual trainees

have obviously benefited economically from retraining, quite aside from any

social and psychological gam Addiuons have been made to the nation’s

skills and income Even if it could be shown that retrained workers merely

find employment that might otherwise go to the untrained, there are

important political, economic, cultural and social values in the demonstra-

tion that individual workers can gam through retraining

The dollars and cents focus of this evaluation has been necessarily

limited, but even within this narrow framework, there is evidence that the

benefit and potential benefits ofmanpower retraining substantially outweigh

the costs

** Only 43 C84 workers had completed ARA and MDTA training by January, 1964

at a time when there were 4 300 000 unemidoyed Data provided by the U S Department

of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Manpower Research end Ritramng eip ctl

,

p 33



An Application

of Cost-Benefit Analysis

to the AVork-Experience Program

Worth Bateman, now Vice President

of the Urban Institute, suggests

using a cost-benefit framework to

evaluate work-experience and train-

ing programs designed to enhance

both the employability and incomes

of public assistance recipients.

Although plagued with sparseness

of data, this selection briefly explains

WORTH BATEMAN

the methodological fundamentals of

the break-even concept. In addition,

the author reveals some of the data

and methodological problem spots

frequently encountered in empirical

applications of economic tools of

analysis.

Introduction

The Work-Experience and Training Program is one of many federally

supported programs which aims to reduce poverty and dependency by

raising individual capabilities for self-support. Funded under Title V of

the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and administered by the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, the program seeks to increase the

employment and earnings potential of family heads who are recipients of

public assistance (primarily the adult recipients in families receiving Aid to

Reprinted from Worth Bateman, “An Application of Cost-Benefit Analysis to the tt'ork-

Experience Program,” American Economic Review 57 (May 1967), pp. 80-90, with the

permission of the author and publisher.
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Families with Dependent Children, AFDC) and nonrecipients with similar

characteristics ^

A variety of projects are funded in this program. Some are training

projects utilizing the programs available under MDTA and the Vocational

Education Act. Some provide adult basic education Others are work-

experience projects in which welfare chents and other needy persons arc

given jobs in pubbe or nonprofit agencies However, the majority of projects

incorporate all these components.

The following profile shows some of the characteristics of the 101

thousand persons enrolled in the program in fiscal year 1966' participants

are about equally diidded between males and females; more than 60

percent ofenrollees are married and over 90 percent arc heads ofhouseholds

with four or more dependents; more than 80 percent are between 21 and

49 years old; nearly 30 percent are high school drop-outs; over half have

completed eight grades or less of formal schooling; assistance payments

made under AFDC, allowances provided under Title V of the Economic

Opportunity Act, or General Assisunce are the most important (and m
most cases the only) sources of family income

Thus, the program is focused on potentially employable poor persons

with little formal education who are currently unemployed and who lack

the means to support themselves and a comparatively large number of

dependents In comparison to the number currently enrolled in the pro-

gram, this target population is large Among public assistance recipients

alone, it has been estimated that perhaps 250 to 350 thousand persons might

be made self-supporting if given the proper training and other supporting

services (eg, day care for the children of AFDC mothers).* In addition,

the universe of potential beneficiaries of the program includes many of the

unemployed and employed poor who are not now recipients of public

assistance

The exclusive concern of this program with what Cam and Somers*

* According to a recent Welfare Administration report, TitleV differe from other employ,

ment programs “in that it concentrates on developing an inlervention program for the

entire family, not just for the employable adult [Tliese individuals] have individual or

family adjustment problems as vrell as educational and \'ocational training deficiencies

which deter or preclude them from eroployment ” Although employment is the ultimate

goal, “the more proximate objectives center around improved individual and family func-

tioning ” Although It may, in fact, be necessary to overcome famJy problems as a condition

for achieving the employment objective, there is no mention of improved individual and

family functioning (whatever that may be) m the legislaUon authorizing expenditures for

this program This emphasis, in part, may^ the natural consequence of having the Welfare

Administration administer the program See Abraham S Levine, “Cost Benefit Analysts of

the Work Experience Program,” IVfl/an m Hecteie, Aug -Sept , 1966, pp 1-9
* Robert H Mugge, “Demographic Analysw and Public Assistance,” prepared for

presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Population Association of America, New York

City, Apr. 30, 1966
* GJen Cam and Gerald Somers, “Retraining the Disadvantaged \Vorker” (Sept , 1966,
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have called the specially disadvantaged” reflects a pronounced change in
emphasis of federally supported training programs in the last several years.
The programs of the War on Poverty, of which this is one, are the most
well-known examples of this change. At present, very little is known about
the effectiveness of these programs in raising the earnings of the groups they
serve.*

The purpose of this paper is to: (1) develop an analytical Iramework for

evaluating the work-experience component of the program; and (2) to

estimate its potential effectiveness in improving the capability for self-

support.

Measures of Benefit

The benefits of the Work-Experience Program can be divided into two
parts. First, there are the short-run or immediate benefits of a work-relief

program—^in part, the output produced by people working who would
otherwise be unemployed. Second, there are the long-run benefits ofreduced

dependency and improved potential for economic independence and self-

support, These benefits can be estimated by comparing the present value

of expected future earnings of program participants before and after the

training or with those of individuals with the same socioeconomic and
demographic characteristics who have not participated in the program.®

Over any period of time, earnings will be equal to the product of the

hourly wage rate which prevails for that period and the number of hours

worked:

E,=H,W, (1)

where represents the earnings in period t, H, is the number of hours

worked during period t, and Wt is the prevailing hourly wage rate over

period i.®

< Cain and Somers report that on the basis of several case studies which they analyzed,

the position of the disadvantaged worker is enhanced considerably when compared with

their own pretraining experience and compared with disadvantaged workers who have not

been trained. See Cain and Somers, op. at., and Gerald Somers, “The Experience svith

Retraining and Relocation,” Conference on Manpower Polity, Berkeley Unemployment Project,

New York City, June 20-22, 1966.

® This, of course, is not equivalent to the conceptually superior method of comparing the

earnings and employment experience of given individuals with and without the training

program. The validity of the results depends on how good the surrogate data are for the

with-without data. See Bin-ton A. Weisbrod, “Conceptual Issues in Evaluating Training

Programs” (Feb. 14, 1966, mimeo.).

» If the wage rate for part-time work differed from that for full-time work (1) would

have to be reformulated as follows:

E,={Hf,Wt.+H,,W„) (!')

Where Hj, and are the number of hours worked full time and part time, respectively,

and Wft and Wp, are the wage rates for full- and part-time employment, respectively.
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A change in carmngs during period / can result from a change in the

number ofhours worked, from a change in the wage rate, or from a change

in both:

? (2)

The first term on the right-hand side of (2) can be thought of as a “wage
effect,” i e., an increase in the value of employee productivity for a given

number ofhours worked; the second term can be thought of as an “employ-

ment effect” which, for a given wage rate, reflects additional time worked;

and the third term an interaction term or “combination effect” resulting

from a simultaneous change in both factors

Assuming all improvements in expected hfetime earnings are attributable

to program partiapation, the increase in the present value of expected

hfetime earnings can be represented by:

i

AE= W,AH,+ AW,AHt)} ..(1 (3)

where S, is the probability that individuals in year t will survive at least to

year r is the discount rate; and d is the year when earnings are assumed

to cease

In the short run, the benefits of the program can be measured by the

value of the additional output produced by those individuals in just the

work-experience component of the program. Assuming a competitively

determined wage rate and no external benefits, this would be just equal to

the earned assistance payments since an individual works that number of

hours which, when multiplied by the wage rate, equals the public assistance

payment for which he is eligible. Of course, these wage rates are not deter-

mined entirely by competitive forces since, for the most part, individuals

are placed on government payrolls. Moreover, even assuming competitively

determined wage rates for regular government employees, it would not

follow that the value of the marginal product of a participant necessarily

equals the wage rate. If that were true, it would seem that employment

'' Thus, a 10 percent increase in the number ofhours worked has exactly the same impact

on earnings as a 10 percent increase in wage rates Urn alone has important policy imphca-

bons since the same increase in earnings can be obtained through expenditures which

increase the probability of employment or increase worker productivity. But the costs of

doing so may be quite different For example, m a simple model, we might have' LE^f{p),
where p is the proportion of a given “human investment” budget spent on placement and

referral activiues (say like those of state employment offices) and (1— is the proporuon

spent on producbvity increasmg activiUcs (training programs, for example) Although we
should maxiimze/(^) for a given budget, it is not clear, a pnon, that p will be less than or

equal to one Of coune, the probability of employiocnt is dependent not only on demand
but also on willingness to work. The poor are little different in this regard than others The
higher the wage rate, mutalts mutandis, the higher the probability of employment At very

low wage rates, the supply curve may be very indastic, and in the extreme case, it may be

a discontmuous one Below that point, the quantity of labor supplied would be zero
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could be obtained at that wage and the necessity for being placed in such
a job under the auspices of the program would disappear.®

What is really required is an estimate of the social value of the marginal
product (i.e., the aggregate amount which individuals would be willing to
pay for this output if they revealed their preferences). This may diverge
from the wage cost. For example, having the grass neatly cut and trimmed
along the side of the road by work-experience enrollees may cost $X. A
well-manicured parkway is a public good for which individuals using it

may be willing together to pay more or less.

This may be represented by:

SVMP,=apR,H,
(4)

where SVMP is the social value of the marginal product; a is the ratio of
the value of the marginal product of a work-experience enrollee to that of
nonenrollees who could be used to perform the work; jS is a factor reflecting

the divergence of the SVMP and the wage cost; R is the hourly wage rate;

and H is the number of hours worked while enrolled in the project. Ifa< 1,

the SVA^P is reduced by using a work-experience participant to do the job
rather than a more productive worker.

The sum of (3) and (4) is an estimate of the economic benefits of the

program.®

® Except in those cases where governmental budget constraints prevent all activities being

supported at a level where the social value of the marginal product equals marginal social

cost; e.g., “public goods.” See Paul Samuelson, “The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure,”

Rev. of Econ. and Statis., Nov., 1954, pp. 387-89.
® Both the short- and long-run measures of benefit described above represent real returns

to expenditures on the Work-Experience Program. There is a third category of real benefits

accruing to the economy which might arise out of the income transfers made in this pro-

gram (or put differently, from the payments made to enrollees for work performed on work-

experience projects). Such income transfers may have an important investment component

in the sense that the conditions in which children grow up have an important bearing on their

income earning capacity as adults. Income transfers to poor families are, in part, invest-

ments in a better home environment, diet, and health, which in turn, enhance the long-

range economic prospects of poor children. There are, of course, other benefits which might

be realized from the program by participants and their families. These might include in-

creased satisfaction, mutatis mutandis, of working rather than being idle, the benefits to

children of seeing the example of a working parent, and the increase in family stability. (The

program permits public assistance payments to be made to families where the male is present

irrespective ofwhether a state had adopted the unemployed parent component of the AFDC
Program. Unemployed or marginally employed heads of families not enrolled in the Work-

Experience Program and residing in states without AFDG-UP may find that desertion is the

only option available for supporting or improving the support of their families.) The most

significant external benefits which have not been accounted for in (3) and (4) are the reduced

welfare payments and increased tax revenues which result from an increased capability for

self-support. Although these distributive effects are not additive to real returns, they are the

consequence of a successful project and should be considered in Program evaluation. See

Burton A. Weisbrod, “Preventing High School Dropouts,” in Robert Dorfman, ed..

Measuring Benefits of Government Investments (Brookings Institution, 1963), pp. 136-39; and

also, “Income Redistribution Consequences of Government Expenditure Programs,” Second

Conference on Government Expenditures, Brookings Institution, Sept. 15-16, 1966.
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Unfortunately, the complete lack of data prevented the benefit analysis

from proceeding further than a mere formulation of how it should be done

The carmngs profile of individuals enrolled in this program is unkno\vn and

the follow up data on post enrollment earnings is completely unreliable It

IS also not possible to estimate the cntical parameters in (4) from existing

data

The strategy adopted at this point was to estimate how much the expected

income of participants \souId have to risejust to ‘ break even ” This requires

an estimate of what the present value of future carmngs of participants

would have been in the absence of the program and an estimate of program

costs Although the latter are available, the earnings data of participants are

not and have to be constructed

There are a number ofproblems associated with making such estimates

The 1960 Census provides the most complete information on earnings,

income, and labor force status by age, sex, color, and educational attain-

ment But the published reports of the 1960 Census also have gaps m
information and deficiencies m the form reported critical to this analysis

The most serious of these is the absence of earnings data as distinct from

income data for females

Earnings data are clearly the most appropriate for this analysts The
income data m the I960 Census include public assistance, social security,

unemployment insurance, etc
, which tend to narrow earnings difierentials

among various socioeconomic groups This means that the use of income

data would tend to bias the break even estimates downward For males,

hoNvever, data are available from published sources in the I960 Census on

earnings, classified according to the selected control variables Since the

Census data are grouped by age class, average earnings by individual

year of age were computed by imputing the average earnings of an age

class to the mid point of the class and then making linear interpolations

between mid points This was done for white and nonwhite males in

each education category Earnings were arbitrarily assumed to stop at

age 64

In computing expected earnings m each age, education, and race

category, an adjustment was made Jbr the probability that an individual of

a given age will survive to the next year by applying life table values by

age, color, sex (no educational attainment) to the estimated earnings for

each year of age

Estimates of the expected probability of emplo^Tnent were obtained

from the 1960 Census At the present, it has not been possible to locate

more recent information on labor force participation and unemployment

rates classified according to the selected control variables The effect of

this procedure m the absence of any further adjustments is to bias the

break even points upward since overall employment conditions were less
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favourable in 1959 (the year for which earnings are reported in the 1960
Census) than currently.^®

Measures of Costs

The estimate of costs made for this analysis is the additional cost for an
individual participant which is incurred by the government (state and
federal). While in general these are primarily additional administrative
costs, work-related expenses, and public assistance payments, the actual
estimate of these incremental costs varies by state, since these costs depend
on what payments the individuals would have received from the government
in the absence of the Work-Experience Program. This in turn depends on
whether a state meets or falls short of meeting 100 percent of “need”” for

public assistance recipients and whether the state has or does not have the

Unemployed Parent (UP) component of the AFDC Program.^^

The 1959 male unemployment rate was 5.3 percent compared to 4.0 percent in 1965.
For white males the rates were 4.6 percent and 3.6 percent and for nonwhite males 11.5
percent and 7.6 percent in 1959 and 1965, respectively. It should be pointed out that the
estimate of average annual earnings which is desired for each age, education, and sex

category is given by:

[i:(iT7/),](«+/»-bA)-i (6')

where fV is the hourly wage rate, If is the number of hours worked during the year, n is the

average number of individuals in the labor force who had earnings during the year, p is the

average number of individuals in the labor force during the year who had no earnings, and k

is the average number of individuals tvho were not in the labor force. What we have esti-

mated, on the other hand, is

[i: {WH)]
Li J (n'+p'} n' L 1 J

n n' -^-p' •\-k' n' -f-p' n n'+p'+k' {7')

where all the terms in the expression are defined as above with the prime signifying that

the observation is for a point in time rather than for a full year. The first term on the left-

hand side of the equation is the average annual earnings reported in the Census. The

second term is the labor force participation rates and the third term is the unemployment

rate, the latter two observations being made at a point in time. Over the course of a year,

n'+p'+k' will, for all practical purposes, equal n+p+k. If n'=n, then (6') and (7') are

equivalent. If n' is observed at a time of less than average unemployment, then n'>n. Of
course, the converse is ako true.

Each state determines a level of “need” for public assistance recipients. The level of

need is based on the prices ofa market basket ofgoods and services deemed to be “adequate.”

The level established varies by family size and composition. Moreover, there is wide state

by state variation in defined need and not all states allocate sufficient resources to public

assistance programs to meet 100 percent of need. For example, Indiana defines need for an

AFDC family of four to be about S225 per month whereas for the same size family. New

York defines need to be about $255 per month. Although New York meets 100 percent of

need, actual monthly payments in Indiana are about $110 or 48 percent of need.

The 1962 amendments to the Social Security Act permitted federal matching of state

expenditures for Aid to Families with Dependent Children where the male is unemployed.

To date, only twenty-one states have adopted this provision of the law.
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The table below shows the component of incremental costs according

to the category into which a state folk

Components oftnerementat costs ofwork-expenence program

I States with AFDC UP
and AFDC

11 StateswthAFDCbut
no AFDC UP
s AFDC
b Male W E

partcipants

SIMS wh eh meet lets than
10Opercent ofneed

be I=Additional administra

tive cosls+work related

expenses+addiionai pub
lie assistance payments
necessary to meet 100 per
cent of need

ACi,saSameasabove
AC„=Add lional admmistra

tive costs-fwork related

expenses -f 100 percent of
public ess stance payments

States which meet or exceed
too percent ofneed

AC , =Additional administra
tive costs + work related

expenses

AC|, = Same asabove
ACi, = Additional admmistra

five cosls+work related

expensBS+tOO percent of

public assistance payments

The additional administrative costs associated with program operations

are self-explanatory and are a component of the incremental costs for all

states Work-related expenses such as transportation, clothing, etc
,
incurred

only for program participants are also part of the marginal costs for all

states

Title V requires that work-expenence participants receive payments

equal to 100 percent of what the state defines as need for that individual

and his family In those states meeting 100 percent of need there are no

additional public assistance costs incurred for welfare recipients participating

in a work-expenence project However, public assistance recipients in

states meeting less than 100 percent of need can increase their income by

enrolling in a project The federal government pays the difference between

the state grant and state defined need

In those states without AFDC-UP, unemployed male heads of families

are not eligible for federally aided public assistance Thus, for a male

enrollee in a work experience project m such a state, the incremental costs

incfurfe the luff public assistance grant tor which he and his family become

eligible

Other things equal,*’ the relationship among the incremental costs shown

in the table above is as follows

AC32 = AC31 > ACji= ACji > AC22 = AC12 {^)

and in the absence of differentials m benefits the benefit-cost ratios would

rank from lowest to highest in the same order as presented in (5)

That IS, assuming no state by stale vanations m average need and payments per case,

work related expenses, and adimnistcative costs
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The definition of program costs presented above raises a thorny problem
when one recognizes the income redistribution objectives of this program
which are held by many of its supporters. The costs per participant as
defined above are viewed as an investment in present and future productivity.
In a sense, this does involve implicitly a distribution objective with respect
to income. It is possible, however, to go further than this and to insist that
the program is merely a way of making a number of needy individuals

eligible for public assistance who would not be otherwise because of existing

or potential public hostility to the AFDC-UP Program. If that were true,

one could argue that the straight public assistance component should not
be counted as part of the incremental costs of the Program since income
redistribution now is what is being bought and not exclusively improve-
ments in productivity in the future. The redistributional objective is in a
sense accomplished with the help of a ruse and a little work. If the program
does raise future income and contribute something to current GNP at the

same time, then that is all well and good; but the definition of the incre-

mental costs of doing this, one could argue, should be the same as in those

states with AFDC-UP meeting at least 100 percent of need (i.e., comprising

only administrative costs and work-related expenses).

The definition of costs given above and the benefit-cost analysis made
below would also be critically affected by many of the major income main-

tenance proposals currently under discussion. For example, the adoption of

federal minimum standards for the current categorical public assistance

programs and the compulsory adoption by states of the AFDC-UP Program^*

would reduce interstate differentials in public assistance costs of the Work-

Experience Program. The same, of course, would be true if categorical

public assistance programs were replaced entirely by a guaranteed annual

income or negative income tax.^®

Because of the dual nature of the objectives of this program, incremental

costs were calculated: (1) including incremental public assistance costs and

(2) excluding all public assistance costs. Costs were estimated for male

work-experience participants in Pennsylvania, Michigan, Minnesota, and

Kentucky.

“Break-Even” Analysis

The ratio of the incremental costs and the estimated present value of

future earnings is an indication of how much earnings would have to rise

Both of these measures were recommended in the Report of the Advisory Council on Public

Welfare (June, 1966). r l aj
“ For a diseussion of these income maintenance programs, see the Report of the Advisory

Council on Public Welfare and two recent articles in The Public Interest: James Tohin, “The

Case for an Income Guarantee,” Summer, 1966; and Alvin L. Schorr, “Against a Negative

Income Tax,” No. 5, Fall, 1966.
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for the program to break even TJie results for white males ages 25, 35, 45,

and 55 for one state, Kentucky,** are shown in Table 1

Tabh 1—Program costs earnings and break even points for Vfhtte male
participants In the work experience program—Kentucky

Ag»/«ductMn of
Ptegtsm

cost pot pMkiptnt

fstimitid
futun urn ngs
p»r psrt c pint
wihoutprog sm

Pir cent

Inonisi inMun
iim ngt nqu nil tor
prog im to bnik ivin

portic pints Coloim {!)• Column (2)‘ {!) »s pireent of (2)

Aga25
Elementary 0-7 $1 064 856 577 19%

a 1 064 75 938 1 4
H eb school 1-3 1 064 88 577 1.2

4 1 064 99 652 1 1

Ago 35
Elementary 0-7 1064 52 719 20

8 1 064 69 555 1 5
High school 1-3 1 064 81 378 13

4 1 064 91 596 12
Ago 45

Elementary 0-7 851 40532 21
6 1064 63 041 20

High seheel 1-3 1489 61 569 24
4 851 68 977 1.2

AgsSS
ElemantaiY 0-7 638 22 325 29

a 85f 29 149 29
H gh school 1-3 861 33 789 26

4 1 064 37 694 28
• IncludM pubi c t%t Uancfl co«t«.
' Cgmputed f em data n U S 6(j eau otthaCamua ISSOCtnsut ofPopuItthn ^C(2) 7B Tabla t and

PC(2) SB Tab(a4 andUS Put(e HaaKhSarvea NatonaIVtal Stat sties D v aon V l»fSut tt/ci of tfit

Un uastttet, 1381 Vol II Sec 2 Lift Ttb/es Table 2 9 Future ea n ngs weed scounted at 4 percent

The implication of this table is that, even when incrementa] public

assistance costs are counted, only a small percentage increase in future

earnings would be necessary to make the program break even If work-

experience can increase the present value of future earnings of participants

by as much as 2 percent at younger ages or 3 percent at upper ages, it will

pay jbr jJ-seJf J/ jjjCTementa) puHio assjsJanre rnsi? are not roomted as

costs of work experience, then even small increases (less than 5 percent)

would make the program break even ** However, in a world of constrained

budgets, breaking even is not a sufficient condition for funding a project

If the desirability of funding this Pre^ram is to be weighed against other

alternatives for which benefit cost ratios have been estimated, is is necessary

Because of the sunilanty of the results the break-even points for the other three states

are not shown
*’ It should be kept in mind that the camings work-expenence enroUees arc likely to

be below the average which wc have estimated from the Census for each age and education

category This biases the break-even points downward-
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to make some guesses about the actual effectiveness of the program in raising
future earnings.

We can get a somewhat better “feel” for the problem by considering
that an individual earning $1.50 per hour, working forty hours per week,
fifty weeks in the year, earns $3,000 per year. Ifwe assume that an individual
without work experience would continue to earn that sum for forty years,
the present value (discounted at 4 percent) of his future earnings is about
$59,000 (or roughly that of a white male 25 years old with 0-7 years of
educational attainment; see Table 1, line 1). An increase of 25 cents an
hour (i.e., a 17 percent increase) in his expected wage rate would imply
under the assumption above an increase in the present value of his future
earnings of about $10,000 or a benefit-cost ratio of 10:1.

Although these data are suggestive of large potential payoff, the funda-
mental fact remains that such calculations are pure guesswork and the

fragmentary program information which is available permits estimates

which are only slightly superior.

A three-month follow-up survey of work-experience participants who
had terminated their enrollment showed that the average monthly wage of

those employed was about $250. But only 42 percent of those located whose

records were reported correctly were employed; 58 percent were unem-
ployed.^® It is possible to make a crude estimate of what the rate of unem-
ployment would have been in the absence of the program from data recently

released by the Labor Department.®® Public assistance recipients who had

received training under the MDTA through February, 1965, had been

unemployed 54 percent of the year prior to enrollment for training.®^

Assuming this is representative of the fraction who would be unemployed

at any given time during the year, given the crudeness of the comparison,

and the other factors (e.g., changes in aggregate demand for labor) which

have not been accounted for, there would appear to be little difference

between the employment record of Program participants before and after

work experience. The post-training earnings of the employed MDTA
trainees averaged about $250 a month, or the same as that of work-

experience enroUees.

This, of course, does not include an estimate of the social value of the marginal product

while enrolled in the project.

Of the total 14,221 terminees in the sample, only 8,370, or 59 percent, were located or

had records which were reported correctly.

20 U.S. Department of Labor, “Training of Public Assistance Recipients Under the

MDTA,” Manpower Evaluation Report Mo. 6, Apr., 1966.

” This is admittedly a very rough means of obtaining the needed control data. However,

the characteristics of the MDTA public assistance trainees are not too dissimilar from those

of the work-experience enrollees: they were about equally divided beUveen males and

females; they had approximately the same age distribution; they were preponderately the

heads of families. The MDTA trainees, however, had a higher average level of educational

attainment than did the work-experience enrollees.
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The most significant differences between the public assistance reapients

trained under MDTA and the work cjqicnence participants was the much
larger proportion of the former who were employed after traimng 64

percent compared to 42 percent This, however, \s not surprising The
provision of work opportunities for individuals likely to suffer long periods

of unemployment may be effective in preventing the loss of working skills

demanded by almost all jobs However, it seems doubtful that any significant

increases in earning capabilities will be realized unless there are real op

portunities for training and retraining At present, however, the emphasis

on manpower training in the Work Experience Program is not great In

general, individuals are placed first in jobs available within state and local

governmental units which, m many cases, do not provide any significant

upgrading in the skills of the participants The program could most likely

be made more effective by infusing it with a much larger training com-

ponent This could be accomplished by expanding the MDTA programs of

institutional and on the job training which are directed specifically to the

disadvantaged Of course, the costs would be substantially greater than the

costs of work relief
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advantaged can be solved only with
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according to Sewell, provided that

indirect nonmonetary and external
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Many hopes have been placed on investment in education as a strategy

in the War on Poverty, and actual expenditures have reflected this emphasis.

“Indirect” objectives have provided some of the rationale for educational

programs: the belief that education fosters a more informed citizenry,

reduces juvenile delinquency, and so forth. A more direct and probably more

important objective has been that of raising the productivity and hence

incomes of the currently poor.

Reprinted from David O. Sewell, “A Critique of Cost-Benefit Analyses of Training,” Monthly

LaborReview9Q (September J 967), pp. 45-51, Washington, D.C., with permission of the author.

The reader is also referred to two subsequent publications by the author, wliich contain

slightly different views from those e.xpressed in this article. See David Sewell, “Discussion”

in Cost-Benefit Analysis of Manpower Policies: Proceedings of a North American Con-

ference, ed. by G. G. Somers and W. D. Wood (Kingston, Ontario: Industrial Relations

Centre, Queen’s University, 1970), pp. 160-69; and Training the Poor: A Benefit-Cost Analysis

ofManpower Programs in the U.S. Antipoverty Program (Kingston, Ontario: Industrial Relations

Centre, Queen’s University, 1971), 154 pp.
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clientele is much more youthful, is trained away from its home environment,
and is provided with services in addition to training. And, correctly, reserva-
tions are usually expressed concerning the applicability of the earlier benefit-
cost results to such vastly different training programs.

The point to be made here is rather more specific. Neighborhood
training programs administered under MDTA or of a type similar to MDTA
are an integral part of the War on Poverty. But the writer believes that it is

totally incorrect to generalize from the training schemes mentioned above
for which benefit-cost analyses have been performed to these training schemes
dealing with the target population of the War on Poverty. Subsequent
sections of this paper will document this hypothesis, and will also examine
other more technical shortcomings of the published studies considered as

benefit-cost analyses of training programs.

Alternative Incomes

An examination of data as to what trainees in the various schemes could

have earned in the absence of training raises doubts as to whether they could

be considered to be “poor.” With regard to the Connecticut training pro-

grams, for instance, Borus estimates that the pretraining income of men in

his sample was S2,626.® The crucial fact that must be taken into account,

however, is that each man had only to support slightly over one extra person

in addition to himself. Now, the more sophisticated calculations of the

number of people in poverty in the United States, such as those of Mollie

Orshansky, use a sliding scale relating family income to family size. If

Orshansky’s criteria as to what constitutes poverty are used, the Connecticut

sample was far from being in the poverty group: an income of less than

S2,050 is necessary to classify a nonfarm family of two (both under age 65)

as being poor.^

Concerning the persons who entered the Massachusetts retraining

=> Michael E. Borus, The Economic Effectiveness of Retraining the Unemployed, Research

Report to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, No. 35 (Boston, Mass., The Federal Reserve

Bank of Boston, 1966). The income of the women in the sample of Borus is simply irrelevant

to the matter under consideration. Indeed, for all practical purposes, we cannot draw any

benefit-cost conclusions concerning the training of women for subsequent employment

from his data. This is because “. .
.
probably less than 20 per cent of the women in the

sample were primary wage earners,” the rest being housewives living with their husbands,

and widows and single girls living with their families. The sewing machine operators’ course

in which these women were enrolled was later terminated, one of the reasons for this action

being that “it attracted many women who were interested not in employment but rather

in the home uses of the course.”

* Mollie Orshansky, “Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty Profile,” Social

Security Bulletin, January 1965, pp. 3-29; excerpted in Monthly Labor Review, March 1965,

pp. 300-309.
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Independently conducted surveys ofthe cost^efTcctiveness of programs of

the type incorporated m the War on Poverty are now beginning to appear

Contrary to expectations, there is little in these evaluations to justify opti-

mism about the value of educational expenditures m general m ameliorating

poverty and its related conditions However, expenditures on vocational

training are thought to constitute an exception to the general rule Thus

Ribich, after examining the ‘'pay-off rates” of various educational measures

and the related questions as to whether these are suiftcient to justify a con-

siderable emphasis on education in the poverty program, concludes that

Vocationally oriented training, at least in the form of recent manpower traimng

programs, exhibits a higher rate of payolT than does general educaUon The
rates are sufticiently in excess of those computed for improvements in general

education that it is difficult to dismiss this result as an accident due entirely to

the particular estimating techniques used With the exception of the job

traming programs, benefit cost ratios were found to be generally less than unity

And, as suggested {by Ribich's earlier analysis] unweighted benefit cost

ratios would have to be something in excess ofunity before it can be argued that

education is clearly superior to transfers or other forms of direct help *

Similarly, the Institute for Defense Analyses, in its report on federal

poverty programs, asserts that

It appears that education and traming programs, except for older workers, are

quite promising for alleviating poverty the private returns to retrained

workers are apparently substanUal {and] traming programs are a relatively

inexpensive way to raise the incomes of lower income families *

These generalizations are in turn based on three published benefit cost

analyses of traimng schemes, conducted m the States ofConnecticut, Massa-

chusetts, and West Virginia, and administered under the Manpower
Development and Training Act (MDTA) of 1962, the Area Redevelopment

Act (ARA) of 1961 (whose training provisions were later amalgamated into

MDTA), or earlier state equivalents of such federal legislation These

schemes were all of a “neighborhood” nature, training workers in or close

to the locality in which they lived, and all antedated the official War on

Poverty

It IS immediately apparent that one cannot transfer the benefit-cost

findings for the programs analyzed to some of the training schemes subse-

quently created in the War on Poverty In the Job Corps, for instance, the

* Thomas I Ribich, Educaltoa and Partrij, to be published by The Brookings Institution

Washington D C
* Federal Poverty Ptoirams—Assessment and Rttonanendahom, Report R-IIG (Arlington Va,

Institute for Defense Analyses, 1966)
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clientele is much more youthful, is trained away from its home environment,
and is provided with services in addition to training. And, correctly, reserva-
tions are usually expressed concerning the applicability of the earlier benefit-
cost results to such vastly different training programs.

The point to be made here is rather more specific. Neighborhood
training programs administered under MDTA or of a type similar to MDTA
are an integral part of the War on Poverty. But the writer believes that it is

totally incorrect to generalize from the training schemes mentioned above
for which benefit-cost analyses have been performed to these training schemes
dealing with the target population of the War on Poverty. Subsequent
sections of this paper will document this hypothesis, and will also examine
other more technical shortcomings of the published studies considered as

benefit-cost analyses of training programs.

Alternative Incomes

An examination of data as to what trainees in the various schemes could

have earned in the absence of training raises doubts as to whether they could

be considered to be “poor.” With regard to the Connecticut training pro-

grams, for instance, Borus estimates that the pretraining income of men in

his sample was $2,626.® The crucial fact that must be taken into account,

however, is that each man had only to support slightly over one extra person

in addition to himself. Now, the more sophisticated calculations of the

number of people in poverty in the United States, such as those of Mollie

Orshansky, use a sliding scale relating family income to family size. If

Orshansky’s criteria as to what constitutes poverty are used, the Connecticut

sample was far from being in the poverty group; an income of less than

$2,050 is necessary to classify a nonfarm family of two (both under age 65)

as being poor.^

Concerning the persons who entered the Massachusetts retraining

’ Michael E. Borus, The Economic Effectiveness of Retraining the Unemployed, Research

Report to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, No. 35 (Boston, Mass., The Federal Reserve

Bank of Boston, 1966). The income of the women in the sample ofBorus is simply irrelevant

to the matter under consideration. Indeed, for all practical purposes, we cannot draw any

benefit-cost conclusions concerning the training of women for subsequent employment

from his data. This is because “. .
.
probably less than 20 per cent of the women in the

sample were primary wage earners,” the rest being housewives living wth their husbands,

and widows and single girls living with their families. The sewing machine operators’ course

in which these women were enrolled was later terminated, one of the reasons for this action

being that “it attracted many women who were interested not in employment but rather

in the home uses of the course.”

* Mollie Orshansky, “Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty Profile,” Social

Security Bulletin, January 1965, pp. 3-29; excerpted in Monthly Labor Review, March 1965,

pp. 300-309.
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schemes, Page reports an average income of $2,847 “without retraining

Lacking data as to the number of dependents per trainee, we cannot judge

whether this group would be poor by Orshansky’s criteria But we do have

some additional information which throws a light on their individual

circumstances The Massachusetts training schemes had a feature unique

among all the programs for which benefit-cost analyses were performed,

in that trainees were charged tuition The average amount of tuition paid

by each trainee was $567 The true “opportunity costs” of participating in

the programs, or the total amount ofmoney sacrificed by each worker in the

course of training, was the somewhat higher figure of $784 ® It seems un-

likely that trainees who could spare this large an amount of real income could

also be classified as being below a poverty level which is, after all, based on
subsistence income requirements

Classification of the “Poor’*

Deciding whether trainees can be classified as “poor” on the basis of

their pretrammg incomes is, however, slightly hazardous An excellent

illustration of this fact can be taken from the study of Somers and Stroms-

dorfer Although no income data whatsoever are given, it is noted that

Many [of the trainees] worked m high paying coal mining occupations for years

before the period of unemployment which induced them to enroll for training

During the period ofunemploymentjust prior to their trauimg, on the other hand,

the earnings (other than government payments) of these people were zero or

close to zero ’

This information raises a very relevant question Should we consider a

person as being poor if his income this year is under our poverty line, even

though his income for many past years h<is annually exceeded this figure and

may well exceed it again m the future^ The obvious answer is no It is clear

that our primary concern is with those whose average annual “normal,”

“permanent,” or “lifetime” incomes are below the annual income level we

“have selected as demarcating the poverty group Clearly, income in any one

* David A Page, * Retraining Under the Manpower Development Act A Cost Benefit

Analysis,” Public Policj', 1964
* Ribich estimates the sum ofwhat the average Massachusetts trainee could have earned

during training plus tuition as being $2,361 Page’s data reveals that the average retraining

allowance was SI 577 Thus the true opportunity cost of retraining to the trainee was

$2,361 minus $1,577, or $784
* Gerald G Somers and Ernst \V Stromsdorfer, A Benejit Cost Analysts of Manpower

Retraining, The University of Wisconsin Industrial Relations Research Institute Repnnt

Series, No 64 (reprinted from the Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual Meeting, Indus

trial Relations Research Association, 1964)
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year can be a misleading indicator as to the numbers and composition of that
part of the total population which is in this category.® We shall see, however,
that there are other good reasons why the majority of trainees in the schemes
for which benefit-cost analyses were performed cannot be classified as being
poor in a permanent income sense.

Other Characteristics of Participants

When we turn to characteristics of the trainees other than income we
perceive immediately that these groups are hardly typical of the poor. Some
of the analysts compare the composition of trainees in their programs with
that of the unemployed, or otherwise infer that the unemployed was the

target group of the program they studied. Perhaps all that needs to be
stressed here is that the populations of the poor and of the unemployed are

not the same. But it will also be shown that, insofar as evidence concerning
the composition of trainees in the programs is available, this composition was
highly unrepresentative of the overall population of the unemployed.

One of the conclusions reached by Borus is that

:

The older, less educated, or long-time unemployed worker would, on the

average, have a lower probability of utilizing and benefiting from the retraining

than would other workers who entered the course.®

We can also suspect, from results in the Somers and Stromsdorfer study, that

the returns to training women in general are low. Yet when Borus compares

the characteristics ofworkers in his sample (all ofwhom qualified for training)

with those of the unemployed labor force in Connecticut, we find that these

® There are other more technical reasons why income in any one year is an inadequate

indicator of the population which is poor in a permanent income sense. According to the

Institute for Defense Analyses, income data for any given year lead to an overestimate of

numbers in this group because “In income classes below the average for all families, in any

given year the number of families whose incomes are below normal for them exceeds the

number with incomes above their normal level. In the following year, many of the families

whose incomes were temporarily below a certain level, say $3,000 per year, will be closer

to their normal income level and above $3,000 . . . The average normal income level of

families whose income in any given year is $3,000 tends to be greater, perhaps $3,250.”

• Michael E. Borus, “A Benefit-Cost Analysis of the Economic Effectiveness of Re-

training the Unemployed,” Tale Economic Essays, Fall 1964, pp. 371-430. As Borus points

out, a number of labor force characteristics, such as education, marital status, labor force

attachment, and number of dependents are highly correlated with the age of trainees.

Thus the fact that the average age of the men in his sample was more than 15 years below

that of the male civilian labor force has great significance, since the sample is automatically

unrepresentative of the latter populations when these secondary or independent variables are

considered. Thus, because the average age of the male sample was low, average educa-

tional attainment was significantly higher than the respective figures for the unemployed

male labor force and the male labor force in general.
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are precisely the groups that are underrepresented m the sample “ More-

over, a good question arises as to why the sample is even being compared

with the unemployed labor force in that State, since

approximately onc-third of the workers were cither employed (mainly the men)

or not in the labor force (mainly the women) at the time they took the aptitude

test for retraining

The last phrase in the quotation conveys the key to the whole question of

representation in the training programs for which the benefit-cost analyses

were performed The accent should be on the fact that not all applicants for

the training schemes were successful As Borus remarks about the Connecti-

cut training schemes, “the aptitude requirements appear to have been very

important m determining eligibility for the courses “ The rejection rate for

these Connecticut courses varied from a low of 1 7 per cent to a high of 64

per cent In the West Virginia training schemes surveyed by Somers and

Stromsdorfer, “rejects” (presumably those who failed similar tests) amounted

to the lesser proportion of 14 per cent of all applicants surveyed No direct

information is given regarding the selection procedures m the Massachusetts

training programs analyzed by Page, but the inference is that they did not

differ qualitatively from those employed m the other schemes surveyed, or

those that were to be employed later m the first years ofMDTA **

Selection In versus Selection Out

Statistics compiled on the national level for characteristics of trainees in

the early years of MDTA reveal the skewed distributions which can result

from the use ofsuch fairly stringent selection criteria The significance of the

selection tests is, of course, that the individuals who were least able or least

amenable to training were thereby culled out of the training process To use

a simile frequently encountered in discussion of MDTA, the trainees repre-

sented the “cream” of the human material available for training It is the

contention of this paper that the expenenre of the great majority of the

trainees in ftie early years oTMDTA and, in particular, in the programs lor

which benefit cost analyses have been performed is therefore of minor

interest to the poverty program They represent the group who might be

expected to rise out of a temporary situation of having low incomes without

Boms, The Economte EfficUrtntsi of Rttrmnuig tht Unemployed op cit

Thus in the conclusion to his paper. Page says that, On the national scale similar

results [to those m the Massachusetts iraimng prt^rams] may be expected from the MDA
program provided its administrators dcteminc what jobs are reasonably certain to be

available and then select individuals ftw rctnuning who arc unemployed or underemployed

and are willing, and polenliallj ivell qualified, to hedd these positions ’ (Emphasis added )
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the aid of subsidized training. The selection criteria, on the other hand,
excluded precisely those who might be expected to be “permanently” poor.

Something similar to the mechanism suggested in the last paragraph
could easily have operated in the last few years. This has been a period of
high aggregate demand and decreasing overall unemployment, and the type
of unemployed person who was selected for the early MDTA programs
could have been the major beneficiary of these trends.

Allocation of Training Slots

In the same period, however, high unemployment rates have persisted

among certain groups of workers. The intention of the 1963 and 1966

amendments to MDTA and the guidelines for MDTA in fiscal 1967 has

been to bring these groups into the program on a larger scale, without

sacrificing the efficiency objective of the elimination of “skill shortages.” Thus,

the guidelines for 1967 stipulate that 65 per cent of all training slots are to

be allocated to the “disadvantaged”; among others, youths, nonwhite

workers and other minority groups, persons with low academic achievement,

the long-term unemployed, the rural poor, and older workers.^^

The emphasis on training for the rural poor in this guideline is note-

worthy. MDTA and the poverty program have recently been attacked in

many quarters for their excessive concentration on urban problems. This

urban bias also happens to be typical of all of the programs for which benefit-

cost analyses were performed, with the possible exception of those studied

by Somers and Strorasdorfer.

The gradual redirection of MDTA and the creation of similar training

programs in the War on Poverty has meanwhile led other commentators

to stress that “at present, very little is known about the effectiveness of these

programs in raising the earnings of the groups they serve. It should be

noted that one of the writers subseribing to this viewpoint is Somers, a

coauthor of one of the earlier cost-benefit analyses of training programs.^*

The tendency to describe the clientele of these programs as “the disad-

vantaged” or the “specially disadvantaged” should also be noted. Whether

The other 35 per cent of the training slots are to be allocated so as to meet the problem

of emerging skill shortages, but again with the proviso that “These national goals have been

developed in recognition of the fact that some of the disadvantaged may be suitable for

training in skill shortage occupations. It is desirable to prepare disadvantaged workers for

jobs in these occupations insofar as it is feasible to do so.” Both this quotation and that

in the text are from Manpower Adminislration J\fotice J^o. 3-66, Office of the Manpower

Administrator, U.S. Department of Labor, April 1966.

Worth Bateman, “An Application of Cost-Benefit Analysis to the Work-Experience

Program,” American Economic Review (May 1967), p. 81.

3* Glen Cain and Gerald G. Somers, Retraining the Disadvantaged Worker (Madison, Wis.,

University of Wisconsin, 1966).
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these arc anything but euphemisms for dembing that group which tn a

permanent income sense one could describe as the poor will be left to the

reader to decide

Techniques Used in Past Analyses

To some extent the published benefit-cost analyses may be viewed as a

reaction to the information then (and now, predominantly) issued by
interested agencies to illustrate the benefits of training The latter generally

consists of data illustrating the improvement in the employment record of

trainees by a comparison between their pretraining status and their post-

traming status

There are two predominant reasons why such calculations are considered

unsatisfactory In the first place, employment, while important, may not

be the most important aspect of the trainee’s experience which we are

interested in examining Any gam m income may be as important to the

individual, and from the social point of view it is of interest to discover what

contnbution training programs can make to the objective of increasing

national income Another advantage of measuring the gam from training in

terms of income is that we can then compare both gams and costs through

the medium of the common numeratre ofmonty
The various analysts’ choice of the income of participants as being the

most important variable to be considered m benefit cost evaluation of train-

ing schemes is thus not unreasonable However, it should be noted that

neither improvements m income nor employment exhaust the possible

benefits that might result from these pre^rams

Before and After

The second objection to the usual method of estimating the gains from

training is due to the before traimng/after training nature of the comparisons

Now, if we wish to isolate the gams from training, what we really want to

know IS how the participants in the training schemes fared after they had

completed training compared with how they would have fared had they

not undergone training Before and after comparisons of the records of

trainees may not satisfy this criterion, because cyclical conditions can change

from the pretraining to the posttraimr^ period, affecting the individual’s

economic prospects irrespective of whether he receives training or not

While differences abound between the various studies in the particular

techniques used to solve this second problem, most of the analysts made use

of “control groups” with similar characteristics to those of the trainees
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Regression analysis was generally employed to allow for the effects of any
remaining dissimilarities between the control group and the trainees. The
income records of the trainees for a period of at least a year following
training were next compared with those of the members ofthe control group,
any differences being assumed attributable to the effects of training. Assump-
tions were then made as to the time period over which gains to training were
assumed to persist, and any gains to training revealed by the short-run
analysis were accordingly extrapolated into the future. The “present value”
of all gains to training was then calculated by applying a discount rate to all

benefits to training assumed to occur in future years. The final step was the

comparison of the present value figure for benefits with that for the cost of

training.

The Three Parties to Training

Costs and benefits to training were computed for three different parties

in past studies : the individual trainees, society as whole, and the government.

The calculations for the first two groups resemble those generally employed

in both earlier and later empirical research on the returns to investment in

education. Thus it is clear that if training results in a higher income, then

benefits to the individual should be calculated net of any increases in taxes

or decreases in transfer payments accompanying this higher income. Costs

to the individual are “opportunity coste” : the income that would otherwise

accrue during the training period minus any wage or transfer payment

allocated for participation, plus any excess personal expenses (such as

transport costs) directly attributable to engaging in training.

The social calculation reflects our interest in training programs as

measures designed to increase national output. The measurements of how

far training satisfies this “efficiency” or “allocative” objective are a little

more complex. There is wide agreement on one issue: that the benefits to

society should include any increases in taxes paid as a result of training

augmenting earning capacity. In other words, the gains from training to

society are the total gains in real output. On the cost side, some differences

exist in the treatment of subsidies or other transfer payments to trainees.

The decision ofBorus and Ribich to exclude such payments is surely correct,

since they do not involve real costs to society.

Who Benefits from Training?

The reasoning in the various studies as to the parties who benefited from

training carries certain implications for the social benefit-cost calculations

which were apparently not realized by all authors of previous analyses.
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Thus Borus views those who benefited from training as being the workers

who used their training in subsequent employment Page regards the

“products” of the training pre^ams he studied as being the workers who
completed the courses and proceeded to use the training they had received

m subsequent employment Somers and Stromsdorfer are the only analysts

who do not feel that employment in a training related field is the critenon of

whether workers benefited from training Their argument is that

Even when they were not hired in occupations for which they ivere trained, the

traming may have had a crucial influence on the trainees’ future employment

success They gained some versatility, and many employers preferred them

because these workers had demonstrated sufficient ambition and sense of

discipline to enter and complete a tratnmg course

But It should be noted that Somers and Stromsdorfer still view the “product”

of their programs as being the number of people who graduated from the

programs

These formulations of the benefits from training affect cost calculations

for the programs For, if we view the products of training programs as being

the workers who use their training, the number of graduates or even more

restnctively the number of graduates who proceed to use their traming,

consistency requires that we should also calculate costs on this basis This is

not, however, the procedure followed in the Somers and Stromsdorfer study,

where costs are computed on a “per enroUee” basis

Regarding the “object” of training schemes as being the production of

graduates or workers who proceed to use their training could have some

side effects which may or may not be regarded as desirable For instance, if

the costs of processing and partially traimng dropouts are charged up as a

cost of producing graduates, much more attention might be paid by project

sponsors to ensunng that few potential dropouts enter the training schemes

This could be done by greater selectivity m recruitment Such a procedure

might be regarded, from one point of view, as being desirable On the

other hand, one feels that the adoption of this type of procedure would

severely militate against the usefulness of MDTA schemes in heljiing the

disadvantaged As has already been demonstrated, this is precisely the

group which is likely to be excluded from training programs if stringent

selection cnteria are used

But have the authors of the various benefit cost analyses reasoned cor-

rectly as to the minimum conditions which have to be fulfilled before it can

be shown that retraining benefits a worker^ In two ofthe studies, the trouble

may simply anse from a variant of what Keats has called “the sheepskin

psychosis” in this case the idea that the “product” of the training schemes

is, at the lowest common denominator, the enroUee who completes training
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Now, the principal aim of training in an antipoverty context must be to

raise the incomes of participants in the schemes by raising individual capa-
bilities for self-support. The reasoning of Somers and Stromsdorfer—that a
graduate may derive benefits from the training process even if he does not
proceed to work in a training-related occupation—^is persuasive. But there

is no reason to stop here. It is obvious that some benefit might be derived

from a course even though it is not formally completed. If, for instance, a
trainee completes 14 weeks ofan 18 week course and then obtains a job with
another employer in which he proceeds to use the skill he was taught in the

course, one implication we might draw is that the length of time required to

complete training was originally overestimated. In such a case, we would
surely credit the training scheme with an individual “success,” even though
formal completion requirements were not strictly adhered to.

Nor can a trainee who remained for a considerable length of time in a
course and then obtained a job in which he made no use of the particular

skills taught be automatically counted a “failure.” For instance, the MITCE
project [the project which is the subject of this proposal-Editor] lays con-

siderable emphasis on accustoming its predominantly rural clients to the

discipline and personal habits involved in successfully holding down a job

in the nonagricultural sector of the economy. It could well be that some of

these characteristics rub off onto MITCE trainees who fail to complete

courses, and are subsequently of use to them in obtaining employment.

Effects on Output and Employment

A large thorn in all benefit-cost calculations—individual, social and

governmental—is the type ofassumption to be made about conditions in the

job market in which training takes place. In making his calculations of the

social gains from training, Borus does not subtract the income earned by

the control group from the earnings oftrainees as do, for instance, Somers and

Stromsdorfer. The reasoning of Borus is based on two assumptions: that the

jobs filled by trainees were in “skill-shortage” occupations and would

otherwise not have been filled, and that the trainees were either previously

unemployed or had jobs in which they could easily be replaced by

previously unemployed workers. If these assumptions are correct, the whole

of the income of the trainees in their new jobs represented a net gain to

society.

The procedure of subtracting control group income from trainee income

employed by Somers and Stromsdorfer and implicit in Page’s study, how-

ever, only suggests that the gains from training to society are the stun of the

gains in income to individual trainees from working more often and possibly

at higher rates of pay after training.
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Vacuum Effects

Neither ofthese assumptions could be described as polar In another recent

paper of which Borus is a coauthor,** it is pointed out that the social gams
to training could be greater than the entire income of the trainee, if filling a
skill-shortage job creates complementary demands for labor and hence

raises the income of other workcn The process whereby other members of

the labor force arc “sucked” into jobs vacated by the trainees or comple-

mentary to those newly occupied by the trainees is desenbed as a “vacuum
effect ” On the other hand, both Page and Somers and Stromsdorfer discuss

in their papers the possibility that “trained” ivorkers could simply be

absorbing jobs which might otherwise go to unskilled workers

Similar issues obviously also affect the benefit-cost calculations for the

government and, less obviously, for the individual *• ^Vhlle the importance

of such effects is evident, it u also clear that the weight to be attached to

them cannot be decided a prion, but will vary with the individual project

and conditions tn the local job market

Opcstions about how long the gams to training are likely to penut have

also raised complications in past analyses Some of these difficulties are

directly attnbutable to the assumption of Borus and Page that the gains to

training are linked to subsequent employment in training-related occupa-

tions If, as has already been suggested, this criterion of the gams to training

IS too narrow and should be abandoned, then these associated difficulties

also disappear In any case, since the benefits provided are thought to mean
the di/Tcrence between the "employability” and “unemployability” of

trainees in the nonrural sector of the economy, it seems entirely reasonable

to calculate the gains from training on a lifetime basis

Nonmonetary Benefits

Those who have viewed the process ofeducation as “investmentm human
capital” and have sought to obtain estimates of the returns to this m\ estment

often have been accused of failing to measure a whole gamut ofnonmonetary

benefits deriving from education This category of effects includes possible

** Einar Hardin and Michael E Boiw, “An Economic Evaluation of the Retraining

Program m Michigan Methodological ProWems of Research," to be included m the forth

coming 1966 Proetedings ef the Ammem Stalutual Atsonalion, Bustness and Eeonomu Statistics

Section

** Boms provides us with an illustration of the latter point in his analysis when in cal

dilating the benefits of training to (be individiial he allows for the possibility that non

trainees m his sample subsequently entered jobs which used skills taught m the training

courses



A Critique of Cost-Benefit Annlj'SK of Training
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benefits to the individual such as increased ps\-cliic satis:acl:on. a.,

benefits to society such as ha%-ing a bett^ educated e:Ktcr5

benefit-cost analysts tvho have evaluated training schei*-cs

in the supposed tradition of other empirical invKtigators c: me

education: they pay lip-sertnce to the presence of sucn moirev.!.

le:;

O!

but do not attempt to measure them.

It should not be thought that these indirect effects have been ign.rec a
the literature on human capital.^" It is even a mistake to sugger. mat tne^e

factors are usually not treated in benefit-cost terms because a collar sign

cannot always be attached to their value: this underestimates me mger.utrv

of researchers in the field.^® It is nevertheless true that more suqitctrvs

measures would have to be employed in the evaluatioa of some of tr.ese

benefits.

However, there is less need to be defensive about the failure to measure

these effects in benefit-cost analyses of antipovert},’ training schemes, forttvo

reasons. In the first place, many ofthe effectsouthned above are thought to be

particular advantages flo'wing from a general education rather than from

vocational training.

Secondly, the context in which the programs are being conducted should

be remembered. As Ribich sa^-s,

The aim of the war [on povert)'], after all, is essentially an economic one, a.nd it

is directed against a particular enemy—lotv incomts. Education, as v.-dl as
other antipoverty tactics, may have a good many economic and noneconomic
byproducts; but the matter of relative efEricnc)’ in raising the incomes of the
poor would seem to be overshadotving.

These arguments constitute sufficient reasons, in our opinion, for ooncentra-
ting on the monetary effects of training.

I this connection, RihirJiV i

Indintrial Relations ,

the miter as bang espSiaily
* ^ of education on delinquency

19W).
stro=



Part

Six

Manpower

and Educational

Planning

Investments in education and other forms of manpower development do
not pertain to a timeless state or society. One of the basic features differen-

tiating human from physical capital is the relatively longer lead-time

requirements which the former demands. For this reason, and also because

much of the formation of hiunan capital is the responsibility of the public

sector, manpower and educational planning takes on new significance.

Advance planning and anticipation of economic and social change are pre-

requisite to fruitful investments in human capital for a nation, just as they

are for corporations developing long-run plans. The national manpower and

educational planning task, however, is complicated by the multiple objectives

that prevail in this area. Mixed public and private decision making is

inherent to manpower planning which is subject to human resource be-

havior. Moreover, estimation of the levels and stages of economic growth

is also required where growth itself is a hypothesized function of human
capital formation in the future.

The authors of the contributions that follow direct their attention to a

broad range of related manpower and educational planning issues and prob-

lems in both developed and developing nations. Mary Jean Bowman 30

presents an overview ofplanning needs and techniques. Her study is followed
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by Gottfried Bombach’s discussion 31 of manpower planning in developed

nations One ofthe key questions facing the developing nations is the optional

amount of investment in education—an issue faced by Anthony Bottomlcy

32 The concluding selection by Mark Blaug is a comparison of alternative

approaches to educational planning 33



Perspectives on Education

and Development

30

The rising popularity of analysis of

human resources in relation to

economic development must be

handled carefully to avoid what
MaryJeanBowman ofthe University

ofChicago terms a “manpower plan-

ning theology.” Even though literacy

increases appear to bear a historical

relationship to patterns of develop-

ment, Bowman notes that the

“residual” approach can over-

explain economic growth. Tradi-

tional rate-of-return studies serve

MARY JEAN BOWMAN

many important purposes if used

properly, and analyses of costs and
benefits may be applied in an in-

centive and behavioral sense with

validity. Manpower and educational

planning, as currently practiced,

tends to be a rigid technical book-

keeping process which too frequently

fails to recognize the comple-

mentarity and substitution charac-

teristics of hrnnan capital.

A-t no time since the mercantilists, with their emphasis on the importance

of “art and ingenuity,” has human resource development occupied so

important a place in the mcdn stream of economic thought as it does today.

And never, I suspect, have so many battles raged concerning methods and

interpretations in both research and planning practice. Meanwhile, we are

at a stage when progress in understanding is almost unavoidably accom-

panied by the multiplication of confusion and of respectable but dangerous

fallacy. Much of this multiplication, both positive and negative, emerges at

the points at which researcher, policy maker and planning technician should

converge.

Reprinted from Mary Jean Bowman, “Perspectives on Education and Development,”

International Development Review 6 (September 1964), pp. 3-7, with the permission of the

author and publkher.
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I am starting from the research end What do we know that is so, what

do we “know” that is not so, and how do we know these things^ Planning

practice starts with one or another set of assumed answers to many of the

most critical questions And what planners do, if it has any impact, in turn

conditions the relationships the researcher is studying

Given the vast scope of my topic and the recent proUferation ofwntmg
and talking about it, I shall have to be highly selective and unjustifiably

dogmatic In fact, I shall be deliberately dogmatic on some of the most

disputed issues Incidentally, I shall be particularly summary in disregarding

the great diversity of subjects which arc sometimes included under the label

“manpower planmng ” My remarks will be organized under three mam
headings

Education and National Income

I start on this one by making a set of assertions In cross country com-

parisons, both for all countries and for subsets classified by energy resources,

Anderson and I found that per capita incomes in the 1930’s explained

enrollment rates m the 1930’s much better than enrollment rates of the 1930’s

explained income in the 1950’s As of the I950’s, no country with less than a

40% adult literacy rate had a measured per capita income in excess of

S200 with one exception, m which oil dominated the picture Below 40%
literacy, there was almost no education income correlation This suggests a

mimmum threshold educational diffusion level at about 40% as a pre-

condition of development

It is not true that the countries that first industrialized took off with

literacy confined to a small minonty Anderson has accumulated evidence

indicating male literacy rates of over 40% in England and France before the

beginning stages of the factory system In Russia at the end of the 19th

century, education was lagging Nevertheless, two thirds or more of the

urban males were literates and, taking males and females together, urban

Uteracy exceeded 40%
It IS not true that literacy is ofrelatively imnor importance for agricultural

progress Moreover, progress in agnculture is a sine qua non for substantial,

sustained growth On this, I refer you to the new book by T W Schultz on

Transforming Traditional Agriculture, which I consider a remarkable httle work,

outclassing his book and articles on education

Though the 40% adult Uteracy I have reiterated may be a necessary con-

dition for development, it is not a sufiiaent condition—and neither are

higher leveb of schooling Even m the 1950’s, there were a few Asian

countries with over 40% literacy but mcomes under S200 It is probable that

m the 1960’s and 1970’s, there will be such low income countries with adult
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literacy as high as 60%, for the worldwide education drive is putting
schooling out in front of other development efforts and strategies in many
countries of the eastern hemisphere.

It is probably true that emergence today requires a higher level of
schooling for more people than in earlier periods—even when we correct
for the fact that generalizations to this effect typically make tacit assumptions
of a much more rapid pace of change. The reasons for the higher schooling

requirements are various, but I would note especially the importance of the
transformation of communication systems and of the levels of education
among the peoples of other countries with which the newly emergent must
compete and interact. The necessary minima are higher, but they are not at

80 or 90% adult literacy. The extreme Addis Ababa and Karachi plans of

priorities for universal primary education have no economic justification.

Most readers of this journal are probably familiar, at least to some
extent, with the so-called “residual” and the efforts by Schultz and Denison

to measure education’s contributions to national income growth in the

United States, The “residual” in this context is the part of national income

growth that remains unexplained in econometric studies of aggregate

inputs of labor and of physical capital as conventionally measured. Such

work has come up with residuals in several European countries as well as

in the United States running to over half of total income growth.

Though Schultz and Denison used quite different methods and were

interested in different sets of problems, they converged in approximating

what I have termed elsewhere a base-year rental-value measure of contri-

butions of education to growth. This amounts to assuming that the income

differential associated with a given differential in education in the base-year

(after certain base-year adjustments for ability, parental status, etc.) will

measure what the same level of education embodied in a member of the labor

force will contribute to national product in other years. More technically,

this is a constant marginal returns assumption. On this basis, Denison

estimated for the period 1929-1957 increases in education per worker

accounted for 23% of national income growth; this was about two fifths of

the residual.

It is important to remind ourselves, when considering such estimates,

that they do not in fact test anything about relations between inputs and

outputs. Over the period 1929-1957 in the United States, the estimates have

a very reasonable look. National income rose substantially and the estimates

credited education with an important part of the increase but still left a

plausible amount to be explained by unmeasured improvements in organiza-

tion and in the quality of physical capital. These changes all worked

together. But, things do not necessarily come out so neatly.

To take an extreme example, though results are very satisfactory for

Russia since 1950, over the period from the middle 1920’s to 1940 growth in
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per capita income is already over explained by conventional inputs even

without counting the substantial increases in per capita education at all

The Schultz Demson type of treatment of education apphed to this penod

m Russia would “explain” still more ofwhat did not happen

There is plenty ofreason to expect equally nonsensical results ifwe apply

such models over the coming decade or so in many developing countries

—

especially when imtial education related income differentials are large

Indeed, we are already seeing the evidence in the growing problems of

urban unemployment in those countnes

Schultz and Denison do not generalize Irom their empirical findings for

the Umted States So to generalize is quite irresponsible Nevertheless, their

findings are being misapplied around the world—and sometimes by men of

high levels of supposed expertise, certified under the wing of international

agencies, as well as in the utterances of small politicos The fact that what

education can do depends upon other, complementary developments (as

well as vice vena) is conveniently but unjustifiably ignored

Gtnerahzation ofeducation as a panacea can be dangerous demagoguery It leads

to wastes m the allocation of scarce resources that may impede not only

economic development but even, in the longer view, the diffusion of educa-

tion Itself It leads to faulty diagnoses of reasons for failures and erroneous

prescriptions for their cure Irresponsibility and organized violence among
youth IS aggravated by frustrations that follow upon exaggerated notions of

what schools can do Paradoxically, perhaps, the over selling of education

as an investment can aggravate the problem ofdiscrepancies between private

and social economic returns to schooling, supporting the persistence and

even the expansion of soaally discconomic sinecures Equally serious, in my
judgment, is the fact that the other things education can do for individuals

and societies tend to recede almost into invisibibty, no matter how much
we may pay them hp service

Private Cost-Benefit Comparisons

A great cloud ofsmoke has been generated by the arguments over one

versus another approach to planmng and the associated attacks on

“raargmahsm,” “opportunity costs” and "the rate of return approach
”

There is a little real fire, to be sure, but it is not at all commensurate with

the smoke Moreover, with all this smoke m our eyes, we no longer see the

important potentials in use ofpnvate cost benefit compansons as instruments

of behavioral analysis and hypothesis testing, quite aside from their po-

tentials as social accounting first approximations

The mam arguments are not Russian versus American In fact the earhest

apphcation of this family of analytical modds was probably Strumilm’s 1924
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studies in Leningrad—which he revised and republished in 1960. The first

comparable approach was that of Ray Walsh in the United States in the
early 1930’s, and recent refinements of the method and extensions of its

theory and applications have been in the United States.

All of these studies, old and new, have in common the use of earned
income differences associated with differences in schooling as a basis for

deriving estimates of both private and societal returns or benefits. All take

into account the entire life-income stream and compare alternative life-

income streams. All include forgone student incomes as a cost, though in

some cases this is made explicit whereas in others it slips in under other

labels.

The most important Russian-American difference is in treatment of the

age-experience component of incomes, and this is where the “rate-of-return

approach” gets it label and its Western coloration. Strumilin handled age and
experience by a statistical standardization procedure and then compared
age standardized differentials in life-income totals without discounting. The
American work incorporates the interest concept as the means by which

income streams with different time sequence patterns may be compared.

Recent studies compute the “internal rate of return” that would equate the

costs and returns associated with a given increment (and type) of education.

These rates provide a simple way of comparing alternative investments.

The value of rate-of-return models for behavioral analysis of economic

processes depends upon the extent to which markets are the mechanism

through which an economy is coordinated. But their usefulness in such

economies does not depend upon the existence of pure competition or upon

allocative neutrality in goverrunent monetary and fiscal policies, or upon

the extent of participation by government in direct production, or even on

the non-existence of materials and manpower drafting.

So long as large market-coordinated sectors remain, the investment

theory and rate-of-return studies of education and their kin can serve many

purposes. They help explain income distribution patterns, they contribute

to a much sharper analysis of the various economic versus other elements in

demands for schooling and the incidence of drop-outs, they point to

inefficiencies and distortions in the allocations of resources to schooling and

in the functioning of markets for utilization of human skills. And, they open

up important routes into the study of the economics of on-the-job training

and learning and the roles of enterprise (both private and public) in human

resource development.

In itself any particular empirical rate-of-return estimate is of course

derived from a cross-section of education-income-age associations in a

particular time and place. As such, these are not econometric analyses of

growth. However, multiplication of such studies in time sequence in a par-

ticular country and in different countries can begin to ^ve them growth
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dimensions Demonstrations of their feasibility and some of what they can

reveal for less developed countnes have begun—notably for Mexico and

India Others will certainly follow

One of the most evident and important of the contributions of rate of

return study in a growth context is in the tracing and interpretation of

vanous sequences in distributions of incomes and of private cost benefit

relationships as these may both condiuon and reflect self investments and

investments by enterpnses in human resource development

Dropping the precision, real or illusory, of rate of return computations

and yet retaimng the basic investment theory that underlies them it is pos

sible to extend cost benefit assessments to incorporate a wide range of past

and potential future work on opportumty perceptions and incentives as they

shape and are shaped by development Such work can be of vital importance

in the advance of our understanding of the roles of education in growth

With a few important exceptions, the work in this area has suffered from

interdisciphnary myopia

Equally important is the freeing of research from the blinders too often

imposed by unquestioned acceptance of particular institutional constraints

A cost benefit approach to analysis of the history of apprenticeship in

England and its metamorphosis or to the roles of government and private

enterprise in human resource development m Meiji (and modern) Japan
could provide most illununaung insights So could an incentive and response

analysis of the history of development and utilization of qualified manpower
in Soviet Russia, though the structuring and components of the incentive

systems are different in many ways

Complementarities and Substitutabilities

Notions about substitutabibucs and complementarities permeate much
of the work ofboth academic researchers and planmng pracutioners deahng

with education and manpower This is mcvitable, for whether the assump

tions are exphcit or merely imphcit they are often of key importance to

imderstandmg what and how educational endeavor, of what kinds, may
contribute to growth It is helpful to distinguish two sets of production

functions

1 Those that define the ranges of substitution and complementarity m the forma

tion of human competencies

2 Those that characterize actual and potential combinations of human resources

with each other and with other faettursm producUon

Economists and many upper echelon educators would do well to pay

greater heed to sociological research as it is contributing evidence concerning
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technical substitutabilities and complementarities in human resource
development. For example:

1. The products of schools are in fact products ofjoint inputs of digging
sticks or tractors, sanitation or hookworm, radios, advertisers, books and
black magic. Strategies developed in disregard of what exists and might be
done outside school doors are disregarding important complementarities and
are not likely to be the most efficient. This is not just a matter of curriculum
adaptation. Our ignorance is great here, but there is also much unused
knowledge.

2 . Substitutabilities between vocational training on the job and in

school are not as extensive as is often assumed. This is the source of many
fallacious educational recommendations. Schools are well adapted to

prepare men to be able to learn on the job, but these two kinds and loci of

learning are more often complements than substitutes.

3. Motivations and opportunity perceptions are important parameters

of learning in addition to their significance with respect to school con-

tinuation rates and choices among types of schooling. Moreover, these

perceptions are usually more rational than the pronouncements of so-called

experts might suggest.

4. Development of innovative behavior is a function of entire systems of

opportunity and career patterns and of participation in innovative endeavor.

This goes beyond the usual conception of input-output relations to other

dimensions of complementarities and to negative as well as positive inputs

into human development. Schools that demonstrate innovative behavior

are rare indeed.

5. As Kenneth Arrow argued in his “Learning by Doing,” human

resource development is a function of the stimulus of continuously changing

technologies, and these are associated in turn with gross rates of investment

in physical capital.

Whereas planners tend to ignore significant complementarities among

inputs into human resource development and to see others upside down, the

biases in manpower planning all tend toward disregard of potential

substitutabilities in the utilization of skills and other factors in production.

This can be amply documented from manpower planning experience. It

has a number of unfortunate consequences. Briefly:

1. There is circularity in identification of manpower requirements to

start with. John Vaizey developed this theme in one of his papers for an ILO

conference of experts last year, and it has been often recognized, but as

generally ignored in practice. Empirical evidence amply demonstrates the

wide range of alternatives in resource combinations among societies and over

a period of time.

2. When manpower assessments are attempted in any detail, and are

taken seriously, they are very likely to lead to waste in over-training and in
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training that is in fact inappropriate in the light of limited resources and

forgone opportunities

3 Manpower planning creates and aggravates dysfunctional in-

flexibilities assoaated with the diploma mentality and certification for entry

to various kinds ofjob and career channels Here, again, a perverted con-

ception of “standards” is involved The idea of standards is relative and of

standard raising as a process in socio econonuc progress dies at birth

4 Detailed manpower plans, if taken seriously, ramify into detailed

controls that discourage innovative and adaptive behavior

5 The fixed factor proportion approach in manpower planning is part

of the ngtdifying view of school systems and certifications that blocks

expenmentation and innovation in institutional arrangements for human
resource development and in efforts within existing agencies and institutions

Partly this problem is associated with the pre-occupation with schools as

the agencies for human resource development But it is a matter also of

arrangements that encourage or discourage creative endeavors in which

students and faculty participate to overcome obstacles and solve problems

The early history of American land grant institutions demonstrates some

advantages of poverty

6 These same ngidifying assumptions (if acted upon in practice) will

mean a failure to mobilize available human and other resources for education

Itself Fortunately, in practice the planning models (and the “standards”)

break down when pressures are too great, what makes a “teacher,” for

example, takes on relative dimensions in the dynamics of development

through time and the bottlenecks arc thereby broken m some degree But

the compromises reached m this way are considerably less than second-best

solutions

7 The large scale errors that accompany ngidified large scale planning

tend to lead to wasteful cover-up actions to conceal the errors This is

politically almost inevitable

Some Concluding Remarks

Having aired a number of judgments and prejudices with rather

unaccustomed restraint, I shall conclude in the same vein, with two

propositions that I would urge upon you The first is a special, limited one—
the case for public encouragement ofwhat I have elsewhere termed “infant

training industries ” The second is more general, concerning search processes

and the assessment ofalternatives in a more analytical and creative approach

to human resource development planning

The most significant truth m the “technological dualism” thesis concerns

gaps in development complementarities with respect to skills that are best
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acquired on the job. There can be a vicious circle problem in this. The
costs of training an entire group discourage the establishment of the kinds of
enterprise that would provide the learning opportunities to develop the labor
force to attract the enterprise, and so forth. One alternative has been the

international package transfer of entire operations, with their physical

capital, directors, engineers, skilled and even semi-skilled operatives. The
extent to which this has occurred historically is sometimes forgotten. Even
England was helped at an early stage by importation of weavers from
Flanders. Entire industries came into the United States with European
migrants. Russia imported men along with equipment in the early iron

works. Japan’s package importations were dramatic and deliberate strategy

for investment in the development of native know-how, initially at govern-

ment expense. The case for one or another public program to protect and
encourage training programs in industrial enterprises—and to foster

establishment of such enterprises in developing countries—^is a strong one

provided the subsidized undertakings form the seed-bed for diffusion and
multiplication of skills.

If “planning” means anything at all, it must entail some sort of selection

among alternatives and logically this means some sort of social cost-benefit

assessment. Otherwise what is called “planning” degenerates into mecha-

nistic displays of technical virtuosity, at the one extreme, or of humdrum,

automatic and very erroneous bookkeeping, at the other, along with

“projections” that are neither accurate predictions nor plans. Attacks by

some on rate-of-return estimates and opportunity costing as criteria of use in

social decision making are perfectionist, on the one hand—defeatist, on the

other. The tests by which these tools are pronounced inadequate could not

be met by the methods used instead. Moreover, most of these criticisms

take far too narrow a view of the opportunity cost concept and then throw

out the whole apparatus of evaluation of alternatives just because simplistic

reification is not justified.

Instead of attempting to measure what can be measured and then going

on to weigh the other considerations, even the partial measures are dis-

carded. Too often, the straight-jackets of technocratic manpower planning

are donned instead. The very inelasticities that were called up to battle

marginal analysis as inapplicable are argued as necessitating manpower

planning in utter disregard of the fact that inelasticities virtually guarantee

that unless the economy is stagnant such planning will promulgate large-scale

error.

Rarely are decisions deliberately decentralized to hedge against such

error. Neither are flexibility protections built into the planning of education

and training to min imize lead times in specialization, to maximize readiness

for training, or to locate specialized training close to the job and the

employer. Moreover, having both discarded deliberative assessment of
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alternatives forgone and by passed the whole problem of the continuous

obsolescing of skills, technocratic planners are embarrassed by job mobility

A natural response has been costly cover up expedients to force fits

As I see the planner's task, it should be almost the opposite of this The
core of It IS m search and companson—m both the lai^e and the small

The planner must search for strategic and instrumental variables and for

openings in the institutional constraints—not only for direct public action

but to induce development supportive behavior over a wide range Re-

searchers have not yet begun to take on their share of the task and commum-
cation IS hampered by theologies Pracutioncr-technicians have multiplied

to fill the gap The result tends to be increased competence in the avoidance

of minor mistakes—and in the repeubon of big ones The result is also bias

toward more and more centralizauon of decisions with a concomitant

routimzing of decision processes, which become automatically imitative

rather than analytical, deliberate and creative
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Long-Term Requirements

for Qualified Manpower
in Relation to Economic Growth

Integration of the demand require-

ments for manpower and educational

planning constitutes one of the more
difficult tasks facing developed and

less-developed countries alike. Gott-

fried Bombach, visiting professor at

Stanford University, describes some
of his manpower forecasting ex-

periences while he was with OECD.
A three-stage linkage is needed in

that national output growth must

GOTTFRIED BOMBACH

be translated into future manpower
requirements followed by identifica-

tion of output of the educational

system. Needless to say, the requisite

analyses are encumbered by a variety

of analytical problems in manpower
forecasting in a developed country

—

the emphasis of Bombach ’s article.

Introduction

The author of this paper is no expert in the field ofeconomics ofeducation.

In particular he has not been able to study carefully the extensive literature

published in this area during recent years. For this reason the paper will have

some shortcomings but . . . perhaps some of the advantages of a contribu-

tion from an outsider.

In the discussion on the applicability ofeconometric methods in economic

Reprinted from Gottfried Bombach, “Long-Term Requirements for Qualified Manpower

in Relation to Economic Growth,” Economic Aspects of Higher Education (Paris: Organisation

for Economic Co-Operation and Development, 1964), pp. 201-21, wth the permission

of the author and publisher.
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forecasting, the author has been mainly on the side of the pessimists Never-

theless an attempt is made here to consider whether some of the methods

developed for economic forecastingmay be successfully applied to forecasting

manpower requirements

In the field of educational policy, a distinction is made between the

manpower requirementi approach and the “cultural” approach This paper deals

largely v«£h the manpoiver requirements approach its mam concern is

the translation of the growth of real product into requirements for man-

power, mainly highly skilled labor, regardless of whether the starting point

is a certain growth target or a mere projection

It IS impossible, however, to leave the “cultural” approach aside As

stated in another paper, education has both snscational and cultural signifi-

cance to the individual In the Svcnnilson report* the term “education as

consumption per se" has been used, and we have to take into account this

component of total demand when the problem of income elasticity of de-

mand for education is discussed later in thisstudy In addition to this, society

may have certain cultural targets besides the growth target Here again we
are confronted with the problem of a conversion of targets into require-

ments

It IS useless to stress the enormous difficulties of any scientifically based

medium or long-term forecast of manpower requirements by type of skill

Because of the obvious obstacles and unfortunate experience of the past, it

»

advisable to refrain entirely from such projections

The first argument is that we do not really need such projections because

there « no danger of ivhat is usually called “over-education ” Educational

policy should simply follow the principle of promoting education to the

extent the available resources of society allow There is no danger of “over-

production ”

Briefly, the argument seems sound as far as the general level of education

IS concerned It is in fact hard to believe that there could be a general over-

supply ofhighly skilled labor in the next ten or twenty years One has only to

think of the export of skilled labor to developing countries, a demand which

is practically unlimited Furthermore, it should be borne m mind that m a

modern society, with its ever increasing productivity, working time becomes

shorter and shorter, so that higher educaUonal standards on a broad basis are

required to enable men to spend increasing leisure time in a useful way
However, it is not that one thinks so much m terms of total require-

ments (in the sense of a rather meaningless aggregate) but rather m terms

of the ngkt balance, i e , the structure of manpower requirements by type

of profession or skill Even though one cannot imagine a general over-

education, senous structural disequibbna may arise as experienced m the

* Sec Targetsfor Education in Europe w 1970, OECD Washington Conference, 16-20 Oct

1961, Para 24 el seq
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past. When the danger of “intellectual unemployment” or even the develop-
ment of an “academical proletariat” is described, this is, to the author’s
mind, not so much the risk of a general over-supply of highly educated men
but rather a partial over-production.

The very sense of long-term manpower-requirement projections, there-

fore, is to avoid structural disequilibria, i.e., serious bottlenecks in one field

and over-supply in another. Financial resources for education are limited;

expenditure on education has to compete with other important public

expenditure such as defense and infra-structure. There must be some
guarantee that the available funds are used in an optimum way, and this

can be done only by keeping the right proportions. We have to avoid as far

as possible what in the Svennilson report is called unbalanced educational

investment.

It might be argued that in our society the mobility between sectors,

professions and functions is so great that there is no need to watch this

structural aspect; certain structural disequilibria are unavoidable, but will

soon be overcome by the high degree of flexibility. In a state of complete

flexibility this might be so. We are, however, very far from that and it is

unnecessary to quote the many examples. Policies are recommended in order

to achieve a higher degree ofmobility, but one has to be careful in case higher

flexibility does not in turn lower quality.

Education is a life-long asset. As is typical for other such assets, one can

observe a clear tendency toward theformation ofvarious types ofcycles.

First there is the problem of replacement. At present one can find in

almost all branches a rather irregular age structure. The consequence of

these irregularities is the famous replacement cycle, known as the echo principle

in the business cycle theory.

There is also the cob-web cycle. If in a certain profession demand exceeds

supply, salaries will go up. This will induce young men to take up this

particular career. If the education period is long, supply will not be affected

at an early stage; salaries ^vill remain high, and an increasing number of

people might decide in favor of this career, even though dynamically,

potential supply is already above demand. Finally, the situation will be

just the contrary, i.e., supply exceeding demand and consequent low

salaries.

One of the main purposes of the manpower requirements projections

is to avoid just this type offluctuation which necessarily has an adverse effect

on economic development and gives rise to serious personal hardships.

The individual has only a very limited insight into the dynamic position

ofsupply and demand. He is inclined to make his decisions on the immediate

market structure which is intransparent to a large extent. The additional

information to be provided by the projections is the transparency of the

market situation over time.
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The Impact of Economic Growth

on Manpower Requirements

The following is a summary ofa longer study which the author is under-

taking for OECD, except that all technical details have been omitted The
major part of the methods described apply to developed countnes only

PROJECTIONS OR TARGETS FOR GNP

Our main concern is the translation of a certain growth of real product

into manpower requirements The first question from where the estimate

of the future rate of growth should be taken, is a crucial one This is easy

if there exists a certain grcwlh target as adopted by OECD member countnes

(50 per cent growth of real product for the decade ending 1970) In such a

case the type ofmodel used is a decision model rather than a projection model

It 13 a decision model in that it contains a target variable (a certain rate of

growth of GNP)
,
a certain number of tnslrumenl variables and some autonomous

variables A variable has to be considered as an instrument variable if the

authority interested in the projection u able to infiuence that particular variable

and at the same time tr willing to do so Both are necessary, i e , the intention and

the ability to exercise an influence

A variable may be autonomous per se, or must be treated as autonomous

because of a given legal and institutional order The major part of demo*

graphic factors might be considered as autonomous per se variables in the

field of education A certain distribution of natural human abilities, if this

exists, would also belong here A given legal and institutional order, how-

ever, may be changed, and it is just the projection with a target in the

background which may lead to the conclusion that such a change is neces-

sary in order to reach the target

A clear separation between autonomous and instrument vanables is

essential Instrument vanables are entirely within the scope of the authority

which requires projections as a basis for some sort of optimum policy Let

us assume that the government has asked for a projection It is obvious that

such a projection can be carried out only if the intentions of the government

as regards the use of instrument variables are already known, or, alter-

natively, the government wants to know the results of the projections in

order to make its decisions This again means the use ofinstrument variables

on the results of the projections It demonstrates the well known “vicious

circle” of projection

There are a number of examples of this Following the fashion of the

time, a given country desires a certam economic growth policy In order

to have some criteria it requests a private institute to forecast the probable
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average rate of growth of real product during the next decade. However, it

is the government itself which determines, consciously or not, this rate of
growth in a number of ways by fiscal policy, monetary policy and so forth.

What really takes place is that the government requires the projection of its

decisions on the result of this forecast. Logically, of course, this is a funda-
mental contradiction.

Analogies in the field of education are obvious : a government wants to

know to what extent the number of students will increase in order to adopt
a certain policy and to make financial arrangements to meet the require-

ments shown. But it is obvious that the government itself mainly determines

the increase of numbers of students by its educational policy, and in par-

ticular by its method of financing the universities and by its scholarship

system.

When projecting, assumptions must always be made concerning the

development of autonomous factors. This is sometimes done in connection

with the projection itself, sometimes with information drawn from external

sources.

If there is uncertainty about the development of the autonomous com-

ponents, alternative projections are recommendable. This is usually done by

giving expected minimum and maximum estimates and one in between,

which is the most probable one.

What we have in mind for the present purpose is a rather simple type

ofdecision model which does not produce an unequivocal solution, but allows

a rather wide range for political decision making. It is then up to the

politician to choose the solution he considers the best.

Contrary to this, even in the field of the economics of education, an

attempt may be made to apply decision models in the sense of modem,

decision-making theory. By application of linear or nonlinear programming,

an optimum solution is sought showing types of policy necessary to attain a

maximum of education with given resources, or, adversely how certain edu-

cational targets may be achieved with a minimum of requirements. Such

models are based on certain objective-functions rather than on definite

targets.

This very ambitious attempt is certainly worthy of attention. It was

Ragnar Frisch’s conviction that a decision-making model is the reason itself

of a forecast.^

This is certainly true, but for some years to come we shall have to be

content with the much more simple type of model outlined above, which

is not able to produce an optimum solution and which leaves it to the

politician to choose the combination of measures he thinks best. The reason

® R. Frisch, A Surv^ of Types ofEconomic Forecasting and Programming and a BriefDescription

of the Oslo Channel Model. Memorandum of the Institute of Economics, University of Oslo,

1961.
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for this IS that the proper decision model requires very detailed

statistical information, in addition, the formulation ofa reasonable objective

function IS not easy

We are left with the case where no such growth target has been agreed

upon What type of projection method should be recommended’ A large

variety ofmethods are in use at present which cannot be discussed in detail

here They include very crude trend-extrapolations and the use of com-
plicated production functions

One method frequently applied but, in our opimon, ••ather doubtful,

is the extrapolation of productivity trends. It is based on an anticipation of

the increase in the total labor force and the historical trend of labor pro-

ductivity The assumption is made that the future average productivity in-

crease will be the same as in the past, and on this basis the rate of growth

of real product is then derived

A problem then arises, since, if the growth rate of GNP is estimated

by this method—whatever the refinements used—manpower requirements

are denved afterward We then have aviaous circle oftrying to get something

out which has already been put in *

This brings us up against the important problem of the interplay of

growth and manpower requirement forecast* We have two points to con-

sider. (1) should we make the growth forecast first, and use the results as a

basis for assessing manpower requirements by the productivity trend method,

or (2) should we begin by using the antiapated development of manpower

and then deduce economic growth by productivity trends? There is a possi-

bility of approaching the problem from both sides and finding a solution by

applying an iterative method

The problem is more substantial than technical, and may be demon-

strated by the following example is the high growth rate m Germany over

recent years due to the inflow of foreign labor, or, on the contrary, was the

inflow of labor attracted by the “pull” ofgrowth’

Traditional business cycle forecasts were “demand” directed, whereas

growth forecasts are determined by the potential supply, the capacity of

production Growth forecasts, as trend forecasts, indicate the development

the real product might achieve ifan adequate economic policy provided for

a continuously sufficient demand It is qu^tionablc, however, whether this

IS the right way Is it primarily the development of the production factors

and thar efficiency, as well as the way in which they arc employed, which

determine the growth of the real product, or does demand play a decisive

role in the form ofa pull ’

* Another objection against the use of histoncal productivity trends is that the very

reason of educational policy is to increase producbvity more than in the past If such a

policy IS successful there is no reason to believe that productivity will grow only at the same

rate as before
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Current discussion shows that basically very little is known as to what
factors really determine economic growth-

If no target has been adopted one should start with a certain Tninimnm
rate of growth, perhaps justified simply by political arguments. Then one
has to consider what the maximum could be. Bet%veen these pessimistic and
optimistic estimates can be situated the rate of growth which is most likely

to occur.

This procedure for three alternative estimates might appear rather

unsatisfactory. It must be borne in mind, however, that the interest is not so

much in aggregate manpower requirements as in the structure.

THE OPTIMUM DEGREE OF AGGREGATION

In economics a large munber of projection methods and techniques

have been developed which are to some extent in competition -with each

other. For the purpose of estimating manpower requirements some of them
may be excluded from the beginning—^for example, the well-known baro-

meter-methods used to forecast business cycles. The number of those which

remain, however, is large enough for us to ask which is the most efficient

and most reliable technique. The answer is that it is useless to searchfor an ideal

method, even though in practice certain techniques receive considerable

support. There is no ideal method; an optimum combination ofpracticable methods

needs to be found.

The combination of methods we have in mind does not mean that pro-

jections of the same thing are carried out by different institutions and by

applying different techniques so that they can be controlled by cross-check-

ing. Sometimes such a procedure is recommended, and in certain cases is

useful. We are thinking rather of a combination of different methods used

simultaneously, and taking into account the fact that they are to a large degree

complementary. In this way techniques which are quite different may be

usefully put together without excluding each other. In particular, there may
be a combination ofmethods built up on highly aggregative statistics on the

one side, and, on the other, methods making use of direct inquiries, sampling

surveys and field studies undertaken by experts.

An appropriate breakdown of the manpower requirements to be esti-

mated is a precondition of using a combination of the techniques recom-

mended above. Experience shows that a skillful breakdown materially

determines success. If this has been done adequately, the choice between con-

flicting methods is limited, and often only a single method for a specific

aggregate remains.

The breakdown may be made in various ways, e.g., according to:

1. Economic sectors; e.g. agriculture, manufacturing (wth further subdivision),

distribution, public sector, etc.
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2 Educational level, for purposes offorecasting the best way ofmeasurement appears

to be according to duration of education, a rough subdivision would be primary

education, secondary education, higher education

3 "Function”, i c

,

requirements due to a growing population, to increasmg wealth,

or for replacements

The type of breakdown set out above refers to manpower, i e , the

vanable to be predicted The breakdown is necessary both to apply reason-

able projection methods rather than purely mechanistic devices and to

obtain sigmhcant results

In addition to this, a breakdown ofthe variables “explaining” manpower
requirements is needed, such as the output of the different sectors, private

income, etc Sometimes this type of breakdown is avoided and an attempt

made to link qualified manpower to certain high order aggregates such as

industnal production or even total national product by way of regression

analysis Two assumptions may be behind such a simplified procedure,

either implicitly or expliatly i e ,
that no structural changes will take place

or that a larger number of structural changes offset each other resulting in

constant parameters

REPUCEME/rr REQIJlREMEjrrS

It IS appropnate to start with the problem of forecasting replacement

requirements, since careful attention must be paid to this component of the

total requirements regardless of the type of breakdown used In a stagnant

economy, replacement would be the only requirement and the methods dcs-

enbed here would be sufficient to predict manpower requirements year by

year for a future period with a sub-division into vanous professions

Irregularities in the age structure of the various professions are quite

normal and are the consequence or“erraticshocks” such as trade fluctuations,

sudden changes m the birth rate or even wars Irregularities in the age pyra-

mid become obvious as a factor determining replacement only when certain

age groups reach pensionable age If, for example, there is an unusually large

group m the pensionable age, there will be a sudden increase m replacement

requirements which, in the field of real capital, is called an “echo” and which

may return several times One refers to such a phenomenon as the so called

"echo pnnctple”

In education, replacement requirements are comparatively easy to esti-

mate if reliable statistics on the age structure of the various professions arc

available Specific mortality rates must also be taken into account, and esti-

mates made concerning any future reduction in the working age

Cross section analyses are to be recommended here, particularly a com-

parison of European countries with the United States If necessary, past

trends of the lowenng ofthe retirement age may be extrapolated
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It is astonishing to see how little attention professional associations are
paying to the irregular age structure in that part of the labor force which
they represent. Although this may be due to lack of statistical information,

it is in part deliberate, the intention being to reduce supply by continuously
warning against a “surplus supply,” thereby keeping wages high. In the
field of higher education certain professional associations are continuously

warning against surpluses in view of the large number of students, even
though age pyramids in the post-war period show a definite bias in favor of

the age groups just before pensionable age.

Replacement, though very important, is only one component of total

requirements. As the result of an era in which arguments were mainly in

terms of short-run analysis and the thinking on which classical economics

concentrated was in static terms rather than in terms of economic growth,

the mere maintenance of the status quo may have been exaggerated.

In a dynamic societyand a growing economy, however, we are confronted

with quite a different picture. In particular, it should be borne in mind that

replacement forecasts on the basis of age structure statistics indicate only

those requirements which may arise in the future if there is ... an actual

need for replacement. With growing wealth and technical changes, however,

the structure is changing continuously, and a munber of professions are liable

to become extinct. In other words, there is no definite compulsion toward

replacement.

FINAL AND INTERMEDIATE DEMAND

If in economic forecasting one needs to estimate the future demand for

a certain raw material or intermediate product, an endeavor is made to link

this demand to the final product (or group of final products) and to its

production. “Final product” in this context means a product leaving the

industrial sector and entering private households or into public use, or being

exported. A direct link, or the application of a refined technique such as

input-output analysis, comes to mind.

In any case the procedure of following the detour described here may

be upheld; it is much easier to make reliable statements on future demand

for final than for intermediate products, e.g., by linking final demand to

increasing income or by the introduction of certain saturation levels. Of

course, well-known short cut methods are often applied which do not follow

this detour but project the demand for intermediate products and basic

materials directly. During recent years these direct methods have been

applied, mainly because they are more easily carried out. Consequently,

results have very often been unsatisfactory.

It is advisable to adapt the input-output concept we have in mind to the

educational sector. Oiu educational input-output system, however, should

not be confused -with the well-known Leontief-type system for the production
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sector, the applicability of which for forecasting manpower will be discussed

later We arc thinking rather of a hypothetical system, which refers only to

the field of education Its output u educated tnanpower Part flows back to the

system in the form ofschool teachers, university professors, research workers,

administrators in the educational sector, etc
, who are necessary to educate

people at all stages, from primary school to university This is the type of

inter relationsbp that has been described as “it takes talent to develop

talent ” The part of total output not used wilhm the educational system

Itselfmay be referred to as the “final output ”

It IS obvious that there is a close connection between the final output

of the educational system—the final output, of course, being its ultimate

purpose—and the system itself It is a network of rather complicated inter-

relationships very similar to those described by a regular input output table

from which we can derive certain mulltpltm telling us how the system must

be fed m order to obtain the desired “final bill ofgoods ”

Obviously It IS very important to know something about the size and

behaviour of these multipliers for the purpose of forecasting In regular

input output analysis the assumption is that m the short run these ‘ technical

coefficients” are constant The question is how far the same assumption

would be justified with a view to our educational matrix

The conversion multipliers are dependent on the production period ofan

educated man, on the pupil/teacher ratio, and on the structure of the

whole system A shift in the direction of better education by lowering the

pupil/teacher ratio, increasing the production penod, and changing the

general structural change in favor of more highly educated professions

would tend to increase these multipliers Some of these parameters arc clearly

instrument variables of the government, particularly the pupil/tcachcr ratio

The government’s future intentions have to be known concermng these para-

meters before any forecast can be made
If one accepts the type of distinction between the “final output” of the

educational system and the output needed to feed the system, the first step in

the establishment of a forecast would logically be a projection offinal output

The requirements of the educational system are then considered as derived

demand, and it is for the conversion of final demand into derived demand

that we need the multipliers referred to above

There is an enormous expansion of the educational sector due to the

heavily increased demand for educated manpower Since the educational

sector may be conceived as a long lived stock of human capital, the inter-

relations between final demand for educated manpower and the develop-

ment of the educational system are very similar to those described by the

acceleration principle In some countries the problem today is that the educa-

tional sector, in finding enough talent for the expansion needed has to com-

pete with the business sector The busmess sector needs increasingly highly
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educated manpower which cannot be produced because of the impossibility

of the further expansion of the educational system. We are confronted with
exactly the same problem as capital formation in a poor country.

It is not easy to draw a sharp line between the educational sector and
the sector outside the educational system. A large number of people are

active in both sectors; a university teacher, for example, may be engaged as a
business consultant in addition to his lecturing work, or a doctor may do both
educational work at a university and hospital service. Furthermore, an
important part of even higher educational work is now done by industry

itself. This, however, is sometimes difficult to locate.

Because of all the difficulties in educational forecasting, an attempt has

been made to use short-cut methods as described for economic forecasting, i.e.

to avoid the detour via a projection of final demand, a direct trend projec-

tion was used or the requirements of the educational system were linked to

national income, etc. As usual, all these types of correlations fit excellently

for a period which is past, but are dangerous if used as the only basis for

a look into the future. They will act as a check, but one should try to do

more than play with figures in this hazardous way. The borderline may be

found by adopting certain rules for agreement. Even though this line might

seem to be arbitrary, it would not affect the result of the forecast so long as

the structure between the two sectors does not change suddenly, and this is

very unlikely to happen,

PROJECTION OF FINAL DEMAND FOR EDVCATED MANPOWER

As described above, the estimating of the future requirements of the

educational system is a problem of transforming final demand for education

into teachers, other staff, school rooms, material, etc., rather than project-

ing in the real sense of the word.

There are, of course, several typical forecasting devices indispensable to

the carrying out of this conversion. If, for example, we know nothing about

the behavior of a certain transformation coefficient over time we may have

recourse to some sort of trend extrapolation. But it should always be borne

in mind that to use any type of trend curve means an admission that we

actually do not know the laws governing a certain kind ofdevelopment.

On the whole, the conversion of final demand into the requirements of

the educational system in its narrow sense may be done in a much less

hazardous way and thus avoid serious criticism. In this field fruitful work can

be accomplished by research institutes and international organizations.

We have now to discuss the methods of projecting the type of educational

requirement called final demand. This means, to some extent, projections or

forecasts in their proper sense comparable with economic forecasts, and in

part simply a transformation of certain educational targets into require-

ments.
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Final demand for educational services is a very unhomogensous aggregate^

not amenable to any type of straight-forward extrapolation or linking to

another comprehensive aggregate It must be split up, and as stated above,

success very much depends on how this splitting is done

MAIN COMPONENTS OF DEMAND

The following breakdown is suggested as a minimum requirement to

obtain sufficiently homogeneous aggregates to establish projections by the

application of methods which are other than purely mechanistic—mecha-

mstic m the sense that they do not reveal the forces govermng the develop-

ment of the variables to be projected

The components of the final demand may be listed as

1 Education as input to industry, i e
,
qualified manpower needed by the economic

sector of society (production and distribution)

2 Education as prvjate consumpium

3 Education as public consumpium, i e
,
qualified manpower needed by the pubhe

sector (the educational system excluded)

THE PUBLIC SECTOR

In this context comparatively little is to be said with regard to the

requiTtments qf the public sector referred to as “collective consumption” in

national accounting It is obviotis that for our present purpose the educa-

tional system, including that part of public administration concerned with

education, has to be excluded

There have been long discussions among national accounting experts

about how to distinguish between that part of the public sector whose activity

IS to be taken as input to industry (i e , as some sort of intermediate output)

and that part which is directly linked with needs of private households (final

demand) Were it possible to draw a distinction, there would be no need to

have a separate category (3) the requirements of the public sector would

have to be distributed between (1) and (2) according to the particular type

ofgovernment activity Though the discussions arc still continuing there docs

not seem to be an acceptabfe, practical metiioef ofmaking such distinctions

A minimum breakdown to faalitate projections would be to separate

national defense from public administration In addition, national defense is

very important in connection with forecasting labor requirements for the

economic sector An extension of the military service period means a strain

on the labor market and vice versa (problem ofopportunity costs)

A serious estimate requires more than minimum breakdown Central and

local government programs in the various branches ofpublic administration

have to be taken into account If this entails too much work, use must be

made of some sort of regular expansion analogous to A Wagner’s “Law of
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Increasing Public Expenditure.” But caution is recommended with this type
of structural trend: there always has to be a ceiling, i.e., there has to be
a break in the structural trends, otherwise there would come a time when 100
per cent of the labor force is occupied in public administration.

EDUCATION AS CONSUMPTION PER SE

Our next step is to predict education as private consumption. Here, two
different types of “consumption” have to be distinguished. Primarily there is

a large and ever-increasing number of educated personnel such as doctors,

legal advisers, artists and others who offer their services directly to house-

holds and who are products of the educational system.

The entire health service might be included here, regardless of the specific

system a country may have adopted.

Besides these requirements, one has to consider what has been called

education as consumption per se. .. .in a community with continuously increasing

material wealth, people desire a better education.

There is, of course, a close inter-relationship between education as voca-

tional training and education as consumption se, or, more precisely, a one-

way relation : higher vocational training also means attainment of a higher

standard ofgeneral education, or should do. In contrast to this, however, there

is a desire for improved education quite independent of future professional

activity. A secondary education is desired regardless of whether one has the

intention of entering university or not; or one attends university without

later taking up a job related to the university training received. This applies

particularly to the education of women.

An estimate of this education as consumption /»er se gives rise to difficulties,

since demand is determined largely by government decisions, i.e., rules of

selection when entering secondary school or university, paying or not

paying of school fees, scholarships to students, etc. If a government were

to want a forecast of its educational requirements without specifying the use

of the important “instrument variables,” it would provide us with a very

clear example of its desire to have its future educational policy based on

externals.

As a basis for any forecast of this type, therefore, certain educational

targets are needed. When translating these targets into requirements much

statistical and analytical work has to be done.

First a forecast ofthe development ofpopulation and its age-structure are needed.

In this context the structural aspect has very often been overlooked. The

problem of longevity, for example, raises new questions which are still

under discussion. Another example is that of the modern satellite towns which

normally have a population with a fairly low average age and which there-

fore make quite different demands on the educational system from those of

the average town. The consequence of this is a serious social imbalance.
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It scents difficult to quantify the income elasticity referred to here and

to use It as a forecasting tool Moreover, there is some doubt as to whether it

IS sufficiently constant over time. Possibly more attention should also be

given to the other mam determmants such as the growth and structure

of population and government taigcts These targets are also very closely

linked to the growth of material wealth, and they should not be conceived

as fixed once and for all What is needed is a continuous adjustment between

educational targets and available resources

Age structure and educational targets considered together present the

following picture in most OECD countries complete primary education is

a self evident target Requirements arc easy to derive, the main instrument

variable of the government being the pupil/teachcr ratio which determines

the number ofteachers and class rooms

The proportion of the population passing through secondary education

still differs substantially among Member countnes An estimate has to be

made of how much this propiortion will increase during the coming year

Tnlernatmal cross section anafysu is an important aid here Whether an upper

limit for this proportion ought to be envisaged raises an important problem

here, that is, of the fixing of a ceiling

A start should always be made with the total numher of potential pupils

according to the age pyramid, then consideration given to the number
who will probably enter secondary school A careful statistical analysis of the

past will reveal some clear structural trends Such a procedure appears to

be more promising than a direct extrapolation of past trends of the number
of pupils, or a linking ofthe development ofthe number of pupils to a certain

indicator for increasing wealth by way of regression analysis The latter

methods should be used only for checking purposes

The problem of how to predict the demand for university education

remains Where university training is directly linked to a particular pro-

fession—and, of course, the major part of university training is of this type

—

the methods of forecasting are discussed later on Our present concern is the

type of higher education considered as some kind of a “luxury”, i e ,
where

the student has no intention of following an academic career In wealthier

countries, the number ofstudents beJongmg to this category is not negligible

The community must decide whether this phenomenon is a waste of public

facilities, very similar to the famous soaal cost problem, or whether any type

ofhigher education should be promoted as an objective m itself

INDIRECT HOUSEHOLD DEMAND

Demand for the services ofdoctors, lawyers, and so forth, may be regarded

as a form of indirect household demand for educational services, as opposed

to education consumption per se, mentioned above
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If an attempt is to be made at using more than short-cut methods such
as trend extrapolations and simple regression analysis, a projection of future
requirements needs careful studies for the various professions in close contact

with experts. This applies particularly to the medical service. We shall con-
fine ourselves to listing the main components of demand which have to be
taken into account in any branch and which, separately, need specific

methods of extrapolation. They are

1. Replacement requirements.

2. Requirements due to increasing population and/or changing age-structure.

3. Requirements due to increasing general welfare.

4. Requirements due to scientific progress.

Requirements in (3) and (4) are, of course, closely inter-related. Here
again government has a decisive influence. To take doctors as an example,

under the social security system the munber of persons or hospital beds per

doctor are generally fixed. These density figures are the parameters for any

type of projection.

REQUIREMENTS OF THE ECONOMIC SECTOR

Among the components of final demand listed above the requirement

of the economic sector of the economy is the most important item by order

of magnitude. In addition, this item requires different treatment. Govern-

ment targets and government action have determined to some degree the

type of demand dealt with so far. This applies particularly to the first type

ofrequirement, i.e., qualified manpower for the public sector. It is also true

for education as final consumption, though increasing wealth has certainly

more influence here. It appears to be difficult, however, to establish a rigid

relationship between the growth of the national product and the demand

for education for “final consumption” purposes.

We are faced with quite a different position in the economic sector,

which for our specific purposes should comprise: agriculture; manufacturing,

including basic industries and construction; transportation, distribution,

banks and insurance companies; and professions which do not offer their

services directly to households. In the economic sector, as defined here, there

is a close relationship between labor input and output, stable enough to serve

as a basis for requirement projections as soon as there exists a definite target

for the increase of that output.

Thus there are three sectors: the public sector, the manpower require-

ments of which are almost entirely dependent on central and local govern-

ment programs and intentions, and which offer very little chance to use

econometric methods of projection, apart from hazardous trend extrapola-

tions; the household sector with a direct demand for education (education as
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consumption per se) and an indirect demand (health service, lawyers, etc

)

Both these categories depend on government programs and national wealth

Finally, there is the economte stetor with manpower requirements almost

entirely determined by economic forces, i e , the increase of real income and

the changing structure of the economy

Our present concern is the transformation ofa certain future average rate

ofgrowth ofGNP into labor input This involves a discussion of the technique

suitable for this purpose

In addition there is another question of fundamental importance The
purpose of this study is the prediction of quah^ed or even highly qualified

manpower, not total manpower The problem we have in mind is whether

there are promising methods which would allow a directforecast of this type

of manpower by way of trend extrapolation and regression analysis re-

spectively, or whether at the beginning there should be an estimate of the

total manpower required with a supplementary analysis of structural change

of employment, i e , the process of substitution of unskilled or less skilled

labor by skilled manpower and highly qualified personnel This will be

referred to as the structural approach or indirect method

DIRECT METHOD OR SUBSTITUTION ANALTSIS

It might be useful to start with the question of superiority as between

the direct and indirect methods This oflen, at the same time, a chance of

reviewing the vanous projection techniques

At first glance, the direct method seems to be recommendable because of

Its simplicity It avoids a forecast of total manpower requirements m which

we might not be interested at all in this context, and by doing so we avoid

the necessity of projecting labor productivity trends Nevertheless, there arc

strong objections to be raised against this type of direct forecast, mainly

because it offers very little chance for a scientifically based judgement as to

whether the results obtained arc reasonable or not Such judgement is pos-

sible only insofar as one knows enough about total labor force in a certain

sector for qualified manpower to be seen as a fraction of this total There

is, in fact, a complete analogy to economic forecasting, where a projection

should always be comprehensive enough to compnse the whole market, i c ,

not only for that product whose future development has to be estimated but

also for those products which would be a substitute for it If one wants to

estimate demand for coal one should start with a projection of total energy

consumption, the second step being an analysis of substitution, i e ,
of

changing shares of the various types of energy m total demand If this

procedure is not adopted, there is the danger of estimating a demand for coal

which IS far beyond the capacity of the market as a whole The European

coal mimng industry has had this experience

There is, of course, no objection to using methods of direct projection
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for the purpose of checking the more complicated two-stage technique re-

commended here.

Perhaps the most popular way of direct projection has so far been the
extrapolation of historical trends. Objections to this method are well-known,
so there is no need to list them in detail. It should be noted that there is no
truth in the statement that the results it provides are not ambiguous.

In predicting a certain variable (the “dependent” variable) the regular

procedure in econometrics is to look out for other variables (“independent”

variables) which have a quantifiable influence on the development to be pro-

jected. Normally one will succeed in estimating one or more such “explain-

ing” variables, but very often a group of determinants is left which has an
influence that cannot be identified in detail. There is only one possibility for

this group, namely to assume that there is a eertain regular development

over time. Time becomes the explaining variable. There is no objection

against such an inclusion of catch-all groups covering those factors which

may not be estimated in detail, such as the well-known “technical progress”

or “human factor” in the production function. The simple trend projection,

however, means that one expects that historical time entirely governs the

development, which means that we know nothing about the actual laws

determining the development to be predicted.

Regression analysis is almost as popular as trend projection. It consists

of linking the development of the variable to be predicted to a certain higher

order variable, generally to aggregates such as total production or the

national product. Sometimes even multi-stage regression analysis is used,

e.g., when linking a variable—let us say qualified manpower—to the output

of the branch concerned, and correlating this output in its turn with the in-

dex of industrial production. Multi-stage regression analysis is useful only

insofar as future structural changes of the economy can be foreseen. Other-

wise, it is ofno more use than simple regression, though it might be impressive

to laymen.

Regression analysis as a means of forecasting is based on the assumption

that certain parameters, obtained by the observation of a sufficiently long

period in the past by the least square method, will change only very slowly.

In this field one has to be much more cautious.

An example may be used to illustrate this. In economics, the relation

between the explaining variable and the variable to be explained is normally

expressed by an elasticity coefficient. Let us assume that the number of

engineers is linked to total employment and that the analysis of a reference

period would result in a coefficient above unity, as would certainly happen

in most branches. An elasticity >1 means simply that the number of

engineers expands at a higher rate than total employment. Assuming this

elasticity persists over a long enough period, we should get a result showing

that at some future date total employment would be entirely of engineers.
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for the application of this technique are very limited, and vary as among
the various Member countries.

Input-output analysis has been developed as an instrument for short-

term forecasting. Recently, efforts have been made to extend its applicability

beyond these limits, partly by the substitution of static systems by dynamic
ones. Though theoretical investigation has made rapid progress there is still

very little empirical experience, and much support from this side cannot be
expected during the next few years.

Furthermore, the input-output type of breakdown appears much too

refined for our purpose. A good number of sectors using different production

techniques, but the same type ofmanpower with a similar composition, may
be put together.

An ideal type of aggregation seems to lie somewhere between the two
extremes outlined above. Sometimes the well-known three-sectors break-

down introduced by Colin Clark is quoted in this respect, with the observa-

tion that the tertiary sector’s share in total employment is steadily increasing.

Even though this statement is correct, it does not get us much further.

Qualified manpower in the tertiary sector is much ofthe same type and passes

through the same educational career as in the secondary sector. There is a

high degree of mobility between engineers in manufacturing and in trans-

portation, or between highly qualified management personnel in manu-
facturing and in the tertiary sector—the public sector is excluded here. In

other words, the three-sector model adds very little in homogeneity.

It is, of course, impossible to indicate an exact number of sectors to be

considered as the optimum degree ofaggregation. This figure would certainly

be considerably above three, and much below the number of industries

listed in a large input-output table, so would be somewhere between 10 to 20.

The number varies with the size of the country, its structure, the specific

problem in mind, and, in particular,with the statistical information available.

As stated in another context, any type of breakdown by sector is helpful

in improving our projections only insofar as there is some idea of the future

structural development of the economy. If one simply assumes a constant

structure over time because of lack of information, a straight-forward

method of forecasting would result in precisely the same trend.

It is unnecessary to say that we must have some idea about the structural

development of an economy, quite apart from the need for educational

policy and the planning of infra-structural investment, otherwise our target

for aggregate economic growth would be somewhat meaningless.

The first task, therefore, is a translation of the targetfor aggregate growth into

structural trends. One has to start with the various categories of the final bill

of goods, taking into consideration respective income elasticities and satura-

tion levels. In consequence, final demand is to be converted into the demand

for intermediate and basic products, thus arriving at growth rates by sector.
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A certain input-output concept is indispensable for the conversion offinal

demand into sectoral growth rates In our opinion a fairly good estimate can

be obtained without using formal input-output techniques involving an

enormous effort

LABOE PBODUCnVirr itVD TEC/mCAL PROGRESS

Once the sectoral growth rates have been obtained the next operation

IS logically to estimate labor produclttnljf itctlopmenl m order lo dmve the total

manpower increase necessary to meet this growth in the real output of the

different sccton

The traditional method of estimating labor productivity is to use prch

duehvity trends Reference is made to past exenence, which showed that for

long periods statistical labor productivity increased on the average com-

paratively steadily, at a constant rate per annum, i e
,
along a loganthmic

trend line.

The same objections apply to the procedure set out above, the only dif-

ference being that the trend extrapolation method is applied to a ratio

(namely statistical labor productivity) rathw than to a certain variable There

is neither a pnon reason nor statistical evidence that productivity ratios

behave more regularly over time than the aggregates themselves Either

method of projection is equally questionable

Nevertheless, the application of productivity trends for mdustnal sccton

would have at least one definite advantage m that the injlutnee of itrvetural

changes on productivity would be taken into account more or less automatically

Increasing labor productivity is a consequence boih of a growth of

productivity within the vanous branches and of a shifi of labor from the

branches with low output per worker to those with high output per worker

Statistical investigation reveals that a considerable part of the total produc-

tivity increase is attributable to this movement of labor from less productive

to higher productive sectors, referred to as the slnictural component of labor

productivity

The importance of the structural component of labor productivity has

obvious implications for both the problem of forecasting and educational

policy At present, an important factor in increasing productivity through

the improvement of structure is the international migration of labor

THE THIRD FACTOR

Today, intensive investigations are being made in various countries

on a theoretical as well as an onpincal basis, with regard to the determinants

of labor productivity What we have in mind is the development of macro-

economic production functions and their statistical testing The traditional

approach was to consider labor productivity as mainly determined by the
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amount of real capital employed per working place: the more capital the

higher productivity.

More recent investigations have shown quite a different result. Regard-
less of the specific type of method used, or the country to which it was
applied the outcome always proved that there are other factors besides real

capital that determine the rate ofproductivity increase. Up to now it has not been
possible to estimate these factors in detail, and they have therefore been left

together as some sort of catch-all group (the trend component in the produc-

tion function); the name generally used, though not quite correctly, is

technical progress. Other terms are the human factor or the organizational factor.

These latter seem to be more appropriate.

For example, one investigation has shown that more than two-thirds of

the total labor productivity increase in the United States during half a century

(productivity doubled in this period) may be attributed to this “human
factor” rather than simply to more capital.^ In general it may be said that

an increase of more than one per cent, and sometimes even a little less than

two per cent, in real income can be attained through the “human factor,”

i.e., without any additional labor or real capital.

A striking fact is that the existence of the “human factor” is of decisive

importance for both the forecasting problem and educational policy, since

this is the component which most obviously reveals the impact of education

on growth.

The existence of the “human factor” and its quantitative importance

makes clear why expenditme on education has to be treated as investment

expenditure. Like expenditure on real capital, it is a key factor in endeavor

to increase an economy’s productivity and real income per head.

Thus an economy is always confronted with an optimization problem.

Assuming that it has been decided to spend a certain proportion of national

income on investment, a further decision becomes necessary on how best to

allocate investment expenditure on education and real capital in order to obtain the

maximum productivity increase. It appears that formerly the effect of real asset

investment was fundamentally over-estimated as compared to educational

investment. There is no doubt that the marginal return of a dollar spent on

education is at present considerably higher than that ofa dollar spent on real

capital.

As soon as due attention is paid to the human factor in its dependency on

education expenditure, our forecasting model moves further in the direction

of a decision or policy model. From the point of view of a traditional type of

anticipation model, this would have been considered to be a definite weak-

ness, since a projection with a minimum number of conditions and restric-

tions was the aim. Today, when thinking in terms of a translation of targets

* Cf. the paper by W. G. Bowen.
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into requirements and policies, (he contrary is true At present we have only

some very rough ideas on the inter-relationship between educational ex-

penditure and technical progress This relationship is obviously very com-

plex mainly because of the fact that the “human factor” in practice is a large

group of very different factors, and because of the long time lag between

educational expenditure and its return in increased productivity In reality

we are confronted with a complicated network of “distributed lags
”

Furthermore, investment in real capital and investment in human
capital cannot be treated as independent processes The verification of tech-

meal progress, called tnnovalion by Schumpeter, is generally linked to real

asset formation

This opens a vnde field to further investigation if more light is to be shed

on this complexity Any progress achieved will provide a more solid basis

for an optimum educational policyand will facilitate our task oftransforming

output trends into labor requirements International organizations could

undertake some useful work ofcompanson in this field

CHAJ^GIJ/G STRUCTURE OF EMPLOrMEXT

This la the last step of our multi stage projection process An analysts

of the substitution process now remains to be done, i e
,
an evaluation of the

manpower trends within the sccton shown One mam advantage of the

breakdown immediately becomes dear This not very simple projection of

structural trends can be earned out sector by sector, always by using the

most appropriate method m each case It » obvious that there are marked

dtffererues both m the initial structural position and m future slruelural trends

as between sectors

This is made clear by two very different opinions on possible structural

trends The first is that, because ofautomation and the use ofmore and more

complicated machinery, the requirements as regards skill continue to in-

crease, giving rise to some type oflinear growth of skill The opposite opinion

is that, on the one hand, skill requirements will decrease, since in the age of

automation it becomes increasingly simple to operate a machine and a short

period ofjob training is all that is needed On the other hand, however, an

automated factory needs a large staff of highly qualified engineers and

management personnel for programmuig, planning and administration

Shown in a diagram, where on the horizontal axis the degree of skill is

measured, and on the vertical axis the numberofpersons required in a certain

skill IS shown, this second version would produce a typically U-shaped curve

Both versions may be right, depending on the sector one has m mmd
It is this analysis of structure for which one needs a synthesis of macro-

economic techniques and field studies or sampling surveys An international

cross-section analysis is indispensable ForEuropean countries, the skill structure
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in corresponding industries in the United States, gives a good indication

of the direction development is taking.

Another approach would be a cross-section analysis of the various firms

of a certain sector, ranking from the least to the most advanced. Finally,

correlations between productivity trends and changes in employment
structure may be attempted.

An extrapolation of structural trends—a method sometimes tried

—

is dangerous, because sooner or later it produces the nonsensical result of an
industry with 100 per cent engineers.

An upper limit must always be drawn concerning the proportions of

any type of qualified manpower. It is for this all-important problem ofhow
to find the proper ceiling (ceiling in this context not to be regarded as an
absolute figure but rather as a proportion of the total sectoral manpower)
that one needs cross-section studies, international comparisons, sampling

surveys and expert advice.

Once the ceiling has been established, consideration must be given to

the way in which it might be attained. In economic forecasting, logistic or

Gompertz-type curves show such development quite well. More practical

experience is needed to say whether the same is true of forecasts ofstructural

changes in manpower skills.

Concluding Remarks

This paper deals with problems of long-run projections of manpower

requirements. The term “long run” may be misleading in that one thinks of

a forecast which is established for a period of ten years and then holds good

for that time. What one really needs is a system of rolling adjustment.

Continuous adjustment is indispensable because of the development

of the exogenous variables which may not be as expected, and of a changing

internal structure of the forecasting model. In addition, a revision of certain

economic growth or educational targets may prove necessary.

International cross-section analysis has been shown as an important

analytical tool for improving projections in several fields. The precondition

for this type of analysis is a high degree of comparability of employment

statistics, otherwise the results would be misleading rather than clarifying.

Much work still remains to be done for the achievement of a common

classification.
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Manpower forecasting and educa>

Uonal development of human re*

sources arc important to developing

nations, as is observed by Professor

Anthony Bottomlcy, Chairman of

the School of Social Sciences, Uni*

versity ofBradford, Umtcd Kingdom
Using an a^regative model which

combines concepts from standard

economic theory and the more

ANTHONY BOTTOMLEY

recent ratc*of*retum approach to

human capital formation, an ex-

ploration of some of the theoretical

and practical aspects of investment

m education in poor countries,

BoKomley concludes that vocational

traimng is probably preferable to

general education

new kind of economic adviser to the governments ofpoor countries now
exists, he is the expert in manpower assessment and utilization He has the

task of giving advice on the training of manpower from a purely economic

point ofview He must be prepared to recommend that education or training

in distinct categories be increased or diminished, ideally he would be able

to give directions on the general nature of this training as well as the

numbers who should undergo it In practice, however, his advice will most

often fall short of this ideal, that is to say that it will frequently be of a

qualitative nature as opposed to detailed quantitative recommendations

In these circumstances it is useful for the manpower expert to have a

Reprinted from Anthony Bottomley, '‘Optiinum Levcli of Investment m Education and

Economic DeveJopm«it,’ Z*^tschn/t jur iu Gtsaetle ^aalsuitsseasckaft 122 (April 1966), pp.

237-46, with the permission of the author and publisher
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theoretical model which, although amenable to quantitative application,
will also illustrate the qualitative issues which the expert must bear in mind
when he undertakes his investigations or makes his recommendations. Such
a model could be as follows.

The object of the model would be to show the optimum number of
persons who should be trained within all fields of specialization, as well as

the optimum length and nature of their training. It would treat education
and training only in terms of their ability to increase the flow of goods and
services within the economy. It would not take accormt of their possible

cultural value. The merits and demerits of treating education in this way
have been discussed elsewhere,^ and we need not go into them again. Suffice

it to say that we are here concerned with the problems of economie growth

in poor countries where the consequences of ignorance, in terras of

malnutrition, shanty-living, and ill-health, are evident on every hand, and
that in such conditions the economist is entitled to discuss education solely

in terms of its ability to put an end to these evils.

Our model must, then, take account of several factors. Broadly speaking

it is important to know the cost to society of the particular type of training

which may be under review, as well as to form some idea of the advantages

which will accrue to society as a result of it. These considerations are best

discussed initially in terms ofannual monetary charges and annual monetary

returns.

Suppose, for example, we are considering the training of a particular

type of technician. Each technician completes six years of primary school,

six years of secondary school, and two years of training college in the field

ofhis specialization. He may therefore begin his working life in his twentieth

year, and, shall we say, on average he concludes it in his sixtieth year;

although, of course, this latter will vary with normal retirement ages in the

country concerned, as well as with the life expectancy within the class or

income group to which the technician belongs. Over the forty years of his

working life, the technician must earn enough on net as a result of his

training to amortize and pay interest on the cost ofhis education.^ Moreover,

under equilibrium conditions (to be defined later), it seems likely that initially

the annual marginal revenue productivity of the worker s training will not

cover its annTial cost. That is to say that to begin with he will not earn

^ See, for example, T. W. Schultz, “Investment in Human Capital,” American Economic

Review, Vol. LI (1962), pp. 2 and 3.
. *1. . ii

“ Equal to the summated annual cost of his training plus interest on these costs amu^ly

prior to graduation, plus earnings foregone by the student himself as a result of the ac

that he does not work while he is in training. These considerations govemmg the cost of

education have already been discussed in considerable detail elsfvhere See ^mpl^
Investment in Human Resources, five articles in Journal of Pohttcal Econort^, Vol.

(Supplement: Oct., 1962); W. Lee Hansen, “Total and Private
7

ment in Schooling,” Journal of Political Economy, Vol. LXXXI (1963), pp. 128-140, and

T, W. Schultz, a.a.O., pp. 1-17.
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enough over and above what he would have earned without training (his

net MRP) to cover the annual interest and amortization charges on the cost

of bis training However, as he gains expenencc his net MRP will rise to

equal and then surpass the annual cost ofhis education But in the meantime
there ivill be a continued expense associated with his training beyond the

date of graduation This expense will equal the sum of the annual interest

and amortization payments on the cost of his formal education, minus the

MRP accruing to it up until the time at which the latter rises to equal the

former—shall we say after the twentieth year of his working life From the

twentieth year on, therefore, the annual interest and amortization costs of his

education must include charges lor the losses on it during the first nineteen

years, in addition to those on its whole original cost * Beyond the nineteenth

year, however, the net MRP of his training rises above its annual costs,

which by now are themselves declining insofar as their interest component is

concerned as the unamortized balance grows less with the passage of the

years All this can, perhaps, be clearly illustrated with the use of a diagram

Annual costs of tra nmg

The horizontal exis represents annual MRP of a worker who has not
undergone the tra rung cons dered here

Fiflure 1

The curve AA' shows the net MRP accruing to the worker’s efforts over

time as a result of the investment in his traming It is assumed to be logisuc

because initially the annual value of the worker’s output may not rise so

rapidly as it probably will after he has gained experience on thejob, while

* Employers may also undertake lo give some additional formal training to an employee,

and this cost must lie computed as well See, Jacob Mincer, ‘ On the Job Training Costs

Returns and some Implications,’ Journal Polxtieal Economy (Supplement Oct, 1962),

a a O
, pp 50-79
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toward the end of his working life the rate of increase is assumed to decline
due to the effects of aging.'*

The BB' curve represents the annual interest and amortization payments
on the original cost of his training as well as on the net losses associated with
that training for the first nineteen years (the area BXA). It first rises as the

cost ofamortizing and paying interest on the investment prior to graduation
is augmented by the interest and amortization charges on the net losses on
the education up to the twentieth year. Somewhat before the twentieth year

is reached, the annual cost curve begins to fall as the interest payments on
the progressively smaller unamortized balance decline.

As more capital is expended on training greater numbers in a particular

profession or trade, the value of the output of the marginal recruits may be
assumed to fall due to the forces of diminishing marginal productivity on
identical individuals, as well as an assumed enlistment of progressively

weaker intellects into the professions as recruitment is increased.® This

process will manifest itself in a movement of the AA' curve to the right. It is

also likely that there will be an upward shift of the BB' curve as facilities for

training added recruits to the profession are created
;
the salaries of lecturers

in the training colleges may rise as the demand for their services grows, new
sites for buildings may cost more than previously, etc.

Ideally this process should go on until the area BXA= the area A'XB'.

Only when this has happened will the demand for, and the supply of, these

particular technicians be in equilibrium, because it is only here that the

marginal cost of the training equals the marginal revenue derived from it

over time. Training in all lines of economic endeavor should go on until this

state of affairs exists in each one of them. Prior to the achievement of this

general equilibrium, the ratio
A'XB'

BXA
should be kept equal in each trade or

profession as education and training advances along all fronts, since it seems

likely that almost all types of training in poor countries will initially more than

cover their costs over time. Given perfect competition, a policy along these

lines will theoretically maximize the monetary return on capital invested in

education. The maximum benefit to society at large will accrue under the

application of these same principles if the AA' curve is used to represent the

annual social return on the marginally recruited individual’s education, and

the BB' curve its annual social cost. But, since the concepts involved here are

< Some evidence in support of this shape for the AA' curve as far as workers in the

United States are concerned may be found in: U.S. Department of Labour, “Office Jobs:

Comparative Job Performances by Age,” Bulletin No. 1273, 1960, and U.S. Department

of Labour, “Plant Jobs: Job Performance and Age,” Bulletin No. 1203, 1956 (both cited

by Hector Correa, The Economics of Human Resources [Den Haag: Drukerij Pasmans, 1962],

pp. 104-105); and Gary S. Becker, “Investment in Human Capital; A Theoretical

Analysis,” Journal of Political Economy (Supplement: Oct., 1962), a.a.O., pp. 9-^9.

^ See Correa, a.a.O., Chap. HI and pp. 62-67.
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not easy to grasp, it is better to continue the discussion in purely monetary

terms Wc can introduce social considerations as we go along

The question now arises as to how this model can be used to focus the

attention of the adviser in the manpower field on the issues with which he

must deal • Broadly speaking he can employ one of three kinds of approach

to his task, or a combination thereof These three approaches may be

designated (1) a strict statistical application of the model, (2) a rough

quantitative estimate of the equilibrium levels of investment in education,

and (3) a qualitative application of the model We shall deal with each in

turn

A STRICT STATISTICAL APPUCATION OF THE MODEL

With this approach a survey of the earnings of persons with a particular

type of training would be undertaken and classified according to the year of

their working life The results of this survey would then be posted on a

scatter diagram and an AA' curve fitted to them The annual cost of training

people in this particular line of endeavor would then be imposed upon the

diagram and the relative sizes of the areas BKA and A'XB would be

computed The result would supposedly show whether more or less people

should be trained in the trade or profession under review (i e ,
if A'^'

IS larger than BXA, then society should tram more of these people, if it a
smaller then fewer penons should be encouraged to enter the field) AA'

and BB' cover net sums only

This application involves many problems It assumes the wages of the

individuals involved equal their MRP (t e
,
perfect competition), and that

the technician’s marginal revenue productivity equals his marginal social

productivity It is clearly not applicable with any degree ofaccuracy to the

salaries of employees of the state for example, and even in private industries

the assumpuon ofperfect competition (i e , MRP «= wage) is a hazardous one,

particularly in underdeveloped countnes Nevertheless, in some instances

this strict statistical application of the model may have its uses

A ROUGH QUAXTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF EQUILIBRIUM LEVELS OF
mVESTMEIIT ZV EDUCATJOU

With this line of approach the equihbrium condition which the model

describes is the one which is sought aher, but the model itself plays little or

no part in determining how it should be reached The technique is rather

one of estimating by means of census returns, industry work force sample

surveys, and the like, the number ofpeople already in each economic activity

• 'Diis same question of equdibnum levels m cducationaj investment has already been

dealt with by other writers in terms of present values, or internal rates of return See

Becker, a^ O ,
passim, and A Wessbrod, ‘TTic ValuauoD of Human Capital,” Journal of

Political Economy, Vol LXIX (1961), p 427
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or profession, and calculating how far this number varies from an estimate
of existing or future requirements. These requirements are calculated on the
basis of some notion of ideal output/employment ratios in each specialized

field.’

Insofar as the data available are accurate and can be used for this

purpose, the required figures in terms ofhow many people should be trained

in various trades and professions can be obtained. In other words, this

technique should give the answer which the model would demand, but not
as a result of a rigorous application of the methods outlined in it.

Such a purely quantitative approach to manpower assessment has the

virtue of probably being more practical of application in terms of available

data, particularly in underdeveloped countries, than the technique described

under (1) above. Nevertheless, the objective remains the same, namely to

calculate the equilibrium which the strict use of the model would give.

A QUALITATIVE APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

This is the approach which will frequently be of greatest use to the

manpower adviser. Often he will not have the time or the resources to

derive his advice from the techniques outlined in sections one and two.

Even where data of the kind which he needs are readily available in an

underdeveloped country, there may be strong grounds for suspecting their

accuracy. In these circumstances the adviser must either supplement or

substitute statistical analysis with, or by, qualitative argument along the

lines which the model suggests.

Economic theory falls into two categories. First, and most impressive, it

can provide insight into the economic process which is not apparent on

largely common sense grounds. Second, it can be used to provide an orderly

framework for the discussion of problems in a more or less common sense

way. The model here outlined cannot be included in the first category;

’ For detailed descriptions of this technique, see: S. L. VVolfbein, “Manpower Projections

and Techniques,” and J. I. Saks and E. C. McVoy, “Techniques of Manpower Assessment,”

both included in Human Resources: Training of Scientific and Technical Personnel, Washington:

U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963, pp. 20-44; F. H. Harbison, Evaluacion de Recursos

Humanos, Santiago de Chile; Economic Commission for Latin America, 1963 (Mimeo-

graphed); F. tv. Mahler, “Manpower Surveys,” Geneva: International Labor Office,

1963, Chaps. 4-7 A, and 22 (Mimeographed); W. H. Mason, Programacion de los Servicios de

Mano de Obra (PMAL/6(c)/I), Santiago, ILO Liason Center with ECL.A, 1963 (Mimeo-

graphed); ILO Liason Center, ECLA, Conceptos de la Fuerza Trabajadoray de las Necesidades

de Mano de Obra, Santiago, 1963 (Mimeographed); ILO Liason Center, ECLA, Diagnostico

de la Situacidn de Mano de Obra, Santiago, 1963 (Mimeographed).

Examples of ^vork carried out along the lines suggested in the above papers are to be

found in: ILO, Report to the Government of Trinidad and Tobago on the Establishment ofa Man-

power Information Programme (ILO/TAP/Wcst Indies/R. I), Geneva, 1960; ILO, Informe

al Gobierno del Peril sobre el programa de informacion acerca de la mano de obra (ILO/TAP/Peru/

R. 7), Geneva, 1961 ; and, ILO, Informe dirigido al Gobierno de la Republica Argentina con molivo

de una encuesta parcial sobre la mano de obra (ILO/TAP/Argentina/R. 3), Geneva, 1957.
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It IS, however, potentially useful m the second It illustrates quite clearly

that if the net return from training in a particular field is to be maximized,

then certain steps must be taken They arc

1 To minimize the cost of education over lime

2 To maximize the returns on education over time

3 To lengthen the working life of the trained individual

These considerations are worth further discussion

1 Minimizing the cost of education over time—By this we mean
minimizing the cost in such a way as not to reduce net returns This can

probably be done in most poor countnes by concentrating on vocational

training, and by letting the lai^eJy cultural aspects of education fall by the

way (remember we are here concerned with economic arguments only) It

can also be done by providing training with low cost plant, such as wooden
huts, as opposed to stately buildings, a philosophy which comes hard in

many underdeveloped countnes Moreover, where social as opposed to

purely monetary costs are concerned, the use of plant and equipment which

can be created by a hitherto underemployed labor force is an important

consideration Students who need training with concentrations of expensive

machinery, etc are probably best sent abroad—depending upon the wastage

among those who fail to return that is But all tins is really quite obvious

with or without the use of the model •

Less obvious perhaps is the question of the importance of the rate of

interest paid on the unamortized balance of the cost of a person's training

Over time this can form the greater part of the total cost It is therefore the

prime target for economy In most underdeveloped countries interest rates

arc higher than in their developed counterparts The lowest rates of all are

to be found with the national or mtcrnaiional aid institutions It therefore

becomes almost axiomatic to state that timespent on attempting to negotiate

a (substantial) loan from abroad for educational purposes will seldom be

wasted This is again only common sense, but the model does make it

immediately and abundantly clear

2 Maximizjjug the xetunis on education over lime—^The application of

the model in this sense consists ofmakingjudgements as to the position and

angle of ascent of the curve showing the returns on the parucular type of

* The iniual cost of even a modest educational system can be a tremendous burden in a

poor country Hector Correa (a a O , pp 104-105) has listed the Relative Importance of

the Supply Cost of Education m Countnes Having Different Incomes and Different Age

Structures of the Population ’ He has ptepared an index in these terms, and from it he

shows that providing a per capita educatioa of the order now existing in the United States,

would, for example, be almost forty times as burdensome as a proportion of income per

active person in say, Korea Clearly, then the costa of education in poor countries must be

kept down well below those obtaining u nch countries The use of expeiuive plant and

equipment is just not permissible to any marked degree
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training under discussion (the AA' curve). Qualitative judgement in this

respect takes the adviser into the realm of the dictates of the economy at
large, as well as into a discussion of the nutritional and health conditions of
the trained personnel themselves.® If the country with which he is concerned
has a potentially large market for industrial goods, even in spite of low per
capita incomes (e.g., India or Brazil), or if it has had a fortuitous increase

in capital, entrepreneurs, or low-cost competent workers (e.g., Hong Kong),
then perhaps he would conclude that the most highly-placed and most
rapidly rising AA' curves will be in industrial training. If, on the other hand,
it has a small potential industrial market, but is rich in land and other

natural resources (e.g., Ecuador, Thailand, or Liberia), then to begin with

the most advantageous AA' curves will probably be found in vocational

training in agricultural techniques, land settlement, road building and the

like.^® The adviser reaches his conclusions in this respect by a general

consideration of the economy in which he is working, by reading, and by
talking to other experts. For example, ifhe is told that seed selection, grading

crops, or whatever can triple the value of output per hectare or per man
hour, then he has strong grounds for supposing that the training ofvocational

workers along these lines will have a high marginal revenue productivity

(i.e., the AA' curve will be well to the left) Nor should the adviser neglect

social considerations. The training of land settlement experts and road

® Hector Correa had estimated (a.a.O., p. 44) that in terms of “Bed-disability Days”
alone the typical worker in Egypt, for example, only works at 83 per cent of his capacity as

compared with 97 per cent in the United States. He goes on to show (p. 47) in his table

“Modifications in Working Capacity Due to the Simultaneous Effects of [Mai-] Nutrition

and Health,” that working capacity drops to 69 per cent in Egypt as opposed to 93 per cent

in the U.S.

For example, Correa (a.a.O.) claims that in Ecuador the combined effects of mal-

nutrition and ill-health reduce the typical worker’s output to 48 per cent of full capacity,

and this in a country where only 4.5 per cent of an estimated 84 per cent of the total land

surface which is potentially cultivable is actually tilled (see, La Secretaria de la Comisidn

Econdmica para America Latina, £l Desarrollo Econdmico del Ecuador (E/CN. 12/295),

Mexico: United Nations, Jan., 1954, p. 43), and where even those areas which are culti-

vated are not always used with much intensity (Junta Nacional de Planificacidn y Co-

ordinacidn Economica, Bases Direclivas para Programar el Desarrollo del Ecuador, Tomo I,

Quito 1958, p. 127). Quite clearly, then, investment in the training of experts in land

settlement, road building, and the like, will yield high marginal returns, particularly in

terms of much needed additional food production, in a country such as this.

The general argument in favor of investment in training farmers in better techniques

as a prerequisite to industrial growth is developed at some length by Harry T. Oshima

in his “A Strategy for Asian Development,” and his “Non-Investment Inputs in Asian

Agriculture and the ‘Leavening Effect’: A Rejoinder,” Economic Development and Cultural

Change, Vols. X (1962), pp. 294-316; and XI (1963), pp. 311-314 respectively.

All this abstracts from the question of worsening rural terms of trade as a result of

concentrating development in agriculture, and of the question of prospective common

market arrangements which might make an industrial advance more feasible. An adviser

must also give due regard to these considerations. A most interesting recent discussion of

many of the issues involved here can be found in: R. E. Baldwin, “Export Technology and

Development from a Subsistence Level,” Economic Journal, Vol. LXXIII (1963), pp. 80-92.
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engineers may, for instance, encourage the most rapid creation of employ,

ment opportunities in countries with a good deal of unused land,*^ and this

may be a superior educational investment from the social point of view to

one which concentrates on the production of technicians for factories where

the employment/capital ratio is low** In other words, the AA' curve m
social terms will be even further to the left than its monetary counterpart

3 Lengthening the working life of the trained individual—From the

model It can readily be seen that if the working life of a trained person can

be lengthened, then the whole of the additional annual MRPS accruing to

his training will be a net gam The question then arises as to how to lengthen

the working lives of trained personnel Improved health and nutritional

conditions will do this in many poor countries,** and although it may offend

one’s sense of social justice, soacty is probably best served by concentrating

medical and nutritional resources on its most productive (i e , most highly

trained) classes whenever these resources are really scarce Fortunately, if

one may use such a term in this way, the operation of the pricing system can

generally be expected to yield the required result in this respect

Then too, purely arbitrary limitations may exist on the working life of

highly trained personel in underdeveloped countries Many civil services,

educational institutions, and the like maintain the artificially low retirement

ages which were appropriate when the expatriate administrator or teacher

bore his burden up to the age of fifty five, but could not be expected to stay

away from his native land much longer The replacement of these people by

local personnel who may work in air*conditioned offices with every sort of

anti'biotic at their beck and call has created a situation in which low

retirement ages are no longer appropriate The manpower expert should

point this out whenever it occurs

COMLUSIO^S

Finally let it be said that the writer is aware that events may prove his

emphasis in error An educational system which lays the foundation for a

rational, cultivated society, as opposed to one which concentrates very

The theoretical value of cducaCton an aid to migration is discussed by T W
Schultz, a a O , p 4, and Larry a Sjaaitad * The Costs and Returns on Human Migration,”

^sumal o/Pr)/ilica/ Ecomimy {Supplement Oct , 1962), aa O , pp 80-93

The wnter u aware of the debate wduch rages around the supposed conflict between

the dictates of comparative advantage in a static sense and the requirements of economic

growth, or what has been called comparative advantage over lime For a recent balanced

discussion of this issue see H B Cbeoery, ‘ Comparative Advantage and Development

Policy,’ Amtncan Economic Rmew, Vol LI PP J&-51
1* While the average working life in the Umted States has been estimated to last for

fifty years, m underdeveloped countries it is generally much less In Guinea, for example,

It « calculated at only 18 15 years Correa, a aO , pp 46-41

For a discussion of the economics of mvestment in improved health facilities, see

S J Mushkm, ‘ Health as an Investment,” jfeiirmt of PoUlical Economy (Supplement Oct ,

1962),aa0.pp 129-157
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largely on strictly vocational training, may eventually yield the highest

economic and social returns. Indeed, vocational training or any other

method of altering the status quo may not be permitted in many societies

until the existing ruling classes are educated along liberal, rational lines;

not permitted this side of a revolution that is. It may also be true that

concentration of the kind of training which will encourage the immediate

maximization of the employment/capital ratio may prove to be an error

when it is at the expense of the creation of a technology which will ultimately

yield the highest net investment and growth (although the two are not

necessarily in conflict).^® However, the kind of educational system advocated

in this paper will generally yield the most rapid results, and we might

therefore recall that the only contribution to economic theory which has

proved really unassailable, at least up to now, is that “in the long run we
will all be dead.”

^®The technology chosen in a developing country really needs to be a compromise

between one which minimises costs over a reasonable period in the future and one which

maximizes domestic demand. In many cases this is likely to be a labor-intensive technology.
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Techniques used in educational plan-

ning and forecasting manpower re-

quirements into the future vary

widely The consequence is the

appearance of contradictory results

and the inference of achievement of

precision to a greater extent than is

warranted Mark Blaug, currently

head of the Researcli Unit in the

MARK BLAUG

Economics of Education at the

University of London, presents a

definiiive comparison of alternative

approaches and the way in which

they relate to planned and market

economies

£jducational planning is as old as state education, that is, much older

than economic planning Until comparatively recent times, however, educa-

tional planning was haphazard rather than deliberate, a matter for local

rather than central government, concerned with individual educational

institutions rather than entire educational systems, and no effort was ever

made to state the objectives that planning was supposed to satisfy The
Second World War changed all that the post-war explosion in the demand

for education, the new interest in central economic planning, the obsession

with growth rates in both developed and developing countnes combined to

promote a new attitude to the administration of education Educational

planning by the State with the purpose of promoting economic objectives is

now as universally approved as economic planning itself However, just as

Reprinted from Mark Blaug Approaches to Educational Planning’ Ectmotmc Joamd 77

(June 1967), pp 262-87, wilh the permission of the author and publisher

468
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there is a world of difference between central investment planning in the
Soviet Union and “indicative planning” in France and Britain, so enthu-
siasm about educational planning has not yet produced any consensus
about the methods and techniques of planning education.

Consider the curious predicament of an educational planner who con-

sults the fast-growing literature on the economics of education for guidance
in making policy decisions. On the one hand, he is told to gear the expansion
of the educational system to quantitative forecasts of the demand for highly

qualified man-power. On the other hand, he is urged to project what is

quaintly called “the social demand” for education, that is, the private

consumer’s demand, and to provide facilities accordingly. Finally, he is

furnished with calculations of the rate of return on investment on education

and advised to supply just enough schooling to equalize the yield of invest-

ment in human capital with the yield of investment in physical capital.

Obviously, the three approaches may give different answers, and, strangely

enough, the literature offers little assistance in reconciling different methods

of educational planning. To add insult to injury, however, the advocates of

man-power forecasting scoff at the assumptions underlying rate-of-return

calculations, while the proponents of rate-of-return analysis are equally

scornful of the idea that man-power requirements can be predicted accur-

ately. In the meantime, higher education is being expanded in many coun-

tries simply to accommodate the rising numbers of academically qualified

applicants, apparently on the notion that something like Say’s Law operates

in markets for professional man-power, supply creating its own demand. All

this is very confusing, and in the circumstances we can hardly blame some

educational planners who are beginning to doubt the value of the contribu-

tion of economists to educational decision-making.

This paper is an attempt to resolve the issue, or at least to present it in

such a way that it can be resolved. The basic thesis is that the three ap-

proaches rightly understood are complementary, not competitive. At one

point the argument will involve a comparison between the United States and

the United Kingdom, but this is purely illustrative and designed to clarify

the problem by discussing it in a concrete setting; the thesis itself is applicable

with appropriate modifications to both developed and developing countries.

I An Outline of the Three Approaches

The O.E.C.D. Mediterranean Regional Project provides a sophisticated

example of the man-power-forecasting approach to educational planning.

The method used was that ofproceeding in stages from an initial projection

of a desirable G.D.P. in a future year, as given by a prior economic plan,

to a supply of educated man-power in some sense “required” to reach it
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in the target year ^ The steps are as follows (I) the target GDP m, say,

1975 IS broken down by major sectors, such as agriculture, manufacturing,

transport, distnbution and the like, (2) these sectoral GDPs arc then

broken down by industries (this level ofdisaggregation was not attempted in

the MRP studies) , (3) an average labor output coefficient, the reciprocal

of the familiar concept of the average productivity of labor, is applied to the

sectoral or industrial GDP targets, yielding a forecast of labor require-

ments by sector or industry, (4) the labor force is distributed among a

number of mutually exclusive occupational categones, (5) the occupational

structure of the labor force is converted into an educational structure by

applying a standard measure of the level of formal education required to

perform “adequately” in each occupation* Allowances are then made for

deaths, retirements and emigration, that is, for replacements as well as

additions to the stock of educated man power The final result is a con-

ditional forecast of the demand for educated people m 1975, conditional,

that IS, on the achievement of the G D P target

The difficulties m this method center largely on steps (3) and (5),

although step (4) also raises controversial questions The standard pro-

cedure for forecasting labor-output coeffiaenu, step (3), is to extrapolate

past treads, either as a function of output or as a function of time An
alternative device is that of adopting (he coefficient observed in more ad

vanced countries, on the notion that there are definite man potver growth

paths that all economies follow tn the course of development, a variant is

to take the labor-output coefficient ruling m the most advanced sector of the

economy on the ground that the best practice techmque of that sector will

eventually become the average practice technique of all sectors Lastly,

there is the technique employed in drawing up The J^ahonal Plan of asking

employers to estimate their own future labor requirements, given a stated

rate of expansion in the market for their products We shall return to these

estimating procedures later, for the moment, we simply take note that the

problems involved in forecasting the productivity of labor are familiar to

^The MR-P Country Reports for Spain, Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia Turkey and
Portugal are now avaJable from OECD The method u explamed and defended by

H S Vames, Fortcastmg Educatmal ^feeds/or Ecoitmu and Social Dathpment {Vans OECD,
1962)

* The method u summed up in tbc equation

s:Workers rf education e in occupationj in industry i m sector s

where G D Pt~G DJ* originating in each sector,

GMJ* originating m each industry,

Li = the labor force in each industry,

Lj =the labor force in each ocoqiatKin, ,

Lf s the labor force with each tevd of ^ucation, andZ,>XAii>
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economists. This is not so with the difficulties encountered in step (5) of the
exercise, namely, the translation of labor requirements by occupation into

labor requirements by educational qualification {The Mational Plan omitted
this last step, thus producing a man-power forecast without implications for

educational planning). The simplest method of converting occupation into

education is to apply the mean number of years of schooling currently

observed in each occupation or job-cluster. Unfortunately, the concept of

educational attainment is not adequately expressed by a scalar such as years

of schooling. In any case, this is not what the educational planner wants to

know: his decisions have to be made in terms of different types of education.

The problem, therefore, is that of specifying a vector that measures the

combination of varying amounts and kinds of formal education required in

different occupations. So far, despite many attempts to develop such educa-

tional vectors, it cannot be said that this difficulty has been resolved satis-

factorily. The difficulty is not merely technical
;
as we shall see, it is at the

root of the inadequacy of the man-power-forecasting approach as now
conceived.

We turn now to social-demand projections. Little need be said here.

It is all in the Robbins Report, so to speak.® At this point, we need to dis-

distinguish between “forecasts” and “projections.” As these terms are

employed in the present paper, a “forecast” will always mean a prediction

subject to the achievement of a certain economic growth target, that is, a

statement of what would happen if economic growth were deliberately

manipulated. In other words, man-power forecasts simply spell out the

implications of an economic plan with respect to the characteristics of the

labor force. “Projections,” on the other hand, predict the outcome of

purely spontaneous forces, that is, what will happen in the normal course of

events in an unplanned economy (the “normal course of events” includes

the information made available by the projection). We can therefore talk

about man-power projections, say, in the American economy or the British

economy. Similarly, projections of the private demand for non-compulsory

education, social-demand projections, attempt to predict student enrollments

on the assumption that the “price” of education remains the same, whether

the economy is planned or not. This “price” consists of the direct and in-

direct costs of secondary and higher education, subject to the constraint of

meeting entry-qualifications. Thus, social-demand projections of the Rob-

bins type are contingent upon: (1) a given level of provision of secondary

education, particularly of fifth and sbcth forms
j (2) a given standard of ad-

mission into higher education; (3) a given level of the direct costs of second-

ary and higher education, in particular, a given level of student grants; and

(4) a given level of earnings of educated people not only because these

2 See also O.E.C.D., Policy Conference on Economic Growth and Investment in Education. II.

Targets for Education in Europe in 1970 (Paris: O.E.C.D., 1962).
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earnings represent an important aspect of the vocational opportunities

opened up by additional education but also because they constitute the

indirect costs of staying on at school m the form of earnings forgone Extra

polation ofexisting enrollment trends is the heart of the matter and, ofcourse,

the better the knowledge of the socio-economic determinants of “staying on

at school,” the more accurate the projection In principle it is perfectly

possible to measure the price clastiaty of the demand for education, that is,

to specify the effect of changes in some of the factors that are being held

equal, such as the level ofstudent grants, but so far little effort along these

lines has been attempted All this implies that social-demand projections

represent something like aminimum effort at foresight, telling the ^uca tional

planner not what to do but rather what will happen if he does exactly what
he has been doing in the past

This brings us to rate of return analj-sis Here we start with a cross-

tabulaUon of the labor force by s^e, education and earnings before and

after tax From these, we construct agc-eamings profiles by years of

schooling, that is, ^ve use cross section data to project lifetime earnings

associated with additional education It is comcnient to treat the costs of

education as merely negative earnings, uoth the result that we can proceed

immediately to calculate the present value of the net earnings differentials

associated with extra education at different discount rates The internal

rate of return on investment m education is simply the discount rate that

sums the present value of the net hfetime earnings to nought, or that equates

the discounted value of the costs ofa certain amount of education %vith the

ducounted value of the future eammgs antiapatcd from it< However,

an allowance must be made for the difficulty that the earnings associated

with additional education cannot be entirely attributed to education alone,

needless to say, individual earnings are determined partly by native ability,

family background, social class origins and so forth, and to that extent take

on the character of a rental payment to a non reproducible factor ofproduc-

tion On the basis of somewhat less than adequate empirical evidence, some

American authorities have agreed that about two-thirds of the observable

eammgs differentials associated with years of schooling are statistically

3ttrjbjjtj3bh So m edacsSsooai attsoomsoS Ooo coo see ihs

figure of two thirds might be an overestimate in Great Britain, given our

highly selective educational system, on the other hand, higher educated

individuals are relatively scarcer here than m the United States, which

argues that two thirds is an underestimate Furthermore, no one has yet

*T7jat u,

l-is(l+f)

where r u the internal rate ot return £ » eanungs belbre or after tax C is the costs of cduca

tjon, 1=15 u the legal school leaving age and /=65 b the year of retirement
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succeeded in giving a satisfactory quantitative expression to the considerable

uncertainty and illiquidity of investment in human capital. Nevertheless,

the common-sense interpretation of the rates of return that have been
calculated is that they represent something close to maximum-likelihood
estimates of the average yields of additional expenditures on education. In
one sense they are merely a summary statistic expressing the prevailing

relationship between the costs ofmore schooling and the earnings thatmaybe
more or less confidently expected to result from it.

There are many objections to this approach, some of which are worth
re-emphasizing in the present context. First, it assumes that existing earn-

ings differentials in favor of educated people reflect their superior produc-

tivity; obviously, if there is no relationship whatever between relative

earnings and relative productivities rate-of-return figures are economically

meaningless. Secondly, if the demand for and supply of educated people

increase at different rates in the future than in the past rates of return will

differ from those that have been calculated, or, to put it into jargon, the

average rate ofreturn may not be a good guide to the marginal rate ofreturn.

Thirdly, the approach ignores the non-monetary consumption benefits of

education, and, more seriously, it ignores all the monetary benefits other

than those that accrue directly to the educated individual. This is not the

place to discuss these objections,® although the first and second points will be

taken up below. Notice, however, that the man-power-forecasting approach

is vulnerable to some of the same objections : for example, it, too, ignores the

consumption as well as the spillover benefits of education. Nevertheless,

waiving all technical objections, the fact remains that the assumptions

underlying rate-of-return analysis are rather different from those of man-

power-forecasting and social-demand projections. Can we somehow combine

all these approaches, or must we choose one in preference to the two others ?

II A Preliminary Contrast

between the Three Approaches

The first thing that strikes us about these three approaches to educational

planning is that they are not on the same footing. The man-power-

forecasting approach tells the educational planner how many scientists,

engineers, technicians and so forth he should supply by, say, 1975 without

regard either to their prospective earnings or to the relative costs ofproducing

them. In short, it provides the planner with a forecast of one point of the

^ For a detailed discussion of all the technical objections, see M. Blaug, “The Rate of

Return on Investment in Education in Great Britain,” Manchester School, September 1965,

pp. 205-61, and Reprint Series, No. 5, Unit for Economic and Statistical Studies on Higher

Education, London School of Economics.
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1975 demand schedule for a particular skill If, for any reason, the supply

target stipulated in the man-power forecast is not met, so that relative

earnings change, the educational planner will have no way of knowing

whether the error was due to an inaccurate forecast of the shift in the demand

curve between 1966 and 1975 or simply to the mistaken assumption that

students choose to study particular subjects with no regard for earnings

prospects * Similarly, a projection of the private demand for education tells

the educational planner how many students with different types of profes-

sional preparation may be expected to be forthcoming by 1975 He has no

way ofknowing whether these students can be absorbed in the labor market

without a change in the pattern of relative earnings If relative earnings

alter it is very likely that this will affect the structure of the private demand
for education by fields of speaalization At this point he may be tempted to

combine the social demand projection with a man power forecast by provid-

ing just enough places in higher education to meet the demands of students

qualified for entry, while allowing the distnbution of places among faculties

and subjects to be governed by a forecast of man-power requirements

Indeed, this is more or less the approach that was adopted by the Robbins

Committee ’ But a moment’s reflection will show that this really combines

the worst of both worlds it assumes that economic growth is affected by the

relative supply of skilled professionab but not by their absolute supply,

It treats the fraction of the labor force that has received higher education as

* Take the case of the labor market for scieniuts A man power forecast states that the

demand for scientuts in 1975 will be as this forecast ignores the earnings of scientists,

apparently the notion is that the supply ofsaentistsu entirely a matter of the facilities made
available for the study of science (hence, the supply curve is perfectly inelastic) In 1975,

however, instead of g scientists at salaries s, q scientists are forthcoming at salaries /, that

IS we observe intenection B instead of C Are we on the 1975 demand curve the error

being due to the failure to meet our educational supply target, or are we on a different

demand curve?
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’ See C A Moser and P R G Layard, ‘ Planrang the Scale of Higher Education m
Great Britain Some Statistical ProWems,” Journal of the Royal StatuUcal Society Senes A,

Vol 27 Pt 4 1964, pp 488-9 andRepnntsSene^No I, Unit for Economic and Statutical

Studies on Higher Education, London School of Economics
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a consumption-decision best left in the hands of parents and students,

whereas the ratio of scientists to engineers or engineers to technicians is

regarded as an investment-decision that must be the responsibility of the

State. Furthermore, it is precisely in forecasting the demand for particular

skills rather than in forecasting total labor requirements that man-power
forecasting is weakest. Thus, this combination of the two approaches makes
poor use of the advantages of man-power forecasting, such as they are. The
outcome is a policy that is neither laissez-faire nor intervention, but a curious

mixture of the two. To be sure, it is not difficult to find an ideological justi-

fication for the social-demand approach in a private-enterprise economy.

But consistency demands that the policy of accommodating the private

demand should be applied to the choice ofsubject as much as to the choice of

further schooling.

A logical way of combining man-power forecasting with social-demand

projections would be to start with the growth of G.D.P. as a basis for the

assessment ofman-power requirements via estimated productivity trends, and

then to reverse the procedure by forecasting the likely output of the educa-

tional system and deriving G.D.P. via labor productivity trends. If there

were a discrepancy in the two results one could then decide whether to

revise the G.D.P. target or to attempt to alter the future supply of educated

people; since it costs something to do either, one would probably do both in

the effort to minimize the loss in resources. As the two approaches are con-

cerned with different sides of the labor market, however, it is difficult to

see how they could be combined without some reference to relative earnings

or at least hiring practices, elements conspicuously absent in the leading

examples of man-power forecasting and social-demand projections.® What
these two approaches do have in common is that they provide the educational

planner with exact magnitudes to aim at. Rate-of-return analysis, on the

other hand, merely provides a signal of direction : invest more or invest less.

But how much more or less? A little more or less is the answer, and then

recalculate the rate of return.

So far, rates of return have been calculated only for entire levels of the

educational system, or, at best, for years of additional schooling. But in the

United States and Canada some evidence is now beginning to emerge on

rates of return to different types of professional training,® and for the present

® For an attempt to combine the two approaches via the earnings of educated people,

see the diagram in M. Blaug, “An Economic Interpretation of the Private Demand for

Education,” Economica, May 1966, pp. 171-8, and Reprints Series No. 7, Unit for Economic

and Statistical Studies on Higher Education, London School of Economics.

• See W. Lee Hansen, “The ‘Shortage’ of Engineers,” Review of Economics and Statistics,

August 1961, pp. 251-6; “Professional Engineers: Salary Structure Problems,” Industrial

Relations, May 1963, pp. 33-44;
“ ‘Shortages’ and Investment in Health Manpower,” The

Economics of Health and Medical Care (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University of Michigan,

1965), pp. 75-92; and B. W. Wilkinson, “Present Values of Lifetime Earnings in Different

Occupations,” Journal of Political Economy, December 1966.
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discussion I shall assume that such figures arc available Furthermore,

present data limitations have confined rate of return analysis to calculations

of the average rate of return on investment in education However, with

better data on the career prospects ofrecent graduates there is no reason why
we cannot estimate marginal rates of return, which is what we really need

for educational planning At any rate, whether average or marginal yields

are calculated, it is clear that rate of return analysis is the method of mar-

gmalism, or what Professor Popper has called “piecemeal social engineer-

ing This has long been regarded as the principal weakness of rate of

return calculations as an instrument of planning, but m practice, it may be

the source of its peculiar strength it forces the educational planner to face

the severe limitations m his capacity to foresee the consequences of present

action, particularly when action involves, as it often does, the unprecedented

expansion of educational faalitics or changes in the entire structure of the

educational system Rate of return analysis as such does not forecast the

demand or the supply ofeducated man power It indicates how the two are

matched at present Curiously enough, however, if man power forecasts

and social demand projections are reliable the consequence is necessarily

an implicit prediction of rates of return Therefore, either all three methods

are valid when used in conjunction with one another or there is something

wrong with man power forecasting, or social demand projections, or both

To argue against this conclusion, one must assert both that (I) the costs

of different types and amounts ofeducation and (2) the relative earnings of

highly qualified man power never vary over time In some countnes and

for some periods the first assertion may be correct The second however, is

palpably false and, indeed, can only be substantiated on theoretical grounds

if (1) Say’s Law operates in all labor markets so that demand and supply

shift to the right as if hooked together, or (2) relative earnings are entirely

Supply determined because the supply curve of every type of scientific man
power is perfectly elastic, or (3) relative earnings are entirely demand

determined because the demand curve for every type of scientific manpower

is perfectly elastic It is easy to sec that (2) and (3) arc absurd assumptions

The same cannot be said of (1), which is probably the conception in the

back of the minds of man power forecasters Unlike most assumptions in

economics, however, this one is easy to falsify All we need to observe is

fluctuations in the relative earnings of highly qualified man power and

Say 5 Law is invalidated

Nevertheless, most educational planners react instinctively to rate of-

retum analysis in the conviction that marginalism is not the appropnate

technique for educational planning It is the length of time required to

produce skilled professional people that is always cited as the rationale for

R Popper The Open Socuh and Its Eiiemta II (London Routledge & Kegan Paul

4th ed , 1962), p 222
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long-term man-power forecasting. Training a scientist or an engineer takes

about fifteen years and the effective production-period may be even longer

because the educational system is a hierarchical input-output structure: it

is usually necessary first to feed back an intermediate output of teachers ifwe
want a higher final output of scientists and engineers.^^ In consequence, it is

likely that labor markets for highly qualified man-power are subject to cob-

web effects without a tendency to converge toward equilibrium. When
excess demand for a specialized skill raises its relative earnings, the increase in

the supply of that skill, assuming students are made aware ofand respond to

the rise in prospective earnings, takes five or ten years to materialize. Because

of this lag in the adjustment of supply, there is every chance that market
forces will overshoot the equilibrium, so that what was a shortage turns sud-

denly into a glut. As earnings fall, the reverse effect takes place. This

dynamic adjustment process may never produce market-clearance in any

one period, but rather continuous fluctuations in earnings associated with

successive phases of labor shortages in one field and labor surpluses in

another. Given the strong probability that there will be structural dis-

equilibria in the distribution of educated man-power among occupations,

and the high cost of such disequilibria when they occur, it is imperative that

some central agency try to forecast the demand for scientific or technical

man-power at least ten or fifteen years ahead, in the same way that the

Central Electricity Board forecasts the demand for electric power before it

commits itself to building a hydro-electric dam that takes almost a decade to

complete. Even if we could predict relative earnings fifteen years ahead,

these would be of no help to rational investment decisions in the field of

education, because these earnings simply reflect disequilibrium situations. So

runs the central argument of the proponents of man-power forecasting.^®

“ For an excellent illustration of this feedback problem, see V. Stoikov, “The Allocation of

Scientific Effort: Some Important Aspects,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1964, pp.

307-24.

For a powerful defence of the man-power forecasting approach along these lines, see

G. Bombach, “Long-term Requirements for Qualified Manpower in Relation to Economic

Growth,” Economic Aspects of Higher Education, ed. S. E. Harris (Paris: O.E.C.D., 1964),

pp. 201-23, as revised in “Manpower Forecasting and Educational Policy,” Sociology of

Education, Fall, 1965, pp. 343-74. The fact that the lead-time for the production of scientific

man-power is fairly long and, hence, that markets for this type of man-power are charac-

terized by cobweb effect does not itself prove that market forces never converge on equili-

brium. K. J. Arrow and W. M. Capron have argued that the “shortage” of engineers and

scientists in the United States in recent years is gradually being eliminated by a dynamic

adjustment process: “Dynamic Shortages and Price Rbes: The Engineer-Scientist Case,”

Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1959, pp. 292-309. But Arrow and Capron consider

only lags on the demand side—such as the time it takes firms to realize that they can only

obtain more qualified man-power by offering higher salaries (pp. 297-9)—and refer only

briefly (p. 303) to those lags on the supply side that have been emphasized by man-power

forecasters. Even so, what is true for the United States may not apply elsewhere. For a

brilliant catalogue of all the factors that inhibit market clearance for specialized skills in

both developed and underdeveloped countries—such as rigid technologies, conventions in
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III Two Views of the State of the World

We can now sharpen the contrast between the three approaches to edu*

cational planning by asking what the world would have to be like to make

It unnecessary to forecast the demand for highly specialized man power,

despite its long production period Suppose we had an educational system

that did not permit students to speaalizc until ihcir second or third year of

higher education, that provided a perfectly general education for everyone

until the ages of nineteen or twenty, that made full use of team teaching and

new educational media in the interest of keeping staff/student ratios as

flexible as possible and capable ofranging from^ to -jiir Suppose also that

vocational counselling was so efficient that students were extremely well in-

formed of career opportunities Suppose further that the demand for differ-

ent skills was highly elastic, that capital was an almost perfect substitute for

labor and that, in addition, workers with different skill characteristics were

good substitutes for one another In short, there were always many people

who could perform a given job, and thejob could almost always be displaced

by a machine Lastly, suppose that most specialized skills were acquired on

the job, not learned in schools, and that technical change demanding netv

and hitherto unfamiliar skills proceeded gradually without fits and starts

In these circumstances would it really matter that education is a durable

asset and that the gestation-pcnod of that asset is ten or twenty years ^ To
forecast man power requirements under these conditions would be almost

meaningless for the simple reason that, in this sort of world, educated man-
power could never be a bottleneck to economic growth Projections of the

private demand for education and calculations of the rate of return, how-

ever, would be perfectly meaningful in such a world, and, indeed, the only

guides available to decision-making in education

We can go to the other extreme and imagine a world created in the image

ofman power forecasting students and parents would be poorly informed of

career prospects and more mterested in acquinng education for consumption

than for investment reasons
,
speaalization by subjects would start very early,

student/staff ratios would be fixed and unalterable, and all school buildings

and school equipment would be indivisible and highly specific m each use,

the demand schedules for separate skills would be highly inelastic, and the

elasticity of substitution between labor and capital, as well as the elasticity

hiring practices, ignoraoce of skill substtUibOR potentuils the high cost of spreading in

formation both among the buyers and the sellm of skills skill labelling by paper quail

fications in response to imperfect knowledge etc—see H Leibenstein Shortages and

Surpluses m Education m Underdeveloped Countnes A Theoretical Foray,* £Jucal:on

and £conomie Development, eds C A Andenon and M J Bowman (Chicago Aldme
Publishing Company, 1963), pp 51-62
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of substitution between men with different skills, would be well below unity;

industry would provide virtually no training, and the pace of technical

change would be so rapid that the demand curves for people with different

educational backgrounds would shift through time unevenly and irregularly.

Obviously, in this sort ofworld the private demand for education would be so

unstable as to make it impossible to extrapolate existing trends, and all

marginal calculations would be irrelevant. Labor-output coefficients would
be technologically determined, and earnings associated with education and
even the costs of supplying various skills would be ignored.

Enough has been said to suggest that the quarrel really is about the view
one takes of the real world. What we have is a picture of a continuum;
to the right is a neo-classical universe, characterized by substitutabilities in

both the educational system and the productive system; to the left is a

Leontief-type universe of fixed-input coefficients, characterized by extreme

complementarities in both education and industry. Needless to say, the real

world lies somewhere in between. To resolve the conflict that we are exam-

ining, we need to decide whether the world lies nearer to the right end or the

left end of the continuum (right and left, of course, carry no political

connotation).

IV A Wider Conception of Educational Planning

There is much research going on both here and abroad designed to throw

light on the ease of substitution among people with different educational

backgrounds in particular occupational categories, on the substitutability

between formal education and labor training, on hiring practices with

respect to educated personnel, on the relationship between choice of tech-

nique and the skill mix of the labor force, on occupational mobility and the

pattern of career opportunities and so forth.^® In time to come these inquiries

may allow us to give an unequivocal answer to the question whether the

productive system is in fact characterized by variable or by fixed educational-

input coefficients. But when it is realized that the answer ideally requires

specification of the aggregate production function of an economy, not for

output as a function of homogeneous labor and capital but eis a function of

labor classified by levels of education and capital classified by types of

machine-operating skills, it seems obvious that educational planning will

have to make do for a long time to come with very imperfect knowledge

of the precise connection between education and economic growth. In these

The author is participating in a major study of this kind, carried out by the Unit

for Economic and Statistical Studies on Higher Education of the London School ofEconomics,

under the direction of M. Hall: for some preliminary results, see M. Blaug, M. H. Peston

and A. Ziderman, The Ulilisalion ofEducated Manpower in Industiy (London: Oliver & Boyd,

1967).
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circumstances what is the planner to do^ Should he act on a man-power
forecast’ But what if the forecast \vere to prompt action exactly opposite to

that suggested by a projection ofprivate demand or a calculation of the social

rate of return on investment m education’ We are back to the problem
with which we started Are we any nearer a resolution ’

Planning has been defined as the process ofpreparing a set of decisions for

action to be taken in the future ** Since it is oriented to the future, planning

partakes of all the difficulties analyzed in the theory of sequential decision-

making under uncertainty Educational planning is, as we have argued,

particularly prone to uncertainty about the future, since even the present

relationship between the supply of qualified students and the demand for

educated people from industry and government is little understood In the

circumstances we are always better offifwe can build into the system the kind

of flexibility that allows it to adjust automatically to bottlenecks and sur-

pluses In short, educational plannmg should largely consist of action

designed to move the real world closer to the right end of the continuum,

characterized by a multiplicity of alternatives m producing and utilizing

educated man-power For whatever is the state of the world, such action

ensures a smoother adjustment of educational output to educational inputs

and improves the chances of market clearance

V Higher Education in Great Britain

and the United States

To clarify the argument, let us contrast the roan-power situation in

Great Britain and the United States First of all, specialization m schools

starts much earlier in Britain than m Amenca British students begin to con-

centrate on their major fields (arts or science) by the age of 15, and some-

times as early as 14, by the age of 15 or 16 the science students have largely

ceased to study arts subjects, and vice versa, and by the sixth form extreme

specialization even between pure and applied science is almost universal

Recently, there have been some changes m the opposite direction, but these

do not affect the striking contrast between the British and American situa-

tion Two years ago, Lord Bowden told the House of Lords “It is almost

true to say that the destiny of our universities, their whole expansion pro-

gram, and, with this, the whole destmy of this country, is at the moment

1* For an illuminating discussion o( ccBicepts of planning as applied to educational plan

ning, sec C A Anderson and M J Bowman, * Theoretical Considerations of Educational

Plinmng,” Educational Planning, ed D Adams (Syra«ue, NY Syracuse University Press,

1964), pp 4-8
'* The evidence is reviewed by J A LauwOTS, “United Kingdom,” Access to Higher

Education, ll Mtioml Studies {Vans U NESCO, 1965), pp 362-70
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in the hands of 14-year-old schoolboys,

a

remark which might now be
amended to read “15-year-old schoolboys.” Early specialization is said to

be caused by university entrance requirements and excessive competition in

sixth forms for a limited number of places in universities. But \vhatever the

reason, the undisputed fact that British students specialize at an earlier age
than almost any other developed country means that the supply of, say,

scientists and engineers in 1972 is already determined in Britain, whereas in

the United States it will be possible to make a substantial impact on the 1972

supply by policies adopted in 1968 or 1969. Thus, the lead-time required to

produce skilled man-power in Great Britain is at least twice as long as in the

United States, in consequence of which there is much stronger probability

in Britain of periodic shortages and surpluses of scientists and engineers.

Added to the first consideration, and directly related to it, is the chronic

excess demand for higher education in Great Britain ever since the war,

defined simply as an excess ofsecondary school leavers qualified for entry over

the number of student places available. Higher education has been rationed

in this country for twenty years, and even under the Robbins targets this

situation will continue until well into the 1970s. In the United States, on the

other hand, state imiversities are required by law to admit all applicants with

a high-school diploma, and private American universities have generally

expanded facilities to keep pace with the rising number of qualified appli-

cants. Standards of admission vary more widely than in Great Britain and,

in general, nearly all high-school graduates in America who want to go to

college manage to find some institution of higher learning willing to accept

them. Paradoxically enough, British students in higher education are

generously subsidized by the State, more generously than in any other

developed country and certainly more generously chan in the United

States. In consequence, the costs of higher education to students are much
less in Britain than in the United States, and this serves further to raise the

demand for places in this country.^^

Furthermore, not only is the overall supply of places in higher education

rationed in Britain but so is the allocation of places between faculties. As

we noted earlier, the policy on the balance of faculties in universities appears

to have been based on the man-power forecasts of the Barlow Committee in

1 946 and those ofthe Committee on Scientific Man-power of 1 956 and 1961

Debate on Technological Development in House of Lords, December 2, 1964: Hansard

(House of Lords), Vol. 261, para. 1163.

Blaug, “TheRateofReturn on Investment in Education in Great Britain,” op. cit., p. 245.

Moser, Layard, op. cit., pp. 510-11, and P. R. G. Layard, “Manpower Neei and

the Planning of Higher Education,” Manpower Poli^ and Employment Trends, eds. B. C.

Roberts and J. H. Smith (London: L.S.E., 1966), pp. 86-7; see also W. G. Bowen,

“University Finance in Britain and the United States: Implications of Financing Arrange-

ments for Educational Issues,” Public Finance, 1963, reprinted in W. G. Bowen, Economic

Aspects oj Education. Three Essays (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1964), pp.

58-65.
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In consequence, there have been years when applicants for arts places have

been denied entry while at the same time there were vacant places in saence

and technology Although the Umversity Grants Committee took the view

m 1958 that “student choices have shown themselves to be remarkably

sensitive to prospective demand,*’** this was not allowed to affect the policy

on faculty balances But, clearly, cither students are poorly informed of

career prospects, in which case they can be better informed, or they are well

informed, in which case the argument must be that the labor market fails

to produce signals of impending man power shortages If the latter, one

would think that the State would adopt a differential student grant policy

so as to encourage students to take up those professions m which there is

known to be a prospective shortage This view implies considerable con

fidcnce in man*powcr forecasts, and no doubt a lack of conviction about

Ibrecasting accounts for the present inconsistent policy

In the United States, on the other hand, students are allowed freely to

choose their own subject once they have gained admission to university

They are kept informed of trends m the labor market by means of vocational

counselling, and full use is made ofspecial scholarship programs and student

loans restricted to particular subjects or fields ofstudy that require encourage-

ment

It seems obvious that the supply of highly qualified man power is more

ngidly predetermined in Britain t^n m the Umted States, that students*

educational choices are less firmly linked to job opportunities, and that, in

general, the demands of the labor market have less influence on the structure

of higher education in Britain than m the Umted States If we add to this

the contrast between the British tnpartitc secondary education, with a

umversity stream separated from the rest by the age of 12, and the compre-

hensive high schools of Amenca that allow almost 50% of the age group

16-18 to pass on to college, as well as the rigid paths of British techmeal

education in which professional qualifications are only obtainable by passing

the examination of a particular professional institution, albeit by part time

as well as full time means, and the extraordinary variety of trade and

vocaUonal high schools, technical institutes, two year jumor colleges, four-

year techmeal colleges and the like in the United States, we are forced to

conclude that there is much less scope for short run adjustments m the

demand and supply ofman power in this country, and therefore the stronger

probabihty of imbalances in the labor market It may be that all llus is

•• U G C , Umversity Development, 1952-1957 (London H M S O , 1958), p 75

It IS not easy to provide a definitive reference here because few students of comparative

education have examined national systexos from this point of view For some material,

however, see The Osnference of Engineenng Societies of Western Europe and the U SA
(E U S E C.), Report on Education and Tramng of Professional Engineers A Comparative Study

of Engineering Education and Training tn the EUSEC and OEEC countries (Brussels

E U S E C , 1962), 1, pp 70-6, 11, pp 11-12, 36, 39, 67-9, 79-61
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offset by differences in on-the-job training provisions in the two countries,

but even here casual impression runs against Britain.®^

These differences between the two educational systems go a long way
to explain the American interest in rate-of-return analysis and their sceptical

attitude to man-power forecasting, and exactly the reverse attitude in this

country. Faced with a rigid and highly structured educational system, and

aware that as much as two-thirds of university graduates and probably a

similar fraction of those with G.C.E. “O” and “A” levels are employed by

the public sector—the State in respect of education combining monopoly

with monopsony—educational planners in Britain have seen no alternative

to man-power forecasting with all its admitted shortcomings. But the price

of rigidity is that errors are more disastrous. This is the great paradox of

the man-power-forecasting approach; because of alleged rigidities in the

educational system and imperfections in the labor market, one must forecast

the demand for educated people so as to avoid structural disequilibria; but

if there is indeed little synchronization between the educational system and

the labor market errors in forecasting lead to an irremediable waste of

resources, not to mention the disappointment of students who cannot find

employment on satisfactory terms. In short, in a Leontief-type economy

there is a premium on the accuracy of forecasts, and an inaccurate forecast

can aggravate instead of improve the situation. In contrast, if the economic

system is sufficiently flexible to adjust to erroneous forecasts, even crude

estimates of man-power requirements can serve as useful guides, but at the

same time there is less reason to forecast at all, and hence the costs ofmaking

forecasts must be scrutinized more closely.

VI Educational Reforms

and an Active Man-power Policy

The way to cut through this Gordian knot is to create a safety-valve

against forecasting errors by strengthening the automatic adjustment

mechanism of the market-place. In the British context this means attacking

the problem of early specialization and, since this is in turn related to the

To sum up our argument in terms of the ordinal continuum mentioned above:

Leontief- U.K. U.S.A. Neo-
type

II f f II
classical

universe universe

I am, of course, ignoring all the sociological differences that underlie the two systems; I am
describing, not explaining. For a suggestive sociological explanation, see R. H. Turner,

“Modes of Social Ascent Through Education: Sponsored and Contest Mobility,” American

Sociological Review, 1960, reprinted in Education, Economy, and Society, eds. A. H. Halsey, J.

Floud and C. A. Anderson (Glencoe, III.: The Free Press, 1962), pp. 121-40.
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keen competition for a limited number ofuniversity places, further expansion

of Umversity facilities to accommodate the unsatisfied demand The root of

the problem IS thewhoIeG C E system Although the nineG C E examining

boards are, strictly speaking, autonomous bodies, almost half of their

members are drawn from the Universities and, hence, the remedy lies in

closer cooperation between the universities and the Secondary School

Examination Council So long as places in universities are rationed, how-

ever, no long term solution is possible Hitherto, early specialization has

been attacked on purely educational grounds What has not always been

realized is that early specialization is also one of the major causes of man-
power difficulties in Britain Obviously, it may be expensive to redesign the

educational system so as to mimmize the time taken to learn professional

skills, and this extra cost must enter into the decision to postpone the age of

specialization What I contend is that the benefits of late specialization for

the elimination of man-power bottlenecks have not previously been given

their proper due Likewise, the debate on comprehensive schools, the issue

of grants to secondary school students, the question of loans to students in

higher education and even the Friedman Pcacock-Wiseman idea of “educa-

tional vouchers” all look somewhat different seen through man power

spectacles

Further, every effort should be made to allow students freely to choose

their faculties, concomitant with heavy investment in vocational counselling

in schools Indeed, the provision of career information both in schools and

m labor exchanges ought to be a principal activity of the educational

authorities Unfortunately, in most countries this function is divided between

the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labor, and hence there is

little commumcafion between schools and employers For example, in

Britain the Youth Employment Service is still in part under the umbrella

of the Ministry of Labor, and this division of control may help to explain

why facihties for vocational guidance are poorly co ordmated and why the

level of provision is well behind the United States and most other European

countries

More broadly, any policy action that increases the flexibility with which

resources are combined within the educational system must improve the

capacity of schools to adjust to shortages and surpluses of various types of

man power That is, any action that encourages educational innovation in

schools, such as constructing school buildings easily adaptable to various

class sizes, training teachers to use new educational media, such as closed-

circuit television and programmed instruction, must ease the man power

situation, whatever it is Of course, the case for new educational media is

not one to be decided solely or even largely on man power grounds, but the

” See R A Lester, Manpowtr Flattmng ut « Frtt Socitty (Princeton, NJ Princeton

University Press, 1966), pp 59-75, for conqarative evidence
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fact remains that the more teachers are replaced by mechanical aids, the

easier it is to expand enrollment or to adjust faculty balances.

Turning to the labor market, we note that shortages of particular skills,

that is, the existence of unfilled vacancies at current salary levels, are over-

come in the short run either by raising salaries, by lowering minimal hiring

standards or by providing more on-the-job and off-the-job training. There
is much less scope here for public policy than in the formal educational

system. Nevertheless, in the absence of specific knowledge of the extent of a
shortage, it is always possible for the State to ease the situation by altering

pay scales in the public sector, by furnishing better information about the

future output of the educational system to personnel officers in business

enterprises in the hope of encouraging an adjustment of hiring standards

and by offering financial incentives to industry to expand its training

programs. Recent attempts to experiment with public provision for training

and retraining of adult workers, as in the Industrial Training Act in this

country and the Man-power Training and Development Act in the United

States, are, of course, precisely along these lines. The more we avoid placing

all responsibility for man-power development on the schook alone, the less

we need to pay the consequences ofunemployable school leavers or economic

growth held back by shortages of various skills.

^Vhat I am proposing is that educational planning should consist in part

of reforms of the educational system, and, for the rest, what has been de-

scribed in America as “an active man-power policy.”^® Educational plan-

ning, and particularly educational planning in developing countries,

should concern itself more widely with the reciprocal impact of the educa-

tional system and the labor market. It is a fallacy to think that there can

be no man-power planning without man-power forecasting, and that, in the

absence offorecasting, educational planning must consist ofa passive attitude

toward the economic returns from education. Rather than accepting

existing educational patterns and prevailing hiring policies as data in the

planning process, much of the effort of educational planning should

be directed at altering them so as to give full scope to the process by

which industry adapts its demand to the supply of educated man-power,

and the supply of students adjusts itself to the changing demands from

industry.

See, for example, E. W. Bakke, “An Active and Positive Manpower Policy,” Active

Manpower Policy. International Management Seminar. Final Report (Paris: O.E.C.D., 1965), pp.

127-45.
"* In a valuable new book. Education and Social Change in Ghana (London: Routledge &

Kegan Paul, 1965), P. J. Foster shows that educational planners in Ghana have for decades

insisted on providing secondary technical schools despite the fact that it proved difficult to

fill all the available places and that their graduates failed to obtain employment. Students

were, in practice, better informed of the poor returns from technical education than the

planners themselves.
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VII Man-power Forecasting with a Difference

None of the three conflicting approaches to educational planning has any

logical priority over the others Faced with an uncertain future, educational

planning must diversify its portfolio of methods and techmques Clearly,

there are upper limits to the elasticity ofsubstitution for certain critical skills,

that IS, skills involving long formal preparation and training And no
matter how late we postpone specialization, the effective lead-time of

scientific man-power is sufficiently long to create the possibility of unstable

cobweb effects It takes years to put up a complex of school buildings and,

obviously, foresight is indispensable to the decision to begin building In

addition, students base their career decisions on today’s market forces, and
only a forecast can reveal the situation that they will confront when they

eventually enter the labor market There can be no question, therefore,

about the necessity of trying to take a forward look at man power require-

ments and, in pnnaple, one should look forward as far as possible However,

the period over which we can usefully forecast the demand for man-power

m the present state of knowledge is much more limited than is usually ad-

mitted All the evidence shows that we do not yet know how to forecast

beyond three or four years with anything remotely resembling the 10%
margins of errors that are regarded as just tolerable in general economic

forecasting Some post-mortems on five-year and ten-year man-power fore-

casts in the Soviet Union, in Sweden and m Iran suggest that such forecasts

invariably go wide of the mark ** Unfortunately, none of these forecasts were

of the type that furnished a range of estimates on various assumptions about

the magnitude of the critical variables and coefficients, and single-value

conditional forecasts can rarely be falsified by a simple comparison of fore-

cast with outcome The point is that unless the GDP target itself is

On the Soviet Union, N DeWrtt, Ediuatumal and Pnfesstonal Employment in the US SJt

(Washington DC National Science Foundation, 1961), and “Educational and hlan-

power Planning in the Soviet Union,” The World Yearbook of Eduealion 1957 Edwational

Planning, eds G Z F Bereday, M Blaug and V A Lauwerys (London Evans Bros

,

1967) On Sweden, EdueohoruilPoluy and Planning in Siteden {Pam O E C D , mimeographed,

1964), pp 24-5, Appendix XI, pp 1-25 On Iran, C B Baldwin, “Iran’s Experience

^Vlth Manpower Planning Concept, Techniques, and Lessons,” Manpower and Education

Country Studies in Economic Dtvtlopmenl (Nevr York McGraw Hill, 1965), pp 140-73 See

also R G Hollister, A Technical Evalualm of the FtrH Stage of the Mediterranean Regional

Project (Paris OECD, 1966, that demonstrates that the 1980 man power forecasts of

the M R P are highly sensitive to small changes m the labor-output and in the occupation-

education coefficients No one has yet taken a letrospeclivc look at the many man power

forecasts that have been made in France in the last decade, but see J Fourasti^, * Employ-

ment Forecasting in France," Emphyment Forecasting (Paris OECD, 1963), particularly

pp 71-2, and J and A M Hackett, fiwwmie Ffaitning »« /ra/ic# (London George Alfcn &
Unwin, 1964), pp 145-9, 186-8, 30j-4

*• There arc other grounds for objecting to single-value forecasts In the words of the

Technical Eosluatm ef the MRP “educational strategy should be formulated with the
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achieved exactly, we cannot be sure where the fault lies. That is, there are

four possibilities

:

In the vast number of Ccises where single-valued man-power forecasts were

made, the realized economic growth rate fell, for one reason or another,

below the target growth rate, with the result that even with hindsight it

proves impossible to say whether the forecast was accurate or not. Worse

than this, in some instances, such as that of teacher supply, forecasts merely

provided a framework for particular policy recommendations, and so were

deliberately designed to be self-falsifying. Hence, repeated failures to forecast

reliably in cases where G.D.P. growth targets were achieved have taught us

little, and despite twenty years of experience we are not much wiser today

about the nature of the changing demand for educated man-power. Indeed,

so notorious is the unreliability of such forecasts that there is not a single

country on record that has made a serious effort to implement comprehensive

targets for man-power requirements.

We have spoken so far exclusively of man-power /oreraj/r in the sense

defined earlier. Some additional insight is gained from experience with

man-power projections in countries such as the United Kingdom and the

United States that have no commitment, or have had no commitment until

recently, to a national economic plan. Suffice it to say that the British record

of man-power projections is abysmal, possibly because the task was assigned

uncertainties engendered by technological change clearly in mind. In the light of such

uncertainties, objectives of labor force flexibility may receive more stress in the formulation

of the structure and content of education. Manpower requirement estimates which conceal

these utyertainties, by presenting single value estimates of requirements rather than ranges

of alternatives, may do a great disservice to formulators of educational policy” {op. cit.,

p. 62).
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to physical scientists rather than to economists The American record is

more difficult to judge, as the melhodolt^ of American man-power projec-

tors is highly eclectic,*® and errors in prediction have been as common on the

Side of enrollments as on the side of employment.** Nevertheless, little com-

fort IS derived from the various American efforts at predicting the demand

for scientists, engineers and technicians, not to mention teachers, doctors

and dentists.

The reasons for this dismal picture are several. First of all, as Kendrick

has shown for the United States, (he advanceofboth total-factorproductivity

and labor productivity in vanous sectors is quite irregular over time, and
seems to exhibit no simple regular pattern (hat could be used by a man-power
forecaster or projector.*® Furthermore, it is doubtful, simply on theoretical

grounds, whether all countries move along the same man-power growth

path, that is, arrive at similar occupational distnbutions of the labor force for

identical levels of output per head. At any rate, there is no evidence that

man-power forecasting can be based on mere imitation of a richer country

Similarly, we know too little about the rate of diffusion of best-practice

techniques within and between industries to make practical use of the

method of “catching uji” with the most advanced firm or sector of the

economy. And, finally, the notion of asking business firms to forecast their

labor requirements at income growth rates that they may never have

experienced assumes that they can predict their market shares independently

of the activities of rival firms

Even ifwe could somehow predict productivity changes, we still have to

cross the hurdle of occupational classifications and of converting these into

educational equivalents. And here the real problem is not simply the

failure to observe any unique relationship between educational background

See A T. Peacock, “Econonuc Growth and the Demand for Qualified Manpower,"
Dutmt Bank Rtvttw,J\ine 1963, pp $-19, Moser, Layard, op of , and the revealing evidence

of Sir Solly Zuckerman to the Robbins Committee, //<gW Eifurafion Eindence,l?i I, Vol B,

Cmnd 2154-VII (London* H M S 0 , 1963), pp 423-52.

“A leading American projection simply extrapolated the ratio of employment of

scientists and engineers in a given industry to total employment tn that industry on the

basis of evidence ofa linear trend between 1954 and 1959 {The Long range Demandfor SntnUfie
and Enginemng Personnel Washington, DC ; National Science Foundation, 1961) But jn

two cases, the chemical industry and the dectneal equipment industry, further detailed

investigation threw doubt on the assumption of a stable employment fraction for saentific

man-power (rW, pp 16-17,21-4) See also Sivnitsts, Engineers, and Tfchnicuinsta ike ISSO’s

Reguirements and Supply (Washington, D C National Science Foundation, 1963).
*’ For a thorough review, seeJ K Folger, “Scientific Manpower Planning in the United

States," The World Tearbook ofEducation 1967, op cit

j W. Kendnck, Productimly Trends w the Untied Slates (Princeton* Princeton University

Press, 1961), Ch 6, pp 133-89

The case for the existence of man-power growth paths is thoroughly canvassed with

sceptical conclusions by R G Hollister, “The Economics of Manpower Forecasting,

International Labour Pevieu), 1964, reprinted m The &onomies of Atanpoicer Planning, ed M R
Sinha (Bombay. Asian Studies Press, 1965), pp. 73-103
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and occupational affiliation in today’s labor force, except for those pro-

fessions such as medicine and teaching where custom imposes a minimum
entrance qualification, but the difficulty of separating the forces of supply

from the forces of demand. What we have here is the old “identification

problem.” After all, the schooling currently associated with each occupa-

tion is as much the outcome of the supply of educated people in the past as

of the history of the demand for qualified man-power. In any economy with

a high level of aggregate demand qualified man-power, however irrationally

produced, will somehow be absorbed into employment; what we observe

today may simply represent the misallocations of the past.®® If we want to

forecast the demand for educated people we cannot simply read off the

existing fit of occupation and education. The task we face is to find an
independent method of estimating the optimum amount and type of educa-

tion for each job-cluster. But satisfactory performance in an occupation is a

complicated function of native ability, psycho-motor skills, work experience,

on-the-job training and formal educational preparation, and we are far from

understanding just how much the latter contributes to this mix. Further-

more, it is doubtful whether one can define the optimum education for an

occupation without introducing earnings, a variable that so far has been

ignored by man-power forecasters.®^

The variance about the mean in the number of years of schooling observed in different

occupations appears to be considerable: see Fames, op. cit., pp. 112-13; U.S. Bureau of

the Census, U.S. Census of Population : I960. Subject Reports. Occupation by Earnings and Educa-

tion. Final Report PC(2)-7B (Washington, D.C.: G.P.O., 1963), pp. 244 ff; and C. A.

Anderson, “Patterns and Variability in Distribution and Diffusion of Schooling,” Education

and Economic Development, op. cit., pp. 321-4.

The whole point of man-power forecasting is precisely the notion that the present

situation represents a malutilization of educated people; if it does not, ordinary market
forces may be trusted to give results as satisfactory in the future as in the past. By implication,

man-power forecasters must assume that the market has everywhere failed to allocate man-
power resources optimally. For that reason, attempts to estimate the educational stmcture

of the labor force as a given function of national income or output per head with the aid of

cross-section data for different countries falls short of solving the problem of forecasting

man-power requirements (Netherlands Economic Institute, “Financial Aspects of Educa-

tional Expansion in Developing Regions,” Financing of Education for Economic Growth (Paris:

O.E.C.D., 1966); E. R. Rado and A. R. Jolly, “The Demand for Manpower: An East

African Case Study,” The Journal ofDevelopment Studies, April 1965, pp. 226-51 ; and P. R. G.

Layard and J. C. Saigal, “Educational and Occupational Characteristics of Manpower:
An International Comparison,” British Journal ofIndustrial Relations, J\Ay 1966). Educational

planning based on these regression equations mns the danger of reproducing the past mis-

allocations of man-power in the more advanced countries.

There appear to be three possible relationships between education and occupation:

(1) there is a minimum educational qualification for each occupation and additional quali-

fications have no economic value; (2) the productivity of a worker in an occupation increases

with his educational qualifications, very gradually at first, then at a sharply increasing rate

beyond a certain threshold level, after which it levels off again; (3) the productivity of a

worker in a specific occupation increases monotonically with his educational qualifications,

first at an increasing rate and then at a decreasing rate, and it never levels off. These three

cases relating to a specific occupation are illustrated in the following diagram, with educa-

tional qualification measured as a scalar on the horizontal axis and productivity or per-
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All this has been said before, c%en by those who ads’oeate long-term

nun power forecasting** The point is do we brush these criticisms aside

and forecast as best we can, or do we revise our baste ideas about man-

power forccasung* The leading manpower forecasters insist that long-

term forecasts, esen of the crudest kind, distinguishing merely between

occupations rcquinng general academic education and those rcquinng

sacntific and technical preparation, arc useful in guiding the allocation of

educational expenditures among levels and branches of the educational

system That would be true if one could rely on them Unfortunately, c\cn

the forecasters themselves warn against educational expansion closely tied

to forecasts of man power requirements** The question is not whether to

formancc-rating in the occupation measured on the vertical axis The three possibiliue*

mentioned below correspond to the three numbered curve*. If the real world u correctly

depicted by / J) or (2) there u oo *<nou* problem of optimiration But if case (3) u repre-

sentauve of the real world the optimum amount of educauon is entirely a matter of the

earnings associated with additional education, and cannot be defined independently of

them a man with 16 years of Khoolmg may be twice as productive as one with 12 years,

but if he costs three lime* as much, the optimum amount of education is nevertheless 12

years (see BUug, Feslon aod Ziderman, op ot
, pp 3-4]

** See Pames, ep at

,

pp 19, 20, 33, 36, 38, 41, 44 But after mentionmg almost every

objection to long term man power forecasting he nevertheless insist* that the essence of

his own approach is
'
the rather ngorous link that has been assumed Eietween productivity

Icveb and occupauonal structure on the one hand, and between occupation and educational

qualification on the other” p 51) See, m a similar vein, F H Harbison and C. A
hlyers, Eduealum, MeoipoaxT, and Eeoiwmu Croulh (New York McGraw Hill, 1963}, ch 9,

pp 189-208
** Pames’ pnnapal line of defense is simplioty itself "The sceptics call attention to the

large margins of error that arc likely at virtually every stage of the forecasting process

the estimate ofG N P fifteen yean in advance, the duinbution thereof among the vanovis

sectors and branches of the economy, the estimation of future manpower structure within

each of the branches, and the equation of occupations with required educational quali

fication ’* But "so long as one grants that manpower considerations arc one of the elements

that ought to influence educational decisions, then all such decisions, if they purport to be

rational, involve manpower forecast, wbelber or not they are eacpUatly made," PCanmng

Education for Soaal end Economu Darlopmmi, ed II S Fames (Para O D , 1963), pp.

74-5 This misses the point If long term forecasts of the purely technological kind arc

really as subject to error as he himself admits (fiP at , pp 13, 30), il u difficult to sec how
they can be justified, the fact that all educational decuions have man power implications

tnakes erron more senous, not less.
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forecast or not to forecast, but rather whether to forecast inaccurately as

much as ten or fifteen years ahead or to forecast three or four years ahead
with a much better chance of being accurate. The case for long-term fore-

casting is usuallymade on the basis of the lengthy production-period ofscienti-

fic man-power. But, as we saw earlier, the fact that it takes fifteen years to

educate an engineer does not imply that we must predict the demand for

engineers in 1981, not unless there is one, and only one, occupation that an
engineer can fill or, at any rate, one and only one set oftasks that an engineer

can perform. We need to know much more about these questions, but all

the evidence so far suggests that there are many substitutes for professional

man-power. Human capital may take a longer time to produce than most
physical capital, but it is also less specific in use than most machines.

The need to guide students’ career choices is sometimes given as the

reason that man-power forecasts must look at least six or seven years ahead.

To be sure, students, at least British students, must think about career

opportunities six or seven years hence in choosing their major fields ofstudy.

Suppose they were furnished with a completely accurate forecast of the

demand for a particular profession by 1972. Would this improve their

educational choices? Not necessarily, as they would still have to calculate

how many other students would react to the forecast in the same ^vay, This

is true, of course, of every student in turn. Students are in the same position

as oligopolists who cannot decide what price to charge without knowledge

of the prices that rivals will be charging. It is not enough, therefore, to be

told what will be the demand for engineers in 1972. One also needs to know

the probable supply of engineering students by 1972. Provided the student

is given the latter as well as the former, he is indeed better off: if a shortage

is forecast he need not worry much about his aptitude for engineering, as he

is likely to find employment in any case; if, on the other hand, the forecast

suggests that there will be a buyers’ market he must pay stricter attention to

his own occupational aptitudes. This argiunent shows that even completely

accurate medium-term man-power forecasts are not by themselves sufficient

for purposes of vocational counselling. But, in practice, even these are

rarely accurate.®’ Furthermore, they say nothing about prospective

An interesting test-case is the demand for teachers. Here there is no problem about

forecasting labor productivity, as staff/student ratios are invariably an admimstrative

decision, nor any difficulty about specifying the minimum educational qualification for the

job, as there is usually a legal minimum requirement for entry into the profession. Never-

theless, the record of teacher forecasts is as poor as all other man-power forecasts; see W.
Lee Hansen, “Human Capital Requirements for Educational Expansion: Teacher Shortages

and Teacher Supply,” Education and Economic Development, op. cit.j M. J. Bowman, “Educa-

tional Shortage and Excess,” Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, November

1963, pp. 446-61; and A. M. Cartter, “A New Look at the Supply of College Teachers,”

The Educational Record, Summer 1965, pp. 267-77. Another depressing example is the case

of doctors: see W. Lee Hansen, “
‘Shortages’ and Investment in Health Manpower,” op. cit.;

and J. Seale, “Medical Emigration: A Study in the Inadequacy of Official Statistics,”

Lessonsfrom Central Forecasting (London: Institute of Economic Affairs, 1965), pp. 25-41.
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professional earnings, which is precisely what interests students There is a

world of difference between stipulatu^ the minimum educational require-

ments for realizing a G D I* target, as m the typical man power forecast,

and predicting the employment opportunities that will most probably

materialize in various fields of specialization so as to help students to plan

their careers The confusion between the two may perhaps account for the

poor quality of vocational guidance in so many countries

Despite everything we have said, advocates ofman-power forecasting will

nevertheless insist that some knowledge of the future ten or fifteen years

hence, however hazy, is better than nothing Put like this, one can only

agree However, the impbcation of this view is that we ought to build the

admitted haziness of long term forecasts directly into the forecast itself

For instance, one plausible hypothesis is that the variance around the

estimated mean of the forecast increases with the square of the length of

time over which we are forecasting, producing a margin of error that

steadily widens as we look farther into the future Thus, the margin of error

in predicting the demand for man power might be ± 2% of the 1966 figures

by 1967, ± (0 02)* of 1966 figures by 1968 and so forth, amounting to an

error of ±22% m 10 years and ±35% m 15 years, the same aigument,

possibly with a different margin oferror, applies to the supply ofman power

The growth paths for a particular type of educated man power might then

look as follows

In this case we would have to be satisfied by the undramatic conclusion

that there will be a “shortage” of^by 1981 ifwe have underestimated the

demand for X and overestimated its supply, and not otherwise The diagram

is, of course, purely illustrative I do not know whether the future supply

IS more uncertain than the future demand or whether the errors are sym-

metrical around the forecast, as m the above diagram, nor whether the

compounding error term should be 1, 2 or 3% However, until some such

conception of discounting the uncertain future enters explicitly mto man-
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power forecasting, the case for long-term man-power forecasting, particularly

of the single-valued type, lacks intellectual foundation. Surely, there is

some point at which the penumbra of doubt associated with a forecast be-

comes so large that the forecast itself misleads rather than informs ?

VIII In Conclusion

There is little point in continuing to waste resources on long-term pin-

point forecasts whose results are suspect even by the forecasters themselves.

These resources could be much more profitably invested in improving our

knowledge of the current stock of qualified man-power and disseminating

this knowledge to students and employers. It is no accident that after two

decades of considerable activity in man-power forecasting only one country,

namely the United States, has anything like adequate data on the distribu-

tion of the labor force by sectors, occupations, earnings and years of school-

ing.®® Such data are not even expensive to collect, since they can be gathered

by sample surveys. The truth is that the mystique of forecasting has dis-

couraged investigations of the current stock of man-power on the grounds

that bygones are forever bygones.®® But the stock of man-power is so large

relative to the annual flow that most of the current stock will be ^vith us for

decades to come.

Faced with the dififlculties of man-power forecasting, difficulties that

seem to increase at a progressive rate the longer the time-period over which

we are forecasting, the remedy is to begin modestly with short-term fore-

casts, extrapolated with a compounding margin of error as outlined above.

As we accumulate more experience, we can begin to adjust the margin of

error, gradually producing more and more reliable medium-term, and

eventually long-term, forecasts. As a check on such forecasts of demand, we
ought to make continuous rolling projections of the future supply ofeducated

people. Indeed, the forecasts ofdemand ought to be of the type that provides

a range of alternative values for different estimates of the projected supply.

If the demand for educational inputs depends in any way on its price, and

this will necessarily be so if there is any substitutability between educational

2® The United States Is also the only country that now has an almost complete register

of professionally qualified man-power in the labor force.

The almost imiversal neglect of earnings as a vital piece of information about trends

in the use and production of man-power illustrates the effect of this mystique on data

collection. For example, the Review of the Scope and Problem! of Scientific and Technological

Manpower Policy, presented last year to the British Parliament by the Committee on Man-
power Resources for Science and Technology (Cmnd. 2800), listed a number of investiga-

tions now under way that are designed to supplement knowledge of the demand for and

supply of scientific man-power in Great Britain, but said not a word about relative earnings.

Figures on earnings by level or type of education are not collected by any ofiicial agency in

Great Britain.
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inputs, changes in supply arc just as capable of altering that price as changes

in demand, and therefore the quantity demanded of educational inputs is

not independent of its supply It follows that man-power forecasts must

always be combined with social-demand projections Similarly, social-

demand projections by themselves arc not a safe basis for educational

planning The tendency to upgrade skill-requirements when the labor

market becomes favorable is a well-attested phenomenon.*® It seems to have

definite limits, however, as witness the incidence of “intellectual unemploy-

ment” in many countries As we combine forecasts of demand with projec-

tions of supply, we start thinking quite naturally of earmngs associated with

education as indicators of impending shortages and surpluses. And since the

costs of training various types ofspecialized man-power differ considerably,

we will be led to consider variations in earnings in relation to variations in

the costs of education. This is rate-of-rcturn analysis, whether we call it

that or not By making such calculations on a year-to-year basis, we keep a

continual check on labor markets for highly qualified man-power and

gradually develop insights into the ways in wluch education interacts with

economic growth.

Recent work on mathematical and computable models ofthe educational

system may point the way to a joining of all the approaches Models of

this kind are perfectly neutral instruments of planning and indispensable

whatever approach is taken They become somewhat more tendentious if

specific assumptions are made about what education ought to be optimizing

In a recent linear programming model ofeducation in Northern Nigeria, for

example, man-power demands were treated as exogenously determined con-

straints and lifetime net earnings diflerentials associated with education as

the objective function to be maximized.** The solutions took the form ofan

K Folger and C B Nam, **TreRds in Education m Relation to Occupational

Structure,” Sonoloff ofEducation, Fall 1964, pp 19-34, dononstrate a moderate but declining

association between education and occupauon in the Uuted States between 1940 and 1960.

Moreover, they show that most of the change that occurred in those tvrtnty years was
attributable to a nse in educational attainments within occupations, that is, to upgrading,

rather than a shift from jobs requiring little to those requiring more educaUon.
**The groundwork was laid by Correa, Tinbergen and Bos with a balanced growth

golden age model, using fixed linear coeffiaents to relate the stock of labor with second-

Mii thwri t-iatvciwi'rt. •mfionci, •atamitvtA sJt* sltitWia-iliert’, ‘kA riefiSf-

tional system to the teacher requirements of the se«>nd and third level’ see J Tinbergen

andH C Bos, “A Planning Model for the EducaiionaJRcquirwrentsofEcononMcDeve)qj>
ment,” Econometric Models of Education (Pans: OECD, 1965), pp. 9-31. For a somewhat
different type of model, see C A. Moser and P Redfem, "A Computable Model of the

Educational System of England and Wales,” Pnceedings of the International Statistical Institute

Bi-Annual Conference (London: I S 1 , 1966); and P Annytage and C Smith, “The Develo;^

.

ment of Computable Models of the Bnti^ Educational System and Their Possible Uses,”

Meeting ofthe Ad Hoc Groups on Mathematicdl Models ofXhs Educational System (Fans : O E C D

,

1967)
** S S Bowles, TTte Efficient Allocatwn of Rtmnes in Education A Planning Model with

Applications to Northern Nigeria (Dissertation submitted to Harvard University, 1965).
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optimum sequence of decisions about various parts of the educational system

over an eight-year period, given different assumptions about staff/student

ratios. The interesting conclusion that emerged was that the optimum

pattern of resource allocation between primary, secondary and higher

education was almost exactly the opposite of that advocated by previous

man-power forecasts in Nigeria, not so surprising perhaps if one realizes

that these forecasts ignored the problem of the transition path to the target

dates.^®

We have come to the end of our story. The message has been that

social-demand projections, man-power forecasting and rate-of-return

analysis are reconcilable and in fact complementary techniques of educa-

tional planning, but not as these approaches are presently conceived in the

literature. Above all, they must be combined with specific educational

reforms and an active man-power policy designed to minimize the burden

of administrative planning decisions. Economists do have a contribution to

make to educational planning, but not by pressing the claims ofone particu-

lar panacea, not by pretending to foresee the future accurately ten or fifteen

years ahead, not by presuming to know how to promote exactly so much
economic growth by just so much education. There is no reason to be

apologetic about the fact that in most cases all that we can safely recom-

mend is movement in a particular direction for a limited period of time.

For similar evidence, see J. R. Smyth, “Rates of Return on Investment in Education:

A Tool for Short Term Educational Planning, Illustrated v«th Ugandan Data,” and E.

Rado, “Manpower Planning in East Africa,” both in World Tear Book of Education 1967,

op. cit.
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